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Introduction
I wake up sometimes and think, Am I still me?

I know you’re supposed to be your brain, your wits, your thoughts, 
But I don’t believe it is that simple.

Iain M. Banks, Look To Windward, 2001: 161

How to build a house for the social mind
Two Premises, a brief genealogy of the history of teleo-mechanism and the  biological 

vernacular

Two Premises

The present study rests on two premises: One about the means and mechanisms of knowledge and 

concept formation that come under scrutiny that represent the foundation of how this study works. The 

other about the development and process of knowledge regimes (such as the life and social sciences) 

investigated in regard to their end or teleology, which gives the study its reason. An “investigation” of 

regimes of knowledge production, I find, ca be much like an investigation of the weather: It can in 

various regards be highly unpredictable, and its criterion, truth, is a local phenomenon, a micro-climate.

The first premise: 

In the half-century between 1880 and 1930 a world-shattering event occurred. You can call it a central 

paradigm-shift, a sea-change, or a rupture. In short, a new episteme, physicalist reductionism, emerged 

during period that took hold of the minds of scholars, researchers, and academic teachers.

Such a rupture or change of episteme rarely is actually sudden; rather, it has precursors and occurs 

slowly. Only when its emergence becomes as in the retrospection of historians, sociologists, and 

philosophers, does it appear dramatic.

This is what a rupture does:  The way the world was thought of before cannot be adequately 

reconstructed in the way it is thought of after the rupture. Some of the “students” educated during the 

period of a rupture either end up on one side or seem to have conflated incommensurate ideas.

The new “way of thinking” that emerged at the end of the nineteenth century and dawn of the 

twentieth, replaced a style of thought that had dominated much philosophy, physiology, and biology 

since the late 18th century after another major rupture occurred at during the lifetime of Immanuel Kant 

and became associated with his name. Kantianism was a new way thinking that had emerged as “a way 

of speaking” in and about science. This program or language has been called the teleo-mechanist 

program (Timothy Lenoir 1982), it has been strongly associated with the early German Romantic 

constellation (Robert J. Richards 2002); however, for the present purpose, we will prefer to speak of it 
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as biological vernacular in order to emphasize a position that differentiates between enabling and 

constraining factors in scientific discourse. According to the theoretical premise that this book follows, 

enabling or productive factors can be found in the form of theoretical languages and conceptual frames, 

while constraining or inhibiting factors are structured with constellations of networks of individuals 

and institutions1.

In regard to the scholars whose work we investigate, we follow Michel Foucault in his suggestion to 

abandon the notion of the author as an individual genius who creates and produces academic works. 

Rather, the author is a conceptual nexus and a network address; s/he is an interlocutor in a discourse in 

the form of a place of positive and negative selection.2 

The vernacular s/he is socialized in holds potential productive relations in itself, which the interlocutor 

can realize by enunciating  these conceptual relations. Interlocutors are bound together by these 

vernaculars. In the negative selection, an interlocutor chooses to inhibit or to not realize a potential 

relation for reasons that lie in the “grammar” or conventionalizations3 of the network, institution, or 

bureaucracy s/he is part of. This does not mean that I will not make reference to individual persons who 

1 The initial drafts of the present book were written in between January 2006 and April 2008. A subsequent 580 pages 
long version was accepted by a PhD committee of the Institute of Sociology at the Friedrich-Alexander University of 
Nuremburg-Erlangen, Germany, in mid-April 2008. The reviews by the committee members were eventually available 
in late September and followed by a PhD defense in late November. In the time passing, my theoretical apparatus has 
been significantly refined and I have finally found time to revise the dissertation manuscript between April and July 
2009.The book you are now reading has been reduced in size and severely changed to accommodate a) the review of the 
committee and mostly b) changes were made to accommodate a wealth of new finds and ideas.
 There is far less discussion of the method here, because the approach has progressed beyond the present study and 
would require a completely different structure for the book and make it unbearably long. This book can easily stand on 
its own as it is now and remain as free of jargon as possible.
 Some readers will find this present book a fair introduction to other theoretical and methodological writings by this 
author, which will help them understand the instruments much better, while other readers may want to consult theoretical 
work by this author or reference authors such as Michel Foucault, Ian Hacking, Arnold Davidson, Dieter Henrich and 
Bruno Latour to appreciate all aspects of the present study. 
If anything, I do suggest that any reader, in order to have the full appreciation of this author’s novel approach to 
discourse analysis and discursive analysis, should read this study and the articles EBSCO’s Sociology Notes  on 
„Structural-Functional Analysis on Health and Medicine“, „Technology and Medicine“, and „Knowledge-based 
economy“ as a material basis for the chapter „The ADHD regime and situating neuro-chemical selves in whole systems“ 
in the Kopnina/Keune reader on Health and Environment  (Nova Science Pub.), this author’s German book on Foucault 
and interpretative analytics, and a book-length manuscript on methodology which will appear as Speaking (in) Biology? 
in the next two years. 
      This author is currently working on another book on the history and current use of the concept „attention“  in 
discourses of health and pathology, which is going to be the climax of this methodological development.

2  This does not mean that “genius”-accounts do not have merit. Quite the contrary, Robert Richards’ study The Romantic  
Conception of Life (2002) is a study that relies on the position of genius within the networks that comprise a core 
structural element of constellations. It is also one of the best studies on the subject and his and Lenoir’s Strategy of Life 
(1982) should, in this author’s opinion, be understood as two works that complement each other and must be read 
together.

3  Loosely employing David Bloor’s concept (defined in: Pulkinnen 2001) as this and other aspects are subject for intense 
discussion in the upcoming book Speaking in Biology?
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were the agents that wrote the texts under investigation. However, we should keep in mind that 

whenever there is occasion to say something like “Hannah Arendt wrote in this passage...” or  “William 

James made the case that...”, the object under investigation is not Hannah Arendt or William James the 

subject and genius-author of her/his actions, but rather the enunciation and the style of reasoning that 

made this enunciation possible and shaped it. And the specific style of reasoning under investigation is 

the teleo-mechanist program in the form of the biological vernacular, which was the condition that 

made possible the style of reasoning that shaped Harvard University's Department of Social Relations, 

which we investigate as it is embodied in Talcott Parsons. The objects under investigation are the 

conditions that made possible the transformation from the teleo-mechanist program to the Social 

Relations laboratory, or from the authorship of Kant to that of Parsons. This transformation is centered 

in three core aspects of both the teleo-mechanist and the social relations programs: a) The idea of 

communication or, more precisely, of overcoming discursivity problematized as contingency through 

mediated communication among mutual “others” as a touchstone for knowledge in general and within 

the scientific community in particular, b) the unity of science and the unity of reason represented in the 

unity of constitutive factors and regulative ideas within the scientific community in particular in regard 

not of a reductionist science but a common language, and c) the need to reconcile the practical, clinical, 

and educational attitude with the theoretical, laboratory, and experimental attitude through pragmatism, 

pluralism and civics.

The teleomechanist program began with Kantianism at a crucial moment in the history of science when 

it became clear that the existing theoretical language of the “life sciences” could no longer describe and 

render explicit the discoveries unearthed by the investigation of the processes of human and animal life. 

The Kantian style of reasoning provided conceptual tools that made these findings cognizable and 

communicable.

Whether or not Kant's works actually were meant to accomplish this or if such an account represents 

“what Kant really meant” is of no consequence for the present study. Such accounts are closing 

accounts. It has been argued (e.g. by Robert Richards) that Timothy Lenoir's suggestion that Kant 

formulated a teleo-mechanist program that was taken over and transformed into biology by 

physiologists and natural philosophers of the early nineteenth century (such as Treviranus, 

Blumenbach, or Reil) is a misconception because it was not actually an intended part of Kant's 

philosophy, and that, therefore , Blumenbach et al have “creatively misunderstood” Kant. 
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The present study is interested in an opening account opening meaning the pursuit not of what Kant 

meant, but of what Kant enabled, what problems and concepts Kantian reasoning made cognizable and 

utterable. 

Such an argument plays little role in and does present a serious restriction on the present purpose, 

because Kant's “original intention” is of no concern to this account. Instead, I argue, whether his 

intention or not, the potential conceptual relations that Blumenbach et al found in Kant were inherently 

present, and, therefore, all that needs to be shown is that there can be a minimally coherent account of 

this conceptual productivity over the progress of the discourse from Kant until the point of a decisive 

rupture in the discourse. Whether the coherence is established by a series of creative misunderstandings 

or equivocations on the side of the authors is not treated as a moral question for the genealogical 

reconstruction of conceptual relations. We must accept the fact that the history of science until today 

and into the future is nothing but a series of creative misunderstandings and equivocations. Therefore, 

the mechanism we investigate is the process of creative yet coherent misunderstanding and 

equivocation.

The second premise of this study is that in order to investigate the mechanisms and processes of 

knowledge production, we must perceive them in relation to an end. The end of this special type of 

Kantianism, or the teleo-mechanist program, can be found expressed very visibly in Harvard's Human 

Relations movement and its intellectual successor, the Social Relations Program. Talcott Parsons was a 

scholar who became a nexus in the different networks and intellectual milieus that formed the final 

phase of the biological episteme. He represents the class of scholars who were the last to be socialized 

and immersed into the Kantian style of reasoning while they were, at the same time, witnessing the rise 

of a new rationality, which we will sum up somewhat simplistically under terms such as physicalist  

reductionism4.
4    We will deal fairly little with the emergence and structure of physicalist reductionism, its roots in positivism, or the 

historic prerequisites of its development. Its intellectual development is, of course, linked to positivism, the (specifically 
British) mathematification of philosophy and economics with Russell and Jevons, Dewey’s bald naturalism, and the 
Marbug school of Neo-Kantianism (see for example: Friedman 2004, Heidelberger 2007, Pulkkinen 2001, Schabbas 
1989). Institutionally, it owes to a significant change in the lab tradition and the emergence of physics labs (see for 
example: Cahan 1985, Forgan 1989, Gooday 1990,1991, Gooday/Fox 2005 and Gieryn 1999, 2002,; the example of 
Gieryn is interesting, because he uses a concept of “truth-spots”: an overview of different aspects of lab-science and 
several insightful bibliographical references on the topic  in Robert E.Kohler’s essay “Lab History:Reflections” along 
with Ursula Klein’s contribution in the Focus Section of Volume 99 Issue 4 of Isis ; Karin Knorr Cetina’s [e.g. 1999] and 
Bruno Latour’s [2005] numerous contributions must also definitely be mentioned). Another important aspect is the 
introduction of the “engineering ideal”, which is associated with Jacques Loeb. An intellectual biography with a 
discussion of the intellectual traditions that Loeb was part of and opposed to can be found in a seminal work by the late 
Philip Pauly (1987). Interestingly, Talcott Parsons spent a summer in the labs of Woods Hole, MA, participating in an 
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In the case of Parsons and his contemporary interlocutors, they were, implicitly of course, trying to find 

their own expression of the teleo-mechanist program or biological vernacular, which has in their case 

been called analytical realism. Analytical realism is, however, nothing but what Lotzeans call critical  

realism, for criticism is the question for the “conditions of the possibility of something“, where the 

“something” is a “fact”, however vague the concept of “fact“ – which for Parsons (as well as for his 

master-teacher Karl Jaspers, his senior colleague L.J.Henderson, or his favorite interlocutor Kant) is a 

“statement” or Feststellung. Such a fact, for Parsons, is the existence of “social order“ for Parsons, 

which for him does not exclude conflict or dynamic change, as many of his leftist critics have accused 

him of excluding. Rather, he simply takes note of the fact that people do indeed live in communities, 

societies, nations, congregations, and other forms of „relatively“ stable social relations. The question he 

asks is what conditions must be present in order to enable the existence of these forms in general and of 

each form in particular, making his an analytic quest for the existential conditions 

(Existenzbedingungen) of real, actual and concrete relations. This is a form of Daseinsanalyse – an 

investigation into the various forms of life and social life and how it can be lived , which was 

undertaken equally by Parsons' teacher Jaspers and, also, by Michel Foucault (whose insights were 

influential in creating the present study). 

This Daseinsanalyse  is decidedly different from the Existenzanalyse (or existential analysis) of 

phenomenologists such as Husserl, Schuetz, or Heidegger, one the one hand, who refer hermeneutically 

and contemplatively to forms of being as expressions of Being (Sein). One the other hand, what 

distinguishes analytical or critical realism from bald or naive realism is the inclusion of both 

constitutive and regulative aspects, of factors of what is and what ought to be, of elements and 

purposes, which come together in a teleo-mechanic perspective. Ostentatively, in the following 

chapters, the terms analytical realism, critical realism, teleomechanist program and to some extent 

even biological vernacular are used in a nearly identical fashion because they are children of the same 

attitude.

It is imperative to understand that this is not just a theoretical exercise or for purely “academic” or 

“historic” curiosity. The method applied and improved upon here has great value for all sorts of 

embryology course, in the early 1920s, while Loeb was working there as an independent researcher. There is no record 
that I could find that the two men have actually met (nor are there any quotes in Parsons’ earlier or even most of his later 
works). Nonetheless, Loeb was an important in American scqience at the time. Eventually, Parsons mentioned Loeb’s 
book on mechanization of biology (1912) in the essay on the human condition paradigm (1978). I am indebted to Diane 
Rielinger of the Woods Hole Archives for providing documentation.
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analysis that enlighten us to many difficulties arising in the progress of scientific investigation, public 

discourse, or legislative processes, which I address in other works. The results of the present study also 

enlighten us to the importance of the fact that the elucidation of conceptual histories may often lead to 

an understanding of how and why differing opinions in past and current debates have shaped and 

continue to shape the outcome and practical consequences of these debates, for certain core problems 

of the conflict between physicalist reductionism and biological vernacular are still unresolved and 

present stark conceptual problems, such as in how modern societies create concepts and practices of 

normal/pathological, as well as diagnostic categories and therapeutic regimes. The last half-century has 

seen a shift towards pharmaco-centrism and a subversive counter-movement of alternative medicine, 

which is infused with the conceptual and categorical processes that are discussed in the writings and 

teachings on “health and society” of the early Kantians as well as Rudolf Hermann Lotze, William 

James, Karl Jaspers, and Talcott Parsons. These latter scholars offer a resolution in directing science 

towards cooperative communication and the creation of a common conceptual basis, a pragmatic and 

pluralistic approach towards the subject on the grounds of clear and sound criteria, and lastly, and in 

regard to medicine, a shedding of unnecessary divisions in favor of a comprehensive approach that 

provides means for healing and caring for the body and the mind, the individual and the community, 

and for the subsystem of  science (and medicine) and the whole of society alike.

The present study is meant to serve as a reminder of conceptual history’s potential to bring about an 

understanding of where we come from, where we are, and where we should go. It provides clues as to 

methodologies that will enable us to regain these potentials. Finally, and not at the least, this study will 

begin to open forgotten pathways in the history of science that have helped shape the way modern 

science and medicine present themselves today in enabling but also constraining new and innovative 

ideas.

A brief genealogy of the teleo-mechanist program

I will now provide, as briefly yet as comprehensively as possible, an overview of the historical teleo-

mechanist program. I will briefly detail events and problems that led to the emergence and subsequent 

dissemination of the Kantian style of reasoning, how Kantianism is intertwined with the emergence of 

biology as a scientific discipline and its effects on the scientific discourse in philosophy, physiology, 

and psychology that led to the creation of the idea of the social, the concept of culture, and the 
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emergence of the psychophysics, hygiene, and industrial fatigue research movements in the second half 

of the nineteenth century.

In the mid-eighteenth century, more precisely between the 1730s and the 1780s, the sciences that are 

concerned with the investigation of human and animal life, with the description, explanation, and 

understanding of nature, as well as with the healing and medical traditions of Europe experienced a 

major crisis. 

This crisis, in short, emerged from an entirely new institutional situation, novel ideas, different 

attitudes, ground-breaking discoveries, and the incapacity of the contemporary scientific language to 

describe these developments and make them explicit.

If one were forced to provide more precise dates that mark the beginning of the developments that 

created this crisis and the beginning of developments that ended it, one would be well advised to say 

1736 and 1772: the date the call was made to Albrecht von Haller regarding the chair of medicine, 

botany, surgery, and anatomy at the university of Goettingen and the date of Kant’s first anthropology 

course.

The university of Goettingen and the emergence of what Timothy Lenoir has identified as the 

“Goettingen School” (1981a) are a novelty in the history of research and higher education5, precisely 

because it was the founding of the university, which was officially executed in 1737, and the creation of 

von Haller’s chair that initially combined the teaching and research function, which became the pillar 

of the success of the German university model for 250 years6.

Answering the call by Hanoverian king George II and his minister Adolph von Munchhausen, a 

visionary of education reform during the 18th century, von Haller relocated to Goettingen for 16 years, 

where he pursued his research agenda, which was focused on physiology, the study of the functions of 

the living body.

In the meantime, he became an instrumental influence as a teacher, representing a major shift in the 

way that scientific investigation and education was to be understood from then on. While research and 

academic life had been kept fairly separate in the previous centuries, their conflation, which occurred at 

Goettingen and, gradually, elsewhere, represented a new step in the professionalization of the scientific 

enterprise. Previously, “professional academics” and their research efforts were viewed rather 
5  For a history of the full-fledged Research University, its relation to politics following the troubling times 1770 – 1830, 

and the establishment of “publish or perish” in Prussia around 1750, see Clark (2006), excellently reviewed by Kremer 
(2009)

6  Only to be abolished in the early 21st century.
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skeptically, for unlike the “amateur” – usually members of nobility - the academics had a “vested 

interest” in their research. The amateurs, it was thought, could pursue the “truth” without any such 

interest and their results were thus more trustworthy.

The founding of the university if Goettingen and the institutionalization of a professorship that was 

intended to combine teaching and research represented a major shift that had occurred7.

 

Of course, von Haller’s scientific work was not the only 18th century research that created problems for 

the existing language; in the same vein John Hunter (1728 – 1793) in Scotland or the Comte de Buffon 

(1707 – 1788) in France can serve among several examples of scientists who created important works 

and held influential positions as writers of natural histories, text-books, or correspondence.

But von Haller represents a nexus in the development that is far more important and consequential than 

the mere authorship of “novel thoughts and problems”. He directly influenced the way that science 

became a new pillar of medical practice. Medical education and practice had, for centuries, rested on 

ancient authorities like Hippocrates and Galen (Broman 1989). In fact, the history of medicine can be 

told in a narrative that describes a continuous pendulum swing between these two interlocutors. 

But with von Haller, a contemporary figure became an authority and represented a break from the ways 

in which legitimacy of medical and scientific practice  had previously been won, namely by proving 

coherence within the canon of Galen or Hippocrates. Here was a living, breathing interlocutor who 

could be engaged and whose work could be put to the test. This does not mean that von Haller’s work 

represented a complete rupture. His work was standing side by side with Galen’s and had to be 

intelligible with Galen’s terms to remain comprehensible. However, the introduction of an 

“experimental” and a “comparative” attitude into education allowed for new problems to emerge. And 

the fact that these new problems could not easily be made comprehensible called for a new language 

and, eventually, necessitated transformations in the vernacular and the framework that represented a 

major epistemological shift. This shift occurred somewhat “simultaneously” in various fields (which is 

documented in various studies, but most imminently in Foucault’s seminal  Les Mots et les choses), 

and, eventually, led to the important transformations that became explicit in biology in France and 

Germany through the work of Cuvier, which Foucault(1970). has discussed in a lesser known, but 

7  The aspect of institutionalization and the division between amateur/professional science is documented fairly well. The 
richest case studies exist for the example for France (see for example: Adkins, 2009, Gillsipie 2004, Hahn 1971, Outram 
1980 Paul 1980, Sturdy 1995, also the land-mark  article by Ben-David 1972)
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highly insightful discussion on the role of Cuvier 

The academic challenge to the healing profession was answered by medical practitioners with the 

precursor to the alter hygiene movement, the medizinische polizey, and – as Broman’s study (1989) 

illustrates – on an institutional level the later German enlightenment towards the end of the eighteenth 

century  turned into a struggle between practitioners/physicians and professional academics for 

dominance over the vision of the future. This vision  combined the scientific and the political in regard 

to the role that medicine could and should play in and for society. This vision led to the emergence of 

the clinical gaze (Foucault) on the one hand and the experimental attitude on the other, which have 

remained at odds ever since, including the dichotomy of training and education. These and other 

dichotomies and their various combinations can be employed heuristically to describe many of the 

developments that shaped the progress of science and education.8

On the experimental front, the work of von Haller and his contemporaries proved to be equally 

transforming. 

Von  Haller,  Scotsman  John  Hunter,  and  Georges  Cuvier  (1769  –  1832)  rendered  explicit  the 

shortcomings of the preceding teachings of the discipline of anatomy. With Hunter and others turning 

to comparative anatomy and von Haller introducing the idea of sensibility and irritability into anatomy 

and physiology, the need for a new theoretical language became apparent, for the existing language, 

provided mostly by anatomy, was a language that was descriptive, as it was static and dealing with 
“recording merely the appearance, texture and arrangement of the parts; in the extreme form it revealed nothing of the use 

or function(s) of those parts. […But w]ithout a knowledge of function or the purpose for which a given organ was designed 

there could be no satisfactory understanding ” (Coleman 1977: 17/18)

Von Haller saw the many conceptual problems, but could not yet properly resolve them for lack of 

appropriate language. The historian William Coleman has made clear that after von Haller there was a 

need to discern purpose and function. But to do so, one could not rest on the constitutives, which were 

discovered by stock-tacking through descriptive anatomy. This was only half the deal. Von Haller and 

others correctly saw the rift occurring and the need for a functional perspective. But they now applied 

an underdeveloped understanding of teleology by employing it in an Aristotelian fashion as the idea of 

an explanatory cause (for different uses and understanding of the concept teleology in this era see Olser 

2001).  Their  return to  Aristotle  represented  the identification of  anatomy with  physiology and the 

8  The intersections of science and medicine with social, political and economic life are apparent in the biography of von 
Haller. Von Haller not only researched and taught in various disciplines, he was also concerned with the method of 
science in general (he wrote a landmark essay about the use of hypotheses in science [von Haller 1787]), and held a civil 
servant position in the city of Bern after he left Goettingen. In Bern he also joined and headed an economic association.
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explanation of  the body as a functioning whole comprising from the “harmonious interaction of the 

justly contrived parts” (Coleman 1977: 18).

Various scholars “produced” by the university of Goettingen or closely related to it during the 

eighteenth century (see Lenoir 1981a) aided in the preparation of finding conceptual resolutions  to the 

problems scientific investigation had presented. It wasn’t until the turn of the century that a class of 

scholars – among them Treviranus, Johann Blumenbach, and Johann Christian Reil – would eventually 

use the conceptual relations that were enabled within a newly founded thought-scape (Denkraum). 

Following the publication of the Critique of Pure Reason, a new language and a new style of reasoning 

that could account for the problems that scientific research had revealed in the preceding decades 

seemed possible. It took another two decades before the scientific discourse could disseminate and 

gestate the opportunities that Kantianism offered and enable Blumenbach, Reil, and others to try and 

resolve the problems left to them by von Haller, Buffon, Hunter and others.

Kant’s philosophy addressed the questions of knowledge and its use, of theory and practice by uniting 

epistemology, ethics ,and aesthetics within the scope of one critical science that could serve as a basis 

for informing us about the nature that surrounds us, the nature of our own organism as well as about the 

ways in which can and should lead our lives that are situated in these natures. The Greek word  for this 

art of living one’s life is bios, and the Kantian science is best described as a pragmatic anthropology 

(this was the topic of Michel Foucault’s these). With Reil and Hufeland we could witness the 

emergence of medical semiotics, a precursor to Charles Peirce9. With Blumenbach and Treviranus, the 

study of organisms, their anatomy, physiology, and functions became the discipline biology. We find 

the discourses of medicine and medical practice, philosophy, scientific professionalization, and politics 

and society deeply intertwined. The creation of anthropology  (which was studied on the philosophical 

side with respect to the conflict between Herder and Kant in detail by John Zammito [2002]) becomes a 

process of emergence between these discourses, exemplified in Kant’s anthropology courses beginning 

in the winter semester 1772/310, and coinciding with Herder’s prize-winning essay on the “origins of 

language”, an early manifesto of communication science,  and Ernst Platner’s (1744 – 1818) 

Anthropology for Physicians and the Worldwise (1772, 1790).

What followed was the creation of the teleo-mechanist program, which Timothy Lenoir has described 

in his seminal study Strategy of Life (1982). Lenoir has claimed that the teleomechanist program – its 

9  This particular aspect of history of science and philosophy is dealt with in the draft of a chapter on medical semiotics 
and the problem of attention in the nineteenth century which is currently under review.

10  For information on Kant as a lecturer see: http://www.manchester.edu/kant/Lectures/lecturesListDiscipline.htm
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creators Blumenbach, Reil, Cuvier, Treviranus, and also its final benefactors Karl Ernst von Baer and 

Rudolf Hermann Lotze – were all directly indebted to Kant and his critical philosophy.

This thesis has been met by objections, most notably by Kenneth Caneva (1990) and Robert J. Richards 

(2000, 2002). However, the criticism shows only that Lenoir’s claim is too strong. Instead it must be 

said that Blumenbach and others may not – as Caneva and Richards suggest – have met Kant’s original 

intention, but very creatively misunderstood Kant. For the present study it is of little concern, whether 

Lenoir met Kant’s and Blumenbach’s intentions. Quite the contrary, it is actually the point that these 

intentions may not have been identical, and, yet, both men were still enabled and affirmed by each 

other. Whether Kant’s intention or not, the discourses that he was part of allowed for conceptual 

relations to be created from his work that enabled different pathways, including the teleo-mechanic 

program in biology as envisioned by Blumenbach et al. The common denominator was the idea of 

finding a way to present science as unified.

This  new,  unifying  spirit became the  spark for  the  psycho-physiological  discourse,  as  well  as  the 

clinical-laboratory contexts, and the conjunction of medical police and political/social education. This 

would be best illustrated in the constellation formed by Kant, Blumenbach, Reil, and Soemmering.

Johann Friedrich  Blumenbach  and  Johann  Christian  Reil  serve  as  two  exemplary  and  influential 

characters who used Kantian type language to guide their research and thereby “science” as a unified 

perspective was born, not in the course of the nineteenth century, but at the end of the eighteenth. 

Samuel Thomas Soemmering (1755 – 1830) is another example of a scholar who was influential in the 

history of physiology. Kant had been in personal contact with both Soemmering and Blumenbach. 

Blumenbach  appears  in  Kant’s  critical  works,  particularly  in  the  Third  Critique.  Kant  wrote  an 

Afterword for one of Soemmering’s books11.

Kant  and Blumenbach distinguish between  Constitutive and  Regulative aspects  in  their  conceptual 

frame of reference while emphasizing their unity in order to bring about a methodology of one science 

that  leaves  the  disciplinary  boundaries  intact.  This  should  be  understood  as  an  early  from  of 

methodological pluralism.

The questions of medical or natural science issues were to be treated separately from philosophical 

issues. On the other hand, Soemmering – in the search for the “organ of the soul” – was hoping to 

11  Soemmering, one of Goethe’s interlocutors, and his discussion with Kant, regarding the soul-organ (Seelenorgan), has 
been a crucial and defining moment for the history of physiology and philosophy. It helped set the boundaries between 
the disciplines. Next to Michael Hagner’s and Olaf Breidbach’s accounts, Peter McLaughlin (1985) and Werner Euler 
(2002) have provided substantial insights. Euler reminds his readers that Kant was indeed a participant in the discourse 
of medicine both for personal reasons and out of institutional demand.
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establish   “transcendental  anatomy”  as  a  discipline  and  ended  in  glossing  over  conceptual  and 

disciplinary distinctions that were essential for Kant and Blumenbach.

In  short,  if  it  hadn’t  been  for  Kant  and  his  sharp  rebuttal  of  Soemmering  in  said  Afterword,  the 

influence of Soemmering on the discourse of physiology would have been a much different one, and 

our modern life science might appear in distinctly modified fashion.

This only emphasizes further that Kant had been actively instrumental for the discourse of biology and 

natural sciences, not just by being an agent for the opening of a thought-scape, but also by promoting 

and excluding possible enunciations in the discourse. Kant’s scholarship must be seen on the side of his 

author-function in  regard to  the ideas  he enabled.  In  regard to  his  position in  the constellation of 

scholars  of  his  time,  he  individually  served  as  a  constraining  element  through  his  decisions, 

correspondence,  and  teaching.  Kant’s  authority  in  these  particular  constellations  is  nothing  but  a 

selection mechanism. Soemmering and von Haller represent a  critical stage in the history of science 

that was overcome by Blumenbach, Treviranus and Reil, who transformed the language of Kantianism 

into a  vernacular  that could resolve problems in medicine, physiology, and anatomy. This  resolution 

became the  biological vernacular, which in the first half of the nineteenth century was still identical 

with biology as a discipline – of course, this is no longer true with the rise of physical reductionism and 

its gain of dominance in biology.  

Soemmering is certainly a person of interest for a study in conceptual history. In his work, the concept 

of Wechselwirkung (here: “interaction”) is used to describe the communion of inner and outer sense – a 

communion that  acts  as a  scheme of  mechanizistic  physiology that   marries  together  medical  and 

philosophical constructs. For Kant,  in his critical afterword, this marriage was inacceptable, for in his 

view,  the “inner sense” has no place in physiology(see Breidbach 1997: 61ff., also Hagner 2000:  63 – 

88).

In  the  very  same  transformation  of  the  theoretical  language  in  between  disciplinary  boundaries, 

Kantianism enabled a  novel  use of the concept  sensus  communis:  the (communicative)  orientation 

towards others. Previously, in the confines of Cartesian theoretical language, the concept  sensorium 

commune (!) represented a localized organ that translated between the soul and the body. For Descartes, 

this was the presence of the soul in the epiphysis. Before the Cartesian era, the sensus communis was 

but a mere faculty of the soul, much like memory or cognition. 

The Kantian application deviates in phrasing the explicit question that the  sensus communis  must be 
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either  a  physiological  or  a  philosophical  problem.  Kantians  decide  for  the  latter,  and  thereby the 

concept  receives  its  epistemologically  different  status  concerningthe  problem  of  communicability. 

Many accounts of the history of science or the history of philosophy either neglect the problem of 

communicability entirely  or  refute  it  by  drifting  towards  giving  primacy  to  either  side  of  the 

Constitutive/Regulative dualism.  But  this  latter  dualism  was  a  crucial  device  in  the  crisis  of  the 

theoretical language of physiology in the late eighteenth and the early nineteenth century, and in the 

resolution  of  the  conceptual  crisis  within  the  Kantian  thought-scape. The  physiological/anatomical 

descriptive language of the von Haller had reached the climax of its usefulness, and ran into a critical 

stage  when  experiments  and clinical  practice  revealed  inconsistencies  that  the  existing  conceptual 

language could no longer explain, it lacked proper description of ends and purposes.

Historian James Larson phrased this most clearly (1979: 235) :
“In all of Eighteenth-Century Science there is apparently no more authentic example of the use of purpose as a regulative 

principle than J.F. Blumenbach’s doctrine of vital forces”

Blumenbach’s “vital forces” were yet far from the late nineteenth and early twentieth century’s concept 

of Vitalism. However, he serves, of course, as a prerequisite in the historical development. At the same 

time, the evolution of this type of scientific language would give rise to the language of “energy” and 

“force” in the way it was used, for example, by Pareto or by fatigue researchers. and later transformed 

by  Cybernetics.  The  members  of  the  social  relations  department,  including  Talcott  Parsons,  or 

Harvard’s cognitive studies centre (Cohen-Cole 2007), are more than a vital part in the conceptual 

history of “energy”, and so is the  Cybernetics-movement – which involved Talcott Parsons along with 

Karl W. Deutsch, L.J. Henderson and others (see Kay 2001: 119f.)12.

  Let  us return to development engulfing Kant,  Reil  and Blumenbach and the role of the dualism 

Constitutive/Regulative.

In his  Institutiones13 physiologicae  (1787)14 Blumenbach explicates that “vital energy” does manifest 

12  Charles Camic (1990) has rightfully claimed that nearly all of Parsons interpreters have looked only into his published 
works. However, Parsons’ lectures, course work, and presentations have to be included in any reconstruction. For it can 
be shown that Parsons, as early as 1931, applied a theoretical language that betrays its debt to the energy concept of late 
nineteenth century Fatigue Research, which was introduced to Harvard by William James’ and Max Weber’s friend, the 
experimental psychologist and philosopher Hugo Münsterberg. The development from Blumenbach to Münsterberg to 
Parsons is not the issue to explore as of now, but to trace it, see together in context: Lenoir 1981, 1997; Osietzki 1998; 
Rabinbach, 1990 1998 Sarasin 1995, 2001; Vatin 1998).

13  Another noteworthy shift in vocabulary certainly concerns the concept of institutions, but there are coherencies with the 
language surrounding institutions. The Insititutiones were physiological in nature for Booerhave (1708), Blumenbach 
(1787), Buffon (1749-1788), and so forth. After them, there are various forms of “institutions”, ranging from material 
buildings and monuments to non-material but actual complexes, such as a ministry to social institutions such as sets of 
norms, etc. Parsons comments on these in his manuscript “Prolegomena” Volume 2 in Hamilton Peter [ed.]).

14 To emphasize, while Soemmering’s publication of Über das Organ….was made almost ten years later, this is tribute to 
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itself in the living body in several fashions in a manifold of processes that comprise this body. Larson 

(1979) concedes that Blumenbach’s concept of vital energy was “indefinable”, thus making it clear 

that, indeed, the concept is just another, even if new, residual category. The aspect of novelty lies not in 

the concept  of  vital  energy,  but  in the insight  that  physiology is  lacking a unifying concept  – the 

concept of purpose:
“The term  force, applied to the observed effects of this energy unifies those effects by interpreting them as purposeful.” 

(Larson 1979: 235)

Now, this concept of force was, of course, neither the same as that which, for example, Pareto would 

apply in  his  depiction  of  “force and fraud”,  nor  did  it  suddenly appear  in  Blumenbach out  of  an 

intellectual vacuum. It can be clearly traced within the tradition of natural philosophy as well as within 

the transmutations of related ideas towards Pareto.  Similarly,  the concept of “equilibrium” became 

instrumental from mathematics then astronomy and then in Naturphilosophie, physiology, and poetry, 

before it became a sociological and economical concept. When Blumenbach conceived of  force (see 

Larson 1979; Lenoir 1980), he did so in a Newtonian fashion, following Kantianist ideals.

For Newton, the concept  of  equilibrium (of  forces)  described a  static  Archimedean balance.  What 

changed  the  concept  of  equilibrium and  the  subsequent  use  of  force  towards  Paretian  scholarship 

(Pareto was not an economist or sociologist by training but an engineer) was a significant change in 

mechanics from Newtonian to Lagrangian mechanics. Lagrange had solved the so-called three-body-

problem, and introduced the point of equilibrium in a fashion that could be dynamic in reference to 

what  is  know as  the  Lagrange-Point,  or  Indifferenzpunkt15,  in  astrophysics.  This  was  not  a  small 

development. Another mathematician, Cournot, would apply this concept to a mathematical theory of 

wealth. In the wake of these developments Lèon Walras – also trained in mechanics and mathematics 

before becoming an economist – and his Lausanne successor Pareto,  as well as in England Alfred 

Marshall, suddenly rediscovered Cournot. 

This use of force, equilibrium, and transformation was typical for scholars like Rudolf Hermann Lotze, 

trained not only in physiology, but also in logic, mathematics, mechanics and so forth. The concepts of 

force and  equilibrium were disseminated in  these revised versions  throughout  all  these disciplines 

towards the turn to the twentieth century. In the American discourse,  equilibrium was introduced by 

the fact that contemporary scholars in the same disciplines can be part of highly different vocabularies and epistèmes. 
Indeed they may find that they cannot communicate with one another, puzzled by the difference they cannot make 
explicit as they do not understand that they actually speak in different languages.

15  Indifferenzpunkt was used by Schelling and Friedrich Schlegel to resolve the subject-object gap in both, science and 
poetry, from a Naturphilosophie point of view. (for example: Richards [2002]:130f., 276, Schelling in Boehnke [2001]: 
218, 224f.)
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Emerson and William James, who carefully read the works of Ernst Mach on mechanics16 with special 

regard to Mach’s use of energy, force and equilibrium.

The shift in theoretical language with Blumenbach and Reil – based on Kantianism but in light of the 

crises of the language of the Cell-Doctrine that Haller, Soemmering et al could not solve – created the 

philosophical-physiological discourse of the nineteenth century; it created a new thought-scape with 

many possible  theoretical  enunciations and conceptual  relations.  It  is  in  this  thoughtscape that  the 

conceptual development from Blumenbach to Lotze, to Pareto, to James, and to Weber took place. 

These scholars had to inscribe themselves into this discourse as much as this discourse inscribed itself 

into them. Only with new crises would significant changes and the opening of new though-scapes or 

the  extension  or  closure  of  old  ones  be  possible  when  residual  categories  became  evidently 

problematic.  Such transitions actually take place. Conflicts in experimental psychology necessitated 

the idea of the “social mind” (Valsiner/Van der Veer 2000) towards the turn to the 20th century. Within 

the social sciences, unresolved problems with adequaltely theorizing and operationalizing “the social” 

adequately within the fledgling social science led to a point, at which there were “as many sociological 

languages as there were sociologists”. This led to the search for a “common language for the social 

sciences” and Harvard’s Social Relations lab.

In this regard, starting with Blumenbach, biologists picked up Kant’s distinction between cause and 

purpose  from  his  Third  Critique.  Blumenbach  unified  mechanics  with  teleology  on  the  basis  of 

assigning to this unity the role of a regulative principle. This was an act of precluding the distinction 

that  Lotze  would  make  between  using  mechanics  as  an  analytical  device  (which  Lotze  himself 

endorsed),  and  a  doctrinal  use  of  mechanizism  that  reductively  applied  mechanical  principles  as 

casuistic, constitutive laws.

Blumenbach’s approach was heuristic and oriented towards understanding, not explanatory. Von Haller, 

who introduced the functional distinction of sensibility and irritability into the physiological discourse, 

could not make functionalism intelligible for a lack of appropriate theoretical language. In von Haller’s 

view, “how bodies functioned” was a constitutive that had to residually rest in place of a purpose as a 

supplemental  cause.  Blumenbach  (along  with  others  like  Christoph  Girtanner  [1796]  or  Karl  F: 

Kielmeyer [1814]) could forgo this strategy, instead offering a response that speculated on a regulative 

idea in place of purpose: a  “formative force” under the heading Bildungstrieb. Kielmeyer introduced 

the systematic approach of denoting not only the forces, but also their inter-relations, and thus gave rise 

16  In his copy of  Mach’s Mechanik (1883), James made extensive annotations to all twelve references of equilibrium (see 
this mentioned by Gerald Holton (1992: 36))
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to a notion of an “economy of nature” (Larson: 1979: 242). This notion of relations was transformed 

within the philosophical-physiological discourse, when viewed under the distinction of  external and 

internal,  some  80  to  90  years  after  Kielmeyer  into  a  central  focus  of  dispute  among  the  British 

Hegelians. It would eventually lead to Russell’s and Moore’s refutation of idealism, and the refutation 

of internal relations by giving primacy only to external relations. However, even Russell owes a large 

debt to Lotze, which was recently demonstrated by Nikolai Milkov (2008). 

Both Lotze and Karl Ernst von Baer, proponents of what Lenoir (1980; 1981; 1981a) denotes to be 

“material  vitalism”,  find  inspiration  and  problems  in  the  works  of   the  second  generation  of  the 

Göttingen School (if von Haller and his students comprise the first, Blumenbach and his students, like 

Kielmeyer, Alexander von Humboldt and Georg Reinhold Treviranus comprise the second). If it hadn’t 

been for the movement of the natural philosophers, epitomized by Schelling – who affected Johan 

Christian Reil so profoundly that the later Reil became a changed man who wrote some of the most 

influential introductory texts into  naturphilosophische physiology of his era (see Richards [2002]) – 

there might have been a chance that Russell and Moore would not have paper-clipped and scorned 

under the heading Idealism the whole tradition from Leibniz to Bradley, including Kant and Lotze. But 

since  Reil  and  others  turned  away from a  sound physiology based  on  Kant  and  towards  Natural 

Philosophy  à  la  Schelling,  a  confusion  of  different  trails  of  scholarship  became  easily  possible. 

Partially, one must admit that lines of demarcation are, in actuality, never as clear as books on the 

history of science often suggest for the sake of the clarity of their arguments. Additionally, one must 

keep in mind that disputes between schools and scholars are often not about content but other matters 

such as egos, vanity, funds and fame, not to mention the differences between styles of reasoning and 

knowledge regimes, such as the truth criteria of amateur science in sixteenth and seventeenth century 

France.

In  light  of  such  complex  scenarios,  it  is  obvious  why modern  scholars  gloss  over  the  important 

differences and shared prerequisites of the historic characters they study. Many commentators accept 

the glosses for they themselves are  far removed in time from the modes of thought that initially formed 

the context and the vocabulary of these disputes initially. Therefore, it is often forgotten that Reil, in 

writing about the “force of life” from a semiotic point of view  in the 1790s, explicitly stated that such 

vital forces held no objectivity, for it was in force that no “objective existence” could be found, as it 

served as a regulative principle that could neither constitute nor cause nothing; it was but a subsequent 

corollary of the “observer’s need to unify and to explain movement in living bodies” (Larson 1979: 
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244)17.

In regard of  “constellations”, Reil in editing and publishing a journal, the Archiv für die Physiologie, 

offered a forum for exactly that line of thought, and he became a very influential selection mechanism. 

It is also in the forum of this journal that chemistry became influential in physiology. With Claude 

Bernard  and Lawrence  Henderson,  chemistry would  provide  most  of  the  theoretical  language  and 

models for the biological sciences, preparing both of the changes that  information as concept would 

impose in the 20th century: the introduction of Cybernetics and the “discovery” of DNA.

These were indirect results of Reil’s effort toward effecting a “chemical enlightenment” (Broman 1989: 

39).  The  journal  also  became a  forum for  another  train  of  thought  that  would  lead  Reil  towards 

Naturphilosophie,  possibly  because  of  problems  of  mereology in  philosophy  and  physiology  that 

remained unresolved by the contemporary theoretical language. But, this new train of thought rested on 

a new approach to  illness, viewing it as rooted in the organism not causally, but on the intermediary 

level between the body and its parts. This represents a deviation in the previous account of relations of 

the whole and the parts as “healthy”. This mixture must have some form of “balance” that cannot be 

causally  or  constitutively  standardized  and  described.  The  Reilean  investigator  must  look  for  the 

purpose, and by comparing of different organisms and bodies (that manage to fulfil that purpose), come 

up with what is now to be know as pathology.

From this pathology forward, the idea of “treatment” would also be transformed into “therapy” as a 

process of reinstitution of “the right mixture”.

It  was  in  conflating  the  early  Reilean  program with  Naturphilosophie that  the  later  Reil  and  his 

followers  began  to  try  to  naturalize  regulative principles  by  rendering  them  constitutive and 

explanatory. This happened to the bunch of conceptions of vital force that brought to bear the very type 

of Vitalism that Lotze disdained. Indeed, in his own contribution to Wagner’s Encyclopedia (Wagners  

Handwörterbuch der Physioloige mit Rücksicht auf die pathologische Anatomie 1842) on Lebenskraft  

(“Vital Force”), Lotze not only displayed a expert and self-evident use of such concepts as “regulation” 

(Canguilhem 1974), but also began to evoke a pendulum swing back towards Kantianism in regard to 

the biological sciences and a pendulum swing away from the pole of the Constitutive towards a Unity 

account.

Lotze revived the branch of Kantianism in the physiological-philosophical discourse, and he kept alive 

the problem of communicability.

17  This can be easily compared to the concepts of “objectivity” and “reality” in the semiotic work of C.S. Peirce (see the 
insightful study of Helmut Pape (1989))
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Communicability is,  of  course,  also  a  medical  term,  as  in  the  “communicability  of  disease”.  This 

emphasizes the central role of the body as the medium between the external and internal layers of the 

organism.  The  positive  side  of  communicability is  the  communication  within  a  community  via 

language. The negative side is the communicability of disease. If language is the positive strategy that 

promotes communication among people, a negative strategy to prevent the communication of disease 

(or its other forms pathology and disorder, and their consequences, such as degeneration or fatigue) is 

necessitated.  The  counter-strategy  for  the  negative  side  of  communicability  became  the  hygiene 

movement,  which  put  the  body at  its  center.  In  the  early  18th century in  continental  Europe,  this 

discourse, concerning the question of hygiene and health, began unfolding itself. This discourse would 

produce eventually “the body” as we know it, the “body we have”.18. By the eighteenth century and 

well into the nineteenth century, the self and its body were explicitly and consciously discussed in the 

midst of society. Among the citizens, the “subject and its efforts of regulation towards health” became a 

question of central  importance.  The body reflected the regulations and folkways of its civilization, 

culture, and society. The way of living life, bios, became a matter of politics and technologies, which 

Michel Foucault has shown.

Before the eighteenth century, researcher-doctors (aka physicians), such as Thomas Sydenham (1624 – 

1689), created the nosological categorization of maladies (that later would be found in the discourse of 

Emil Kraepelin, Wilhelm Griesinger, Lotze and others)19.  This classificatory approach would assume 

an illness to be an entity (or unit), separate from the individual history of the sick person. Thus it was 

supposed that illnesses are fairly predictable in their progress. The concept of “historicity,” and thus 

“historical contingency”, had not begun to transcend the borders of the faculties until Kant, not Hegel, 

came along. And even then the discourse took its time in developing until the appearance of a concept 

like  pathology  in the nineteenth century20. Early-modern “pathology” gave illness a precise locus (a 

bodily organ where it occurred) and tempus (order of progress in time).

The body in early modern nosology was either properly balanced or imbalanced– not in a state of 

dynamic equilibrium. The proper balance was conceived to be respectively constitutive and an initial 

state: health and the processes of the body derived their rules and regulations from the constitutive 
18  For the genealogy of this body, see Philip Sarasin’s habilitation project (2001)
19  Most profound research along this line was done by Foucault (1999) in 1963 with the Birth of the Clinic. 
20  Sarasin cites Virchow as the example, but the most significant work was Lotze’s conflation of pathology and mechanics 

which had influenced Virchow.
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state.  And  from  the  proper  processes,  the  singular  ones  can  be  inferred  as  normal.  This  is  a 

mechaniszistic  perception,  which  was  applied  within  political  contexts  of  individual  ethics 

(Lebensfuehrung) as wells as the state and society. The pragmatic dimension for the citoyens, citizens, 

and Bürger became the task of avoiding disturbances of the state of the organism. Healthguides of this 

era advise readers to avoid certain activities and behaviour, rather than actively for themselves21.  Even 

Rousseau subscribed to this view, and his “retour de la nature” was not a process, but rather a “look at 

what really is: the constitutive image of man made from nature”.

Christoph W. Hufeland (1762 – 1836), aside from his acquaintance with Goethe and other famous 

intellectuals of the era and his membership in one or another of the period’s secret societies, was the 

first dean of Berlin’s medical faculty after working as director of the Charité (with a few intermissions 

due to political turmoil, which led him to Königsberg) and the founder of the macrobiotics movement. 

Hufeland’s  Kunst das menschliche Leben zu verlängern (the art of prolonging human life)  (1976) is 

exemplary for the new direction that it took medicine at the wake of the Enlightenment. Here, Hufeland 

would  separate  the  constitutive state  of  health,  which  once  disturbed  was  to  be  reinstated  by the 

practice of medicine, from the comprehensive  Macrobiotic, which in difference to medicine was not 

busy with re-instating an original state, but would set a (regulative) ideal or goal – long life – that was 

to be observed.  

Diderot’s  Encyclopédie  was of a rival  sort  of importance.  Philip Sarasin infers (2003: 46) that  the 

audience of Diderot was not humanity (nor was Kant’s by the way) but the  citoyens, citizens,  and 

Bürger, who were willing to become autonomous. 

The citoyen’s bodies were previously constructed and produced by an early modern  conflation of  a 

“strategy of evading what is harmful to the constitutive state” with the “machine metaphor”. Further the 

regulation of the organism for LaMettrie, Friedrich Hoffmann (1660 – 1742)22 and Hermann Boerhaave 

(1668 – 1738) and the latter’s student Albrecht von Haller (1708 – 1777) was conceived in hydraulic 

principles  and  Newtonian  mechanics  (and  thus  followed  pre-Lagrangian  principles23).  Hoffmann’s 

approach included a constructive side: while the machine was within the boundaries of its “natural 

limits”, there was a “second nature” and Kunstnatur for everybody. This “second nature” was crafted 
21  It would be a mistake, if anybody would make the same claim for the Asian schools of thought on health. Illness and 

age related degeneration are “calculated into” their conceptions. Maintaining an equilibrium, which is a constant flux 
and always in conflict, is accounted for and preferred over the preservation of a constitutive and static state of a balance.

22  Hoffmann was not only a physician, but a witch-hunter.
23  Joseph-Louis Lagrange,  (1736 – 1813) had solved the so-called three-body-problem in astro-physics (around 1772) 

more elegantly than Newtonian mechanics by postulating a point of equilibrium (Lagrange-Point or Indiffernzpunkt), 
which later Cournot and Walras (and his successor in Lausanne Pareto) had applied for economic purposes. Lagrange 
had taught and worked in Berlin from 1766 – 1787.
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by the vices and  Gewohnheiten (“habits”). Any overbearing abuse was to be avoided and a state of 

calmness to be upheld at all times. Following the teachings of Hufeland, Hoffmann and others, a single 

inference remains from thereon valid, as Sarasin claims(2003: 49)24:

The hygienic body is not ‘natural’,  but it  is the effect of a discourse, which stages naturality as a  

‘perfected artform’, even invents it in the face of the coming industrial world. This body is, for it is  

guided by reason – as the propagators of Enlightenment claim - , finally and truly human.

This  eventually lead to  a turn towards  a  constitutive type of  Vitalism (which the Kantian-Lotzean 

discourse had tried to evade). Physiologists and psychologists – following prominent examples from 

Helmholtz to Wundt, from duBois-Reymond to Magendie and Bernard – swore allegiance to the dogma 

of the constitutive and physics as the source of knowledge.

Vitalism – in overcoming the hydraulic reduction of Cartesianism – had with scholars like Georg Ernst 

Stahl (1659 – 1734 [instrumental in Berlin’s receiving a university faculty for medicine]) assumed not a 

separate mind or spirit(Geist), but a soul to take the function of the moving force. In a tradition that can 

be called a precursor to  internalism, Stahl defined the soul as the entity that provides the ends and 

principles for the organisation of the hydraulic machine called human body. Hoffmann’s student von 

Haller would try and refute this, but –as Sarasin shows – it was the French, and in particular a certain 

Lamettrie, who resisted both the Hoffmann-Haller account and also the Cartesian version of hydraulic 

reduction. With a new mechanics on the horizon, Lamettrie would not ascribed to the simple version of 

the hydraulic play of mechanics, but he would seek to account for interdependencies in the biological 

mechanisms that were yet to be discovered and reserve a special place for language as the structuring 

force for the brain25.

Sarasin continues (2003: 58) to show that there was an echo of these developments in the work of 

Bichat  and,  of  course,  Claude  Bernard,  whose  contribution  was  to  show  that  since  Lavoisier, 

physiology was able to demonstrate that the processes in an organism can be described in the language 

of chemistry26.

24  [Translation A.S.]:“Der hygienische Körper ist nicht ‚Natur’, sonder Effekt eines Diskurses, der als ‚ vollkommene 
Kunst’ Natürlichkeit inszeniert, ja sie im Kontext der entstehenden industriellen Welt erfindet. So, dass heißt von 
Vernunft geleitet, wie die Aufklärer sagen, ist dieser Körper erst wirklich Mensch.“

25  This pre-occupation with language is particularly French, mirrored in Condillac in the same discourse. And it would be 
specifically –as we have seen – Kant and Lotze, who spoke French, who held a special place for language in their 
theoretical writings. In later German sociology, respectively with Max Weber, language would be returned to its place by 
Friedrich Gottl (1868 – 1958), who had studied in Heidelberg and taught in Berlin (1926 – 1936). Gottl was also a co-
founder of the international conference series of Davos, which became famous in 1929 with the Cassirer-Heidegger 
dispute (see Friedman 2004) 

26  In the wake of this, Lawrence Henderson a trained physician turned chemist, physiologist, and, eventually, part-time-
sociologist introduced Bernard to the US. Henderson’s most productive and influentially years at Harvard fell under the 
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The discourse takes a turn here. The world of the brain and the nerves became an important field of 

experiment  and  research.  The  differentiation  of  physiology followed  some decades  after  with  the 

emergence of psychiatry and neurology as isolated disciplines. But at the stage of the late eighteenth 

and early nineteenth century, the key players are still the same in physiology and philosophy. Both 

Hufeland  and  Johann  Christian  Reil  studied  under  physicist  Georg  Cristoph  Lichtenberg  (1742  - 

1799)27 in  Goettingen.  Additionally,  Reil  became  an  instrumental  advisor  to  Humboldt  during  the 

founding of the Berlin university,  and he had worked and taught at  the famous  Charité.  But most 

significantly, he coined the term psychiatry. Taking into account new technologies from electricity to 

physical experiments, both Hufeland and Reil began equating life with electricity. The “energetic turn” 

in  the  physiological  sciences  was  prepared,  and  it  would  eventually  enable modern  neurological 

sciences.

Medical-psychological  history of  the late  nineteenth  and early  twentieth  century must  continue  to 

account for the philosophical distinction (or narrative) of the  constitutive/regulative  dualism. Two of 

the key players in this little drama28 of conceptual histories were  Karl Jaspers and Emil Kraepelin.

 A new disease, schizophrenia, was being fought in Germany by Emil Kraepelin (1856 – 1926) with a 

groundbreaking  terminological  consolidation  and a  mimicry of  natural  scientific  definitions  in  the 

account for the logic of illness (Krankheitslehre).  This account will, however, be critical reviewed and 

refuted in the mid-nineteen-twenties under the intellectual leadership of Berlin’s Karl Birnbaum and, at 

Heidelberg, Karl Jaspers and Hans-Walter Gruhle, in the wake of earlier criticism by Freiburg’s Alfred 

Hoche29. One of the first sources that enabled a major shift in the study of schizophraenia, an illness 

that would very much define modern psychiatry, is found in France in the mid-nineteenth century:

Bénédicte  Auguste  Morel  (1809  –  1873)  coined  the  term  “dementia  praecox”  –  which  Zurich 

psychiatrist Eugen Bleuler (1857 – 1939) would rename schizophrenia30. In light of his adherence to 

presidency of another chemist, James B. Conant..
27  Author of the famous Sudelbuecher (1967).
28  Even the settings are familiar. First of all it occured Heidelberg, which was part of the German triangle (Heidelberg-

Berlin-Freiburg) in the geographical constellation (with the other American triangle being Harvard-Amherst-Brown) we 
have thus far observed.. One of the minor playgrounds (aside from Marburg and Göttingen) is Leipzig. Two key figures 
in this account of the history of ideas have a “cameo appearance”: Wilhelm Wundt and Max Weber.

29  We consider Hoche’s work herein under a positive light as making case for the “regulative” approach in the medical and 
psychiatrical sciences. But caution is advised. There is some ambiguity in the reception and use of the book he co-
authored with law professor Karl Binding as Die Freigabe der Vernichtung lebensunwerten Lebens (1920) [translation of 
the title: “The Permission for the Destruction of Life-unworthy Life”]. It was a gruesome statement for “positive 
Euthnasia”, which will not be discussed further in this study. 

30  In this regard, Bleuler also coined the term autism (often mixed up with Asperger’s Syndrome) as one of the symptoms 
of schizophrenia. Bleuler also introduced the psychological term ambivalence, defined as two diverging or opposing 
emotions having one shared source. (On the importance of Bleuler for psychiatric concept formation, including the 
Bleuler in relation to Kraepelin, Freud, and Janet,  see Stotz-Ingenlath 2000)
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Darwin, Morel “diagnosed” this deteriorative illness – which in his account seemed to mostly befall, 

above  all,  men.  With  Morel,  the  concept  of  “degeneration”  became  a  guiding  metaphor  for  the 

discourse on normalcy and pathology (see most illustratively his Traité des dégénérescences physiques,  

intellectuelles  et  morales  de l'espèce humaine et  des causes qui  produisent  ces  variétés maladives 

Morel [1957]) In later years, Morel literally “toured” the early European mental institutes like a pop-

star,  promoting the war against  “degenerative forces”.  In  his  work,  degeneration is  defined as  the 

“progression” of a mental illness’ negative effects (symptoms) from childhood to adult age, but it is 

easy to see that this concept became a precursor to the social hygiene movement.

 Another scholar who deserves attention is certainly Wilhelm Griesinger (1817 – 1868). Griesinger was 

a contemporary of Lotze and had received his education in physiology and psychiatry within the same 

frame of intellectual controversies as Lotze. The main controversy occurred between the  Psychiker  

(“Psychs”)and the Somatiker (“Somatics”). This debate culminated between 1840 to 1845, and between 

followers of the so-called rationelle Medizin (“rational medicine”), the followers of the “physiological 

healing techniques” (physiologische Heilkunde), and the followers of the schools of Natural History. 

While  Griesinger  was  a  physiologist,  hoping  to  overcome  the  empiricistic  stance  and  re-instate 

scientific  hypotheses31 and  explanations32,  Lotze  realized  and comprehensively summarized  (in  his 

1839 review of  Karl  Wilhelm Starks  Allgemeine  Psychopathologie  oder  allgmeine  Naturlehre  der  

Krankheit) the general situation of pathology and healing, of  science and practice, and of body and 

mind.  Lotze  made  explicit  the  general  claim that  the  changing  perception  that  science  offered  of 

“Nature” necessarily affects both philosophy and natural science in the same degree. This new way of 

thinking about the concept of “nature” necessitates a review of his contemporaries’ consideration about 

the relations between theory, experiment, and practice. In the following years Lotze would condensate 

such  thoughts  in  his  textbook  Allgemeine  Pathologie  und  Therapie  als  mechanische 

Naturwissenschaften33.  It  was published in 1842, but this first  edition did not become a successful 

publication, especially not in comparison to his famous  Mikrokosmus. However, his “writer’s luck” 

began to change, and the topic of pathology was met with interest, eventually making second edition 

possible in 1848. Several other authors had picked up the trail  and contributed to the discourse of 

31  The use of hypothesis in physiology, anatomy, and psychology was made explicit by von Haller in his essay “Vom 
Nutzen der Hypothesen” (1787), and reitereated in his introduction to the translation of Buffon’s natural history(1749-
1788).

32  Which would enable the work of Kraepelin
33  Translates into: „A common Pathology and Therapy as a mechanical science“. We should keep in mind that mechanics 

at the time was already Lagrange-mechanics and was conceived at around the same time that Cournot worked on his 
mathematical theory of wealth, which would employ Lagrangian mechanics.
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“pathology”; most notable among these authors was Griesinger with his text-book Die Pathologie und 

Therapie der psychischen Krankheiten (1845). This series of publications had a grave effect on the 

state of medicine in the era and its role in society, eventually leading authors like Virchow to discuss 

the “unity of the medical sciences” (1877) and the “autonomy of science in modern states” (1849).

Several authors had found sound conceptual foundation Lotze’s works,  as Pester shows in his seminal 

Lotze biography (1997: 158) by quoting text-book references in the history of medicine. These authors 

included notables like Virchow but also lesser known practitioners and writers as diverse as Virchow-

critic Spieß or confidant Leubuscher34.

Within the scientific community, Lotze’s works were successful physiological contributions; his efforts 

as a philosopher were not recognized until the late 1850s, when his works were received and cited by 

physiologists  in a more philosophical perspective,  more specifically in regard to the sharpening of 

conceptual  tools  to  grasp  medical  (aka  scientific)  content.  Lotze  quickly became  the  scholar  who 

became  the  reference  address  for  a  style  of  thought  that  could  teach  natural  scientists  a  way to 

methodologically build the fundament of a medical science. And this was true not only of the German-

speaking world, but quickly became a strong European current. In other words, Lotze reinstated the use 

of hypotheses in science by re-exploring teleo-mechanism. 

For  the  wider  academic  world,  this  was  accomplished  via  Lotze’s  contributions  to  the  influential 

Wagner’s Handbuch der Medizin (1942), which had been crucial for Virchow, Emil duBois-Reymond 

(1818 – 1896) , Francois Magendie35 (1783 – 1855), and Claude Bernard (1818 – 1878) among many 

others. These contributions include Lotze’s “taken-for-granted use of Regulation” and discussion of 

Reil’s concept life force (see: Canguilhem 1974).

Both  Helmholtz and his assistant Wilhelm Wundt are two names that must appear in any nineteenth 

century history of science and philosophy. Wundt and Helmholtz had studied Lotze’s writings intensely 

and built upon the conceptual frame of reference Lotzeanism provided, positively and negatively. In 

regard to the networks that  these men were part of, the friendship between  Hermann von Helmholtz, 
34  Rudolf Leubuscher (1822 – 1861), a psychiatrist, helped his long-time friend Virchow co-found a social-political 

journal thatargued mainly for medical reform. He also translated Calmeil’s seminal history of madness De La folie  into 
German. Among his works are publications on the pathology and therapy of mental illness. He, Virchow, and Benno 
Reinhardt (editor of the Archiv fuer pathologische Anatomie und Physiologie der klinischen Medizin) formed an 
important network concerning the rise of “mental health pathology” between Halle, Berlin and Jena in the mid 
nineteenth century. Leubuscher (1852) also wrote an important anthropological study on the illusion (Sinnestaeuschung), 
a topic that was central to the thought and work of Karl Jaspers, who addressed these matters from the point of view of 
Kantian epistemology.

35 Griesinger had travelled to Paris and befriended Magendie, before  he found a last academic home in Berlin, where he 
became head of the psychiatric clinic of the famous Charité in.
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Carl Ludwig, Ernst von Bruecke, and du Bois-Reymond is legendary. Their teachings in philosophy, 

physiology, and experimental psychology shaped both the humanities and the natural sciences most 

profoundly. These three nexuses  – i) Morel et al, degeneration and the discourse on dementia praecox, 

ii)  Griesinger, et al and the discourse on pathology,  and iii) Helmholtz and his network – all a) involve 

Kantiansim, Lotzeanism and the teleo-mechanic program at their very core,  b) are instrumental in the 

of the “Naturalization” of the discourse of mental illness, fatigue and hygiene (see most insightful also 

Roelcke 2000), and c) are crucial to the emergence of the concept of “the social” as a problem and 

explanatory category (van der Veer/Valsiner 200).

The major players at the turn of the century in Germany – Kraepelin, Gruhle, Jaspers, Hoche, and so 

forth – were a) well acquainted with Max Weber, and b) well versed in the works and the discourses of 

Kant,  Reil,  Virchow Morel,  Griesinger  Lotze,  Helmholtz,  etc..  The  latter  is  also  true  of  William 

James36.  Both  Gruhle  and Kraepelin  had  studied  with  Wundt  in  Leipzig  (and both  had  studied  in 

Würzburg also, although several years apart), and  both had held influential positions in Heidelberg37. 

William  James  has  studied  Helmholtz’ work  (but  was  little  impressed  hearing  him  lecture,  see 

Richardson 2006:  226) and was a friend of Wundt, whose student, Hugo Muensterberg, he brought in 

to run the Harvard psychophysics lab. These connections and the discursive currents that run through 

them became influential in regard to the history of the conceptualizations of normality and pathology in 

medicine, psychology, and political ideology.

In medicine and mental health, this nineteenth century development can still be felt today in  regard to 

the pendulum swing between the phenomenological and the operational (or Neo-Kraepelinian) school 

of diagnostics. The latter has been crucial in shaping the currently most widely used diagnostic manual 

for mental maladies, the DSM-IV.

Emil  Kraepelin had defined a Kranheitseinheit (“Illness Unit”) in light of a nosological approach that 
36  Despite Weber’s friendship with James’ protégé Muensterberg and his journey to the US, including Harvard, there 

seems to have been  little interaction between Weber and James. The only personal contact (I am indebted to Stephen 
Kalberg for pointing this one out to me) is mentioned in a footnote in Die Protestantischen Sekten … (pg. 213 Fn. 12, 
zeno.org). But there is nothing [on the respective nature] to be found. Intellectually, Weber makes a reference to James’ 
Varieties of religions experience in the Protestantische Ethik, (pg 111: Fn. 152). But I cannot discern a wider 
significance as to any mutual influence. None of the James’ experts contacted knew of any influence Max Weber may 
have had on William James.

37  Kraepelin was director of the Institute for the Mentally Ill from 1891 to 1903, while Gruhle began working at the 
Psychiatric Clinic in 1905. It deserves mention that a) Kraepelin, too, has written some questionable pieces on 
“degeneration” which can be viewed as racist. But additionally, he also is considered the founder of “transcultural 
comparative psychology” after writing about a trip he took to Java. This is tied into the history of Cultural Anthropology 
in the most interesting way. As in this work I will address briefly the importance Parsons attributed to the, openly 
Kantian, Franz Boas. Parsons worked during the war years with Boas students’ Ruth Benedict and Margaret Mead, and 
later with Alfred Kroeber. Most interestingly, Boas had studied anatomy with Lotze’s contemporary and follower, 
Virchow.
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was build on the conviction that Illness Units can be determined in the terms of the biology of the 

brain. Psychiatry at the time was not yet established as a discipline of its own, as we have come to 

know it  today.  To understand Kraepelin,  the researcher and the writer,  we observe that he worked 

within  the  much  larger  context  (psychology,  philosophy,  physiology,  and  psychiatry)  and  a  wider 

audience in mind. And his contributions on “facts as they truly are” determined the problems and the 

diagnoses he “found” in the terms of the natural sciences (see e.g. Kraepelin 1882). 

This kind of language and this kind of Naturalism not only rendered these Krankheisteinheiten (as e.g. 

dementia  praecox)  as  being  preordained  by  nature  itself  as  entities,  independent  of  the  medical  

observers’ experiences and modes of observation  (Roelcke 2000: 186), but also managed to secure 

influence simply because Kraepelin’s approach was “quite fashionable” and Kraepelin  was a  good 

academic politician. The only notable opposition to his “catalogue-approach” had little effect when it 

was uttered by Alfred Hoche in 1906, who deemed Kraepelin’s “naturalization of ideal-types” a foolish 

strategy38.

It took at least six years (Hoche 1912) for proper resonance for this critique to begin to surface. Hoche 

repeated the refutation of the determination of “pure Illness Units”. He became a forerunner of critics 

like Michel Foucault et al, reinforcing a gesture that is set to unmask the catalogue of psychological 

categories  Kraepelin  had  employed  as  no  more  than  social-historical  constructs.  Followers  of 

Kraepelin, however, understand these constructs like  constitutives. Hoche, failing to come up with a 

theory of his own, made it clear that he didn’t deny the usefulness of such categories as “conceptual 

fictions” (1912).  But this  renders them as  regulative ideas in  respect  to  subsequent action (as e.g. 

treatment of a malady). In 1913, Karl Jaspers,  in his  Allgemeine Psychopathologie, echoed Hoche’s 

position explicitly (along with his colleague Gruhle, among others). Although he retained the term 

Krankheitseinheit (“Illness Unit”),  Jaspers uncovers the Kraepelin’s tautological thought in the process 

of making a diagnosis, where the prior definition of a nexus of symptoms will be found in patients who 

have already been classified into a certain patient category. This process will only empirically verify in 

diagnosis the category. For Jaspers – as for Hoche – the  Krankheitseinheit  offers a useful tool as a 

heuristic device, helping in orientation. But in individual classification, he argued, it will lead to errors.

38  The same case on the positivistic tendency towards reification was made by Parsons. Hoche argues a case (1906 : 560, 
reference in Roelcke 2000: ibid.), which in word and phrase could be Parsons.
The evidence of law-like regularities not being doubted; the law-like regularity but need not express itself in producing 
clinical perceptions that are identical to the current views of what is essential in them.
“Das Vorliegen von Gesetzmäßigkeiten überhaupt ist damit keineswegs bezweifelt; nur braucht sich die Gesetzmäßigkeit 
nicht darin kundzutun, dass sie klinische Bilder liefert, die von den heute für wesentlich gehaltenen Gesichtspunkten aus 
identisch sind.”
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With the discourse shifting away from Kraepelin et al to Hoche and finally Jaspers, the dominance was 

moving to the Heidelberg clinics and its university under the leadership of Karl Willmanns, who edited 

and  published  the  most  influential  volume  on  schizophrenia  in  the  multi-volume  Handbuch  der  

Geisteskrankheiten. This volume featured Hans-Walter Gruhle’s contribution to the debate. Notably, 

Gruhle was (see Fromm 1994) a member of the Max Weber circle. In his contribution he emphasized 

particularly Kraepelin’s debt to Wundt’s teachings and the naturalization of theoretical categories that 

came with it.

Both Jaspers’ and Gruhle’s contributions reveal that a “reification” was taking place in the form of the 

most  naïve Naturalism.   If  we were to  look deeper  into Gruhle’s  connection to Weber,  we would 

probably find a wealth of material for reconstructing the discourse and certain terminological vices that 

it  rendered.  We  can  only  briefly  summarize  that  Weber  –  as  Sabine  Fromme  (1990;  1994)  has 

explicated – is not often associated with the discourse of psychology and psychiatry. Though he was 

personally  acquainted  with  several  “big  names”,  including  Krapelin,  Gruhle,  Willy  Hellpach  and 

others. However, in several of his essays, concepts that originate in psychology take on a crucial role. It 

can also be shown that Weber had conversed with his friends Gruhle and Hellpach (not to mention, of 

course, Jaspers) on both the interpretation of Kraepelin and several psychological concepts.

In  “Roscher  und  Knies…”   he  famously  criticizes  Wundt’s39 “creative  synthesis”  (schöpferische 

Synthese) as a speculative methodology, which reiterates the style  of the arguments of Lotze. And he 

also addresses his friend Münsterberg, whose methodological writings, in particular his Grundzüge der  

Psychologie(1900), he takes issue with. Münsterberg’s special way of addressing the problem of the 

“Irrationallity of the personal” (Irrationalität des Persönlichen)  and “Personality” (Persönlichkeit) – 

strictly  Lotzean  problematizations  –  was  taken  over  by both  the  epistemology of  history and  the 

Kulturwissenschaften. Weber specifically names Friedrich Gottl as an example40.

Weber, who was not a Positivist but a Kantian, refutes romantic ideals in this essay and emphasizes his 

opinion  that  interpretation  (Deutung)  of  human  action  is  possible  because  of  the  uniquely human 

capacity to “act freely in the light of means-end-relations”, which from Kant to Parsons’ Structure 

39  Most interestingly, Weber did this, right after the famous passages in which he commented on Simmel and on Eduard 
Meyer, which Fromm seems to have failed to appreciate sufficiently in her essays.

40  This rarely mentioned point in Weber’s work has been pointed out by Werner Gephardt (1998: 49ff.).
In the same essay, he points to Weber’s discussion of Roscher in “Roscher und Knies ….” (Gephardt : 47f.) in regard of 
Roscher’s omission of the Gemeinsinn in light of economic life and action theory, which enables Roscher to avoid in a 
sense methodological individualism. 
It deserves mention on another front that Gottl (1901) has written a piece on “The Rule of Language” (Die Herrschaft  
des Wortes). Language, we do well to remember, becomes the basic model for media theories in social explanation from 
Franz Boas to Watmaugh to Parsons, and so forth.
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(1937) is the foundation of systems of action, which are the analytical subject matter of sociology, and 

in a state of interaction or mutual exchange (the German term used by Kant, Lotze and Simmel is: 

Wechselwirkung) with systems of nature and systems of culture.

According to Fromme’s account, we assume that Weber was influenced by Gruhle first and by Jaspers 

later – the latter was allegedly introduced to him by Gruhle in 1909. Weber in turn may have met 

Gruhle during work on his “Psychophysik der industriellen Arbeit” in 1907. In this essay, Weber dealt 

extensively with Kraepelin’s  work.  Kraepelin  had begun psychological  experiments  on labour  and 

performance, and Kraepelin was merely a cog-wheel in a whole movement of research focused on 

performance and fatigue, an international and transatlantic movement(see Sarasin 2003: 61 – 99). In the 

US,  Frederick  W.  Taylor  had  begun exploring  the  “scientific  management”  side  of  things41.  Even 

gymnastics, as a method of helping to “increase the performance capabilities of the body”, was defined 

as “labour”. This movement emerged both in American Taylorism and in European Labour-physiology 

(Arbeitsphysiologie; Sarasin).

But  this  led to  different  research approaches  in  different  nations.  In  the US,  the body was in  the 

foreground, and thus Americans reacted to French developments42. In Germany on the other hand, in 

the light of Neo-Kantiansim (Sarasin 2003: 77), the shift from physiological study of the body to the 

study of “labour of the mind and fatigue of the mind” was in progress and led by none other than 

Kraepelin, who in 1893 gave an influential speech on the subject (Kraepelin 1903). However, these 

developments were internationally bridged by the “founding father of fatigue research”, physiologist 

Angelo Mosso (1846 – 1910).  Mosso’s original  work on the question appeared in  1884 in Italian 

(German translation from 1892).

Mosso got his doctorate at Turin under Jakob Moleschott (1822 – 1893), who had studied and taught 

(from 1847 forward) in Heidelberg, where he left in 1856 for Zurich, and, beginning 1861, he then 

worked in Turin. Moleschott left Heidelberg after the publication of his Der Kreislauf des Lebens (“The 

41  In his essay, Sarasin (2003: 64) begins with a thesis, which I fully support, namely the idea that the Rationalization of  
the body is an essential part of the secular trend of the Rationalization of all aspects of life in Western industrial Nations 
(“Ich gehe (…) von der These aus, dass die Rationalisierungs des Körpers ein wesentlicher Teil des säkularen Trends zur 
Rationalisierung aller Lebensbereiche der westlichen Industreigesellschaft ist”) 
Sarasin points out two central texts on the diagnosis of these developments, namely Foucault’s Surveillance and 
Punishment and Weber’s Protestant Ethic. The developments he describes are interrelated with the movements and 
discourses of gymnastics and of hygiene; both of which became explicit in the mid-nineteenth century and introduced 
methods of “keeping the body healthy” and the belief in the “possibility of rationalization of the body”(ibid.). We should 
add that the idea of normality of the body and the normal function of the body as a constitutive element was also born 
herein. 

42  Non-surprisingly, this happened at around the same time that Lawrence Henderson was in Straßbourg immersed in the 
works Claude Bernard.  (cannon 1943)
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Circle of Life”) caused a stir for its materialistic and secular stance. The constraints for certain types of 

theory were many in the heated political  climate of some parts  of Germany in  the mid-nineteenth 

century. 

Angelo Mosso, after working in Florence, moved to Leipzig and began working with Carl Friedrich 

Wilhelm Ludwig (1816 – 1895). Ludwig had studied  medicine in Marburg in the 1830s and taught 

there in the 1840s. He taught in Leipzig from 1865 forward. One of his most famous students was Otto 

Frank,  who  studied  in  Heidelberg  and  Straßbourg  and  is  most  renowned  for  his  work  on  blood-

circulation (cf. Lawrence Henderson).

Mosso43 then travelled – after passing up the offer to go to Heidelberg– to Paris, where he met with 

Claude Bernard. His journey to the US in 1900 is somewhat legendary.   The best account of the early 

history of the (anti-)Fatigue Movement so far is Anson Rabinbach’s  The Human Motor (1990). But 

what Rabinbach’s history is missing is an account of the establishment of a fatigue lab at Harvard 

University  at  the  Business  School,  which  followed  in  the  wake  of  the  James/Muensterberg 

Psychophysics Lab, and the emergence of the human relations movement.  The lab and the human 

relations movement were products of the industrial hygiene and efficiency movement that crystallized 

around Elton Mayo (an industrial psychologist, who started out as a philosophy teacher), Lawrence 

Henderson (an experimental physiologist, who later became a science historian and sociologist), and 

Fritz Roethlisberger (an engineering administrator turned philosopher turned management  theorist). 

The installation of sociology at Harvard (and, following, a department of sociology) eventuated from 

concerted efforts by the Mayo/Henderson group, who sought to recruit a European sociologist to their 

ranks, and the institutionalization of the social ethics classes taught on the initiative of philosopher 

Ralph Barton Perry, a close student of William James. Following the dissatisfaction with their “chosen” 

sociologist Pitrim Sorokin, Harvard’s joint concentration efforts and the behind the scenes politics of 

Talcott Parsons – who not only had good relations with Lawrence Henderson and Harvard President 

James B. Conant , but had also had proven his value to the influential R.B. Perry in helping with the 

Harvard’s contributions to the  war effort, the Harvard Defense Group, by running a moral philosophy, 

industrial sociology, and  orthopsychiatry inspired American Morale group   - eventually the Harvard 

Social Relations Department was installed, combining sociology, psychology, and anthropology under 

one roof and the direction of Talcott Parsons.

In the following chapters, we will try to elucidate a few key conceptual developments that took place 

43  The so-called founder of Neurophysiology Harvey Williams Cushing (1869 – 1939) had among others worked with 
Mosso at some point.  Cushing had studied and taught at Harvard Medical School (1912 – 1932).
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within the history just sketched. Timothy Lenoir’s account establishes that teleo-mechanism ended with 

the generation of physiologist-philosophers around Karl Ernst von Baer (1792 – 1876), while his critics 

assume that the teleo-mechanist program is a creative, yet historic misunderstanding of Kant’s 

intentions and genius by a group of early nineteenth century biologists and twentieth century historians.

In offering an opening instead of a closing account, an account not based on the reconstruction of 

genius authors and their intentions, but on discourse and discursive analysis, we will show that the 

Kantianism and the teleo-mechanist program share an epistemological vernacular that enabled the 

conceptual relations needed for the emergence of biology as a discipline, regardless of Kant’s 

intentions. I will also show that we can find in the works of Kant, Lotze, the early pragmatists and Max 

Weber the discursive potentials that allowed for the conceptual transformations of the continuation of 

the teleomechanist program (or biological vernacular) from biology to psychophysics and sociology 

until the creation (and demise) of the Social Relations movement at Harvard University. This genealogy 

of the historic aprioris and conceptual transformations of the biological vernacular is deeply 

intertwined with both historic and current discourses in science, medicine and society. It concerns us as 

political and biological citizens as well as modern forms of bios and ethos (Lebensfuehrung). While all 

human life is social, this book concerns the emergence of the study of its scaffolding.
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Chapter One: Finding building the blocks for the house of the mind

Kant and the possibility of sciences of life, mind, and communication 

“Kant was the only person in the history of philosophy besides Socrates

 to emphasize the public, communal nature of thought.

The idea that the criteria of the reasonable have to do with 

general communicability -(…)- is itself a commitment 

to the most fundamental political egalitarianism”

(Susan Neiman The Unity of Reason (1993): 117)

Since the early beginning of the Marburg School of Neokantiansim the majority of scholars working on 

Kant have focused strongly on the first two hundred or so pages of the  Critique of Pure Reason. In 

short  many influential  interpretations view Kant's contribution through the lens of  the  part  titled 

Analytik  while skipping the  Transzendentale Dialektik –  in this regard, the work of Heimsoeth was 

perhaps the   most influential. And of those who take a more extensive account of the Dialektik, only 

very few seem satisfied with the  Methodenlehre and its pragmatic consequences and inferences. This is 

a  well-known  fact,  which  is  pointed  out  by  scholars  such  as   Susan  Neiman  (1994:  3)  or  Hans 

Blumenberg (2007: 47ff.) .  This omission, I would argue, is the source of an interesting division within 

the possible ways of understanding Kant's contribution. I give these two currents of Kant-interpretation 

the following two designations: The Conflationist and the Communication Account.

The Conflationists are a group comprised of those who understand Kant's work and his effect on the 

history of ideas from the “reduced” perspective. This perspective upholds a very limited perspective on 

what Kant and Kantian thought enabled  in terms of the ideas and innovations Kantian philosophy may 

have made possible in the  history of philosophy and science. In regard to the scope of the possibilities 

of Kantian thought those interlocutors who can be labelled Conflationists teach and discuss a Kant lite.  

In respect of the critical project of Kant's later years, they insist upon a division of the three Critiques 

into separate theoretical entities. They give highest credit to the first parts of First Critique, while often 

calling the Second somewhat ill-fated and  even more often neglect the Third. Within the history of 

science,  physicalist  reductionism  is  closely  related  to  accounts  of  Kant  within  the  scope  of  the 
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Conflation Account. Also, conflationalism is a closing account.

The Communication Account, on the other hand, views the  Methodenlehre as the central part of the 

Critique of Pure Reason and a foreboding of  the Critique of Judgement. The latter is understood to be 

a  bridge  between theory and practice.  This  account  suggests  that  it  is  necessary to  read the three 

Critiques  as one.  More importance is  laid  on the First  and Third,  while  the Second serves  as the 

potential solution to certain problems, which Kant’s contemporary critics had brought to his attention.

While the presentation of this account and its genesis must be rather short and select, it is imperative 

that its validity and rationale are at the least “taken into account”. The Communication Account and the 

biological vernacular are derived from the same conceptual relations within Kantianism and present us 

with an account that is open towards enabling creative use of conceptual relations.
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Kant, the Unity of Reason and the Dualism Regulative/Constitutive

Kant was perhaps the first to make explicit an important  problem in Leibniz’s philosophy. The problem 

lies in the argument that  the “demand of general intelligibility” has to be transformable into a principle 

of sufficient reason44 – this aspect of Leibnizian thought became also a problem for  Bertrand Russell. 

But for Russell and like-minded critics, the Conflationists, the fact that a philosopher was occupied 

with such a problem was cause to deny his/her relevance. It eventually led them to  the Conflationst’s 

paper-clipping of the whole philosophic development from Leibniz to Bradley under the charge that 

these men were all guilty of turning the idea of general intelligibility into Internalism.

I suggest to investigate a richer and more comprehensive account of Kant, because I am interested in 

what Kantian philosophy enabled and not in what is the correct interpretation of Kant

 In view of  Leibniz's  problem, Kant had crafted a  two-pronged case of  the principle  of  sufficient 

reason. Infers Neiman,
 “(T)he ontological statement, for Kant, is the argument that the (experiential) world is subject to causal uniformity.” 

And, 
“The second part  of the principle is  not  an assertion of  knowledge but  a  regulative demand that  we make the world 

intelligible to ourselves in a variety of ways.” (Neiman 1993 : 13)

Neiman refers to the passage of the „Transzendentale Analytik“ (A 200ff./B245ff)45:

„ That something happens, therefore, is a perception that belongs to a possible experience, which becomes actual if I regard 

the position of the appearance as determined in time, thus if I regard it as an object that can always be found in the 

connection of perceptions in accordance with a rule. This rule for determining something with respect to its temporal 

sequence, however, is that in what precedes, the condition is to be encountered under which the occurrence always (I.e. 

necessarily) follows. Thus the principle of sufficient reason is the ground of possible experience, namely the objective 

cognition of appearances with regard to their relation in the successive series of time. 

44 According to a famous quote from Wilbur Marshall Urban, a follower of Cassirer, axiological value-philosopher and 
interlocutor of Ralph Barton Perry, the principle of sufficient reason is a genuine „German problem“.

45   Qoutes are from the 1997 Cambridge UP translation by Paul Guyer and Allen W. Wood. I had originally planned to use 
my own translations and reprint the original German alongside to help clarify the position I am taking in difference to 
more “naturalist” translations of Kant. Eventually, certain circumstances prevented this.This is not meant to claim that 
the Guyer/Wood translation is in any way faulty. It is a fine translation. Just like the older JMD Meiklejohn translation, 
they translate from a certain ideological and chrono-linguistic point of view. I was hoping to make a point-of-view 
accessible to modern readers that had presented itself to readers with a background knowledge in physiology, philosophy 
and cognitive psychology between 1880 and 1930. In this regard, my version would have been no more or less “biased” 
than any other translation. 
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The ground of proof of this proposition, however, rests solely on the following moments. To all empirical cognition there belongs the synthesis of the manifold through the imagination, which is always successive; 

i.e. the representations always follow each other in it. But the order of the sequence (what must precede and what must follow) is not determined in the imagination at all, and the series of the successive  

representations can be taken  backwards just as well as forwards. But if this synthesis is a synthesis of apprehension (of the manifold of a given appearance), then the order in the object is determined, or, so to  

speak more precisely, there is therein an order of the successive synthesis that determines an object, in accordance with which something would necessarily have to precede and, if this is posited, the other 

would necessarily have to follow.

If, therefore, my perception is to contain the cognition of an occurrence, namely that something actually happens, then it must be an empirical judgment in which one thinks that the sequence is determined, i.e., that  

it presupposes another appearance in time which ti follows necessarily or in accordance with a rule. 

Contrariwise, if I were to posit that which precedes and the occurrence did not follow it necessarily, then I would have to hold it to be only a subjective play of my imaginings, and if I still represented something  

objective by it I would have to call it a mere dream. Thus the relation of appearances (as possible perceptions) in accordance with which the existence46 of that which succeeds (what happens) is determined in 

time necessarily and in accordance with a rule by something that precedes it, consequently the relation of cause to effect is the condition of the objective validity47of our empirical judgments with regard to the 

series of perceptions, thus of their empirical truth, and therefore of experience. Hence the principle of the causal relation in sequence of appearance is valid for all objects of experience (under the conditions of  

succession), since it is itself the ground of the possibility of such an experience.”

What  Kant  does  find  in  Leibniz  is  a  supposition  that  ontology  and  epistemology are  necessarily 

intertwined. 48

Nonetheless, for various reasons that we have to gloss over, Leibniz had to make inferences from his 

theoretical reflections that demanded a concept of truth as an a priori state in relation to the concept of 

judgement. Judgement is also a central problem for Kant. A Kantian conception of truth – in light of the 

unknowability  of  thing-in-itself  (Ding-an-sich)  –  leads  the  life  of  a  regulative  ideal.  For  Leibniz, 

respectively,  the universe is not only fully constituted by a preordained order but human reason is 

additionally equipped with the capability to discover that order, inclusive of all moral order which can 

be derived from the order of the universe49.

That it can be inferred from Leibniz’s conception of order that reason is existent is just one side of this 

argument.  It  follows  that  for  Leibniz  the  a  priori  order  constitutes  the  fact  of  reason  and  the 

“comprehension” (comprehensive understanding) of reason. For Kant this inference cannot be made 

“naturally”. Kant, however, believes in the idea of “comprehension” or “comprehensive understanding” 

of reason as a regulative ideal – in short,  “comprehension” is not a “state” and can never be “fully 

attained” because of a problem that has become subsumed under the term  hiatus irrationalis50. The 

46  Kant’s original calls this “Dasein”, a term that is used differently in various version of phenomenology, hermeneutics 
and existential philosophy. 

47  The retranslation for “validity” into German can be either Geltung, Gueltigkeit, Wahrheitsgehalt  or Aussagekraft. Kant 
uses Gueltigkeit in the original text.

48 Russell (1912, 1914) focused on the refutation of the epistemology instead, eschewing the ontological insight of Kant.
49  The „eternal truths“, that this perspective does precipitate, do not equate with either Whitehead’s eternal objects, nor 

Parsons’ assimilation of the Whiteheadian concept. Both are not Leibnizians.
50  This can also be stated as a guiding reasoning in Weber’s Wissenschaftslehre, find the discussion of concept-formation 
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Kantian  regulative  presumption  of  order,  plus  the  ideal  of  reason and its  “comprehension”,  make 

science and morality possible and sustain them – to use a Parsonianized expression:  they serve as their 

agents of pattern maintenance.

Necessarily, in the Leibnizian version, reason, being tied to a constitutive51 pre-existing order, means in 

Leibniz's   account:  the  discovery  of  actual  truth(s),  and  truth(s)  constitutes “reasons  for  action” 

(Handlungsgründe).  Kantian “truth”, on the other hand, merely serves as “reason for action”, but every 

“reason for action” only acts as a regulative. A truth, in the Leibniz’ version, is something we can infer 

to be (is) a “reason”. For Kant it should be a reason (but due to its discursivity it is contestable all by 

itself). Therefore, Kantian “validity” is a crucial concept (which will be reinforced by Lotze in the mid-

nineteenth century).

Leibniz had a life-long interest in finding an “alphabet of human thoughts”. He was hoping to craft a 

universal language in the hope for universal communication! Or at least, he hoped to find the language 

of Adam, which he thought would reveal the original (or real) relation of Word and Object: the natural 

language.52

But the aforementioned Kantian rejection of “naturalization” implies the rejection of actually complete 

or comprehensive intelligibility. And this is a decisive point of difference between Leibnizians and 

Kantians:  For Kant human intellect  is limited; it  is limited to “compute” the humanly intelligible53 

which is “less than everything”. And the subsequent chasm is cause for uncertainty. An uncertainty 

including concepts we cognize in-themselves. We cannot achieve validity by cognizing solipsistically54 

on our own. Validity must be achieved by a process of verifying concepts in-use with other beings in 

general.

in relation to Neo-Kantianism in Guy Oakes’ Weber-Lectures (Oakes 1990).
But more importantly, the hiatus between the apriori categories and the things-in-themselves (Dinge an sich) can be 
used to relate Kant’s conceptual transformation to Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution and its hiatus between organism 
and environment, which was illustrated by Matthias and Sabine Kuhle (2003). The remaining question, according to the 
Kuhles, is the question of whether the apriroris – as derivatives the cognitive abilities  - are apodictic or contingent. By 
focussing on Kant, Leibniz, and the role of mathematics in relation to apodictic apriori, the Kuhles seem inclined to 
argue that discontents of Kant’s sophisticated argument on the one hand, and incommensurability with  Darwin on the 
other, can both  be resolved by introducing the idea of “contingency” from the side of biology and Darwin into 
Kantianism. Clearly, this would appear to be an irony, considering the argument made in this account,  since 
“contingency” was introduced into biological reasoning by turning to Kantianism in order to account for problems 
physiology and anatomy couldn’t solve without the Kantianization of their vernacular.

51  As an irreducible absolute
52  See also Eco (2002)
53  Boundaries which are set by the (biological) organism
54  In the Anthropology, Kant took explicit notice of the problem of Solipsism as Egoism to the point where even language 

looses its innocence in the use of “I” as a pronoun. Egoism is countered by pluralism.
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The world itself, however, is not in order. Any order drawn from the world is imposed on it by our 

minds only. Order is not found (as a given) but crafted. 

Kant is enabled to say that there is a “science of this craftedness” or rather a science of studying the 

“principles of craftedness”. It is the mother of all sciences, namely metaphysics. The Metaphysics of 

Nature  have at least in design and origin the same status as the Metaphysics of (Practices and) Morals. 

In  other  words,   Kant  is  speaking  of  the  science  of  the  craftedness  of  the  principles  of  facticity 

(Faktizität) and the science of the craftedness of validity (Geltung).  Their common root is the Science 

in the Unity of Reason.

We can grant Leibniz this much: Not only scientific investigation and/or theology would be served by 

either  the  existence  of  a  “natural  language”  or  a  “transform”  from language  into  truth.  Practical 

reasoning, namely morals, would be equally well served.

Kant turns the question on its head though. He makes a stipulation that is pretty much an everyday 

experience.  The claim that,
“moral principles can be given public, objective justification (…)” (Neiman 1993 : 43) 

I find two distinct yet interdependent points, which Neiman has  fused into one argument: Publicity and 

Objectivity.

Kant introduced his own version of publicity and dealt with it in his Beantwortung der Frage: Was ist  

Aufklärung? (abbrev.:  WiA) and the Anthropologie. I hope it will become clear that a principle in the 

form of  a  claim or  statement  can  be  uttered  in  public  and has  to  be  theoretically  founded in  the 

discursivity of concepts and the sensus communis. Therefore publicity, a practical dimension, is bound 

to the theoretical sphere since morality in principles rests on making claims to their rationality and their 

reasonability55

Objectivity casts a different shadow. In the first Critique, objectivity is irrevocably related to causality 

in the Second Analogy of Experience(KdrV: B 232 – 256). Nicely couched between Beharrlichkeit der 

Substanz and  Gesetz  der  Wechselwirkung,  oder  Gemeinschaft  (which  is  succeeded  by  Kant’s 

“Widerlegung des Idealismus”).

Neiman describes this argument as a binding of the practical dimension to the theoretical one by way of 

55  These are two different dimensions that should be properly kept separate. One refers to the mere cognitive plausibility 
of an argument (which entails a constitutive dimension), and the second states that  reasons are an inferred rule that 
should (as a regulative) be followed. In my opinion, this difference has in recent discussions been neglected  (see the 
debate among  Dworkin, Scanlon, Korsgaard, Smith and the discussion of the debate from a metaethical point of view 
by McPherson 2007).
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moral claims being moral ideas (see B 385 ff.). 

She asserts these to have a foundation for their so-called objectivity, unfortunately she fails to put this 

into more detail. And therein we find a problem: For the concept of  objectivity is easily confused to 

mean “universally and generally valid”56. 

However, from the Kantian perspective and referring to the Analogies in the Critique objective would 

mean that once an explicit moral statement is made in public every participant can see that such a 

statement can “serve as a claim and become an orientation for action (in German: Handlungsleitend)” 

by offering a “rule to be followed” regulatively not: unconditionally necessary.

In other words, this weaker version states: 

Public means that a moral principle must be capable of being stated explicitly.

Objective means  a  principle,  once  explicit,  must  be  justifiable  while  being  able  to  serve  as  an 

orientation for action.

Thus Neiman’s point is valid only under the condition of the weaker version of objectivity57. 
“The claim that moral principles can be given public, objective justification, that is, that they are principles of practical 

reason, depends upon their recognizability as the work of an intelligible notion of reason.” 

She seems to show that for Kant that fact of intelligibility derives from the need for the theoretical 

aspect of reason playing its part in practical reason.  Once we address both aspects of justification 

separately, we have reinforced her case. 

But the intention of Neiman's argument is another, namely to depict the role of reason in science in 

order to show that even in science there is a primacy of the practical and that thus even in (natural) 

science,  regulatives take the lead58.  At the same time59 she argues that such regulative principles are 
56 The truth in positivistic/naturalistic/etc.  approaches, that rest on  physicalist reductionism, operates on the basis of just 

this broad conception of objectivity.
57  I assume that the solution of the discussion along just such lines could take care of some of the problems in accounts 

such as MacPherson’s (2007).
58  So argued by Max Weber (1922) in the Wissenschaftslehre, retieved at www.zeno.org.
59  I will not address this in detail. But there is a curious side to this, when asking about the “operation” of interaction 

media in Parsons, who does use the same kind of “regulative” language for these concepts. Whenever asked how a 
medium, money or power for example, actually “regulates” in its modus operandi, we are at a loss. We refer to 
motivation or orientation, etc. What the actual mechanism of the operation is, we cannot say. This criticism can be 
encountered repeatedly, for the point is that there is no “mechanism” we can materialistically (!) reduce this operation 
to. That is the problem with the new branch of neuro-economics. It is merely the same old “mechanizistic” attitude that 
Lotze fought against. Mechanics is a valid heuristic device from Kant’s and Lotze’s position, reducing explanations to 
mechanizism is not. If money or power had such a “substrate” of its operation, we would have an actual constitutive 
element. But we don’t, even if we treat money sometimes as though it was. That is why the virtual money of the 
financial markets is a simulacra and eventually and repeatedly must collapse in on itself until it becomes like a 
singularity. But the actual “value” of money has no substrate, we do not “know” the value of money, we “believe” in it. 
That actually explains why Luhmann’s (1998) system theory, for example, is only descriptive of systems and not 
explanatory of actual societies made of people. Systems do not believe, there are only systems of belief. But it is people 
that belief in them. Therefore Luhmann is a wonderful diagnostic tool, but does not help much with making actual 
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necessarily “unknowable”, that in fact this unknowability is an actual requirement.

Neiman leads her readers through fifty pages of very intense argument, before she arrives where we 

need  to  pick  up  the  discussion:  The  subject  is  “Justification”  (Neiman  1993:  94ff.)  And  Kantian 

philosophy enables us to understand justification that an inherently social practice.

prognoses or suggestions for conflict resolution.
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The Discursivity of Concepts, the Sensus Communis and the problems of the Kantian Enterprise

Our argument will, hopefully, illustrate two things in light of the Unity of Reason. 

First, the concepts-in-use are derived from the Unity of Reason.  These concepts of Understanding 

(Verstand) need to be derived from this unity because of their inherent uncertainty (Ungewißheit) and 

because they are necessarily contingent60. My first claim is that this is accounted for in the concept of 

discursivity. In other words, Kant's use of the concept of discursivity enabled a line of thought that can 

ask the question for contingency and that can suggest that the idea of “uncertainty” enables a need for 

communication.

Secondly discursivity, embedded in the unity of reason, also rests on Kant’s specific construction of the 

sensus communis, its universal principle, the Categorical Imperative and its regulative function.

A short excursus about experiences with the argument on discursivity

I have presented this line of argument on various occasions. Some very common reactions that I 

have encountered were that I was accused of “following only a particular branch of Kantian 

accounts”  or  that  “there  are  numerous  accounts  and  that  this  is  but  one”.  Other  common 

criticisms have referred to my “omissions” in regard to crucial concepts and distinctions, my 

“tendency to mesh different aspects of Kant's thought”, my lack of substantiating “my account 

of  Kant”,  that  I  only deal  with  equivocations  that  I  impute  in  the  history of  ideas,  or  the 

tendency to read Kant from a perspective that is already “Parsonized”.

 I have learned from these reactions that in previous versions of my argument I may have not 

have been clear enough and did not put sufficient emphasis on what I am trying to do to do.

I am not trying to provide an interpretation of Kant, nor do I try to support somebody else's.

Instead  of  a  “closing  argument”,  I  try  to  give  an  account  of  what  kind  of  possibilities  in 

conceptual reflection Kantian scholarship enables. This is an opening account. I try to provide 

a sketch of some of the possibilities that Kantian philosophy has created within the thought-

scape Kant originally opened.

I do not make the claim that this account is a comprehensive representation of that thought-

scape.

I also do not say that I am trying to give a satisfying account of every concept or conceptual 

60  That is contingent, not: arbitrary. And thus in accordance with he Kantian (implicit) theory of truth.
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distinction and its relations.

I am posed with the following problem: 

What enabled the theoretical  equipment that we associate with the Social Relations Laboratoy 

and more importantly Talcott Parsons? What made Parsons as an enunciation system possible?

In retracing Parsons's intellectual history and the history of science, it makes sense to begin the 

reconstruction with Kant. I try and give a sketch of the thought-scape Kant had opened and the 

transformations  that  became  possible  in  regard  to  the  questions  of  several  very  important 

problems and ideas that scientists and philosophers were able to reflect on and/or speak about 

only because they became explicit with Kantian philosophy.

From this point forward, I follow the trail of possibilities, of selections and exclusions and of 

new ideas that were formed within this thoughtscape towards the time of Talcott Parsons.

This does not lead to a closing and finalized account of the works of Lotze, James, Weber or 

Parsons. That does not mean that the possible conceptual relations within a thoughtscape are 

arbitrary, they are plain and simply contingent. 

Additionally, I do not read this discourse through a pre-formed Parsonian filter. However, if I 

want to investigate what made Social Relations and Parsons possible, I cannot investigate what 

made Alvin Gouldner, C. Wright Mills or Peter F. Strawson possible. I still have to show how to 

get to Parsons in the end.

I do not try to prove a direct progress from Kant to Parsons. I try to give a description of how 

could it have become possible that Parsons theorized in a certain way. My criterion is not that of 

necessity and closing, but of possibility an opening. In other words, I require only heuristic 

consistency.  For some critics, this may not be enough. For others this may actually turn out to 

be too much to ask. In discourse analysis, genealogical reconstruction, and conceptual history, 

we just do not have the same kind of luxury of following the ideal of certainty that is necessary 

for genius-account style biographies, commentaries, introductions, etc.  

I do not require a reader to say, “oh, this is how it was”. Instead, I want to encourage a reflected 

judgements that asserts that “indeed, it seems fairly plausible that the latter ideas and ways of 

speaking and conceptualizing have been enabled by the former.”

The profit in that approach is a comprehensive account of a development in the history of ideas. 

Comprehensive in the Kantian understanding that is sketched above. This approach yields no 

final interpretations, instead it yields a sensitivity to potentials. In particular to lost potentials.
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For  example,  any  reader  may  be  convinced  by  Strawson  that  Kant  fails  in  his  effort  of 

connecting theoretical and practical philosophy, and that Kant’s arguments eventually end in 

solipsism. However, having some understanding of how and why Kantian philosophy made it 

possible  that  some  scholars  thought  otherwise,  even  if  only  in  the  form  of  a  creative 

misunderstanding, is crucial if we hope to understand the development of the sciences from to 

the present. Current science, too, may be – and I am actually convinced that it is – the result of a 

long  line  of  such  creative  misunderstandings.  A better  perception  of  how  enablement of 

theoretical reflection works is an effective way of exposing these misunderstandings and their 

creative  potential.  Plus,  creative  misunderstandings  or  mis-relations  (such as  equivocations) 

often resulted in actual practices, research programs and exclusions of other ideas. And they 

also yield pragmatic solutions to theoretical and/or practical problems.

The method I apply is helpful in exposing such solutions and in exposing previously excluded 

ideas and conceptual frames of reference which can still be useful. 

This short passage is not a mere justification of my “Parsonian account of Kant”, instead the 

point I have tried to emphasize is that I take the notion of  discursivity of Kant seriously and 

apply it to the scientific discourse from Kant to Parsons. Discursivity is an opening concept, not 

a closing one.

The thought-scape that Kant opened, in a discursive reconstruction, is described as contingent 

(not arbitrary) realm of  plurality  of possible accounts that renders  a plurality of new problems 

(explicitly) utterable and a plurality of questions cognizable.

Discursivity61 makes a “first appearance” in the Vorrede of the KdrV:
“Finally, as regards clarity, the reader has a right to demand first discursive (logical) clarity, through concepts, but then 

also intuitive (aesthetic) clarity, through intuitions, that is through examples or other illustrations in concreto.”

My argument is that therein lies an implication of what I call “mediality” or what could in other words 

61Surely, the historic person Kant had his very own definition of discursivity in mind.  I would not say that the Conflationist-

Account does neglect the term nor treats it as “unimportant”. It does not, however, give it as much credit nor effect as the 

Communication-Account. The latter gives a good description of the concept as an opening one. I see James, Durkheim, 

Weber and Parsons closer to that Account, which reflects the particular style of reasoning of the biological vernacular as an 

opening use of the idea discursivity in the philosophical-physiological discourse of the 19th century. I assume this discourse 

led to the explicit problem of communication that enabled for example Jaspers’ way of conceptualizing.
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be called “communicability”62. Kant stated in discussing “concepts”
„ [The  genus  is  representation  in  general  (repraesentatio).  Under  it  stands  the  reperesentation  with  consciousness 

(perception) A perception  that refers to the subject as a modification of its state is a  sensation  (sensation)] an objective 

perception is a cognition (cognitio). The latter is either an intuition or a concept (intutitus vel conceptus). The former is 

immediately related to the object and is singular; the latter is mediate, by means of a mark63, which can be common to 

several things.“ (ibid. : B 376/377)

What Kant refers to is the idea of communicability or thus mediality 

However, a concept is enabled to be a principle which renders lucid (aka “gives clarity”) the possibility 

of other synthetic cognitions apriori.64

Thus aside from the attribute of Mittelbarkeit (“Communicability/Mediality”), the idea of „concept“ is 

supplemented  with  the  feature  of  reference.  Other  concepts  enabled  by  this  suggestion  are 

transgression  or  (with  Jaspers:)  transcendence.  Discursive  lucidity (or  clarity)  therefore  means 

elucidation of communicability and reference.

Kant's Copernican Turn  suggests that it is not cognition that is rendered by the objects, but the objects 

are  rendered  by  cognition.  Thereby,  Kant  enables an  idea  that  affects  us  as  “communicators”  or 

interlocutors.  An idea that  is  inherently responsible  for  the emergence of  what  we call  Consensus 

Theories of Truth.  This idea has made it possible in the philosophical discourse to think “that truth can 

(and  must)  be  argued”.  It  is  a  possible  corollary  of  the  argument  that  cognition  is  subsequently 

universally relative and can thus be disputed: Truth can be impeachable65. 
62  The German term Mittelbarkeit can be translated as „communicability“. I suggest using “mediality” when possible. The 

German word seems a bit negligent on the “communication”-dimension, the English word is negligent on the 
“medium”-dimension. Kant’s use of the concept suggests enabling both dimensions.

63  This discussion and the idea of the faculty of signification in the Anthropologie (191ff.) must be discussed elsewhere in 
regard to Reil’s medical semiotics and Peirce’s semiotics. (I am currently preparing such a manuscript for a reader on 
Sociology and Semiotics, edited  by Hans Bakker). Helmut Pape has published (in German) a very interesting book in 
this regard (1989).

64  „Prinzip(s) woraus die Möglichkeit anderer synthetischer Erkenntnisse a priori eingesehen werden kann.“ (ibid. : B 40; 
A.S.)  

65  Kant’s nod to Bacon in the motto of the first Critique is not only “no accident”. It is telling in various ways.
In the past decade, a fascinating debate has been spun between Peter Pesic and Carolyn merchant in regard to the 
question of the concept of “nature” in Bacon as a) female and b) the method of experiment as “torture” (see the 
summary of  respective literature in Merchant 2008, 732, Fn.2).
Interestingly, Kant did employ juridical, experimental and physiological language – the “tribunal of reason” is of course 
the most famous example. Merchant’s case is that Bacon’s “language about nature should be placed in the context of the 
history of the contained, controlled experiment, a concept that emerges from juridical practice, from the idea of nature in 
bonds, and from the tradition of the secrets of nature in settings such as the courtroom, the anatomy theatre, and the 
laboratory” (ibid.: 731) 
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This kind of thinking perpetuates the claim that it is no longer the object that constitutes the truth, but 

instead:  my  (ego’s)  communication  towards  someone  else  is  not  constituted  by  the  object  (of 

communication), but we are obliged to explicate every single cognition event that we communicate 

(respectively:  mediate)  by  applying  references,  and  beyond  that,  we  are  generally  obliged  to 

acknowledge  and  admit  the  possibility  of  misunderstanding/misconception  –  not  due  to  ill  will, 

ignorance  or  naivety,  but  simply  because  this  potential  is  inherently  communicated  within  every 

explicit  use  of  a  concept.  Every cognition  of  an  object  is  necessitated  to  entail  the  possibility  of 

otherness/difference in cognition of the object. This otherness of cognition is not being rendered by 

oneself, but by  an-other, even if this  an-other  were only virtual and not physically present. Therein 

discursivity  actually  applies66.  The  an-other is  consequently  just  as  discursively  constructed  by 

concepts and thus apriori, and therefore we can speak of the Transcendentality of the Other, for
  „namely, that we can cognize of things a priori  only what we ourselves have put in them.” (KdrV B XVIII)

If we expand this thought towards the inclusion of both  judgment and the  Gemeinsinn  (the need for 

affirmation by judgement of others) we readily arrive at the conclusion that mediality/communicability 

and thus communication must be given a transcendental status67.

The Contingency of „We“

She claims that Bacon’s use of the term trial was meant to “characterize an experiment”. The result of any experiment is 
uncertain (contingent), and yet not entirely arbitrary for it is controlled and contained. The tribunal of reason would 
therefore mean a trial as an experiment, with conditions such as controlled environment, experimenters, witnesses, data 
recording and possibility to repeat.  In this sense, reading Kant as a Baconian would therefore probably serve to 
underscore my argument.
(In one line of criticism, not against her argument but her summary of several interpretations of Bacon as well as the 
concept of power in general, it should be noted that Merchant comes close to subsume Foucault under the label 
“Frankfurt School”. Respectively, she equates “power” with the Freudo/Hegel-Marixst conception of “power as material 
domination”, which Horkheimer et al ascribed to. She seems to hold that Foucault has a similar, if not identical concept 
of power. I have strong reservations and objections, because I disagree with the idea that this reduced concept of power 
can even be remotely found in Foucault. Which is not to say that it is not a typical mistake (see my German book on 
Foucault: Stingl [2009]).

66  This virtual other is the  universally possible “observer“ of whom Hannah Arendt is talking in the first Part of The Life  
of the Mind. The “audience”, she assumes, is existing for Kant as a plurality. Dewey 1909, 1910) wanted to abolish the 
“observer position”, ridiculing Lotze for having adopted it even in his Logic. Here we are reminded of Parsons partial 
reservations against (and Alexander Meiklejohn’s [various] distinct rebuttal of )Dewey-style Pragmatism. The discourse 
from Kant to Lotze and (Arendt’s teacher) Jaspers has accepted not only the universal “observer”, but the plurality of 
“observers” as an audience. It is this “plurality of observers”, which is also the foundation – whether in terms of 
democracy or culture/civilization or education (and all their interpenetrations) – of Pluralism as an attitude.

67  Parsons conceives “order” in his 1937 Structure in respect  of experiences we make. In the same regard we can modify 
his conception and infer that since we know from experience there is communication, there necessarily must be 
communicability. 
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The problem we have come to know in contemporary debates in the concept contingency was  made  an 

explicit  problem in the  first  Edition  (A) of  the  KdrV.  In  Kants  view experience is  a  product  and 

therefore necessarily contingent68. 

Beyond that Kant arrives at his  well-known conclusion of the necessity of an apriori concept via the 

idea of the impossibility of “true comprehensive generality” (wahre Allgemeinheit). 

It  can  be  inferred  that  since  there  is  no  “true  comprehensive  generality”  for  there  is  no  ultimate 

constitution or foundation (no Letztbegründung) of truth for reference to any “that”, which is object of 

experience. For such an object we can therefore say that its “truth” could lead to something different. 

The necessity that arises is the need for verification of our individual experience in the experiences that 

belong to the (respective) others.69

It is above all an-other who can have a different or similar experience of the same object.

The alterity of an-other is mirrored by the alterity of the experience of the object.

Kant makes an important distinction between empirical cognitions that are rendered aposteriori from 

experience from cognitions apriori and then adds another designation:
“For it is customary to say of many a cognition derived from experiental sources that we are capable of it or partake in it a 

priori because we do not derive it immediately from experience, but rather from a general rule that we have nevertheless 

itself borrowed from experience.” (KdrV : B2)

I wish to draw attention to two emphases Kant makes: “not immediately” and “common rule” (or 

general rule). Kant comes very close to expressing explicitly that „communicability“ and „mediality“ 

are his actual topic and that a „common rule“ is a „mechanism of mediation”. This is noteworthy in two 

distinct respects.

a)  Therein  lies  the  idea  of  Regelhaftigkeit70 (“Normativity”),  which  is  pointing  to  some  kind  of 

68KdrV A1:
“Experience is without doubt the first product that our understanding brings forth … […] I tells us to be sure, what 

is, but never that it must necessarily be thus and not otherwise.” 
69  I only remind my readers of Davidson and the concept of „triangulation“. The German philosopher Norbert Schneider 

has once remarked the similarity of this concept and Parsons’ ideas about socialization of the individual “as a 
personality.”

70  There are three concepts concerning “rules” (Regeln) which I want to distinguish, which are to my knowledge 
translatable into English only with greatest strain:

i. Regelgemäß 
ii. Regelhaftigkeit
iii. Regelmäßigkeit

Ad i) The first, regelgemäß, offers the least challenge and we can call it either “rulefollowing”, “rule-conformity” or 
“rule-observant”. We could discuss different levels of implicit and explicit intention, whenever including an actor’s 
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mechanism or a solid and coherent way in which matters are progressing. I would suggest that his point 

to  the  assumption  of  the  possibility  of  “identical  cognitive  rationalization”  and  thus  to  “Rules  of 

Transformation”71 .  

b) These “Rules of Transformation” would have to be “common rules” (which is saying that they are 

inherently public)72 and must therefore be accessible for the an-other and even be inherently I the an-

other.   Implicitly, this aspect  problematizes  the possibility of “identical inter-subjective reference (or 

trans-subjective universals)”.

In effect these must inherently lie with „pure cognitions apriori“, which we know to entail no empirical 

component. 

Admittedly,  neither  any  ego  nor  any  alter will  find  these  cognitions  to  be  actually  directly  or 

immediately accessible in the respective other but they can be made a topic in their discourse with one 

another (and thus be the foundation of dialogue73); and this can occur solemnly under the condition that 

they are “universal” as in “commonly a priorily shared” as statements/expressions.

That the actual foundation of our “existence” or Dasein, that we can and must lean on, is experience, is 

not at dispute. However, we must also acknowledge that Kant makes two related insights available: 

a)  not only is experience simply relative,  tentative or provisional;  but it  is always inherently 

contingent in understanding (Verstand) and in the concepts (Begriffe).

b) in communication with others we can only make preliminarily assertions on the basis of shared 

perspective, while remaining aware that even in nature we find cases we describe as “rule following”.
I will thus try to keep the distinctions as such.
“Rule following” I shall apply “value-free”, mainly on a general descriptive level. “Rule-conformity” I will use for 
unintentional forms of rule-following, whether these forms occur in nature or on an actors side; while “rule-observance” 
entails an autonomous component, in other words there are degrees of freedom on the actors side. The term states 
basically that the observed event happened as if in accordance with rules the observer is aware of. 
Ad ii) The term Regelhaftigkeit describes that a process or object has the attribute of being made of rules or as being 
rules. I suggest to use  either “orderly” or “normative” regularities, given the context as being that of an unintentional or 
intentional system. 
Ad iii) Regelmäßigkeit on the other hand means that we can suppose rules being followed with more or less analytical 
clarity in the observed process or object. I will thus use the term “Regularity”
     The aspect of “regulatory” on the other hand describes rules, norms or institutions that have “determining force”, 
meaning an actor is compelled to follow these rules “with good reason”. But at the same time has always the degree of 
freedom to act differently aka deviantly. It is important to say that deviance from regulatory elements is not in itself 
morally right or wrong, it can be either creative or destructive to the institutional system. There are other factors creating 
the context of the deviant action that determine whether a deviant action is a creative or destructive act. In comparing 
Kant and Parsons herein, we can say that the determining this context for Kant was the purpose of the Second Critique, 
for Parsons it was The Social System (1951).

71  Gerhard Schönrich (1981) has tried to give an account of Kant’s critical work as a transcendental semiotic in this 
respect.

72  In part I prefer the translation of “allgemeine Regel” as “common rule”, for the “general public” in German is the 
“Allgemeinheit”. However, both translations come with their own respective conceptual problems.

73  There is a sharp distinction between the different variants of the concept “discourse” and the concept  “dialogue”. This 
special discussion shall not be of interest here. It will be part of my methods book Speaking in Biology?
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transformation rules74.

In Kantian language:
“Experience never gives its judgments true or strict but only assumed and comparative universality (through induction), so 

properly  it must be said: as far as we have yet perceived there is no exception to this or that rule.” (B: 3/4)

And:

“For before I go to experience, I already have all the conditions for my judgment in the concept, from which I merely draw 

out the predicate in accordance with the principle of contradiction, and can thereby at the same time become conscious of 

the necessity of judgment, which experience could never teach me.” (B: 12)75

Comparativity and Discursivity  function as a union. And they lead the idea of the an-other. For with 

what or whom is a comparison (of judgements) possible? If one does not want to interpret Kant as 

being solipsistic –like the Conflationists –, one must therefore accept that the existence of an an-other 

must at least be cognizable.

We should emphasize Kant’s use of the word „we“ (ibid. B 3/4) . Of course, a Conflationist may claim 

that this is a profane statement to make for Kant had used this all the same in various instances as well 

as there is in the German language the common use of the words  wir  (“we”) and  man  (generalized 

“one”).

Yet Kant was very meticulous in writing the Critiques, discussing every single sentence with his friend 

Jack Green.   In  a  generous  scenario,  “we” is  used  to  suggest  the  existence  of  a  “communicative 

community” (Kommunikationsgemeinschaft) of many others76; in the strictest case it at least allows to 

cognize a notion of communication with possible others. That is because this “we” seems equipped 

with an intention that is diametrically opposed to another central notion: “I think” (Ich denke).

The corollary is that it allows Kant to use the intermediate level between those, the second person and 

can thus address his readers directly as “You” [from my translation]:
Dislodge piece by piece from your concept of experience an entity all that is empirical. […]
74  The trial is an experiment (Merchant 2008). 
75  Notice that Kant speaks of „we“. Two additional  thoughts:

In Jaspers' three-volume  Philosophie (1932/33) the idea of  comparativity receives a key status. For Jaspers it is 
based on both Kant & Weber. He was  thinking of a two-step process for “Knowledge within Being” (Wissen im Dasein): 
Namely, the hierarchical distinction between the two (ideal-)types of  Forscher  (“Scientist/Investigtator”) and Sociologist. 
The first type is stuck with the acquisition of the individual (thing), the latter works comparatively. The early Jaspers based 
his model of cognition and of science on this point, which mirrors the evolution of many scientific disciplines, which start 
out classificatory and then become comparative (First there is anatomy, then there I comparative anatomy)  

Secondly,  the line to Parsons we can of course reconstruct  with ease:  Parsons who had studied Kant when at 
Amherst  with Clarence Ayers,  Otto Manthey-Zorn and Alexander Meiklejohn (whose course in Kant-Introduction was 
famous already at  Brown University,  see:  Nelson [2001]) studied Kant  with Jaspers  in  Heidelberg,  when Jaspers  was 
already working on the Philosophie (Jaspers autopbiography in Schlipp 1957: 5ff.).
76 A Wittgensteinian account, such as that of Gerhard Schönrich (1981) or Karl-Otto Apel (1973,1976)  would ascribe to 

this strong version, naturalizing the “communicative community” into a constitutive to save the idea of the possibility of 
ultimate justification.
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The same if in your empirical concept […]

You have to […] 77

The other is not just implicitly problematized by Kant, but is turned into an explicit topic.

I am allowed to make this inference, because Kant rarely used pronouns by accident.

77 „Lasset von eurem Erfahrungsbegriff eines Körpers alles was daran empirisch ist, nach und nach weg: (....)
Ebenso, wenn ihr von eurem empirischen Begriff (...).
(...)
Ihr müsst also (...). „ (ibid.: B 6; Translation and emphases; A.S.) 
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The Task of Reason and the Communicative Community Humanity: Wie ist Metaphysik als Naturanlage  

möglich?

Kant  seems  to  assume that  here  is  a  common attitude  to  be  found  in  all  people:  the  attitude  of 

metaphysics.78

This  determination,  which  renders  metaphysics  and speculative  reason into  the  rank of  aspects  of 

nature79, does not any less effect than giving rise to the claim that every human must have the ability to 

think in references transcending the actually present (or given) on the one hand, and on the other the 

ability to form a theory of the constitution of the non-present (non-given). In other words, every human 

being must be able to make „contingency“ an  explicit topic, while being able to, at least,  implicitly  

problematize the constitution of a contingent object.

The systematization and “topic-rendering” of such theory is concretized in the Kantian question: “How 

is metaphysics possible as a science?” (Wie ist Metaphysik als Wissenschaft möglich?)

Conceptualized– in the actual meaning of this word – this question would be Critique of Reason.
“A system of such concepts would be called transcendental-philosophy.” (B 25) 

Concepts can be derived only, as I had indicated, in media or by being communicable (mittelbar). They 

contain references.  Each concept “can be different”!

The Kantian Position is a strict, enlightened, and reflexive Relativism ( which is not: Anything goes!)

It does not seek to unearth a new and original idea, but does seek something entirely different80:
“This investigation, which we  can properly call not doctrine but only transcendental critique, since it does not aim at the  

amplification of  cognitions81 themselves  but  only at  their  correction,  and is  to  supply the touchstone  of  the  worth or  
78 „and thus a certain sort of metaphysics  has actually been present in all human beings as soon as reason has extended 
itself to speculation in them, and it will also always remain there.” (KdrV B 21, although in the Kantian original it says “in  
all human beings at all times”.)

79  But: Not in the way that Natural Philosophy (Schelling, the later Reil or the early Vitalists)  sought to naturalize Reason 
and Speculation (Richards 2002, Beiser 2003 chapter 9 “Kant and the Naturphilosophen”: 153 – 170).

80 Kant is succeeded by two “true Kantians”  in the 20th century: Michel Foucault (see Owen 2001; who views genealogy 
as a form of critique) and Talcott Parsons. Both were exposed to and influenced by the work of Karl Jaspers, of whom it 
was famously said that he was “the only true student Kant ever had”.

81  This renders critique into Kant's analytical “business”. The issues and their objects are resultants of synthesis. In this 
line of thought, in the general discourse of 1937's scientific community  and with “Toward a common language” (see 
below) inside the institutional discourse of Harvard, Parsons intended to build a program for sociology, just as Kant did 
with the KdrV for transcendental philosophy.
Thus for both, we find an equally valid  statement of Kant:
Transcendental philosophy is here the idea of a science, for which the critique of pure reason is to outline the entire plan 
architechtonically, i.e. from principles, with a full guarantee for the completeness and certainty of all the components 
that comprises this edifice. It is the system of  all principles of pure reason. (B 27)
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worthlessness of all cognitions a priori, is that with which we a re now concerned.

At the center lies the process of “thinking”. It is a means, a medium, and its ends are that which it is 

directed towards: intuition. It is rendering communicability relative to its ends and universalized within 

the sphere of epistemology:
„In whatever way and through whatever means a cognition may relate to objects, that through which it relates immediately  

to them, and at which all thought as a means is directed as an end, is intuition.” (B 33)

The  Objects  are  those  affecting  (affizieren)  us,  they  do  so  in  a  particular  way,   Kant  denotes. 

“Receptivity” (Rezeptivität) to attain representation of them is called sensibility (Sinnlichkeit).

And sensibility is rendered into a topic in the form of the medial mechanism.82 

These  intuitions  are  thought  “in understanding”  (durch  den  Verstand),  Kant  emphasizes.  It  is  the 

understanding that forms concepts.

In other words, concepts are at the end of the chain of mediations, which is either a longer or shorter 

process:

„But all thought , whether straightaway (directe) or through a detour (indirecte), must ultimately  be  

related to institutions, thus, in our case to sensibility, since there is no other way in which objects can 

be given to us. (B 33) 

An object’s effect on representation, Kant  denotes, is a “sensation” (Empfindung). It is the medium of 

reference of intuition and object.

The type of relation of this reference is called  empirical83. If empirical reference is vague, in Kant’s 

words  “the  object  of  an  empirical  intuition  is  indeterminate”,  he  Kant  calls  it  “appearance” 

(Erscheinung).

Appearance is  now supplied with the distinction between matter  and form. The correspondence of 

Yet this system – I remind you – is not static. Its concepts are … discursive!
The “house” of this science will be built from the stones we find laying about. And what it can look like will be 
determined by the material, what it will look like is not yet determined, but subject to our planning – and we are not yet 
even discussing what the rooms will look like once furnished.
So for Parsons, we can adjust Kant’s phrase as such_
“Sociology is the Idea of one science, for which the Structure of Social Action (as the Critique of Social Reason) is to 
develop an entire plan, i.e. from principles. It is the system of the principles of social action.
(And thus for Parsons it must be said that every unit act is a synthetic cognition which is to be analyzed accordingly.)

82“Objects are therefore given to us by means of sensibility, and it alone affords us intuitions.” (B33) 

83  Ido Geiger (2003) has provided an interesting account of empirical concepts and systematic holism in the Appendix to 
the first critique, which he contrasts with “different readings“. While there is little room for discussing it in detail here, 
the essay deserves to be mentioned. However, I am not entirely certain if Geiger does not eventually come close to 
portray a position that argues for a naturalization of concepts. His conclusion appears slightly ambiguous.
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appearance and sensation84 is called matter.85

All that is not part of sensation and pertains to representation is called „pure“ (rein) by Kant and is 

apriori. His quest is for the “pure forms apriori”, namely those principles which sensibility – as the 

ability of our receptively attaining representations of objects – has in prevenience. 

The science set over investigating these principles is named transcendental aesthetics..

In a certain fashion it is a science of the relations (thus the referentials). 

For we (in our external senses) partake “only in mere relational representations”. These represent  the 

“relation of an object on the subject” (see KdrV: B67)

Kant begins his depiction of the partials of this science in discussing the concept of space. 

Space (Der Raum)

Due to mediation via the external senses (a feature of our state of mind (Gemüt)) we envisage objects 

being “outside of us”.  Relating to space and time, the Kantian perspective says86:

„By means of proper sense (a property of our mind) we represent to ourselves objects as outside to us, and all as in space. In 

space their form, magnitude, and relation to one another is determined, or determinable. Inner sense, by means of which the 

mind intuits itself, or its inner state, gives, to be sure, no intuition of the soul itself, as an object; yet it is still a determinate 

form, under which the intuition of its inner state is alone possible, so that everything that belongs to the inner determinations 

is represented in relations of time.” (A 22/23, B 37)

Mediation, Mediality, Communicability. These concepts implicitly saturate Kant’s (critical) work. 

Who enters “into a discourse with Kant”, partakes in the discourse “within this figure”, the figure of 

communicability. Any reader of Kant is potentially vulnerable to reflecting upon them. The alternative 

would be to declare them to be residual categories.

Kant makes four fundamental statements that link “space” to my argument  (KdrV : A 23 – 25/ B 38 – 

40) :

84  This „empirical reference on matter“  has the added value of „being learned (or been acquired in a process of 
socialization)“, thus the process is for  Parsons what he calls (with Freud) cathexis.

85 Referring to the „context-invariance of the object“: “[B]ut that which allows  the manifold of appearance to be intuited as 
ordered in certain relations I call the form of appearance

86  
Guyer/Wood supplant “mediation” (for Vermittelst)  with “by means of”. The problem is that their translation weakens or 
negates the idea of an effect that mediation can have on the mediated content. If we argue that media have an effect on 
what they mediate, that this was a crucial idea for the emergence of scientific biology and experimental culture, 
becoming an explicit problem at the time of Kantianism and shaping nineteenth century research culture, we would be 
well advised to emphasize the effect in our translations of Kant. 
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1. Space is no empricial concept in reduction of external experiences. 

2. Space is a necessary representation apriori that lays at the foundation of every intuition.

3. Space is no discursive – or concept of relations of things in general – but a „pure intuition“ 

(reine Anschauung).

4. Space is envisaged as an infinite given value. 

It is the third item that piques my curiosity for it affects the nature of  discursivity of concepts and 

space, since at a later stage Kant draws the distinction between empirical and pure concepts. 

First, we have learned that the purity of an issue at hand is not compromised by the sensational; while 

the empirical is generally interpenetrating with sensation. It seems therefore as if  discursivity is not 

available  without  sensation.  Again,  the  implication  of  contingency  that  lies  embedded  within 

discursivity states that something can be this way or another.

In  other  words,  discursivity  implies  „questionability“  (Fraglichkeit)  or  “criticizability”/critique 

(Kritisierbarkeit).  A concept,  which  is  discursive,  can  thus  always  be  questioned,  be  rendered  in  

question, be criticised or put  in critique; for it is charged with sensation. An actual application of a 

concept must be justifiable (and ready to “stand trial”).

Discursivity, understood in this fashion, is itself constitutive of a concept, while the “truth(-value) of a 

concept” is regulative.

As  a  consequence,  concept interpenetrates  with  spontaneity,  and  thus  the  idea  of  mediality  or 

communicability is tied to it, too87.

Secondly,  Kant  recurs  to  the  term  “Generality”.  Thus  a  concept  can  only  be  criticisable  and 

questionable if it is general. Concepts which are available to all of us at the same time are contingent, 

thus can be this way but (within reasonable constraints) also different for the – minimally two – parties 

concerned. Therefore the idea of a double contingency is inscribed into the discursive concept.

Space in consequence – since it is not discursive – cannot be criticized, it is thus universal (not general) 

and it is subsequently nothing but the form of the appearance of external things and  the  subjective 

prerequisite enabling the sensibility of external intuition.

Time is determined by Kant with a set of characteristics analogue to those of space. He himself hints at 

their characteristics’ exchangeability for the sake of argument. 

87  This has been shown by Matthias Vogel (2001)
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I will thus recount with little discussion(ibid. A 30 – 32/ B46 – 48):

1. Time is no empirical concept.

2. Time is a necessary representation at the foundation of every intuition. 

We can ground the possibility of apodictic precepts of the relations of time or the axioms of time on 

this apriori necessity. It is but  one  dimension: Different times are not co-instantaneous – in  the 

same way that  different  spaces  are  not  successive  but  instantaneous.  Kant  hints  that  these  are 

prerequisite ideas for rendering possible the “concept of change” and the “concept of movement”.

3. Time is no discursive concept. Different aspects of time are but aspects of Time. 

4. Infinity of time does not mean much more than that all determinate values of time can only be 

possible by putting constraints on but one universal time.

Time is therefore the form of the inner sense and subsequently the formal precondition apriori of all 

intuition.

The corollary of Item 4 is that time as Time or „temporality“ cannot be questioned or criticized.

The very caveat from modern physics/mathematics is that Kant’s ideas of both time and space are 

supposedly futile. The charge is that Kantianism cannot account for the possibility of non-euclidean 

geometry nor relativity. This caveat is, however, moot. For even non-euclidean space is spatial and 

even the theory of relativity has time being temporal. More importantly, whatever things-in-themselves 

may be and whatever our mathematics’ and physics’ in theorizing may have to say about that, we still 

envisage as human beings space to be spatial  (and we actually do so in eucledian vision) and we 

envisage time to be temporal. Kant does not ruminate about the “true nature” of Nature, nor does he 

speak about  the  effect  of  ontology on epistemology.  He reflects  on  how epistemology effects  our 

understanding  of  ontology and nature.  And even with  knowing that,  he  would  say,  we still  know 

nothing about the “true nature” of things-in-themselves. 

Transzendentale Logik

The Transcendental Logic is for sure the largest chunk of the KdrV. Its importance, more precisely the 

importance of the Elementarlehre, has been overemphasized in the 20th century philosophical discourse 

at the cost of negligence on the part of the Methodenlehre (Bumenberg 2007: 47f.). But it is the Logic 

provides insightful discussions of logic, spontaneity and rules.
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It is at the very beginning of the Transcendental Logic that spontaneity makes its entrance.
„Our cognition arises from two fundamental sources in the mind, the first of which is the reception  of representations (the  
receptivity of impressions), the second the faculty for cognizing an object by means of  these representations (spontaneity of  
concepts): through the former and object is given to us, through the latter it is  thought  in relation to that representation 
(as  a  mere determination of  the  mind).  (A 50/  B 74 this  discussion is  followed by Kant’s  famous elucidation of  the 
Wechselwirkung88 of intuition and concept)
Spontaneity  receives  a  special  role  in  regard  to  mediality/communicability  in  the  process  of 

understanding. It is tasked with making possible the “assembling of a diversity”89 (Verbindung eines  

Mannigfaltigen). Kant calls this  conjuctio. It  is not derived from sensibility but it  is an „Actus der 

Spontaneität der Vorstellungskraft“ (ibid. B 129/130),  an act of the spontaneity of imaginativeness.  

This is understanding not sensibility.

These conjunctions of the diversity of intuitions (not concepts!) can be understood as synthesis,
“in order at the same time to draw attention to the fact that we can represent nothing as combined in the objectwithout  

having previously combined it ourselves. And that among all representations combination is the only one that is  not given  

through objects but can be executed only by the subject itself, since it is an act of its self-activity. One can here easily see  

that this action must originally be unitary and equally valid for all combination, and that the dissolution90 (analysis) that  

seems to beits opposite, in fact always presupposes it; for where the understanding has not previousliy combined anything,  

neither  can it  dissolve anything,  for  only  through it   can something have been given the power of  representation as  

combined But in addition to the concept of the manifold and of its synthesis, the concept of combination also carries with it  

88  The German term Wechselwirkung is one of the most central concepts in the history science. 
It can mean several things: 
Reciprocity
Interchange
Dialectic
Interpenetration
Interdependency
(Mutual) Interaction
Spontaneity
Interplay
As is clear, several of these appear along the lines of the discourse of philosophy-physiology and within Parsons’ own 
work. There have been many discussions where he took these from.
Richard Münch (1982) has  claimed that Parsons translated the Wechselwirkung of intuition and concept from Kant into 
the concept Interpenetration. I disagree. This would imply a direct causality from Kant to Parsons that just doesn’t seem 
right. Instead we find that all those versions of Wechselwirkung derive from the progress of the discourse , Parsons found 
in German and the various English surrogates in the discourse and merely “adapted” to the dispositional power of the 
idea. He found it in German in Kant (KdrV), Weber (1922) and Simmel (see: Levine 2008). The latter of which had 
imputed it from Lotze. Upon digging into the discourse we do find that it is Lotze who most prominently used 
Wechselwirkung as a concept and that nearly all the transformations made in the English language were introduced by 
direct and indirect students of his work. Lotzeanism had permeated the intellectual climate (the sum of possible 
conceptual relations between different scientific communities) of Parsons’ years as a student and young scholar at 
Amherst (e.g. Meiklejohn), London (Hobhouse) and Heidelberg (Jaspers) and of course Harvard (Münsterberg’s legacy, 
Henderson, Perry) plus the early American Sociological Scene and the intellectual and philosophical America Parsons 
was brought up in (Emerson, James, Royce, Santayana etc.) (see Gerhardt 2002)

89  Guyer/Wood use the term “combination”. However, the term is ambiguous. Therefore I suggest to use “amalgamation” 
or “assembling”.

90  I would almost suggest to translate Auflösung as “denouement”.  However, in my own translation I have opted for 
“decomposition” over “dissolution”
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the concept of the unity of the manifold. Combination is the representation of the  synthetic  unity of the manifold.” (B  

130/131)

Kant now joins intuition and concept as being in a  Wechselwirkung (mutually dependent interaction)  

where one requires the other. However, if at the same time concepts that are discursive are necessarily 

contingent, what is then actually rendered contingent here? Well, the conjointments (connections) of 

the diverse (or “manifold”).

Spontaneity introduces some other interesting feature.  As Kant  will  argue in  the  KpV (Critique of 

Practical Reason), spontaneity is the prerequisite of Freedom.

Freedom means here: a) Selbstgesetzgebung and b) Selbsttätigkeit. 

a) A self gives itself its laws (which however does not say:  makes laws; which is a common 

misunderstanding)

b) The self acts by itself (which is identical to Spontaneity)

And,  while  we  might  have  a  discussion  of  fine  distinctions  between  Freedom,  moral  (practical) 

freedom  and  autonomy,  these  concepts  share  a  common  ground.

In the end, the concept that remains most important for Kant is autonomy.

Therein lies also a conceptual problem and leads to the question of ultimate justification or ultimate 

foundation: Any theory that does not stop at positivism or bald natural-rights philosophy, should be 

able  to  give  an  inherent  account  for  the  idea  of  freedom  –  or  else  will  get  caught  up  in  the 

Münchhausen-Trilemma (Hans Albert).

Why?

Freedom does not mean that I do not require additional prerequisites (such as for example information 

and data) either in my thought, decisions or actions. But: How they enter and affect my decisions, 

thoughts and actions is the essential part.

They  can  and  may  be  normative  (for  “should”  does  imply  the  possibility  of  acting  or  deciding 

differently,  necessitated/constituted  by  contingency),  but  one  thing  they  cannot  be:  “absolutely 

determinative” as in definite or constitutive.

Here lies the question of positivizing:

(A) If the positively ascertainable conditions X,Y,Z are present, then A
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Short:

(A`) If X,Y,Z, then A.

The questions of any science  would be reduced to the possibility of ascertaining all conditions X,Y,Z.

In Kantian Terms, however, it would sound like this:

 (B) If something can be ascertained as X,Y,Z, then A should follow

This comprises two levels concerning our problem-complex.

The left side rests on the word “as” and thus necessitates communicability (Vermittlung) –  by use of 

concepts.

The  right  side  with  “should”  means  that  the  mechanism reduced  to  the  word  “then”91 has  to  be 

justifiable.

From this follows:

(C) If an actual situation appears mediated as X,Y,Z, then it is justifiable that A must follow.

The left side of (C) I deem explicated by the above.

The right side requires some explanation.

First,  there  are two versions of “must”  we have to  take into consideration,  the first  version is  the 

definite “must”, which is identical to the condensed version of “then” and could be reduced to a law-

like application “If (a,b,c), then A” (this is the vernacular of physicalist reductionism). This type is not 

indicated in (C). 

The  second  version  of  “must”  that  comes  to  the  fore  here  is  identical  with  “should  follow with 

necessity”. This is no mere play of words, for I want to stress the degrees of freedom still at play, for 

we cannot loose the possibility of an actor deciding to act differently. Even if in a case such as (C) it is 

highly  unlikely  that  the  actor  will  do  so,  the  possibility  that  for  some reason  must  be  preserved 

91  In a sense the word „then“ is but a reduction of a mechanism, such as a regulatory or communicable one, to a residual 
category that is linguistically condensed to that word for the purpose of Logic. Interestingly, the “naturalisation” of 
Logic – thru Logical Positivism has rendered this residual category into a constitutive and subsequently it was and still is 
being used as a “calculus” of “If a then b”-Laws for all of science.
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(weakness of will, defiance, etc.) s/he does92. 

(C) can be inferred directly from Kantian philosophy.

It enables different accounts. For example an account of his epistemology as transcendental semiotic  

or  a  Wittgensteinian  account93.  If  so  accounted  for,  transcendental  philosophy  and  critique are 

complementary concepts. Critique then renders “the idea of transcendental philosophy” into the “idea 

of justification”94

Critique becomes – to use Flach’s (1967) term – the “science of the development of a science of the 

idea of ultimate justification”, with transcendental philosophy as the “science of ultimate justification” 

turned into practice.

However, each actual effort of ultimate justification must necessarily get caught in the Münchhausen-

trilemma (Hans Albert95): 

We will either get caught in a forever increasing number of levels of justification, an infinite regress; or 

will get hung up on a logical circle argument within the procedure of justification; or will simply have 

to randomly abort the procedure.

In the form of a transcendental semiotic, it is argued that the procedure, understood as transcendental 

argument, can function a) indirectly, b) non-deductively96 and c) is via its form self-referent97.

92  Which would be a suitable suggestion why in Parsons’ theorizing there must be a possibility and even a certain need for 
actual deviance (which can be an engine for progress) and a social equilibrium is not static but dynamic and volatile.

93 Anthony King has recently argued (2009) that there is a current of a Wittgensteinian account of social action, actually at 
the expense of classics like Parsons. In Kings account, Parsons’ theory not only has certain things in common with Wittgen-
stein, but potential actually exceeds Wittgenstein’s potentials for social theory, because Parsons’ theoreticizing holds the key 
to solving Wittgenstein’s “skeptical paradox”. Sociologists suffer from  a case of collective amnesia, says King, “precisely 
because they have forgotten early Parsons, contemporary social theorists are condemned to repeat the errors of the general-
izing theory which typified Parsons’ middle and later periods; they remain

trapped within the structure and agency paradigm.” (2009: 284)
94  See the argument of Gerhard Schönrich (1981: 187f.) who  makes the case that Kant can be read as such a semiotic.
95  See Hans Albert 1977: 35ff.: 

Albert ended up on the side of Popper in the German “Positivism-Debate” – another lukewarm reprisal of older debates. 
In this case, the leading factions were Adorno and Popper. Albert and Habermas were rather turned into leading 
surrogate battles. The only one who seriously profited from this exchange most surprisingly was Habermas. Nonetheless 
Albert, in an autobiographical piece, most interestingly, also points out that at the famous Weber-Congress in 1964, most 
interpretations offered, happened to be from an ideological stance, while the one balanced (ausgewogen) account was 
presented by Talcott Parsons. It is interesting that most German and French attendees ridiculed Parsons (from their 
Marxistic stance). One even went as far as claiming that Parsons – who kindly made the effort of presenting in German – 
could not to be understood for his supposedly “shaky German”. Interestingly, Albert seems to have understood him just 
fine. In short, the reaction may just be a reflection of the latent anti-Americanism that German social science continues 
to suffer from. This has been pointed out repeatedly, most prominently by Donald Levine (1996)and Jeffrey Alexander 
(1995)  in a Swiss publication(this criticism could not even be in a German journal) in the mid-nineteen-nineties, and, 
once more but very mildly phrased, by Wolfgang Knoebl in 2001. (I want to thank Donald Levine for alerting me to the 
fact that Anti-Americanism is not just a current phenomenon in German sociology).

96  That the procedure was at least in principle of an inductive nature, Kant had addressed himself and I will not discuss 
this point b) further here.

97  See Schönrich (ibid.)
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Ad c) Self-reference in this fashion means that the way out of the trilemma leads us to choose the 

trilemma’s third fallacy, namely aborting justification. However with one difference to the trilemma: 

We do so not randomly, but with a valid justification. Only if Kant is interpreted as being solipsistic, 

which a Conflationist would suggest, that option would be denied to us.  Validity, however,  is achieved 

by the touchstone provided  by our  peers  (the  an-other)  who will  affirm or  deny our  judgment  in 

communication. Consequently, we take an inherent justification from the process of justification itself, 

seeking to abort further (infinitely regressing) proceeding of justification. In other words, aborting the 

procedure at one point does not mean it is finished, but it means that from the process we accept – with 

good reason – that we have sufficient justification, and the conditions of this sufficiency is the aspect 

we continually put to the test with the an-other.

To abort thus removes from the process of ultimate justification the “ultimate” in a particular fashion. If 

we accepted “ultimate”  to mean that each and every act of abortion of the procedure were “random” no 

matter what, the only way out of the trilemma at all were to accept the naturalization of the existence of 

absolutes. This would mean to go behind Kant with Hegel. If we find this unacceptable we can only 

accept a Self-Reference Account as a way out of the dilemma.

Ad a) Indirectness inevitably suggests mediality/communicability.

The strongest version is perhaps found in the theory of Karl-Otto Apel98.  A quasi-naturalization of 

regulative principles and ideals, which we find first among natural philosophers, the Young- and Left-

Hegelians, overemphasizes this suggestion. It rests on a very strong concept of intersubjectivity (much 

stronger than James’ or Husserl’s, which we find in Habermas).

So summarizes Schönrich Apel’s theory: 

The paradigm of the idea of ultimate justification is the very doubt that generally presupposes 

certainty. Apel calls the form, this paradigm stands for, as the “meaning-critical argument”. Every 

critique has to be justified in the virtual at the very least, if it isn’t to loose any meaning as a critique.

It is not ultimate authority but presupposes a transcendental language game wherein possible critical  

arguments and possible justifications correspond to one another in principle by retrogression on 

98  Apel’s account is certainly within the scope of Hedeggerian hermeneutic tradition and Wittgenstein. A different 
hermeneutics than Heidegger’s is found in Gadamer, who had paid more attention to the Third Critique. What such an 
account of Kant looks like, including its discontents, has recently been discussed by Kristin Gjesdal (2007), who argues 
that Gadamer’s account of Kantian aesthetics and his criticism is enabled by a Hegelianism that made Gadamer’s 
dialogical model possible but led to a misinterpretation of Kant. 
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paradigmatic evidence.

Thereof principles exist which cannot be doubted anymore, for they are themselves the foundation of  

the meaning of doubt. Such a system of normative prerequisites of the possibility of intersubjectively 

valid critique and self-critique, which are eluding to be criticized as their own conditions of meaning,  

must be excavated. According to Apel it must revealed in transcendental-pragmatic reflection, which is  

nothing other than the form of philosophical ultimate justification we initially sought. (Schönrich 1981: 

188; Translation A.S.)

The point that is missing in Apel’s argument is that for the language game to work, we require rules on 

the  regularity level, not only the  regulatory one. For Apel (and to some degree for Schönrich) there 

seems  to  be  a  requirement  to  naturalize  or  positivize   “normative  prerequisites”  (Regelhafte 

Bedingungen), lest they’d have no force. But then Apel ends at the (logical) “if a then b” reduction, 

without giving credit to the ruling mechanism that the “then” serves for as an residual category or black 

box. On the regularity level (regelmäßig), rules do not solemnly constitute the language, but are the 

mechanism that renders the language game functioning.

Schönrich says in line with Apel that
“Without the rule, the game that it constitutes cannot function.” (Schoenrich 1981: 190, Translation A.S.) 

This merely illustrates the point of self-reference (c) as is illustrated above. The rule does not actually 

constitute the language game, we only stop in the process justification and infer – analytically – that the 

regulatives serve as constitutives. But they do not actually normatively perquisite or actually constitute 

the game. If they were to do that, all contingency would have to be cast out and the process were no 

process but an algorithm.

What a  transcendental semiotic has to offer for the analytical dimension is to give an answer to the 

“attribute of rule” of the concept of rule. In other words it tells us how the rule of “judging a rule” must 

be constructed: namely as the “operationalizing concept of reason” – which is nothing else but the 

“tribunal  of  reason”  which  Kant  upholds  as  the  method  of  reason  (see  below section  on  Sensus 

Communis: The Critique of Reason)99. 

Transcendental semiotics now conflates the function of judgement with categories, and renders them to 

99   An account such as that of Schönrich  does not distinguish between the constitutive and regulative levels, but rather 
glosses over them to save the Wittgensteinian premises of the language game. The dedication to Wittgenstein renders 
such accounts neither  Conflationist nor a Communication Account. But insights are interesting, particularly since this 
argument offers a different perspective on “mediality” through use of signs (Zeichenvermittelheit) (on the price of 
neglecting “communicability”). Putting “mediality” in Kant into such a central position within a “closing” account only 
shows the variety of accounts Kant enabled that do allow to overcome solipsism. 
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serve as transcendental-semiotical and transcendental-syntactical Rules of the General Use of Signs, 

and thereby serves in justifying the general capability of Meaningfulness apart from the complementary 

nature of Judgement, Reason and Understanding.

In order to justify the level of generality, in my opinion and in concurrence with the Communication 

Account,  this  would  require  the  notion  not  merely  of  a  medial  nature  of  signs100 but  of  the 

communicability entailed in signs (as their function) and thus necessitates the figure of the an-other as 

rendered into the notion of intersubjectivity. This can be enabled through Judgment (Urteilskraft) and 

the judgment on taste (Geschmacksurteil), which is depicted in the  KdU  (Critique of Judgement) in 

Kant’s  fusion  of  the  sensus  communis  and  the  aesthetic  judgement101,  which  I  turn  functions 

analogously with the  Gemeinsinn of  moral  judgement  in  practical  reason.  The basis  for either  the 

account of transcendental semiotic and the Communication account lies in the unity of reason, which 

binds  “judgment”  to  the  unity  of  Reason-Judgement-Understanding.  The  difference  between  both 

accounts lies within the application of the Constitutive-Regulative Difference. Transcendental Semiotic 

treats the  regulative as naturalized normative regularities. It treats them as absolute necessities that 

appear in the shape of rules while neglecting (the contingent nature of) discursivity. It thus ends in 

accepting a closure in the primacy of the constitutive. The Communication account, however, accepts 

contingency and enables possibility. For the latter, rules are regulatory mechanisms. 

Or in  other  words:  Transcendental  Semiotics  interprets  rules as  mandatory and determinative.  The 

Communication Account interprets them as regulatory devices which enable degrees of freedom (and 

thus allow for evolution).

And  being  regulatory,  mechanistic  (not  mechanizistic102)  and  lastly  contingent  (and  sociologically 

speaking rules are institutions), rules  have to be put to the test and that occurs in public: Critique is a 

public project  and therefore derived from a component that  orients us toward  an-other:  the  sensus  
100  If that worked as simply as that, Schönrich would be right to assume with Apel the constitutive nature of normative 

systems but it would negate all chance of contingency. However, the idea of contingecy lies at the heart of discursivity. 
In other words, the transcendental semiotic in the version of Apel/Schönrich must disable discursivity in order to be able 
to naturalize the force of normativity of signs. That would also disable spontaneity and therefore all chance for 
autonomy and freedom, which Apel in particular wants to retain. Not only does this lead to contradiction. It also 
illustrates  that an interpretation of Kant through Wittgenstein has a nature of closure and exclusion. 

101  For the role of aesthetics in Kantian philosophy and its part in psychology (transcendental or empirical), see the 
interesting discussion of Kant’s context and the interpretations of classic Cassirer (1997) and contemporary Andrea 
Nuzzo by Paul Guyer (2008).

102  This is a distinction that becomes that crucial for Lotze, whose theoretical ideas accept mechanistic description, but not 
a mechanizistic attitude. It is basically the same with Parsons and the concepts of Culture, Determination and 
Equilibrium. Instead of treating these as “deterministic” in the reduced mechanizistic version, he would argue that 
equilibrium is not a drive for instantiating a static balance, but highly dynamic and volatile, that it entails as Cultural 
determination, necessarily degrees of freedom – due to contingency – without which Culture would not even be 
possible.
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Sensus Communis: The Critique of Reason

The Communication Account requires an open approach to the Kantian enterprise, according to the 

following premises: The necessity of the Unity of Reason, a necessity of Contingency as Discursivity 

and  thus  a  subsequent  necessity  for  the  Unity  of  Practical  and  Theoretical  Reason.   These  are 

condensated in the famous “one principle”: the Categorical Imperative.

We can begin with two puzzles in Kant’s account of reason. Both are well known:
“[The  first]  is  that  the  very idea  of  a  critique  or  reason  seems  incoherent.  How can  critique  be  undertaken  without 

presupposing some conception of reason? Yet if a conception of reason is presupposed, won’t the aim of a critique of reason 

be vitiated by presupposing what is to be criticized?

The second puzzle is  about the status of  the Categorical  Imperative.  It  can be put  this  way.  Kant claims both of  the 

following:

1. The practical use of reason is more fundamental than its theoretical or speculative use.

2. The Categorical Imperative is the supreme principle of practical reason.

Hence he must surely be committed to a claim that will startle many of his readers:

3. The Categorical Imperative is the supreme principle of reason.

The  two  puzzles  are  linked:  If  Kant  is  committed  to  (3),  any  vindication  of  reason  must  vindicate  the  Categorical 

Imperative.

[…]

I shall  approach  this  topic  by asking the rather  obvious question,  ‘Where  does  the  Critique  of  Pure  Reason  begin?’” 

(O’Neill 1989: 3/4)

O’Neill’s aim is to reveal the deep structure of the (first) Critique. Much like Neiman, Blumenberg and 

others, Onora O'Neill points out the overemphasis given by the majority of writers to the first to 200 to 

500 pages of the Critique. Blumenberg, O'Neill and Neiman, however, include the  Transzendentale  

Methodenlehre, the third Critique, and the political writings in their use of Kant.

O'Neill provides an exemplary account of why Rationalism in the Cartesian style must ultimately fail in 

providing us with a good account of reason and why the anti-rationalist stance has a better chance of 

doing so. The argument states that Descartes’ focus on method over material – beginning with and 

(ego-centrist) autobiographical introspection that centres method as the basis for metaphysics as the 

bases for science – comes with a cost. A cost we should be careful to pay. Not the least is the separation 

of theoretical and practical reason, the problems of which have been addressed above already. But more 

importantly she names the separation of thought and action as both a corollary of and pre-requisite in 
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Descartes’ approach. (But Descartes move is without sound grounding103. )

From this premise,  she notes,  even the initial  differences in style between Kant and Descartes are 

created. Historically, the First Edition of the first Critique (KdrV A) came with a set of confusions for 

its readers that necessitated a second revised edition (B). Whether there were “significant” changes in 

intent and content has been matter of dispute.  If the Critical Works are thought of  as  one project 

aiming to depict the Unity of Reason in the Unity of the Critiques, the revisions seem to be an attempt 

in clarification of the project rather than an actual change of heart being made in any matter.

Noting  the  most  minute  change but  also  most  dramatic  gesture,  O'Neill  emphasizes  the  Baconian 

motto, which Kant had placed before the second edition as an opportunity to “communicate” a basic 

idea that he could not contain in the “body of work” (O’Neill 1989 : 6). In contrast with Descartes, the 

Critical Project – in which the author does not want to “speak of himself” (KdrV  B : II (motto)) – 

invites participation. Participation in a “common task”: It invites to a  discourse. A discourse about 

reason, which is to be found within everybody participating in it, yet not via Cartesian introspection.

The self cannot be made transparent, which the Cartesian (false) promise would suggest. Instead Kant 

makes his gesture by applying the motto of Bacon:
“The motto offers the clue that we must see the enterprise as practical: It is a task, not a body of opinions, and moreover a 

task that has to be shared. The first move must then presumably be to

 recruit those others who will form the task force.

Accordingly, both prefaces begin with a discursive, indeed time-honored and attention-compelling conversational gambit.” 

(O’Neill 1989: 8)

Kant stands – O’Neill’s arguments reveal – at a historical turning point (or a rupture, Foucault would 

say). The art of metaphysic musing, which has been consecrated in prior centuries and was thought of 

as dabbling in the Queen of Sciences, has not yielded what it promised. European science has thus 

taken metaphysics – or a system of metaphysics – for its constitutive grounding and left it at that. Just 

to be – time and again –thrown back into the pit by reality in order to regroup. Therein lies “reason’s 

betrayal”. 

In a language that  illustrates the difference in the “Kantian Move”, O’Neill describes the route Kant 

takes to tackle the problems (ibid.: 8/9):
“The points of reference are the ancient philosophers, rationalists and empiricists, logic, geometry and modern science. (The 

history of European philosophy, seen now in a sharper critical light, is also where the first Critique ends.) No definition of 

audience is explicitly argued: Starting points cannot be explicitly argued. Rather, a series of gestures and allusions to a 

103  The details of which shall remain with O’Neill, I do not want to open a side-track. We should simply accept her 
argument here.
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shared points of reference is used to constitute and welcome an audience, [..].

[…]

It is simply a matter of assembling some modes of discourse as material from which to begin.”. 

Having so “plunged in”,  we –  the readers,  the audience,  the task force – form ,  individually and 

together, what has become the famous “tribunal” (Gerichtshof) which  is  the  critique of pure reason 

(KdrV: A VII – XXII). It is implied that the “task” is both reflexive and political. But nothing is said 

about the actual “method” of vindicating reason, unlike in the Cartesian account. If the task is to be 

executed in a fashion analogous to the  Gerichtshof,  a “reflexive review of its own procedures”, the 

method – which would constitute reason’s vindication in itself – cannot come first. For a judgement to 

be passed by a tribunal, it  – the tribunal – must first  constitute. And this  constitution (active) of a 

tribunal can only occur according to a plan (purposive), which cannot be found externally.
“The first stage of our task is not introspection, but planning.” (O’Neill 1989: 10)

Therefore, in the process, we do not find eternal constitutive principles, but instead we “come up with 

proposals” that undergo trial and error. Kant introduces us to this after a 500 page long stock-taking. A 

stock-taking  of  the  building  materials  for  his  tribunal104.  This  is  what  the  Transzendentale 

Elementarlehre  is  actually  intended  for,  which  precedes  the  Methodenlehre.  In  post-Strawsonian 

discourse, and even before it authors like Heimsoeth, Russell, Dewey and others, many scholars have 

not  “taken  stock”  but  took  the  unsorted  heap  of  potential  stock  for  the  whole  and  crowned  the 

constitutive (in negligence of the  regulative) to be the prime source of epistemology and ontology. 

O’Neill’s illustration speaks of a heap of building material of which Cartesians wanted to build a tower 

of Babel that eventually had to collapse. Kant wanted to build but a modest cottage instead. He was 

taking “good stock” of what he had available. The effect of the discourse, that led to the Conflation 

Account, resembles a group of people sitting on the heap of stones, which they declared a home and 

claim the state of play: the heap as being the real thing and all there is to be105. 

O’Neill has a counter-suggestion or rather discipline, critique, and negative instruction.

This touches upon the Kantian concept of autonomy. There are sets of rules in existence. They are 

regulatory in nature.  We do not determinately follow them because we are forced and obliged to but 

we do follow them. And while Kant does not offer a distinct and explicit sociology, we can safely 

104  Or, of course, experiment by trial.
105  Therefore they are nomads intellectually, and politically or ethically the stance that necessarily results therefore must be 

bald “opportunism”. That they cannot see the way from heap to house necessarily leads them to accuse Kant of 
Solipsism and of being unable to bridge the theoretical/practical hiatus, for they do not view the task of planning and 
building as a task, nor do they account for cooperation in it. But the task of philosophy is a community one and rests on 
the cooperation of communication, in the spirit of I will help you move your stone, so we can get working on my own.
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assume that  the  process  he  may have  had in  mind can  be  described  as  such:  When one  is  being 

instructed on and disciplined by these sets of rules, we come close to socialization and internalization. 

The “discipline” that is thus constructed is the force that constrains the constant urge to deviate from 

certain rules, until it is eventually devoured.106 

The “negative instruction’s” task is to save us from making errors. But it is not the conventional idea of 

“discipline” that Kant is speaking of,  O’Neill advises:
“If a critique of reason is to be possible, then, our thinking too must be disciplined. Usually discipline is external to activity, 

but here there is and can be no external source of discipline. It  s a constant theme of Kant’s writing that thinking that 

submits to any “external” authority is (at best) a deficient, “private” approximation to reason.” (O’Neill 1989: 13)107

For reason itself, the discipline in question, is self-discipline. And that is why, as O’Neill has shown, 

method comes after material (what else would be subject to discipline?)108

The important factor is  temporality. The reflection that brings forth discipline, which is an ongoing 

process,  looks  back  at  events,  at  what’s  been  tried,  judging  it;  that  is  –  as  O’Neill  states  –  not 

“instantaneous mirroring”, but “iteration”.109 

Kant thus rejects the notion of “force or power” having analogical use in the “vindication of reason”. 

Reason cannot be coerced via “force or fraud” (to use the Paretian language that Parsons would apply). 

In other words, reason (and its  other:  rationality) may rest  on material  (which can be non-rational 

context;  again  Parsons  language),  but  none  of  the  material  can  be  founding a  power  or  force  (or 
106  „Man nennt den ZWANG wodurch der beständige Hang von gewissen Regeln abzuweichen eingeschränkt und endlich 

vertilget wird, die DISZIPLIN“: (KdrV: A 709/B737; emphases are in the original; Translation A.S.; O’Neill also quotes this 
passage, but I am not entirely satisfied with the language of the translation of Norman Kemp Smith of 1933. Since 
Parsons read the KdrV in German with Jaspers and before that at Amherst in the 1920s, I chose a language that is closer 
to his). Guyer/Wood translate: “The compulsion through which the constant propensity to stray from certain rules is 
limited and finally eradicated is called discipline”. Discipline is not culture, by the way, Kant makes this clear. This 
concept of discipline is, therefore, fairly close to Foucault’s (1976). 

107  This affects the ongoing debate between Externalists and Internalists in various forms. Russell, who paper-clipped the 
Internalist (aka Idealist) tradition together in a fashion that entailed Kant, is a strict Externalist. But Kant’s “refutation of 
externalism” does not render him a bald “Internalist”, quite the contrary. Kant evades the difference as far as possible, 
trying to come up with a synthesized solution by keeping the difference Regulative/Constitutive  without shifting 
primacy to either side,

108  And it is the material that in the (Kantian) “theory of truth” is being tied to the external world, without being identical 
with it.

109  Her choice of words pretty much states that Rorty missed the point, Kant was much more susceptible to contextualist 
and deconstructivist thought than Rorty thought possible, The problem lies perhaps in Rorty’s   heritage in (Dewey’s) 
Pragmatism: The point is to see where James and Peirce are arguing (if critically) along the lines of Kantian conceptual 
relations, while Dewey tried to cut this reasoning off (see for a discussion of Rorty’s Dewey account: Gross 2003). 
O’Neill  goes on to discuss  the point that  philosophy cannot be more geometric or analytic and points to Quine’s “Two 
Dogmas” essay and similarities in “stringency of argument” in both Kant’s and Quine’s treatment of the “analytic”. (See 
also: Robert Hanna (2001) and R.Lanier Anderson (2001). Anderson (2005) also defends Kantian “analycity” against the 
Wolffian sysem)
O’Neill shows that Kant (successfully) makes the negative claims that mathematics is no generalizable model for the use 
of reason, nor is geometry. That denies also every geometrical account of Parsons, where he is  Kantian. 
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coercive/fraud device) that can constitute reason. Reason can only be based on the tribunals’ laid-out 

judgements.  These are  regulative  and require  the degree  of  freedom,  the possibility to  do and act 

differently (as is already entailed in the contingency that is the discursivity of concepts).

The plurality of citizens in (uncoordinated) debate, the modes of thought they employ and the emergent 

“political order” are the model that is central for the emergence of the “cognitive order”. A respective 

authority is not thus constituted but constructed. The subsequent order – in either case – is a discursive 

order. This order is set between scepticism that leads to anarchy110 and dogmatism –also rationalism – 

that leads to despotism and dictatorship111.

 “Discipline” via negative instruction can only teach us to try and avoid either extreme.

The “use of reason” as either private or public use comes into play. Kant stressed this point explicitly in 

the Beantwortung (WiA). Reason that is being used, pre-requisited by power, is privately used. This has 

to do with the idea that such use of reason rests on “premised restrictions” (instead of “setting up 

constraints”).  Those restrictions of use must restrict reason itself, whereas the constraints adhere to the 

action level only.

Respectively, “private” has its roots in “deprivation”. The  private sphere is  a restricted and limited 

sphere. And wherever such a sphere is established, it eventually restricts the free reign of reason. The 

reign  of  reason must  instead,  according  to  Kant,  be  a  free,  public  usage  –  adherent  only to  self-

discipline112.

Says O’Neill,
“Reason is unique in that criticism that relies on force damages and fails to secure it; yet contests in which no force is 

brought bear may establish it113. Hence we are recommended to adopt a form of of self-restraint that would be out of place 

110  As O’Neill says: the failing of discursive order (O’Neill 1989: 16)
111  An „unjust“ discursive order (ibid,.)
112  Bracketed, O’Neill ads a most curious, but important point:

“We need not think that this renunciation can be total: Actual reasoning occurs in and must to some extent be premised 
on institutions that may depend on unvindicated power relations. This is just to say that the principles of reason constrain 
but do not provide algorithms for thought or action.” (O’Neill 1989: 17)
This is the exact type of language applied by Parsons from his lectures on institutions in the 1930s to his explicated 
media-theory. To this day, some interpreters assume that Parsons was aiming at exactly a (constitutive) “algorithm”. But 
throughout the development of his work, he was seeking to analyze institutions as regulatory. Evidence is  provided in 
the very language from which he would craft his theoretical ideas and developed it further. While connecting to other 
ideas by contemporaries and predecessors whose “theoretical language” could be made connectable to his, e.g. he could 
introduce G.H.Mead into his project only when he realized the similarities with the sources of Mead. And only after he 
managed to bring together his “European writers project” (that would become the early action theory in Structure) and 
his “Social Institutions lectures” (that is apparent in his Early Essays and his medical study (1933 – 1936).

113  Parsons had pointed out – with Pareto – that force and fraud are dangerous in many ways. In every respect, his thoughts 
on the legitimacy of “Political Power” must be viewed analogous to the Kantian attitude. (Given Parsons’ understanding 
of power as a medium that is) In general, we can say that a legitimate government must have “the power to use force”, 
but cannot use force “to legitimate power”. And even when it has that power, it must – to some degree – obscure it.
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in power contests114.”

Hence, Kant infers that the problems of the  public use of polemic has a more parasitic effect on the 

“authority of public reason”, when it is applied to “gain a point”115.

So, if neither by algorithm (mathematics) nor force can reason be made “calculable”, the distinction at 

stake  must  be  that  of  “autonomy  versus  bald  determination”;  in  other  words:   of  “choice  (with 

regulations as constraints) against bald naturalism (where everything has been constituted)”. If  choice 

is viewed politically as “giving a purpose”, it  follows that the distinction is between teleology and 

mechanism.  Kant combined both aspects in the biological program of teleo-mechansim (Lenoir 1982).

O’Neill  discusses  the  metaphoric  realm that  Kant  uses  to  further  his  argument,  focusing  on three 

“political” metaphors: debate, tribunal, community.

The tribunal establishes regulative ideas that provide the rule(s) of law.

The commonly used “rule of law” (Herrschaft des Gesetzes) metaphor is specifically to be thought of 

as regulative, otherwise there was no contingency involved and then we would have to say: law is. 

But the rule of law is on the regulative level, not the constitutive.

And to some degree, as we will see in Weber’s Wissenschaftslehre even the so-called Natural sciences 

can often not “take for granted”, or better yet “take for constitutive”, what they call “law (of nature)”. 

In natural sciences laws are imputed as a researcher’s “naturalized regulative ideal”.

The tribunal (of reason) cannot have “given laws”. If it did it would be no tribunal. The “stock taking” 

would be useless, for the “stock” would already be its own outcome. But that just is not the situation 

here116.

Instead the account works differently:
“Human beings can receive a manifold of intuition, subject to the structural constraints of the forms of intuition. They can 

synthesize this manifold using empirical concepts in accordance with the categories of understanding. However they can 

deploy the categories in complete acts of judgement only if they adopt and follow certain Ideas of reason or maxims of 

judgement. (…) to organize this judging. In the end a practical principle must guide all complete acts of judgement. This is 

why at  the  end  of  the  “Doctrine  of  Elements”  we have  only an  “inventory”  of  disconnected  “materials”.  And  not  a 

“construction”.  In  making  trial  of  the  Copernican  hypothesis  we  discovered  that  the  complex  capacities  that  we  call 

sensibility and understanding are not usable without “Ideas of Reason”, that is without the adoption of maxims to regulate 

the use of these capacities in thinking and acting.

[…]

114  We do well to remember that the distribution and enumeration of power (as a medium) for Parsons is no zero-sum 
game.  This aspect has recently (and independently) been rediscovered by Johannes Burkhardt (2006: 31f.). 

115  Kant dedicates a lot of space to this discussion in the KdrV: pages A738/B766 – A758/B786.
116  If that were the case, we could easily go back to the monolithic absolute or block universe that F.H. Bradley suggested 

(according to William James or McTaggart, see James Pluiralistic Universe in: James 1992b).
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The metaphor of the tribunal is used to make the point that we cannot expect the principles of reason to dominate and 

control all reasoned thought and action. Thought and action can at most be constrained, not fully determined by principles 

of reason.” (O’Neill 1989: 19)

This leads us to comprehend why Kant forges his Categorical Imperative to be the principle of reason 

(and  not  just  of  practical  reason).  Avoiding  arbitrariness  while  upholding  contingency,  each 

maxim/principle or constraint thus wrought from the plurality of voices must be capable of serving as a 

“universal  law”.  The Categorical  Imperative is  the principle that  provides the First  Constraint  that 

states:  subsequent constraints should be able to “serve as laws”(regulatively) for potentially everyone, 

but they may not be algorithms or simply “be laws” (constitutively).

The next step engulfs the aspect of debate, which provides the (symbolic; O’Neill) model for reasoned 

communication or coordination. Excluded from this is the insertion of any principle into  debate that 

would negate/destroy or in any way threaten/delegitimize debate itself. 

On a brief note concerning a corollary from this argument: O’Neill states correctly that reason’s 

self-discipline is likened to “free, critical and universal debate among free citizens who cannot 

bring to power to bear to destroy what others assert or to support their own assertions.” (ibid.: 

20)

She is right. However, she is stretching her argument to a point beyond Kant’s on a prerequisite, 

which she shares with fellow philosophers of justice, including most notably Rawls. Speaking 

of “citizens”, as Kant does in his own historic context, has its dangers. I would not that easily 

apply the full history of this concept to Kant here, for he has accounted for some of the criticism 

but in other respects he just could not account for some problems,  included and resolved by 

Parsons.

To be able  to  introduce the idea of a “citizen” requires a type of sociology.  A citizen is  a 

socialized and educated being. And it is a matter of major concern here, since it happens fairly 

often  that  philosophers  of  justice  retract  to  what  they  call  a  “meta-ethical  discourse” 

(MacPherson  2007),  which  supposedly  requires  “no  socialization”  of  the  actor  (Nussbaum 

2006, or Rawls). This is evidently why their arguments too often plausibly seem to offer little to 

no practical insight. Kant manages to include an “anthropological dimension”117 derived from 
117 Anthropology was a central focus of Kant’s critical project, perhaps we could go as far as to say that Critique is Anthro-
pology. Claudia Schmidt (2007) has recently argued that Kant was actually busy with four different “anthropological pro-
jects”: Empirical, transcendental, pragmatic, and moral anthropology. Schmidt names only two predecessors who argued in 
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the distinction private/public plus the “evolution” of the cosmopolitan from private to public 

(without dichotomic exclusivity). He can circumvent the problem, as far as was possible in his 

time and within the epistème (Foucault) he was brought up into. And it is no surprise that Jürgen 

Habermas “on two legs” – Kohlberg and Parsons – manages to expand the Kantian argument 

into an applicable version of discourse ethics, where Karl-Otto Apel fails, as does Rawls. 

Again, the dimension of time needs to be mentioned: reason, which is anchored in temporal beings, 

addresses the distinction of stock-taking and planning or backward-looking and forward looking, and 

thus the distinction of historical aspects and political aspects118 (encyclopaedic-analytic, constitutive-

regulative). 

Consequently,  the Categorical  Imperative can serve as fundamental  principle  for (not politics,  but) 

those who wish to participate within the polity to debate future policies. The Categorical Imperative is 

not an algorithm but a strategy.

It is a strategy that, while not actively enabling communication, interaction or action, it is a strategy of 

avoiding  in  particular  those  principles  (of  thought/action)  that  would  prevent  communication, 

interaction and action.

O’Neill  has  now touched the topic  of  communication and its  perquisite,  discursivity’s  “other”:  the 

sensus communis.

In summing up her prior arguments, she states (O’Neill 1989: 25):
“What has been vindicated at the end of the story is not a set of principles whose adoption will determine thought and 

action, but only principles that constrain sets of principles.”

Constraints are, according to Parsons a) regulative and b) social institutions.

Thus all  formalism119 is  excluded from the Categorical  Imperative,  as is  the misunderstanding that 

sensus communis were somehow identical with “common sense”120.

line with a “complete anthropology” account of Kant, Frederick van de Pitte (1971) in the early 1970s and Monika Firla 
(1981) in the early 1980s. In her view, both,  “Firla and Van de Pitte overlook Kant’s account of the specifically human di-
mension of the “selfknowledge of understanding and reason” in his critical philosophy of cognition, which I include in his 
“transcendental anthropology” (2007: FN. 156ff.) 

Robert Louden (2008)  has argued that the core problem of Kant’s anthropology is a “cosmopolitan conception of 
human nature”, which also affects his anthropology of ethics. This, he says, is an underappreciated point of Kant’s philo-
sophy.
118  O’Neill unfortunately makes the distinction between history and politics. The latter I cannot ascribe to, for the term is 

anything but neutral, and usually engulfs the “polemic” in exactly the fashion that Kant wanted to avoid. Distinguishing 
traditionally between politics, polity and policy, I would opt for a combination of the latter two, thus speak of a political 
dimension.

119  The usual attack on the Categorical Imperative is the charge that it is formalistic.
120  If anything, it is a faculty that enables what in the newer philosophy of language could count as “common ground” 
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In this account. it  is a faculty or set of principles that works as a constraint on understanding and 

practiced communication within a (potential; O’Neill) community.

This set consists of three maxims, which depict an actor/subject to be able to be potentially able to…

• …think for oneself (or the “Maxim of Reason’s Self-preservation or Principle of Enlightenment 

PE)

• …think from the standpoint  of  everyone else  (Maxim of  Enlarged Thought  or  Principle  of 

Universality PU)

• …always think consistently (Maxim of Avoiding Inconsistencies or Principle of Continuity (of 

Reflection) PC)

Or shorter:

Sensus Communis = PE + PU + PC

Discursivity = (Contingency + Generalization) of concepts

   _________________________________________________________________

Unity of Reason=Discursivity+SensusCommunis =Reason+Understanding+Judgement

Thus 
“disciplining leads us not to algorithms of reason. But to certain constraints on all thinking, communication and interaction 

among any plurality. In particular we are led to the principle of rejecting thought, action or communication that is guided by 

principles that others cannot adopt, and so to the Categorical Imperative” (O’Neill 1989: 27)

This “disciplining” and “adoption of the Categorical Imperative” can be achieved through socialization 

and internalization only. Particularly because it is on a regulative level and not a constitutive one.

Whenever sceptics bring to bear that in reality people do not act according to this principle and cite the 

example that the instrumental opportunistic pursuit of self-interest is constitutive of human nature; we 

must counter that this is a too narrow postulate. Just because something is not as it could be, does not 

prevent us stating as it  should be and follow with action(s) proliferating this “regulative ideal”. Even 

the  “state  of  play”  ruled  by ruthless,  self-centred,  and  naturalistic  opportunists  is  in  the  end self-

destructive. Every bad principle or state can be overcome, once a critical mass of people have begun to 

adopt a “cooperative counter-strategy”. And this “critical mass” does not even mean majority, by the 

way, which we fin in the minimum conditions for the adoption of successful cooperative strategies  in 

(Stalnaker 2002).
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Robert Axelrod’s seminal study on the Logic of Cooperation (1985).

If  Kant  had  thought  Enlightenment  to  “work”  only  if  a  majority  of  people  were  following  the 

“Categorical Imperative”, he’d be indeed a hopeless romantic fool. But Kant’s distinctions were both 

smarter and at the same time still betray a more sophisticated understanding of human (inter-)action 

than positivistic theories do.
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The  Legacy  of  the  Critical  Project:  Communication,  political  judgement  and  the  

political community of spectators

The questions  “Why do we need a Critical Project?” or “Why do we need Enlightenment?” are surely 

not easily answered. In a very broad sense, Hannah Arendt’s whole life after 1933 was dedicated to the 

exploration of three questions that serve as the prequisite of the prior two: “What is “evil?”, “How does 

it come to be in the world?”, and “What can we do about it, if anything?”

Like  her  mentor  and friend,  Karl  Jaspers,  she  was  convinced that  philosophy,  like  all  the  mind’s 

activities,  is  of an inherently political  nature.  Therefore,  philosophy is  an issue of communication. 

Therefore all we have, that could counter evil, is “community”.

Evil is not simply related to evil intention. It is mostly an effect of somebody not thinking about what 

he/she is actually doing. And there is the central problem concerning entities with the ability to think 

and therefore sit in judgement. These entities are always spectators. And it is not just the “spectator”-

perspective that Arendt refers to. (This is the very perspective that John Dewey actually rejects.) No, 

for  Arendt,  it  is  the  community  of  spectators  in  communication,  which  is  the  central  entity  of 

Judgement.  Therefore  thought and  judgement have  a  political  dimension,  because  a  particualr 

judgement, the act of judgement, and the ability of judgement can only be achieved in public. This is 

not the  public of Dewey, for whom communication was the element that  constituted the public. For 

Arendt communication is a means towards an end.

In the first part of The Life of the Mind, Arendt explicates the history of the term theory for just this 

purpose. The spectator theatai is the source for the Greek philosophical word theoria. And she details 

the  costs  of  theory  after  this  fashion.  For  there  is  a  choice  entailed,  namely  to  abstain  from 

participating. One can be either participant or spectator. The participant is always in the realm of doxa 

not  theory.  As  in  a  stage-play  it  is  the  actor  who  embodies  doxa,  and  the  actor  embodies  both 

dimensions of doxa: opinion and fame. But there is a catch in this concept of embodiement. For it does 

not exist without the following relation: The actor’s fame does not exist before the opinion of the 

spectators, viz. the judges. Therefore in the capacity of acting there is no autonomy, says Arendt, for the 

actor depends entirely on the opinion of the judges. While impartial, the judges are in a community. 

Therefore their opinions are never independent of other opinions. This is the distinction that Arendt 

seems to see, when she addresses (Arendt 2002: 99) what Kant called  umfassendere Denkugsart  (“a 
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mode of thought more encompassing”). She seeks to interpret the situation that Kant sees as such:

The spectator position is  not the “view from nowhere”,  which the critics of the spectator  position 

mistake it to be. Certainly the followers of the Platonic tradition tried find objectivity in distancing 

philosophy  from  the  action,  thus  being  able  to  independently  achieve  not  only  an  impartial  but 

comprehensive judgement. 

Arendt reads Kant in difference to Platonism: While it is true that the spectator does seek a distance 

from the context-bound situation, this does not lead to either solipsistic or Cartesian spectators. The 

spectator is not independent. While not bound to the actors, the spectator is interdependently bound – in 

Wechselwirkung – with the community of spectators. Why is that?

Because of discursivity. Even the spectator is bound to understand the actors by the concepts they use 

to express themselves. And embedded in the discursivity of concepts lies contingency and thus the need 

for finding a touchstone – the An-other – to find out about the “validity” (as Lotze called it: Geltung) of 

a concept’s application. This “finding out” is Judgment. And for Kant it is of course a faculty; one of 

the three that work in the Unity: Reason, Understanding, Judgement.  Kant is the very first scholar to 

take notice of the difference of Thinking and Judging. 

In Arendt's view, Kant is the last major philosopher to reflect upon it. But we should tend to disagree on 

behalf to Lotze, and maybe James and Weber.

The Kantian difference between Thinking and Judging can also be described as the difference between 

thought as a constitutive production mechanism and judgement as the regulative constraining/selection 

mechanism;  the stock of material and the selection of the material for building the House of the Mind.

It is from the position of the interdependent spectator that historic judgement is made available. Arendt 

uses the example of the French Revolution (2002: 100). It is not those who acted in the revolution who 

rendered the event historic and made it the French Revolution. It is the community of spectators that 

registered  the  problem  in  occurrence  without  being  participants  themselves.  They  judged  it  in  

communication. They registered it. They made explicit a judgement of what it was they observed. For 

the actors the French Revolution was not the French Revolution. It became the French Revolution by 

those who were merely perceiving it and communicating over its judgement.

That does not mean that the concrete individual human being cannot be both. It thinks and it judges. 

But never both at the same time

The  faculties  of  the  mind  and its  activities  are  invisible,  says  Arendt.  They reveal  themselves  in 

language.  In  a  vocabulary betrays  its  heritage  to  Kant’s  and Blumenbach’s  concept  Bildungstrieb, 
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Arendt asserts that entities have a drive to appear in a phenomenal world. Thinking entities have a drive 

to express themselves and to speak, even if this communication is not bound to be in human spoken 

language.  What she is aiming at is a concept of mutuality of thought and expression. She claims that 

speaking entities have a need for thought, and thinking entities a need to speak.

Thus there is a similarity in words and thoughts. Neither is constituted by  Sinn (sense/meaning) – 

which analytic philosophy claim or modern Luhmann style systems theory or even Dewey. Quite the 

contrary, words and thoughts are constitutive, and Sinn is the regulative they are striving towards. The 

interesting part is that she says that speakers and thinkers may not even be striving towards truth.

This leaves truth to be  regulative, yet less important than  Sinn. This is in line with  discursivity, and 

with Kant’s theory of truth.
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Kant’s theory of truth

Kant’s theory of truth is a peculiar concept all by itself. If put in modern words, he combines all three 

common theories of truth in a synthesis. (see Höffe 2003) 

It starts with a correspondence, moves to a coherence and then a consensus; all in one stroke.

But the catch is that this only works if truth is understood as a regulative idea in the correspondence 

theory, not as its constitutive element. Hannah Arendt implicitly understood this and included it in her 

argument. Young- and Left-Hegelians turn the hierarchy of Kant's theory of truth on its head121. The 

Conflationists assume that only a constitutive concept of truth can be valid; they adhere to a naturalist 

correspondence theory of one or the other kind. Therefore they assume that Kant is inevitably wrong on 

all counts. This the basis of their claim that Kant has held no influence on the life sciences or the 

natural sciences, because he didn’t understand truth. After they had achieved a dominant position in the 

scientific  community,   the Conflationist  approach has  steered the way Kant  is  generally perceived 

towards a closing account. An account that is in line with  physical reductionism  and excludes Kant 

from the life sciences. This “closing” led to misunderstandings in regard to those scholars who have 

ascribed to an opening account and the  biological vernacular, as e.g. Parsons did. We should not be 

blind to the influence Kantianism had in the development of the life sciences.

We know that Kant was not aware of the explicit differences within the theory of truth, we have come 

to know as correspondence, coherence, and consensus theory.  There was no special discussion called 

“theories of truth” in his life-time. He could not make explicit the problem in that very fashion of 

pitting correspondence against coherence.

To quickly reiterate (see Höffe 2003: 159):

Epistemologically, for correspondence theory, a proposition is true when it corresponds with the true 

state of affairs (see also Tarski’s convention T). For coherence, a proposition must be in coherence with 

the set of propositions,  making sense within the rationale of the community of propositions. Consensus 

theory requires agreement of others, possibly all others, for a proposition. While Kant’s theory of truth 

suggests that all three have their right, it gives some primacy to correspondence. However, not in the 

fashion of “naïve realism” (as Höffe calls it) or “bald naturalism” (as McDowell names it).

121  See my remarks on the Frankfurt School and truth (Stingl 2009)
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We can take Höffe’s acceptance of a place for consensus as an indicator of122 the fact that even for 

several scholars who are not exactly members of the Communication account, the subjective access to 

truth in the Kantian perspective is not available without the idea that there are others,  particularly 

others with who one has to discuss what is supposed to be true and what isn’t. The truth of something 

in the concrete and actual case is always at least disputable. Thus the one thing that at the least must be 

definitely contingent is the other in his otherness.

The emphasis lies in a proposition entailing a dimension of the possibility of affirmation by others, this 

is just as integral as communicability.

Even modern Naturalist interpreters of Kant, such as Paul Guyer seem to be coming around to accept 

that a minimal idea of accessibility of propositions by a community in Kant must be available, even if 

one were to refute explicit “idealistic” interpretations such Henry Allison’s (2004).
 “According to transcendental idealism, we cannot know the fundamental laws of nature, with complete certitude because 

they are not descriptions of how things are in themselves independently of our perception and conception of them, but are 

rather the structure that the laws of our own minds impose upon the way things appear to us – and the laws of the mind 

themselves  are  not  hidden  mysteries  that  can  be  discovered  only  by  the  empirical  researches  of  psychologists  or 

neuroscientists, but can readily be discovered by every normal human being (….)” (Guyer 2006 : 2/3; Emphasis in Italics,  

A.S.)

So in other words about truth: The Conflationist claims that “following the idea of the thing-in-itself is 

not necessary and for Kant leading into Solipsism”. 

But  following  another  account,  we  can  disregard  that  for  the  moment  and  instead  say  this: 

correspondence has primacy in so far the mind tries to get as close as possible to the thing-in-itself by 

following the regulative ideal of “truth as correspondence”, but never fully gets there. Because it never 

122 Höffe excludes all relativism. Meaning his Kant only recognizes a consensus of all. Not just the unity of reason, but the 
unanimity of the totality of judgements (Höffe 2003: 160). He does so quoting Kant’s distinction “Vom Meinen, Wissen und 
Glauben” fundiert:

“Der  Probierstein  des  Fürwahrhaltens,  ob  es  Überzeugung oder  bloße  Überredung sei,  ist  also,  äußerlich  die 
Möglichkeit, dasselbe mitzuteilen und das Fürwahrhalten für jedes Menschen Vernunft gültig zu befinden; denn alsdenn ist 
wenigstens eine Vermutung, der Grund der Einstimmung aller Urteile,  ungeachtet  der Verschiedenheit der Subjekte unter 
einander,  werde  auf  dem  gemeinschaftlichen  Grunde,  nämlich  dem  Objekte  ,  beruhen,  mit  welchen  sie  daher  alle 
zusammenstimmen und dadurch die Wahrheit des Urteils beweisen werden.” (KdrV B: 848/849)

Guyer/Wood: “The touchstone of whether taking something to be true is conviction or mere persuasion is therefore, 
externally, the possibility of communicating it and finding it to be valid for the reason of every human being to take it to be 
true;  for  in  that  case there is  at  least  a presumption that  the ground of  agreement  of  all  judgments,  regardless  of  the 
difference among the subjects, rests on the common ground,  namely the object, with which they therefore  all agree and 
through which the truth of the judgment is proved.”

This dimension can lead in Kant of course to the (auto-)transcendence of understanding (see Foucault on Transcendence 
in Kant and Bataille in Focuault [1969])
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fully gets there, it can only deal with possibility of error. Not to fall into the error the mind has now two 

options and it takes them both. It first tries to render the conceptual frames it has into sets that are as 

coherent as possible and then finds the touchstone, namely the consensus with others. 

But since truth is initially a regulative ideal,  it  stays regulative all the way trough this  process. In 

Arendt's  version man doesn’t  need communication because s/he is  a thinking entity,  man needs it 

because s/he is in community with a plurality of others.

At first glance, this seems to be turning some of the argument on its head. But if we think about it 

clearly, we find that this is not so: 

If truth of this kind is regulative and necessitated to be so by the discursivity of concepts123. If the Unity 

of Reason is founded on the Unity of Regulative and Constitutive. What then is the constitutive part?  

Either, as Dewey and others indicate, it is communication itself (The medium, indeed, becomes the 

message). But if we cannot accept that, and we shouldn’t if we want to have an account that opens 

instead of closes, then the candidate for the constitutive remains the plurality of potential interlocutors.

Therefore the Conflationist Account is wrong when those who follow it in the wake Strawson charge 

Kant with falling into solipsism. Arendt quotes Kant: 
Reason has not been made for rendering itself into isolation, but for rendering itself into community (quoted in Arendt 2002: 

104)

Therefore, truth can only be had in community and is therefore a contingent regulative ideal we can 

never fully achieve.

What is the political idea in this? We are not isolated, but at the same time we cannot but hold for a fact 

that  with Kantianism,  in  the history of  philosophy,  a  turning point  was  achieved when it  came to 

thinking about the self.

Arendt has a central concept on which her reflections concerning this thought about the self are based: 

the conscience. 

Arendt’s theoretical consequences are based on her deliberations on the conscience, which is of course 

a moral and practical institution. It is the institution of the human mind that is mediating between that 

which is “moral” and the mind.

Therefore, thinking does not found values. Thinking is not even useful for society. But the drive for 

123  Arendt says herself (2002: 104) that of all human need only the need for reason is not satisfyable without discursive 
thought, while discursive thought cannot be imagined without words that are pregnant with Sinn (Meaning), without 
having been rendered thru a “spirit” (Geist).
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knowledge is, says Arendt. That is where thinking comes into play. The drive for kowledge124 employs 

it; for the drive for knowledge is a means to an end. Thinking does not tell us what is “good” or what is 

“bad” and thus by itself is not of political importance. 

What is of importance is the idea that I have to be able live with myself for as long for as I live. This 

becomes  apparent  only  ever  in  what  Arendt  (with  Jaspers)  calls  Grenzsituationen  [“Borderline 

situations”].

For Jaspers, Arendt infers, this is the situation of the  conditio humana, an experience yet immanent 

while  referring  to  transcendence  –  and  we  do  well  to  bear  in  mind  Foucault’s  “Preface  de  la 

Transgression”125. 

Arendt quotes Jaspers. 2nd volume of the Philosophie (1932 : 201ff. Translation, A.S.):
Situations depend on one another when they emerge from one another. I am subjected to situational frames of reference  

[Situationszusammenhänge]126, of which the rules can be made consciously explicit only by scientific research; these never  

entirely reach a conscious level, for conscious knowledge of them changes the situation and thereby the rules themselves  

once more by entering as  new factor into the shaping f the situation .

If only I happen to know a situation’s determined side, which all the others do not know, I can act in calculation with some  

certainty; if all were to know the situation, they face were subject to change in the actions of everybody and thus the  

situation would have irrevocably changed, for the thoughts of another, all the others, the majority belong in a determining 

way to the situation.

[…]
 To borderline situations we do not react in a “making sense” kind of fashion via planning and calculating, trying to overcome it, but thru an entirely different activity, the Becoming of the Existenz as rests possible  

within ourselves.

124 The Bildungtrieb of Kant, Blumenbach, Goethe, and Simmel (Levine 2008) is the godfther of this drive. 
125  I will not make the case in this book. But, I remain convinced that certain of Michel Foucault’s (1991) concepts on 

Gouvernmentalité, for example, are easily identified as equivalent to some of Parsons’ concepts, such as permissive  
control. I think both are directly related discursively to Kantian political philosophy. Since both were trained in Kantian 
thought this makes sense. I make discuss Parsons in this study and will show that the discourse he was embedded in as 
much as he was standing at its climax, was saturated with that type of language, I am speaking of the philosophical-
physiological discourse of the Nineteenth Century. For Foucault this a little bit difficult to illustrate. Foucault was much 
more aware that he was but a product of discourse. But that, indeed, enabled special insight for him- it is tragic that 
many theorist and historians today, who even claim that they learned a Foucauldian lesson, seem to forget that aspect of 
his teachings. However, the French discourse has its own peculiarities when it comes to the reception of Kant. And with 
the final welcoming of Hegel early in the 20th century through Koyré and Kojève most of French discourse was 
irrevocably altered (see Waldenfels 1983). For Foucault the situation was different. He perceived the “viral infections”, 
even in Hegel, that Kantianism was to be held accountable for. The idea of “historicity”, that Hegel is credited for, is 
solemnly Kantian all the way. Hegel only made it explicit in a fashion that overemphasized it. Hegel made the 
naturalization of the concept possible, as in the modern marrying of Historicity, Genetics and Evolution in the Life 
sciences. It is a story, I will only briefly touch upon here, but this “inter-marriage of discursive bastards” – forgive me 
the provocation, but with Canguilhem (1979) I do not accept the idea that there are “innocent concepts” – is based of 
course upon the very same discursive prerequisites as Parsons theoretical language is, as well as are opposing views; 
such as Dewey. In some respect this intermarriage may not even have been “thinkable” without Dewey&Co.

126  American Pragmatism – with Cooley and Thomas– calls this the definition of the situation.
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127

The first  part  re-iterates the point  about  the community,  the  An-Others.  It  also refers  to rules  and 

degrees of freedom that rest in the distinction between rule-following, order and normativity, between 

regulative, regularity and regulatory. 

Becoming, Arendt reads a pragmatistic dimension in Jaspers, is certainly a Kantian element – she is 

about to tie it into Judgement [Urteilskraft].  

Becoming  entails  the  dimensions  of  past  and  future.  It  entails  transcending  (or  transgressing)  the 

borders of one’s own future, and, thus, the willful planning towards future and sitting in judgement of 

one’s own past. In bringing these perspectives together, Wil128l and Judgement are unified in a political 

dimension.

Conceived as a medium, Arendt infers, in political crises of the borderline situation, it will thus destroy 

what has been taken for granted in values, ideas, and opinions of the past (Nietzsche’s Umwertung der  

Werte, “Re-valuation of Values”).  It  will,  thus, in invigoration enable what Arendt deems the most 

political of mind’s faculties: Judgment. It is a capacity, she states, that can judge particulars without 

subsuming them under general rules. Rules may be taught or learned only to be rendered replaceable 

time and again – she is in direct contradiction of those interpreters of Kant who view him in the light of 

descriptive metaphysics and thus opt for the latter, wherein they assume that “definite descriptions” 

have necessity, based on the idea that basic particulars have an ontological priority. Of course I am 

speaking of Strawson and his followers in the Conflation Account.

This Strawsonian road-block, from a Kantian point of view, is kept open by discursivity.

In putting to work Kant’s difference between the capacities to judge and to think, Judgment is rendered 

127 „Situationen hängen zusammen, wenn sie auseinander hervorgehen. Ich bin Situationszusammenhängen unterworfen, 
deren Regeln erst wissenschaftliche Forschung bewusst macht; diese werden nie ganz bewusst, weil das Bewusstsein von 
ihnen die Situation und damit jene Regeln selbst wieder ändert, indem es als ein neuer Faktor in eine die 
Situationsgestaltung eintritt. Kenne ich etwa für mich allein die bestimmte Seite einer Situation, die alle anderen nicht 
kennen, so kann ich berechnend mit einiger Sicherheit handeln; kennen alle die Situation so ändert sich das Handeln aller 
und die Situation ist nicht mehr dieselbe; was der Andere, die Anderen, die Mehrzahl, Alle denken, gehört entscheidend mit 
zur Situation.

[…]
Auf Grenzsituationen reagieren wir daher sinnvoll nicht durch Plan und Berechnung, um sie zu überwinden, 

sondern durch eine ganz andere Aktivität, das Werden der in uns möglichen Existenz.“

128  Melissa Zinkin has recently made a case that focuses on the role of will and the respect for law towards “motives” of 
action. The will, in her account,  is a force that allows us to question the motives of our actions. Her account shows 
similarities to the concepts of “voluntarism” and “motive” in Parsons’ social theory. She states (2006: 52):

“To be virtuous, for Kant, does not entail cultivating any specific character traits that would enable one to be unaffected by incentives presented 
by inclination. Instead, all that is required is the strength of the will to make a ‘strenuous self-examination’ each time one considers acting; indeed, it is the 
ability to be always, continually examining oneself, like a force that can overcome all resistance, or a hyper-active form of rationality. It is in this way that 
we avoid the distance and lack of feeling attributed to the ‘high-minded’ person. For Kant, morality is therefore grounded in the nature of the self and not 
just in the rightness of an action. This is because every good action requires that the agent think about her own various motives for action.”
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to be pragmatic. For Judgment always deals with particulars and that which is Ready-to-hand. 

And yet thought and judgment are intertwined, just as consciousness and conscience are intertwined: 

Thought  reiterates  in  the  internal  dialogue  the  difference  in  identity,  for  it  becomes  consciously 

apparent in crises. An effect of this dialogue is the emergence of conscience. In the realisation of what 

has been thought and what has been conceived, judgement does validate conscience in the realm of 

appearance.

Here, through unity, change is possible, but change requires crises. Change requires changing situations 

that are being changed because there are others (double-contingency),  while they can be stabilized 

only in cooperation and in communication: Because there are others. This is not Hegelian dialectic, but 

it is a genuine case of Wechselwirkung that is the corollary of both discursivity and sensus communis. 

Karl Jaspers understood that this thought was coming from Kant. He learned from Kant to emphasise 

“Communication”. In a more encompassing and “pragmatic” version we find this trail of thought made 

explicit and expanded in Hannah Arendt and Talcott Parsons. 

There are differences between them both of course. Easily explained in the fact that Parsons’ theoretical 

language is a child of the intertwinement of the discourses of a) philosophy-physiology and b) pre-

Dewey American Pragmatism, which had discovered and rendered explicit the “Pragmatic Dimension” 

in the works of Emerson and James before Hannah Arendt “re-discovered” it. She was herself part of a 

philosophical-philological rather than the philosophical-physiological discourse,. 

She thus equates the three faculties that comprise the unity of reason as such:

Thought equals theoretical reason

Will equals practical reason

Judgement equals pragmatic reason.

In the Life of Mind, Arendt uses the discussion of Thomas Aquinas for an introduction of the concept of 

discursive thinking. She introduces a set of distinctions for the concept of “necessity”, too. Aquinas 

was,  of course,  the first  “systematic scholar” with whom the idea of system was rendered into an 

explicit  problem in  the  discourse  of  philosophy.  In  this  regard  Arendt  asserts  that  the  purpose  of 

building such a system in philosophy is to build a safe homestead for the restless mind. She claims that 

in reading Thomas, one learns how to build such homes. For Thomas Aquinas, building such a home 

does begin with the fundament of the way of argument. And this is founded in an implicit trust in the 

force of truth. In this regard, Thomas distinguishes three particular types of necessity:
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External Force

Relative Necessity (Utility)

Absolute Necessity (of Reason)129

Thomas also distinguishes two types of apprehensive capabilities:

Reason and Cognition. 

Cognition is the “axiomatic” faculty. As  universal reasoning,  it is dealing with those truths that are 

evident such as the truths of mathematics. Reason is  particular reasoning that deals with corollaries 

and inferences made from universal propositions. 

In the aporia between them, strict reasoning is made possible in the form of discursive thinking, which 

takes the form of an internal dialogue. 

Truth can thus be two-fold: a universal truth from cognition, which is within the mind with the force of 

self-evidence; or discursive thought, which is a process of the mind convincing itself.

In Thomas, this is further conflated with the Aristotelian distinction of means-end schemes130.

Thomas and Aristotle perceive ends as “given” by cognition and thus universal. 

And this refers back to Thomas first principle, which is  Being. Thomas philosophy is fully fledged 

constitutive  philosophy.  And  therefore,  we  can  note  with  some  irony  that  this  supremacy  of  the 

constitutive side in Thomas religious thought is echoed by pure scientistic, positivistic thought.

For Kant, Lotze, Weber and Parsons ends are regulative. And whatever the facts under study are, they 

are never just “given” as constitutives.

Thomas made a value judgement, which resulted in the inference that the universal is to be considered 

“more noble” than the particular. 

It is in this regard that Weber claims in his “Logic of Science” [Wissenschaftslehre] that in scientific 

deliberation, value judgements must be rendered explicit and excluded in inferences as far as possible. 

And Parsons follows Weber.

Arendt uses Thomas as a template to introduce the work of Duns Scotus131. 

129  We are being presented with a three-fold distinction that could be translated into Parsons distinction of systems of 
Nature, Action and Culture, which he delineated in Structure. We can be almost certain that he was familiar with some of 
Aquinas work. Since Edward Hartshorne has made expert mention in their correspondence, we can assume Parsons 
familiarity with Aquinas (see below). Secondly, the schedule of the academic year 1926/27 that is preserved at the 
archives shows, Parsons had marked Rickert’s course in Philosophy of Religion, and Jaspers’ courses in 
Weltanschauungslehre and the course “Humansim and Reformation”. We should be clear that in 1925, either course 
could have hardly existed without reference to Aquinas. Additionally, Parsons was familiarized with the catholic 
teachings thru his exposure to the work of Scheler.

130 In effect the very thing that E.Hartshorne points out to Parsons. (To my knowledge, Edward Hartshorne is not related to 
Charles Hartshorne, the editor of Peirce Collected works.)

131  An important interlocutor for Perice.
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Scotus marks an incision in the history of philosophy and in the building of the Houses of the Mind; an 

incision which is a necessity in the discourse: Kant is being enabled to think of discursivity in the very 

fashion he did, instead of getting stuck in the Thomist way or reasoning.

For Scotus, the concept arises from the concept of “finality of human life”, contrasted with the fact that 

a human, while finite, can imagine a being that is infinite: God. Even though cognition should actually 

be appalled by the mere thought of infinity.

He claims the consequence is that the mind has the capacity to transcend its own limits. And Scotus 

wants to know how and why that actually works.

For  him the solution lies in the human will. Discussing Creation and Christ’s Resurrection, he surmises 

that humans require an act of faith to believe in those concepts, for they cannot be proven – this of 

course  we can  find  in  Kant’s  work  also,  when  he  claims  that  immortality,  God and  the  soul  are 

postulates. 

Scotus, in that respect, asserts that these concepts each have an opposite that must also be enbabled to 

be imagined: It can be that way, but it can also be the other way round. 

We encountered this very simple pattern before: There must be contingency. 

And this is the center of voluntarism, which is introduced by Scotus and which is discussed in Hobbes, 

Kant, Tönnies and Parsons.

For Scotus there are two kinds of will. The natural will ut natura, which deals with natural tendencies 

and needs. The ut natura can thus be guided by reason or our desires. And then there is the “free will”. 

“Free will” in Scotus is different than “free will” in Aquinas’ liberum arbitrum. It is a distinction Kant 

was familiar with. 
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Brief Excursus:

This  is  part  and  partial  for  Parsons.  Implicitly  aware  of  these  differences,  Parsons 

introduced his Voluntaristic action theory. He integrates the difference of types of free 

will. In a sense, ut natura and ut libera are translated by Tönnies into Wesenswille  and 

Kürwille.

While liberum atrium means freedom of choosing your means for a pre-determined end, 

ut  libera  means  the  freedom  to  choose  your  ends,  ends  that  may  be  sought  by 

themselves.
 

ut natura

(Values)

A
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Natural Resources

(L)
(Pattern 
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libera artium 
choice of means
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The ut libera is founded upon the possibility of contingency. This is the major contribution that Hannah 

Arendt credits Scotus with having actually proved132.

Therefore, contingency is the price for freedom. This freedom of the individual being is thus not found 

in the mere choice of means for a pre-determined end, but in the ability to agree or reject everything in 

free choice. And this is saying that the will is the medium that allows the human mind to transcend 

everything. 

For Scotus, of course, this is the proof that man is created in the image of God. For Scotus this faculty 

can only be godly.

Contingency thus is aligned with the much older distinction between Substanz and Akzidenz, which we 

find reiterated in Kant. Arendt credits Kant with being the first and only ever major philosopher who 

dealt with judgement as an explicit and accentuated faculty. Therefore for Kant the will as a faculty has 

no such accentuation. As a medium, will is reduced to being the mere “executive branch” of reason’s 

administration.  And there  lies  a  profound distinction between Kant  and the Early Kantianists.  For 

Fichte, Schelling133 and their successors, the will still held such an accentuated position.134 

There are consequences to contingency and freedom. 

Consequences meaning: there is no innocence in Thought and the use of concepts. But that instead both 

are always already political in nature.

Arendt offered in her Postscript to the Life of Mind the apology that she could not offer a historically 

broader discussion of Judgement, particularly in light of certain “predecessors” of Kant for the sole 

reason that there none..

In one aspect Life of Mind is very much like my effort here: Arendt is less concerned with genius than 

with ideas and how they progress in the history of ideas. In her “opening” depiction, Kant appears less 

as the genius  who came up with original  and revolutionary ideas all  the time.  Kant merely is  the 
132  Most drastically, Arendt and the “witty” comment that all those who deny contingency should be tortured until they 

admit it is possible that they are not tortured.
133  The reception of Kant among his early interlocutors is a matter of much debate, some of which was greatly helped by 

Dieter Henrich’s project of Konstellationsforschung (1991, 2004, 2005a,b). A less critical account of Schelling and 
Fichte than that of many Kantian scholars, which is at the same time less naïve than that of many Hegelians (I gloss over 
some aspects by use of these denotations), can be found in some earlier work of Joan Steigerwald (2003).

134 And it is no accident that the battles ensuing in contemporary debates between disciples of the idea of the homo neuro-
economicus and Neo-Idealist Philosophers are first of all so infertile, and secondly usually make ill-fated and highly 
misconstrued use of Kant. These debates render the question of free will (and consciousness) as one of free will being either 
an “illusion” (neurology) or a fierce attack on science in general. 
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prominent example of a person who managed to enunciate publicly and in an a posteriori exonerated 

position, what has been already “floating in the air”: 

But of course, in that exonerated position, he did manage at some point to come up with some small 

item that does allow for ascribing maybe some ingenuity. For Kant it is the elevation of “judging”.

The Faculty of  Judgement  is  not  a  “Logical  Operation”.  It  has  got  little  to  do  with  deductive  or 

inductive logic as a scientific method.

Without understanding this aspect of Judgement, without understanding e.g. the mechanisms of value 

judgements, we cannot achieve objectivity in Science. To be able to enunciate a “Logic of Science” that 

holds objectivity as its ideal, describes (and prescribes) the effort of making explicit as a scientist my 

value judgements, and thereby freeing my research from them, such a “Logic of Science” requires a 

prior understanding of the mechanisms of judgment.

Before  Kant,  that  was  impossible.  And if  Arendt  is  right,  that  no major  philosopher  after  Kant  – 

particularly no major philosopher of science – has heeded that lesson, than the fragmentation of Post-

Kantian Discourse and the corollaries for scientific development and the conflicts and strives, as well 

as  the  intranslatabilties  and  lack  of  interdisciplinary  dialogue,  all  of  these  effects,  which  can  be 

subsumed under the heading hyper-specialization, are an inherent conclusion of this blind spot.

I would differ of course in one regard. There is one branch of scholars – that Arendt herself is part of – 

that tried to heed the Kantian lesson as far as possible. This branch, call Communication Account for 

lack  of  better  term.  Parsons  and  Carl  Friedrich  among  a  few  others  are  members,  but  there  are 

“founding fathers” and “promoters”: Lotze, Weber, Janet, James, Meiklejohn, Jaspers. 

Judgement in  itself  is  something  that  cannot  be  learned,  according  to  Kant.  But  only “practised” 

(geübt).  Therefore  it  takes  more  than  being  a  learned  man  that  enables  a  person  to  make  “good 

judgement”. Even academics, Kant says already in the first Critique, may be studied men (or women), 

but not able to use good judgement. 

Lack of that capacity in general is compensated by understanding [Verstand] and its “regulative ideas”. 

However, Judgement has mechanisms and operations, independent of the other faculties. And Arendt 

discusses that point with one specific problem in her mind, the hiatus between theory and practice. She 

alerts her readers to the fact that for Hegel (and Marx) the hiatus was bridged by the conflation of the 

ideas of history and progress and validated by “success”:

Interestingly she doesn’t cite Dewey, whose type of pragmatism (other than Emerson’s or James’) fits 

into the same category upon conflating Hegel and Darwin into his type of Naturalism.
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Contrary to these, Kant offers the autonomy of the faculties of the mind.

And  in  this  aspect  Arendt  offers  an  explanation  for  the  difference  in  Hegel’s  and  Kant’s  idea  of 

history135.

Other than in Hegel’s concept, for Kant history entails the tribunal. It is the Homerian judge who makes 

a judgement. Thus Judgement is about the past. And only in understanding and judging the past, can we 

draw conclusions for the future.

Or in George Santayna’s proverbial words – who had studied under William James and wrote his thesis 

work with him about Lotze:

Those who do not learn from history are doomed to repeat it.

The  most  ardent  student  of  the  “History of  the  Mind” was  Karl  Jaspers.  He  most  instrumentally 

founded the idea that this History of the Mind, which he first studied from the point of medicine and 

psychology before becoming a philosopher, that this History is in and by itself political by design (and 

thus future oriented and equipped with a long memory – longue duree). Jaspers was, Arendt claims, the 

only apprentice Kant ever had.

Kant, it is well known, didn’t write an explicit Political Philosophy. Nonetheless, nobody would deny 

the political dimension of some of his work, nor the fact that his works have been a major source for 

the discourse of political philosophy. 

Certainly, if one were to try and understand, whether there is a political dimension that can be made 

explicit in Kant’s philosophy, one were to address practical philosophy.

One of the first aspects is found where moral philosophy and political philosophy construct a common 

boundary. This is easily identified in the concept of Law.

But looking at the law, Arendt asserts (and in most recent discussions does e.g. Martha Nussbaum 

(2006)) that to find the first source for discussing this boundary principle, where moral ideas become 

political in the form of the law, we first look rather at Pufendorf, Montesqieu, or Grotius.

In light of what was considered contemporary literature on Kant in Arendt’s time, she says that it gave 

the  impression  of  Kant  having  replaced  political  philosophy with  a  philosophy of  history (in  the 

direction of Dilthey).

Generally that was not uncommon for the discourse: Parsons in his early essays on Weber and Sombart 

135 Contrary to some of the (Neo-)Marxist folklore, it was not Hegel who „discovered“ historicity for philosophy, but Kant.
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asserts that the general discussion of (political) economy was in respect of its historic background led 

on questions of philosophy of history.

For  a  good  part  that  was  the  fault,  of  course,  of  the  climate  created  by  the  different  Hegelian 

Movements, but most explicitly and – in the judgement of Parsons – certainly instrumental was the 

influence Dilthey had (see below).

To this day among interpretations of Weber, Simmel and Parsons there are tendencies to view Simmel 

and Parsons in a line of Hegelianized Diltheyism, including Michael Opielka (2004) and Uta Gerhardt 

(most prominently in her book on the  Idealtypus (2001))136. This has been challenged in the case of 

Simmel by Klaus-Christian Köhnke (1996) who seeks to show that Simmel really had little in common 

with Dilthey.

Parsons was of course aware of Dilthey and his major contributions. But he very eclectically perceived 

only what resonated with the climate of the branch of the discourse he himself was part of and what he 

could push through in the constellation he worked in137.

For Kant – and his successors in the nineteenth century who were not part of the Hegelian movement , 

and the 20th century Communication Account – the concept of history was important, but not central in 

a naturalized and/or constitutive version.138

Keeping in mind Kant’s theory of truth, we must review the relation of nature and history139. History is 

part of nature, and its subject, the historical subject as Arendt says, is the human species.

For Arendt, this subject is not an historical individual – she was aware of the Weberian concept. These 

individuals are subject to contingency. The contingency entailed in history. What nature instead leads 
136  This is perhaps the single point where I cannot follow and disagree with Uta Gerhardt. And I hope for some productive 

exchanges with her on this matter,
137 Gerhardt, a scholar I deeply admire, has her own “Hegelian heritage” from her Frankfurt student years:

”Since I began my academic career in Frankfurt where Theodor W. Adorno taught and students were required to 
take philosophy, I had to study Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel in order to have the right conceptual approach for 
understanding the thought of Max Weber and Èmile Durkheim, as well as for that matter at the time unavoidably, Karl 
Marx. My other minor subject was history, and I admit that I chafed under the onus to first translate medieval Latin into 
classic Latin before using the respective sources in essays and seminar papers that also referred to literature in French and 
English. Sociology, therefore, being mediated through philosophy and history, was for me a discipline that had to do with 
the relationship between the conceptual and the historical layers of social thought in various empirical societies.” (Gerhardt 
2007)  
138  My second supposed contribution to a reader on Semiotics and Sociology, edited by  Hans Bakker, will be an essay on 

the concept of “historicity” in Kant, Peirce, Parsons, Arendt, von Kempski, and Habermas. Some aspects I am not 
covering here will certainly be addressed there.

139  This dualism is actually the classical idealistic one. When currently in theoretical debates we discuss the opposition of 
Nature and Culture, all too often assuming to be a distinction in the wake of Herder, this is a somewhat distorted 
assumption. Herder’s idea of culture and spheres, rested yet on a row or prerequisites that emphasized history over 
culture. (see: Meyer 2002) And it was concepted in direct opposition to Kant, after Herder turned against him. 
Culturalism thus is the child of Historism. And for Kant history is part of nature, not vice versa. And neither is cognized 
as a thing-it-self, we should remember.
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up to, is the species’ potential to realize its inherent possibilities in development.

In Kantian language:  Kant  knows that  people –  in  using the form of teleology – instantiate  some 

beginning in  rendering contingent  accounts  towards a  purpose.  One such account  of course is  the 

beginning of mortal humanity on Earth in the story of the expulsion form paradise140.

But the particulars of the beginning of history are not decisive: What matters is only that people act 

according to a knowledge that there was a beginning, and thus history is  a process with ends and 

products.

The  process  is  development  or  progress,  the  products  can  be  named  Kultur,  Freiheit,  Geselligkeit  

(“Civilization, Liberty and Sociability”).

The question has been raised, whether Kant had been required – maybe wanted – to write a fourth 

Critique, a Critique that referred to these products: A Critique of the Social, of Civilization/Culture or 

of the Uses of Liberty and Freedom, respectively a Political Critique141.

The first (Social) is implicitly raised by the later Pragmatists such as Mead and Dewey. 

The second assertion has been made Parsons in his essays on the Human Condition. Arendt addresses 

the question the same in light.

But she approaches the problem as philological one. Noting that the second Critique, the Critique of  

Practical  Reason was  a  direct  answer  to  criticisms and question,  Arendt  promotes  the role  of  the 

Critique of Judgment into the rank of being a more original and spontaneous contribution. 

It makes sense in this regard that both she and Parsons pay less attention to the second Critique, which 

in their eyes is thus but a comment. 

After the Critical business, Arendt says, Kant was left with but two questions he continued to struggle 

with for the remainder of his life.

But the thing he had to do first, the critical business he had to resolve, was the “scandal” of Reason: it 

transcends its own limits of what it is able to know by thinking (and thus gets caught, aporetically, in its 

140 The later Hans Blumenberg provides an interesting anthropologial account in relation to concept based on the Kantian 
Methodenlehre in a series of lectures from 1975(Blumenberg 2007). 

141  This question has been raised towards the end of the nineteenth century. Beforehand, the “social” and the “cultural” 
were not explicit problems of scientific discussion in the way we understand them today. The scholars that were 
concerned with theses issues were largely brought up in the pervasive Neo-Kantianism of the nineteenth century and 
they understood the problem being a result of Kantian philosophy. With the dominance of reductionist and conflationist  
accounts, this “heritage” is not explicit anymore. Respectively, in a recent contribution, Ana Marta Gonzalez (2009) was 
able to say in line with our Zeitgeist that “Kant is “usually not counted among the forerunners of social theory”, to go on 
to show how Kant actually has contributed to social theory through his theory of scientific knowledge and more 
importantly his moral theory.  Unfortunately, her account does not satisfy the question of the co-evolution biological 
reasoning and sociological thought.
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own antinomies). 

The two remaining questions he addressed,  says  Arendt,  are the questions of “sociability” and the 

question of “Why is it necessary that there are human beings”?

The latter question poses a difficulty. For we cannot answer the question “why” with a “because”. It is 

the causality that will get us into trouble. For causality142 will require a finality, we just cannot offer. 

That would be, again, merely constitutive. 

Instead, we are posed with a question for an end, a purpose. And that is distinctly different. For a 

purpose transcends the elements of the question. Thus the end of nature must lie outside of it. The 

purpose of humanity cannot be found inherent in humanity as a final cause. If that were the case, yes, 

we would be reduced to  the  constitutive finality of  Social  Darwinism,  namely the survival  of  the 

strongest – or most ruthless? That is indeed a cause, but it doesn’t lead anywhere. For it doesn’t take 

into account the emergent and unpredictable effects of the non-coordinate, in-cooperative struggling 

parties, who in such an uncoordinated effect could destroy humanity entirely. So we require more than 

the constitutive cause, we require a regulative idea or principle that has the ability to make us able to 

think about something that transcends that cause: We need a purpose. This purpose is not “given”. How 

can we know what it is? Humanity as a process has not yet ended. What was such an end? Well, if there 

were to be any human around to actually observe this ending, humanity would have to achieve what? 

Something like divine status. But that doesn’t solve our problem and we are lead to a trail of thought 

that Parsons understood as well as Arendt, as Jaspers, Weber or Lotze. The finalization of the end of 

humanity is not something we can observe as humans, for it would render the human beings either 

being already annihilated or into something else, beyond humanity, maybe Nietzsche’s  Übermensch. 

But in whatever way we turn the question, it is what is understood to be an OCP (Outside Context 

Problem: Banks [1996]).

And  indeed,  it  is  not  surprising  that  even  the  most  educated  scientists  and  philosophers  of  the 

nineteenth century hoped to get a glimpse of that. Wilhelm Wundt, Pierre Janet, William James and so 

forth. All of them were deeply engaged in studies of the what we now call  esoteric. They studied 

telepathy and attended séances not as sceptics nor as believers, for this distinction doesn’t even apply 

142  Henry Allison has recently picked up on that question as it was posed by Hume in the form of “Whatever begins to be 
must a cause of existence” and its answer by Kant.

He summarizes (2008:545):”I believe that the major point at issue may be put fairly succinctly: can events, as 
defined above, be directly perceived or ‘‘just seen,’’ or does the judgment that something has happened require some kind of 
interpretive act? Kant, as we have seen, affirms the latter, whereas Hume is committed by both his account of impressions 

and his theory of philosophical relations to the former.”
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here, but with a watchful eye of hoping for deeper insight into the human purpose143.

So what are we left with? When we inquire about this purpose we cannot know, what can we do about 

that? Well, we have but one thing left: the capacity to speculate about it. 

But what is that speculation worth? A lot. For with it, we have an established method of dealing with 

the uncertainty.  We can make judgements.  Judgements are  worth a lot  when we make judgements 

together with others. If the contingency of concepts has already turned us to use the community we 

share  with  others  as  the  touchstone  to  validate  our  judgements,  the  best  thing  we  can  do  when 

speculating about purpose is to use the same proven touchstone. We will not achieve a hundred percent 

certainty, but accounting for discursivity, that is not something we ever have on anything. What we get 

are workable and pragmatic solutions that are never finite but make do for now.

And that is  the insight  of early Pragmatism (Peirce,  James)  that  later  Pragmatism (Dewey,  Quine) 

abandoned when it turned to Naturalism. Not that they abolished contingency entirely. But they made it 

look like it is a bad thing. And by introducing that value judgement into their deliberations and thus 

giving the constitutive pole of the dualism supremacy, later Pragmatist headed away from the dialogue 

of science and towards hyper-specialization.

This argument is dense, but it is necessary to at least render in perspective the wide context of affairs 

and historic development that lies in the scope of this study. I will not enter into the wars fought in the 

sciences, the battles of Positivism versus Idealism or Naturalism versus Culturalism. Some of them still 

raging in their most recent versions. I deal with skirmishes. And it will become clear on the example of 

Parsons that such skirmishes shaped and decided those wars more profoundly than the major battles. 

They shaped the theoretical languages that created and kept the wars going and sometimes precluded 

their ending. But wars are social events. And even science wars do not progress mechanistically in the 

Kantian understanding of the term. Mechanisms for Kant are the natural causes. And again, we should 

be reminded the theory of truth in Kant and the distinction of Parsons three systems of Nature, Action, 

Culture. Mechanism is but a part of the story, the constitutive part if you must. But there are few more 

things at play144. 

143  When Parsons was an exchange student in England in 1925(!), his Amherst teacher Otto Manthey-Zorn talked with 
some curiosity in a letter about experiments in telepathy (see below).

144  And even institutions which are regulatory entities have mechanisms. For Parsons, media as analytical concepts are the 
name of these mechanisms. But that only describes how they work, not why. So when we speak of money or power, 
applying mechanical explanations is not always really helpful. Reducing our judgement of a concrete politician to 
his/her struggle for power and everything surrounding him to power play. Rendering power into an explanation for all 
his/her decisions, we fall into the very fallacy of giving primacy to the constitutive (of course such an assumption can 
turned into a self-fulfilling prophecy if even the politicians start to believe it. But even then their motives are never that 
one-dimensional as even they have emotions). So we are being too short in our analysis if we substitute the purpose why 
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We do not have to abolish the idea of the mechanism. Mechanisms are how something works, progress 

or processes. We can  understand  them – that doesn’t bring us closer to their purpose, but closer to 

speculate145 about it.  Arendt says, the teleological principle is a heuristic principle ( 1998: 25). 

Kant follows this type of teleology when he is re-introducing themes from his pre-critical studies into 

his critical perspective. And in this regard we must understand the focus of the third Critique in the use 

of teleology in judgment as in being the judgment of the particular, whether it is an event or an entity in 

nature or in history.

Judgment is the very faculty to deal with these particulars in other the individuals, be they natural 

individuals (Strawson) or historical individuals (Weber). 

And the proper functioning, says Arendt (ibid.: 26), depends on our sociability. Thus sociability as a 

prerequisite is pretty much an apriori to our actions, just as is communicability. If we take stock, we 

cannot evade the fact that we are each and everyone of us constituted as being potentially social and 

being  potentially  communicative  and  therefore  having  the  potential  to  follow  the  very  important 

regulative ideas of cooperation and coordination. Following these regulative ideals would represent the 

realization of our potentials as a historical process in nature. In this regard, Arendt correctly infers that 

embedded in Kantian thought lies the elucidation of the fact that men are dependent on their fellows – 

the An-others  - and that this dependency transcends the mere existence of physical bodies and needs, 

for it is rooted and constituted by the capacities and faculties of the mind.

Without the others and without communication the House of the Mind cannot be build. These are the 

very themes, she says, Kant has discovered long before his critical writings. And there is no doubt 

therefore,  since  the  togetherness  of  men  requires  regulation,  that  the  theme  of  the  political  lies 

embedded in this.

This theme of the political is ,when considered from the point of view of Pragmatism, associated with 

the second of Kant’s famous three questions, the question:  Was soll ich tun?  (“What am I ought to 

do?”)

something happens with mechanism with the mechanism of how something works. This application of mechanism is all 
wrong. And most ironically, the shift in our schools and universities from away education, from teaching students the 
critical investigation of purposes and mechanisms, towards training (on the job for the job) towards learning to repeat 
constitutive information and mechanical tasks, focussing in the how something is done rather than the why. This whole 
development is then fuelled by this attitude of the shift towards the pole of the constitutive side of the dualism.

145  Which also brings us to the question of Functionalism. In Parsonian language, function is a “form” of speculating about 
that purpose. And one that has been proven quite useful, however, as a heuristic principle. For the Dewey Pragmatism 
function is the explanation of a purpose, which is actually quite the same in “bald naturalism”. For Parsons, we do well 
to remember, that he wasn’t too happy with the name structural functionalism or systems functionalism. He didn’t even 
really credit himself with having given his theory such names. 
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However,  Arendt says that this question for Kant has got nothing whatsoever to do with “action”. And 

I may make a shocking statement: Not only was Arendt quite right about this, but also would Parsons 

fully underwrite it.

Concrete action is comprised in the context of all three questions, for action, voluntary action for that 

matter, is based on and enabled by the available knowledge (“What may we know?”), constrained by 

social  institutions surrounding it  (the rules regulating communication with others and the forum of 

publicity;  “What are we ought to do?”) and the end we have set for it  or are “hoping” to achieve 

(“What may we hope?”). So what is a human being? A social and communicative actor.

Action is the event, it is the unit we can study that results from this. But as Arendt infers correctly there 

is no human faculty of action nor a human need to act.

Would Parsons agree? Of course. Otherwise Action could not be a system. 

And if there was a need to act, naïve or bald behaviourism would be all we need for a science.

And neither Arendt, nor Parsons (nor myself) would agree with that.

But let us take notice of one other thing I have said here, of the prerequisites for answering that second 

question, the perquisites of sociability Arendt identifies in Kant as being:

Communicability  and  Publicity (Not as the possibility to conceive of (public) liberty, but to actually 

publish). If we seek to find this expressed in the same energetic and insightful reflection, the one we 

should turn to is Talcott Parsons’ Amherst teacher Alexander Meiklejohn and in specific transformed 

into his idea of education in his book Education Between Two Worlds (Meiklejohn 1942). Or we must 

look at the other teacher of Parsons, Karl Jaspers.

So what is it that we ought to do in public and what purpose do we serve by it?

What  are  we  being  taught  in  education  that  Arendt  and  Parsons,  and  their  teachers  Japers  and 

Meiklejohn would agree upon? 

Well, it is about striving towards the regulative ideal of truth. And truth, as Arendt (ibid. 57) quotes 

Jaspers, truth is something I can communicate.

Let us return to Jasper’s Philosophie and the lengthy quote from above. 

Aside from pointing to Kant’s idea of human nature as communicative and dependant on the existence 
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of An-other, I want to draw your attention to the “scientific research”. 

Both, the communicative An-Other and scientific research are conjoined in one aspect and one place in 

Jaspers’ Philosophie. It is pointing out that we can draw profit from working together in a scientific 

community by communicating with one another. This is of course a stark contrast to the perception of 

the  fierce  school  rivalries  within  science  that,  we  are  often  told,  have  permeated  the  nineteenth 

century146.

The purpose of this communicative cooperation in science, we find expressed in a statement in the 

foreword of Jaspers's seminal work:
To my friend, the physician, Ernst Mayer, whom I owe ever since our time as students a shared attitude of philosophizing. In  

the  elaboration  of  this  book  his  effect  lay  in  his  creative  critique.  In  the  moment  of  doubt,  which  is  forever  the  

insurmountable expression in the progress of thought, he brought communicative certainty. 147 

This acknowledgement, which appears in such a “technical section” of paratexte, 

deserves attention for it is not idly made by Jaspers. 

Some of the most essential purposes for the Philosophie can be found  in this short passage of  tribute 

to his friend. Mayer is not just any friend of Jaspers. He is not even a philosopher in the academic sense 

– but nor was Jaspers originally. 

The  choice  of  words  is  instrumental:  Mayer  is  guilty  of  having  proffered  “creative  critique” 

[schöpferische Kritik]. The resemblance to Wundt’s “creative synthesis” [schöpfersiche Synthese] is no 

mere accident.  Jaspers’ admired rolemodel Max Weber wrote about it  in his  Logic of Science,  his 

Wissenschaftslehre. Weber criticised not the term, but its “inventors’” application of it. In all respect for 

Wundt, Weber made the case that Wundt’s concept negated the idea of scientific objectivity. It rested 

instead on value-judgements, when the actual task of a synthesis should have been the removal of such.

What Weber and Jaspers and in their wake Talcott Parsons share, is the insight that “creative critique” 

or “creative synthesis” mean to remove inherent value judgements from the scientific effort as far as 

possible: by recognizing subjectivity for what it is and viewing objectivity thus as a regulative ideal in 

scientific investigation. Weber, Jaspers and Parsons were driven to write a critique of both Idealism and 

Positivism, which they denote to be “systems of closure” rather than open systems.

Evidently, value-judgements – when left implicit and un-problematized in scientific discourse – lead to 

146  The exemplary case is the famous Helmholtz-Hering controversy (see e.g. Turner, R. Steven 1993)
147 „Meinem Freund dem Arzte Ernst Mayer danke ich seit unserer Studienzeit eine Gemeinsamkeit des Philosophierens. 
Bei der Ausarbeitung dieses Werkes war er durch schöpferische Kritik wirksam. Er brachte mir im zweifelnden Augenblick, 
der immer von neuem die unerlässliche Artikulation im Gang des Denkens ist, kommunikative Gewissheit.“ (Jaspers 1931: 
IX; Translation A.S.)
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such  closure  (and  finally  dogmatism).  This  is  preceded  by  a  constant  process  of  doubting  one’s 

premises and reviewing them by articulating and expressing our doubts in the open publicly.

Rendering explicit the value-judgements and building a synthesis is a scientific prerequisite in the very 

fashion as it was executed by Parsons in Structure. 

But how do we arrive at a point where we can arrive at a synthesis and rest? 

Again, the aspect of the publicity of conversing with concrete An-Others is crucial.

What  we gain in  the process  of  dialogue is  “communicative  certainty”.  This  certainty is  never  as 

absolute as required e.g. by a bald naturalistic correspondence theory of truth. But it is just enough to 

go on,  while  keeping “the system open”.  It  is,  in other  words,  the way out  of the Münchhausen-

trilemma by “making a judgement” on breaking up the regressive circle of justifying an argument, 

because the argument has been held against the touchstone (of the  An-Other) and was found to be 

sufficient.

This is exemplified in Jaspers science model that knows two levels: the researcher (Forscher) and the 

sociologist. In other words the Stock-Taker and the Tribunal148.

Jaspers’ Philosophy starts with stock-taking. And he begins with the situation as the first present item 

to be taken stock of – similarly Parsons renders the situation instrumental in analysing the “unit act”, 

supposedly following Cooley and Thomas. But we can see how close American Pragmatism and the 

German psychologist actually came.

Says Jaspers:
The situation emerges from the former and has historic depth, never finished but harbouring future within as potentiality  

and unavoidability. It is the sole shape of actuality for myself as my Dasein within it. From it, in thinking, I return to it. Here  

the specific immediacy rests as present and the sole satisfaction. Thinking my situation in-itself and directly, I merely design  

schemes; as the actual it is always something more than this and it never is something merely immediate. As having become 

it bears past actuality and voluntary decision in it. At present it allows me to breathe in the potentiality of the future. It is  

never only general – even if general structures of the situation as network of a “Analysis-of-Dasein” [Daseinsanalyse] can 

148  At first glance this is confusing. What does the tribunal have to do with Sociology. As I am about to argue, it has to do 
with a comparative perspective in Jaspers’ thought. The Sociologist for Jaspers is of course embodied in the ideal of Max 
Weber. The connection between sociology and tribunal can therefore not be understood by a superficial understanding of 
the history of sociology and Max Weber, that denigrates Weber to be a mere “national-economist” [Nationalökonom]. 
Weber was – aside from being deeply interdisciplinary – first trained in history and jurisprudence. And of course he was 
also Kantian-trained.  (Vol.1, Jaspers 1932/3)
Taken together, we have a much clearer perspective of Weber’s attitude and the shape of the enunciation system that he 
formed. Reducing it to economics – a quite fashionable, but ill-fated reduction, also increasingly common in the case of 
Parsons – is but a presentistic perception that says more about the shortcoming of our present state of mind and our 
current debates than it does teach us about the genealogy of discourse. 
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be projected – but is inherently the historically communicated [vermittelt] fulfilment of the appearance of Being.149 (Jaspers 1931: 

3; Translation A.S.)

Following this declaration of Jaspers, even Parsons’ ideas can be described as a comparative effort of a 

Network of Daseinsanalyse.

But the issue is the primacy of communicability, just as in the section from the Foreword. 

The corollary leads us to distinguish ways of orienting150 ourselves towards and within the world. These 

are modes or attitudes of objectification. And they differ betweens the researcher [Forscher] and the 

philosopher, between the biological and the sociological mode according to Jaspers Philosophie.

Analyzing Kant (as the philosopher) and Weber (as the sociologist) ( Jaspers 1931: roughly pages 25 – 

76), it boils down to the stock-taking and a comparative analysis that leads to judgement. 

149 “Die Situation kommt aus Früherem und hat geschichtliche Tiefe; sie ist nie fertig, sondern birgt Zukunft in sich als 
Möglichkeit und Unausweichlichkeit. Sie ist die alleinige Gestalt der Wirklichkeit für mich als mein Dasein in ihr. Aus ihr 
denkend kehre ich zu ihr zurück. Hier ist die jeweilige Unmittelbarkeit als Gegenwart und die einzige Vergewisserung.

Denke ich meine Situation als solche und direkt, so entwerfe ich nur Schemata; sie als wirkliche ist immer noch 
anderes und mehr sie ist nie etwas nur Unmittelbares. Als geworden trägt sie vergangene Wirklichkeit und 
Freiheitsentscheidung in sich. Als gegenwärtige lässt sie mich atmen in den Möglichkeiten des Künftigen. Sie ist nie nur 
allgemein – obgleich sich allgemeine Strukturen der Situation als Netzwerk einer Daseinsanalyse entwerfen lassen –, 
sondern ist wesentlich als die geschichtlich vermittelte jeweilige Erfüllung der Erscheinung des Seins. (Jaspers 1931: 3; 
Translation A.S.)

150  In Parsons theory, “motives”, “motivation” and “orientation” will receive a special prominence in the analysis of action.
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Kant’s assembling of the prerequisites for the teleo-mechanist program

In  his  1981  article  on  the  Goettingen  School,  Lenoir  introduces  the  argument  that  for  Kant  the 

difference between physics and biology is crucial:
“According to the position developed by Kant in the Kritik der Urteilskraft, therefore, biology as a science must have a 

completely different character from physics.” (Lenoir 1981: 149)

The key work by Kant is the third Critique, the Critique of the Power of Judgment151. Next to Lenoir’s 

(1981, 1982) and Robert Richards (2000, 20002), the work of Peter McLaughlin (1990152 and slightly 

critical 2003), John Zammito (1992), most recently Rachel Zuckert (2007), and a collection of critical 

essays edited by Paul Guyer (2003) provide a thorough introduction into the historic context and the 

conceptual formation of the third Critique and its relation to biology.153

The power of judgment provides 

“the mediating concept between the concepts of nature and the concept of freedom, which makes possible the transisiton 

from the purely theoretical to the purely practical, from lawfulness un accordance with the former to the final end  in 

accordance with the latter, in the concept of a purposiveness of nature; for thereby there is the possibility of the final end, 

which can become actual only in nature and in accord with its laws, cognized ( KdU: Introduction: ix)

Judgment  comes  in  two  forms,  determinative and  reflective,  and  the  introduction  of  the  latter  is, 

according to Lenoir, crucial for the teleo-mechanist program:

“The task of the faculty of understanding, according to Kant, is judgment; that is it subsumes particulars given in sense ex-
perience under general concepts or rules. It can fulfill this task in two different ways: if the rule, law, or concept is already 
given a priori, then judgment is determinate [bestimmende Urteilskraft] ; if the particulars only are given and a general 
rule is sought among them, then judgment is reflective [reflectirende Urteilskraft] .l In the first case the understanding is 
constitutive when applied to nature, while in the latter it is merely regulative; that is, in the first case it is objective, and
in the second it is subjective” (1981 : 147) 

151  Quotes from the Third Critique will follow the 2000 Cambridge UP translation by Guyer and Eric Matthews unless 
stated othwerwise.

152  McLaughlin’s book (1990) introduces the idea that the Kantian “Critique of Teleological Judgment” is a solution to two 
problems that “mechanism” faces in dealing with organisms, which McLaughlin identifies in 20th century science theory: 
the apparent purposiveness of life processes and the impossibility to grasp the organic whole emerging from its various 
independent parts. Kant is, in McLaughlin’s view, not concerned with placing mechanism against anti-mechanism or 
vitalism. However, Kant is faced with an ongoing tradition of “reductionism” in scientific explanation that leaves the 
study of living processes underdetermined. This tradition which has preceded Kant, has continued to exist and the 
problems can be found in the Logic of Science of authors such as Ernest Nagel in the twentieth century.

153  There is a wealth of literature, regarding Kant and biology, published in the Kant Studien, the Studies in the History and 
Philosophy of Biology and the Biomedical Sciences (in 2006, Joan Steigerwald edited a special issue dedicated to Kant 
and Biology), and other journals. While I have sifted through a large number of these essays (specifically in Kant  
Studien  and the Studies in His.Phil.Bio.), I feel that a more detailed discussion of various aspects would lead too far for 
the purpose of this book.
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This regulative function of reflective judgment can appear in five forms (Guyer 2003: 2154):

o the search for a system of scientific concepts

o aesthetic judgments155 on 

 either beauty or

  the sublime

o teleological judgment either on the

   purposive  (instead  of  mechanical)  organization  of  particular  organisms  in 

nature

 Nature as  a whole that constitutes a single system with a determinate end.

The regulative features of reflective judgments156 are accordingly three-fold, according to Guyer (2003: 

4f.): 

o Unification or  systematization  (which can never  be achieved completely but  only followed 

ideally)

o Posit a ground for the possibility of the achievement of  a cognitive or practical goal in the form 

of the supposition of a rationality (based on the human belief in causality)

o Provide a heuristic guideline for the execution of a cognitive or practical activity

Biology is, therefore, the systematization of the scientific study of living processes, and since the study 

of nature as a whole emerging from parts with a purposive organization are aspects of teleological 

judgment, “mechanism” is insufficient to account for living processes in this Kantian conceptual frame. 

In short, the reason lies in the effect that the organism itself has to serve as both “cause and effect”.

Of course, organisms can be viewed as mechanisms, like the famous clockwork example157. The case in 

154  Guyer’s essay is built on the comparison of two different versions of the introduction to the third critique. The details of 
the unpublished and the published version are of little concern here.

155  In regard to matters of taste, Karl Ameriks has asked the question in 1982, whether Kant’s “Deductions of the judgment 
of taste can be saved”. Ameriks way out of certain theoretical dilemmas of perception– of little concern to us –  run 
through the stipulation of a normal perception. The underdefined nature of normal/abnormal presents a dilemma of its 
own, which Rind (2002) has pointed out and tried to solve in other ways, because he believs the idea of normal 
percepitonn is misapplied in the case of Kantian philosophy. Indeed, the conception “normalcy and abnormality” that 
seems to be at stake is of a nineteenth century origin and cannot serve to make Kantian problems comprehensible, except 
if the case were to show that it is a problematization that was actually introduced by Kant.

156  Bek (2001) discusses reflective judgment in regard to is mediation potentials (Vermittlungsleistung) or intermediary 
function. It follows that reflective judgment can serve as an intermediary between receptivity and spontaneity that 
resolves the Muenchhausen-trilemma by breaking the cycle because it is heautonomous, it gives itself its rational 
principle.(see KdU  Introduction , Paragraph V)

157  See on the need for a return of “biology” in 21st century medicine and the historical context in regard to the “clockwork” 
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point, however, is that reducing our understanding of organisms to mechanic explanations does not 

satisfy the problems and questions that the study of organisms are raising.

“Thus Kant was willing to argue that the functional organization of birds, for example-the air pockets in their bones, the 
shape and position of the wings and tail, etc.-can all be understood in terms of mechanical principles, just as an a priori 
functional explanation of a clock can be given from the physical characteristics of its parts. But while in a clock each part is
arranged with a view to its relationship to the whole, and thus satisfies the first condition to be fulfilled in a biological ex-
planation as stated above, it is not the case-as it is in the organic realm-that each part is the generative cause of the other, as 
is required by the second condition to be fulfilled by a biological explanation according to Kant. The principles of mechan-
ics are applicable to the analysis of functional relations, but the teleological explanations demanded by biology require an 
active, productive principle that transcends any form of causal (natural-physical) explanation available to human reason.” 
(Lenoir 1981: 146)

We experience organisms, in particular our own organism that is constitutive for all that we are, and the 

Kantian perspective suggests that we try and find unity in experiences, and subsume them under as few 

principles  as  possible.  In  order  to  satisfy that  demand,  we must  accept  that  this  endeavor  is  both 

subjective and regulative. Organisms (aka organized bodies) are part of nature and therefore their end is 

given either by determinative or reflective judgment.

Lenoir illustrates that Kant’s argument points out that the end (Naturzweck)158 is provided by reflective 

judgment and is thus necessarily regulative. Organisms cannot be analyzed analogous  to physics, and 

biology cannot be reduced to physical principles.
“At the limits of mechanical explanation in biology we must assume the presence of other types of forces following types
of laws different from those of physics. These forces can never be constructed a priori from other natural forces, but they 
can be the object of research. Within the organic realm the various empirical regularities associated with functional organ-
isms can be investigated. Employing the principles of technology as a regulative guide, these regularities can be united after 
the analogy of artificial products. Restraint must always be exercised in attributing to nature powers that are the analogs of 
art, of seeing nature as a divine architect, of imposing a soul on matter. We cannot know that there are natural purposive 
agents; that would be to make constitutive use of a regulative principle.” (Lenoir 1981: 148)

Johann  Blumenbach,  one  of  Kant’s  interlocutors,  introduced  just  such  a  force  with  the  concept 

Bildungstrieb (formative force)159, which Johann Reil reformulated into the idea of Lebenskraft. 

The Vitalist movement and the Naturphilosophen would try and make a constitutive use of regulative 

principles such as Bildungstrieb and Lebenskraft.

Those scholars adhering to the teleo-mechanist program, which Lenoir has reconstructed from Kant to 

Blumenbach,  the  so  called  “embryological  school”  with  Rudolph  Wagner  and  Johannes  Mueller, 

Rudolf Hermann Lotze and Karl Ernst von Baer (1792 – 1876), retained a strictly regulative use of 
metaphor Wulff 2001.

158  The Naturzweck and ist explanatory has been discussed in an account differeing from Lenoir’s in  a more recent 
evaluation by James Kreiner (2005).

159  The search for a “fundamental force” was not an untypical topic for philosophers of Kant’s era. Corey Dyck (2008) 
shows that for Kant, in his refutation of Wolffian psychology, the idea of a search for a fundamental force became a 
central cornerstone towards developing a form of subjective deduction that doesn’t need to be de-psychologized. 
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concepts such as force and energy.  With the death of von Baer but probably as early as 1860, Lenoir 

sees the program at end – perhaps to having been rediscovered momentarily by Hans Driesch, Jaspers 

predecessor for the philosophy chair in Heidelberg. 

However, this may not be entirely correct. First of all, Philip Pauly (1987) has argued that there was a 

remaining  strain  of  physiologists  who  continued  to  adhere  to  a  Neo-Kantianism form of  concept 

formation that was closely related to teleo-mechanism, exemplified in one of the teachers of the famous 

Jacques Loeb160, Friedrich Goltz.

But  aside  from  that,  the  emergence  of  the  idea  of  “the  social  mind”  is  linked  to  off-shoots  of 

teleomechanism and in particular to Lotze, which van der Veer and Valsiner (2000) have made clear. 

The debt that Georg Simmel (see Koehnke 1996) and William James (see Kraushaar 1936 - 1940) owe 

to Lotze cannot be emphasized enough. The emergence of social theory is linked to the emergence of 

biology and both are  linked with political  and social  issues of the nineteenth century and medical 

discourses (see Sarasin/Tanner ed. 1998), such as fatigue research (Rabinbach 1990) or the hygiene 

movement (Sarasin 2001).

In  this  chapter,  we  illustrated  some  of  the  crucial  conceptual  transformations  that  were  part  of 

Kantianism  enabled a new style of reasoning,  the biological vernacular.  Throughout the nineteenth 

century and the progress of science, this epistemological vernacular ran its course. In the following 

chapters,  we will  investigate  some of  the  further  conceptual  transformations  within  the  biological  

vernacular on the basis of the thought-scape (Denkraum) opened by Kantianism, leading towards the 

theoretical frame of reference of Harvard’s Social Relations Department, embodied by Talcott Parsons.

160  Loeb, in an explicit break with his teacher’s ideas, would introduce a “mechanizistic” program into biology (Pauly 
1987).
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Chapter Two Scaffoldings and foundations for building a social house of the mind

Lotze on the transcendence of the boundaries of the microcosms of life and Max Weber's 

Logic of Science

On Lotze’s  Influence  in  General:  Wechselwirkung,  values  and  Mechanism as  an  idealtype  versus  

mechanicistic science.161

One of most tragic and, at the same time, not very surprising developments concerning the current state 

of the study of the history of ideas is  that  the role  and importance of philosopher,  anthropologist, 

physiologist, and physician Rudolf Hermann Lotze (1817 – 1881) . 

In our culture of hyperspecialization (Levine 2006), scholars that bridge the divide between disciplines 

or between the faculties seem unintelligible. Nearly every scholar after Kant’s era falls under suspicion 

of undue equivocation, ideology, or superficiality from our supposedly162 “modern point of view”. To 

address a problem from both sides of the aisle, the “soft” humanities and the “hard” natural sciences 

(Geistes-  und  Naturwissenschaft)  is,  for  some  modern  scholars,  an  act  of  impossibility.  An 

impossibility that has, however, less to do with enablement than it has with constraints. It is, of course, 

not impossible to speak about nature and fact in terms of the humanities, it is merely illegitimate. On 

the  other  hand,  postmodernists  who claim to  have  shown that  all  of  Naturwissenschaft is  a  mere 

linguistic construction itself, are just the other side of the coin who declare the enunciations of their 

naturalist counterparts illegitimate163.

161  In this chapter, we will cite the works of (Rudolf) Hermann Lotze in slightly different manner. This is a bit of an 
experiment. Currently, there is a debate whether books should be made available online for public access. Many 
university libraries have begun the process of producing digital copies, which are made publicly accessible via 
google.books, archive.org, zeno.org, and other web-sites. The debate has several levels, regarding international 
copyright laws. For the present purpose, access to many nineteenth century manuscripts and books would not have been 
possible otherwise, simply due to lack of availability. This author does not believe that online versions should replace 
books nor can or will this happen, pace Mark Prensky’s theory of “digital nativism” and the “digital generation”. At the 
same time, books that are readily and easily available because they are new or recent and the producers (publishers, 
authors, etc.) have every right to get reimbursed, should not be made available for free. Therefore, books that are older 
than 80 years should be available online for the public for free. New books, new translations, or new editions with a 
critical apparatus, etc., should be protected by copyright law and be available for purchase or in physical libraries only, 
unless the author(s) or publisher decides otherwise. In the case of the works of Lotze in this study, references are 
generally to an edition available at google.books or archive.org. 
On some of the effects that the new forms of “academic communication” (aka publishing, etc.) have on the profession, 
see David Kellogg’s overview (2006). I am indebted to David for introducing me to several new aspects in this 
discussion.

162  Whether we have ever been modern is a good question, answered in the negative by Bruno Latour (1993).
163  This is known as the Science Wars of the 1990s, involving the Science and Laboratory Studies movement, the Sokal 
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Those nineteenth century scholars,  whose results  and insights cannot be disregarded (for example, 

Wundt,  Helmholtz  or  Mach)  are  subsumed  under  one  faculty’s164 heading,  “hush-hushing”  their 

comprehensive approaches165. Lotze, however, has been subject of a “collective amnesia”166. There are 

many reasons for this. For one, Lotze, like Kant, did not found a movement or school. Unlike Kant, 

however, he did not stand at the verge of a rupture of equal consequence, such as the emergence of a 

new  epistemological vernacular that would become associated with his name. However, he was the 

most one of the most important, if not the most important, scholar of the second half of the nineteenth 

century,  particularly in  the United States  Lotze’s  name was a  household name even the early 20th 

century. Lotze’s ideas and positions were so common that many references and debts to Lotze’s work 

were not even made explicit167. Randall Collins168 writes in his reconstructive Sociology of Philosophies  

(1998 : 620):
“Consider the judgments of the historians writing around 1890 – 1920, including philosophers active in their own right such 

as Windelband or Royce, on the thinkers of their own mid-century background. The towering figure for many of them (e.g. 

…) is Lotze.”

In a similar vein, Kuntz (in Santayna 1971: 49) calls the era of 1880 – 1920 the “Lotzean Period”, and, 

so noted by Ludwig Marcuse169 in his Memoirs, shortly after his emigration to the USA, L.Marcuse 

affair and other notable events (see Ross 1996). However, these wars have their roots in the “long nineteenth-century” 
and debates such as between Psychists and Somaticists in Medicine and Psychology.

164  We should not forget that around the time of Hegel, even the during the student years of Lotze, there were only four 
such faculties in the German system of academic education: Medical, Judicial, Theological and Philosophical. There 
were no “total boundaries” erected between those faculties or the students and scholars: Lotze, for example, taught a 
course in philosophy, exclusively for medical students. Yet, it must be stressed that these courses were (at least in 
Göttingen) usually attended by exchange students (see Pester 1997:282)
The university of Leipzig has Lotze’s teaching record between 1839 and 1844 on file(see: http://histvv.uni-
leipzig.de/dozenten/lotze_h.html). He taught a heterogeneous bunch of courses:
Aristotle’s physiology, Naturphilosophie, anthropology, neural pathology, general pathology, psychology (general, 
empirical, and speculative), history of homeopathy, forensic pathology (gerichtliche Medizin), metaphysics, logic, 
Herbart’s system of philosophy, physical geography, organic physics (the sue of physics in physiology and medicine), 
history of philosophy since Kant and since Descartes, arithmetic, history of modern medicine. 

165  In case of Wundt, but particularly in case of Muensterberg does this become most problematic, for this cuts off all of 
Muensterberg’s writings in practical philosophy.

166  I adopt the term quoted in Loconto/Jones-Pruett (2006)
167  The debt Georg Simmel owed to Lotze is well-known and rarely documented. Koehnke (1996), among others, mentions 

this debt but there is little to substantiate it effectively in his book. It seems, however, obvious that Simmel would have 
worked within a Lotzean frame of reference. This conclusion is inescapable after reading Stefan Rieger’s insightful 
studies on the media-historiography of science (2001,2002). Simmel is, however, not the most exotic example. Nikolay 
Milkov (2008) demonstrated that even Russell’s philosophy and his anti-Hegelian turn was enabled by Lotze. I am 
indebted to Dr. Milkov for making his work accessible to me, after an emailed request.

168  I owe Randall Collins a debt of gratitude for his encouragement in our email correspondence in 2007 and 2008.
169  Ludwig Marcuse (1894 – 1971) was a student of Ernst Troeltsch. He left Germany after the Nazi takeover in 1939 and 

moved to the US in 1939.
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was, to his surprise,  asked to deliver a lecture on Lotze170.

Lotze’s works in the medical and biological field, such as  Allgemeine Pathologie und Therapie als  

mechanische  Wissenchaften  (1842),  Allgemeine  Physiologie  des  körperlichen  Lebens  (1851),  or 

Medicinische Psychologie oder Physiologie der Seele (1852) were actually text-books and, along with 

Lotze’s  contributions  to  a  medical  encyclopedias  (such  as  Wagner’s  Handwoerterbuch),  became 

canonical pieces. Until about the mid-1850s, Lotze was a celebrated lecturer in physiology and not the 

publicly acclaimed philosopher of his later years. A fate he shared, incidentally, with Karl Jaspers171.

One  striking  aspect  of  Lotze’s  entire  academic  life  and  practice,  however,  is  his  insistence  on 

interdependence (or Wechselseitige Bedingtheit) of observation and theory. 

This approach is  Kantian (it  is  also Parsons’ approach on “theory and fact” in the methodological 

introduction in Structure).

Lotze simply disputed prior efforts to pit the inorganic realm against the organic. His refutation of a 

naïve “organicism” and simple “mechanizism” led to the adoption of a concept of mechanism that 

included a regulative need for ends and purposes in the foundation of scienctific concept formation. It 

was part of the teleomechanist program (Lenoir 1982).

In the judgement of Lotze-biographer Pester:
“Mechanism lies among the transcendental forms of intuitivity and pertains therein the system of all mechanical proceedings in the physical, chemical, and 

organic appearances of nature; this exceeds the mere classification of singular appearances within common relations.” 172 

The application of the concept  of  mechanism as an explanatory device bears  resemblance to  Max 

Weber’s ideal-type173.

170  For an overview of Lotze’s influence, see the epilogue of Pester Lotze-Biography (1997: 338ff.), as well the 
bibliography of works about (ibid. : 354 – 365) and in reference to Lotze (ibid.: 366 – 382)

171  Jaspers began his career practicing in and writing about psychiatry. Despite his later fame as a philosopher, his textbook 
on psychological pathology remained a standard text for decades and was, subsequently, continually revised and 
enlarged by Jaspers. An account such as Norman Wetherick’s (2009) is a good example of the kind of “collective 
amnesia” that has befallen “post-academic science”. He asks the question, whether Jaspers was a psychologist, which he 
answers negatively without a substantial discussion of the historical context, reiterating typical clichés. A small and 
historically group of discussants was engaged in a debate over the question whether Jaspers was a phenomenological or 
Kantian psychologist since the 1990s. Even the more critical voices in the debate (Osborne Wiggins, Michael A. 
Schwartz, and Manfred Spitzer) do not dismiss Jaspers’ contribution to psychology in the way that Wetherick does. 
Norman Wetherick or Bruce Wearne are, unfortunately, examples of the majority of commentators on Lotze, Jaspers, 
and Parsons.

172  “Der Mechanismus gehört zu den transzendentalen Formen der Anschaulichkeit und umfasst, in diesem Sinne das 
System aller mechanischen Vorgänge in den physikalischen, chemischen und organischen Erscheinungen der Natur; das 
geht über die bloße Klassifikation der einzelnen Erscheinungen unter allgemeine Zusammenhänge hinaus.” (Pester 
1997: 160f; Translation A.S.)

173  There has been some confusion on methodological devices similar to the Idealtypus. The point of the matter is that 
Parsons, for example, refuted the concept very early in his career, mostly due to the fact that he ascribed to the depiction 
of Weber’s Wissenschaftslehre of Alexander von Schelting. However, there are similarities to Weber’s ideal-type in the 
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The crux of Lotze’s conception lies in its openness, breaking with the traditional view of Mechanizism, 

which conceded to a reductionist and one-dimensional deterministic view.

 Lotze, on the other hand, included the idea of “contingency” into his system. A Lotzean mechanical 

system must be able adapt to changing circumstances and the execution of new patterns of “system-

behaviour”(Pester), including the problem of (unpredictable) future constellations. The system and its 

mechanisms must be  self-regulating  in order to come to terms with imbalances and irritations of the 

system174.

theoretical development of Parsons. For a detailed and insightful analysis of the question of the genesis and use of 
Idealtypus, see Uta Gerhardt (2001).
Gerhardt makes the case that the Idealtypus emerges in the history of ideas in both Weber and Simmel. Gerhardt does 
not discuss Lotze instead she turns to Dilthey to account for of certain consistencies in the history of ideas.
Gerhardt sees Parsons developing an ideal-type like method, implicitly along Weberian lines, while explicitly ascribing 
to von Schelting’s critique and  not taking a Diltheyan Simmel road.

174  Lotze enables the use of concepts (such as cybernetics, homeostatic equilibrium, and self-regulation) that will become 
prominent decades later with the biological systems theory of Lawrence Henderson, Josiah W. Gibbs, Jakob von 
Uexkuell, Ludwig Bertalanffy, and W.B. Cannon. (Canguilhem 1979)
Talcott Parsons didn’t absorb these concepts from the latter biologists in his “cybernetic turn”. Instead, he was familiar 
with this kind of theoretical language (from his college years in Amherst, London and Heidelberg), and was drawn to 
Henderson and Cannon because their work was intelligible and translatable. Previous accounts of Parsons are 
interesting, fertile, and necessary scholarly accounts of individual geniuses influencing one another. 
From the point of view of a the genealogy of the history of ideas and discourse the question is not merely one of “Who 
read whose books?” and “Who had which ingenious idea?”, rather we must ask: “What conceptual transformation made 
a particular set of enunciations possible and likely?”.
The theories and conceptual reference frames of Parsons, Cannon, Henderson, et al,  must be viewed as products or 
maybe even “actor-networks” of conceptual transformation within an epistemological vernacular. 

On primary nexus of warring constraints and enablements  can be found in the constellation of Lotze, Ernst Haeckel, 
Eduard Pflüger and Claude Bernard among others. In 1853, Eduard Pflüger, a student of Du-Bois Reymonds who 
himself held Lotze in high esteem, published an essay that scorned Lotze among others (more details of the story see 
Pester 1997: 196ff.). this essay was influential in materialist circles. Respectively, Ernst Haeckel and even Jakob 
Moleschott entered this debate on the question whether the soul can be divided. A debate that was preceded by the “seat 
of the soul”-debate between Kant, Soemmering, et al.
Haeckel on his part would later write a foundation of a new materialism in the highly successful and, thus, influential 
Welträtsel.  In  the  Weltraetsel,  Haeckel  sought  to  refute,  on  a  slightly  popular  and  superficial  level,  an  internalist  
position. Haeckel, of course, was the first German academic who gave lectures on Darwin (in the Winter-Semester of 
1862, see: Köhnke [1993]). Haeckel introduced Darwin to the wider audience in lectures 1963, one of which Lotze 
attended. Lotze found himself in agreement with Haeckel’s (and thus Darwin’s) secular narrative of the creation and 
morphogenesis  of  life  as  a  coherent  picture.  However,  he  argued,  in  the  third  Volume  of  Mikrokosmus, that  both 
accounts,  the  scientific  and  the  religious,  must  not  necessarily be  mutually exclusive.  He warned  of  a  categorical 
mistake: One should not confuse the maintenance of the observations and appearances for a mixed system that we live 
by in setting them as constitutive on the one side, and naturalizing the regulative idea of creation (Ursprung) of life on 
the other. 
Haeckel, however, seemed to tentatively refute claims of teleological thought (see in relation to Parsons and teleological 
thought: Wenzel 1990 : 184ff.)
Wilhelm Roux – admittedly, a follower of Lotzean thinking – countered Haeckel only to be challenged later on by 
prominent vitalists. Vitalism was a preferred enemy of both Lotze and French physiologist Claude Bernard.  Ironically, 
Roux’s most famous student and Jaspers’ predecessor in Heidelberg, Hans Driesch (1867 – 1941), became a leader of 
vitalist thought and went on to conflate physiological concepts with Aristotelian concepts of ontology and teleology. 
However, Driesch’s approach was the result of a caveat in physiological research. Driesch hoped to make sense of 
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We must also take note of the following link between Kant, Lotze and Parsons on political economy, 

philosophy and biology:

Talcott  Parsons  is  often  described  as  an  economist  turned  sociologist.  Certainly,  he  was  educated 

thoroughly in economic theory(see for example: Sciulli 1984; Camic 1987, 1989, 1991)  of his era and 

engaged in the dispute between institutionalists (Veblen, Hamilton, Ayres) and orthodoxists (Marshall, 

Menger, Schumpeter, Taussig). However, he was, first and foremost, trained in social ethics, social 

theory and biology (in particular embryology). 

The same fate has befallen Max Weber, whose judicial and philosophical training is often forgotten. It 

is wise, not to overestimate one discipline and belittle other influences in scholars that are obvious 

products of nineteenth century scholarship175. 

The concept  of  value and its  many uses  and contexts  is  a  good example in  Parsons,  in  Lotze,  in 

Durkheim, in Weber, and in all their interlocutors. Of course, value is used in economics, too (Mind the 

Physiocrats!). This was obvious to Kant, who, for the influence of his best friend, the salesman Jack 

Green in Königsberg, added economic metaphors to his philosophical writings. We should not find 

ourselves  surprised  that  even  the  “notorious”  Theodor  W.  Adorno,  in  the  middle  of  the 

experimental research that Roux’s concept of Entwicklungsmechanik. This implicit connection between Lotze and 
Bernard is a vital component in any attempt of  reconstruction of the discourse of physiology between 1850 and 1950. 
Bernard promoted the French development in Physiology concerning a structural-functional (!) idea of anatomic-
neurological relations, while retaining a dualistic stance. Dualism was the problematic question addressed and tackled by 
Helmholtz and Du Bois Reymond (see Clarke/Jacyna 1987).  Bernard re-introduced the concept of “Regulation” 
following Lotze’s entries in Wagners Handbuch für Physiologie. The Handbuch contains contributions by Lotze which 
are key to late-nineteenth century physiology and psychology. It makes explicit the frequent use of the concept 
“regulation” in the nineteenth century biological discourse, which precipitated cybernetics. Georges Canguilhem (1974) 
reconstructed this aspect in depth in an illustration that alerts us to the role of Auguste Comte in introducing an early and 
vague conflation of externalism and naturalism (1974 (in 1979): 101/102). The relation of Comte and the creation of 
sociology and emergence of human and social relations movements fits into this kind of account. (On Claude Bernard, 
also : Canguilhem (XX))
Lawrence Henderson studied medicine to become a physician, but made his career a researcher instead. He was to 
become the editor of the English translations of Bernard’s works, which he discovered studying in Straßbourg. 
Henderson was also a student of Josiah Royce, a student of Lotze in Göttingen and friend and colleague of William 
James.  Joined in his advocacy of Bernard by W.B. Cannon at Harvard, Henderson went on to marry the Bernardist 
physiology with Royce’s philosophy of science. Both, Bernard and Royce, are compatible particularly on Lotzean terms, 
we must not be surprised that Lotze, Royce, Bernard and Henderson find themselves united in their Anti-Vitalism on 
their discursive pre-requisites. (We have omitted details on the role of Magendie prior to and into the early times of 
Lotze’s physiological writings for constraints of space. For details on Magendie see: Canguilhem 1975 or Hagner 2000 : 
229 – 246) 

175  In political history, Eric Hobsbawm coined the term „long nineteenth century“ to describe the period from 1789 to 
1914, or the French revolution to the outbreak of World War I. In the history of science, we should use the term “long 
nineteenth century” to describe the beginning of Kant’s lectureship in anthropology to the climax of the human relations 
movement at Harvard University in the 1920s – the beginning and the end of the most significant effort to present a 
comprehensive account of a science of human life.
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Positivismusstreit in the 1960s, did not fail to mention the inter-connections between the apparently 

vast and diachronic web of scholars (from Popper to Weber and Durkheim to Lotze Marx and the 

various Neo-Kantian schools) and their similar use of the term “value” (Adorno GS VIII):
Indefensibly rests the dichotomy of Wert (Value) and Wertfreiheit (Freedom of Values) not as one or the other. As conceded 

by Popper, were the scientivistic ideals of objectivity and Wertfreiheit themselves values this would have deep effects on the 

truth of judgments itself; which have a meaning, implicating the evaluative image, a ‘true’ judgement be better than a ‘false’ 

one. The analysis of any content-bearing theorem of social science would thus have to 

encounter its own axiological elements, even if theorems themselves do not justify them. Such an  axiological moment, 

though, has not been abstractly placed on the opposite of the performance of a respective judgement, but is immanently 

entailed in it. Value and Wertfreiheit do not stand separated but are entangled; soliloquiously, each would be rendered false, 

as a judgement made would thus be rested on an external value, just as one made would find itself paralysed on the grounds 

of an exstirpation of its immanent and inextinguishable evaluational moments. The thema probandum, including the whole 

of the chain-of-evidence provided by the Weberian essay on the Protestant Ethics, can only ever be separated from his never 

truly value-free  intention  of  offering  a  critique of  the  Marxian  teaching  of  Überbau-Unterbau while  applying  a  total 

blindness.

For it feeds the particular arguments, above all the cloture of the specific enquiry, against the social-economic origin of the 

Theologumena,  which according to it,  have constituted capitalism. The direction of the question(s) in his Sociology of 

Religion – and this single aspect  he would concede to – but also its perspective, the selection of material,  the web of 

thoughts , find themselves motivated by his foundational stance of Anti-Materialism; his chain-of-evidence is rendered in 

reverse due to his prejudice. The stubbornness of the concept of an externalised value, in thought as well as matter-of-factly, 

has on both sides of the Willensfreiheit-debate been the source of dissatisfaction; by the way it deserves mentioning that the 

positivist  Durkheim,  without  even  mentioning  Weber,  declared  with  no  second-guessing,  that  cognitive  reason  and 

evaluational reason are the same, and subsequently the absolute distinction between Cognition and Value were null and 

void. In it,  positivists and ontologists find themselves united. The solution Albert misses from the  Dialeticians,  for the 

supposed ‘Problem of Value’, may be found, for once only applying a positivistic term, in understanding the alternative as a 

Scheinproblem, , as an abstraction liquefied in the light of the concrete gaze on society and reflection on the awareness of it. 

At this, the thesis of the Verdinglichung of the value-problem was aimed: that the so-called values, whether viewed as to be 

eliminated from social science or perceived as its salvation, are hypostasized to something self-reliant, something quasi 

Being-in-itself, while they’re neither on the real historic level nor as categories of cognition. Value-Relativism is thus the 

correlated point to the absolutistic apotheosis of values: from the moment  they are torn from cognitive consciousness in  its 

arbitrariness and pain, its reflection and its historical context in which they actually appear in, they are lost to the same 

Relativity, their initial conjuring was intended to ban. The economic concept of value, who had served as a mould for the 

philosophical  one of Lotze,  of the South-Western Neokantian school and finally in the  Objektivitätsstreit  (Objectivity-

Dispute), is the abode phenomenon for Vedinglichung, the Exchange Value of goods. 176

176  “Unhaltbar ist die Dichotomie von Wert und Wertfreiheit, nicht das eine oder das andere. Konzediert Popper, die 
szeintistischen Ideale von Objektivität und Wertfreiheit seien ihrerseits Werte, so reicht das bis in die Wahrheit der 
Urteile hingen; deren Sinn impliziert die ‘wertende’ Vorstellung, ein wahres sei besser als ein falsches. Die Analyse 
irgend inhaltsvoller sozialwissenschaftlicher Theoreme müßte auf ihre axiologischen Elemente stoßen, auch wenn die 
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If one so literate and reputable as Adorno off-handedly integrates such a line of thought as a given in 

the history of ideas, then we have a credible witness that there is a coherent transgression between 

certain discursive ideas in the history of science from Kant via Lotze to Parsons.

About values in general, we can only assert that as a (philosophical) topic, they tend to be constantly 

moving in and out of fashion. Thus, it is only natural, that at some point a philosopher, nowadays, is 

confronted with addressing this question of “How do you deal with the issue of values?”. Nowadays, 

values are being talked about,  concerning conservatism and liberalism. However,  conservatism has 

long ago eclipsed the mere division between left and right. Herbert Schnädelbach asserted that even 

Leftists, when Hegelians, are structural-conservatives (Struktur-Konservativ; see Schnädelbach 1983: 

74)

 The Neo-Kantians, for example, inserted the idea of value as foundational into nearly every problem. 

It is no surprise that one of the major questions in the Max-Weber-exegesis ,concerning his stance on 

Kulturwissenschaft,  is his concept formation and his assumed intellectual debt to Rickert and (Lotze-

disciple) Windelband in light of his concept of value (see: Oakes1990, Merz-Benz 1990). But there is 

Theorem von ihnen nicht Rechenschaft geben. Dies axiologische Moment  steht aber nicht abstract dem Vollzug des 
Urteils gegenüber, sondern ist ihm immanent. Wert und Wertfreiheit sind nicht getrennt, sondern inaneinander; allein 
wäre jedes falsch, das an einem ihm äußerlichen Wert festgemachte Urteil ebenso wie eines, das durch Exstirpation des 
ihm immanenten und untilgbaren wertenden Moments sich lähmte. Das thema probandum samt der Beweisführung der 
Weberschen Abhandlung über die protestantische Ehtik ist nur bei völliger Blindheit von der keineswegs wertfreien 
Absicht seiner Kritik an der Marxischen Überbau-Unterbau-Lehre  abzuspalten. Sie nähert die einzelnen Argumente, vor 
allem aber auch die Abdichjtung jener Untersuchung gegenüber der gesellschaftlich-ökonomischen Herkunft der 
Theologumena, die ihr zufolge den Kapitalismus sollen konstituiert haben. Die antimaterialistische Grundposition 
Webers motiviert nicht nur – wie er zunächst zugestände – die Fragestellung seiner Religionssoziologie, sondern auch 
deren Blickrichtung, die Auswahl der Materialien, das gedankliche Geflecht; seine Beweisführung stellt befangen die 
ökonomische Ableitung auf den Kopf. Die Starrheit eines dem Gedanken wie der Sache äußerlichen Wertbegriffs war 
auf beiden Seiten die Ursache des Unbefriedigenden der Debatte über die Wertfreiheit; übrigens hatte ein Positivist wie 
Durkheim, ohne Weber zu nennen, unumwunden erklärt, erkennende und wertenden Vernunft seien dieselbe und darum 
die absolute Trennung von Wert und Erkenntnis untriftig. In ihr sind die Positivisten mit den Ontologen einig, Die von 
Albert bei den Dialektikern  vermißte Lösung des angeblichen Wertproblems dürfte, um dies eine Mal einen 
positivistischen Begriff zu verwenden, darin zu suchen sein, dass die Alternative als Scheinproblem begriffen wird, als 
Abstraktion, die dem konkreten Blick auf die Gesellschaft und der Reflexion auf das Bewußtsein von ihr zergeht. Darauf 
zielte die These von der Verdinglichung des Wertproblems: Das die sogenannten Werte, seien sie nun als aus den 
Sozialwissenschaften zu Eliminierende oder als deren Segen angesehen, zum Selbstständigen, quasi Ansichseienden 
erhöht werden, während sie das weder real geschichtlich noch als Kategorien der Erkenntnis sind. Der Wertrelativismus 
ist das Korrelat zur absolutistischen Apotheose der Werte: sobald sie aus der Willkür und Not des erkennenden 
Bewußtseins heraus, dessen Reflexion und dem geschichtlichen Zusammenhang entrissen werden, in dem sie auftreten, 
verfallen sie eben der Relativität, die ihre Beschwörung bannen möchte. Der ökonomische Wertbegriff, der dem 
philosophischen Lotzes, den Südwestdeutschen und dann dem Objektivitätsstreit als Modell diente, ist das Urphänomen 
von Verdinglichung, der Tauschwert der Ware.” (Adorno GS VIII: 345 – 347; Translation by A.S. with an effort to keep 
the air of Adorno’s jargon alive)

In light of this quote, typical for Adorno’s and his friends’ stance, it has always appeared to me as odd, how some 
interpreters came to view Adorno’s and Horkheimer’s Dialektik der Aufklärung (1947) as a Weberian piece. 
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another, less qualitatively oriented diversion among the Neokantians themselves and the philosophical 

foreplay to the school of Logical Positivism. There are two major schools of Neo-Kantianism, the 

Southwestern (Südwestdeutsche) and Marburg School.  The prior set  discussed the idea of  value in 

Culture/Ethics, the other in epistemology, equating value with truth value, which logicians (a third 

school177) such as Frege – who coined the term Wahrheitswert – rendered into quantifiable terms or at 

least  (C.I.Lewis)  symbol-logical  terms;  all  three  schools  can  be  traced  back  Lotze  (see  also: 

Schnädelbach 1983 : 197).

Schnädelbach, in his groundbreaking and still highly insightful Lecture-Series Philosophy in Germany 

1831-1933178, introduces three types of value-philosophy (Wertphilosophie):

• The re-interpretation of Idealism (Lotze)

• Transcendental Value-Philosophy ( Rickert, Windelband)

• Phenomenological Value-Philosophy (Scheler, Hartmann)

He offers a few additional distinctions:

• Object-Value vs. Object of Value

• Real vs. ideal (Ontological Status)

• Objective vs. subjective

• Intellectual Cognition of Value vs. Intuitional Value Apprehension

• Value-Apriorism vs. Value-Psychology  

Schnädelbach claims to concentrate on the prior idealist  tradition, abstaining from discussing of the 

latter and by doing so, explicitly clipping off the whole of a branch and epoch of value-philosophy 

(ibid.: 206), not counting Meinong (who was influential on Russell; see Eames 1989) and Münsterberg. 

Schnädelbach may have good reasons for this: His purpose was to produce a historical summary of the 

tradition of the idea of value for students.

But Lotzeanism is strong in Münsterberg, Royce, James and therefore presents a nexus at Harvard with 

Parsons at its climax.179 
177  Which few would recognize as such. Nonetheless, we are all Neo-Kantians by now (Michel Foucault).
178  All references to the German edition
179 Münsterberg and William James were well acquainted. Edmund Burke Delabarre was sent by James to Münsterberg to 
study with him: The same William James who propagated the study of Lotze to his students was, along with Royce, sending 
Santayana to Berlin and charging him with a dissertational project of reconstructing the theoretical development of Lotze’s 
philosophy.  Münsterberg,  who was  engaged  in  physiological  experimental  work  when  Delabarre  worked  with  him in 
Germany, later went to Harvard and took over the Experimental Psychology Lab James had founded, while Delabarre taught 
at Brown (among his students, Parsons’ teacher Meiklejohn). Delabarre even ran the Harvard lab during Münsterberg’s 
sabbatical year.

Finally, Münsterberg, like Parsons’ Amherst teacher Alexander Meiklejohn, wrote books on the state of American 
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Schnädelbach cuts to the chase where maybe he shouldn’t have. The picture such accounts paint have 

great influence on our understanding of the history of ideas and of science. It should not be forgotten 

that value-psychology was derived from Lotzean value-philosophy. This plays directly into the genesis 

of  American  Pragmatism  (and  its  Evasion  of  Philosophy  [Cornel  West  1989])  and  its  counter-

movement with Alexander Meiklejohn. It is part of the genesis of American sociology and human and 

social relations. Two movements using concepts from value-philosophy in the Lotzean Style. 180

But there is another side to Lotze’s influence that transcends the value discussion – Lotze’s influence 

on British Hegelianism. 

Bertrand  Russell, when he was turning away from the British Hegelians (see Eames 1989: 7 – 60), 

paper-clipped the discourse in philosophy tentatively from Leibniz to Bradley in inclusion of Kant and 

Lotze. His account and example became typical for physicalist reductionist accounts of the history of 

philosophy  and  science.  However,  it  is  an  inaccurate  account.  Russell  himself  confused  various 

accounts  of the history of  philosophy.  A crucial  turning point  came in  his  rereading of Lotze and 

attending McTaggart’s introductory lectures to Lotze between 1896 and 1898, according to Nikolay 

Milkov (2009).

The historical key is summed up by Milkov:
“In order to understand those sides of Lotze’s philosophy which gave it the power to influence Russell, we must emphasize 

that

Lotze was a key figure in the philosophy of the time. He influenced practically all the world-philosophies of the late 

nineteenth and the coming twentieth century: (i) The British idealists, (ii) Husserl’s phenomenology, (iii) William James’s 

pragmatism, (iv) Dilthey’s philosophy of life and (v) the Neo-Kantians.” (187)181

Even  Milkov  cannot  but  describe  Lotze  as  a  teleo-mechanist in  a  section  titled  “the  principle  of 

teleomechanism, Milkov writes that
“[t]he first principle of Lotze’s philosophy was that all processes and movements—physical, biological, psychological, 

bodily, social, ethical, cultural—are accomplished in a way that can best be described as mechanical. This assumption 

helped Lotze to eschew references to ‘deep’ causes, which were typical of Hegel’s speculative philosophy. At the same time, 

however, Lotze insisted that his ‘principle of mechanism’ is not the final solution in science—it is only a means used in it 

for a better understanding of the processes of our environment. Moreover, since the principle of mechanism cannot solve all 

Society (and its values), which mirrored Meiklejohn’s teachings who propagated a comparative approach between Plato’s 
Greek society and Modern American Society, with similar ideas found in the work of (particularly later) Parsons, his legacy 
an unfinished manuscript on American Societal Community. (see Nelson 2001)

180  Finally, it needs to be said, that – concerning the history of philosophy, Schnädelbach had no opportunity to point out, 
that Lotze in his younger years was indeed a student of Christian H. Weiße, he quickly turned against Weiße’s teachings 
and both Fichtes. his value-philosophy must be seen in that regard in a history of philosophy (Pester 1997)

181  In this regard, we are not only “all Neo-Kantians by now”, we are all transmuted Lotzeans.
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problems, it clearly indicates—even delineates— that ‘higher and essential being’ which it cannot discuss. Lotze specified 

further that the principle of mechanism can be understood as the way in which purposes are realized in the world. However, 

it does not specify what these purposes really are. It can be also said that the principle of mechanism is simply a method of

research; it is not an explanation of life and mind. Indeed, our ideas of forces and natural laws of science do not explain how 

things really work in nature. To understand this, we must connect them to the realm of the ‘highest’, in other words to 

anthropology—to those elements of the living person’s knowledge without which they cannot grasp the world.

[…]

The principle of teleomechanism shapes the logic, metaphysics and science through what Lotze calls idealities, which serve 

as concepts of orientation to us. Among them there are ethical values, logical validities and aesthetic worth. In science and 

metaphysics a central role is played by the idealities of spatial and temporal order, the principle of atomicity and the 

aforementioned relationism. […] Russell adopted the latter group of idealities from Lotze.” (ibid. 188)

Russell turned to the reductionist vernacular at the end of this period, according to a claim by Milkov 

that supports our premise for this study:
“Our claim is that the intensive examination of Lotze in January and February helped Russell most to change his position in 

the philosophy of mathematics. To be more specific, Russell did this with the help of his new theory of judgement, which 

was eventually transformed into a theory of proposition. At this point we are confronted with the fact that in the first half of 

1898 Russell underwent two turns. On the one hand, he abandoned the old Kantian transcendental approach to mathematics 

and accepted that mathematics is reducible to logic. This turn started when Russell read Whitehead and Dedekind in March 

to April 1898, and ended at the beginning of July the same year after his exchange of thoughts with Couturat and Poincaré 

in an intensive correspondence. On the other hand, Russell experienced a philosophical turn which brought him to his 

Platonic realism, the theory of propositions and the method of analysis of propositions. It was in this respect that the 

influence of Lotze on him was decisive. “ (ibid.: 191) 

The break  away from British Hegelianism and the emergence  of  the  physicalist  reductionism  was 

enabled by conceptual transformations that Lotze made in the Kantian thought-scape. It is an irony of 

history  that  those  who  disseminated  the  new  epistemological  vernacular  became  instrumental  in 

creating the constraints that would lead to the collective amnesia that fell over those that enabled their 

new language.

Agnes Cuming, in 1917, has tried to elucidate the connections between Lotze, Bradley and Bosanquet. 

She emphasized two central ideas of Lotze from the point of view of the British Hegelians:

a) Reality is more complex than thought.

b) Thought is subordinated to feeling, which led to the good becoming a higher category than the true – 

which is a bit of a misconception, as neither she nor the British Hegelians do reflect on the difference 

between Constitutive/Regulative

Between these two issues, and the difference between true and good, lies the “domain of Thought” . 
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Thought is, thus, “the discursive faculty” and occupied with what is “universal and abstract”: 
“its function is purely formal, and it is governed by the abstract rule of identity” (Cuming 1917: 164)

Her depiction is  somewhat distorting but reflects  misconceptions the Hegelians had in missing the 

relation of  identity and personality,  and,  also,  the question whether  this  “governing rule”  is  to  be 

viewed as a regulative or whether it is to be reduced. As she further states,
“The aim of thought is not to be or copy reality, but to be valid of it” 

This is reduced to a naturalistic-positivistic form of teleology rather than a heuristic device, even if 

Cuming speaks of tools rather than constitutives.

What  is  apparent  is  that  she really tried to emulate  Lotze while  remaining in  the language of the 

British-Hegelians and their critics (above all Russell and Moore).

She says about the “nature of this tool”, referring to the tool as the aim, thereby setting an “end” as 

constitutive (as a realized end-state) instead of  regulative, that Lotze deduces it from
“its two limiting conditions: it must fit the thing, and it must fit the hand182”

To fit  the  thing,  she  states,  forms  and  laws  must  constantly  and  regularly  adapt  to  reality  (as  in 

Regelgemäß). To “fit the hand”, thought – as a scaffolding – must be “laborious”: it is a constructivism 

that replaces “adequate perceptive intuition”.

Lotze introduces the “scaffolding” [Gerüst] in the 1841 edition of the  Metaphysik  in the chapter in 

“Von den reflectirten Formen der Anschaulichkeit” [On the reflected forms of distinctness183].

The “pure forms” of Anschaulichkeit can be said to from the simple scaffolding for the occurrences.184 

This  the reiterates  the Kantian  use of  time,  space,  and motion  as  a  prerequiste  the scaffolding  of 

occurrence is rooted in motion after time and space have assembled185.

182  She points to having taken this metaphour from the Logik of Lotze.
This metaphour of “the hand” is peculiar and noteworthy as it receives a special place (not only in French anthroplogy 
with Leroi-Gourhan 1964/5), but in philosophy with Heidegger. Now, Heidegger of course had read Lotze’s logic and 
criticized it in own works on Logic. But also, when writing “Sein&Zeit”, he did owe a debt to the work of an implicit 
Lotze-follower: Georg Simmel (in particular the Lebensanschauungen; for Simmel Heidegger see: Backhaus 2003; 
Gawoll 1993; Grossheim 1991: Jalbert 2003, Turner 1985  ; for the connections or rather problems of the connection of 
Simmel and Parsons with reference to Heidegger see Levine (XX) ). It would be a separate study to follow the 
metaphour of the hand from Lotze thru Simmel to Heidegger.

183  The difficulty of translating Anschaulichkeit has been noted vey often. It is derived from Anschauung – “intuition”. 
However, intuitiveness is not generally applicable. Sometimes, it is translated as “clearness”. We will use “distinctness”, 
but readers should be advised that the “distinction” is in relation to intuitions.

184  “Die reinen Formen der Anschaulichkeit […] bilden das ‚einfache’ Geruest des Geschehens.“ (Lotze, Metaphysik 1841: 
216)

185  “Waehrend die Zeit fuer den Wechsel des Seins und Nichtseins, der Raum fuer die gleichzeitigen  Beziehungen der 
Verknuepfung und Verschiedenheit das allgemeine formale Geruest darbot, an dem die verscheidnene Bestimmungen 
gesetzmaessig auseinandertreten, gibt erst die Bewegung das Mittel an die Hand, jenes Geruest als Boden eines auf ihm 
wurzelnden zusammenhaengenden Geschehens zu benutzten.“ (ibid. 206)
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The constructivism Cumings sketches turns away from filling the scaffolding with regulative ideas and 

purpose for thought . Her depiction of “the scaffolding of thought” is the way to start her analysis of 

Bradely and Bosanquet. 

Bradley and Bosanquet,  she  says,  agree  on  the  definition  of  “idea”,  its  dual  nature  of  a  physical 

occurrence “as part of mental life” and a symbol possessed of a meaning. This definition of Bradley is 

underwritten by Bosanquet; they differ on the faculty of Judgment when it comes to judging reality.

Reality, for Bradley, is the Absolute, but the Absolute is also an Other. For Bosanquet, the world is 

“rational and that is accessible to our reason” (Cuming 1917: 166)

Thus, Bosanquet views judgement in light of an expressive function – whether it requires publicity is 

not discussed and rather irrelevant for rationality thus naturalized. For Bradley, judgment is the process 

of approximation to Reality.

However, both men omit the aesthetic dimension that Lotze, with Kant in mind, importer into judgment  

that has a public orientation.

Russell was closer to Bosanquet, however, he refuted the internalist position on the relation of ideas – 

which Lotze calls “circle of ideas”. In John Dewey’s philosophy, the public plays a role, however, not 

as orientation but as constituting the possibility of judgment. 
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Lotze’s Dialogue of Faculties

The circle of ideas is an early concept that is introduced in Lotze’s work on pathology (Allgemeine 

Pathologie 2.verbesserte Auflage 1848: 344). The passage deals with the “disorganization of the mind” 

(342 – 345)186.

The unresolved problem187, Lotze sees at the basis of the discussion of pathological disorganization, is 

the problem of communication and of interaction (Wechselwirkung) between the community of minds, 

the individual  soul,  and the  physical  organism that  is  the  individual’s  body in  interaction  with its 

physical environment.

It is an unresolved question, whether “communication” is merely in the physical properties of life or if 

a communion of minds is truly possible. Without doubt, he says, our representations and thoughts do 

influence our vegetative states188. Emotional states that pertain to external influences can overwhelm a 

sick person to the point where the “neural economy” is disturbed to the point of disorganization. The 

circle of ideas is part of education on the one hand, and the Zeitgeist on the other.189

186  In the history of psychology and the history of modernity, the concept “attention” or Aufmerksamkeit holds a special 
place. It was put in place as a defining characteristic of the human being in Kant’s Anthropologie and became a key 
concept in works on medical semiotics and developmental psychology beginning with Reil and Hufeland. It is still key 
to modern developmental psychology and the idea of the “industrious human being”, the telos of growing into 
adulthood. Modern disorders such as Attention Deficit and Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), can track their conceptual 
origins back to Kant and medical semiotics. Attention disorders are nothing but pathological disorganization, exactly the 
point of Lotze’s treatment of the circle of ideas. (see Stingl 2009a)

187  These remain unresolved in the Allgemeine Pathologie. Lotze is speaking about Pathologie from the mechanistic point 
of view. He does not want to make judgments that deviate from his interest in providing a textbook in pathology. In 
short, the judgment he makes are determinative not reflective.

188  The role of representations, thoughts, emotions, etc., for the physical state of a patient is accounted for by Karl Jaspers, 
not just in his pathological works but in his Philosophie (see below).

189 Page 343f.: „Die andere Reihe von Zufällen begreift die, in denen ein überwiegender Einfluss der Vorstellung auf die vegetativen Verrichtungen 
des eignen Körpers sichtbar wird, oder wo eine deutlichere Kenntniss, Wahrnehmung von dem Vorhandensein und dem Zustande innerer Theile erlangt 
werden soll. Wir haben indess bereits zu viel über unbeurtheilbare Dinge gesprochen und erwähnen daher nur das Letzte, was uns zu glauben zuge- muthet 
wird, dass nämlich die einzelnen Geister ohne alle Mitwirkung physikalischen Geschehens ihre Zustände, Gedanken und Stimmungen einander communi-
ciren sollen. Wo jeder physikalische Zusammenhang wegfällt, befinden wir uns mithin in einer Ordnung der Dinge, welche für uns gänzlich unbekannte 
Gesetze befolgt; ob eine Gemeinschaft der Geister in dieser Art möglich ist, obschon das ganze sonstige Leben ausschliesslich auf eine Communication 
durch den Zu- sammenhang physikalischer Erscheinungen basirt ist, vermögen wir nicht zu entscheiden. Aber ein ungelöster Widerspruch bleibt es, dass 
eine individuelle Seele zum Theil in diese unmittelbare Gemeinschaft der Geister aufgenommen sein und zugleich doch auch sich in einer Wechselwirkung 
mit dem Körper befinden soll. Ich bin der Meinung, dass, wer sich zum Ausdruck seiner Gedanken der Sprache und seiner Glieder noch bedienen kann, 
auch seine Wahrnehmungen nothwendig auf correspondirendem Wege, durch die physikalischen Sinneswerkzeuge erhalten müsse. Dagegen ist es wohl zu 
beachten, dass in der Oekonomie des Nervensystems immer das Auftreten jener verschwimmenden Zustände süsser Entzückung, das Sehen leuchtender 
Klarheit und das Hören überschwänglich bezaubernder Töne an eine gewaltsame Zerrüttung der sensiblen Thaetigkeit geknüpft ist und, wie die Euphorie 
bei der Verblutung, die fortschreitende Desorganisation begleitet. Wo unter solchem Vorstellungsinhalte der Geist der Prophezeiung über den Kranken 
kommt, da treffen wenigstens die Vorausverkündigungen seines Todes zu, weil sie nur in einem unheilbaren Zustande auf solche Weise entstehen konnten.

326. Werfen wir noch einen Blick auf die Ursachen dieser Desorganisation des Geistes, so finden wir, dass fast überall langdauernde Verstim-
mungen des Nervensystems sich summirt und unter fortwährenden Einflüssen der Phantasie allmählich auf diese Richtung fixirt haben, und namentlich 
sind es Krankheiten der weiblichen Ent- wickelungsepochen, die eine grosse Anzahl dieser Erscheinungen geliefert. Der Ideemkreis den der Zeitgeist und 
die Erziehung mit sich führen, hat immer den Stoff der verworrenen Gedankenwelt dargeboten; wo früher die Erscheinungen des Teufels und der Heiligen 
dominirten, sind in den letzten Beispielen immer mehr die Phantasien moderner Aufklärung über den Zusammenhang der Welt dafür eingetreten. Hiermit 
schliessen wir die Erwähnung dieser letzten und traurigsten Verbreitungsform körperlicher Vorgänge durch die Verhältnisse des Nervensystems; aber wir 
können nicht unterlassen, daraufhinzuweisen, dass die in neuerer Zeit so vielfach wiederholten Versuche über die Wirkungen der Aetherinhalation uns noch 
vielfache Aufklärung über diese Gegenstände versprechen“
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Lotze’s  own  theoretical  development  was  not  free  of  contemporary  debates  and  public  opinion 

concerning science and philosophy. His own “disorganization” was result of a circle of ideas that owed 

its existence to his Kantian education (the vernacular that enabled his thoughts) and the Zeitgeist (the 

institutional and public conventions and “grammar” that constraint him.)

Historically, the public and its influence on the major events of time, was still something very different 

from today’s power and our “mindless public-opinion-polled tabloid-society”.

However, the themes that ruled the day of Lotze were materialism and naturalism on the one hand, and 

the question of the soul in science and religion on the other. 

The 19th century was, says Pester (1997: 208), couched between two “literary thunder-strokes”, Fichte’s 

Bestimmung des Menschen and Ernst Haeckel’s Welträtsel. 

In other words, it was couched between the argument that the source of knowledge rests within the 

mind on the one hand, and on the other the argument that the source of knowledge rests in external 

nature.  Man  must  either  strive  for  the  knowledge  that  he  constitutes  in  his  explanations  or  seek 

knowledge  constituted by  nature  for  him  to  find.  Fichte  and  Haeckel  were  ideal-types  of  two 

ideologies, or, even better, the utopia and the ideology. Lotze would not ascribe to either position. He 

refused  to  accept  either,  bald  idealism  and  bald  materialism.  The  emphasis  of  these  positions 

continually switched once from “understanding” (Verstand) to “spirit” (Gemüt) in Idealism and then the 

pendulum would take a full swing back to “understanding naturalized” with the concepts to be found in 

nature. 

The  Materialismusstreit in German philosophy is probably the master-theme of the development of 

German intellectual life in the nineteenth and twentieth century. It resurfaced time and again. In the 

social  sciences  it  became  the  Werturteilsstreit  and  the  Positivismusstreit.  At  the  same  time,  the 

Materialism-Debate must not be isolated from the politico-social situation of its time, nor can it be 

viewed without the interdependencies within the philosophical-physiological discourse. The studies of 

men like Liebig, Vogt, Wagner, and Moleschott were conrnerstones of a debate of its own that was not 

resolved  for  decades.   One  must  remember  that  in  the  nineteenth  century  the  production  and 

distribution of a book took more effort.  However, the central aspect of these debates remained the 

question whether the soul could be split in several parts.
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Rudolph  Wagner  (1805  –  1864)190,  a  few  years  after  Lotze’s  contribution  to  the  Encyclopedia  

(Handwörterbuch zur  Physiologie),  became a typical  proponent  of  the  so-called  two-world  theory. 

According to  the two-world  idea,  faith  and science  are  two equally valid  but  completely separate 

matters.  This  became  also  known  as  the  academic  version  of  “double  bookkeeping”  (doppelte 

Buchführung). 

Lotze refused to follow Wagner. For Lotze, double-bookkeeping needed refutation. In his Medicinische 

Psychologie (1852: 36f.), he argued that if one were to look at actual people in actual situations, one 

would quickly find that they just do not follow one principle by science and at the same time a different 

principle by faith.191

The double bookkeeping debate is, of course, a very old and institutional debate. Lotze was aware that 

it dated back to the 13th century and the division of the faculties of Philosophy and Theology. At this 

time, mathematics and science fought for their  place between philosophy and theology. They were 

190  Wagner was a student of Cuvier, edited and compiled the famous Handwoerterbuch, edited and reissued several editions 
of the works of Soemmering, reorganized Blumenbach’s collection of museum pieces at Goettingen, quarreled with Carl 
Vogt in the Materialismusstreit during the 1854 Naturfoscher-Kongress, and eventually co-organized the influential 
1861 meeting of anthropologists in Goettingen with Karl-Ernst von Baer.

191 25. In diesen Aussprüchen ist es nun zuerst ein Irrthum, dass die Annahme einer Seele in einer unlösbaren Verbindung mit dem Bedürfniss stehe, 
Unsterblichkeit oder Freiheit des menschlichen Geistes zu retten. Jene Annahme geht vielmehr so sehr nur aus theoretischen Bedürfnissen der Erklärung 
psychologischer Thatsachen hervor, dass sie dem, der auf jene beiden sittlichen Ueberzeugungen verzichtet, wissenschaftlich nicht minder nöthig ist, als 
dem, der ihnen anhängt. Das Andere aber, wozu jene Reflexionen uns anregen, ist das Geständniss, für eine eigenthümliche Art doppelter Buchhaltung, wie 
sie uns jetzt so oft empfohlen wird, allerdings kein Verständniss zu haben. In der Naturwissenschaft diesem Princip zu folgen und sich für die Trostlosig-
keit seiner Resultate schadlos zu halten, indem man im Glauben ein anderes Princip umfasst, hat mir stets eine unwürdige Zersplitterung unserer geistigen 
Kräfte geschienen. Ich begreife die Forderung, dass man jeden Kreis von Gegenständen nach der eigenthümlichen Natur derselben bearbeiten soll, und 
dass es voreilig ist, höchste ethische und religiöse Gesichtspunkte unmittelbar zur Erklärung heranzuziehn, wo es sich um vielfach vermittelte und abgelei-
tete Vorgänge handelt. Ich verstehe auch, dass menschliche Wissenschaft Lücken haben muss und dass es uns schwerlich je gelingen wird, die Ansicht der 
Welt, die wir vom ethischen Standpunkt aus uns bilden können, in stetigen Zusammenhang mit der andern zu bringen, die wir uns, vom Einzelnen der Er-
fahrung und von seinen speciellen Gesetzen ausgehend, auf einem regressiven Wege zusammensetzen. Aber unmöglich können wir uns dabei beruhigen, 
dass eine dieser Weltauffassungen in principiellem Widerstreit mit der andern steht, dass das Erkennen etwa gerade dasjenige als unmöglich darstellt, was 
der Glaube als nothwendig ansehen muss. Man kann die Unmöglichkeit eines wissenschaftlichen Beweises für die Unsterblichkeit einsehn und dennoch an 
sie glauben, aber vorzugeben, man sei von der Unmöglichkeit der Unsterblichkeit oder der Freiheit wissenschaftlich überzeugt und dennoch zu verlangen, 
dass man sie glaube, dies ist ein widersinniges Spiel. Was sollte uns alle Wissenschaft helfen, wenn sie für unser ganzes geistiges Leben das Resultat hätte, 
dass einzelne grosse Gedankenrichtungen in uns ohne Vermittlung und Einheit neben einander arbeiteten, wie etwa Krummzapfen und Räder in einer Ma-
schine jedes nach seiner Art arbeiten, und wissen Keines von dem Andern? Eine solche Theilung der Meinungen, wie sie uns vorgeschlagen wird, können 
wir daher nicht eingehen. Zeigte es sich, dass unsere Erkenntniss mit Nothwendigkeit zu Resultaten kommt, die jene Postulate der sittlichen Vernunft aus-
schliessen, so bliebe uns nur übrig, entweder auch im Glauben Freiheit und Unsterblichkeit aufzugeben, oder wenn wir sie retten wollen, in der scheinbar 
sichern und vollendeten Wissenschaft dennoch Irrthümer zu ver- muthen, die unserer Aufmerksamkeit vorläufig entgehen. Aber in den meisten Untersu-
chungen dieser Art pflegt ohnehin unsere wissenschaftliche Erkenntniss, von dem Gegebenen zu seinen Gründen aufsteigend, nicht zu einem Erklärungs-
grunde aus- schliesslich, sondern zu einer Mehrzahl gleichmöglicher zu gelangen, zwischen denen die Wahl erst durch Betrachtungen entschieden wird, die 
aus andern Ueberlegungen und Gedankenkreisen herstammen. Für den Materialismus, so wie wir ihn bisher betrachteten, steht unsere psychologische Fra-
ge eben so; er zieht zwar als das näherliegende Erklärungsprincip des Seelenlebens die materielle Organisation vor, aber er braucht nicht nothwendig die 
Existenz eines immateriellen Princips unmöglich zu finden. Ihm also bliebe noch Gelegenheit, diese Alternative durch Rücksicht auf jene Postulate der sitt-
lichen Welt zu entscheiden ; für uns ist ihre Mitwirkung unnütz, da uns rein theoretische Betrachtungen bereits die Unzulässigkeit der materialistischen 
Auffassung zeigten.“ (Medizinische Psychologie 1852: 36f.) 

This passage includes the idea that one has the right to believe. One may, as Lotze says, accept that it is impossible 
for science to provide scientific proof for immortality. However, the fact there can be no proof of immortality, or even 
freedom, does not mean that we cannot or should not believe in their possibility. What is truly impossible, says Lotze, is the 
claim that it is scientifically disproven that freedom or immortality are possible and then demand to believe in them. The 
latter would be the result of the act of double-bookkeeping. In short, what science cannot speak about, it should better be 
silent about. This statement is as much Wittgenstein’s as it is Kant or James.
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rendered problematic in the question “What is truth?”

The stipulation of the existence of a “doubled truth” followed. Subsequently, truth could be justified 

either as a truth found through syllogistic inferences within reason, or truth could be corroborated 

through revelation. 

Karl Snell (1806 – 1886), a professor for physics and mathematics192,  provided a different kind of 

discussion of materialism (1858) in regard to the “doubled truth”. Calling on the development from 

Descartes to Hobbes,  Snell  crushed Wagner by painting him as a naïve sensualist  who would “be 

scared” [erschrickt] by the consequences of his own position. He switched in the use of metaphor 

between “double truth” and double bookkeeping”.

The reasons for Lotze to switch to the use of “double bookkeeping” are explained by Pester (1997: 

215). Lotze’s discussion, he says, was not about truth (since he did not see truth to be constitutive of 

anything, really) but about methods. This stresses the point that Lotze’s theory of truth was Kantian. 

Truth was a regulative ideal in Lotze’s mind. Therefore, Lotze needed to be a methodological pluralist. 

For Lotze, the point was, that he wanted to find a bridge that could mediate both sides: In his view, the 

various  aspects  of  actual  human  life  could  not  separated.  He  needed  to  transcend  the  “double-

bookeeping”. This is a core issue of nearly all of Lotze’s debates, whether with Snell, Wagner or I.H. 

Fichte. Lotze was looking for the “whole mind” (der ganze Geist) in interaction [Wechselwirkung] with 

the body and the environment (which included nature and the community of others). A “ mediation of 

the world of science and the world of values that could recognize their differences” (Pester 1997: 219; 

transl. A.S.) was what he hoped find in the Mikrokosmus.

Milkov (2006) shows that the three books of the Mikrokosmos,  divided into Body, Man, and History, 

discuss an anthropology193 of three points of view: the physiological person, the social person, and 

society itself.194 

192  We should emphasize, once again, how little some of these disciplinary affiliations sometimes meant in the nineteenth 
century. Lotze himself taught arithmetic and physics at the University of Leipzig.
Snell was certainly a force to be reckoned with when it came to the dissemination of Darwin’s concept of evolution. The 
influence of Snell and Ernst Haeckel at the University of Jena was tremendous. 
At the same time, Snell was am influential teacher in logic and mathematics in his own right. Among his many notable 
students, Gottlob Frege and Ernst Abbe (who revamped the Carl Zeiss AG into one of the leading producers of optical 
instruments). Abbe, who received his doctorate in Goettingen in 1861, reportedly worked with or for Lotze as well. (On 
Snell, Abbe and Frege’s early years, see Hans Sluga’s essay in: Rorty/SchneewindSkinner [1984]: 329ff.; on Snell and 
evolution, see: Endres [2002]) 

193  The project was supposed to be the anthropology and natural history of the human race that Lotze had planned in 1844 
and abandoned. 

194  The three dimensions can also be called systems of nature, action, and culture. At least, according to Parsons’ Structure.
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The first volume discuss life itself, the second is an analysis of the mind, its relations, and the pleasure-

pain mechanism, with a special reference to consumption [Genuss]195. The final volume focuses on the 

forms of life and culture.

Lotze was convinced that the macrosm influenced the microcosm. In short, even if the whole and the 

parts were in interaction [in Wechselwirkung], the whole had some form of primacy over the parts196. 

This resonates with Kant’s theory of truth. While there must be consensus on what is to be considered 

true, the thing-itself (or external nature) supervenes negatively197.

Milkov (2006: 44) stresses that Lotze’s choice of title has an important historical context. For Leibniz 

and Herbart, the micro-cosmic study meant to bear witness to the “pre-established harmony” between 

life in world and thought. This was certainly a popular position, says Milkov. Therefore, the idea that 

Lotze was a Leibinzian monadologist became a standard interpretation of late nineteenth and twentieth 

century critics. However, we agree with Milkov that that was not what Lotze had in mind.

There are two other meanings of cosmos in microcosmic study that must be accounted for:

Cosmos as unity and cosmos as order. For Lotze, cosmos meant unity.

In short, Lotze did use social order as an explanatory device– one of his central topics in volume three 

was social order. Instead, he wanted to know, why there is something such as social order. Social order 

is a learned quality and product of the historical process of culture formation. Building a home, being 

raised in a family, such structures emerge over time and inform the human being in his/her upbringing 

(aka socialization). Culture creates temparaments and forms of living life.

In  between  the  different  forms  of  theory  of  life,  unity is  achieved  as  a  “state  of  equilibrium” 

(Microcosm Vol.2 Translation by Elizabeth Hamiltion) [Zustand des Gleichgewichts] of inner life by a 

form that is called Religiosität (Mikrosmos Vol. 2: 443) Religiousness  mediates between the ideas of 

earthly  life  and  cosmic  order  on  the  one  hand,  and  on  the  other  the  fact  of  human  fragility 

[Zerbrechlichkeit]  and  the  will  to  create  works  that  transcend  one’s  fragile  existence.  This 

Lebensgefühl198 named  religiousness  cannot be access to a higher  from of  knowledge,  says Lotze 
195  This Lotzean problematization was unfolded by Simmel.
196  This is the supervenience account in mereology.
197  In short, I can go anywhere but I cannot go everywhere. Starting from point A on Earth, I can go left, right, forward. I 

can decide on a direction of a 105.65 degree deviation from my angle, or 67.78 degrees. Each will take me somewhere 
else. However, I cannot walk both paths at the same time nor can I go upwards because of Earth’s gravity. Whatever 
gravity is in-itself, its effects on me cannot be overcome by my decision to just walk upwards. Contingency, or 
relativism, does not mean “anything goes”.

198€ of the mood or feeling in life. At the same time, one must be careful not to confuse the term with Bergson’s élan vital. 
Hamilton’s translation of this and other passages is very problematic. For example, in the passage on religiousness, Lotze 
argues very much like Kant in Religion within the Bounds of Reason or William James in Will to Believe and Varieties of  
Religious Experience. He speaks of inner experience [innere Erfahrung] , which Hamilton turns into “spiritual experience”. 
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(ibid.). Quite on the contrary, it is simple faith, which we have a right to have. Lotze derived at this 

conclusion by a method of presenting different views [Ansichten], says Milkov (2006: 47). 

The anthropology of Lotze is, in short, a Daseinsanalyse. The forms of being human are results of the 

Culturgeschichte and anthropology is the archaeology and genealogy of these forms.199 

Around the same time that Lotze defined his anthropology, the materialism-debate metastasized in the 

question  of  atomism  versus  dynamism.  That  was  a  sideshow  to  the  beginning  of  the  further 

differentiation within the philosophical faculty. Natural science and philosophy were in conflict. This 

development  was  the  product  of  the  intra-differentiation  of  theoretical  languages  and  styles  of 

reasoning. A dialogue seemed impossible. 

Few, like Lotze’s friend Fechner, had enough courage and influence to try their hope for reconciliation 

in  publication.  Supposedly,  the  anti-atomistic  stance  in  philosophy  was  founded  in  Kant.  Lotze, 

however, was more than aware that Kant had written in favour of Atomism, . Lotze brought this to the 

attention  of  Fechner  and  others.  Fechner  considered  this  a  historically  interesting  problem. 

Unfortunately,  he  failed  to  see  the  usefulness  of  a  vindication  of  Kant  for  the  resolution  of  his 

contemporary problems.

Lotze, however, remained faithful to the Kantian treatment of the problem and of Kant insistence that 

questions should be asked in their respective fields and not transcend them. For Lotze, the scientific 

study of nature must, before explanation of phenomena, seek to find general laws and the context of 

their effect (see Pester 1997: 224); the (mathematical) natural science approaches must view these laws 

and the  circumstances  as  a  fact,  in  other  words  view them as  constitutive (even  if  this  is  but  an 

assumption), while philosophical  Idealism views these as exactly the problems that require analysis. 

A sleight of hand reference to God, which says nothing other than that the time of the fulfillment of a hunch cannot be 
known to a man but is only for God to know, turns into a pompous religious statement in Hamilton’s translation:

 “at the same time does not twist this testimony in order to make it accord with a pretended higher knowledge, being content to believe that God 
has reserved to Himself alone cognisance of the day and hour in which all our longings and presentiments are to be fulfilled” (Microsomus Vol.2 
Translation E.Hamilton: 114)

 
199 „Denn die wahre Bedeutung des menschlichen Daseins schien mir nicht, wie die Anthropologie es so häufig versucht hat, nur aus der Betrachtung der 
physischen und geistigen Mittel zu enträthseln, welche unsere Organisation unserer Entwicklung zu Gebote stellt; sondern nur aus den grossen Ergebnissen 
der Bildung selbst, wie sie im Laufe der Geschichte sich entfaltet hat, glaubte ich den Sinn und den wahren Werth jener Formen auch des geistigen Lebens 
rückwärts errathen zu können, die unsere Beobachtung zunächst nur als unverstandene Thatsachen in uns auffindet. So fiel das Hauptinteresse meiner 
Arbeit auf die Betrachtung der Culturgeschichte, und in der That ist es ja diese allein. welche das menschliche Geschlecht nicht bloss durch einen 
Ueberschuss von Feinheit der Organisation, sondern durch einen absoluten Unterschied von der übrigen Welt der thieri- schen Lebendigkeit abscheidet. 
Aber diesem eigentlichen Gegenstande meiner Absicht schien es -doch nothwendig, eine etwas umfänglichere Grundlage in der sorgfältigeren Darstellung 
der allgemeinen Mittel des physischen und geistigen Wirkens zu geben, aus deren eigenthümlicher Anwendung alle jene Bildung erst errungen werden soll. 
So ist es gekommen, dass dieser erste Band nur die drei Gegenstände behandelt, welche der Titel nennt, den Zusammenhang des leiblichen Lebens in sich 
selbst, die Grundzüge des Seelenlebens, endlich die Formen der Wechselwirkung zwischen beiden. „ (Selbstanzeige zum erstend Band des Mikrokomos in: 
Kleine Schriften Band 3 1885/91: 310f.) 
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This is an integral lesson of his anthropology. Men adapt to the lawfulness of nature in an ecological 

fashion (Milkov 2006).200

Whether the aim of philosophy, truth, can ever be reached is not the question. It is the tendency that 

matters. The “quest for certainty”, in Lotze’s view, is never ending. At the same time, it is a necessary 

quest.  Necessity  indicates  purpose  and  certainty  is  rendered  into  one  of  the   regulative ideals  of 

philosophy. Lotze was a disciple of the Kantian concept of science, shared by Jaspers and Parsons201: A 

Kantian program of teleomechanism (Lenoir 1982).

Scientific  quests  for  certainty,  from physics  to  biology and metaphsyics,  offer  no static  truths,  no 

reports of an actual  Zustand.  Scientific facts  are  Sachverhalte  or “atomic facts”,  the judgments on 

mutually interrelated contents202.

Hidden  in  the  Kantian  style  of  reasoning,  is  the  question  for  the  existence  of  the  soul.  At  least, 

according to  Lotze.  Materialistic  psychologist  defined the “soul”  as  a  concept  that  led to  nothing. 

Therefore, they dismissed Lotze. The general tendency was to realize the “Materialisation of the ‘I’” 

(Breidbach 1997). However, Lotze never tried to  naturalize the soul. Instead, he claimed that it is a 

scientific postulate. The soul was his name for the process “how consciousness is being produced”. 

Consequently, one cannot reduce this materialistically to an explanation of the  why (as e.g. theology 

would suggest). 

Lotze avoids the “double bookkeeping” of the body-soul dualism by saying nothing about a substantial 

existence of the soul. 

This  discussion  culminated  in  the  second  Metaphysik203 (1879,  Part  Two  of  Lotze’s  System  der  

Philosophie, English translation by various translators, edited by Bosanquet 1884).

The third book of the Metaphysik was titled Von dem Geistigen Dasein (Psychologie)204. 

200  Lotze was, perhaps, the first “environmentalist” after Humboldt.
201  In light of a debate between I.H.Fichte and Fechner, Lotze discussed the difference between fiction and hypothesis. This 

very important debate lead to Vaihinger’s as-if philosophy. Talcott Parsons emphasized the need for hypothesis and 
dismissed any kind of philosophy that was merely “contemplative” or “fictional”. He was referring to Heidegger and 
Schuetz in regard to the latter.

202  On the problem of translating Sachverhalte as “states of affairs” in Lotze, Husserl, and Wittgenstein, see Milkov (2002).
203  The two Metaphysik books frame Lotze’s career between 1841 and 1879  The second Metaphysik was part of his 

system. The system was supposed to be published in three volumes – Logic, Metaphysics, and Practical Philosophy,  
Aesthetics, and Philosophy of Religion in one final volume. The third volume was never finished. Lotze died during his 
first semester in Berlin in 1881.

204  The Bosanquet translation title was On Mental Existence (Psychology).Whether Dasein can be adequately translated is 
a critical question. The concept appears in the history of philosophy since Kant in various colorful shades. Between 
Lotze and Jaspers on the one hand, Simmel and Heidegger on the other, they might be shades of grey. Between Jaspers 
and Heidegger, they might be an enormous spectrum. Both scholars had a very different understanding of the concepts, 
Dasein, Existenz, and Existential. A thorough discussion of the concept of Dasein in these four writers would be 
profitable enterprise, however, it would be an equally time- and space-consuming one.
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The methodological commitment to pluralism and its pragmatic attitude is a necessary prerequisite for 

any kind of psychology, empirical or transcendental205:
“When we say that we adopt an empirical stand-point we must mean more than that we wish to stand still at this point; we 

really intend it to be no more than the starting-place from which we may appropriate the field of experience around us. Now, 

considered as such a point of departure, the knowledge of those facts which are furnished by experience is indispensable to 

every psychology alike; and even those attempts which have been especially stigmatised as transcendent, are in the end 

simply interpretations of the material supplied by observation. The divergence of opinion does not really begin till we ask 

by what method we are to appropriate in the form of theory that which, from the empirical position, we all see with the same 

eyes.” (Metaphysics  1884: 419)

Very much like Kant’s case of time and space as apriori, Lotze argues that we must “go back” to the 

premises of our normal experience, which he calls the “simplest ideas”.  The use of hypotheses is 

needed to accomplish science, the fundament of these hypotheses are the simple ideas.
“In speaking of the physical investigation of nature I pointed out how slight and how arduous its progress would be if it 

confined itself to bare observation and refused to connect the given facts by framing hypotheses respecting that nature of 

things which cannot be observed. And I may now appeal for confirmation to the excellent attempts which have been made 

in psychology to reach, at least at one point, the beginnings of an exact science—the point I refer to is the question how the 

strength of a sensation is related to that of its external stimulus. For these attempts have at once become involved in a mass 

of theoretical and speculative problems, to the settlement of which a future experience may perhaps contribute much but 

which it will certainly never completely solve. If then we are compelled to use as a basis some hypothesis respecting the 

connexion of physical and psychical phenomena, why are we to take the first hypothesis that comes to hand? Why not go 

back to the most general ideas that we necessarily form respecting all being and action, and so attempt to define the limits 

within which we can frame suppositions, sometimes trustworthy and at other times at all events probable? But, further, even 

supposing it were possible, in the investigation of this special subject, to find a point of departure which should be 

productive of results and yet should imply no fixed pre-judgment as to the nature of the subject, a difficulty would still 

remain : for though this freedom from pre-suppositions would be possible for this particular investigation, it would still be 

unacceptable to us as men.”

A crucial idea is the unity of body and mind. The dualism is not a dichotomy. Body and mind are in a 

feste Verbindung.
“Let us leave out of sight, to begin with, anything which the earlier part of this enquiry might offer by way of foundation for what is to follow. If we do 

this, we shall have to confess that mental life is given us, as a fact of observation, only in constant connexion with bodily” (420)

The unity of body and mind is found in the unity of consciousness. For Lotze, unity is an active concept 

and consciousness the stream of consciousness (see also Milkov 2006). On the other hand, the external 

world  is  perceived  in  moments  and  parts  of  psychic  phenomena.  Bodily  life  is  experienced  as  a 

205  Lotze adopts a middle-of-the-roadism between empiricism and transcendentalism that informs William James’ 
Principles of Psychology.
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“confluence of the physical forces” of the elements of our organism and its environment. Unity of the 

stream consciousness and the compartmentalized confluence is at the same time dynamic and plastic, 

while  it  must  guarantee  some  form  or,  rather,  feeling  of  identity.  This  feat  is  accomplished  by 

postulating a third, or meditating element, the soul.206

This said, the unity of the soul is found in every judgment [Urteil] that we make, according to Lotze. In 

short, we are able to make judgements because of the soul. A judgement entails  unity or it is not a 

judgement, regardless of what is said in the judgement as its Aussage [“proposition”].
“I repeat once more, we do not believe in the unity of the soul because it appears as unity, but simply because it is able to appear or manifest itself  

in some way, whatever that may be. The mere fact that, conceiving itself as a subject, it connects itself with any predicate, proves to us the unity of that 

which asserts this connexion; and, supposing the soul appeared to itself as a multiplicity, we should on the same grounds conclude that it was certainly 

mistaken if it took itself really to be what it appeared. Every judgment, whatever it may assert, testifies by the mere fact that it is pronounced at all, to the 

indivisible unity of the subject which utters it.” (428)

What do we know of the soul? Only what it does!

“Every soul is what it shows itself to be, unity whose life is in definite ideas, feelings, and efforts. This is its real nature : and if it were alone in the 

world, it would be idle to ask how this reality is possible, since we have long ago decided that the question how things are made is not admissible. It is only 

the fact that the soul is involved in a larger world, and meets with various fortunes there, that makes it necessary to seek within this whole the conditions on 

which its existence, and the origin or preservation of that existence, depends. Within this sphere the soul shows itself to be to a certain extent an independ-

ent centre of actions and re-actions; and in so far as it does so, and so long as it does so, it has a claim to the title of substance : but we can never draw from 

the empty idea of substance a necessary conclusion to the position which the soul occupies in the world, as though its modes of action had their ground and 

justification in that idea.” (431)

This  doctrine of action   of psychology will be turned into a  logic of action  by the social relations 

movement. The missing intellectual link may be summed up as such:

Lotze  wrote  his  final  books  at  the  dawn  of  the  hygiene  movement  and  fatigue  research. Jakob 

Moleschott’s  student  Angelo  Mosso  (1846  –  1910),  and,  in  his  wake,  Emil  Kraepelin  and  Hugo 

Münsterberg (and the Taylorists [Sarasin 1995] and Wilhelm Ostwald and Ernst Solvay [Rabinbach 

1990]) would be treading on new fertile scientific ground. Energie, Kraft, Arbeit (“energy, force/power 

and labour) infused this new scientific program. Karl Snell introduced their referential use in his essay 

on the Materialismustreit (1858). He combined and used the terminology of physics and physiology in 

this new way. However, it was actually Lotze, in his review of Snell’s essay  (1859)207, who conflated 

the physical  meaning of labour  (Arbeit)  with economic terminology in the equation of labour and 

“capital”. Lotze meant to point out that this was a mere analogy of different matters. However, it was 

206  Some details of Kant’s treatment of the soul are discussed in the Metaphysics (428ff., or German original 1879: 482ff.). 
While Lotze deviated explicitly from many aspects that Kant introduced, his elaborate discussion shows that he was 
moving within the Kantian conceptual sphere and that Kant made the necessary conceptual transformations for Lotze’s 
“hypothetical” treatment of the soul. Lotze’s conceptual transformation enabled James’ concept of a right to believe.

207  Lotze was very active as a reviewer.
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an analogy that could be quantified (see summarized in Pester 1997). 

Eventually, Lotze showed that these highly effective analogies cannot be naturalized by an immediate 

translation  of  movements208.  The  immediate  quantitative  translation  of  movement  in  mechanical 

physics into movements of psychological processes is not possible. However, analogies of this kind can 

illustrate the transformations that are taking place, and make them intelligible while not explain them. 

The soul is the medium of said transformation.

Lotze on Interlocution: Meaning, Sense and References with Others 

Jörn Stückrath (1997) has argued,  that Lotze was the last important scholar for whom the German 

concept Sinn still retained both the components of sensory perception (sense) and meaning within one 

concept. Stückrath infers,
Sinn means for Lotze, already in his early scriptures, as much as ‘reasonable meaning’ that validates the ‘Dasein of an 

appearance’.209

This is the corollary of Lotze’s position in the debate between Somatists and Psychists in psychology. 

Lotze held an intermediary place between them. The category of  Sinn was a possible resolution that 

could, at the same time, serve as an intermediary concept between  Externalism and  Internalism, the 

Russellian fashion of that very same conflict. 

However, it also puts Lotze in between “teleological idealism and scientific materialism” (Eastwood 

1892/1: 305). 

In such a position, usually the work of a scholar gets torn apart in multi-front attacks. Lotze’s work 

became a multitude of  contradictions  in  relation  to  the  different  critics.  Lotze  was portrayed as  a 

scholar who had no referential system that could found a school, nor was he perceived as a member of 

a dominant school of thought. However, that doesn’t mean that his ideas had no power in the scientific 

discourse. Lotze’s vernacular was well-connected to the general thought-scape. He occupied a position 

of integration and influence in intellectual networks and at his university (constellations).

In physiology, he was connected to what was to become the first Leipzig School210.
208  Movement is  the unifying term in these discussions, representative of the whole discourse, while it is really only 

another residual category
209„ ‘Sinn’ meint in Lotzes Schriften schon früh so viel wie ‚vernünftige Bedeutung’ die das ‚Dasein einer Erscheinung’ 
rechtfertigt.“ (Stückrath 1997: 62; Translation A.S.)

210  For the break and fate of the Second Leipzig School see Valsiner&van der Veer 2000: 289ff. There are two phases: the 
pre-Ludwig era that Lotze was part of, and the actual Institutionalization when Carl Ludwig set up shop. About the 
constitution of the school und Ludwig:  see Lenoir 1997: 98ff.
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Lotze started where the Johann Reil had left.  Lotze hacked away at pathology and therapy in the wake 

of Reil.  His contribution on  Lebenskraft  [“vital force”] in  Wagners Handwoerterbuch shows Lotze 

literally working himself up against Reil, Johannes Mueller, and Treviranus. Pester asserts that Lotze 

consistently fought the misunderstanding and intentional misinterpretation of his idea of Kraft [“force”]

(Pester 1997: 167). Lotze’s concept was a regulative idea and heuristic device that he constructed and 

applied  in  the  way he  thought  the  concept  could  be  used  for  mechanics.  He refused  to  give  it  a 

constitutive role or reduce it to a naturalized state. Lotze criticised Johann H.F. Autenrieth (1782 – 

1835) and Treviranus for having done just that. Struggling to find regulative laws that accounted for the 

“movement and equilibrium” of the body, Autenrieth imported a naturalized, yet immaterial vital force. 

Treviranus, on the other hand, assumed that a life substance must exist (in the fashion of Soemmering 

who adhered to theories suggesting the existence of  a soul fluidum). 

Reil was a materialist first, assuming the theoretical solution would be found in “the mixture and form” 

of  substances  that  comprise  the  body.  Reil  had  little  use  for  a  Lebenskraft.  His  famous  essay on 

Lebenskraft does not endorse but criticize the concept. 

After an exposure to Schelling’s Naturphilosophie, medical semiotics, and some crucial experiments in 

embryology and gynaecology,  Reil  managed to  reconcile  these warring positions  in  a very unique 

version that is still underappreciated211.

He became a Naturphilosoph, which caused some concern for Lotze’s article.

The early Reil  was on the right track when he defined the body and the mixture of substances as a 

physical matter, and excluded “the soul” from his physiological study. It had no place in a scientific 

study. Kant and Lotze agree.

Whatever  the  unifying  principle  is, unity,  for  Kant,  served  as  the  intermediary that  transcends  or 

bridges the  hiatus irrationalis between thought and things. However, commentators like Eastwood212 

misconstrue  Lotze’s  position  on  the  matter(Eastwood  1892/1&2).  They  claim  that  Lotze  turned 

thoughts and things into an anti-thetical relation. Eastwood’s Lotze suddenly appears in one line with 

Hegel and Leibniz. Certainly, Bertrand Russell, despite his own debt to Lotze, paints the same picture. 

Eastwood is only slightly more constructive than Russell, but, in the end, he cannot but simply equate 

Lotze with Leibniz and Hegel, by claiming that, while Lotze seems to believe in an external reality that 

211  Robert Richards (2002) has made this case convincingly. His account is, so far, the only one that offers a satisfactory 
narrative of Reil’s development.

212  Historically A.Eastwood’s  essay was influential. However, I cannot even find a first name for him. Even Pester in his 
lengthy bibliography of Secondary literature lists Eastwood as the sole author for whom he cannot provide more than the 
same information I have found.
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actually exists, he has serious “doubts whether human minds are capable of cognising it.” (Eastwood 

1892/1: 308)

True, reality and human cognition, in the Hegelian version, become the Absolute. 

However, that would hold true for Lotze only under one condition. Only if we accept that he accounts 

for the Absolute as constitutive, not as a postulate or regulative, would Lotze be a Hegelian.

From Metaphysik (1841) to Metaphysik (1879), Lotze’s Absolute is a postulate in his theory cognition, 

even if  it  is  a “necessary one”.  The indiscernible reality has things that are but Kantian things-in-

themselves,  while  our  thoughts  are  much  private  yet  discursive.  Therefore,  we  require  some 

intermediary level. Like in physiology, a regulative mechanism as a “force” might satisfy that function. 

“Force”  regulates  the  intermediate  between  the  external  and  the  internal,  just  as  an  intermediary 

mechanism regulates or translates between thought and things. Thus, facts for Lotze are found in ideas. 

Eastwood is correct in asserting that Lotze begins with a treatment of ideas that suggests that the reality 

of ideas seems to have nothing to do with the reality of objects. Ideas are, after all, internal, and objects 

are external relations. However, Eastwood shouldn’t be puzzled by that or Lotze’s reference to the 

“common-sense” use of the concept of “idea”. Ideas are not things, indeed, but they are what is evoked 

by the things. 

When we speak about the objects, we do not speak about the things, but the ideas we have of them. We 

do not validate the objects, we validate the ideas. If we had knowledge of the object, there would be no 

conflict of opinions. However, for “ideas” in the common-sense this is not the case. They are always at 

dispute. Our knowledge  is not the things-in-themselves, it is our representations of them. Eastwood 

(1892/1: 310) claims that Lotze asks his readers to accept this minimum condition: Knowledge must at 

least represent things.

This does leave the door open for the possibility that representation means identical correspond. In 

truht,  Lotze  retains  the  possibility  that  our  interpretation  can  always  be  hypothetically  different 

(contingent). This assertion is actually all we need to claim that in spirit Lotze upheld the Kantian 

discursivity of concepts.

In accordance with Kant’s theory of truth, Lotze leaves room for things effecting cognition “in virtue of 

their properties” (Eastwood 1892/1: 313). In other words whatever gravity is, a man does not jump up 

and  flies  away.  However  the  cause  for  this  phenomenon  is  understood  and  explained,  it  is  just 

something that is effecting matters so.

“Reality – which thus has efficacy – is always richer than thought” is the central statement that is 
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Lotze’s  constitutive principle(Kelly 1931: 430). Lotze’s epistemology defines that we can only gain 

acquaintance with reality Acquaintance and knowledge are, of course, a central problem in William 

James’ epistemology. Acquaintance is rendered via feeling, will, and thought, which comprise a pure 

thought.

Thought,  will,  and  judgement  appear  in  just  another  guise,  as  we learned  from Kant  and Hannah 

Arendt. Originally, judgement was the faculty of taste and, therefore, it is ultimately related to feeling. 

For Lotze, to have knowledge, which in Kant is discursive and derived from the activity of the sensus  

communis, means to have “pure thought”. An actor, tentatively speaking, needs unity, either the unity of 

reason or the unity in pure thought.

This “equivocation” by Lotze of the unity of thought, will, and feeling in “pure thought” on the one 

hand,  and,  on  the  other  hand,  either  of  Kant’s  Unity or  Reason in  Cognition,  Understanding  and 

Judgement,  or  of Arendt’s  transformation in Thought,  Will  and Judgement leads  to the claim that, 

ultimately, they might really be talking about pretty much the same idea. In short, these concepts are 

derived from the same thought-scape and uttered within the same discourse.

Lotze’s the emphasis on feeling, rather than judgement, makes sense. Other than Kant or Arendt, he is a 

trained physician. Historically, the development of the theories of psychology from philosophy went 

through  several  steps  from physiology,  to  neuro-anatomy,  to  experimental  psychology,  to  analytic 

psychology and social  psychology.  Via Emerson and William James,  the emphasis on feeling over 

judgement is the only logical way for the Unity of Reason to have entered the American discourse. 

Dewey eventually cut off the concept of “will” by identifying thought and feeling. He naturalized them 

by obliterating the subject-object divide in a marriage of Hegel and Darwin213. Nonetheless, similarities 

between Arendt and Pragmatism are still obvious in exactly the respects where they have learned from 

Kant and Lotze (in Arendt’s case Jaspers). The second generation of Pragmatism and Dewey were busy 

with the refutation of Lotze and the so-called “spectator”-perspective.

Acquaintance with reality is both “felt and willed in a living unity”,  therefore “reality is personal” 

(Kelly 1931). 

Kelly correctly infers, this introduction of the concept of personality, with the focus on the individual 

by Emerson accounting for Pragmatism’s “cult of personality”, is made up of a “seeming contradiction 

of unity and multiplicity”. What actually happens is that between pluralism and monism – in other 

words, between perspectives of the Many and the One – Lotze introduced a “mediating synthesis” 

213  The original manuscript contained a lengthy discussion of Dewey with reference to Hans Joas, Richard Rorty, and 
Donald Levine. The gist of it is summed up in this paragraph.
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(Kelly’s words [1931: 431]). This synthesis is accomplished in personality.

For Pragmatism, the synthesis was corroborated between individualism and collectivism, with the “Self 

in the Middle of the Social World”, for example in the work of Josiah Royce, a former student of Lotze, 

Wundt, and Windelband, as well as friend and colleague of James and Münsterberg. For James, the 

problem wass presented in the fashion of a self and its existing others coming upon the burden of inter-

subjectivity, which he tried to resolve in the “coordination of personal subjective experiences”, .
“[…a]s such, James’ version of pragmatism remained true to his person-centered psychological analysis […], rather then 

becoming social along the lines that emerged in the work of Dewey.” (Valsiner&Van der Veer 2000: 204) 

Given  the  “making  of  personalities”  in  the  orthopsychiatric  theory of  socialization,  the  mediating 

synthesis  became a  marriage  of  heredity and environmentalism with the  social  system.  Therefore, 

Parsons appears to be closer to James’ Pragmatism than Dewey’s. That being the case, Parsons is also 

closer to Lotzeanism and to Kantianism. In Kantianism, reality, as the things-in-themselves, is just as 

unreachable as it is in Lotzeanism. Both require some form of “making possible an acquaintance with 

reality” to make action possible. 

This is important consequences:

For Kant, this requirement is fulfilled by the sensus communis for lack of the psychological concept of 

personality or a theory of the social (sociology). For Lotze, the discourse had moved on from these 

Kantian prerequisites and  enabled the enunciation of the concept and theories of personality.  With 

James, it became possible to make enunciations that rendered personalities into a plurality and made 

theories of the social attainable. The Chicago School, with Dewey and Mead, developed this problem 

into one direction, experimental psychology developed it into another (followed by John Boodin, Pierre 

Janet,  Hugo  Münsterberg,  Burke  Delabarre  (→Meiklejohn)  and  others).   One  made  the  social  a 

constitutive factor, the other sought to find an explanation for the social. But they all started with the 

question “How does the mind attain acquaintance with things in Reality and overcomes the  hiatus  

irrationalis?”

How we understand things as matters happening in Reality results from the “circle of ideas” in Lotze’s 

point of view. Pertaining to that circle of ideas are two disciplines: The science of ideas, which is logic; 

and the science of things, which is metaphysics. The subject of interest are the references of things to 

ideas and ideas to things. 

The “circle of ideas” is constituted by those references.  Thus, Lotze did not apply an explanatory 
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causality, which Eastwood seems to think. Instead, with reference to spontaneity of thought, teleology 

serves as a heuristic device. Therefore, there are two kinds of experience that are synthesized into unity 

in Lotze’s assumption:
“The experience of the mind is thus of two kinds according as it is (1) made out of material which thought does not make, or 

(2) made out of material which thought does make entirely out of itself” (Eastwood 1892/1: 315)

For Eastwood, this is an immensely troubling thought. He is the archetype of Lotze’s critics, because he 

focuses on the “or”. He wants to see two separate aspects that actually reflect external and internal 

relations. Eastwood seems to think that, for Lotze, experience is at times one, at other times the other. 

For Lotze, however, both types of relations are generally present in the “unit(y) of experience”. In this 

regard,  we  can  approach  experience  analytically  and  decipher  that  unit.  Parsons  will  suggest 

deciphering the “unit act” in a similar fashion. For Lotze, a three-fold division of Reality is the result:

o Things, which exist

o Events, which occur

o Thoughts, which are valid

This distinction  is  similar  to  Parsons’ distinction  of  systems  of  nature,  action  and culture  (eternal 

objects) that we found preformed in Aquinas:

Things comprise the situation that we naturally find ourselves in, while we must comprehend 

the situation by representing it in thought, which is translated by symbolic systems that stand in 

for eternal objects. These two levels are, then, dynamically temporalized by actions in regard of 

ends, and these actions occur in the form of events.

In short, similar ideas structured the discursive climate before and around Parsons. Most of his teachers 

and colleagues – whether Jaspers or Hobhouse, etc. – were intellectually formed in a climate that took 

its core ideas from the discourses in philosophy, psychology, and physiology from Kant to Lotze (to 

Weber).

In  this  regard,  Eastwood misunderstands  the  importance  of  the  category “event”.  In  actuality,  the 

thought-content  must  be brought  to bear  in  action.  Certainly,  this  is  implicit  in Lotze who has no 

“explicit action theory”.  Action theory in itself emerges in the 20th century. It became only possible due 

to the conceptual transformation of “action” that Lotzeansim represented.

Implicitly, Eastwood gets the important part right, but he fails to draw any useful conclusion nor does 

he discuss Kantianism in Lotze’s argument, which
“turns on his view of the relation between the process and the result of reasoning; or as he [Lotze, A.S.] puts it, the question 

is – When have our thought-contents a Real significance and when are they the mere ‘scaffolding of thought’? The main 
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conclusion of a long and intricate discussion is that, regarded as intermediary links in a chain of reasoning, thoughts are 

only formal, whereas the thoughts in which chains of reasoning terminate have, or ought to have, real objects corresponding 

to them.” (Eastwood 1892/1 : 318) 

 Chains of reason terminate in what? They end in ends, of course. Ends are necessary so we can make 

decisions to act. Eastwood would uses the word intermediary, also found in Parsons’ early theories on 

institutions214. Parsons encountered and applied it in Social Institutions courses in the early 1930. We 

can see, social institutions theory had its roots not in the sociological application, but the physiological 

vocabulary. These intermediaries are links, which means that they cannot play a constitutive role, for 

they must open on both sides. Thus, they must work like regulative mechanisms. They link one thought 

to the other.

Openness  to  two  sides  refers  to  the  fact  that  thoughts  are  mutually  interacting;  they  are  in 

Wechselwirkung. Therefore, thoughts can be more than things. They can transcend what things are. 

Eastwood asserts,  for  Lotze,  thoughts  can  comprehend  change,  they are  variable  –  thus,  they are 

contingent.  So,  the “reality” of a thought – its facticity – lies in its  “presence to a mind” and the 

thought’s mutual interactions with other thoughts.

Thus, “truth” for Lotze must be identical with a type of validity, a regulative idea. Absolute truth would 

mean eternal validity, because truth exists in the realm of ideas, not things. Things change all the time. 

Therefore, the mind does not deal with the external reality, but only with actuality. This actuality is 

given another name by Jaspers: situation. Lotze ‘s insight  enabled Parsons relation to the three systems 

nature, action, culture. But it rests on an aspect of epistemology that is found in Parsons’ work only in 

Structure. After that, Parsons refrains from the explicit discussion of this deeply philosophical topic215. 

This aspect is Time216. 

Eastwood understands Lotze’s conception of time as being a perversion of Kant’s aesthetic.

Lotze’s philosophy, of course, can only be intelligible in relation to Kant’s First and Third Critique. 

Lotze’s conception of Time is derived from Kant as if Time was not just a subjective property but also a 

property of things-in-themselves, thus, it is a natural property217. Parsons asserts in  Structure  (1937: 

214  And in Michel Foucault’s discussion of the life sciences.
215  The problem of Parsons and philosophy I will address below. While he did claim that he was not interested in “working 

as a philosopher”, this must be distinguished from his philosophical literacy. What he wanted to avoid, however, was a 
working in fictionalistic, purposeless philosophy that was concerned with only contemplation. This is his problem with 
Heidegger, Schuetz et al. Instead, philosophy to count for social science had to have pragmatic value (→James).

216  This concept of Time means temporality [Zeitlichkeit].
217  This problem is a key problem in Heidegger’s Being and Time. The 1990s saw a lengthy debate between Hubert 

Dreyfus and William Blattner. In 1992, Blattner (1992) published an article in a reader on Heidegger, edited by Dreyfus, 
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762ff.)  that,  in nature,  there  is  physical  time,  and that  action,  while  non-spatial,  must be temporal 

because of that. Indeed, the only concept that does not have temporality is, according to Parsons, the 

concept of the eternal objects of cultural systems. Therefore, only the first two systems can be studied 

by empirical sciences, because they happen in time, while culture has a “special status”. 

But as is clear, just like Parsons, Lotze was tentatively focussed on a synthesis of opposing positions or 

on finding a “unifying position which preserves and harmonizes both extremes of thought” as Thomas 

R. Kelly (1931) wrote.

Such a harmony, in Lotze’s case, can be called Ideal-Realismus (Lindsay 1876), in the case of Parsons 

it was called Analytical Realism. In sum, it is nothing else but the teleomechanic program.

Harald  Wenzel  (1990)  thinks  that  Parsons’ “analytical  realism”  was  a  result  of  the  exposure  to 

Henderson and Whitehead. His references to the history of ideas, unfortunately, do not “move the X out 

of the centre” – to use a famous metaphor. That X is the person Talcott Parsons, who remains the 

constitutive  centre  of  Wenzel’s  explanation.  He  promotes  theoretical  corollaries  of  the  “analytical 

realism”  in  Parsons’  theory  to  a  constitutive  function  in  the  form  of  an  “ontological  sense” 

[ontologischer Sinn] (Wenzel 1990: 59)218.   This renders methodology too important and it fails to 

discuss a crucial problem:

“Analytical Realism” in the case of Whitehead cannot be discussed without Russell, Carnap and Quine. 

Why is that?

First of all, Russell used the term as an externalist, addressing the point of logical problems in the 

relation of matter to sense data. This logical atomism  was based on science as natural science. Not 

unlike Quine’s idea of science.

Quine  and  Parsons  were  colleagues  and  friends,  they  both  participated  in  the  Unity  of  Science 

movement and the subsequent conferences this movement held at Harvard 1936 under the auspice of 

Carnap. This is the second, the “analytic” half of a constellation that was around  Parsons while he was 

writing the Structure manuscript. It tells half the story. The other half is Parsons’ exposure to accounts 

of history and the public recognition of the “encyclopaedic sciences” during the Harvard tercentenary 

1936. Parsons sought a synthesis between these two movements and their two attitudes, the  analytic 

and the encyclopaedic. “Analytic realism” was a name that fit. Whitehead and Henderson merely spoke 

that language. They cannot account or explain Parsons’ affinity for this approach. It is the other way 

that explained why, given the question of temporal realism and temporal idealism, Heidegger could not be a Pragmatist 
because if his inherent position on temporal idealism.

218  In effect, he is „Quining Parsons“.
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round, Parsons’ already “spoke” this theoretical language. Their language was attachable and affirmed 

Parsons’ arguments. In truth, Parsons, like Whitehead and Henderson, was a product of the interactions 

of  the  German  psychological,  economical,  and,  above  all,  historical  discourses  of  the  nineteenth 

century. Their explanations were fuelled by two things, the so-called  Realfaktoren  and Idealfaktoren. 

Parsons found Weber discussing these concepts in respect to Roscher, Knies, and, in particular, the 

intellectual debates concerning Wundt. He encountered Weber’s ideas in Heidelberg which resonated 

with much of what he had learned at Amherst under Alexander Meiklejohn, Clarence Ayres and Otto 

Manthey-Zorn (And possibly in London Tawney and Hobhouse). 

The synthesis  of  Ideal-  and  Real-Factors into a methodology was a product  of nineteenth-century 

philosophy and physiology. Lotze’s Ideal-Realismus may have been a synthesis of Herbart’s atomism 

and  Platonic-Kantian  Idealism.  However,  the  question  before  Lotze  was  the  same  that  his 

contemporaries faced: “What is the primary and creative force: thoughts or things?” 

Lindsay (1876) puts it in philosophical words:

“Do things (res) rule thought (ideae) or does thought rule things?”

Lotze’s position adheres to a Kantian theory of truth. On a more tentative level, his answer to the 

question  would  be:  Both  are  valid  for  they are  in  mutual  interaction  [in  Wechselwirkung].  In  the 

intermediary position, the concept of “personality” provides an institution that enables judgments that 

lead to actions which are,  at  the same time, pre-requisited by the external situation as well  as the 

hereditary aspects of the organism and socialization by society. The decision for (a course of) action is 

a voluntary affair that effects changes in the situations. The interdependence of beings leads to the 

conclusion that no situation is ever the same. 

Whether we call this person an actor (Parsons), a monad (Lotze) or a  Dasein(Jaspers), whether we 

name  the  position  general  methodological  individualism  (Parsons),  Existentialismus (Jaspers)  or 

Atomism (Lotze) is of little importance. What is important is that the theoretical language a) runs along 

the same discourse, b) is translatable, and c) is translatable not by accident but by successive discursive 

development within the same thought-scape.219

Was Lotze’s entire written work just one singular contribution to the nineteenth century philosophical-

physiological  discourse,  from  his  early  physiologic  writings  in  Wagner’s  Encyclopaedia,  to  the 

219  With a sleight of hand Monism and Atomism have become interchangeable. Of course, a discussion of Monism, 
Atomism, Synthesis, Interaction, and Unity in Lotze and the Lotzean movements, in particular British Hegelianism and 
its critics, would be productive. We have no space for this discussion. For an insightful discussion of some of the 
terminology, see the classic debate between F.C.S.Schiller (1896, 1897) and Wright (1897).
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Allgemeine Pathologie, to his last ideas in social criticism?

An authority, close to the discourse of Pragmatism would be an interesting source for an answer. Such a 

critical but competent voice could be a man or woman who studied under one of the most important 

scholars of that era, who did extensive work on Lotze, and was also cited by Parsons and others in 

question, like Whitehead, and who, in some of his writings, betrayed a language that connects easily 

with the Kantianism of Parsons and Jaspers. A scholar who used the concepts of “knowledge”, “truth”, 

“discourse” and “symbols” in the same fashion as did the Pragmatists and Jaspers. 

That scholar is George Santayana (1923).

And it is in the words of Santayana on Lotze, not from his dissertation on Lotze (1971) but his critical 

analysis of Lotze’s Moral Idealism (1890), that we should find our answer (1890: 192/193):
“Lotze’s system was practically formed as early as 1840 […].

[…] The mechanism Lotze defends is, as he says, universal in extent and subordinate in significance. In the constitution of 

the world he acknowledges three distinct factors: the original matter, the laws of its motion and transformation, and the 

purpose or final cause of its development. The laws are universal because they are hypothetical, they furnish the major of a 

syllogism. But for an event to occur in the world it is not enough that there should be laws; there must be facts to which the 

law applies, data that by virtue of the law produce the event in question. Hence the subordinate importance of the law: what 

really determines the event is the presence of the data to which the law applies: these data constitute the minor of the 

syllogism, without which we should have no conclusion.

[…]

The purpose is never a real thing or a part of the object realised […].

[] The realisation of a purpose, says Lotze, is never the work of the purpose itself.”

Indeed,  Lotze’s  position  was  always  crystal  clear.  He  was  not  a  philosopher  and  separately  a 

physiologist. He was a physiologist-philosopher. His ideal-realism is teleomechanistic. Its concern was 

the conceptualization of health and illness of the body, the mind, and society.

If his philosophy deserves a name, we may call it clinical philosophy.

He was concerned with the fate of the organism in community. The human  Dasein was the special 

animal organism that he cared for [Sorge tragen]. Physiology was his method, a Kantian biology not 

Newtonian physics. It was, after all, a pluralistic science220 with a regulative idea of truth.
220 „Die Sterblichkeit der Thiere ist noch immer ein dunkler Punkt der Physiologie. Ihre teleologische oder ihre ideelle Bedeutung ist klar genug, aber 

der Mechanismus ihres Zustandekommens um so unklarer. Man muss hier vor allen Dingen sich gegen jede Erklärung stemmen, die nicht aus der Erfah-
rung hervorgeht. A priori lässt sich hier nur die allgemeinste aber auch völlig unbefriedigende Form der Veranstaltungen zeigen, die hier stattfinden müs-
sen, eben jenes Anwachsen eines Widerstandes, der aus dem Ablauf des Lebens selbst hervorgeht. Welches ist dieser Widerstand ? Eine fortschreitende 
Oxydation, eine Vertrocknung, oder Ver- erdung oder irgend eine andere chemische Umänderung der Massen? Möglich, ja sogar wahrscheinlich, dass die 
Ursache in diesem Gebiete liegt, aber nur eine wirkliche Erfahrung kann sie sowohl, als die Art uns zeigen, wie sie selbst entsteht und die Lebensäusserun-
gen allmählich unterdrückt. Betrachtungen, wie die von Treviranus in der Biologie, oder die von Sniadecki, denen Joh. Müller wohl zu viel Ehre angethan, 
leisten hier nichts; sie gehen einerseits durch viel zu detail- lirte und unbegründete Hypothesen über jenen allgemeinen obenerwähnten Begriff hinaus, der 
für sich fest steht, und kommen doch anderseits nicht dazu, ihn durch thatsächliche Principien zu ergänzen.
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Wie sehr wir aber auch in Bezug auf das Ende des Lebens eine Kenntniss des ursächlichen Zusammenhangs vermissen, so schliesst sich doch 
hier die gesammte Ansicht vom Leben zu einer Einheit zusammen, die auf einem höhern Gebiete eine weite Aussicht zu erhebenden Untersuchungen eröff-
net, und uns den einfachen und grossartigen Zusammenhang der Natur zeigt, der nicht durch zerstreute, hier und da plötzlich auftretende und unvermittelte 
Zauberschläge hervorgebracht wird, sondern selbst den höhern Zauber in sich besitzt, das Ergeb- niss der Treue zu sein, mit welcher die Natur an einmal 
bestehenden ewigen Gesetzen hängt. Wir haben gesehen, wie alle Erscheinungen des geistigen Lebens, der höchste Zweck, der in der körperlichen, irdi-
schen Welt überhaupt zu erreichen war, nur durch rastloses Spiel der Bewegung äusserst veränderlicher Massen möglich war. Aber mit dieser Veränderlich-
keit war das Schicksal der Störung und Vergänglichkeit noth- wendig verbunden; die Natur des Mittels, welches dem Zwecke dienen sollte, kehrte sich ge-
gen diesen selbst und überlieferte den Organismus den zahllosen Verletzungen, denen das Unlebendige grösstentheils entnommen ist. Und so wie Göthe 
den Gott den klagenden Blumen antworten lässt: schuf ich doch nur das Vergängliche schön; so geht hier die begeisterte Lobpreisung der vollendeten Har-
monie des Organismus in der Klage über seine Gebrechlichkeit unter, die zuletzt sich eingestehen muss, dass doch nur das Vergängliche lebend ist. Erhe-
ben wir aber unsern Blick über das Ganze des Lebens zu dem Gedanken einer seine Erscheinungen alle durchdringenden Zweckmässigkeit, so sehen wir, 
dass dieses scheinbar regelwidrige, rebellische und unbezwungene Princip, die Natur der physikalischen Mittel, dennoch in die organische Idee des Ganzen 
mit aufgenommen ist. Was uns früher nur als ein von der Verwirklichung des höchsten Zweckes, des geistigen Lebens, unabtrennbares, nothwendiges Ue-
bel erschien, die Vergänglichkeit und Verletzbarkeit der Stoffe des Leibes, die widrigen Nebenwirkungen, durch die der lebende Körper sich selbst ver-
zehrt, dies Alles zeigt sich jetzt als ein vorbestimmtes Mittel, dem irdischen Leben seine Grenzen zu setzen und die höheren Lebensstufen des Geistes zu 
verwirklichen. Wie viele lohnende Untersuchungen liegen hier vor uns, über den Rhythmus, in welchem die allgemeine Natur durch ihre scheinbar regello-
sen Einflüsse das organische Leben beherrscht und in unmerklicher Weise es seinen höheren Bestimmungen entgegenführt. Möge die naturhistorische 
Schule diesen ihren eigenthümlichen, den ihren Principien zukommenden Gegenstand der Forschung festhalten und weiter entwickeln. Möge sie uns zei-
gen, welches das eigentliche Wesen der Krankheit ist, in wiefern sie nicht bloss als mechanisches Factum, sondern selbst als eine teleologisch vorherbe-
stimmte Macht der allgemeinen Natur über das individuelle Leben des Organischen in den Zusammenhang aller Erscheinungen der Welt eintritt.

Manches über die einzelnen Vorgänge im thierischen Körper, so wie über seine Stellung zu dem Aeussern, Hesse sich hier noch hinzufügen, al-
lein es schien mir nicht in dem Sinne meiner Aufgabe zu liegen, hier einen naturgeschichtlichen, eigentlich zoologischen Standpunkt festzuhalten. Ich 
wollte nur die Hauptpunkte der theoretischen Schwierigkeiten erörtern und zeigen, wie die thierische Oekonomie in Zusammenhang mit physikalischen 
Gesetzen gebracht werden könne. Ueber Empfindung, Ernährung und Bewegung, überhaupt über alle Theile der speciellen Physiologie musste ich die nä-
heren Erörterungen den eigenthümlichen Darstellungen dieser Vorgänge überlassen, die im Plane dieses Wörterbuchs liegen. Nur eine Bemerkung bleibt 
mir noch in Bezug auf die Stellung der entwickelten Ideen zu der Bearbeitung der Physiologie selbst in empirischem und speculativem Sinne übrig. Dass 
es nicht gelingen wird, jemals die Physiologie zu einer exacten Wissenschaft zu machen, liegt am Tage; aber dies darf nicht hindern, wenigstens als regula-
tive Principien bei ihrer Bearbeitung die Regeln der allgemeinen Naturwissenschaft zu befolgen. Wie nahe oder wie fern das Resultat von seinem Ziele 
bleiben mag, ist ein für die Bestrebungen selbst sehr gleichgültiger Umstand; in der Wissenschaft wenigstens ist man ja noch nicht gewohnt, um der 
Schwierigkeit eines Unternehmens willen die Principien fallen zu lassen, deren Wahrheit man doch sonst anzuerkennen nicht umhin kann. Eine ganz unter-
geordnete Stellung dagegen muss ich den von mir entwickelten Gedanken der Forderung einer philosophischen Physiologie gegenüber anweisen, welche 
letztere mir ebensowohl, nur in einer sehr abweichenden Ausführung, für die wahre Vollendung der Wissenschaft gelten muss, als sie von Allen denen da-
für angesehen wird, die mit mehr oder minder Glück bisher in der Natur die Spuren einer vernünftigen, sich entwickelnden Idee verfolgt haben. Die Empi-
rie unserer Tage hemmt den Fortschritt in doppelter Weise; sie ist bei weitem nicht exact genug, um eine wahre Naturwissenschaft in mechanischem Sinne 
zu begründen; sie ist aber auch grösstentheils um dieses Mangels willen anderseits nicht exact genug, um die Basis einer wahrhaft naturphilosophischen 
Physiologie zu bilden. Namentlich in den früheren Versuchen dieser Art laufen halbe mechanische Betrachtungsweisen, mangelhafte Beobachtung und 
schlechte, teleologische Ideen durcheinander und haben so leider mit Recht den Abscheu hervorgebracht, den man jetzt gegen jede philosophische Darstel-
lung hegt. Einen neuen Versuch der Art zu machen, schien mir an diesem Orte weder Pflicht, noch gestattet. Ich erwähne dies nur deswegen ausdrücklich, 
damit man nicht glaube. dass ich in allen mechanischen Ansichten über das Leben etwas mehr erblicke, als den einen Theil der zu einer vollendeten Biolo-
gie nothwendig geforderten Grundlagen“ (Lebenskraft in: Kleine Schriften Band 1: 216ff.)
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Foundations: Max Weber's Logic of Science

In 1922, two years after his death, a collection of  Max Weber's essays on the relations of the sciences 

was published .

These essays appeared under the prolific name Wissenschaftslehre, a program for a “Logic of Science”. 

Since Weber had not prepared them as a book, it is a strong claim that they represent a consecutive and 

“explicit program”. It is not done lightly to mark them so, nor should the fact be disregarded that the 

headline Wissenschaftslehre was also not of his choice but made by his wife Marianne who had used 

the famous programmatic term of Fichte. Nonetheless, in his views and inferences as well as in his 

methodological approach, Weber was nothing if not consistent. The essays of the referred compilation 

can  be  read  to  be   vivid  proof  of  that.  They are  a  remarkable  enunciation  within  the  conceptual 

discourse since Kant and they outline a program that is teleo-mechanic. 

Weber wrote these essays around the same time as his report  Psychophyisk der Industriellen Arbeit  

(1908/9), wherein we find Weber engaged in the discourse of experimental psychology, particularly  in 

the realm of fatigue research. 

There are some important differences in Germany and the US. In the dominant American Taylorism221 

the concern was with physiological fatigue “during work”, the German tradition led by Wilhelm Wundt 

and Emil Kraepelin focussed on the fatigue of the mind. Kraepelin’s work in respect of the fatigue issue 

was  published  around  1893  and  became  influential  for  Weber222,  despite  Weber’s  friendship  with 

Kraepelin-critics Gruhle and Jaspers. These scholars were immensely critical of Kraepelin’s work and 

his operational approach: Not in particular questions, but in general  epistemological concerns. And 

their critique owed much to Weber’s scientific methodolgy (see Frommer 1994). Nonetheless Weber 

himself relied on Kraepelin’s work degree. 

221 It will be around the late 1920s and 1930s that a group of researchers at Harvard Business School decided to bring the 
„human factor“ back into fatigue research. Elton Mayo, Fritz Roehtlisberger, Emily Osborne, and Lawrence Henderson 
founded the Human Relations Movement that became famous with its Hawthorne Study. The debt Henderson, Mayo, 
and Roethlisberger owed to their impressive knowledge of European philosophy and psychology cannot be emphasized 
enough. 

222In  Neokantian Germany, research was led by a supremacy of studies into fatigue and  labor of the mind (Wundt,  
Krapelin), which led to the development of Psychotechnology.

“[…] während in dem vom Neukantianismus geprägten Deutschland geprägten die Studien zur Ermüdung bei 
geistiger Arbeit (Wundt, Kraepelin) vorherrschten und zur Entwicklung der Psychotechnik führten.“ (Sarasin 2003: 7; 
translation into English A.S.)
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Another  interesting  fact  we  have  to  be  mindful  of  is  the  acquaintance  of  Weber  with  Hugo 

Münsterberg, who held  positions in America and Germany. Münsterberg is one of the more prominent 

and influential figures in the transatlantic transition of ideas. He managed to forge, in a sense, a highly 

applicable  “Psychotechnology”  from  the  German  neo-Kantian  Stance  (typical  for  Kraepelin),  the 

psychopathological tradition (à la Wundt, Lotze and Jaspers), and Willam James' American Pragmatism 

(Psychotechnik; Sarasin 2003: 89f.).

Weber was personally acquainted with Münsterberg as well as his works, and gave an able effort of 

refutation and also praise of some of Münsterberg’s ideas in the essays of the Wissenschaftslehre. His 

familiarity  with  the  context  of  the  debates  and command of  the  relevant  concepts  shows that  the 

discourse was at the same time open and closed: It affected more fields or disciplines than we can 

nowadays  imagine.   These  disciplines  seem  unable  to  manage  a  dialogue  today  –  take  e.g.  the 

specialized sociologies, which have no common ground; these disciplines have developed into “closed 

systems”.

In Weber’s Wissenschaftslehre, we find an inherent attitude that can a) serve as a program for a Unity 

of Science (Applied or “in Utility”) and b) that is a direct product of the teleomechanical program. 

Parsons was very familiar  with Weber’s  Wissenschaftslehre from his time in Heidelberg (and later 

study). He was introduced to it by various sources during his three semesters in Heidelberg. Of course 

there was Jaspers with whom he had studied mostly Kant and Philosophy of  Weltanschauungen, but 

there was also Alfred Weber and Karl Mannheim (which was before Utopia and Ideology) and later on 

Alexander von Schelting’s work on Max Weber’s Wissenschaftslehre (1934), which Parsons repeatedly 

and from early on to the end of his life praised223 as the most concise and enlightening introduction into 

Weber’s Wissenschaftslehre, often criticizing the fact that there was no English translation.

223Aside of this he knew von Schelting personally and they wrote each other frequently discussing Parsons Weber 
translations and interpretations, as well as Von Schelting had visited Parsons at Harvard University.
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Weber’s Logic of Science in Practice: Psychophysik der industriellen Arbeit

With it close proximity to the essays collected in the Wissenschaftslehre, the Psychophysik is a valuable 

resource  into  

Weber's intellectual context.

 Weber  is  starting  with  an impressive  statement  that  links  together  his  perception  of  a  variety of 

disciplines: 

„Bei  den  außerordentlichen  Fortschritten  der  anthropologischen,  physiologischen,  experimentalpsychologischen,  

psychopathologischen Forschung erscheint es auf den ersten Blick überraschend, dass bisher der Versuch, Resultate dieser  

Disziplin  mit  der  sozialwissenschaftlichen  Analyse  der  wirtschaftlichen  Arbeit  in  Beziehung zu  setzen,  nur  in  einigen  

Ansätzen (die später erwähnt werden) gemacht worden ist.  Jeder Vorgang der »Arbeitsteilung« und »Spezialisierung«,  

insbesondere aber der »Arbeitszerlegung« innerhalb der modernen Großbetriebe,  jede Aenderung des Arbeitsprozesses  

überhaupt durch Neueinführung und Aenderung von Arbeitswerkzeugen (Maschinen), jede Aenderung der Arbeitszeit und  

der Arbeitspausen, jede Einführung oder Aenderung eines Lohnsystems, welche die Prämiierung bestimmter qualitativer  

und quantitativer Arbeitsleistungen bezweckt, – jeder dieser Vorgänge bedeutet ja in jedem einzelnen Fall eine Veränderung  

der an den psychophysischen Apparat des Arbeitenden gestellten Ansprüche. Welche Erfolge eine jede solche Aenderung 

erzielt, hängt also von den Bedingungen ab, unter denen jener »Ap parat« funktioniert und bestimmte Leistungen hergibt.

[…]  Allein  hier  stellen  wir  uns  vorerst  auf  den,  rein  theoretisch,  natürlich  unanfechtbaren  Standpunkt:  es  müßte,  im 

»Prinzip«, möglich sein, auf Grund physiologischer, experimentalpsychologischer und vielleicht auch anthropologischer  

Erkenntnisse, auch Einsichten über die Voraussetzungen und Wirkungen der technischen und ökonomischen Veränderungen 

der Bedingungen industrieller Arbeit zu gewinnen“ (Weber 1908a: 61/62; Translation into English A.S.)224 

By this “definition”,  Psychophysics appears to be the synthetic unit of the result of the progress of 

anthropological, physiological, experimental-psychological, psychopathological research.  It receives a 
224Considering  the  extraordinary  progress  of  anthropological,  physiological,  experimental  psychological,  
psychopathological research, it seems more of a surprise that at first we are left  with the impression that the effort of  
transposing these results onto social scientific analyses of economic labor has been made only in a few instances.

Every process of „Differentiation of Labor“ (Arbeitsteilung) and Specialization, particularly of “Fragmentation of  
Work” (Arbeitszerlegung) within modern Sweatshops, every change in a Work Process, in particular by introduction of new  
or change in tools (machines), every change of Work-time and breaks from work, every introduction of or change in a wage-
system, with the purpose of gratification of certain qualitative and quantitative achievements, - each and every of these  
processes means individually a change in the demands posed to the psychophysical apparatus of the worker. Which the  
successes of each such a change will be is dependent on the conditions that are set over the workings of the apparatus by  
function or performance. 

[…] We are herein for now in line with a point of view, which is irrefutable of course in theory: that it must be  
possible  in principle,  based on physiological, experimental-psychological and maybe also anthropological knowledge, to  
gain knowledge  on the prerequisites and efficacy of technical and economic changes of the conditions of industrial labor.
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certain  a priori character in the analysis in revealing the field of economy to be dependent on the 

factors that make up or constitute psychophysics. Eventually the progress in economic theory rendered 

the economic rationale and its embodiment in the homo oeconomicus (including its newest incarnation: 

the homo neuro-oeconomicus) into a constitutive element. In the Weberian view, an economic rationale 

can by itself  only be a  normative  or  value component.  It  follows a  process  of  stocktaking of  the 

material it deals with (the human beings; anthropos), and then appears on the level of a regulative ideal 

(among others). It requires justification by the same processes that apply for other values and norms. 

Weber creates his conceptual frame of reference using the concepts Ermüdung (“fatigue”),  Erholung 

(“recuperation”)  and  Übung (“practice”).  These  concepts  are  grouped  around  the  idea  of  a 

Kräfteökonomie, a concept that is difficult to translate into English for this “economy of Kräfte” seems 

to be quasi-vitalistic and Newtonian at the same time and with severe problems. The term Kraft which 

can be translated as both “power” or “force” and has its place in the discourses of physics, mechanics, 

energy and hygiene. 

We remain within the conceptual confines of nineteenth century biology and philosophy and must refer 

it back to Kant/Blumenbach and accept the occurrence of a vitalistic aspect of a (internal) force that is 

for the (Post-Maxwellian) time of Weber best described in energetic terminology as “Powers”. We are 

within the confines of the teleomechanist program.

For the The actual practice, the Übungsvorgang, Weber says 

„Sein Effekt  ist:  sparsamere und erfolgreichere Ausnutzung des Kräftevorrats und der »Kraftkapazität« des gegebenen 

psychophysischen Apparats, also Erzielung einer (absolut) zunehmenden Leistung unter Aufwendung (mindestens: relativ)  

abnehmender Kräftequanta.“ (Weber 1908a: 72;

 Translation A.S.:

It has the effect of a more economic and successful use in the storage and „capacity“ of the powers of the psychophysical  

apparatus with the aim of  an (absolute) increase in performance by applying (at  the least: relatively) ever increasing 

quantities of powers.)

And:

„Diese Kräfteökonomie wird nun vor allem bewirkt durch Ausschaltung oder Beschränkung der Inanspruchnahme aller der 

Teile des psychophysischen Apparates, welche für die konkrete Leistung entbehrlich sind. »Körperlicher« und »geistiger« 

Arbeit gemeinsam ist in dieser Hinsicht vor allem der Vorgang der »Mechanisierung«, »Automatisierung« möglichst vieler, 
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anfänglich  in  allen  ihren  Einzelheiten  durch  gesondert  bewußtwerdenden  Willensimpuls  und  unter  konstanter 

Inanspruchnahme der Aufmerksamkeit vollzogenen Bestandteile der Leistung.“ (ibid. :72/73)

(Translation A.S.:

This  economy of  powers  is,  above  all,  the effect  of  the  turning off  or  constraint  of  the utilisation of  all  parts  of  the  

psychophysic apparatus, which are negligible for the actual performance. ‘Physical” and “mental” labor have in common  

(in  this  respect)  the process  of  “mechanization”,  “automatization” of  as  many parts  of  the performance  as  possible,  

starting from  a basis of a performance executed in full awareness of the impulse of will in all its parts and with constant  

utilization of attention.)

It  is  in  this  context  (Weber  1908a:  82ff.)  that  Weber  introduces  the  work  of  Kraepelin  (and  his 

followers). Weber praise Kraepelin's efforts in having made explicit the  interpenetrating relations of  

fatigue  and  practice  (“die  gegenseitigen  Beziehungen  zwischen  Ermüdung  und  Uebung“).  His 

terminology (“gegenseitige Beziehungen”) is interesting. It betrays its heritage from the discourse we 

have made the focus of our effort and it is this mode of thought, which we will find to be a theme from 

Weber’s Wissenschaftslehre. 

In the paragraph in question, Weber gives a brief report on Kraepelin’s “results” while addressing the 

fact  that  they are not without counter-voices  and not yet  beyond valid doubt.  But we can see the 

attraction Kraepelin had for Weber, when – as I have stressed here – we keep the methodological aspect 

separate from the actual results, which is reflected in Weber’s use of the terminology.

It  is  further  interesting to  note  that  Weber  here also addresses the wider  discourse of physiology-

philosophy, as well as the aspect of environmental factors and criticizes that several studies in this field 

have focuses solely on the intellectual aspect of fatigue and practice - this sounds like an American 

style critique and my pay tribute to his friend Münsterberg.

Die Bedeutung, welche die Art der  Schulbildung auf die Qualifikation für die moderne gewerbliche Arbeit anscheinend 
ausübt, ferner die auch für die Gegenwart nicht selten behauptete und in einzelnen Fällen wahrscheinliche Beeinflussung 
dieser  Qualifikation  durch  die  von  den  religiösen  Kon  fessionen  »eingeübten«  Lebensstile,  dann  die  Beeinflussung 
industrieller Leistungsfähigkeit durch städtische Aufzucht oder Herkunft aus bestimmten ökonomischen Milieus, endlich die 
Art  der  Jugendbeschäftigung,  speziell  z.B.  im  hausindustriellen  Betriebe  der  Eltern,  und  andere  derartige  generelle 
Jugendeinflüsse.
[…]

Die Untersuchungen, welche dies Thema wenigstens berühren, bewegen sich auf dem allerdings sehr wichtigen Gebiet der 
rein intellektuellen Leistungsfähigkeit.

[…]

Neben diesem »Schulungs«effekt  der  intellektuellen  Anreicherung kommen aber  in  solchen Fällen  sicherlich  auch die 
Unterschiede  der  Ernährung  und  des  hygienischen  »Milieus«  mit  ihren  Konsequenzen  für  die  Leistungsfähigkeit  in 
Betracht:  die ungünstige Relation der Ermüdbarkeit  gegenüber der Uebungsfähigkeit, welche bei  den ärmeren Kindern 
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beobachtet wurde, kommt sicherlich ebenso auf ihre Rechnung“. (Weber 1908a: 86 – 87; Translation A.S.)225

A famous  development  is  Kraepelin’s  “discovery”  of  the  Arbeitskurve (Perfomance-curve),  which 

Wundt will take over from Kraepelin. Both will (Weber 1908a: 93f) integrate the aspect of Gewöhnung 

(adaption, habituation) in their studies. This shows how acutely aware Weber was of the connections 

between psychologists and physiologists of the era and how deeply intertwined the discourses were at 

their conceptual level, so that a “supposed economist” like Weber not only could follow the arguments 

but make a contribution of his own with the Psychophysik.

And this went beyond the national discourse.

„Die methodischen Prinzipien Kraepelins und seiner Schüler stehen in scharfem Gegensatz gegen die Versuche, welche in 

den 90er Jahren in Deutschland vornehmlich – wenn auch nicht ausschließlich – von pädagogisch interessierter Seite, im 

Ausland,  speziell  in  Frankreich und Amerika,  von einer  ganzen Reihe  geistreicher  Fachpsychologen,  gemacht  worden 

waren, um von den Maßmethoden des Laboratoriums aus den Weg zu Massenuntersuchungen zu finden.“ (Weber 1908a : 

109)226

Weber expertedly mentions American Differential-Psychology as well as the work of Wilhelm Stern 

225The  apparent  importance  of  the  type  of  school-education  on  the  qualification  for  modern  commercial  labor,   the 
importance of – also for the present a claim made not seldomly  – the likely influence on this qualification that the life-styles  
as  practiced in  the religious confessions may have,  and the  influence on  industrial  performance capability  by urban 
socialization or belonging to a certain economic milieu, and finally the type of adolescent occupation, in specific the home-
industry of one’s parents and similar influences on the adolescent of this kind.

[…]

Studies, which at least touch this topic, have been executed on the, however highly important, field of intellectual  
performance.

Next  to  this  „schooling“-effect  of  intellectual  enrichment,  these cases  have  to  be viewed also in  light  of  the  
differences  in nutrition and the hygienic “milieu”: The improper relation towards the ability to practice,  as has been  
observed in poorer children, must surely also be accounted for, […].

The reference to the hygienic discourse is extremely noteworthy here (see also Sarasin 2001 and his reconstruction 
of that discourse).

A few lines after this he notes how these factors may not affect special patterns of practice discussed (in this case: 
“Vorübung” and “Mitübung”),  but  have merely an effect  on changing on the  physiological  habitus (“Veränderung des 
physiologischen Habitus”).  The importance of  the concept  of “habitus” in  Weber and his  successors  (Elias,  Bourdieu) 
certainly deserves little mention here, but as Frommer (1994) has noted the text on Psychophysik der industriellen Arbeit  
has received merely a very specialized attention, but it is a lore for the Weber-reconstruction in a lot of aspects.
226The methodical principles of Kraepelin and his disciples stand in sharp opposition to the efforts which have been made 
in Germany in the 1890s primarily – though not exclusively – from a side vested in pedagogic interests, as well as from 
abroad, in particular France and America, executed by a bunch of witty expert-psychologists in order to find their way from 
the measured and levelled methods of the laboratory towards mass-research.
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(1792 – 1873), Herman Adolf Griesbach (1854 – 1941), Alphonse Bertillon (1853 – 1914) or Binet227. 

He refers to the fact that it is the successful criticism on the works of e.g. Griesbach, that made the 

Kraeplein school prevail ( Weber 1908a: 110f.). But all the same, Weber is highly sceptical whether 

experimental psychology, however promising, can be as helpful as its propagators make us believe (he 

surely had his friend Münsterberg in mind, when writing this). He claimed:

Wenn wir aber mit dem Begriffsvorrat, den die Experimentalpsychologie geschaffen hat, im allgemeinen recht wohl auch 

für die Analyse der industriellen Erwerbsarbeit würden wirtschaften können, so fragt es sich, ob die Möglichkeit besteht, 

dass  Beobachtungen dieser  außerhalb  des  Laboratoriums sich  vollziehenden  »Alltagsarbeit« geliefert  werden  könnten, 

welche qualitativ ein irgendwie ähnliches Material für die exakte Bearbeitung darböten, wie die Laboratoriumsversuche. Es 

bedarf kaum des Hinweises, wie ungünstig die Chancen hier liegen. Von allem andern, schon oben über die Technik und die 

wissenschaftlichen Bedingungen der Laboratoriumsversuche Gesagten, ganz abgesehen, untersteht die Fabrikarbeit, so, wie 

sie sich im Alltagsleben vollzieht, stets einer Serie von ganz grobschlächtigen Bedingungen, welche dem Laboratorium 

fremd sind. (Weber 1908: 108)228

But he thought that there might be interesting results. Münsterberg finally comes into play when Weber 

states  that  usable  results  are  to  be  expected  from either  one  of  two Institutes  doing  research  into 

relevant fields of industrial labor, namely Fontaine in France and Münsterberg at Harvard. But again 

Weber cautions that while one must wait for actual results to be available that the general reservations 

of the transposition of laboratory results to the actual factory are riddled with trouble. 

Nonetheless, he praises Kraepelin's lab as the sole German institution able produce such research of 

rank and cites then only Budapest as being another possible source that could enable such research 

(ibid. : 124f.). Again, it is interesting how expertedly Weber makes these judgements, coming from 

someone who is not commonly considered to be anything other than a writer of economic, political or 

sociological texts. Even those who have called Weber an intellectual “vacuum-cleaner”, who would just 

soak up every bit of knowledge he could and use it for his theory-building, must concede here that the 

“judgements” Weber makes about the institutional situation of experimental psychology go too far for a 

mere superficial acquaintance with theory and results.
227Stern was a student of Hebel and Pestalozzi, and had studied in Heidelberg until 1813. Griesbach had studied in Marburg, 
Leipzig among other things the natural sciences with a focus on chemistry and botany, mostly though zoology. In 1885 he 
became a Doctor of Medicine in Heidelberg. With his “aesthesiometer” he helped invent a device that was supposed to 
measure Fatigue in school-children. Bertillon played a most ill-fated role in the Dreyfus-affair that nearly ended his career. 
He was finally finished in the public eye and the scientific community over his role in the theft of the Mona Lisa in 1911, 
where he was in possession of data on the thief, but couldn’t provide it in time.
228If  we  could  but  economically  utilize  for  the  analysis  of  industrial  labor  the  reservoir  of  conceptions  created  by  
experimental psychology, we would yet have to question the possibility that observations of “everyday labor”, as it happens  
outside of the laboratory, were providing us with material qualitatively similar for exact processing as was possible with  
laboratory experiments. Hardly does it require mention how nearly improbable that is.
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We  can  say  therefore  with  some  qualification  that  Weber  displayed  in  the  Psychophysik a  deep 

understanding of the state of play of the philosophical-physiological discourse that exceeded even the 

point where it merely “intersected” with the sociological and economic analysis of industrial labour 

with a psychological perspective. Weber, we can safely assume, operated from a point of view of Unity 

of Science that is the shadow of an older concept, which is in opposition with the fragmentation and 

hyperspecialization we have come to take for granted that at Weber’s time was already in progression. 

But if we want to understand Parsons perspective on science,  Weber’s is just as important for it was the 

very same climate that Weber lived and breathed in where Parsons received his education in.
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Wissenschaftslehre as a method

 

In  “Roscher  und  Knies  und  die  historischen  Probleme  der  Nationalökonomie”  1903/6),  Weber 

discusses  Roscher’s  book  on  Thukydides  (1842),  his  Grundriß  zu  Vorlesungen  über  die 

Staatswissenschaft nach geschichtlicher Methode, And Knies System der Volkswirtschaft. 

Three points before addressing the text: 

We should be careful when the word “system” appears in any sociological-historical context. It does 

here with Knies’ “System of Economy”229. 

For example, Parsons acquaintance with the concept of  system has various sources. He himself was 

never exceptionally clear about, where he derived it from. Occasionally, he was pointing to Henderson, 

but that account is wrought with problems and distortions. “System” appears in the work of Cooley and 

Boodin in American sociology much sooner (valsiner/van der Veer 2000). And Parsons had intimate 

knowledge of Cooley, who was a follower of Schaeffle and Toennis.

Secondly, Staatswissenschaften is a subject that was highly popular with foreign students in Germany, 

particularly Americans came to study this “science of the state”.

Modern Language would consider this to be probably “Governance”. One can hardly understand the 

ideas of scholars like Carl Friedrich, Edgar Salin or his student Bergstraesser, if one is unaware of the 

very practical goal of studying this unique combination of  Nationalökonomie (“national economics), 

history, Law, etc. in the 1850s to 1930s.

Third, Thukydides was of particular interest to Weber. And it should not be forgotten that Weber’s 

Ideal-type can be seen as a mere modernized version of Thukydides’ ktēma es aei.

These three things briefly mentioned, let’s get to the texts.

229Not to be translated into “system of economics”.  The title suggests the book is not about a system of the logic or the 
study of economy (which would be Volkswirtschaftslehre) but about the economy itself. This is noteworthy for many 
German scholars of economics today prefer to gloss over the difference, substituting theory for practice. 
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Roscher’s Emanationism 

 

Wilhelm Roscher  (1817 –  1894)  and Karl  Knies  (1821 –  1898)  are  –  along Bruno Hildebrand – 

considered to be the founders of the “historic school”. Roscher studied history in Göttingen and later 

Berlin, where he also taught before eventually moving to Leipzig. Roscher only published economic 

studies.  However,  we  should  remember  that  no  scholar  in  the  nineteenth  century  was  as  hyper-

specialized as modern academics are. But instead each had to work hard to attain and retain a general 

academic literacy in a variety of subjects230.   Faculty and intellectual life was also live in “smaller 

communities” than represented by contemporary universities.

This in mind, we should again look at Roscher’s career stages: Göttingen, Berlin, Leipzig. In the 18th 

and  nineteenth  century,  these  three  universities  held  a  very  special  place  in  the  progress  of  the 

philosophical-physiological discourse. Their appearance in Roscher’s biography is no surprise rather it 

is interesting to note that maybe Roscher chose these universities because they allowed him success as 

a  teacher  and in  mutual  interaction  (Wechselwirkung)  these  localities   rendered  him an influential 

scholar in the 19th century. And subsequently, with the rise of the academic fame of Heidelberg and 

Freiburg over Göttingen and Leipzig towards the end of the 19th century, we might find an additional 

factor, a factor of Constellation, why Roscher’s fame eventually decreased.

We should also not be surprised that the situation for Karl Knies (1821-1898) is fairly similar. Knies 

had  studied  at  Marburg,  which  was  to  become  the  centre  of  the  epistemological  branch  of  neo-

Kantianism. He moved to Freiburg and then to Heidelberg to advance his academic teaching career.

Returuning to content, we find Weber's discussion starting with Roscher’s historical method. Roscher, 

he  says,  makes  a  distinction  between  two  approaches  of  science  in  dealing  with  reality:  the 

“philosophic” and the “historic” approach. 

„…begriffliche Erfassung im Wege der generalisierenden Abstraktion unter Eliminierung der »Zufälligkeiten« der 
Wirklichkeit einerseits, und andererseits schildernde Wiedergabe der Wirklichkeit in ihrer vollen Realität. Man fühlt sich 
sofort an die heute vertretene Scheidung von Gesetzes- und Wirklichkeitswissenschaften erinnert, wie sie am schärfsten in 

230In a language resembling Bourdieu’s, we could speak of a practical logic effecting the acquisition of cultural capital in the 
form of academic knowledge in the way of a habitus
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dem methodischen Gegensatz zwischen den exakten Naturwissenschaften auf der einen und der politischen Geschichte auf 
der anderen Seite zutage tritt.

Auf der einen Seite Wissenschaften mit dem Bestreben, durch ein System möglichst unbedingt allgemeingültiger Begriffe  

und  Gesetze  die  extensiv  und  intensiv  unendliche  Mannigfaltigkeit  zu  ordnen.  Ihr  logisches  Ideal  –  wie  es  am 

vollkommensten die reine Mechanik erreicht – zwingt sie, um ihren Begriffen die notwendig erstrebte Bestimmtheit des  

Inhalts geben zu können, die vorstellungsmäßig uns gegebenen »Dinge« und Vorgänge in stets fortschreitendem Maße der  

individuellen »Zufälligkeiten« des Anschaulichen zu entkleiden.“ (Weber „Roscher und Knies…“: 3/4; Translation A.S.)231

In this light Weber discusses Roscher's methodological distinction in a footnote. He shows  deep insight 

into the general discourse of his time: Mentioning first Menger (1840 – 1921)– the founder of the 

Austrian School of Marginal Utility -, he enters the fray of the concept-formation in economics. 

He accredits Dilthey and Simmel  with having most explicitly depicted the logic of the distinction of 

both levels of science. However, for Weber's own thought, the distinction originated with Windelband’s 

Rektoratsrede from 1894.

Windelband’s distinctions are – although Weber does not yet mention this explicitly in these terms in 

the referred footnote –  nomothetic and idiographic. Weber would later pick these “terms” up in a more 

fashionable vocabulary: idealfaktorem and realfaktorem.232

In the footnote, Weber continues by attributing Rickert with having comprehensively developed these 

231On the one hand, conceptual apprehension by generalising abstraction under the condition of an elimination of the  
“fortuities” of reality; on the other hand the flamboyant reproduction of reality in its full actuality. One is immediately  
reminded  of  the  contemporary  distinction  of  Science  of  Rules  (Gesetzeswissenschaft)  and  the  Science  of  Reality  
(Wirklichkeitswissenschaft), its most sharpest contrasting in methodology, we find emerging in  the natural sciences on the 
one side and political history on the other

On the one hand, sciences with the goal of ordering a diversity, both in extension and intension infinitely so, in  
rendition of a system of as far as possible unconditionally general concepts and rules. 

Their logical ideal – as achieved at the most perfect in pure mechanics - thus forces them to strip in continuous  
progression the processes and “things” given to us in representation of their individual fortuities of the intuitive, in order to  
achieve the necessitated determination of content in their concepts. 

Social science, cultural science and Humanities (Sozial-, Kultur- or more general Geisteswissenschaften) were not 
yet  established in a distinction from Naturwissenschaft in Weber’s age as we take, unfortunately as well foolishly on both 
sides of the aisle, for granted today.

While Weber, to my knowledge, referred to Lotze only twice and only in letters, according to depictions by friends 
and his wife he seemed disinterested even opposed to Lotze. On the other hand, he was quite taken with Lotze’s student and 
disciple Windelband, and of course well versed in discussing Wundt, Münsterberg, Mach et al.,  all of whom were more or 
less influenced by Lotze’s teachings. 
232 Concepts which Parsons used in German throughout his life.
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categories in his  Grenzen der naturwissenschaftlichen Begriffsbildung; a book Rickert revised many 

times for various editions. Heinrich Rickert (1893 – 1936)  studied first in Berlin in 1884/5. He had 

studied art  history with Grimm,  Physiology with DuBois  Reymond and Philosophy with Friedrich 

Paulsen. From there he moved to Straßbourg where he studied Philosophy with Windelband and also 

economics with Lujo Brentano and Physiology with Friedrich Goltz233. Before coming to Heidelberg he 

had taught in Freiburg. 

Weber identifies various conceptual sources in Rickert’s work. He identifies Windelband and  also 

Wundt, Münsterberg and Mach. He does so with a sleight of hand that suggests that he assumes that 

readers are familiar with those authors, works and their positions, while indidicating his own familiarity 

with them. Exceeding Rickert, he also discusses the works of Friedrich Gottl (Herrschaft des Wortes) 

and Eduard Meyer.  This is something we should take note of, considering our interest in the different 

constellations and conceptual dispositions that we seek to find in the discourse. We find that Weber 

conflates the philosophical-physiological discourse with his literacy in the field of history. 

In contrasting political history with exact natural sciences, he infers that the latter is set to have to 

reduce  the  “qualitative  differentiation  of  reality”  to  quantitative  elements  it  can  measure  exactly. 

Therefore it must produce “equations of causality” (Kausalgleichungen).

Opposed to  the natural  sciences,  we then find those that  deal  with what  these  exact  science  must 

necessarily leave unresolved: “Cognition of actuality” (Erkenntnis der Wirklichkeit) ( Weber “Roscher 

und Knies…” : 5)

In a sense, Weber says, the exact sciences leave behind “residual categories” that another branch of 

science has to resolve, in order to gain (maybe not a complete or comprehensive idea of the issue we 

study but) a complementary perspective. This type of science has a logical ideal to fulfil, too, and I 

might mention here that logical ideal means for both types of science that it is a regulative ideal that 

233Goltz, an experimental physiologist, had begun a professorship in Straßbourg in 1872. He became known for his Reflex-
theory of codification; assuming that the assortment of movements were codified in the back-bone marrow. In his theory 
thus, movements are reactions to situations as happening in the marrow. It is in the power of the (free) will, thus to 
“suppress” motions, not necessarily instigate them. This latter assumption is also nowadays discussed again, concerning the 
question of free will. On the other end, Goltz referred to the topic of the “soul” in the materialistic  line of Gall and against 
von Haller and Soemmerring. “Soul” (Seele  also then: “mind”) was a concept that was used pretty much as a “residual 
category”. Something that neurophysiology had not yet discerned in its complexity of neurological interaction in the 
body/brain-complex. This is in line with Olaf Breidbach’s metaphor of the developmental history of physiology to 
neurology being an account of the “materialisation of the self” (Materialisierung des Ich)

(On Goltz in general see Breidbach 1997: 101ff.; on the question of the “soul” ibid. : 149f.; and of course see 
below in the next chapter the account of the discourse) Goltz is also one of the central figures in the chapter on “Functions 
of the Brain” Volume One of William James's Principles of Psychology.
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both strive for but never fully achieve. Even the exact sciences must evidently fail to achieve this goal a 

hundred percent234. 

The logical ideal in this second type of science lies in distinguishing what is “essential” (Wesentlich) 

from the (meaningless) fortuitous in the appearance under study. We are demanded to continuously 

come up with concepts that get ever closer to describing the “characteristics” of the issue under study 

in a universal context of “cause and effect” under which it is being subsumed.

Its logical approach then falls, says Weber (ibid. : 6), into forming “relational concepts” that manage to 

cover  an  ever  larger  content  with  ever  decreasing  extent,  resulting  in  concepts  for  “things”  with 

“historic” and respectively “universal” meaning.

Roscher,  says  Weber,  in  calling  this  method  “historical”  should  thus  adhere  to  the  distinctions  as 

described.  In  Weber’s  judgement,  however,  Roscher  fails  when  he  equates  the  “rules  of  state-

development” with laws of nature for he is speaking of the “natural laws of economy”:

Roscher seems, in Weber’s judgement, to confuse the level of the observation of regulatory behaviour 

with  the  level  of  natural  order  or  strict  normativity.  Roscher  naturalizes  “rules”  into  causalities. 

Therefore Roscher, following Fichte, constructs (ibid. : 10) a collective actor by viewing the “people” 

(das Volk) as an individual. This is a move that Weber cannot accept235. He accredits Roscher with 

occasionally  being  cautious  before  accepting  the  “organism”236 metaphor  as  a  device  for  studying 

collective actors. However, in the face of having to be “concrete”, Roscher seems to remain on the 

level of discussing “totalities”.  In line with the “organic” branch of history,  and what Weber dubs 

“modern sociology”, Roscher assumes an identity of the levels of history and meaning: only what we 

find recurring in history is meaningful237. 

 

On deriving  the use of “concepts” in the sciences,  Weber  postulates in light of his  discussion of 
234 We find a similar discussion in the Preface to William James Principles of Psychology: The Briefer Course.
235The same can be said about Parsons. Parsons (1994), who accepted that „collectivities“ exist, did not accept „collective 
actors“ that act as if having intentions that are not derived from the congregation of separate individual choices and actions. 
236 Durkheim had the same problem, as did many authors in sociology and philosophy including Spencer. Durkheim 

credited Schaeffle for being one of the few who had managed to use the organic metaphor as a methodolgical analogy, 
while continually pointing out the limitations of such a metaphorical use. 
On the emergence of the organism metaphour and its conceptual history from Gerog Ernst Stahl to Treviranus and Karl 
Ernst von Baer see the study by Tobias Cheung (2006).

237Again, the question of what is meaningful in science is at issue; the Erkenntniswert. The differences in the value of the 
study of a scientific object is a topic for Parsons in Structure most explicitly, though certainly not only there and not only 
then. However, the question does appear in his methodological chapter and his final chapters in Structure. 
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Roscher, there are three possibilities (“Roscher und Knies…” : 15ff.): 

a)      That  which  is  the  higher  form of  Gattung  (“species”  or  “category”)  being  “selected”  as 

valuable for  study in subsumtion under generally valid formulas. 

b)      That  which  is  selected  as  being  individually  meaningful  and  is  then  being  allocated  to 

universal  but  individual  contexts.  Weber  inserts  a  footnote  that  points  out  the  problem of 

“universal contexts” (universale Zusammenhänge)  in the different dimensions of the meaning 

of the German word allgemein (“general”, “universal” “generic” or “common”; in this regard. 

he points out a French essay of Rickert from 1901, titled “Les quatre modes de l’universel 

histoire”238).

c)      Third  is  the  Hegelian  transgression  of  the  “hiatus  irrationalis”  problem,  the  problem of 

bridging  the  gap  between  concept  and  actuality  by  applying  general  concepts 

(Allgemeinbegriffe)  that  have  real  processes  and  individuals  emanating  from them as  their 

“actual cases” (Verwirklichungsfälle).

It is the third problem that for the next pages holds his interest. It is also a problem that has been 

discussed explicitly and widely in the Weber-Exegesis (e.g.:Oakes 1990, Gerhardt 2001). 

The problem of the latter lies in the fact, as Weber says, that the truth content is in the conceptual 

content, rendering the concepts of metaphysical reality more actual than actuality itself. Roscher seems 

to be aware of the problem and thus refutes this Hegelian emanative concept of history, for through 

Weber he says that 

Concrete historic institutions and events cannot constitute a part of a conceptual system.

(“[…]konkrete  historische  Institutionen  und  Ereignisse  können  keinen  Teil  eines  Begriffssystems 

ausmachen“ („Roscher und Knies…“: 17; Translation into english A.S.))

What  can be inferred is  instead a  Gesamtanschauung239 or  holism. This is  the glue that keeps the 

coherence of the works of both historians and poets together, and there is no “one” formal or concept 

that can express this Gesamtidee (“comprehensive idea”).

Roscher tries his hand at a refutation of Hegel. He seems to have found the problems of historians on 

the same footing as those of the exact sciences, thus claiming their difference being one of subject not 
238 See also in the future the essay on conceptions of historicity in Peirce, Parsons and Arendt (Stingl in progress)
239In the form of Totalgestalt,  Parsons, too, will refute the idea. A whole cannot be seen without the parts and vice versa 
(below). Parsons clearly has the markings of a follower of the teleomechanic program.
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the  logic  of  study,  for  they  both  deal  with  causality.  Now,  Roscher  is  given  to  his  own form of 

“emanatism”  Weber  claims.  Roscher  says  that  that  which  seems  “more  important  will  cause  the 

seemingly  less  important”.  In  a  sense,  that  statement  reflects  the  stance  of  Kraepelin’s 

Krankheitseinheit (“illness-unit”). It has been duly remarked that according to his own thoughts on the 

matter  (see  Fromme  1994;  Roelcke  2000),  Weber  should  have  refuted  Kraepelin’s  approach  to 

dementia praecox for it methodologically applied the same ill-fated emanatism, which Weber criticized 

in  Roscher's  approach whom he  accused  of  conflating  “importance”  with  Hegelian  “universality”, 

while he (Roscher) conflates concepts into  “general  concepts”(species) with being comprehensive, 

while  he  confuses “general validity” with “universal meaning” of something that is cognized. 

Even if Weber does not name Kant explicity, this is a Kantian point of view. This refers back to what 

we have discussed as the discursivity of concepts. Concepts –in science also – are discursive in so far 

as  their  validity  must  be  checked  with  Others  (intersubjectively);  scientific  concepts  cannot  have 

universal (trans-subjective) meaning. 

Once  applied  for  science,  this  logic  denies  a  certain  validity  to  both  Roscher’s  and  Kraepelin’s 

approach240. Kraepelin, for example, had patients who were “pre-diagnosed” with dementia praecox. 

He did not properly recode symptoms for an improved diagnosis. Instead, he applied the conceptual 

tool  of  the  illness  unit.  He subsumed  the  patient’s  state  under  a  concept  as  a  “given”  (the  more 

important) and then went looking for “symptoms” according to a “catalogue-style” (the less important 

that was supposedly caused by the dementia praecox). The point is that he simply always found what 

he was looking for.  Unfortunately,  he failed to realize that  he was dealing with a whole bunch of 

different  illnesses  and problems.  His patients  were only actually pre-diagnosed with  something.  In 

short, his patients deviated from normal behaviour. He thus used a residual category and reified it in 

practice,   often (mal-)treating patients  with highly invasive and often ineffective therapies.  Only a 

methodology that turned the conceptual approach around (Gruhle, Volkmann, Jaspers et al, actually in 

acceptance of Kantian and Lotzean thought and of course in line with Weber(!)), managed to revise this 

situation and to actually make clear the differences between what was to be schizophrenia and what are 

240 Although it is a commonly known fact that the DSM III and DSM IV, and the method of „operational diagnostics“ were 
introduced by a school of Neo-Kraepelinians (see the account of Jaeger et all 2008). This lead to a supposed „death of 
phenomenology“ (Andreasen  2007) in medicine and pathology. However, there is also a pendulum swing back that 
could affect the current creation of the DSM V. But even pure phenomenological diagnostics is not without its dangers, 
which the use of Leo Kanner's approach to autism from the 1940s by the Bettelheim school disciples shows. I mention 
these examples to illustrate that these supposedly historical debates from the past do still affect current debates. It is 
therefore imperative that we have a clear understanding, where our scientific concepts come form.
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other maladies241).

In Roscher, Weber can identitfy a “quantification drive”. Roscher sees the mathematical method of 

economics  offering abstractions in such a fashion that they serve as “species”. This whole line of 

argument, Weber denotes with some irony, is then both directed against Hegel while mirroring Hegel 

(and it is surprisingly similar to Dewey). Roscher’s conflation of concept and actuality is argued in a 

fashion that  refutes  Hegel  while  ending up with the same conflation and in  the same abolition of 

discursivity242.

Eventually, having gone through the methodology of concept formation, Weber picks up Roscher’s 

thread  of  the  development  of  civilization  (Kulturentwicklung).   Volk (“a  people”)  serves  as  the 

constitutive unit in the sense of “species” (ein Gattungswesen).  Roscher assumes that “a people” have 

a life-cycle that can be studied in applying the conceptual framework of physiology. 

Weber remarks in a footnote (page 25) that in economics this “biological theory” is applied by one of 

Roscher’s students, Karl Lamprecht. 

Lamprecht (1856 – 1915) had studied in Göttingen and Leipzig, and later was professor in Marburg. He 

was friends with Wilhelm Wundt and Wilhelm Ostwald243.

He  is  sometimes  accredited  for  actually  having  sparked  the  German  Methodenstreit (between  the 

Austrian Marginal Utility School and the Historical School) with the publication of his multi-volume 

German  History.  Most  interestingly,  before  he  met  Roscher  in  Leipzig,  he  was  introduced  to  the 

“mechanistic psychophysik” and the German Idealism in Göttingen by none other than Lotze.

However,  Lamprecht  was  overly syncretistic  and  never  managed to  attain  the  methodological  and 

intellectual rigour and versatility of his teachers, which Weber remarks citing the example of Roscher. 

Which  is  not  to  say that  he  grants  Roscher  success.   Roscher  applies  a  biological  framework  to 

subsume a people’s “aging and dying” under a universal context. This leads to Weber’s discussion of 
241 It is saddening to see that modern science and medicine have not learned their lesson. It is very sad that children are the 
victims of this as in the cases of the pharmacological treatment of the “residual category” of the “illness unit” ADHD.

The most important source for the reconstrcution if this discourse is still Michel Foucault. For the history leading to 
Kraepelin and structuring the intellectual climate of his time: Foucault 1954 and 1957.
242In a very simple sense, the hiatus irrationalis, the gap between concept and actuality, is identical with discursivity; or in 
other words: it is the reason for discursivity. We could have inferred the whole argument made for discursivity in Kant also 
from the hiatus. Weber does use the term diskursiv in this regard (page 20)
243 Ostwald's importance for the hygienics movement and the use of the „energy“-metaphor is elucidated by Anson 

Rabinbach in his seminal The Human Motor (1990). Rabinbach also highlights Weber's criticism of  Ostwald and more 
importantly Solvay (ibid. : 10, 194ff.).
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the  “context”  of  Roscher  himself,  which  still  is  the  question  of  Nationalökonomie,   the  goal  of 

Roscher’s  research.  For all  his  methodology and his  “biological  analogy”,  he has  yet  to  answer a 

question, says Weber. And for economics that question

…before and after Roscher  the basic methodological problem is: How can we explain the genesis and continuity of the  

institutions of economic life, while not collectively purposefully created and yet at the same time purposefully functioning.  

And do we not have to do this in the same manner as the problem of explaining “purposefulness” of organisms rules in  

biology?

 „Vor wie nach ihm bildet nun das sachliche wie methodische Grundproblem der Nationalökonomie die Frage: Wie haben 

wir  die  Entstehung  und  den  Fortbestand  nicht auf  kollektivem  Wege  zweckvoll  geschaffener  und  doch  –  für  unsere 

Auffassung – zweckvoll funktionierender Institutionen des Wirtschaftslebens zu erklären? – ganz ebenso wie das Problem 

der Erklärung der »Zweckmäßigkeit« der Organismen die Biologie beherrscht.“ („Roscher und Knies…“ : 29; Translation 

into English A.S.)244

Since there is no circumnavigating the problem of “individual actors” actually “acting” in economic 

life, Weber asserts that Roscher (et al) has a tendency to reduce the problem to assumptions about the 

“underlying psychological nature”.  Therefore,  Roscher ends up explaining  individual behaviour in 

economic life in a two-pronged utilitarian approach. Individuals are subject to two “drives”, one being 

“self-interest”245 and the other the strife for attaining the “love of God”. And even the latter, while 

entailing a “social dimension” under the idea of righteousness, can be reduced to a form of self-interest. 

Roscher is using the term  Gemeinsinn. In contrast to the Kantian  Gemeinsinn, Roscher applies it as 

hierarchically differentiated into referred objects of family, community, people and humanity, with a 

correlated rate of increasing self-interest and increasing interest in godly love.

Weber, in a footnote,  remarks that Roscher takes the Kantian term from the  Anthropologie only to 

revamp into a different concept, which is then an emanative level of an “objectified social power” 

244Parsons will be faced with the same question. The point for him – as for Weber – lies in the question that while there are 
collectivities, as such subject to these institutions, they have not, as collective actors ,intentionally created them. This is a 
very individualistic perspective:  only actors equipped with intention are individual persons. We can say, I think, that Weber 
would agree and so would Kant.  And this is very much in line with American Pragmatism beginning with Emerson’s 
individualism.

Nonetheless, as Weber asserts, there  are institutions in existence, so how do they come to be and how do they 
persist? The first point is to accept that these institutions are not constitutive but regulatory. If they were constitutive, then 
we would have to say that the institutions are economic life. But: They serve a purpose in economic life. We must therefore 
avoid – that is implicit in Weber, but also a perspective shared by Parsons – to naturalize or positivize these institutions.  
245 „Self interest“ actually the kind of argument that Ernst Haeckel introduced into biological-social analogies. Haeckel is of 

course an evolutionist. While he is thought of as a „Darwinian“, Darwin's ideas merely enforced what Haeckel already 
knew from Moleschott, Buechner, Vogt, Mueller and others. (on the question of Predarwinian Darwinism see: Bowler 
1992, additionally on Haeckel:  Richards 2008, Sandmann 1995, Krausse 1995)
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(“Roscher und Knies…”: 31).

However, Roscher has doubts, asserts Weber, when applying his organic/psychological modelling to 

other contexts. For he cannot evade the empirical fact that other organic entities, other “systems of 

ends” (Zwecksysteme246), are in a state of what he calls in German wechselseitige Bedingtheit, which we 

can translate as “mutual dependence” (or interdependence or interpenetration).

The sole way out, for Roscher, lies in the assumption of an “organic life of the entire cosmos”. And that 

is once more leading to an emanatistic solution.

And that is, in Weber’s eyes, leading back behind what is good even about Hegel.  The case Weber 

makes for  the idea of purpose is the central idea in the teleomechanic program.

 

Knies

 

Knies’ work on “political economy from the point of view of the historical method” from 1853 had 

been   forgotten,  according  to  Weber,  when  a  resurgence  was  brought  about  by the  movement  of 

Kathedersozialismus.  This was the source of a renewed affection for Knies. Mostly younger people 

were taken with this movement. They embraced  embraced Knies’ second – and methodically totally 

different – magnum opus Geld und Kredit. Weber sees the “Political Economy’s” second edition as the 

dawn of the Methodenstreit, situated between the major works of Menger, Schmoller and even Dilthey.

Knies  claims  that  “national  economics”  should  receive  a  special  place  in  science.  Reiterating  the 

Helmholtzian bifurcation: first Natural Sciences and then Arts&Humanities (Geisteswissenschaften), 

Roscher  adds  a  third  category,  Science  of  History  (Geschichtswissenschaften).  The  bifurcation  of 

Helmholtz could be reduced to the bifurcation external/internal. The new discipline, on the other hand, 

deals with external processess which are yet prerequisited by internal motives as geistige (“spiritual” or 

“… of the mind”). In this “confusion”, Knies addresses the question of the determination both in  and 

through nature, while discussing on the level of the individual the problem of “free will”.

Knies, says Weber, is in line with the historical method as a whole in conflating first “determination” 

with “rules as laws” (in terms as discussed above: confusing the levels of regularity, normativity and 

rule-following); second, he conflates “free” with “individual” action (again confusing universal and 
246Weber refers explicitly to Dilthey („Roscher und Knies…”: 34)
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general levels).

This occurs in light of the question of the importance of “personalities” on action. For the process of 

history, the old question lies in whether individuals shape history by their decisions, or whether history 

does happen on account of – not the individuals decision but – the ulterior motives that caused actions 

that the individual is not accountable for. Now: both can be subsumed under the concept “personality”. 

Either  a  “personality”  is  the  person  that  decides  autonomously,  or  the  personality  is  what  in  an 

individual is constituted by the ulterior and constant motives.

Weber is discussing this aspect of  personalism in light of the aporia in Wilhelm Wundt’s concept of 

“creative”  (schöpferisch).  When applied to  “personalities”,  says  Weber,  it  is  on the  level  of  value 

judgements on both sides of an “event”, the moments that are attributed to its causation and those that 

we deem its result. The idea at hand is that such a value judgement asserts a qualitative change in 

actuality. This qualitative element is the same for chemical or physical processes as it is for historic 

events-  it  is  at  the  same  time  a  reiteration  of  Lotze’s  conception  of  “event”,  “personality”  and 

Wechselwirkung.

A corollary is that an event, which we observed to be initially and by itself meaningless, can become 

meaningful throug historic chains of events, while events, individually perceived as grand deeds, can 

turn out to be entirely negligible for the further progress of events. It is the prior that should receive our 

historian attention, according to Weber. Therefore, casual asymmetry is to be seen as value asymmetry 

from the point of view of the  Kulturwissenschaften, and that is the meaning of “creative synthesis” 

(Schöpferische  Synthese);  whether  in  light  of  the  events  of  the  “individual-physical”  level  or  the 

cultural context. Weber thinks that Wundt used the concept in a confusing way that won’t hold up (and 

some, like Lamprecht, have even gone further, abusing the concept as a whole). 

Wundt seems to say that those elements composing psychic complexes are in determinative relations 

with these complexes, while the latter display properties that are not entailed in and cannot be derived 

from the composing elements247.

Therefore he turns the idea of “creative synthesis” on its head, and it is value judgements that become 

247This we have come to know as „emergent properties“, of course. It is no accident that the term itself is not applied here, 
but pops up in the Pragmatistic discourse. The term – known in one or the other version since Aristotle, of course – was 
most likely coined by George H. Lewes (1817 – 1878). Lewes, an English scholar, who spent time studying in Germany, 
was publishing books on philosophy and physiology. In the latter field he derived some of his insights from Goltz. He most 
certainly could also not avoid exposure to Lotze. Via Pragmatism the concept entered contemporary sociology and 
eventually influencesdthe Realist school of Roy Bahskar and Margaret Archer (Archer 2003).
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the product of “creative synthesis”. Of course, Wundt thereby turns the whole idea of Kant’s Third 

Critique on its head. This said, we see Weber must be in line with the Kantian account in the Third 

Critique, and therefore with the Communication Account. A Naturalist or Conflationist Account follows 

Wundt. But it is important to note that Wundt is still within the same thought-scape and even the same 

vernacular as are Lotze and Weber.

Weber studies Wundt  closer and remarks that Wundt’s research has “extraordinary meaning in the field 

of psychology” (“Roscher  und Knies…”: 56f.).  This phrase is  interesting for again it  accounts for 

neither  Wundt  nor  Weber  belonging  to  an  academic  context,  that  would  be  shaped  by  the 

hyperspecialization we have become used to. We need to accept that 18th and 19th century scholars are 

interested in a wide range of questions and problems, and the disciplines are rather more a posteriori 

fields of applications than apriori categories of study. Wundt in this regard was not a psychologist, but a 

scientist and experimenter whose questions and answers related to matters of psychology. 

Weber, in consequence, reviews the relation  that a “causally explaining psychology” has to “norms and 

values” (Normen and Werte). In other words, he reviews the disticntion of Constitutive and Regulative  

and how it aplies in case of Wundt's conception.

The point Weber is making is the following: 

He knows that  in actions we observe and analyze both levels that are at play. He says an awareness of 

value-judgements,  that  are  in  entailed  in  some  concepts  psychology uses,  is  necessary  (as  is  the 

refutation of Wundt’s so-called “laws”). That is not an interjection Weber makes to refute psychology 

or limit it in the course of disciplinary bickering. Weber was, of course, aware of the beginning trends 

of specialization (in e.g. fights over academic prestige, influence or funding). He also does not want to 

refute the value of the “principle of causality” where it is appropriate, namely in the empirical sciences 

(but:  only  there!  And:  Only  with  the  limits  of  empirical  sciences,  namely  the  need  to  resist 

naturalization or positivization of its results).

No, says Weber, we must evade such value-judgements in psychological concepts, as he sees entailed 

in Wundt’s “laws”. For psychology if it wants to be an empirical science (and it can be nothing else) is 

only possible if it frees itself of value-judgements, and that it can only do by making those explicit.248

248In the sense that Parsons understood Weber: Objectivity means fort he scholar not “to be free” of values, it means to 
make explicit one’s values and separate them from empirical research “as far as possible”. It is an ideal, a regulative ideal all 
by itself, the scholar ought to follow.
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In this regard, Weber prognoses for psychology what is the foretelling of modern neurology:

„Die Psychologie mag hoffen, irgendwann einmal jene Kostellationen psychischer »Elemente« festzustellen, welche kausal 

eindeutige Bedingungen dafür sind, dass bei uns das »Gefühl« entsteht, ein »objektiv« gültiges »Urteil« bestimmten Inhalts 

zu »fällen« oder »gefällt« zu haben. Die Hirnanatomie irgendeiner Zukunft mag die für diesen Tatbestand unentbehrlichen 

und ihn eindeutig bedingenden physischen Vorgänge ermitteln wollen. Ob dies sachlich möglich ist, fragen wir hier nicht, 

jedenfalls ent hält die Annahme einer solchen Aufgabe keine  logisch widersinnige Voraussetzung und, was die sachliche 

Seite anlangt, so zeigt z.B. der Begriff der »potentiellen Energie«, auf dessen Einführung das Energiegesetz ruht, ganz 

ebenso  »unbegreifliche« (hier:  unanschauliche)  Bestandteile  wie  irgendwelche  noch  so  verwickelten  hirnanatomischen 

Voraussetzungen der Psychophysik zum Zweck der Erklärung des »explosions« artigen Verlaufs gewisser »Auslösungs«-

vorgänge. Die Voraussetzung der Möglichkeit solcher Feststellungen ist, als ideales Ziel der psychophysischen Forschung 

gedacht, trotz der höchsten Wahrscheinlichkeit seiner Unerreichbarkeit, jedenfalls als Problemstellung positiv sinnvoll und 

fruchtbar. Es mag ferner – um noch eine andere Seite heranzuziehen – die Biologie die »psychische« Entfaltung unserer 

logischen Kategorien, die bewußte Verwendung des Kausalprinzips z.B., etwa als Produkt der »Anpassung« »verstehen«: 

man hat bekanntlich die »Schranken« unserer Erkenntnis prinzipiell daraus abzuleiten versucht, dass »das Bewußtsein« 

eben nur als Mittel der Erhaltung der Gattung entstanden sei und daher – weil die Erkenntnis »nur« um des Erkennens selbst 

willen ja Produkt des »Spieltriebs« sei – seine Sphäre nicht über das durch jene Funktion bedingte Maß ausdehnbar sei. Und 

man mag diese freilich dem Wesen nach »teleologische« Interpretation weiterhin durch eine mehr kausale zu ersetzen 

suchen, indem etwa die allmähliche Entstehung des Wissens von der Bedeutung jener Kategorie als Ergebnis ungezählter 

spezifischer »Reaktionen« auf gewisse, irgendwie näher zu bestimmende »Reize« im Laufe einer langen phylogenetischen 

Entwicklung – für die ja die nötigen Jahrmillionen gratis zur Verfügung stehen – interpretiert wird. Man mag ferner über die 

Verwendung so summarischer und stumpfer Kategorien, wie »Anpassung«, »Auslösung« u. dgl. in ihrer generellen Fassung 

hinausgehen und die speziellen »Auslösungsvorgänge«, welche die moderne Wissenschaft entbunden haben, auch streng 

historisch in gewissen – im weitesten Sinne des Wortes – »praktischen« Problemen zu finden suchen, vor welche konkrete 

Konstellationen der  gesellschaftlichen  Verhältnisse  das  Denken stellten,  und  weiterhin aufzeigen,  wie  die  Verwendung 

bestimmter Formen des »Auffassens« der Wirklichkeit, zugleich praktische Optimalitäten der Befriedigung gewisser jeweils 

ausschlaggebender  Interessen  bestimmter  sozialer  Schichten  darstellten,  –  und  man  mag  so  in  einem  freilich  stark 

veränderten  Sinne  mit  dem  Satz  des  historischen  »Materialismus«,  dass  der  ideelle  »Ueberbau«  Funktion  des 

gesellschaftlichen Gesamtzustandes sei, auch auf dem Gebiet des Denkens Ernst machen: der Satz, dass letztlich als »wahr« 

nur zu gelten pflege, was uns »nützlich« sei, würde so gewissermaßen historisch erhärtet werden. Jene Aufstellungen mögen 

sachlich sehr  skeptisch zu beurteilen sein,  – einen  logischen Widersinn schließt  dieser  Satz jedenfalls  erst  da ein,  wo 

»Erkenntniswert« und »praktischer Wert« konfundiert werden und die Kategorie der »Norm« fehlt, wo also behauptet wird: 

dass  das  Nützliche,  weil nützlich,  auch  wahr  sei, dass  jene  »praktische  Bedeutung«  oder  jene  »Auslösungs«-  und 

Anpassungsvorgänge die Sätze der Mathematik – nicht etwa nur zu einer faktisch erkannten, sondern – zu einer normative 

Geltung  besitzenden Wahrheit  erst  gemacht haben.  Das wäre  freilich  »Unsinn«,  –  im  übrigen  finden  alle  jene 

Ueberlegungen ihre prinzipielle erkenntnistheoretische Schranke nur in dem ihrem Erkenntniszweck immanenten Sinn und 

die Schranken ihrer sachlichen Verwertbarkeit lediglich an der Grenze ihrer Fähigkeit, die empirisch gegebenen Tatsachen 

widerspruchslos derart  zu »erklären«, dass die Erklärung sich »in aller Erfahrung bewährt«. Was nun aber bei idealster 
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Lösung  aller  solcher  Zukunftsaufgaben  einer  physiologischen,  psychologischen,  biogenetischen,  soziologischen  und 

historischen  »Erklärung«  des  Phänomens  des  Denkens  und  bestimmter  »Standpunkte«  desselben  natürlich  gänzlich 

unberührt  bleiben  würde,  das  ist  eben  die  Frage  nach  der  Geltung der  Ergebnisse  unserer  »Denkprozesse«,  ihrem 

»Erkenntniswert«.“ („Roscher und Knies…“: 57ff.)249

Aside from Weber’s prophetic words, he re-introduces the question of validity as a central one, which 

historically  was  problematized  by  Lotze,  who  rendered  this  aspect  of  epistemology  explicit,  and 

249Translation  A.S.:  “Psychology  may  hope  to  be  able  to  assert  at  some  future  point  the  constellations  of  psychic 
“elements”, which are causally distinct prerequisites for the generation of our “feeling” that we are “inferring” or “have  
inferred” in  an “objectively”  valid  judgement  of  a  certain content.  Brain-Anatomy of  some uncertain future,  may be 
desiring to investigate the indispensably  distinct psychic processes for this fact. Whether this is factually possible, we do 
not ask here. Anyway, the assumption of such a task does not contain a logically absurd precondition; and on the factual  
side, citing the example  of the concept of the “potential energy”, which is a necessary prerequisite of the “Law of Energy”,  
this  concept  entails  all  by  itself  “inapprehensible”  components  –  as  do  any  however  complex  and  entangled  brain-
anatomical prerequisites for Psychophysics (Psychophysik) – , in order to explain explosion-like process of certain initial  
reactions.

The prerequisite  of  the  possibility  of  such  assertions  is,  while  thought  of  as  the  ideal  end  of  psychophysical  
research, despite but the highest probability of its attainability, in any case both meaningful and fertile as a problem to 
pose.

To review another aspect, biology may “understand” the “psychic” development of our logical categories, e.g.  
conscious application of the causality principle, as the product of “adaptation”: As is well know, it has been tried to infer  
the “limits” of our cognition in principle from the idea that “awareness” has evolved as but a means of survival of the  
species and was therefore – for cognition was only product of the “play instinct” (Spieltrieb) for the task of re-cognition – 
unable to extent its sphere beyond the measure of fulfilling this function[see my comment below].And surely, one may 
effort to replace this “teleological” interpretation with but a more causal one, by interpreting within a long phylogenetic  
development – for which there are millions of years available – in some fashion the gradual generation of the knowledge of  
the meaning of this category as the result of uncounted specific “reactions” to certain, somehow to be determined in more  
detail, stimuli. 

Also one may progress beyond the use of such summarical and tarnished categories as “adaption” (Anpassung) or 
“triggering” (Auslösung) and such in their general version, and try and find the special “triggering-processes” which have  
enabled modern science strictly historically in certain – in the farthest meaning of the word – “practical” problems, which  
have been placed in front of Thinking (das Denken) by concrete constellations of societal relations; and to further show how 
the use of certain forms of “apprehending” actuality at the same time represented practical optimals of satisfying certain  
pivotal interests of certain social strata – and one may take seriously on the field of Thinking (das Denken) in yet a largely 
altered sense the proverb  of  historical  “Materialism”,  the  ideational  Überbau  (“superstructure”) is  a  function of  the 
societal comprehensive state: the proverb that finally only that is  cared for  as validly “true”, which deems us “useful”,  
would be thus historically strengthened after a fashion. Such listings may be factually judged with scepticism – a logical  
aporia appears in this sentence only once “cognitive value” (Erkenntniswert) and “practical value” have been confounded,  
and the category of “norm” is missing thus where it is claimed: that the Useful  for  it is useful is therefore true, the this  
“practical meaning” or that “triggering-“ or adaptation-processes have actually rendered the theorems of mathematics –  
not just into a factually recognized but –into a truth with normative validity. This would of course be “non-sense” – and by  
the  way  do  all  such  musings  find  their  principally  epistemological  limit  only  in  the  immanent  meaning  of  its  own 
epistemological end and the limit of its factual utility are only found at the threshold of its ability to “explain” without  
contradiction empirically given facts so that the explanation “stands to the test of all experience”. What now has to be  
uncovered in the most ideal of solutions of such future tasks of the physiological, psychological, biogenetical, sociological  
and historical “explanation” of the phenomenon of Thinking and certain “perspectives” of it, that is the question for the  
validity of the results of our “Thoughtprocesses”, their “cognitive value”.” 

Comment A.S.:
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enabled a new philosophy from Frege to Habermas250. 

But Weber made a concise distinction. In his view, validity is tied to specific spheres. He claimed that 

for empirical psychological observation, the question whether  the rules of mathematical multiplication 

are valid is a transcendent question insofar as it is not an object of that sphere to be proven at all, for it 

is not among logical prerequisites for psychometric investigations. On the other hand,  faith in progress 

in the style of Wundt would mean to perceive cultural development in these spheres to be a cumulative 

whole that can form a realm of timeless values that is rendered a realm of historical events. And this is 

the road to psychologism, which even Kant came dangerously close to. And this Psychologism (which 

is similar to spiritualism), is just as dangerous, Weber says, as are Naturalism or Historism. That such a 

principle is useless, he states, has been proven by Münsterberg. 

So we have to get a grip on what Münsterberg is trying to do, what Weber puts to the forefront and 

what actually may have “gotten attached” or was at least potentially attachable to Parsons conceptual 

scheme.

This is the concept of subjektivierende Wissenschaften (“subjectifying sciences”). The question of the 

“subjective” in the scientific sphere, or a “subjective science” has of course been addressed by Talcott 

Parsons in Structure. And of course the connection to Weber has been made by several interpreters.

 But in case of Münsterberg, the historical context is less well understood.  That doesn’t mean that his 

exchange with Weber is unacknowledged. But in regard to conceptual histories, Münsterberg's role at 

Harvard, which shaped much of the institutional and intellectual setting for students and for research 

cooperation,  including  Münsterberg’s  connection  with  William  James’ and  –  in  case  of  Brown 

University  (and  in  regard  Amherst,  Alexander  Meiklejohn’s  teacher)  –  Edmund  Burke  Delabarre, 

former student  of Wundt  and Simmel.   The concepts of  science,  subjectivity  and facts in Parsons’ 

Structure are the outcome of these developments and their vernacular.

Weber writes this in 1903/6. The view of the human mind that neurology offers today is but the very same thing 
Weber is talking about a hundred years ago, namely the idea that the “free will” and “conscious awareness” are to be 
abolished as they are merely a self-delusion the brain evolved for a certain function. To review contemporary debates from 
the perspective of the historian of ideas is therefore somewhat amusing. As I can safely say, we heard it al before. Both, 
those who ridicule neurology, as well as neurologist themselves would do well to study the history of their disciplines as 
well as read Weber. They might profit from this insofar as they would learn which type of application of their conceptual 
frame of reference is an analytically sound application, and which is but a value-judgment. The type of “objectivity” most 
neuro-scientists apply is revealed to be in the end anything but free of the same “value-judgements” Weber found in Wundt.

250 In Frege this is pretty obvious. Habermas, to my knowledge, has not credited Lotze anywhere. Not even in in his 
Philosophical Discourse of Modernity (1985).
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How did Weber acknowledge the context in the Wissenschaftslehre? 

For the psychologist, Weber states,  however “comprehensive” nomological knowledge seems to be, 

this  “nomological”  knowledge  of  “laws”  refers  to  abstractions,  and  not  to:  “comprehending”  or 

circumscribing the “ontological” infinity of Reality (Weber “Roscher und Knies” : 80). This Reality is 

the same “Reality,  which is  ever more complex than thought” - Lotze  insisted on this point.  The 

inherent difference between ideal and real factors, in the fashion introduced by Lotze, has been infused 

via Windelband (and Rickert) into Weber; but it can be identified in Münsterberg’s intellectual history 

from the same source (Lotze), only transmitted via his teacher Wundt (who we should not forget was 

held in highest esteem by William James, who hired Münsterberg to Harvard).

On the  example  of  fatigue  research  (ibid.),  Weber  explicates  the  pedagocial  value  of  “empathical 

insight”, that a subjectifiying science can instantiate. The point of fact of subjectifying science on the 

one  hand,  while  objectifying  it  on  the  other,  is  difficult  insofar  as  “subjectifying”  should  not  be 

understood to mean “gaining identically corresponding insight  into another mind”.  The insight  the 

scientist gains can never be the full attainment of another’s state of mind. This has several reasons but 

most importantly and simply put:  The other’s  mind is  part  of Reality and must therefore be more 

complex than the scientists insight into it. Objectifying psychology as an objectifying science deals 

with the World and the facts in the world. What is at debate is the instance of mediating between them. 

Weber points out (ibid.: 71ff.) that the “whole thing is about the personality” and what is supposedly 

personal. We must of course remember here – what Weber does not say – that this “medium being 

personality” was introduced as such by Lotze. For Weber the discussion takes place between groups of 

authors, one is represented exemplary by Gottl in Weber’s argument and in light of the discussion of 

the Epistemology of History. 

Pit against this line of reasoning is Münsterberg. He claims “the I” (das Ich) – again we see the relation 

to William James – that actually exists (or lives) simply is in the world and cannot be described251.

The  “I”  is  never  merely  apperceptive,  but  “assertive,  evaluating,  judging”  (stellungnehmend,  

bewertend, beurteilend). Therefore, the relation the “I” has to the world is one of evaluation, not merely 

or  primarily  description.  If  the  “I”  thus  tries  to  objectify,  it  does  so  in  order  to  “describe  and 

251Similarities with Neo-Kantian philosophy such as the road to Heidegger, we cannot discuss here. But there is an 
affiliation to all Existentialist trends, including Heidegger’s. But more directly there is a equivocal similarity between 
“subjectifying psychology” and Jaspers’ Daseinsanalyse, this point is evident in several discussions of Jaspers, whether in 
von Kempski, Michel Focuault, Stefan Rieger or many others.
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communicate”, this objectification then produces a merely perceived factual complex (Weber “Roscher 

und Knies…”: 72 : “… wird sie zu einem ‘lediglich wahrgenommenen’ Tatsachenkomplex). 

This is fundamental  for rational action to happen insofar as communication is  already – as Weber 

appends Münsterberg – rationalized, it must rest on prior experienced rules. The difference between 

Weber and Münsterberg seems to lie in this idea. For Münsterberg rational action is  constitutive for 

objectifying  science,  thus  Objective  Science from Münsterberg’s  point  of  view is  itself  a  product. 

Weber wants to stress that this seems to put the case on its head to some degree. 

Now, if Weber is a Kantian, then he will adhere to Science in a Kantian version and a Kantian Theory 

of Truth, which is the purpose of Objective Science. 

Objectifying becomes a process that  constitutes rationality, not vice versa. But at the same time that 

would mean that its criteria, objectivity or truth, are not constitutive but regulative. This is hard to grasp 

for it contains the claim that a process (“objectifying”) is constitutive while objectivity is a regulative 

ideal that is not finite insofar as it cannot ever be fully accomplished. In other words that would mean 

that science is never “at an end”, it  can never fully comprehend the world or reality.  This account 

suggests  that  Weber  would  have  come  to  accept  Lotze’s  concept  of  Reality  and  its  being  “more 

complex than thought”. And what constitutes science but the scientist’s thoughts? Validity however is 

another question, for validity is achieved in the scientific community. We will get back to that. 

But why should we agree with the statement that Weber should accept Lotze's position? Let's consider 

the alternative. One would need to argue that Weber was given to Bald Naturalism to countermand the 

legitimacy of the claim of validity in the opening, biological account. Whether it is the only game in 

town (Quine) is not the issue. The question hinges mostly on how Weber solves the hiatus irrationalis  

problem and this question has been at dispute for quite some time. Other non-naturalist accounts – 

which are of course mostly all accounts of Weber – have traced the line of argument to various sources 

(e.g. the importance of Rickert to Weber has been discussed, even different editions of Rickert’s works 

on scientific theory have been made an issue in these discussion (see the discussions of scholars Guy 

Oakes or Peter Merz-Benz). So, this is at least a concern. But it isn’t our concern, for two things are 

important: a) Showing the possibility (!) of a consistent account, and from b) showing that it is possible 

to  reconstruct  Parsons’ theoretical  language  and enunciation  system within  the  account.  I  am not 

interested in producing a water-tight argument for those Weber scholars, who seek to reconstruct a 

“genius-account” of Weber. I do not refute that their approach has its merits, but we have a completely 
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different objective. 

 

Returning to Weber and the subjectifying psychology of Münsterberg in opposition to the objectifying 

psychology.  We must presume that both types of psychology start  from the same subject matter  – 

experienced content from actuality. They differ in “dependence on the ‘I’”, according to Münsterberg. 

Objectifying psychology does seek to study the value-free and thus “purely theoretical” “experiencing” 

of objects, but this then does only offer a reduced account of actuality, as it does not provide insight 

into the assertive and propositional Unity of the “I”.

This Unity of “Assertion, Evaluation and Judgement” is of course not much of a surprise for us,  it 

relates252 to the other versions of  Unity in Kant, Lotze and Arendt. 

Reducing the psychological account by objectification delivers,  as  Weber’s Münsterberg says,  only 

“constructions” (ibid.: 74).

Subjectifying Psychology seeks to give a historical account of the acts and actions of personalities, and 

thus of an “association of wills” (Willenszusammenhang)  enabling empathic understanding of human 

will, wants and values.

That  the  difference  between  both  types  of  sciences  cannot  simply  be  bridged  is  the  insight  of 

Münsterberg that Weber considers to be valid. That he does not throw out the “idea of causality” as 

quickly as Münsterberg does for subjectifying psychology is another matter. For Weber, of course, as a 

Kantian and transmuted Lotzean (via Windelband), teleology retains its heuristic quality.

Weber stretches his argument pedagogically. Practically, the subjectifying psychology is of interest in 

dealing with concrete students from the teacher perspective in whatever respect. Fatigue research – 

such as Münsterberg’s or Kraepelin’s – has led to understand general “laws of fatigue” as being at play 

in a student’s capability. From thereon it can be said that a teacher can begin to review a student’s 

individual experiential association, the unique individual actuality of mind can be taken into account 

through empathic understanding. Thus the objectified experimental results on fatigue are brought in 

line with the subjectified understanding of the concrete individual student. What can thus be achieve is 

a  “spiritual  community”  (geistige Gemeinschaft)  or:  association of minds,  thus  leading towards  an 

intended influence on the minds of the other.

252 For skeptics who warn of equivocation: I do not say „is identical“. Instead, I want point out to a similarity of „form“, 
which we could call style of thought (Ludwik Fleck 1935).
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This  “community”  is  unthinkable  without  the  sensus  communis.  But  the  divergence  of  individual 

experiences on the other hand, is entailed in the concept of discursivity. This goes back to Kant. And 

the situation described, is resolved in actuality throug a Unity, as we have seen, that is simlar in style to 

the Unities discussed in Kantianisms.

Weber uses this occasion to drive an argument towards another problem, which is a fairly pragmatic 

one, while it also quite contemporary to us: the relevance problem.

He observes a trend that was popular in his day and has become a reality today – under the heading 

hyperspecialization.  He claims  that  popular  opinion  has  it,  that  it  was  enough to  show that  some 

“factor” has meaning in “causal associations” in civic life (Kulturleben) for a “special science” to be 

created, studying this one factor, without asking at first if this factor actually entails a “problematic 

dimension”.

This mirrors, of course, every occasion Parsons spoke about the relevance question. 

For us today, this trend has fragmented not only sciences and yielded many “X-ologies”, as Weber says, 

yet we would not have needed that, had the question of the “problematic nature” of relevance been 

raised. For us today, many fields have created sub-disciplines and hyperspecialties within themselves 

with their own theoretical languages – sometimes languages that are all about negating theory at all, so 

that metatheoretical discussions about these special sub-disciplines can not even be properly led. As an 

example, which I base on conference experience: Researchers in the Sociology of Family and Ethnicity 

cannot  communicate  with  researchers  into  Family  and  Childhood,  who  cannot  communicate  with 

researchers  into  Ethnicity  and  African-American  Adolescents,  for  they  are  all  speaking  “different 

languages”. 

This  was  a  situation that  Parsons  saw in the  beginning  in  the  1930s already.  Taking into  account 

Weber’s  insights,  but  also  attuned  to  similar  conceptual  problems  and  problems  of  relevance  in 

different disciplines in his time, as well as in science history (particularly in Economics, Philosophy 

and the biological sciences), he sought to work towards a common language for theories that dealt with 

acts and actions. This said, like Weber and Lotze (and Jaspers) before him, he saw the “person” and 

“Personality” as an intermediary that needed to be conceptually included in such a language and given 

central status253.

253 Michel Foucault will state exactly the same position in his Respone to the Cercle d'epistemologie (Foucalt 1968). He 
introduces an almost identical distinction to Parsons analytical and encyclopedic sciences, and stresses a need for 
„intermediary“ sciences (Foucault's terminology).
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It is only through personalities that purpose – as a teleological heuristic, aka a regulative – can enter 

into action theories. Why? Because “teleology” can happen at several levels in science: It can be a 

natural mechanistic description of ”intermediate levels” (Durchgangsstufen) – as Weber says (“Roscher 

und Knies…”: 85 f.) when it deals with “organisms”, but it also applies in theories of mind. It even 

applies in ends-and-means-chains. To summarize, this is a threefold scheme in Weber’s depiction

He assigns three application fields for teleology as an interpretatory device:

1. Organismen (“Organisms”) 

2. Zweck-Mittel/Mittel-Zweck (“Means-Ends/Ends-Means”) 

3. Geistesleben (“The Life of the Mind”) 

 

This is a derivate of the three-fold schemes we are familiar with and that will lead to Parsons threefold 

distinction that he elaborated for Structure:

i. Systems of Nature (Environment) 

ii. Systems of Action (Means-End) 

iii.Systems of Culture (Eternal object – Symbol relations) 

And which Parsons differentiated into:

c) Person 

1. Personality 

2. Organism 

5. Social System 

6. Culture 

 For Weber teleology is entailed in the difference of factuality and validity. These concepts guide action 

and science. To resolve the problems for the entire argument just reconstructed, Weber says, what we 

need is something not yet available: A theory of interpretation (Theorie der Deutung) (ibid. : 91).

The closest to an approach Weber saw in his time, was Simmel’s Probleme der Geschichtsphilsosophie 

– written of course as an answer to Dilthey.
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Weber states that  Simmel is  to be credited with having made the following distinctions,  that  I  try 

translate:

a) Understanding as the Begreifen of an actuality that is not part of internal or inner experience. 

b) Understanding as Verstehen.

Ad b)  Verstehen can be differentiated into (1) an objective dimension of “Sinn einer Äußerung” as a 

proposition's sense, and (2) the subjective interpretation of a person’s motives.

Weber interprets this in relation to language and thus in respect to communication, non-surprisingly. 

For Simmel, he says, (1) refers to understanding what’s been said, and (2) means of understanding the 

speaker  (or  actor).  In  Parsonian  terms  we  will  find  the  distinctions  orientation/motivation  and 

cognition/cathexis.

Weber’s  discussion of  the Theory of  Interpretation,  which is  a central  theme of the “Roscher  und 

Knies…” essay, is thus now shown to be rooted in Münsterberg, Wundt and Simmel along a Kantian-

Lotzean line.

To sum up the corollary of the “Roscher und Knies…” essay:

For and as far it can “mean” something to us, an “actuality” – whether physical or psychic or comprising both – is formed  

by us as a “historic individual” – for it can be determined through “valuations” and “meanings” as human behaviour  

(“action”) that is interpretable as making sense that can be comprehended in a specific way in our causal  interest of the 

“historic” explanation of such an individual – finally: as far as oriented on “valuations” that are sensible or can be  

confronted with those, human action can be “understood” in a specific way as “evident”

The special  case of  things to be understood interpretatively  within “history” deals with distinctions of: 1.  our causal  

interest, and 2. the quality of the ”evidence” sought in individual causal associations, but not with distinctions of causality  

or the meaning and type of concept-formation.

Suffice it to say, what we are now left with in a particular type of interpretative knowledge: the “rational” interpretation  

through the categories “Ends” and “Means”. Wherever human action can be understood by us, “under the conditions” of  

consciously  and  willingly  set  “ends”  in  clear  cognition  of  the  “means”,  understanding  without  doubt  achieves  a  

specifically high level of “evidence”. If we but now were asking what that is constituted upon, we soon find as a reason the  

condition  that  the  relation  of  “means”  to  “end”  is  a  rational,  generalizing  causal  view,  accessible  in  the  sense  of  

“lawfulness”  There is no rational action without the causal rationalization of the aspect of actuality, which is rendered into  

object and means, meaning without this aspect’s being subsumed under a complex or experiential rules, which predict the  

success that a certain behaviour can be expected to yield.

(Weil und soweit es uns etwas »bedeuten« kann, wird eine, physische oder psychische oder beides umfassende, 
»Wirklichkeit« von uns als »historisches Individuum« geformt; – weil es durch »Wertungen« und »Bedeutungen« 
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bestimmbar ist, wird »sinnvoll« deutbares menschliches Sich-Verhalten (»Handeln«) in spezifischer Art von unserm 
kausalen Interesse bei der »geschichtlichen« Erklärung eines solchen »Individuums« erfaßt; – endlich: soweit es an 
sinnvollen »Wertungen« orientiert oder mit ihnen konfrontierbar ist, kann menschliches Tun in spezifischer Art »evident« 
»verstanden« werden. Es handelt sich also bei der besonderen Rolle des »deutbar« Verständlichen in der »Geschichte« um 
Unterschiede 1. unseres kausalen Interesses und 2. der Qualität der erstrebten »Evidenz« individueller 
Kausalzusammenhänge, nicht aber um Unterschiede der Kausalität oder der Bedeutung und Art der Begriffsbildung. –
Es  erübrigt  jetzt  nur  noch,  einer  bestimmten  Art  der  »deutenden«  Erkenntnis  einige  Betrachtungen  zu  widmen:  der 
»rationalen« Deutung mittels der Kategorien »Zweck« und »Mittel«. Wo immer wir menschliches Handeln als durch klar 
bewußte und gewollte »Zwecke« bei klarer Erkenntnis der »Mittel« bedingt »verstehen«, da erreicht dieses Verständnis 
unzweifelhaft ein spezifisch hohes Maß von »Evidenz«. Fragen wir nun aber, worauf dies beruhe, so zeigt sich als Grund 
alsbald  der  Umstand,  dass  die  Beziehung  der  »Mittel«  zum  »Zweck«  eine  rationale,  der  generalisierenden 
Kausalbetrachtung im Sinn der »Gesetzlichkeit« in spezifischem Maße zugängliche ist. Es gibt kein rationales Handeln 
ohne kausale Rationalisierung des als Objekt und Mittel der Beeinflussung in Betracht gezogenen Ausschnittes aus der 
Wirklichkeit, d.h. ohne dessen Einordnung in einen Komplex von Erfahrungsregeln, welche aussagen, welcher Erfolg eines 
bestimmten Sich-Verhaltens zu erwarten steht.  (Weber „Roscher und Knies…“ : 126; Translation A.S.))

Thus, causality is not a natural fact, nor can it be seen in psychology or sociology in its naturalized 

form. It is an aspect of rationalization. Secondly, the achievement of a concrete end in an action is to be 

„expected“ not determined. This not only reveals the “heuristic” character of causality. It also leads us 

towards the idea of “double contingency” that Talcott Parsons discussed in light of a role-concept and 

theory of interaction. Therefore, for Weber the use of the form of causality differs with the distinctive 

scientific discipline it is used in. Therefore, it cannot serve as a  constitutive category of science as a 

singular concept, since that would suggest to think of causality as a physical, and naturalized category 

that applies to all sciences. It can only serve as a heuristic guideline, but not a specific principle. This is 

the meaning of the idea of Lotze’s teleomechanistic application, which shuns mechanizistic accounts of 

action. In Parsons this aspect is accounted for not only in Structure but also in later works, e.g. in the 

concept of deviance, which he applies in a value-free version that allows for deviant action to be both a 

creative or destructive force in a social system.

 

Weber’s  “Sciences  of  Civic  Life”  (Wissensschaften  vom  Kulturleben),  in  the  1904  essay  “Die 

Objektivität  sozialwissenschaftlicher  und  sozialpolitischer  Erkenntnis”  (abbreviated  “Die 

Objektivität…“),  began their historic development with practical purposes, he claims. Comparing them 

to the clinical disciplines254 in the medical faculty, he says, they started out as techniques.

254Weber is making several references in this essay to medicine and the clinical disciplines (e.g. page 186). The aspect of the 
distinction between clinic and laboratory was crucial to medicine, physiology, psychology and early neurology around the 
time of Weber (see Breidbach 1997). His expert handling of the terminology displays that he was acutely aware of these 
distinctions and that his theory-formation cannot be viewed without his embeddedness into the language the philosophical-
physiological discourse. Of course, we should point out Foucault's analyses of the difference. Even in sociology, the 
distinction is important, considering the work of Louis Wirth on clinical sociology in comparison to Parsons' laboratory of 
social relations.
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This distinction is not just a technicality, we find it rhetorically in Parsons’ early lectures and later 

program, too.

What Weber continues to describe is the fate of the distinction of “Being” and “Ought to be”, which is 

the distinction  Constitutive/Regulative. He describes a development of these sciences – in particular 

social science – that does not reflect and resolve this distinction, but leaves it intact. Going so far as to 

say that the disciplines had assumed that which  ought to be must either become identical with that 

which  is,  or  become identical  with that  which  is  determinately  becoming.  This was guided by the 

thought that all social action (including the specific sub-field of economic life) was determined by 

natural laws. 

This took a turn, depicts Weber, when “historic sense” was awakened. The “pendulum” swung in the 

other direction, to use Whitehead’s metaphor. All kinds of cultural ideals, not Darwinist mechanisms, 

were thought to structure actions and rendered everything an ethical topic – even economics255. But this 

was devoid of offering “objectivity” for the validity of those ideals. In other words, the ethical claims 

of these ideals remained without legitimization, as these ideals were also rendered constitutive and thus 

violate the Kantian idea of  discursivity, the  sensus communis and the  Principle of Universality (PU) 

(see above).

What Weber points at, is that both aspects are important, and we cannot shift to either pole without 

consequence, yet a mere compromise (“the middle line”) is a strategy that for the scientist will not be a 

good option to take.

What we thus require is first to make explicit the value-judgments in our scientific approach and then 

to reveal the actors’ decisions. Only from there can we achieve objectivity. Taking into account the 

distinction of value-judgments and experiential knowledge, the scientist can gain objective insight

So to the point, studying an economic problem, we have to view it only from its economic factual 

grounds and in its wider general context in which the actor is embedded. The and here is actually both 

inclusive and exclusive. In other words, from the analytic point of view, we have to regard these as in 

Wechselwirkung,  whenever  we  address  the  actuality of  the  “historic  individual”  under  study.  But 

analytically we first must treat both levels as separate to understand them properly. In Parsons terms we 

speak of boundaries. For Weber, the “factors” from both sides (the minds and the “environments”) 

appear in Constellations (“Die Objektivität…”: 174)

255 Reconstructing the evolution of sociology as an „economic science“ actually misconstrues the historic processes.
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An  actuality results  from  the  Constellation  of  the  historic  development  of  the  mind  and  the 

environmental setting, pretty much in the same fashion as the actuality I call the enunciation system 

known  as  Talcott  Parsons  occurs  in  a  Constellation  of  the  historic  aprioris  of  the  discourse  of 

physiology-philosophy and the environmental setting of his standing at Harvard, his career situation, 

the role of the researcher, the father in a family who needs to secure a salary and thus makes career 

decisions, the head of institute, the contact with other discourses through correspondence with others, 

etc.. 

What I thus aim to do in the present study is to adhere to Weber’s type of objectivity, which previous 

interpretations of Parsons, Weber, James, et al have not done, for they assume a linear or geometric 

genius model, that viewed either the environment as having shaped a scholar and his theory decision 

(see disccusions on the fate of Parsons’ Simmel chapter) or have simply put him into a historic drawer 

by attaching a value-judgment (e.g. “Functionalism”, “Conservatism”, etc.). 

 

Weber  states  (Weber  “Die  Objektivität…”.  :  187)  clearly  that  the  divide  between  Idealism  and 

Naturalism is a core problem. He (ibid.: 188) refers the “naturalist bias” on the one hand, but also the 

countermeasures  of  Idealism  (since  Fichte!),  and  that  their  hard-bodied  approach  is  partially 

responsible for science not “having overcome Naturalism” (ibid.: 187).

 

Weber methodologically offers us a way out. A way that of course – I agree with Uta Gerhardt (2001) 

on this – Parsons despite his occasional explicit reservations concerning the term has subscribed to: 

The Ideal-type.

This  device256  is  his  methodological  corollary  from the  “Logic  of  Science”  and  surely  the  most 

impressive yield. 

Talcott  Parsons  was influenced by this  concept  in  many ways and for  many reasons.  He also,  on 

occasion, was skeptical for many reasons. 

But most importantly, this chapter on Weber has shown that Weber’s “Logic of Science”, as a blueprint 

256 We find  different versions throughout the era of Weber, such as the Archetype that Jung constructed from his encounters 

with Pierre Janet – who was familiar with the work of Lotze and Ribot, and influence William James.  It was also absorbed  

into biology by Richard Owen and Karl Ernst von Baer, utilizing Blumenbach's work.
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for science, was tied into the discourse that I claim Talcott Parsons’ theoretical language has resulted 

from. We find several  key ideas echoing in Weber,  like the  regulative concept of truth,  a singular 

concept of science that at the same time allows for conceptual differences between natural and social 

sciences was achieved, as well as a unifying method: the ideal-type – found. It has been made clear that 

the  Constitutive/Regulative  distinction is a core problem for Weber, just as it has been for Kant (and 

Lotze).  Jaspers  and von Schelting  will  pick it  up from here  and expose Parsons  to  these subjects 

through lectures (Jaspers), literature and conversation (von Schelting). 

Having  shown that  basic  demands  of  my  account  are  met  in  a  fashion  that  attributes  it  enough 

credibility to make the claim that the account is coherent and valid, I will now have to show that the 

intellectual climate was shaped accordingly and coherently through the discourse in the US, leading up 

to Parsons. The tradition that we have to look at is the tradition of American Pragmatism, respectively 

its first generation before John Dewey as being influential on the climate that shaped Parsons.
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Chapter Three: Cornerstones

Early American Pragmatism, William James, and the Evolution of Social Mind

Emerson and the Evasion of Philosophy in American Pragmatism 257

Accounts of Pragmatism are numerous and heterogeneous.   Each identifies a “points  of origin” of 

Pragmatism, located in the most different of places and involving the most illustrious of people. The 

majority, however, involve at the very start either Charles Sanders Peirce or William James. At the 

same time, it is often acknowledged that Pragmatism’s precursors are part of the Continental-European 

discourse. Another point of view would claim that instead we should think of

“American Pragmatism as  a specific historical  and cultural  product of  American civilization, a  particular  set  of social 

practices that articulate certain American desires, values, and responses and that are elaborated in institutional apparatuses 

principally controlled by a significant slice of the American middle class”  (West 1989: 4/5) 

In 1989, Cornel West's seminal book on the subject focused almost entirely on an American kernel of 

Pragmatism. Pragmatism is a specifically American style of thought. It is a diverse and heterogeneous 

style, yet also shaped by one singular attribute in its different branches and modes: a “future-oriented 

instrumentalism” that applies thought to “enable more effective action”.

American Pragmatism, West claims, relished in the evasion of philosophy, or more precisely evading 

epistemology-centred philosophy. American Pragmatism was transformed into a very specific type of 

philosophy.

“[A] conception  of  philosophy as  a  form of  cultural  criticism  in  which  the  meaning  of  America  is  put  forward  by 

intellectuals in response to distinct social and cultural crises.

[…] American Pragmatism is less a philosophical tradition putting forward solutions to perennial problems in the Western 

philosophical  conversation initiated by Plato and more a continuous cultural  commentary or  set  of  interpretations  that 

attempt to explain America to itself at a particular historical moment” (ibid.)

Pragmatists are preoccupied with “power, provocation, and personality”. 258

257A different and shorter version of the Emerson paragraph was presented at the ASA Annual Conference 2008 in Boston 

under the title “Parsons as a Pragmatist?”. I thank the audience for their insightful comments. In particular the other 

presenters George Psathas and Cas Wouters.

258 Although the philosophy of „Personalism“ is clearly associated with the name of Lotze. According to the Martin Luther 
King Papers, the civil rights activist took the topic of personalism for his final exams and offered a compelling review of 
the influence of Lotze on Browne. (AHDS. MLKP-MBU: Box 113, folder 35. )
Retrieved at: http://www.stanford.edu/group/King/publications/papers/vol2/520100-Final_examination_answers.htm
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The latter themes we find resonating in Parsons's work.  Parsons is often described as somewhat of an 

anti-pragmatist  in  particular  because  of  a  supposed “omission”  of  discussing  the  work  of  George 

Herbert Mead. It is true that Parsons initially had not responded to Mead’s contributions in his own 

works. But that does not mean that he was out rightly opposed to Mead or Pragmatism. Neither James, 

Peirce, Dewey or Mead can be found in the index of  Structure  (1937) nor are they found indexed 

among his Early Essays (Camic Edition 1991). But that does not signify opposition. In later years he 

himself admits in the Introduction to his Social Structure and Personality (1964: 2) that he should have 

paid more attention to Cooley, Mead and W.I. Thomas in light of their convergence with Durkheim and 

Freud concerning the integration of normative culture into the personality of the individual (see also 

Parsons 1958a: 80). Consequently, Parsons was acutely aware of the distinct contributions of these 

scholars and their failings. The case of “the missing Mead” could be easily explained if we take into 

account that there simply was hardly any representative of Mead’s thought in the vicinity of  Young 

Talcott or Early Parsons. In his early years, Parsons was not a part of the milieu of the University of 

Chicago but of Harvard, Amherst, Brown, and to some extent Columbia University. 

And at that time, we must remember, Mead’s contributions were his teaching and less in publications 

(see the Mead-reconstruction of Joas). The very fact that the Early Parsons had little to say about Mead 

speaks for a certain unawareness rather than an opposition to Mead. Since he seemed convinced that 

Mead could be perceived as yet another example of the convergence thesis, we should not be surprised 

that in later years he did not refer to Mead in more detail. In short: Why use Mead if he could say the 

same  thing  with  Durkheim,  in  particular  when  other  schools  of  thought  had  increasingly  taken 

possession of Mead, such as the Symbolic Interactionists like Blumer et al.259

Does that mean that Parsons was an anti-Pragmatist or outside of the Pragmatist tradition? Parsons, in 

his statement in the answer to the Cornell symposium published in Black 1961, definitely seems to 

have  expressed  his  affinities.  Therefore,  if  the  Pragmatist  Program is  part  of  the  teleo-mechanist 

program and enabled by the biological vernacular, we are one step closer to uncovering what enabled 

Parsons.

But is there a substantial caveat that proponents of the Anti-Pragmatist Parsons could invoke? In that 

259In the same fashion he greatly admired Simmel as an essayist,  but he did not approve of von Wiese's application of 

Simmel’s sociology. He accredited Simmel with the contribution of key ideas in sociology, but he refrained from hailing his 

method an eligible systematization for a sociological canon, occasionally stating that basically more can be accomplished 

with Tönnies and Weber in that direction. (below)
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vein they would be right to mention that Parsons was brought up in the American Education System of 

the 1910s and 1920s under specific circumstances. He was taught at a reformist school, that seemed 

somehow opposed to Pragmatism. And its President, Alexander Meiklejohn, kept up a fierce debate 

with John Dewey on education policy (see Nelson 2001). 

But this would be too short and with not enough substance. First of all, we know that Parsons read 

Dewey with increased interest in his later years260, but he also was definitely aware of and literate in 

Dewey before that. In his Amherst class on philosophy (1923) he commented in student papers on 

Dewey’s and Tuft’s Ethics, as well as on Cooley261.

I think it should by now be clear that from my point of view Pragmatists and Anti-Pragmatists shared 

the same intellectual roots. With the generation of Dewey a part of these roots was cut off. It makes 

sense that his philosophical and educational ideas did not initially appear to be convergent  nor were 

they  in  tune  with  the  entire  intellectual  climate  that  Parsons  could  have  been  immersed  in.  He 

discovered the similarities only in his later life. In his earlier years he was just preoccupied with other 

things. 

In  my  perspective,  Parsons  was  well  educated  in  the  kind  of  Pragmatism  that  preceded  Dewey, 

particularly the contributions and ideas of William James. 

There may not have been increased need to make mention of James in these regards in Parsons’ works. 

We are entitled to assume that scholars in Parsons’ early years were familiar with James’ work to the 

point where many arguments were made without explicit reference but implicit acceptance of James.. 

In a different kind of eclecticism Parsons turned to “his European writers” instead. But at least some 

260 Neil Smelser mentioned this in an email from summer 2007. He informed me that pragmatism and notably Dewey was 

introduced to Parsons later “intellectual environment” and influenced his role-theory. As his role-theory took shape in the 

late thirties and early forties I would say that again there is an intellectual convergence at play that has its roots in the 

discursive climate preceding both Parsons and Pragmatism.

261Parsons Papers HUGFP 42.8.2 (Box 2). Bruce Wearne (1989) had paid surprisingly little attention to some parts of these 

papers. In what could described an “obsession” with showing that the early Parsons had been obstructed from his religious 

path onto an “odyssey” from which he eventually returned to faith with Social System, the Wearne glossed over passages 

and portrayed Parsons's student years as an introduction to Evolutionist-Marxist-secularization. Even Karl Jaspers  is 

painted to be a staunch Communist who seduced the young and impressionable Talcott into giving in to the “good” 

Weltanschauung. (This could be the result of an anti-enlightenment pro-evangelicalism bias  concerning the history of 

philosophy , which is found in a very odd paper by Wearne 1994)
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rudimentary knowledge of the works of James et al are to be expected. Additionally, writers he himself 

greatly admired, such as Durkheim and Jaspers, were acutely aware of James’ work. Parsons had read 

Durkheim’s  works  on  philosophy  as  well  as  Bouglé’s  comments.  He  was,  respectively,  aware  of 

Durkheim and his work on Pragmatism. In respect to what I just said about Parsons and what I had 

introduced from Cornel West, I wish to make the following case:

Cornel  West  is  right  in  acknowledging  the  fact  that  most  reconstructions  of  the  genealogy  of 

Pragmatism focus only on the European heritage. However, he was wrong in focussing only on the 

American heritage. 

Uta Gerhardt has repeatedly pointed to Parsons's formal and informal contributions to the political 

disputes; Cornel West's “social and cultural crises”. She has, however, focused on Parsons in regard to 

his  contemporary  political  discourse.  I  suggest  to  complete  her  case  by  taking  a  look  at  the 

philosophical tradition that predated and permeated the climate of Parsons’ formative years. I argue that 

it would be necessary to synthesize these views into a comprehensive picture:

Parsons was academically trained in both traditions, the American and the Continental-European. He 

was  also  trained  in  a  tradition  that  combined  the  ideas  of  the  philosophy of  epistemology,  taste, 

aesthetics and political judgment with that of experimental natural science. This was similar to scholars 

such as Lotze as well as James. But it was not the same case for  Dewey. 

Parsons was trained by scholars who shared this background with the first generation Pragmatists à la 

James, and were thus opposed to second generation Pragmatists à la Dewey. Therefore Parsons was 

product of a discourse that the second generation Pragmatists were not so much part of. And it was the 

second generation that changed the intellectual environment most notably. During Parsons's  life and 

his  work’s  progress,  it  became  ever  harder  to  connect  with  the  contemporary  debates  while  the 

language of these debates changed dramatically. This developed found a climax or a  rupture around 

1968. In this regard, we may read Parsons – in light of his “preoccupations with power, provocation 

and  personality”  –  giving  a  “continuous  cultural  commentary”  attempting  to  “explain  America  to 

itself”, but doing so without neglecting the Continental European roots that he wanted to remind his 

fellow Americans of. This “commentary” was formed in the biological vernacular.

We have dealt with depicting a developmental or discursive account of said European roots as they 

permeated  the  intellectual  climate.  Now  we  have  to  turn  to  the  American  and  the  transatlantic 

discourse. 
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With William James, there is a distinct  transatlantic dimension.  This tradition has of course also a 

British side in the development of Social Thought in England in the nineteenth century. Krishan Kumar 

(2001) has shown, the Englishness of Social Thought lies in the British Evasion of Institutionalizing 

Social Theory. Social Theory in England happened and happens, according to Kumar in Literature and 

Journalism. The sole original scholar who somehow managed to supersede this cultural context was 

Spencer. But to this degree he also could rely on the dissemination of his ideas through the channels of 

journalism and literature. And before the “infusion” of Continental European thought with James et al, 

the diffusion of British thought was much easier as there was an intellectual literature tradition in the 

US that existed in a somewhat different philosophical avenue than the Continental Philosophy fusion of 

philosophy and natural science that existed for Kant, Lotze, Wundt and Weber. 

This connection coming together as Anglo-American Thought was of course never entirely lost, but the 

“Naturalism”-bug infected Anglo-American Thought on all fronts. But it did so in different ways in 

both societies to start with, beginning with Continental “Logic” taking the foothold in England and the 

Continental “experimental method” in the US. And James himself was an outspoken critic of Spencer. 

And  even  Spencer  was  not  impartial  to  the  teleo-mechanist  program.  Elwick  (2003)  effectively 

demonstrated that Spencer did learn his biology in the tradition of Karl Ernst von Baer from whom  he 

“borrowed” concepts “second-hand”.  The criticism of James against  Spencer  can be interpreted as 

internal dispute of two interlocutors within the teleo-mechanist program.

In  regard  to  the  foundation  of  Pragmatism  before  Peirce  and  James,  we  can  say,  it  must  be 

archeologically dated. It seems to be a synthesis of two roots: The European Experimental/Laboratory 

Tradition  and  something  else  that  is  specifically  American,  for  the  Experimental  Tradition  alone 

wouldn’t account for the metaphysical and religious side of Pragmatism in William James (nor does the 

occasionally cited “Hegel”). The appeal of Lotze to James, even Lotze’s supposedly metaphysical and 

esoteric writings, did not come out of nowhere. It represents a specific dispositive in late nineteenth 

century  American  thought  that  made  the  adoption  of  Lotzean  physiological  and  metaphysical 

conceptions possible. I have established that I concur with Cornel West’s assumption of Pragmatism’s 

ties into the tradition of American Literature. Following West’s argument this leads us archeologically 

to Ralph Waldo Emerson and the American Transcendentalist movement, as he views

“[…] Peirce and James as profound pioneering figures standing on the shoulders of Emerson.” (West 1989: 6)

Parsons had not commented on Emerson but to assume that he had not been exposed to Emerson (or 
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the  early  Pragmatists)  goes  against  everything  we  know  of  American  Culture  and  Education 

(specifically at Amherst under Meiklejohn). He must have been aware of at least some of Emerson’s 

writings and thoughts and of course those of William James. Several central ideas and concepts of 

Emerson are mirrored in Parsons. In a sense, I assume a congruence of certain Emersonian themes, 

Young  Talcott  was  introduced  to,  with  themes  he  encountered  at  Heidelberg  and  Harvard,  which 

eventually led him to pursue them and integrate them into his conceptual frame of reference.

As  West  states  for  the  general  philosophical  discourse,  I  find  this  true  for  the  history  of  the 

interpretation of Parsons:

“The  long  shadow cast  by  Ralph  Waldo  Emerson  over  American  Pragmatism has  been  often  overlooked  and  rarely 

examined.” (ibid. : 9)

 

Emerson on Money, Power, Nature and the Individual

The  Parsons-exegesis  paints  a  paradoxical  picture.  Left  wing  critics  criticise  Parsons  for  his 

individualism and voluntarism while his right wing critics attack his utopian vision. 

Most interestingly, Emerson-exegesis shows much the same paradoxes, for 

“[…]his rhetorical strategies, principally aimed at explaining America to itself, weave novel notions of power, provocation, 

and personality into a potent and emerging American ideology of voluntaristic invulnerability and utopian possibility” (West 

1989: 10)

West asserts that Emerson was a child of the Social Revolution that we know as Industrialization. He 

gained  the insight  into  the “contingencies  of  human societies”.  In  other  words,  Emerson rendered 

explicit the internal/external division of “conscious human agents and social constraints”. 

Emerson  identified  distinct  enemies  in  modern  society,  namely  “personal  stagnation”  and  lack  of 

“creative  innovation  in  people’s  lives”.  In  this  picture,  people  exist  in  a  state  of  aporia  between 

(personal) power and tradition.

Power is personal and necessary to respond to actual crises. And with the differing nature of crises, as 

they are present to actors,  power varies in its levels. One must distinguish power of 

“[…] the nation, the economy, the person, tradition, and language. Second, he [Emerson] celebrates the possession, use, and 

expansion of power, especially transgressive acts of the literate populace that promote moral aims and personal fulfilment.” 
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(ibid. : 12)

The second aspect is interesting for it resonates with several things Parsons had to say on power. The 

expansion of power is a discussion that Parsons included in his media-theory. Power is not a zero-sum 

game. The same seems to hold true for Emerson's conception. Power, in Emerson’s view, also seems to 

be a non-zero-sum matter. Power can be attained specifically by education, which is not a competitive 

zero-sum game(see  Emerson’s  The  American  Scholar  (1837),  exactly  a  hundred  years  before  the 

publication of  Structure).  Emerson's  different types of power suggest an early form of a theory of 

differentiation, a classic sociological conception. It was well established in Parsons's era in both early 

American Sociology (from Giddings to Knight) and in German sociology (specifically Simmel and 

Tönnies).  It  is  the  next  step  however  that  brings  Emerson’s  concept  of  power  one  step  closer  to 

Parsons’ theory of interaction media, providing a resonance with the discursive climate that shaped 

Parsons’ theoretical language up to enunciating the media theory. 

As West summarizes, Emerson’s understanding of power

“accentuates in an unprecedented manner the fluid, protean, and dynamic elements in human relations and transactions with 

nature.” (ibid.)

Skeptics may question whether “fluidity” really relates to a “physiological, organic” frame of reference. 

Emerson did not directly study with German physiologist-philosophers such as Lotze, we do know at 

least,  however,  that  his  brother  studied  divinity  in  Göttingen,  home  of  the  Göttingen  School  of 

Physiology. Certainly, Emerson was a “transcendentalist” and aware of Kantianism, we should not be 

surprised if he was aware of discursive strands reaching from Kant via Blumenbach to Göttingen. He 

also travelled to Europe and frequently to England where physiology and psychology had been in the 

grips  of  John  Stuart  Mill,  whom  Emerson  met  personally;  although  he  never  subscribed  to 

associationism. Some literacy in physiology must have existed and as he put that to rhetoric use. The 

philosopher,  psychologist,  and physiologist  Herbart,  a predecessor and object of critique for Lotze, 

Wundt, and James was held in high esteem by the American Transcendentalists in general (Morgan 

1999:110, see also respresentative of the importance of Herbart in American education, McVannel's 

PhD thesis  from 1905).262 Herbart's  work  introduced  key concepts  such  as  “equilibrium”263 to  the 

262 The life and career of Amos Bronson Alcott (1799-1888), another American Transcendentalist and educator is a 
respective parallel to Emerson. Alcott was also influenced by Froebel and Herbart. The latter provided psychological and 
physiological supplements for the educational theories of Pestalozzi (1746 – 1827). Pestalozzi was held in special regard 
by the educators among the Transcendentalist movement.

263  The concept is also found in Goethe, Schelling and Schleiermacher (see Richards 2002)
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generation of Emerson. Herbart's  Lehrbuch was published in 1816 and followed by several editions 

into the 1880s. 264

West’s summary is also displaying Emerson’s awareness of the historicity of facts of power including 

the “cultural” aspect, namely the “rhetorical powers” that constitute facts, most centrally “the nation as 

a geographical and political entity”. The importance of language is equally stressed by James (e.g. 

Brute and Human intellect) and Parsons. In the American tradition it dates back to Emerson (at the very 

least).  There  is  another  feature  from  Emerson’s  writings  which  is  mirrored  in  Parsons’  early 

descriptions of the relations of power and money. This can be found in Parsons’ lecture notes for his 

courses  on  social  institutions.  This  feature  appears  prominently  in  The American  Scholar,  a  work 

greatly admired and frequently quoted by Parsons’ Amherst teacher Alexander Meiklejohn (see e.g. the 

general references of Meiklejohn’s Emersonianism in Nelson 2001: 63 and 97): 

“Men such as they are, very naturally seek money or power; and power because it is as good as money, — the "spoils," so 

called, "of office." And why not? for they aspire to the highest, and this, in their sleep-walking, they dream is highest. Wake 

them, and they shall quit the false good, and leap to the true, and leave governments to clerks and desks. This revolution is 

to be wrought by the gradual domestication of the idea of Culture. The main enterprise of the world for splendor, for extent, 

is the upbuilding of a man.” (Emerson 1837)

The “exchange”-factor between money and power, as well their link with Culture, exist in Parsons 

thought from the Institutions courses into his later formulations of the media theory in light of the 

cybernetic hierarchy. Although over time he would become analytically clearer on the fact that money 

and power cannot be simply “transformed into one another”.  Generally, revealed in this argument just 

provided we therefore find neither Parsons ingenuity nor his oddness. We merely see find him as a 

typical member of American Pragmatism. A pragmatist who encountered the same concept of fluidity 

and exchange during his Heidelberg years in the work of Lujo Brentano.

Yet as stated concerning Pragmatism there is a need for making reference to what between James et al 

and later generations was broken with the work of Dewey, namely the ties to the physiological side of 

discourse,  that  Dewey  had  less  education  in  (while  Parsons  who  wanted  to  become  a  medical 

practitioner actually did).  And while Emerson has never conducted physiological experiments, he was 

preoccupied with a particular aspect that held the curiosity of James as occupied as it did Helmholtz’s 
264An  English  translation  was  not  available  until  1891  (by  Margaret  Smith).  We  can  reasonably assume  that  among 
intellectuals until around the time of 1880/90 scholars were reasonably fluent in German, Latin and French. It seems that, 
beginning around 1880, there is an increase in translations in psychology and physiology. We find the key chapters reprinted 
in Benjamin Rand's 1912 The Classical Psychologists. Harvard professor Rand's anthology has the markings of a classic 
text-book for students in the 1910s and 1920s.
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and Lotze’s265. 

Writes West:

“Similarly,  Emerson’s  understanding  of  vision  –  in  fact,  much  of  is  obsession  with  seeing  and  sight  –  promotes 

separateness over against solidarity, detachment over against association, and individual intuition over against collective 

action.” (West 1989 : 18)

 West description of Emerson's  “obsession” is a problematic use the metaphor. The physiological and 

psychological discourse from Herbart to Hering, Wundt, Lotze and eventually James and  his student 

Edmund Burke Delabarre displays preoccupation with sight that is endemic to the discourse and not to 

Emerson alone266. Once we account for this in our reconstruction, Emerson’s obsession is merely his 

preoccupation with  a  general  theme of  the  philosophical-physiological  discourse and not  a  private 

obsession.

But we should not forget that West (a student of Rorty), as an interpreter, is a member of a generation 

that is way post-Dewey and thus his perception of nineteenth century philosophy is shaped by the 

Conflationist-account of Kant and Kantianism. His generation has implicitly accepted to some degree 

Dewey’s refutation of the “spectator”-perspective of  Kant and Lotze267 (Not to mention the Russellian 

paper-clipping of Idealism from Leibniz to Bradley268). This preoccupation with physiology, vision, and 

aesthetics has been neglected in the early twentieth century. It was rediscovered French Postmodernist 

thought (see Martin Jay’s seminal study Downcast Eyes from 1993). 

In  regard  to  the  need  for  a  concept  of  mediality,  which  is  related  to  the  psychology-physiology-

265  Schelling, for example, is often portrayed as an “enemy” of natural science and experimental tradition. While this may 
be true for some Naturphilosophen in Schelling’s wake, for the original Schelling, the opposite holds true. Schelling’s 
work in the Romantic Movement can only be understood properly as part of the experimental tradition. (see Richards 
2002)

266 Indeed, the psycho-physiological research of the nineteenth century comprehensively addressed matters of pathology 
and normal function of perception, attention, consciousness, motor-action etc. . Today, these aspects have rarely 
common research ground. Visual perception and attention is seprately researched from Attention Deficit Disorder, while 
Sensori-motor-action is a research field all of its own. The neurologists, psychologists, etc. in these different fields have 
often little to say to one another.

267 Which is – along with the mere concept of „publicity“ in philosophy – originally Humean philosophy (see Rawls’ 
account of Hume’s spectator in Rawls 2003). That Hume was an influential source for Kant is a given. To what degree, 
however, is unclear. Kant spoke German, Latin, and French. He did not speak English. And most of Hume's works were 
not available in translations during Kant's lifetime. Once more it makes sense to assume that Humean philosophy only 
made explicit what was otherwise already “in the air” and therefore what little Kant knew of Hume served him as 
confirmation.

268 Which suffers from Russell's problematic reception of Hegelism and Lotzeanism under McTaggart. It now seems that 
even Russell „owes a debt“ to Lotze (see Milkov 2008)
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psychology-complex in the study of aesthetics and vision, the problem of the subject/object-perspective 

and the question  “who or what is an actor or has the capacity to act?” emerge.

Parsons, for example. denies the possibility of “collective actors” from his early essays and lectures 

forward.  He accepts  that  there  are  collectivities,  he  even makes  frequent  use of  that  concept.  But 

collectivities are not actors, the capacity to incite action remains with individuals who are equipped 

with intuition (and thus intention). The “actions” of collectivities are thus the aggregate of individual 

decisions  and  actions.  That  is  why  institutions  are  regulatory not  constitutive,  for  if  they  were 

constitutive, they could be analyzed as collective actors269.

In  preoccupation  with  vision,  the  idea  of  media  is  introduced into  Emerson thought.  In  his  essay 

Experience (1944), between the throes of spiritualism and materialism, the matter of visual perception 

and subjectivity of art and science emerges in a way similar to Lotze and Weber (emphasis, A.S.): 

“It is very unhappy, but too late to be helped, the discovery we have made, that we exist. That discovery is called the Fall of 

Man. Ever afterwards, we suspect our instruments. We have learned that we do not see directly, but mediately, and that we 

have no means of correcting these colored and distorting lenses which we are, or of computing the amount of their errors. 

Perhaps these subject-lenses have a creative power; perhaps there are no objects. Once we lived in what we saw; now, the 

rapaciousness of this new power, which threatens to absorb all things, engages us. Nature, art, persons, letters, religions, — 

objects, successively tumble in, and God is but one of its ideas. Nature and literature are subjective phenomena; every 

evil and every good thing is a shadow which we cast.”

In West’s view, Emerson’s resolution to the theoretical problems include a “teleological dimension”. 

West has to resort to quoting Harold Bloom to make this case.

However we just need to look to Kant and the philosophy-physiology discourse to understand why 

Emerson combined experience and teleology as the epistemological device of “aesthetic judgement”. 

From our genealogical point-of-view this  corollary is inevitable.

Politically (in the Foucauldian sense) we have to add one important aspect. Emerson and his 

269This represents a crucial difference in the systems-theories of Parsons and Luhmann. Luhmann had elevated institutions 
into the rank of collective actors, viewing them as constitutive. However, he had to eliminate “intention” or “intuition” 
entirely out of the equation and replaced them with a very complex concept of Sinn (sense/meaning) as the reference-
enabling element.  In this regard, as a tool of description and understanding, Luhmann’s system-theory is a very rough and 
crude, but also highly effective instrument. Yet, it does have little prognostic or explanatory power, thus is of very little help 
in developing compensation strategies for conflict situations in society. On this level, Parsonian media-theory in its evasion 
of Luhmannian residual categories is an analytically more refined and useful tool. This said, I think sociologists in particular 
would do well to keep both devices as assets inside their analytical toolbox.
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activities in regard to the the abolitionist movement. Like Emerson, William James and Franz 

Boas,  who was a  very influential  character for Parsons,  must be seen in  the same political 

trench.  Parsons  was himself  a  very influential,  as  was  his  teacher  Meiklejohn,  in  the Civil 

Rights  Movement.  Meiklejohn  advocated  the  admission  of  African-American  students  to 

institutions of higher education at  Brown and Amherst,  often drawing protest  from trustees, 

students, and parents. But he remained a staunch activist, and Parsons followed Meiklejohn’s 

example in these matters, never paying attention to his students’ gender, ethnicity or sexual 

orientation, but only to their intellectual contributions. 

Emerson was a stubborn Kantian in these matters. By putting individual or collective tragedy 

aside, he acted on principles. He  was not interested in “the captivity of a thousand negroes”, he 

once wrote. It was the “absence of moral feeling in white men” that caused him to become 

active in  the abolitionist  movement.  He was a  somewhat  isolationist  and solitary character. 

Meiklejohn and Parsons were both of different temperaments, though the former was always 

more active and openly provocative than Parsons. But Meiklejohn often failed spectacularly on 

the political front with personal consequences.  Parsons on the other hand was a very good 

“politician” when it  came to promoting democratic and egalitarian ideas  while securing his 

professional position.

The most  important  feature  of  Emerson’s  thought  in  light  of  Parsons,  however,  is  the  importance 

Emerson ascribed to the forces of the market. The market is in the grips of differing forces: the drive to 

dominate and the power of provocation, of mastery,  and of stimulation. To Cornel West in a post-

modern vocabulary, “stimulation” and “provocation” are “rhetoric strategies” in a discourse.270

Emerson is certainly critical of the market. wherever it functions without moral or where it shuns rules 

there can be no hope and no future. And bankruptcy is the bankruptcy of a generation in not monetary 

aspects, but in principles and hope. At the same time he is enthusiastic about “market culture”. For the 

self  and  the  market  establish  themselves  in  Wechselwirkung or  interaction  to  resolve  issues  of 

perpetuation and reproduction by appropriation. The active concept of this interdependency-relation is 

“trade” with its mechanisms “mutual provocation and reciprocal stimulation” (West) serving as the 

“ideal for human relations”. This individualistic  and cooperatively activistic view resembles Parsons’ 

institutionalized individualism, which serves as a regulatory institutions (or ideal). 

270In a metaphoric description: Meiklejohn was provocation, while Parsons was „stimulation“.
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In an almost Parsonian (or better: Morris Cohen’s) language West states that Emerson is thereby not 

“reifying capitalist exchange relations that objectify and thingify persons” (West 1989: 27, Emphasis 

A.S.),  instead he manages to add to the human condition the subjective dimension and the idea of 

striving to become a unique individual while preserving a shared culture. This corresponds to the view 

that  Parsons  held  of  individualism  from  early  in  his  career  to  the  end,  including  the  idea  of  a 

functioning market that at the same time requires regulative elements integrated with the higher level 

culture.
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Emerson and Equilibrium

This leads to another point of discussion, namely Emerson’s application of the concept of equilibrium. 

Cynthia Eagle Russett271 1966 account of “equilibrium in American discourse” is still the trusted source 

in this regard. But in many respects, her account – largely focused on the role of Lawrence Henderson - 

falls short on nineteenth century American discourse, the European development of the concept from 

Lagrange to Cournot and Lotze, and finally the transatlantic dissemination.

Her omissions include Emerson’s works where the concept makes several appearances. The concept 

appears in a total of five highly important essays of Emerson and is used very causally.

In his essay on History (1841) he refers to the physiological discourse explicitly (emphasis A.S.)):

“This human mind wrote history, and this must read it. The Sphinx must solve her own riddle. If the whole of history is in  

one man, it is all to be explained from individual experience. There is a relation between the hours of our life and the 

271In the case of Parsons-exegesis, Harald Wenzel uses Russett's work as an important point of reference. This was certainly 
appropriate in 1990, when his seminal and incredibly valuable book appeared (which should be translated into English). But 
the progress in the history of science continually elucidates the limitations of Russett's study and others. Exemplary are 
Barbara  Heyl's  essay  on  Harvard's  supposed  “Pareto  Circle”  or   John  Parascandola's  contribution  to  the  influential 
Rossiter/Elliott Reader on Science at Harvard (1992). Heyl's Master Thesis project from the 1960s (published in 1968) was 
a ground-breaking insight into Harvard 40 years ago. However, it rested largely on “eye-witness reports”, including Parsons. 
For whatever reasons, Parsons (and other interlocutors) did not provide the right chronological order of several facts. Nor 
does Parascondola who claims that Henderson was introduced to the work of Pareto by Morton Wheeler in the “crucial year 
of 1926”.   The correspondence of the former Dean Donham, Elton Mayo and Talcott Parsons with Chester Barnard from 
the 1940s paints a completely different picture of several events described by Heyl and Parascondola. Not only is the idea of  
“Henderson's  Pareto-Circle” obstructing the actual  intentions  of  Mayo,  Roethlisberger,  Henderson,  Donham and a few 
others. Henderson's interest in sociological matters increased with Elton Mayo's transfer to Harvard in 1926 only gradually 
and culminated in 1929 (not 1926!), when Wheeler introduced Mayo, Donham and Henderson to Pareto. Before 1929, 
Henderson  had  never  heard  of  Pareto.  Instead  he  found  Pareto  insightful  because  his  vocabulary  and  ideas  fit  with 
Henderson's physiological conceptual frame of reference, even if this was – much like Hendersons's attraction to Mayo's 
conceptual frame of reference which owed most to Janet -  a serious case of creative misunderstandings and productive 
equivocations. Henderson could also not have done that much in promoting Pareto between 1929 and winter 1931, because 
he was repeatedly lecturing elsewhere and occasionally ill. Following his exposure to Pareto he gave one (!) talk on Pareto 
between 1929 and 1930 for a group of young colleagues, which Parsons attended. Unlike Henderson before 1929, he had 
been familiar with Pareto in “very general terms”. Henderson's enthusiasm sparked his – decidedly different – interest in 
Pareto.  Parsons  immediately  and  independently  set  out  to  write  a  book  Pareto  (which  was  never  published,  but  the 
manuscript is still preserved in the Parsons Papers). Once the manuscript was finished, he decided to show it to Henderson. 
And it was on this occasion that he “first really came to know him” (Letter to Barnard from Dec. 31, 1945). Parsons also 
states that between that manuscript and the first draft of Structure, there were no important contacts with Henderson.

The material  can be found in the,  Chester  I.  Barnard Papers  HBS archives  Harvard Baker Library Historical 
Collections, Harvard Business School. MSS 810 Carton 2.

Including Letters from Talcott Parsons from 1945 and 1950, Donham and Mayo from 1945, and Correspondence 
between Barnard and Henderson.
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centuries of time. As the air I breathe is drawn from the great repositories of nature, as the light on my book is yielded by a  

star  a  hundred  millions  of  miles  distant,  as the  poise  of  my body depends on  the  equilibrium of  centrifugal  and 

centripetal forces, so the hours should be instructed by the ages, and the ages explained by the hours. Of the universal mind 

each individual man is one more incarnation. All its properties consist in him. Each new fact in his private experience 

flashes a light on what great bodies of men have done, and the crises of his life refer to national crises. Every revolution was 

first a thought in one man's mind, and when the same thought occurs to another man, it is the key to that era. Every reform 

was once a private opinion, and when it shall be a private opinion again, it will solve the problem of the age. The fact 

narrated must correspond to something in me to be credible or intelligible.”

It is interesting to note how easily he applies the concept here in pretty much the same casual fashion 

Lotze applied the idea of regulation in his  contributions to Wagner’s  Handwörterbuch.  That is  the 

actual point I try to emphasize. It is not simply the appearance of the concept but Emerson's use of it in 

a fashion that suggest he could take it for granted. In particular he uses it in a physiological context.  He 

is  not  speaking  about  an  Archimedean  point  of  balance,  which  is  a  static  one.  But  it  suggests  a 

familiarity with a mechanical  physiology that  is  informed by Lagrangian mechanics with its  more 

dynamic concept of equilibrium. It also shows that Emerson would clearly transcend Herbart, who had 

a more static concept of equilibrium. 

Emerson's idea of physiology was European and clearly congruent with the kind of physiology that was 

being discussed in the circles around Leipzig and Göttingen, and therefore in reverence to Lotzean 

thought.  While  we may not be able to find a direct  connection between Lotze and Emerson, it  is 

apparent that Emerson had some insight into the physiological discourse in the fashion emanating from 

or surrounding Lotze.

In his sketch on The Tragic (1844) the concept appears again

“To this architectural stability of the human form, the Greek genius added an ideal beauty, without disturbing the seals of 

serenity; permitting no violence of mirth, or wrath, or suffering. This was true to human nature. For, in life, actions are few,  

opinions even few, prayers few; loves, hatreds, or any emissions of the soul. All that life demands of us through the greater 

part of the day, is an equilibrium, a readiness, open eyes and ears, and free hands. Society asks this, and truth, and love, and 

the genius of our life. There is a fire in some men which demands an outlet in some rude action; they betray their impatience 

of quiet by an irregular Catalinarian gait; by irregular, faltering, disturbed speech, too emphatic for the occasion. They treat 

trifles with a tragic air. This is not beautiful.”

This combination of equilibrium with metaphors of architecture and beauty as well as a theory of social 

conflict in which “some men” seem ill-educated in “rhetoric” and thus give “irregular speech” and give 

in to the fire of rudeness fits with themes that were Kantian and enunciated in the American Scholar in 
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1837. The judgement of beauty, a faculty of taste, cannot be learned but practised, said Kant. But for 

practice it must be expressed, and language, the use of reason in Emersonian perspective, can be taught 

and educated.

This requires some modesty of the human and it has a basis in nature, Emerson asserts in the same text:

“Particular reliefs, also, fit themselves to human calamities, for the world will be in equilibrium, and hates all manner of 

exaggeration.”

Again, this is an aesthetic quality worthy of Kantianism. In 1860 he writes about beauty (Emerson 

1860, sounding almost Simmelian):

“Beauty is the moment of transition, as if the form were just ready to flow into other forms. Any fixedness, heaping, or 

concentration on one feature, — a long nose, a sharp chin, a hump-back, — is the reverse of the flowing, and therefore 

deformed. Beautiful  as is  the symmetry of any form, if  the form can move, we seek a more excellent  symmetry.  The 

interruption of equilibrium stimulates the eye to desire the restoration of symmetry, and to watch the steps through which it 

is attained. This is the charm of running water, sea-waves, the flight of birds, and the locomotion of animals. This is the 

theory of dancing, to recover continually in changes the lost equilibrium, not by abrupt and angular, but by gradual and 

curving movements.  I  have been told by persons of  experience  in  matters  of  taste,  that  the  fashions follow a law of 

gradation, and are never arbitrary. The new mode is always only a step onward in the same direction as the last mode; and a 

cultivated eye is prepared for and predicts the new fashion. This fact suggests the reason of all mistakes and offence in our 

own modes. It is necessary in music, when you strike a discord, to let down the ear by an intermediate note or two to the 

accord again: and many a good experiment, born of good sense, and destined to succeed, fails, only because it is offensively 

sudden.”

Unlike a static point of balance, Emerson's “equilibrium”  is also an ideal thus occurring not as a 

constitutive state, but on a  regulative point of reference. The same is true for Parsons. While Neo-

Marxist  critics  have  criticised  Parsons's  use  of  “equilibrium”  as  a  constitutive determination  of 

normativity,  Parsons  would  instead  have  ascribed  to  Emerson’s  description  of  our  assertion  of 

equilibrium in Nature, which we view through the subjective lens (Emerson 1878) – this is in other 

words the epistemological premise of the teleo-mechanist program:

“The idea of right exists in the human mind, and lays itself out in the equilibrium of Nature, in the equalities and periods of 

our system, in the level of seas, in the action and reaction of forces.”

That something is or feels “right” in a moral as well as an epistemological judgement is an idea on a 

regulative level. And that counts for the conversions of money and power on the market as well:

“So the men of the mine, telegraph, mill, map, and survey,— the monomaniacs, who talk up their project in marts, and 
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offices, and entreat men to subscribe: — how did our factories get built? how did North America get netted with iron rails, 

except by the importunity of these orators, who dragged all the prudent men in? Is party the madness of many for the gain of 

a few? This speculative genius is the madness of few for the gain of the world. The projectors are sacrificed, but the public 

is  the gainer.  Each of these idealists,  working after his thought,  would make it  tyrannical,  if he could.  He is met and 

antagonized by other speculators, as hot as he. The equilibrium is preserved by these counteractions, as one tree keeps down 

another in the forest, that it may not absorb all the sap in the ground. And the supply in nature of railroad presidents, copper-

miners, grand-junctioners, smoke-burners, fire-annihilators, &c., is limited by the same law which keeps the proportion in 

the supply of carbon, of alum, and of hydrogen.”

Emerson writes this in a paragraph on Wealth  (1960a) in his Conduct of Life.

And he is making an expert use of the concept as if he had read Cournot’s mathematical theory of 

wealth. Which we should assume isn’t the case, instead we can tentatively assume that certain ideas 

simply “floated around” and lay basically at grasp distance within the respective spheres of philosophy 

and physiology. 

This notion is furthered in the same text a few lines below above quote:

“The laws of nature play through trade, as a toy-battery exhibits the effects of electricity. The level of the sea is not more 

surely kept, than is the equilibrium of value in society, by the demand and supply: and artifice or legislation punishes itself,  

by reactions, gluts, and bankruptcies. The sublime laws play indifferently through atoms and galaxies. Whoever knows what 

happens in the getting and spending of a loaf of bread and a pint of beer; that no wishing will change the rigorous limits of 

pints and penny loaves; that, for all that is consumed, so much less remains in the basket and pot; but what is gone out of  

these is not wasted, but well spent, if  it  nourish his body, and enable him to finish his task; — knows all of political  

economy that  the budgets  of empires can teach him. The interest  of petty economy is this symbolization of  the great  

economy; the way in which a house, and a private man's methods, tally with the solar system, and the laws of give and take, 

throughout nature; and, however wary we are of the falsehoods and petty tricks which we suicidally play off on each other, 

every man has  a  certain  satisfaction,  whenever  his  dealing touches  on  the  inevitable  facts;  when he  sees  that  things 

themselves dictate the price, as they always tend to do, and, in large manufactures, are seen to do. Your paper is not fine or 

coarse enough, — is too heavy, or too thin. The manufacturer says, he will furnish you with just that thickness or thinness 

you want; the pattern is quite indifferent to him; here is his schedule; — any variety of paper, as cheaper or dearer, with the 

prices annexed. A pound of paper costs so much, and you may have it made up in any pattern you fancy.”

The “mechanism” on which political and petty economy or society and their “laws” rest is “trade” 

(Emerson)  or  “barter”  (Parsons,  mostly in  his  lecture  notes  on institutions  in  the  1930s and early 

versions of the media concept in the 1950s). 

It is  this literature tradition and its social implications that will shape among others William James.

For  Pragmatism to  emerge  the  fusion  of  these  ideas  with  the  experimental  stance  of  Continental 
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Europe’s discourse of Physiology and Philosophy is imperative. William James and Pragmatism are 

effective and influential because of it.  And it is this fusion that John Dewey may have never fully 

understood  for  lack  of  laboratory  training.  A fusion  that  is  found  also  in  Alexander  Meiklejohn 

Pragmatistic Anti-Pragmatism.

Emerson, The American Scholar, and Structure of Social Action.

Aside from Emerson’s importance for the dissemination of the biological vernacular in the United 

States on the hand, which I claim was influential in the production of Parsons’ theoretical language, and 

on the other hand the influence his work – above all The American Scholar – had on Parsons’ Amherst 

teacher Alexander Meiklejohn, can we find a more direct representation of an Emersonian theme in 

Parsons work to substantiate my claim?

Certainly, there is no explicit mention of Ralph Waldo Emerson in Parsons’ published works nor in his 

Papers272. But a reading through the American Scholar reveals the striking similarity of the three-fold 

distinction Nature-Action-Culture (see an analysis of the threefold distinction and its importance for 

Emerson: Tauber 2006).

Speaking of the scholar (or more generally the “Man Thinking”) and the influences and demands that 

shape him/her, Emerson refers to three forces: Nature, the Mind of the Past, and Action.

Emerson, like Kant before him, stresses the importance of education and the shaping of the mind 

towards independent thinking. And of course, education was and increasingly became a central topic 

for Parsons. It is therefore interesting to take notice of the fact that for Emerson the notion of action 

receives such emphasis, which in the work of William James will result in a demand for a “theory of 

action”, and eventually Chester Barnard will assert in his correspondence with Lawrence Henderson 

that Parsons is the best candidate to tackle the important and unresolved problem of the “Logic of 

Action”.

For Parsons, in the 1930s and in Structure, the systematic basis of his Logic of Action was to 

272 To avoid any mix up, in several lecture notes he does mention „Emerson“. However, that is a reference to the biologist 
Alfred Emerson.
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differentiate it from systems of Culture and Nature, while he did not forget the fact that nature and 

culture are interpenetrating with action through the organism and personality, which is a theoretical 

perspective that became more explicit in later writings.

Nonetheless, this perspective is rudimentarily present in Emerson and therefore it makes sense to 

conclude that Emerson enabled the Parsonian enunciation. Therefore, this theme in Parsons theoretical 

set-up should not be interpreted as an element that is theory-specific to Parsons or a small group of 

theoreticians. Instead, we should say that it was a very common type of distinction and the twist 

Parsons gave it in the face of e.g Whitehead is therefore of less importance, a tribute and reformulation 

to the prevailing vocabulary but not to a new mode of thought273.

The American Scholar starts with the perspective of the scholar as a topic that is explicitly discussed in 

public. It reiterates philosophical discussion that has plagued the philosophical discourse of the 

nineteenth century with specific regard to the work of Lotze: the question of the One and the Many. In 

case of the American Scholar, it is a question if the Scholar is to be found in Society as One, a Whole 

Man, or as Many. 

Emerson predates the discussion of social types as ideal-types and the question of differentiation in his 

discussion:

“It is one of those fables, which, out of an unknown antiquity, convey an unlooked-for wisdom, that the gods, in the 

beginning, divided Man into men, that he might be more helpful to himself; just as the hand was divided into fingers, the 

better to answer its end.”

In the colorful description, Emerson has already described the whole perspective, he is about to 

explicate further:

“The old fable covers a doctrine ever new and sublime; that there is One Man, -- present to all particular men only partially, 

or through one faculty; and that you must take the whole society to find the whole man. Man is not a farmer, or a professor, 

or an engineer, but he is all. Man is priest, and scholar, and statesman, and producer, and soldier. In the divided or social 

state, these functions are parcelled out to individuals, each of whom aims to do his stint of the joint work, whilst each other 

performs his. The fable implies, that the individual, to possess himself, must sometimes return from his own labor to 

embrace all the other laborers. But unfortunately, this original unit, this fountain of power, has been so distributed to 

multitudes, has been so minutely subdivided and peddled out, that it is spilled into drops, and cannot be gathered. The state 

273The argument of the otherwise brilliant Harald Wenzel (1990), for example, rests on his postulate that Parsons tried to 
formulate a social theory from Whiteheadian cosmology. In my account, Parsons merely gave expression to a fairly 
common and much older position, merely introducing Whiteheadian vocabulary into it to go with fashion, but not adding a 
substantially new perspective.
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of society is one in which the members have suffered amputation from the trunk, and strut about so many walking monsters, 

-- a good finger, a neck, a stomach, an elbow, but never a man. 

Man is thus metamorphosed into a thing, into many things. The planter, who is Man sent out into the field to gather food, is 

seldom cheered by any idea of the true dignity of his ministry. He sees his bushel and his cart, and nothing beyond, and 

sinks into the farmer, instead of Man on the farm. The tradesman scarcely ever gives an ideal worth to his work, but is 

ridden by the routine of his craft, and the soul is subject to dollars. The priest becomes a form; the attorney, a statute-book; 

the mechanic, a machine; the sailor, a rope of a ship. 

In this distribution of functions, the scholar is the delegated intellect. In the right state, he is, Man Thinking. In the 

degenerate state, when the victim of society, he tends to become a mere thinker, or, still worse, the parrot of other men's 

thinking. 

In this view of him, as Man Thinking, the theory of his office is contained. Him nature solicits with all her placid, all her 

monitory pictures; him the past instructs; him the future invites. Is not, indeed, every man a student, and do not all things 

exist for the student's behoof? And, finally, is not the true scholar the only true master? But the old oracle said, `All things 

have two handles: beware of the wrong one.' In life, too often, the scholar errs with mankind and forfeits his privilege. Let 

us see him in his school, and consider him in reference to the main influences he receives.“

With the “distribution of function”, Emerson provides on of the first critical evaluations of what will be 

called “functional differentiation” in sociology. His perspective is deeply critical in the Kantian sense, 

namely that he is discussing both sides, the right state and the degenerate state, giving both sides of the 

story.

We should definitely take notice of the fact that the terms he uses are historically not exactly 

“innocent”.

He does not say right or wrong state, or good or bad. Instead he uses the word “degenerate”. 

“Degeneration” as a concept is part of the history of the hygiene discourse which is an offspring of the 

physiology/psychology discourse and the concept of “energy” (Rabinbach 1990). The concept of 

degeneration was turned into an explicit theory by Benedicte Auguste Morel in 1857 based on 

Lamarck. However, Emerson’s speech on the American Scholar predates Morel by exactly twenty years 

(and Parsons's Structure by exactly a hundred years). This gives rise to the thought that the concept 

certainly was more frequent in its use before Morel and very common for men like Emerson to apply.

Indeed, we can safely assume that he would choose to use a language that should be widely understood, 

since the occasion of the speech was an invitation by the Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society, which 

promotes excellence in promoting liberal arts and sciences at Colleges, respectively at undergraduate 

level. His audience, therefore, was supposedly a selection of scholars who represented the 
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comprehensive knowledge of Northeastern American College teachers. In short -and I think without 

even having to declare the fate of Emerson’s use of the concept an equivocation – we can say that the 

enunciation of the “degeneration”-problem by Morel in French eventually reached an American 

audience that was well prepared for this discourse.

The Man Thinking is therefore the opposite, the positive regulative ideal that Emerson prescribes his 

fellow scholars to follow as well as promote in the students they are teaching.

So what is this Man Thinking? What he is that he is in “reference to the main influences he receives” in 

Emerson’s account.

“The first in time and the first in importance of the influences upon the mind is that of nature”

What Man does is develop a relation towards nature. This nature exists before him and he develops 

from childhood into it, by finding classifications, by developing an analytical and synthetical stance, 

dissociating and conjoining, and by assigning value to the various parts.

“Every day, the sun; and, after sunset, night and her stars. Ever the winds blow; ever the grass grows. Every day, men and 

women, conversing, beholding and beholden. The scholar is he of all men whom this spectacle most engages. He must settle 

its value in his mind. What is nature to him? There is never a beginning, there is never an end, to the inexplicable continuity 

of this web of God, but always circular power returning into itself. Therein it resembles his own spirit, whose beginning, 

whose ending, he never can find, -- so entire, so boundless. Far, too, as her splendors shine, system on system shooting like 

rays, upward, downward, without centre, without circumference, -- in the mass and in the particle, nature hastens to render 

account of herself to the mind. Classification begins. To the young mind, every thing is individual, stands by itself. By and 

by, it finds how to join two things, and see in them one nature; then three, then three thousand; and so, tyrannized over by its 

own unifying instinct, it goes on tying things together, diminishing anomalies, discovering roots running under ground, 

whereby contrary and remote things cohere, and flower out from one stem. It presently learns, that, since the dawn of 

history, there has been a constant accumulation and classifying of facts. But what is classification but the perceiving that 

these objects are not chaotic, and are not foreign, but have a law which is also a law of the human mind? The astronomer 

discovers that geometry, a pure abstraction of the human mind, is the measure of planetary motion. The chemist finds 

proportions and intelligible method throughout matter; and science is nothing but the finding of analogy, identity, in the 

most remote parts. The ambitious soul sits down before each refractory fact; one after another, reduces all strange 

constitutions, all new powers, to their class and their law, and goes on for ever to animate the last fibre of organization, the 

outskirts of nature, by insight.”

The next and second item is on Emerson’s list:

“The next great influence into the spirit of the scholar, is, the mind of the Past, -- in whatever form, whether of literature, of 

art, of institutions, that mind is inscribed. Books are the best type of the influence of the past, and perhaps we shall get at the 
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truth, -- learn the amount of this influence more conveniently, -- by considering their value alone.

(…)

The theory of books is noble. The scholar of the first age received into him the world around; brooded thereon; gave it the 

new arrangement of his own mind, and uttered it again. It came into him, life; it went out from him, truth. It came to him, 

short-lived actions; it went out from him, immortal thoughts. It came to him, business; it went from him, poetry. It was dead 

fact; now, it is quick thought. It can stand, and it can go. It now endures, it now flies, it now inspires. Precisely in proportion 

to the depth of mind from which it issued, so high does it soar, so long does it sing. 

Or, I might say, it depends on how far the process had gone, of transmuting life into truth. In proportion to the completeness 

of the distillation, so will the purity and imperishableness of the product be. But none is quite perfect.“

The “mind of the Past” translates easily into culture or cultural system in the way Parsons uses the 

concept in 1937. Emerson features a processual concept of truth, in other words the regulative ideal of 

truth. It is not “the truth” that a reductionist account would suggest. The relation of life and truth is an 

essential feature that we find at the core of the teleo-mechanist program. Truth, as a regulative ideal in 

Emerson, equals purpose. Just as biology as a science studies life as its object, it does not deliver 

mechanical, constitutive truth. It makes its truth as purpose. This is the Kantian program and the use of 

reflective judgment. In short, the American scholar must train his judgment to perceive and value 

nature in its aesthetic and descriptive aspects, and to make truth from it, he must train the reflective 

judgment in receiving the mind of the Past.

Thirdly and finally, the level of Action completes the Thinking Man.

“There goes in the world a notion, that the scholar should be a recluse, a valetudinarian, -- as unfit for any handiwork or 

public labor, as a penknife for an axe. The so-called `practical men' sneer at speculative men, as if, because they speculate or 

see, they could do nothing. I have heard it said that the clergy, -- who are always, more universally than any other class, the 

scholars of their day, -- are addressed as women; that the rough, spontaneous conversation of men they do not hear, but only 

a mincing and diluted speech. They are often virtually disfranchised; and, indeed, there are advocates for their celibacy. As 

far as this is true of the studious classes, it is not just and wise. Action is with the scholar subordinate, but it is essential. 

Without it, he is not yet man. Without it, thought can never ripen into truth. Whilst the world hangs before the eye as a cloud 

of beauty, we cannot even see its beauty. Inaction is cowardice, but there can be no scholar without the heroic mind. The 

preamble of thought, the transition through which it passes from the unconscious to the conscious, is action. Only so much 

do I know, as I have lived. Instantly we know whose words are loaded with life, and whose not. 

The world, -- this shadow of the soul, or other me, lies wide around. Its attractions are the keys which unlock my thoughts 

and make me acquainted with myself. I run eagerly into this resounding tumult. I grasp the hands of those next me, and take 

my place in the ring to suffer and to work, taught by an instinct, that so shall the dumb abyss be vocal with speech. I pierce 

its order; I dissipate its fear; I dispose of it within the circuit of my expanding life. So much only of life as I know by 
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experience, so much of the wilderness have I vanquished and planted, or so far have I extended my being, my dominion. I 

do not see how any man can afford, for the sake of his nerves and his nap, to spare any action in which he can partake. It is 

pearls and rubies to his discourse. Drudgery, calamity, exasperation, want, are instructers in eloquence and wisdom. The true 

scholar grudges every opportunity of action past by, as a loss of power.

(…)

But the final value of action, like that of books, and better than books, is, that it is a resource. That great principle of 

Undulation in nature, that shows itself in the inspiring and expiring of the breath; in desire and satiety; in the ebb and flow 

of the sea; in day and night; in heat and cold; and as yet more deeply ingrained in every atom and every fluid, is known to us 

under the name of Polarity, -- these "fits of easy transmission and reflection," as Newton called them, are the law of nature 

because they are the law of spirit. 

The mind now thinks; now acts; and each fit reproduces the other. When the artist has exhausted his materials, when the 

fancy no longer paints, when thoughts are no longer apprehended, and books are a weariness, -- he has always the resource 

to live. Character is higher than intellect. Thinking is the function. Living is the functionary. The stream retreats to its 

source. A great soul will be strong to live, as well as strong to think. Does he lack organ or medium to impart his truths? He 

can still fall back on this elemental force of living them. This is a total act. Thinking is a partial act. Let the grandeur of 

justice shine in his affairs. Let the beauty of affection cheer his lowly roof. 

(…)

I hear therefore with joy whatever is beginning to be said of the dignity and necessity of labor to every citizen. There is 

virtue yet in the hoe and the spade, for learned as well as for unlearned hands. And labor is everywhere welcome; always we 

are invited to work; only be this limitation observed, that a man shall not for the sake of wider activity sacrifice any opinion 

to the popular judgments and modes of action. “

Action and Thinking, therefore, are the central dimensions of Emerson’s case for the American Scholar. 

And they are also eminent in Parsons’ work, particularly in Structure. The individualized, self-

confident and self-reliant American Scholar is the ideal-type Emerson describes. Parsons, we can say, 

abstracts from this perspective towards the social actor perspective. Without making this reference, the 

American Scholar is turned into the special case within the education system, differentiated from the 

general situation Parsons describes. And as I have stressed before, the conceptual distinctions made by 

men like Emerson within the confines of the teleomechanist program and the biological vernacular 

enabled Parsons to enunciate this generalized perspective.

 William James
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The foundation of Pragmatism is intertwined with the work of two men, according to the standard 

account: Charles Sanders Peirce and William James. James certainly was the more influential scholar in 

his own life-time and the immediate decades after, while in recent decades Peirce has had a stronger 

renaissance.  However,  the  importance  of  James  is  not  a  simple  matter(see  the  biographical  and 

contextual works on James of: Bordogna 2001, 2005, 2009, Richardson 2006, Myers 1986, Feinstein 

1984, Kucklick 1977). James was and still  is a controversial scholar. His theoretical work was not 

generally  accepted,  nor  was  his  bridge  between  science  and  religious  experience.  His  interest  in 

spiritistic and paranormal phenomena seems puzzling to many modern interlocutors. His conflation of 

professional  academic  writing  and  public  addresses  draws  negative  reactions  from  many 

“professionals” today, who view James as superficial, specifically in regard to his “interdisciplinary” 

approach.

In his lifetime, he was held in high esteem by Harvard President Charles W. Eliot  and became an 

influential  teacher in the laboratory (which he later  left  to Muensterberg) and the classroom, from 

physiology to psychology and philosophy. He was trained in medicine, travelled the world and gave 

speeches to lay and expert audiences on a host of topics. Interpreters, even in his lifetime, were often 

confused by the conjunction of his scientific attitude, his interest in “spiritual phenomena” and his 

treatment of religion.274

When  it  came  to  Pragmatism,  James  enthusiastic  reception  of  his  friend  Peirce's  idea  and  the 

programmatic elaboration by James and his interlocutors (like Pierre Janet, Thomas Davidson, F.C.S. 

Schiller,  Richard  Hodgson,  Hugo  Muensterberg  or  Giovanni  Papini),  eventually  led  to  Peirce’s 

clarification that he did not want to be associated with that type of Pragmatism and began to call his 

program pragmaticism (1905, 1905a, for related conceptual differentiation: Durkheim 1983,  Kennedy 

1958, von Kempski, 1992 Vol.2).

However, there is a clear rift between early Pragmatism (including Peirce) and the second generation of 

Pragmatism.

Early Pragmatists  involve  the  generations  from Emerson to  Peirce  and James,  while  John Dewey 

274 The actual role of religion in various phases in his life and work is equally debated as is in the case of Kant, Lotze and 
Parsons. Accounts range from „early denial and later recovery“ to „secret continuity“. The „standard accounts“ - often 
rooted in a less-than-expert reception of the Conflation account – seem to see Kant renouncing religion and religious 
authority in the spirit of enlightenment, Lotze as a Leibniz-oriented religious scholar, and Parsons returning to the flock 
towards his later life (in particular since the contribution by Bruce Wearne). My argument would be that these accounts 
are insufficient, because they give too little credit to the historic context. In short, neither of these scholars was 
personally  dogmatic about religion while accepting its importance for human society and individuals.
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represents the second generation of Pragmatism. Most Neo-Pragmatists,  such as Richard Rorty,  are 

closer to Dewey than they are to William James, with perhaps the exception of Hans Joas (who seems 

to be influenced more by the later works of James) and Donald Levine (who can be described as seeing 

Pragmatism through a distinctly Simmel-Buber inspired lens).

This  is  not  the  place  to  discuss  the  exact  genealogy of  the  differences  between early and second 

generation Pragmatism.  Instead,  we should point  out  certain  differences  that  are  important  for  the 

present course:

Early Pragmatists fit  within the  teleomechanical program and a Communication account, while the 

second generation follow the physical reductionist vernacular in establishing the Conflation account.

Early Pragmatists, above all James, had extensive first hand experience of both the classroom and the 

laboratory,  they  had  extensive  “hands  on”  experience  in  creating  physiological  and  psychological 

experiments. In other words, one could say that the generation of William James had the blood of  lab 

animals on their hands and lots of test-substances running through their individual metabolisms, while 

the generation of Dewey and his followers were often text-book scientists275, for whom experiment was 

simulated or  thought  experiment.  With the increase of  “differentiation” and “specialization” in  the 

generation of Dewey, the comprehensive dimension of knowledge that was common among men like 

Emerson, Lotze or James was beginning to become lost. Within the generation of Parsons276, a few last 

“specimen” of this older and more comprehensive knowledge regime were bred and educated, while 

the  reductionist and hyperspecialized  education of scholars had begun its supreme reign277, leaving 

very little room for generalist scholars.

James had been introduced to the physiological discourse very early on and thus been acquainted with 

laboratory work and experimental psychology, reading through Helmholtz, Wundt and Mach’s German 

contributions to physics, psychology and physiology, while Dewey had a background in education as a 
275 Not only did they speak a different epistemological vernacular, but Dewey's generation was introduced to a different 

moral economy of science (Daston 1995) and different forms of representation with a different form of objectiviy 
(Daston/Galison 2007)

276 Parsons himself is an exceptional case already. He wanted to become a physician and had received extensive training in 
biology and chemistry, even spending a summer at the Laboratories at Woods Hole, where many famous physiologists 
and biologists, such as Jacques Loeb, taught regular courses. Whether Parsons was actually able to take one of Loeb's 
courses is nearly impossible to reconstruct. Victor Lidz and Charles Camic, in  personal communication with me, 
concluded that we should assume that this is not the case, for Parsons never shied from mentioning the great names he 
had personally met and there is no record or witness that gives an account of this. However, records show that Loeb was 
at Woods Hole at the time, while he did not teach. Parsons took part in a course on embryology, run by a team headed by 
Hubert Goodrich. (see below)

277 Dewey was, first and foremost, an educator posited for teaching high school, despite having spent a year with G..Stanley 
Hall at Johns Hopkins University. 
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high school teacher. 

James,  after  receiving an education at  Lawrence Scientific School,  had travelled the Amazon with 

Louis Agassiz (see Richardson 2006: 11 - 116).   But he did not engage in the kind of “academic 

education” that  the  generation of  Dewey would consider  formal,  even though Dewey himself  had 

remarked on occasion that this was supposedly one of James' assets for it protected his mind against a 

certain  staleness  of  academic  debate  (see  the  reference  in  Richardson  2006:  51)  .  However,  this 

judgment on a predecessor does not imply that Dewey or any of his generation would have accepted 

the same kind of “free spirit” in one of their contemporaries or students, despite the programmatic call 

for an “openness of learning” (see Levine 2006: 75ff.). Cornel West notes, ironically, that James was 

“more product of and participant in American academic life than any of the major personages in the 

American  pragmatic  tradition.  This  accounts  in  part  for  his  adverserial  disposition  toward 

professionalism of any sort.”

While the modern understanding, which is based on the same prerequisites as is Dewey's, would equate 

the results of differentiation and hyperspecialization with professionalism in general and academics in 

particular, James would have been able to argue that only a more comprehensive or holistic attitude 

towards knowledge would account  for  “good and pragmatic  science”.  James would have been the 

advocate of “outside of the box” style of thinking (and a comprehensive field of science studies or 

study of knowledge production).

And there is yet another aspect where James and Dewey differ immensely, namely in regard to the  role 

that they assigned Rudolf Hermann Lotze in regard to their own work.

Dewey mostly criticized Lotze, in particular for having established a philosophical position that rested 

on  the  “spectator”-perspective  even  within  logic.  The  spectator  perspective  was  the  root  of  all 

“philosophical evil” for Dewey. 

William James, on the other hand, held the work of Lotze in the highest regard.

A relation that not many of his biographers seem to have taken due note of. In basically any work on 

James written in the past few decades, the name of Lotze is curiously absent278. But that is indeed a 

grave error. Not only did James encourage students to study the work of Lotze – which at that time was 

an  unavoidable  literature  for  philosophers  (and  physiologists)  anyway.  James  also  sent  his  most 

promising students to Germany to study the spirit of Lotze in the country where it originated and had 
278 Although Richardson's seminal book (2006) is an exception in this regard as it is many others.
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them do their PhD-work, as he and Royce agreed on in the case of Santayana, in relation to Lotze’s 

philosophy. Otto Kraushaar has shown in a series of essays in the late 1930s that James intellectually 

“owed a debt to Lotze”.

Not  to  mention  that  Royce  had  studied  under  Lotze  and kept  using his  work throughout  his  life. 

Royce279 was a personal friend and one of James' most frequent and intense partners for intellectual 

debate.

In his correspondence (James Corr. 4: 526, 527, also referenced in Richardson 2006), James goes as far 

as identifying with Lotze on a most personal level and in the face of explaining  his position to Charles 

Eliot by giving himself a research program he sought to pursue under the heading “mental science”, 

which he wanted to teach at Harvard as a course in psychology. He held hopes for psychology to 

become an attitude of replacing philosophy with mental science. This program was supposed to be “the 

study of one thing, the human mind, its laws, its powers, and the authority of its conclusions.”

We could discern following analogies:

The one thing – the unity of – the human mind, its laws, powers and authority of conclusions  can be 

seen as similar to  Vernunft, Verstand and Urteilskraft (Reason, Understanding and Judgement).

More so, not only does James identify a fourfold subdivision of this study (logic, history of philosophy, 

metaphysics and “erkenntnislehre” [epistemology], and psychology), he also sees identifies a division 

in  the  sciences  that  identifies  a  majority  of  scholars  on  two  sides  operating  “under  the  name of 

science”, while their work does not deserve to be called science. On the one side he finds naturalists 

and physiologists, which nowadays could be subsumed under the heading bald naturalism, on the other 

side,  “professors  whose  education  has  been  exclusively literary”,  who show a  “real  inaptitude  for 

estimating the force and bearing of physiological arguments when sued to help define the nature of 

man.”

James  is  interested  in  the  human  condition  and  the  elucidation  of  the  human  condition  must  be 

279 I am deeply indebted to Frank Oppenheim (and his assistant Dawn Aberg), who spent some time with me at the Harvard 
archives to introduce me to several aspects of Royce life and work, previously unknown to me.  Most curiously, 
Kucklick does not mention Lotze in his intellectual biography of Royce (1985). This just proves how very little the 
importance of Lotze has been appreciated in the last decades. However, a review of late nineteenth century and early 
twentieth century literature in physiology, psychology, sociology, philosophy, or theology,  reveals the many debts that 
scientific and scholarly discourse in general owed Lotze, but also Herbart, E.H. Weber, von Baer, Fechner, Ritschl, and a 
few others. The work of Royce, Ladd, Hall, James, also Charcot, Ribot, the Janets, was at the least influenced by Lotze 
(et al), more likely we can go as far as to say that it from a historic point of view, their work is nearly unintelligible 
without an understanding of Lotze (and his interlocutors).
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delivered  by  “real  science”.  This  “real  science  of  man”  is  Kantian  and  Lotzean,  which  the 

correspondence makes obvious, since it is “being built up out of the theory of evolution and the facts of 

archaeology, the nervous system and the senses”, therefore, neither the bald naturalist nor the literary 

person are the authorities who can give account of the human condition. This is Kantianism in the need 

for a theory of evolution and archaeology (this is the lesson from Kant's  Anthropologie,  with special 

reference  to  the  concept  of  archaeology280) and  included  in  this  anthropology is  the  physiological 

knowledge which James knew from Lotze.  The job that James was trying to create  for himself  at 

Harvard required  a  special  kind  of  person who could  offer  “a  union”  of  these  two very different 

“disciplines” or rather knowledge regimes - to use our modern term. James presented himself to be just 

such a man, and he pointed to the fact that such a type of academic character had tradition – a  tradition 

which he cited to be embodied in Lotze and Wundt281,  who shared a wide scope in interests while 

having roots in medicine. This was in 1875. In 1876, James actually taught Physiological Psychology at 

Harvard.

It would take him another fifteen years to turn this program into a publication in the two volumes of the 

Principles  of  Psychology.  However,  Lotze  was  implicitly  present  and  occasionally  cited  in  the 

correspondence and the essays he wrote in between, as well as in the Principles themselves.

A few  scholars  in  very  specialized  fields  of  neuropsychology  have  recently  “rediscovered”  the 

connection and usefulness of James and Lotze  (Knuf et al 2001, Stock 2004) and Lotze, Janet, and 

James (Manning 2007) and the need to learn from the history of science282. 

But this begs the question why Lotze was “forgotten”. In various regards, Lotze was dropped from the 

explicit academic discourse and education following the rise of Jingosim with the Spanish-American 

War and with the emergence of anti-German sentiments following World War I.  Secondly and with 

regard to James, the reception of the Principles must be reviewed in light of the original edition in two 

volumes in 1890 and the revised  Briefer Course  which was published in 1892.  The original edition 

was already intended to have text-book character and the chapters were each a coherent and separate 

part. At the same time, James engaged in each chapter in debates and explications, using his extensive 

knowledge of experiments and literature to write a total of ca. 1200 pages. Even for a devoted student 

280 And of course an essay on progress and metaphysics, Kant had written in 1793, which was published in 1804:
“Ueber die von der Koeniglichen Akademie zu Berlin fuer das Jahr 1791 ausgesetzte Preisfrage: Welches sind die 
wirklichen Fortschritte, die die Metaphsyik seit Leibnizens und Wolffs Zeiten in Deutschland gemacht hat?”

281 Royce had studied under both.
282 See also the Focus Section on the need and uses for history of science in the 2008 edition of Isis.
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in the late nineteenth century, the opus magnum was a voluminous monster and James (see Richardson 

307 ff.) offered his publisher Edwin Holt a briefer version. The  Briefer Course omits details of the 

debates, experiments and historical context. At the same time, it omits explicit citations of Lotze, Janet 

and others. For students interested in an introduction in the subject matter, including modern historians 

of one or the other scientific discipline who have reviewed James as secondary context, the  Briefer 

course has served as the introduction of choice. Its lack of detail, however, partially explains the lack of 

appreciation many commentators have for James' sources and predecessors.

The consequences of the lack of detail can be illustrated on the lack of appreciation for one of the many 

key figures in the intellectual climate of the Northeast of the USA at the turn of the nineteenth to the 

eighteenth century, Edmund Burke Delabarre,

Delabarre was a student of James', who was sent to Berlin and Freiburg where he studied with Georg 

Simmel,  Wilhelm  Dilthey,  Freidrich  Paulsen  and  Hugo  Muensterberg283.  Delabarre  founded  the 

experimental  psychology  laboratory  at  Brown,  where  he  also  taught  Alexander  Meiklejohn,  for 

example. Meiklejohn was a Kantian and influential educational reformist, who opposed Dewey and 

later  became  a  force  in  the  civil  rights  and  freedom of  speech  discussions  during  and  after  the 

McCarthy era. Meiklejohn, among many other noteworthy things, was one of Talcott Parsons' teachers 

at Amherst.

Delabarre and Muensterberg kept in touch, and when Muensterberg returned to Germany for a year, 

Delabarre  ran  the  Harvard laboratory for  him – which  was  of  course  founded by William James. 

Delabarre  had  published  only  a  few  yet  seminal  and  influential  essays,  including  his  German 

dissertation  on  Sensations,  which  was  written  in  the  spirit  of  Lotzean  local-sign  and  ideo-motor 

theories, which James was also very familiar with.  And more importantly, while there is no mention of 

Delabarre in the Briefer Course, there is a total of fourteen pages in the second volume of Principles 

that were not written by William James (Vol.2: 13 – 27) but by Edmund Burke Delabarre. The section 

focuses on the “law of contrast”  and the debate  between Hering and Helmholtz,  which cannot  be 

properly understood without reference to “Lotze's theory of spatial localization”(see also Turner 1993, 

Woodward  1978).  This  example  serves  to  illustrate  how  closely  knit  the  scientific  debate  and 

community around William James actually was. Delabarre as an example  would also illustrate that the 

283 Raymond Butti, curator at Brown University's John Hay library, has made records available to me that document 
Delabarre's courses in Berlin. I am deeply indebted to him. Hay Library is in general abode to many undiscovered 
treasures.
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boundaries,  not  only  between  nations  and  disciplines,  but  also  between  teaching,  experimenting, 

corresponding and publishing were equally fuzzy. Only a more thorough understanding of this context, 

of the  enabling and  constraining factors and mechanisms, will eventually allow us to appreciate the 

scientific development of the nineteenth century and the conceptual histories of many contemporary 

debates and their key concepts.

 Equilibrium From Emerson to James

The concept of “equilibrium”, which was one of the key concepts at Harvard in the 1920s to the 1940s, 

including Parsons' works, has been part and parcel in Emerson's writings, as was noted above. The 

concept was used by William James with equal ease and familiarity. First and foremost physiologically:

 “[...] whilst we think, our brain changes, [...], its whole internal equilibrium shifts with every pulse of 

change. The precise nature of the shifting at a given moment is a product of many factors.“ (Principles, 

Vol. 1: 234)

But that does not exclude that James' conflation of lessons from physiology with “civic engagement”.

Cornel West's contention is that James actually “out-Emersons Emerson” (West1989: 54).

James, he states, is “a cultural critic trained in medicine, fascinated with the arts, imbued with a 

scientific conscience, and attracted to religion” (ibid.)284

The two aspects of cultural criticism and scientific conscience (or scientific method)  are of utmost 

importance for pragmatism in general, although the latter means something entirely different for the 

first generation, than it does for the generation of Dewey and after: the difference is accounted for by 

the teleo-mechanist  program and a physicalist reductionsim.
284 A similar opinion could be construed for Parsons (see also Uta Gerhardt, 1999a, 2002):

Parsons is a cultural critic, trained in biology and psycho-analysis, fascinated by politics with a scientific conscience and 
attracted to civil religion (civics).
A conjoined description West offers for James sounds equally fitting for Lotze, Weber, or Parsons: „This unique 
combination of skills, talent, and interests leads him onto philosophical terrain where he leaps – quickly and often 
unsatisfactorily but as it suits his fancy – from one major issue to another. He is neither afraid to traverse disciplinary 
boundaries nor hesitant to pronounce premature panaceas for centuries old problems.”
However, there is a caveat to West's judgment.
For scholars from Kant to James, the “disciplinary boundaries” did not exist (contrasting view in: Bordogna [2008]). 
Actually they began to emerge probably at the time  of James and became an acute problem at the time of Parsons 
(following my argument that he was one of the last top be part of a prior episteme). When West was writing, twenty 
years ago, the idea of “disciplinary boundaries” has become taken for granted. It may thus actually be a presentistic 
category under which James is subsumed. James is thus no “interdisciplinary scholar”, but just a scholar. And perhaps, 
so is Parsons at a time, when the idea of interdisciplinarity emerges (though institutionally at Harvard under the heading 
“joint concentration”).
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Pragmatism, originated in Charles Sanders Peirce’s discussions with James and others/ Peirce defined 

distinct claims that pragmatism had to fulfill that equate pragamtism as a program with the scientific 

method (Wissenschaftslehre), under the Emersonian condition of “moral purpose”, reflecting the 

inherent teleomechanist program. The scientific method is “the most reasonable way of arriving at 

warranted and valid beliefs”285(West 1989: 43). More importantly, the scientific method is a process 

that involves the social dimension of a scientific community with its self-correcting mechanism of 

scientific discourse – the touchstone of scientific concepts, which represents an operationalization of 

Kant's touchstone. “Concrete reasonableness” is the route towards an ultimate good, which is linked to 

truth (West). However, it should be mentioned that for Peirce “concrete reasonableness” is first and 

foremost  an aesthetic ideal. Therefore it is evidently subject of discussion in light of Kant's third 

Critique, and additionally, the context of the importance  aesthetics held for 19th century psychology 

and epistemology (Erkenntnistheorie) needs to be accounted for, even while Peirce does evade – I 

suggest to concur with West - to center his philosophy on (Cartesian-style) epistemology. Peirce, in 

evading Cartesian epistemology and focused on logic, introduces a mediation between thought and 

knowledge, external and internal world by the concept of signs. Peirce’s theory of signs – his entire 

semiotics – undergoes a complex development  in his work, which we cannot focus on here.

However, it should be noted that Peirce is not the “inventor” of modern semiotics. Semiotics in its 

modern form, not counting the classic Greek definition, emerges in a medical, and juridical-

psychological context along with the same rupture that allows for the emergence of Kantian biology 

between 1750 and 1850286. If we accept that the distinct feature of “modern” semiotics is that the 

“lifeworld is not the concrete reality of things” but mediated and informed by signs and must therefore 

necessarily include  the practical consequences and efficacy of signs in regard to reality as an active 

and dynamic object, which Klaus Oehler (2000) summarizes to be the position of Peirce, than this 
285 We should take notice that the criterion is indeed validity (Lotze), not reliability – the latter has become the important 

criterion for the physicalist research program from Dewey onwards.
286 Other commentators have gone as far as “finding” publications on medical semiotics in the 1650s. This is open to 

debate, but currently only a handful of scholars interested in the history of semiotics have taken up the debate initiated 
by Thure von Uexkuell, almost three decades ago.  This is not so much a mere “side show” for historians, but has a very 
practical learning curve. Thure von Uexkuell, expanding his famous father's introduction of ecology into medicine, was 
a leading force in “psycho-somatic medicine” on the basis of his understanding of the history of medicine. The 
importance of  mind-body-environment problem in medicine has become more prominent today with the whole systems 
approach (see Stingl 2009a). There is a need to be able to translate the concepts Western medicine and Complementary 
Medicine (CAM) from other healing cultures properly. Reductionist vernaculars have serious trouble accounting for 
many healing effects that actually occur. Many chapters of the history of Western science and medicine hold conceptual 
potentials to offer such translations.( On medical semiotics and the problem of attention disorders see Stingl (in 
progressb))
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would evidently mean that “modern semiotics” does not emerge with Peirce “Logic of Science” in 

1865/8 or Bolzano's “Logic of Science” (Wissenschaftslehre) in 1837 (Oehler 2000), but with medical 

semiotics in the 1750s and made available to a larger public by Johann Christian Reil, a Kantian 

biologist, and his interlocutor J.C. Hoffbauer between 1802 and 1808. In the medical context, semiotics 

becomes “modern” because it effects  medical practices ( summaries for 1750 to 1850  by Thure von 

Uexkuell 1984a,b, 1996, Risse 1996, the most important original following Kantian philosophy texts 

Hoffbauer 1802, 1808, 1808a Reil 1799. And for the context of scientific development: Rieger 2001). 

On this note, both, Lotze and James, were trained in medicine and, to some extent, had practiced 

medicine. Lotze was familiar with Reil's works. The works of Reil and Hoffbauer were generally fairly 

popular. The concept of signs and mediation that we eventually find in Peirce is therefore a concept that 

was not alien to Lotze or his Kantian predecessors. Thanks to his acquaintance with Lotze's works and 

friendship with Peirce, “signs and mediation” should not have been news to James. The idea of “signs” 

implies, of course, the idea of the “social” for it implies the Other and the concept of communication 

via signs. It implies the kind of contingency that Kant had found in discursivity, including Kant's 

implications of sociabillity and the public (Geselligkeit287 and Oeffentlichkeit). This is a “grand 

breakthrough” made by Peirce, according to West (1989: 45), which is also a “distinctly American 

response to a European discourse that overlooked and ignored transactional relations between the self 

and nature, communal relations between the self and other selves, and especially the radical 

contingency and revisability of both relations.”

In Peirce, West diagnoses a “sense for the end of Gemeinschaft” in light of the rise of the industrial 

society (Gesellschaft), which has a tendency to become “anomic” (West) that can be mitigated by the 

scientific community in the conflation of scientific progress and moral development, a conflation that is 

less a religious enterprise than it is actually an understanding of autonomy (voluntarism), change, and 

progress by conjoining these concepts in Perice reception of Kant and Duns Scotus.

With Scotus, Peirce introduces a concept of reality that includes the interchange (Wechselwirkung) 

between thought and being (Denken und Sein). But this conceptualism was a lesson Peirce has learned, 

which von Kempski (1992, Vol.2: 209f.) has pointed out, from reading Carl von Prantl's third volume 

of his famous history of logic (Geschichte der Logik des Abendlandes, 4 Vols. 1850 – 1870). Aside 

from the question of Scotus, the lack of mention of Lotze in Peirce works – despite important 

similarities – may be the result of Peirce's reading of Prantl. It is Prantl who contributed to the common 

287 For Kant, the concept was  actually unsocial sociability (ungesellige Geselligkeit), meaning men's tendency to be unable 
to like one another, while being unable to live without others.
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impression that Lotze should be read from the point of view of Leibniz288. Prantl reduces Lotze to a 

“Spinozistic modification of Leibniz” (quoted in Ferreiros289 2004: 67) 

Secondly, Peirce and Scotus share what von Kempski (Vol.2: 211) called “the problem of individual 

existence”.  Existence is not a constitutive concept, but a relational concept290 based on the idea of 

Wechselwirkung, for individual things attain existence (or truth) in the sum of their (mutual) effects.

Finally, of course, Scotus in his “speculative grammar” shares the idea of a theory of signs with Peirce, 

even if there are distinct differences between them, which we will not be able to discuss here of course.

However, from these premises, we can summarize that the “truth” about a “fact” is found in the long 

run (West) of scientific debate in the scientific community by idea of  (never realized) “ultimate 

agreement”, which is consequently nothing but a regulative ideal.

Following Peirce, James extends the “Emersonian themes of contingency291 and revisability to 

“personal and moral lives”, according to West (1989: 55), offering a mediation between religion and 

science, vocation and profession, or “Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft” (West). 

That James turns the scientific method “personal” is of little surprise, if we accept that he was 

influenced by Lotze and Lotze's student and outspoken Kantian J.P. Bowne (who became a professor at 

Boston University in 1876), the “founders” of the philosophical school of personalism. 

Bowne and James met quite regularly at James' friend Thomas Davidson's house. In the Principles 

(Vol.1: 219f.), Bowen is cited in the most Peircean chapter (event though Peirce is not cited in the 

Principles), in the chapter on the “Relation of Minds to Other Things”. James establishes first and 

foremost the dualism, that Dewey-style Pragmatism later hoped to omit entirely, of Subject-Object, 

which is fundamental for the “psychologist's attitude towards cognition” (Vol.1: 218), which is the 

irreducible treatment292 between “mind knowing and thing known” . “Knowing” will occur not by 

288 Most prominently in: Prantl, Carl von. 1894. “Lotze, Rudolf Hermann.” Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie vol. 19:290.
289 In this noteworthy essay on the origins of Cantor's set-theory (influential for Hilbert and Quine, among others), Ferreiros 
points out that Cantor – often praised by Peirce – owed much to organic philosophy and of course to having studied 
philosophy in Goettingen under Lotze in 1866 – even if there are significant differences between the two of them.
290 This kind of relationalism is part and parcel of a „branch“ of schoalrship that connects Kant, Lotze, Simmel, Cassirer, 

and Bachelard (among others) towards a „practical sociology“, according toVandenberghe (2004). 
291 The introduction of the idea of contingency into psychology (along with developmental mechanics and stages) into 

psychology is actually a crucial moment of transformation towards conceptualization of self-awareness development in 
stages, later postulated and tested for by Piaget and others. The introduction of tests of self-awareness, such as the mirror 
test became possible with the idea of the contingency test (the inspection the mirror) by the test subject (and 
supplemented by the marker test). The only “animals” know to have passed this test are humans (age 18-24 months and 
above), dolphins, the great apes (not monkeys) and elephants. There is to my knowledge no concise history of the 
history of these tests in relation to conceptual histories or too the material history of these tests. (Parker et al 2006)

292 Since the Principles and Jamesian Pragmatism do not seek to establish an ontology, the operative word here is 
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immediacy, but by a “signal” between the thing and the brain, this re-establishes the relationalism and 

semiotics of Duns Scotus and Peirce.

In the spirit of Scotus, who introduced the “finality of human life” in a very crucial way (see above in 

the chapter on Kant), James quotes Bowne extensively on the aspect of relationalism not just between 

subject-object but on the special case of two minds, which are – according to Bowne (see quoted by 

James (ibid.: 219, emphasis A.S.) – in a “communion between finite minds”.

Moreover, he quotes Bowne in reference (ibid. 220 Footnote) to Lotze, and concludes that not only do 

psychologists have to assume the object-subject dualism but also that subject and object are in a 

relation of “pre-established harmony”.

Harmony is a central concept in James' work.  Pragmatism is, he says occasionally – e.g. in 

Pragmatism (1992b) – a “mediator”, “reconciler”, “happy harmonizer”. Reconciliation is achieved by 

individualism and  the famous “middle of the roadism”. In Pragmatism he offers a list of polar 

extremes he seeks to “harmonize” (reprinted in West 1989: 57), these kinds of lists can be found both in 

Toennies and Parsons in an equal fashion. Reconciliation, West asserts, “chime well with Emerson's 

theodicy”. The dimensions that he cites are: Optimism, moralism, voluntarism. All three can be neatly 

associated with Parsons.

Following the publication of the Principles, James tried his hand at turning the lessons into an 

educational and subsequently political program. In the Talks to teachers (see 1992a: 878ff), he 

establishes a regulative ideal, that we will find reverberating in Parsons' language: 

“Society has, with all this, undoubtedly got to pass towards some newer and better equilibrium.”

And:

“The altered equilibriums and redistributions only diversify our opportunities and open chances for 

new ideals”. The matter at hand is that “equilibrium”, a concept found in Lotze and Emerson, changed 

from a concept defined as static balance (Archimedes) to a dynamic process (Lagrange) and a theory of 

Wealth and distribution (Cournot), can be found in William James' earlier works, where it is used to 

promote a political program of opportunity, tolerance, and redistribution of wealth based on psychology 

and the logic of science. It will have to be in this context that the concept “equilibrium” must be 

viewed, when we address it in the case of Parsons and the intellectual of his formative and early years, 

and not the reductionist concept of his critics.

„treatment“, which is James own word. He does not establish a constitutive fact.
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James’ debt to Lotze

 

James (1842 – 1910) probably never met Lotze in person. However, he was introduced to his work 

around 1867, either when he travelled to Germany for about a year or maybe earlier by his godfather 

Ralph Waldo Emerson. We do not know for sure. What we can say is that he seems to have acquired a 

copy of Lotze’s  Medizinische Psychologie  (1852) while in Germany in 1867 (either in Dresden or 

Berlin,  where  he  attended Physiology lectures).  Ten years  later  in  1876 (see  Kraushaar  1938),  he 

acquired the Mikrokosmus (1856-58). And around this time, he began sending his first PhD-students to 

Germany,  beginning  with  G.  Stanley  Hall,  who  went  to  work  with  Wundt  whom  James  greatly 

respected.

Aside from reading most of Lotze’s works in the original and sometimes, additionally, in translations, 

James read a wealth of commentary literature also, such as E. von Hartmann293 or Sir Henry Jones. He 

had to review Lotze’s Logic when he read Dewey’s Studies in Logical Theory (1903), 

“wherein Dewey selected Lotze as the target for a sharp attack upon the idealistic doctrine of thought”,

while 

“James was especially attracted to Lotze’s doctrine because he too sought to justify and defend the validity of spiritual 

experience in the face of a growing acceptance of the mechanistic principle. Like Lotze, he saw in philosophy much more 

than a dispassionate search for the absolute truth; he took it to be primarily a quest for understanding and adjustment, and 

the problem of human life and destiny lay at the very focus of his ideas.” (Kraushaar 1938: 519)

Otto Kraushaar, perhaps one of the best sources on James’ Lotzeanism, acknowledges the common 

interest,  both  scholars  shared  in  promoting  religious,  moral,  and  aesthetic  values  in  light  of 

metaphysical deliberation.

The religious aspect must be certainly viewed with reservation in the case of Lotze, in the case of 

James with great care. Both men were accepting of a necessity for – what in German is so profoundly 

called –  Sinnstiftung  (There is hardly a good English translation, merely the circumscription that it 

means  something  like  “Founding  a  meaning”  usually  “Founding  a  higher  meaning  of  life”  a 

293 Von Hartmann' works are nowadays nearly forgotten. Even in his lifetime and shortly after, his name was mentioned 
only secondary to that of Lotze. However, von Hartmann's philosophy is interesting because he favors a “transcendental-
realism” over a “naive realism”, which means that reality must be mediated for its cognitive perception by signs, and 
cannot be identical. He refutes the formula “esse est percipi”. Secondly, his philosophy thrives on insights from both 
physics and physiology. And thirdly, the criterion which serves as the touchstone to evaluate the “reality” of a concept is 
defined as “utility” (Tauglichkeit). (von Kempski 1992)
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circumscription of what for Jaspers is “transcendence in actu”). Thus, accepting this need in human life 

for a higher meaning,  for a purpose transcending everyday hardship and life,  is  wedged deep into 

Lotze’s philosophy. For James, this  is deeply religious, for Lotze it  can be deeply religious and is 

usually found in this form. However, at the core of Lotze is a philosophy of values in regard to the 

question of purpose as a  regulative ideal and, thus, higher purpose. For Lotze, the act  of giving a 

transcending meaning to actual experience can be concretised in the form of values. 

For  Talcott  Parsons,  in  the  wake  of  Weber  and Durkheim,  religion  does  serve  a  similar  purpose. 

Although,  for  Parsons,  religion  is  a  way  to  promote  cooperation  and  thus  serves  as  constituting 

solidarity.  Lotze’s  position  precedes  that  of  Parsons,  while  James  promotes  religion  somewhat 

differently. His own faith is also somewhat problematic in this. He was fascinated by the esoteric and 

occult, himself at times considered a follower of Swedenborg.  Nonetheless, Jamesian belief is guided 

by the “will to believe”, therefore religion is, like truth itself, based on voluntarism. To have religion is 

to choose to believe and see the believe through in practical action guided by it. The correctness of a 

regulative ideal of truth, a value, or a religious belief can only be made valid by putting it to the test of 

action.

James, in Will to believe (1992a: 474f.) introduces his version of three-fold systems distinction:

“Science says things are; morality says some things are better than others; and religion essentially says two things.

First, she says that the best things are the more eternal things, the overlapping things, the things in the universe that are the 

last ones, so to speak, and say the final word. […] The second affirmation of religion is that we are better off even now if we 

believe her first affirmation to be true.”

The tri-fold Nature-Action-Culture distinction that is guiding Parsons’ work since at least Structure is 

conceptually related to this tri-fold distinction in James. Science and nature systems describe the things 

that are, the situation. Action is a “moral” system, becomes it involves a choice of a) ends and b) the 

best means to accomplish the end. Religion offers the ultimate ends, which are eternal objects. They are 

not related to us immediately, they are mediated through symbols: culture.  

The “last stone that is thrown by the universe” is very much like the Kantian touchstone in the Other, 

for James’ universe becomes the other for each of us who is religious, for

“[t]he more perfect and more eternal and more eternal aspect of the universe is represented in our religions as having 

personal form. The universe is no longer a mere It to us, but a Thou.” (ibid. 476. emphases in the original)

Religion is at the very least “a live hypothesis which may be true.”
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Culture in Parsons point of view was enabled by conceptual transformations in theories of language as 

a  symbol  system,  Jaspers’ clinical  philosophy of  communication,  and  Whiteheads  eternal  objects. 

Culture  is  a generalization of James’ religion,  and in  every culture  the generalized Other  as  Thou 

becomes the touchstone in media of symbol and language towards approaching the eternal object in the 

set  of  symbols  used  for  communication.  Religion  is  a  “live  hypothesis”,  culture  is  “organic”  and 

biological. Both are subject to action and can only prevail in action294.

This said, we should focus on those other aspects: Moral and aesthetics, values, and validity. And, of 

course, truth:

James’s  theory  of  truth  begins  with  a  distinction  of  the  everyday and  lexical  assumptions  of  the 

meaning of “truth”. The concept of truth as correspondence is something that is not an option from his 

point of view. Thus, “truth is in the making”, and as the “use of truth is at the core” of James. This 

“verificatory theory of truth”, renders it of temporary nature. It renders experience in general as one of 

Kantian observed Regelmäßigkeiten, which can be described like, but not reduced to laws. Verification 

is temporary and it can be direct and/or indirect. Truth thus does not constitute a facticity. It offers but a 

– in Lotzean terms – validity. This validity criterion of  regulative truth is a corollary of the fact that 

truth is not an external fact, a given correspondence between thought/perception and the thing-in-itself.

Truth  is  derived  from  experience  under  the  constraints  of  psychogenesis.  As  James  says  in  the 

concluding chapter XXVIII of the Principles, he is trying to

“ascertain just how far the connections of things in the outward environment can account for our tendency to think of, and 

to react upon, certain things in certain ways and in no others, even though personally we have had of the things in question 

no experience, or almost no experience,  at all.  It  is a familiar truth that some propositions are  necessary.” (Vol.2 617. 

emphasis in original)

Certainly, we can agree that there is at the very least a structural similarity in the problematization of 

these propositions necessary to enable experience to the Kantian problem how experience is possible. 

The  necessity  of  propositions  is  similar  to  the  apriori  that  enable  experience  and,  subsequently, 

judgments. 

Of course, James himself is not oblivious to this fact. He does not deny this heritage while he does not 

fully ascribe to it.  Instead,  he takes notice of the challenge that “evolutionary empiricists” pose to 

“apriori transcendalists”. The crucial difference between both lies in the question of the origin of the 

294  It is reasonable that Bruno Latour’s (2005) interest in William James is par of this action-metaphysics in Jamesean 
philosophy. This much becomes clear in reading Graham Harman’s Prince of networks (forthcoming).
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necessity  resolving  propositions.  Heritage  is  the  answer  that  the  empiricists  offer.  For  the 

transcendentalists,  on the other  hand,  this  “organic295 structure of  the  mind” has  a  “transcendental 

origin”296. James wants to transcend these “warring ways” by accepting what is good about either.

But, first,  James gives three good reasons why he feels unable to make a choice between the two 

(Vol.2:  617/618).  He draws a  picture  of the “war between empiricism and transcendentalism” that 

involves  on the one hand the question of “ontogeny versus phylogeny”,  and “Lamarckism versus 

Darwinism” (as a version of externalism versus internalism) on the other. James resolution is not just a 

“middle-of-the-roadism”. More importantly, it is a version of the teleo-mechanic program:

“I shall try in the course of the chapter to make plain three things:

1) That, taking the word experience as it is universally understood, the experience of the race can no more account for 

our a priori judgments than the experience of the individual can;

2) That there is no good evidence for the belief that our instinctive reactions are fruits of our ancestors’ education in 

the midst of the same environment, transmitted to us at birth.

3) That the features of our organic mental structure cannot be explained at all by our conscious intercourse with the 

other environment, but must rather be understood as congenital variations, ‘accidental’Footnote in the first instance, 

but then transmitted as fixed features of the race.

On the whole, then, the account which the apriorists give of the facts is that which I defend; although I should content 

(as will hereafter appear) for a naturalistic view of their cause.

Footnote: ‘Accidental’ in the Darwinian sense, as belonging to a cycle of causation inaccessible to the present order of research” (emphases in original)

The facts obsevered do have causes that can be mechanistically described and situated in an external, natural, physical 

environment. However to be experienced as facts, there must be  apriori elements. The inclusion of “purpose“ was the 

answer of Kantian biologists. The answer of James is, in a refutation of correspondence, harmony.

Some critics,  may,  adhere  to  another  distinction  between externalism  and  internalism  by Bertrand 

Russell.  For  us,  the  distinction  is  not  meant  to  decide  epistemologically  between  Russellian 

correspondence theorists and pure rationalists who assume truth to be in itself external or made from 

external relations that are and can thus constitute our thoughts. 

For James what we speak of and treat as true what has no representations in the corresponding sense 

295  Organic, as we may understand it at the end of this study, can be loosely defined as open systems of fluidly intertwined 
interactions (Wechselwirkungen).

296  This is, we can assume, intentionally nebulous. It allows for the omission of any discussion, recognition of the fact that 
one can only speculate about the origin (Kant), the inclusion of a naturphilosophisch absolute (Schelling) or God 
(Hegel) to stand in.
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but  merely  representations  in  “signs  and  symbols”.  James  cites  as  examples,  “Power”  and 

“Spontaneity”.

The idea of communication has been problematized for philosophy to become a topic with Kant, and is 

rooted  in  the  idea  of  discursivity,  curiously,  in  James’ lecture  on  truth:  James  admits  that  human 

thinking itself is rendered discursive (see in Skirbekk 1977: 44) and is specifically tied to exchange 

with  others  in  a  social  setting  and  pertain  –  on  the  subject  of  names –  to  arbitrary  but  binding 

conventions (ibid.). 

James’ Pragmatism is  revealed – of course – by its  lack of a distinction between  Externalism  and 

Internalism as a form of  Realism that is close to Wundt’s  Critical Realism (van der Veer&Valsiner 

2000:  199ff.).  Critical,  for  reality  is  no  absolutely given  fact.  And truth  can  be validated  only as 

“mediated  verification,  dependent  upon  communication  between  persons”,  for  James’ Pragmatism 

however is attached to a criterion: Usefulness. So if transported onto the field of action, action implies 

decision, it makes sense to think of Weberian types of rationality. Action, as a decision process, can be 

called  the  process  of  rationalization  or  the  understanding  of  the  decision  for  an  action  by giving 

reasons.  Wertrationalität  (“Value-Rationality”) and  Zweckrationalität  (“Instrumental Rationality”(or 

“Utility”)) can serve as criteria (!) for such reasoning. Again, as criteria they are regulatory principles 

not constitutive, guiding action not inciting it. As James says in his lecture on Pragmatism’s conception 

of truth (Lecture VI in Pragmatism) 

“The truth of an idea is not a stagnant property inherent in it. Truth happens to an idea. It becomes true, is made 

true by events.  Its verity  is  in fact an event, a process: the process namely of its verificying itself, its veri-

fication. Its validity is the process of its valid-ation.

[…]

They lead us, namely, through the acts and other ideas which they instigate, inot or up to, or towards, other parts 

of experience with which we feel all the while – such feeling being among our potentialities – that the original 

ideas remain in agreement. The connexions and transitions come to us from point to point as being progressive, 

harmonious, satisfactory. ” (1992: 574, emphasis in original)

Harmony of this process297 rests in the relation of reality and the feelings and elementary qualities (a 

priori properties  of subjective nature) it  invokes in. James introduces two hypotheses that serve as 

regulative ideals that account for the same theory of truth we have discussed in Kant:

297  We may call to attention the structural similarity between procedural harmony and organic tendency towards dynamic 
equilibria. Verification is a process similar to equilibration.
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“This is so on either of the two hypotheses we may make concerning the relation of the feelings to the realities at whose 

touch they become alive. For in the first place, if a feeling do not mirror the reality which wakens it and to which we say it 

corresponds,  if it  mirror no reality whatever outside of the mind, it  of course is a purely mental  product.  By its  very 

definition it can be nothing else. But in the second place, even if it  do mirror the reality exactly, still it  is not that reality 

itself, it is a duplication of it, the result of a mental reaction. And that the mind should have the power of reacting in just that 

duplicate way can only be stated as a  harmony between its nature and the nature of the truth outside of it, a harmony 

whereby it follows that the qualities of both parties match.” (Vol.2: 618) 

This organic “harmony” between reality and mind is not originally James but enabled by Lotze.

Lotze’s  conceptual  transformation  within  the  Kantian  theory of  truth  enabled the  foundation  of  a 

concept of truth that regulates (Wecheselwirkung) between reality and mind in the new Humanism aka 

Pragmatism. 

Says James 

“Lotze has in several places made4 a deep suggestion. We naively assume, he says, a relation between reality and our minds 

which may be just the opposite of the true one. Reality,  we naturally think, stands ready-made and complete,  and our 

intellects supervene with the one simple duty of describing it as it is already. But may not our descriptions, Lotze asks, be 

themselves  important  additions  to  reality?298 And may not  previous reality itself  be  there,  far  less  for  the  purpose  of 

reappearing unaltered in our knowledge, than for the very purpose of stimulating our minds to such additions as shall 

enhance the universe’s total value. ‘Die erhoehung des vorgefundenen daseins’ [sic!, A.S.] is a phrase use by Professor 

Eucken299 somewhere which reminds me one of  this  suggestion buy the great  Lotze.  It  is  identically our  pragmatistic 

conception.” (Pragmatism Lecture VII, 1992: 599)

Pragmatism  appears  as  a  necessary  corrective  to  pure  rationalism,  which  is  the  gist  of  Emile 

Durkheim’s  critical  lectures  on  Pragmatism  (1983).  The  rationalist  finds  reality  “ready-made  and 

complete”, while the pragmatist sees it as “still in the making”, which means that our thinking “as an 

energy”  must  be  adequately  account  for,  because  this  energy  is  the  foundation  of  our  “right  to 

believe”300

298  It is plain to see that this question was enabled by the problematization within Kant’s Copernican revolution; 
oversimplified: epistemology determines ontology not vice versa. The idea that descriptions – which are communicable 
– add to reality implicitly problematizes the social dimension. 

299  Rudolf Cristoph Eucken (1846 – 1926), the father of the founder of liberal economic thought Walter Eucken, studied 
under Lotze in Goettingen (see Tudor Jones 1912: 13ff.).
Eucken was deeply influenced by Lotze. However, he was a spiritualist and sought to reconcile philosophy and religion 
on the side of religion and the immortal soul, whereas Lotze’s reflection on religion was intellectual. 

300  In the Pragmatism lecture (600), James corrects himself insofar as he concludes that the “will to believe” may be 
misleading and the “right to believe” may be a more appropriate phrase. In light of the Kantian problematization of 
autonomy and voluntarism, James is right to make that statement. In the Kantian understanding of both, one is not 
equipped with a will to believe as one wants and impose that believe beyond all reason, but one is enabled to make good 
on the right to follow one’s believe within the limits of reason.
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Therein lies a chasm of whether the categories that we have a right to believe in are mutually inclusive, 

mutually exclusive or hierarchical.  A good portion of the Weber scholars, for example, read him as a 

proponent of a hierarchichal and, thus, developmental civilizing process that is coded in the dichotomy 

barbarian/civilized.  But  an  approach  that  does  not  deal  in  constitutive  absolutes  and  observes  the 

distinction  between  Constitutive/Regulative would  for  the  most  part  consider  such  developmental 

categories  mutually  inclusive  and,  to  some  degree,  even  mutually  interactional  (wechselwirkend). 

Religion  and scientific  truth  are  not  mutually  exclusive  and can  both  reside  within  the  “limits  of 

reason”. For Weber, religious and scientific criteria are, of course, ideal-types and as such every actual 

situation entails in the actual actions ideal-types at all levels to regulate action: For example, affect, 

traditional setting, values and instrumental (utility) considerations. Values, including the truth-value, 

are not inherently part of any fact or thing – nor are utility, affect or traditions. 

At the same time, James’ concept of utility conflates these four into one category of “Utility” for actual 

action, a less precise and, thus, residual category. “Utility” may not able to serve as translation for 

Zweckrationalität in the strictest sense.

This said, we find some connection between these different categories in Weber, James, Lotze, and 

Kant: The German concept of Gemüt. The term is Kantian and it is very much analogous to the word 

Geist as in Geist des Kapitalismus. Thus, Gemüt means sometimes “mind” and sometimes “habit” but 

usually the “spirit” as in “the spirit that shapes an attitude”, such as the “spirit of capitalism”. This is 

the central topic of Parsons’ Heidelberg dissertation and his first publications. For Lotze we can assert 

that

“[h]e strove, therefore, to reconstruct empirically the old respected spiritual values of the idealistic tradition, by means of a 

theory of knowledge calculated to do justice both to the new science and the demands of the Gemüt.” (Kraushaar 1938: 521) 

What  this  spirit emulated  was  an  act  of  enforcement  of  a  decision  between  logic  and  values. 

Subsequently,  James  and  Lotze  gave  primacy  to  practical  reason  (Kraushaar  1938),  shunning 

contradiction, while adhering to moral and aesthetical criteria. Both, Weber and Parsons follow criteria 

constructed  from  the  same  philosophic  mould.  However,  there  terminology  was  created  after 

Lotzeanism had made the social intelligible for the inception of sociology as a science in terms of 

system-specific criteria, such as the spirit of capitalism.

Traditionally,  the  position  of  Lotze  and  James  has  been  dubbed  “anti-intellectualism”  for  their 

“practical doctrine” and their scepticism – Kraushaar speaks of hostility – concerning Hegel, whom 
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Lotze accused of having gravely over-estimated the logos.

That  is  not  to  say  that  Lotze  was  not  fluent  in  the  philosophy  of  “Romantic  Idealism”  or 

Natruphilosophie that  had  permeated  his  intellectual  upbringing.  Indeed,  he,  too,  had  used  of  the 

concept of the absolute, however, as a regulative postulate of an “all-encompassing unity” (Kraushaar 

1938). But at the same time he did not relive the Hegelian shift towards the constitutive pole that was 

turning ideas into causes for events. Adhering to the Unity of Reason by observing both sides of the 

dualism Constitutive/Regulative, the Absolute was

“for Lotze, the goal not the beginning of philosophy – not rationally established as Hegel contended, but only envisaged as 

a task yet to be performed. And because it is a goal and not a fait accompli, all attempts to deduce reality from some central 

principle must fail, Lotze warned. He therefore championed empirical and pluralistic beginnings.” (Kraushaar 1938: 525)

James simplified these matters somewhat, giving experience a more central role by assuming it was 

immediate, not as a  constitutive fact, but a criterion towards the fulfilment of the  constitutive aspect 

which was for James “requirement” (or necessity)– the road towards early Functionalism. For Lotze, 

sense-data were arranged, not by relations that were inherent in the data but by a heuristic principle of 

unity, which was morally guaranteed.

The spirit or Gemüt that was considred common ground for both was in actuality of a different nature: 

For Lotze it was based on value, for James on requirement. In other words, even if the actual case in 

reality is ever richer and more complex than thought, which they both could agree on, the relations 

between  sense-data  were  rendered  functionally  in  James  and  in  Lotze’s  case  they  were  rendered 

through value-patterns that had epistemological importance.

Lotze laid the ground for Wundt’s Völkerpsychologie (“Cultural Psychology”). As Valsiner & van der 

Veer (2000: 277 – 320) have stated correctly, it is usually forgotten that Wundt – who learned a lot from 

studying Lotze and Hemholtz and from reading James – actually founded the branch of the cultural 

sciences (Kulturwissenschaften).

Valsiner&van  der  Veer  ascribe  the  “blind  spot”  of  the  cultural  sciences  in  regard  to  Wundt,  to 

psychology. The history of psychology in the late twentieth century prefers the “psychologists’ hero 

myths” – we call them genius accounts in this study.

In other words, the interpretation of the genesis of the Kulturwissenschaften from the point of view of 

an account of the history of psychology as a natural science has led to an account of the early cultural 

sciences  that  omits  Wundt.  This  account  is  fueled  by  the  romantic  conception  of  the  genius  and 
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conflates individualizing patterns of interpretation with the process of hyperspecialization in modern 

academia.

In these accounts, Wundt is the ingenious experimenter and natural scientist. The “idealistic students of 

culture” do not want the naturalist Wundt to be their forefather, while the psychologists must reduce 

Wundt’s contribution to anything but experimental psychology “the follies of an old man”. 

The “creation myth” of either discipline created a “collective amnesia” to secure their organizational 

identity and departmental independence. Nonetheless, the constraints that are the results301 have created 

a reduced picture of a richer science history on the one hand, and on the other they have clipped away 

interesting ways of thinking.

However, in light of the actual discourse of the nineteenth century, the development from Wundt to 

Kulturwissenschaften  makes perfect sense.  Wundt was the founder of that  branch of academia that 

affected and  enabled to the work of Stumpf, von Stein, Lazarus, Steintahl and their student Georg 

Simmel. It is also an imperative source for understanding George(!) Boas as well as Alfred Weber, 

Erich Fromm, Norbert Elias and cultural sociology. Ultimately, these seemingly loose strands lead to 

Harvard Social Relations and Talcott Parsons.

Methodically,  Parsons  viewed  the  synthetic  unit  act as  the  actually  observed  action  that  can  be 

understood in analysis (a regressive method). Understanding – not explanation – is the best we can do 

and it is, therefore, the application of an analytical conceptual frame of reference: Hence the  term 

Analytical Realism. Now, methodically, what James found in Lotze’s  critical realism or  teleological  

realism  was  conceptually similar.  It  makes  sense  to  say that  it  was  an  enabling  factor that  made 

Parsons’ approach possible – as in intelligible – and acceptable for his intellectual environment (aka his 

contemporary interlocutors). 

Lotze accepted that mechanics, nature schemes, and evolutionary thought were to be included into 

physiological, psychological, and medical science. It was unacceptable to him that these aspects should 

be rendered constitutive and serve as explanations for observed phenomena. Lotze and James rejected 

both,  Materialism  and  Mechanizism,  as  crude  naturalism.  Lotze’s  ideal-realism with  its  monistic 

tendencies was an analytical system that operated by

“means of an empirical, or what he called a ‘regressive’, method – one, that is, by which the experienced plurality of 

particulars could, he hoped, be brought to a high order of synthetic unity.  That unity,  being in the nature of a general 

301  The German word is Denk-verbot – Prohibited Ideas.
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axiological demand, rests ultimately also upon “practical” guarantees”. 

Practical guarantees, that in the language of Parsons are “social institutions”.

“[B]ut the actual form and pattern of that unity, he argued, the relations of particulars to it and within it is something that  

cannot be deduced from the unity itself, but must be discovered by empirical examination of the actual world.” (Kraushaar 

1939: 456)

This quote on Lotze’s methodology sounds like a programmatic summary or mission statement one 

would ask a student to include in a paper on Parsons’ Structure of Social Action.

The human being is not a “passive blank table” (Kraushaar) but is (re)active, attentive, and, above all, 

interested. Interest is another concept that Parsons shares with Lotze and James. For Parsons, interest is 

a bridge between subject and object. The act of thinking is guided by interests, which relate the thought 

proper, as subject matter, to the objects. This way, “the whole mind” (der ganze Geist) in feeling, 

thinking,  and  willing  allows  insight  into  the  validity  of  knowledge  (not  correspondence  with  that 

reality). For Lotze, as Kraushaar sums up, if the world had an “unbridgeable gulf” between thought and 

reality this would lead to aesthetic absurdity and be “morally repugnant”. Lotze’s “system” aims for or 

is interested in depicting a postulated “pre-established harmony between the essence of being and the 

laws and principles of thought” – mind the word: Inter-Esse, Inter-Est.

James was prone to give credit to this trail of thought yet he was also puzzled: Interest was guiding the 

process of recognition of the reality of experience. At the same time, the dualism subject-object that 

was  bridged by interest  did  not  allow access  to  experience  as  immediately real.  Thus,  he  simply 

dropped the dualism and conflated interest with utility by throwing the “practical guarantees” out the 

window.  However,  that  happened  with  the  turn  to  Radical  Empiricism in  his  later  years,  when 

Pragmatism as a more general movement had already begun to take the direction of Dewey’s turn.

In all of his explicit and implicit references to the works of Lotze, the pluralistic impetus of James was 

continually kept up and he never failed to identify Lotze’s “pluralistic moments”(Kraushaar 1939: 466). 

However, pluralism served one purpose in regard to the process of thought, namely, an insight into an 

impetus of the mind shared by Lotze, Emerson, James and Parsons:

“Lotze, it will be remembered, had stressed the instrumental instead of the representative function of thought.” (Kraushaar 

1940: 449)

This instrumentalism is not naturalizable or constitutive, it is  regulative. And this said: The activism, 

individualism and instrumentalism Parsons was often criticized for, has roots that are not conformist 
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logo-, phallo- and ethnocentrist as Neomarxist jargon would have it. Instead, he stands for a tradition of 

pragmatism and pluralism that can be dated back to Lotze, Emerson, and James.

Truth is  regulative, relational and contextual in the outlines of James’s works such as his short essay 

from 1905 “How two minds can know one thing”:

“[T]ruth is a relation inside of the sum total, obtaining between thoughts and something else, and thoughts, as we have seen, 

can only be contextual things.” (1992b: 1191)

This defines a “program” that eminent scholars from Kant to Simmel and Cassirer shared, according to 

Vandenberghe  (2001).  It  can  be  called  “relational  realism”.  William James  is  an  equally  suitable 

proponent  of  this  program.  More  precisely,  however,  we  should  say they  are  all  speakers  of  the 

biological  vernacular and we better  give the due credit  to  the conceptual  heritage that  “relational 

realism” owes to the progress of physiology and psychology302.

This  is  the counterprogram to bland  correspondence theory,  which was a  central  aspect  of James’ 

program since his 1878 essay “Remarks on Spencer’s definition of mind as correspondence”. 

Spencer’s psychology was concerned with mental evolution303 and its relation to life itself (Life). 

In James’ account (1992b 893ff.), evolution and  Life are identical and defined as “the adjustment of 

inner to outer relations”. The degree of adjustment of the mental aspect of  Life has five dimensions 

(space, time, integration, specialty and generality) and is summed up as “correspondence”.

302  Vandenberghe needs to narrow his program in order to account for recent work in realism such as Roy Bhaskar.
Focusing on Cassirer as the central figure and Michel Foucault’s insight in light of Cassirer that “we are all Neo-
Kantians by now”, Vandenberghe concludes:

“Cassirer is a truly cosmopolitan thinker. By taking a critical stand, he has given a practical turn to his philosophy of symbolic forms, inflecting 
thereby his thought from a philosophy of representation to a philosophy of action. Thereby, he has implicitly ascertained the primacy of practical reason 
over pure reason and put his critique of culture on new praxeological foundations. Using standard philosophical language, one could say that in his political 
writings he has developed a critique of practical reason, this last being conceived as symbolic reason and as political praxis” (2001:491)

An even more satisfying account would have to say that the “philosophical standard language” that Cassirer was 
immersed in was indebted to the biological vernacular as the philosophical standard of the 19th century and the heritage of 
Kantian biology, anthropology, and psychology, medical semiotics (J.C. Reil. C.W. Hufeland), and Naturphilosophie. In one 
of the studies following this present one, it will be shown that this constellation of Kantian biology&co, medial semiotics, 
and the Romantic movement were grouped around one concept in particular that became central to the “industrial human 
condition” and modern mental and public health and psychology. This concept is “attention”, which was problematized in 
Kant’s Anthropologie and institutionalized in James’ “phenomenology of attention” in the Principles.
303  One word in regard to the term “evolution”. Some German reviewers of the manuscript have criticized the lack the 

discussion of Charles Darwin in relation to biology (and progress/development/evolution). Above, it has been hinted that 
certain Kantian conceptual transformations have enabled Charles Darwin’s conceptual language (which would have to 
be reviewed in light of Erasmus Darwin) First of all Michel Foucault (1970) has made it clear that there is a debt that 
Darwinism owes to transformations that Cuvier enabled in the conceptual language.
Moreover, “evolution” in the Darwinian meaning of the word owes itself largely to Schelling and, to some degree, Carl 
Friedrich Kielmeyer (a disciple of Blumenbach and interlocutor of Cuvier) whose student Johann Tritschler was perhaps 
one of the first to ever use it in that capacity (see Richards 2002:246)
For very good discussions of the conceptual aspects of the Darwins and their time, see: Corsi 2005
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James points out that Spencer’s definition comes, however, with restrictions. These involve primarily 

Spencer’s reduction of the mental to “phenomena” of cognition, omitting emotions, aesthetic qualities, 

sentiments, religious feelings, personal affections, etc. All of which are aspects that affect organic and 

mental process, which for James are “judgments” of the Mind.304

The  Mind,  according to James, is a much richer entity than in Spencer’s definition, and moreover, 

contains all sorts of “laws”, which in his account are not constituted but regulative:

“[W]e actually find it, contains all sorts of laws – those of logic, of fancy, of wit, of taste, decorum, beauty, morals, and so  

forth,  as  was as of  perception of fact.  Common sense305 estimates mental  excellence as  by a combination of all  these 

standards,  and yet  how few of  them correspond to anything that  actually  is –  they are laws of  the Ideal,  dictated by 

subjective interests pure and simple.”

James remains in the Kantian frame of reference of the regulative (Kant)  or ideal-typical (Weber) 

theory of mind. And he clearly identifies Spencer’s operation as a transformation within the same frame 

of reference:

“This  leads  us  to  ask  what  Mr.  Spencer  exactly  means  by  the  word  correspondence  […]  But,  as  the  formula  of 

correspondence was originally derived from biology, we shall possibly find in our author’s treatise on that science an exact 

definition of what he means by it.” (ibid. :896)

Additionally, James alerts us to the fact that Spencer’s definition is implicitly clinical and hygienic, for 

mental action is meant to “[i]nfluence on physical well-being or survival” and the “formula” has to be 

stated as:

“Right  or  intelligent  mental  action  consists  in  the  establishment,  corresponding  to  outward  relations,  of  such  inward 

relations and reactions as will favor the survival of the thinker, or, at least, his physical well-being.” (ibid.: 897)

Subsequently, this “mental action” is not pure but right and inherently ”teleological”: it entails criteria 

that are, in James’ own words, 

“ideal ends – those of physical prosperity or survival, which are pure subjective interests on the animals parts, brought with 

it upon the scene and corresponding to no relation already there.” (ibid.)

In an adjoining footnote, James states in a Kantian conceptual frame that these interest are “the real 

apriori element in cognition”. The “future of the Mind’s development”, he says, “is thus mapped out in 

advance  by the  way in  which  the  lines  of  pleasure  and pain  run.  The  interests  precede  the  outer 

304  In medicine and psychiatry this „psycho-somatic dimension“ should not be neglected and has been an aspect that 
Jaspers and Parsons discuss frequently. 

305  This is exactly the knowledge to use rules, which Kant introduces in the discussion of character in the Anthropologie.
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relations noticed. […] Interests, then, are an all-essential factor which no writer pretending to give an 

account of mental evolution has a right to neglect.”

Indeed, Talcott Parsons, following in sociologically in James psychological footsteps, did not neglect 

the question of interests in general and the pleasure/pain aspect in particular (or with Freud and James 

Olds: reward/punishment). Moreover, the “interests” were part of his earliest medical sociology and his 

social ethics and social institutions lectures.

 This subjective dimension, however, was not a matter Spencer was very eager to address. It implies, 

says  James,  “subjective  spontaneity”.  Spencer  preferred  to  construct  his  concept  of  mind as  pure. 

However, minds are not pure and able to “simulate independent mental teleology”. They even must be 

able  to  do so,  in  order  to  retain  the capability of  survival  and well-being (ibid.  898f.)  And why? 

Because a mind is one of other minds and its survival one of many interests306:

“[T]o common sense, survival is only one of many interests  - primus inter pares, perhaps, but still in the midst of peers.”

The sociological consequence of this trail of thought is clear:

“To the individual man, as a social being, the interests of fellow are part of his environment. If his powers correspond307 to 

the wants of this social environment, he may survive, even though he be ill-adapted to the nature or ‘outer’ environment. 

But these wants are pure subjective ideals, with nothing outward to correspond to them.” (ibid. 899)

James  retransforms  Spencer’s  formula  once  more.  Well-being/survival  can  be  promoted  if  the 

individual  achieves  excellence  in  the “establishment  of  inner  relations  more and more extensively 

conformed to the outward facts of nature, and to the ideal wants of the individual’s fellows”.

The outward relations have become “facts”, which fits well with James’ later ideas on truth and fact.

But he doesn’t  stop there.  He goes on to discuss mental  action and evolution in terms of “mental 

energy”.  The  “energetic  dimension”  (see  also:  Rabinbach 1990)  is  a  typical  metaphoric  device  of 

nineteenth century life science,  not to mention the discussion in Weber’s  Wissenschaftslehre  in the 

essay on Ostwald and Solvay titled Energetische Kulturtheorien.

The  introduction   of  energy allows  James  to  recreate  the  dilemma  that  Spencer  problematizes  as 

threefold: The question is “What is the criterion of the law of mental development?” and it can be met 

306  A species that is interested only in its survival would, says James, simply conquer the earth and put all other races to 
dust.

307  This “second” type of correspondence can be named “coherence” and is made conceptually possible by the Kantian 
transformation. It does reappear in sociological thought including, of course, Parsons.
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by a) the principle of conservation, b) richness, and c) pure cognition of the actual308.

The problem with Spencer is that his formulation of the problem is not  constitutive but  regulative, 

however, “he does not frankly say so”.

Every individual may have his/her own “categorical imperative” – similarly, everyone has the right to 

believe (voluntarism) – of what

“rightness or excellence in thought shall consist in, and these different ideals, instead of entering upon the scene armed with 

a warrant – whether derived from the polyp or from a transcendental source – appear only as so many brute affirmations left  

to fight it out upon the chess-board among themselves. They are, at best, postulates, each of which must depend on the 

genera; consensus of experience as a whole to bear out its validity.

[…]

In other words, we are all fated to be, a priori, teleologists whether we will or no.” (ibid.: 904) 

The “fate of thought” is, in James words, “the only unimpeachable regulative Law of Mind” (ibid.: 

909).

Truth is and remains impeachable before the tribunal.

The mental energy, however, that steers and gears the activities of mind and an, recreates the discussion 

of the prerequisites of truth in psychology in a clinical and experimental context. In his Presidential 

address before the American Philosophical Association in 1906 (ibid. 1223ff.), William James picked 

up the trail of discipline formation and hyperspecialization in the distinction between structural and 

functional  psychology309.  William  James  retranslates  the  distinction  into  his  own,  the  difference 

308 This could be roughly translated into the question of truth and concept formation in light of the Muenchhausen trilemma:

Pure cognition = logical circle = correspondence

Richness = infinite regress = coherence 

Conservation = random cancellation = coherence-consensus

309  The problems of dichotomies remained a hot issues in the organizations of  American psychology. For example, Lee 
Cronbach (1957) accounts for several leading up to 1957 culminating in experimental versus correlational psychology. 
He does not take notice of William James, despite his call for a “unification of the branches”. Cronbach might have 
found a good answer to his problem sketched out in the works of James.
For an institutional History of the APA in the 15 years before and twenty years after William James address, see: 
Fernberger 1932.
More importantly, we should recall that Parsons’ program was called by some commentators “structural-functionalism” 
and later “system-functionalism”. Parsons was not always happy with such ascriptions. The sentiment he had in mind 
was, however, the same as James’. He was wary of introducing distinctions that added mere speculation or jargon. 
In light of his intellectual heritage, Parsons, like James and Jaspers, would apply a clinical approach that did make use of 
analytical devices where practical and necessary. In this regard and this regard only, he was, like James and Jaspers, a 
clinical pluralist. Beyond that, we should probably accept the cautious position of Donald Levine. 
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between analytical and clinical points of view. James demonstrates the issue by referring to the work of 

Pierre  Janet310.  He  points  out  that  Janet  “makes  little  use  of  the  machinery  usually  relied  on  by 

psychologists”. Janet relied, according to James, on conceptions that were not part of the common 

laboratory or scientific publication. The conceptions that psychologists use in order to  “analyze the 

inner life” – James mentions specifically “[d]iscriminations, associations, rise and fall of threshholds,, 

impulses, inhibitions, fatigue – are not part of the vocabulary of doctors (aka practitioners/clinicians). 

Janet employs – not just analytical vocabulary – but practical (and moreover, relational) “forms of 

thought”. For example, 

“[o]scillations of the level of mental energy, differences of tension, splittings of consciousness311, sentiments of insufficiency 

and of unreality, substitutions, agitations and anxieties, depersonalizations – such are the elementary conceptions which the 

total view of his patient’s life imposes upon the clinical observer”312 (1223). 

James makes it clear that he does not necessarily want to choose Janet over analytical psychology. He 

does not even say that one has to choose between these alternatives nor are they mutually exclusive or 

contradictory. Instead, both ways are merely “incongruent” (1224). But that does not mean they cannot 

adequately complement one another in practice. The physician’s attitude (aka functional psychology) 

may be more vague, according to James, however, it deserves increased study for it has a better handle 

on the picture of the workings of “the whole of the mind”. Due to vagueness, scientific psychologists 

shun it. But clearly, the Kantian biological lesson in teleomechanics, that understanding life means to 

understand that the whole accounts for the parts and the parts for the whole at the same time, applies to 

a psychology that wants to understand scientifically and heal in practice. 313

Freeing new mental energy can be achieved though various techniques and help in curing illness or 

obstacles  in  everyday life.  This  pluralism is  part  of  nature  and does  not  touch upon the  need  for 

“equilibrium”.

In retrospect, James use of equilibrium stretches various disciplinary discourses. However, as we have 

310  In 1906, he seems to believe, and is probably correct in that assumption, that his listeners – American philosophers (!) – 
have read Pierre Janet.

311  This aspect in Lotze, Janet, and James, is the basic insight that led to the recent concept of legion theory, which has yet 
to receive the attention it deserves (Manning&Manning 2007)

312  This is the farthest from and, at the same time, practical alternative to operational diagnostics and Kraepelinianism 
anyone gets outside from Jaspers and Binswanger. (see Andreasen 2007)

313  The same is true for different therapeutic regimes. Whether concerning evidence-based Western medicine versus 
Complementary and Alternative Medicine (CAM) today, or psychosomatic/mind-cure medicine versus school-medicine.
Says James(1992b: 1225), “[i]f we are doctors, our mind-cure sympathies, if we are mind-curists, our medical 
sympathies are tied up.”
Few, like Fechner, manage to be open and not tied up.
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seen and will continue to see, the use of this central concept was commonplace. “Equilibrium” was 

actively  equivocated  by  scores  of  scholars  with  little  consideration  between  1850 and 1950.  This 

affirms the idea that disciplinary differentiation was not such a huge issue as we make of it today in the 

age of hyperspecialization, when we have come to accept the “creation myths” of disciplines such as 

sociology,  concerning  its  “struggles  for  independence”.  These  “myths”  are  evidently  necessary  to 

create some sort of identity for organizational purposes. The structural reification has led to a lack in 

interdisciplinary  scholarship  in  the  age  of  hyperspecialization today,  because  conceptual  fames  of 

reference  and  theoretical  languages  are  identified  with  these  disciplines  or,  moreover,  intra-

differentiated sub-disciplines. This has led to some “collective amnesia” in which it has been forgotten 

that these disciplines actually shared in common theoretical languages, conceptual frames of reference, 

as well as problems and questions. The use of supposedly  equivocal  physiological, fatigue research, 

hygienic, philosophical, psychological, and ethical use of “equilibrium” by James is no different than in 

Lotze, L.J. Henderson, Elton Mayo, or Parsons (see below):

“The physiologists  show how one can be in  nutritive equilibrium, neither  losing nor gaining weight,  on astonishingly 

different quantities of food. So one can be in what I might call ‘efficiency-equilibrium’ (neither gaining nor losing power 

when once the equilibrium is reached), on astonishingly different quantities of work, no matter in what dimension the work 

may be measured314. It may be physical work, intellectual work, moral work, or spiritual work.” (1992b: 1227)

Preceding an argument that Chester Barnard (in organization/management theory) and the cybernetics 

movement (including Parsons and the control hierarchy “energy<>information)) will follow without 

referring to James, because it suggests itself conceptually in the frame of reference provided in the 

biological vernacular: the biological limits that a human being faces can be overcome by voluntarism 

and its prerequisites:

“[W]e habitually live inside our limits of power. Suggestion, especially under hypnosis, is now universally recognized as a 

means, exceptionally successful in certain persons, of concentrating consciousness , and, in others, of influencing their 

body’s states. It throws into gear energies of imagination, of will, and of mental influence over physiological processes that 

usually lie dormant, […i]t is, in short, dynamogenic.” (ibid.: 1234)

In James’ account this follows from the Wechselwirkungen between wills, beliefs, and ideas.

“Ideas set free beliefs, and the beliefs set free our wills(…), so the will-acts register the faith-pressure within” (ibid.: 1236)

This  is  true  physiologically  (new ideas,  such  as  learning  Yoga,  have  tremendous  effects)  as  it  is 

politically. If one comprehends and embraces a new idea – James speaks of  conversions  that can be 
314  The difference was “national”. Germans would measure intellectual work while Americans measured physical labour 

(Sarasin 1995).
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“political, scientific, philosophic, or religious” (1237) – “bound energies are let loose”.

And subsequently, 

[t]hey unify, and put a stop to ancient mental interferences. The result is freedom, and often great enlargement of power.” 

(ibid.: 1237f.)315

The human individual lives “far within his limits” and “habitually fails to use” the various sorts of 

powers he posses:

“He energizes below his maximum, and behaves below his optimum316. In elementary faculty, in coördination, in power of 

inhibition and control, in every conceivable way, his life is contracted like the field of vision of an hysteric subject – but 

with less excuse,  for the poor hysteric is diseased, while in the rest of us it  is only an inveterate  habit – the habit of 

inferiority to our full self – that is bad.” (ibid.1239)

Overcoming those limits presented a fairly new problem to science in James’ era, because mental work 

and mental energy have been “hardly analyzed” and meant “several heterogeneous elementary things”, 

which needed to be analyzed in qualitative relations.

This discussion leads to three problems, according to James.

The first problem is laid out in the following question:

“Can anyone of us refine upon the conceptions of mental work and metal energy, so as later to be able to throw some 

definitely analytic light on what we mean by ‘having a more elastic moral tone,’ or by ‘using higher levels of power and 

will’? (ibid. 1240)

This work, which was an important research project at Harvard University’s experimental psychology 

laboratory under James’ friend Hugo Muensterberg, became the center-piece of the human relations 

movement and the fatigue lab at Harvard University’s Business School. For William James, his Italian 

friend Papini317 had begun the necessary study of human “powers and means”, which must lead to 

315  A paradigm change or change in Weltanschauung can be such a conversion. It must be handled open-mindedly and 
critical. For James this would have been self-evident. Weltanschauung is not dogma. Modern commentators, victims of a 
“hermeneutic of suspicion”, see dogma behind every new idea different than their own ideology. See for example 
Parsons’ commentators such as Bruce Wearne who paints even Jaspers and Rickert as Marxists. 
James identifies several new developments that he calls “healthy-minded and optimistic”. It is actually “our scientific 
education” that has “unfitted most of us for comprehending the phenomenon” (1238).
This “unfitness” is itself not an innocent concept! The survival of the fittest means the survival of the healthiest, and 
health can be facilitated in various ways including psycho-somatic medicine. What optimistic faiths “suppress” is called 
“fear thought” – the self-suggestion of inferiority”. (ibid.) 

316  The unfolding of the potentials of the nature of the human species (Gattung) is the telos of Kant’s cosmopolitan history 
(Idee zu einer allgemeinen Geschichte in weltbuergerlicher Absicht).

317  It is yet unclear to me whether there is a substantial intellectual connection between Giovanni Papini and Angelo 
Mosso, and between Papini and Georg Simmel.
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“truths  of every kind”,  under the heading “doctrine of action”  318.  This was a new and  Pragmatic  

philosophy, “comprehending, as tributary departments of itself, the old disciplines of logic, metaphysic, 

physic, and ethic. The other two problems worthy of study are part of this problem – the study of 

human power and the study of human means. These problems can only be studied through a program of 

“concrete individual psychology”, which is inherently practical. The laboratory plays its part, however, 

small  one.   The program is  the result  of  theoretical  generalizations and might cover  the whole of 

psychology, says James.

This  perspective  is  certainly  compatible  with  Karl  Jaspers  clinical  approach.  Moreover  it  is  the 

centerpiece of the kind of orthopsychiatry that can be found at the heart of Talcott Parsons’ work.

William James’ conceptual  frame  of  reference  was  enabled by  the  conceptual  transformations  of 

Kantian  biology.  In  turn,  William James’  enabled  the  human  and social  relations  movements  that 

Talcott Parsons represents.

318  Chester Barnard and L.J. Henderson would eventually refer to Talcott Parsons’ work as the Logic of Action, since they 
both saw the potential in Parsons to answer research questions of their own.(below)
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Chapter Four:  A house for the social mind

Talcott  Parsons'  biological  vernacular,  the  languages  of  the  social  sciences,  and 

communication as a problem and solution.

Talcott Parsons: student, translator, and biologist

Twenty years ago, Australian scholar Bruce Wearne has tried to produce
“ narrative which takes Parsons seriously.“ (Wearne 1989: 3; Emphasis A.S.)

Wearne portrays Parsons as a solitary genius whose work was cast in the light of a man who lost his 

way and needed to find back to his religious roots. An internal rupture in the man that reflected back on 

his professional work.
„I [Wearne] compare what Parsons wrote as a professional, with what he wrote earlier in his intellectual  odyssey.“ (ibid.; 

Emphasis A.S.)

Parsons’ “intellectual journey” is, of course, not the journey of Ulysses. If anything, Parsons may have 

been Wilhelm Meister or Emile, but not poor Ulysses. His adventure was of an entirely different nature 

– staying with the metaphor of literature. His was an adventure of communication. 
It is – as simple as it may sound – in the end this ill-fated choice of leitmotif, because it fails to account for the context and the history of science, for en-

abling and constraining factors. Bruce Wearne introduces us to Parsons’ family-history319: The problem of the role that Parsons’ father Edward Smith Par-

sons (1863 – 1943) may have played in Parsons professional career and theoretical choices320. The elder Parsons, a minister of a branch of Calvinists – yet 

not a Calvinist in the strictest of senses – and an expert on Milton, may have been influential in either direction: Leading the way for Parsons or serving as 

antipode. In Wearne’s account, he appears to be a bit of both. 

Wearne’s account of Young Talcott’s years at Amherst was one of the first to offer personal details from 

Parsons life as a student. Parsons’ did not display the same publicity concerning his private life that 

other scholars have allowed for future biographical accounts321.

319  Although the most insightful and interesting piece on Parsons’ family history has been published in 2004 by philosopher 
Charles’ Parsons, Talcott’s son (Parsons, C. [2004]).

320  In the 1980s and 1990s, Parsons commentators were ultimately held up in the Camic-Alexander-Debate. In a late 
sociological  echo of the externalist-internalist debate in history of science, Charles Camic and Jeffrey Alexander 
became the focal point of a debate whether factors internal to theory development or due to influences from the 
biographical context adequately account for the development of Parsons theory (see Alexander 1982/83, 1987, 1988, 
1989, Alexander/Sciortino 1989, Camic 1987, 1989, 1992, 1996; additionally: Gould 1989, 1991, Levine XX, 1989, 
1993, Nichols 2001). Uta Gerhardt (1989a) has insisted that the debate is unfortunate since much can be learned from 
both insights. The present study tries to heed that lesson.

321 Not to mention present-day politicians, intellectuals and captains-of-industry. Wearne notes: „Unlike some others […], 
Parsons never wrote an autobiography exploring the personal sphere, and there have been no full biographies exploring the 
character,  background  and  passions  of  this  ‚incurable  theorist’.  It  is  as  if  Parsons  wanted  to  be  simply  known as  a 
‚theorist’.“  (Wearne  1989  :  20)  The  personal  letters  of  some  scholars  have  led  to  the  wildest  layman-psychological 
interpretations, as e.g. the latest biographies of Max Weber and the over-emphasis of his alleged sexual problems in his 
marriage with Marianne and affairs with Else Jaffé-Richthofen and an assumed affair with Mina Tobler.
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Parsons, we learn, played soccer – at that time an uncommon sport in the USA – and managed the ice-

hockey team. These examples are cited to illustrate the ethic of sports that Young Talcott joined in with. 

Ethics that  were dear to the controversial  Amherst president, educational reformer and Kant-expert 

Alexander Meiklejohn (see Nelson 2001).

The reform debates of the era focused on the question what practical Christianity might mean (Wearne 

1989:  18)  in  the  light  of  utilitarianism:  Social  Gospel  and  Community  versus  Pragmatism  and 

Economic Individualism (see also Camic’s Introduction to the Early Essays 1991).  The students of 

Amherst found a bridge between those tow alternatives in the  „Meiklejohn awakening“.  Meiklejohn 

was widely respected among students including Young Talcott. In 1924, due to intra-faculty conflicts, 

Meiklejohn was sacked. This occasion led to protests and Parsons’ first (political) publication on behalf 

of Meiklejohn. Here, Young Talcott learned the lesson of what public opinion and public speech mean.

Meiklejohn, along with Clarence E. Ayres, and Otto Manthey-Zorn taught young Talcott in philosophy, 

Ayres and Walton H. Hamilton322 (who both followed Meiklejohn into the forced  exile  in an act of 

protest) taught economics in league with the institutional school.

These teachers shared certain characteristics in liberalist thinking. Manthey-Zorn and Meiklejohn were 

explicit Kantians. 

322  Hamilton is one of the more interesting characters who played  a significant role in Parsons’s student years and early 
career. Both men remained in contact for many years after Amherst. Hamilton’s economic point of view is summarized 
by Camic (1991) in his Introduction to Parsons Early Essays as the position of “America’s foremost exponent of 
‘institutional economics’.” (1991: xv). The use of the concept of “institution” in this regard allows for two different 
accounts. One account would postulate that “institution” was introduced into social theory by economists like Veblen 
and Hamilton who managed to “transcend” the boundaries of economics.
The other account, however, would claim that “institutions” was a general scientific concept, used to address certain 
“problems”. Its was used equivocally to deal with social, economic and even biological problems during the nineteenth 
century (Blumenbach’s most famous book was titled Institutiones - “Institutions of Physiology” - after all. Blumenbach’s 
works were still being translated into English in the 1860s). In the present study, we ascribe to the latter account. 
In this account, it makes sense that Hamilton was well acquainted with Cooley who he had met as a graduate student at 
the University of Michigan in 1910 (see Winterer 1994: 21;). While indeed Hamilton considered himself an economist in 
terms of his individual identification in an institutional framework, when he met and studied under Cooley his 
conceptual framework allowed connections to Cooley’s style of reasoning: “He helped us to see the industrial system, 
not as an automatic [self-regulating mechanism, but as a complex of institutions in process of development. He may 
never have said so; but from him we eventually learned that business, as well as the state, is a scheme of arrangements, 
and that our choice is not between regulation and letting things alone, but between one scheme of control and another. In 
some way he forced us to give up our common sense notions, led us away from an atomic individualism, made us see 
"life as an organic whole,"' and revealed to us "the individual" and "'society" remaking each other in an end-less process 
of change.
[…]
An accepted social theory, the ultimate term of which was the individual, was inadequate to explain contemporary 
society, Individualism, as philosophy, institution, and reform, was outworn. The complex life of the modern world was 
not to be crowded into mechanical formulas. Cooley set about elaborating con-cepts of "the individual" and of "society" 
adequate alike for a study of social organization and the formulation of a social program.” (Hamilton 1929). 
See also Malcolm Rutherford’s Drafts on various aspects regarding Hamilton. Some are available at: 
http://web.uvic.ca/~rutherfo/mr_publications.html
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What Wearne and other commentators usually seem unaware of is that Meiklejohn (and other Amherst 

teachers) did not disappear after  Parsons’ Amherst  Years from Parsons life.  Meiklejohn became an 

influential  political  figure  (Nelson  2001).  It  seems  rather  unlikely  that  Parsons  was  not  aware  of 

Meiklejohn further accomplishments (as e.g. Meiklejohn’s influential speech – and book - on the First 

Amendment)323.

Wearne summarizes a crucial point about Meiklejohn’s education concept:
„For Meiklejohn learning is criticism.“ (Wearne 1989 : 25)324

This (very Kantian) premise was Meiklejohn “practice of life”, which he taught his students among 

them Young Talcott Parsons. A question that to my knowledge has not been resolved, is whether or not 

Parsons and Meiklejohn kept in contact after Parsons left Amherst.

It has been speculated that this may have been the case and that Meiklejohn may have had his hand in 

an offer of the University of Madison, Wisconsin to join the faculty in the late 1930s. A move that 

allowed Parsons to put pressure on Harvard.

However,  Meiklejohn’s  engagement  at  Madison ended before the offer was  made – once again in 

somewhat of a scandal. Meiklejohn’s reform project at Madison was a failure.

The present research in the Parsons Papers revealed a document that is highly interesting: A letter from 

Meiklejohn from the year 1927, the year after Parsons returned from Heidelberg   looking for work.

From the context it is clear that Meiklejohn and Parsons must have had some exchange in between. 

Parsons and Meiklejohn speak about the possibility of Parsons joining the new experimental college at 

Madison. They also speak about Meikejohn’s friend Tawney and Weber:
323   Parsons did not refer substantively and explicitly to Meiklejohn later. This may have several reasons: In the presence of 

more prominent characters in his own and in adjoined disciplines, referring to one’s old college teacher as a theoretical 
source may seem a bit out of place, particularly given the circumstances of the Meiklejohn affair. Parsons would have 
opened up a front, where critics may have attacked his position – e.g. during the McCarthy-era or the Civil Rights 
Movement – as being motivated by rehabilitating his former teacher.  Young Talcott, angry over Meiklejohn’s sacking, 
delivered a most critical and controversial graduation speech upon commencement-day. 
 (Oddly enough, Wearne claims the speech was lost but names the topic „Secret Diplomacy“, while according to Charles 
Camic (1991: xvii) the speech’s topic was focused on proposals for social and economic reform in the USA). One may 
assume that the older Talcott Parsons – once engaged in political activities of the day – had no interest in having his 
critics force him to fight old battles again. Additionally, an FBI-file on Parsons was opened, when Parsons joined a 
social democratic student organization in 1923. Subsequently, his later years saw Parsons fight against destructive 
tendencies such as McCarthyism and for his contemporary students and junior colleagues, such as Bellah. Additionally 
he had an established academic authority, which was to be upheld and maintained in the proper ways. And finally, 
Meiklejohn’s friendship with R.H. Tawney was certainly a problem. Tawney was the instrumental cause of Parsons’ 
problems with the published version of his Weber translation.
On another aspect, one does realize and memorize the role a teacher has played in ones life, often upon the occasion of 
the teacher’s death and the subsequent process of grief and reflection. Such was somewhat denied to Parsons in 1964, 
the year of Meiklejohn’s death. Other events overshadowed Meiklejohn’s passing: The tragedy of Parsons’ daughter 
Anne’s early death.

324  It seems, however, that for Wearne criticism is identical to socialism.
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HUGFP 42.8.2 Box 2

Folder 2

Misc. Correspondence 1925 – 1929

* Letter from Meiklejohn to Parsons Jan.12, 1927

University of Wisconsin Madison

Department of Philosophy and Psychology

“Dear Parsons:

 I am delighted to hear from you and to know that your plans are moving on. You must have had a very interesting time of it, 

and I have enjoyed getting snatches of news about you now and then.

Your thesis material and your special line [sic!] of study sounds very interesting. I know very little about it, but I did enjoy 

very much reading Tawney’s Religion and the Rise of Capitalism last summer. He is pretty close to Max Weber’s material.

I am delighted to know that you would think of the possibility of coming here to take part in the new project. On my own 

side, I cannot speak very definitely as yet, but I wish that we might have the matter open as a possibility on both sides. If we 

had only freshman to teach during the first year, our teaching group will probably be not more than a dozen in number. 

About half of these are now practically decided, and I am hoping to get the other half worked out fairly soon. If it should 

turn out that you could be with us, I should find great satisfaction in that. As soon as there is any further news, I will write  

you again.

With the heartiest congratulations on your personal plans, as well as those for your profession,

I am

Sincerely Yours,

Alexander Meiklejohn

Mr. Talcott Parsons 

21 Northhampton Road

Amherst, Massachusetts”

This is very much a smoking gun-document that proves that a relation between Meiklejohn and Parsons 

existed beyond his student years at Amherst. We must remember in light of this letter, that Parsons had 

studied  under  Tawney in  London.  Interestingly,  Tawney did  not  mention  Weber  in  his  courses  – 

according to Parsons. Nor did Weber appear to be a substantial influence in Religion and the Rise of  

Capitalism. 

Tawney actually lectured at  Amherst  for  a  few months  in  1921.  It  is  not  known whether  Parsons 
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actually met him or not in 1921. However, Tawney and Meiklejohn were definitely friends. It seems 

reasonable that Parsons took Tawney’s course in London after hearing about him from Meiklejohn325. 

In a memorial essay by Arthur Upham Pope (published in the  American Scholar Vol. 34 Autumn 65 

No.4: 641 – 645; which I found a copy of among the Meiklejohn Papers at Brown University Box: 

Meiklejohn, Alexander 1893; Folder 2 of 3326)), we find Pope on page 645 saying:
“Meiklejohn wrote of his friend R.H. Tawney_ ‘his emotional commitments matched his intellectual insight – there was no 

break  in  his  inner  integrity

 This characterization was deeply true of Meiklejohn himself”

About ten years after he had visited Amherst and six years after Parsons attended his lectures, Parsons 

and  Tawney  would  find  themselves  in  a  very  awkward  situation.  Parsons  had  secured  Marianne 

Weber’s  support  for  translating  texts  by Max Weber.  For  many years,  critics  have  bemoaned that 

Parsons’ translation of the  Protestant Ethic  does not preserve the spirit of the original (see Kalberg 

2001).  However, the correspondence with the publisher reveals the problematic story of the translation 

– which is now told by Lawrence Scaff (2006)327.

A summary of the contents of HUG FP 42.45.2 Box 1 Manuscripts Folder Weber Correspondence on Translation 

c. 1930 shows that the decision was made early around 1927 in the negotiations with Mohr Siebeck that the 

translation was supposed to be with the American Publisher Alfred Knopf and the British Kegan Paul, where it 

was to become part of the K.C. Ogden edited Series “Heritage of Civilization”. Kegan Paul later bailed out and it 

was Allen&Unwin taking over on the British side.

Parsons suggested to undertake the negotiations not only from a purely business point of view – regarding royalties, as the 

demand (it seems to be 12%) was unusually high and not even an English author , without the translation process the 

English publisher’s side, would have gotten this much. Parsons suggests that as Weber is not well known in the Anglo-

American world this should be taken into consideration. He goes as far as to say that the immediate business interests 

should be neglected for a long-term one: The translation may lead to prominence and thus help the German book’s sale; 

libraries in the US and England would then want to have a German edition, too. He argues that Knopf may not necessarily 

want to work with Unwin (he is vague on this).

He also says he means to have heard Unwin was wanting to work with some other translator. Since the task is a huge one, 

he would like to get into contact with this person. He sends a – slightly shorter – letter of the same content to a “Frau 

325  How and why Tawney was considered an “expert” or “disciple” of Weber is unclear to this author. Like Meiklejohn, 
many have noted that Tawney’s work on religion and capitalism resembles Weber’s. However, that seems to be the 
extent of Tawney’s Weberianism.

326  I am deeply indebted to the archivist at Brown’s John Hay Library, Raymond Butti, for all his help. Both while I was in 
Providence as well as afterwards, answering my many request per email. 

327  In July 2007, this author “discovered” this gem. Stephen Kalberg had related to me the circumstances of his own Weber 
translation and the dissatisfaction with Parsons’ translation, a week before the discovery. Unaware that Scaff had found it 
just a year prior to me; this author wrote a euphoric mail to Kalberg who then pointed out that Scaff had beaten me to the 
punch.
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Professor” (presumably Marianne Weber). The Answer from Siebeck on Nov 30th, 1927 is somewhat problematic for the 

negotiations. Siebeck insist on translating all three volumes (of the Essays on religion), but are they willing to reduce the 

royalties from 12% to 10%. But in their (or rather his) experience, the English edition will actually hurt German sales, more 

than it will increase them. Also, Unwin has informed them, that they are not bound to a translator in the particular. 

A Letter from Prof. Paul H. Douglas (Univ. of Chicago) from Dec. 7th, 1927 informs Parsons of a conversation between 

Douglas and Frank H.  Knight – concerning certain suspicions on the “other” translator.

Knight is quoted having no interest in translating Weber’s work on Religion (in relation to Economics), and neither does he 

know of any negotiations going on with Unwin on his behalf. Allen&Unwin informs Parsons on

August 20th, 1928 that they have reached a settled arrangement with Siebeck and are now requesting a sample of TP and 

whether he accepts their payment offer.

On Dec. 7th, 1928, Unwin returns to Parsons with the reaction of three test readers to the sample, that is summarized as a 

“fairly correct translation” but “too literal” and, thus, “not satisfactory as a final translation”.

The question is whether he will have the time to do it adequately, if he has to polish the translations, or would he be 

mindful, if it was worked over by somebody else in the end? “We are planning to secure a critical introduction to the work 

from R.H. Tawney, who has probably more to do with the making of Weber’s work known in England than anybody else, 

In the case of any dispute as to whether the translation requires going over and further polishing, we are ready to state in 

advance that we should be willing to accept Mr. Tawney’s verdict as final.”

On June 10th, 1929, Parsons sent the first part of the translation and apologizes for running late since his teaching duties 

occupy so much of his time. Unwin answers on Oct 7th, 1929 with enclosing a copy of Tawney’s suggestions for 

improvement of the translation, which Unwin’s staffers will carry out themselves – if Parsons shouldn’t cable objections.

Some from Tawney’s suggestions from Sept 28th, 1929328:

- “I think as a piece of English it will pass, provided certain alterations are made!”

- “The Translator has reproduced the German Italics throughout. This, I fear, must be altered. German writers use Italics for 

emphasis where they are unnecessary, and, indeed, would appear quite out of place in English.”

- The same goes for inverted commas.

- paragraphing and stopping require attention

- “Sometimes, though not very often, Mr Parsons’ English appears to me shaky.”

- Introduction is the weakest part – reason in part that the German is more abstract and difficult here

Unwin turns to outside help (Letter Oct. 29th, 1929) to facilitate the changes, duping Parsons:

“As it was necessary to find someone to carry out Mr.Tawney’s recommendations we approached a particularly expert 

translator. Unfortunately, we found him of the opinion that Mr. Tawney was too charitable in judgement, and that more work 

was called for than he would be able to undertake for any reasonable fee.

(…)

We accordingly turned to a second expert, whose opinion coincided almost exactly with the first. We pointed out that we 

had committed ourselves in advance to abide by Mr. Tawney’s verdict, and that any revisions made in the text must be 

328  These are actually some very aspects that Kalberg has criticized on Parsons’ translations, and we must claim them to be 
Tawney’s fault.
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confined to what Mr. Tawney recommended. Chiefly to oblige us, this second translator undertook to give effect to Mr. 

Tawney’s recommendation.”

And with that the manuscript was to go to the printers and finally for Unwin to comment on Nov 11th, 1929

“We are sorry to report that the printers are complaining very bitterly about the inconsistencies in your MS. and are of the 

opinion that it ought to be returned to you. (…)”

This was Parsons’ first major publication and first professional crisis. It was hardly the last. It was 

certainly a crashing blow to him and taught him several lessons, including is relationship with Tawney 

and beyond, concerning the constraints  that an academic faces within constellations of networks and 

institutions. 

Regarding the enabling factors of  conceptual frames of reference and the Amherst years, we should 

turn our attention to two student papers of Parsons, both of which contained in the Parsons-archives :

From December 1922 „The Theory of Human Behavior in its individual and Social Aspects“and from 

March 1923 „ A Behaviorist Conception of the Nature of Morals“329.

Both papers are from the philosophy course at Amherst. Bruce Wearne, who is credited with bringing 

them to public attention, makes some most peculiar inferences: 
„Parsons refused to be identified as a philosopher, but his developing theory cannot be fully understood if the connection 

with Meiklejohn’s philosophy of education is overlooked.“ (Wearne 1989 : 26)

Several things seem fairly strange here. True, Parsons refused to be „a philosopher“ meaning that he 

refused to being “only” a philosopher. Wearne quotes from a letter Parsons had sent to Eric Voegelin in 

1941 on the misunderstandings or differences between himself and Alfred Schuetz. But that doesn’t 

mean that Parsons did not see the need for philosophy in his academic life, nor that he refuted the 

importance  of  philosophy.  He  needed,  understood,  and  worked  philosophy  quite  extensively  and 

effectively;  he  merely  refused  to  be  ruled  by  a  certain  type  of  philosophy,  which  he  repeatedly 

repudiated as “merely contemplative” or “fictional (as in the case of Schuetz)”. In other words: He did 

not want to pursue a philosophy that could not be practical and theoretical at the same time. This gap 

between  theory  and  practice  can  be  bridged  in  Kantian  philosophy.  This  is  the  lesson  taught  by 

Meiklejohn and other Amherst teachers (maybe also his father). A lesson encountered in the writings of 

Emerson, James, and Cooley as well as in Weber. And, of course, the lesson we find in Parsons’ most 

important teacher, Karl Jaspers. The bridge between theory and practice for Kant, James, Cooley and 

Jaspers is Communication. Therefore, the Kantianism of Parsons follows the Communication Account.

In these early student papers, we find key-concepts that will inform Parsons later style and  are found in 
329  Harvard Archive Call number: HUG(FP) 42.8.2 Box 2
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Structure. Drawing from Heisenberg and early Quantum-Theorists, Wearne draws an analogy between 

the particle-wave dualism and Parsons’ writing style:
„Parsons’ writings are his  theory, however much they contain reflections on work in progress and intimations of a more 

complete theory. They are the finished formulation of his conceptual scheme (particle), as well as his unfinished ‚thinking in 

progress’ (wave). His Amherst essays illustrate this duality. And Parsons writings have always evinced both ‚wave’ and 

‚particle’, process and concept.“ (ibid. : 28)330

Had Wearne taken himself literally, he would not have constructed his narrative along the odyssey with 

an ill-fated overemphasis of the „telos of Social System“. At the same time his use of an analogy from 

physics is telling for while Parsons spoke in the language of biology. This is not a mere accident or 

Freudian  slip.  It  is  a  programmatic  feature  in  Wearne’s  book.  He  cannot  account  for  Parsons’ 

development, because he does not speak the same vernacular.

In the 1923 paper, Wearne cites Parsons’ discussion of the relations of cultural development in regard to 

„knowledge“ and (!) „taste“, comparing art-critic and art-connoisseur, and separating technique from 

art (Wearne 1989 : 32f.). Wearne offers an analysis concerning Durkheim, Veblen and Sumner, but fails 

to  address  Kant’s  Kritik  der  Urteilskraft  or  Simmel.  But  then,  whose  argument  is  the question  of 

knowledge,  art  and taste? Of course it  is the Kantian motive.  And here we have Parsons studying 

among a group of Kantians. Do we really expect his teachers to be unaware of Kant’s third critique or 

omitting it from the lesson plan? Teachers, who were expressed and open Kantians in all other matters 

(Nelson 2001)?

Wearne closes his chapter on Young Talcott with a few  notes  about his time at the London School of 

Economics.  Noteworthy is his corollary concerning Parsons Amherst and the two papers: 
„(They show the method of a maturing and self-critical scholar.) An aversion to dogmatic affiliation with any theory or 

school  can  be  detected,  but  there  is  a  bold  assertion  that  science  needs  to  be  developed  past  its  current  stage  of  

accomplishment. We see the early stages of an interdisciplinary approach, a liberal orientation to learning which anticipates 

‚further research’ into the nature and function of ‚intelligent behavior’.“ (ibid. : 36)

However,  the  attitude  he  describes  is  Kantian,  and the  “interdisciplinary approach”  is  a  presentist 

judgment. The “fragmentation” of science was not equally progressed in the early 1920s. And Parsons 

was  educated  to  account  for  a  unified  science  and pluralism in  methods,  at  Amherst  and  later  in 

Heidelberg. 

330  Though he needn’t have gone as far as Heisenberg. Once he cited the idea of process, even a reference to Whitehead 
would have made more sense.
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The following is a summary and excerpts of the student papers. (They are also published in the 

American Sociologist)
HUG FP 42.8.2.
Correspondence and Related Papers 1923 – 1940 BOX 2
Folder 1 Undergraduate Papers c. 1923

Paper titled
„The Theory of Human Behaviour in its Individual and Social Aspects“

(paper seems to be more of a repetition of the seminar’s contents by the style of it)

As fundamental basis of theory of ethics “we have taken the general conception behaviour”.
Behaviourism assumes nature is a continuous mechanism: “everything in human life and civilization can be 
explained on this basis without introducing the separate agency of any force not obeying the same natural laws as 
those we know.” (p.1)

The study of the nature of the individual human is first and must be thorough. Only then may we proceed to 
“consideration of organizations made up of large numbers of human beings and their various relationships (…)” 
(p.2)

We are interested not in the physical but the “moral or mental, (…) expressed in his various social relationships.” 
(p.3)

Older psychology (e.g. MacDougal) was focused on the dualism body/mind,
the Behaviourist position features

o no compartmentalization of mind
o habit (influenced by environment and others from the beginning)
o behaviour or ’mental process’ is not just the brain but the organism as a whole
it follows that central nervous system only has a function in the relation to the rest of the 
organism

The essence of   psycho-analysis,  once freed from Freud’s emphasis on sex,
Must be on behaviour reactions of individuals who  are “organized into interrelated groups of ideas, or complexes” 
(p.5, notice the early use of “interrelation” – aka Wechselwirkung) and on the associations of ideas (Reference to 
one aspect brings up associated ones)331.
A discussion of an age-staged socialization process: “the individual in a modern community is inevitably a member 
of a social group, (..)” (p.7) and the most important factors in generating membership  are habit-forming influences.

“Society and institutions are in a constant state of change.” (p.8)  It follows that “[t]he process is a perceptual 
action and reaction between the integrating and assimilating action institutions on the individuals composing them 
and the differentiating action of separate individuals or groups of them.
The institutions serve the function of keeping natural individualistic forces within bounds and the individualistic 
forces keep the institutions in a state of change. (…)
 It seems the two forces are always seeking to reach an equilibrium but never quite get there.”332 (p.8)

331  See, of course, assoicationism discussed in Principles of Psychology by James
332   Parsons’  late 1920s and early 1930s seminars on social  institutions include the same subject matter.

This is also the first time the concept equilibrium shows up in Parsons’ writing. The central role of the concept in 
Parsons’ work should not blind us to the fact that the concept was commonly used in science before him, nor is his 
application of it exceptional.
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 “It must not be supposed, as Mr. Cooley strongly asserts, that when we discuss persons and when we discuss 
society we are talking about different things, we are merely looking at the same thing from different points of view. 
This idea of the integrative action of society upon its newly arrived individuals would naturally make us suppose 
that one of the most important factors, if not the most important, in determining culture is the culture that preceded 
it. 
In other words, culture is self-perpetuating.
When we wish to explain the origin of any given cultural phenomenon we would be led to look very carefully for 
something closely related to it in the cultural condition that of this immediately preceded it.” (p.9)
“When we came to study the evolution of culture and to get at its organization from the historical point of view, we 
find that the anthropologists, whose business it is to make this study are divided between two more or less 
conflicting theories as to the nature of this evolutionary process.
One is the theory of convergence, so called, or internal necessity, that lines of development arising in different parts 
of the world and under different conditions have come to evolve into very similar schemes of behaviour. 
Convergence is a form of growth by internal necessity, but we shall see that internal necessity does not necessarily 
imply convergence.
The other theory is that of diffusion, that is, the theory that cultural traits have become diffused from their point of 
origin, by contact with different cultures, over a wider and wider circle of influence. Both theories seem to have 
elements of truth in them.”333(p.12)
The theory of convergence is very closely related to what is called the biogenetic law in biological evolution (p13).
And even in the aggregate effect of numeral individuals and the existence of culture, we must accept that no two 
subjects are alike. Besides internal necessity and diffusion, two external factors groups on culture must also be 
accounted for: factors such as a) geographical, climate, etc. and b) heredity and racial difference. It should be 
understood that there is inferiority and superiority in heredity.

Information on the paper:
Talcott Parsons    Philosophy 3
Term Paper December 19, 1922
Handwritten: A

Another term paper:

Talcott Parsons    Philosophy III
Professor AYRES
March 27, 1923 handwritten: A

“A behaviouristic conception of the nature of morals”

Parsons summarizes the topics of the last term to be preconceptions of individual and social behaviour
This term will focus on conception of moral order.

Moral is defined as actions of good/bad in reference to questions of value in as religion, property rights and so on. 
No discrimination between different kinds of judgment, like an economic judgement, “as long as it is a 
judgement”.334

Behaviour is a mesh of usages, customs, habits, concepts (what Sumner calls the mores, according to this paper)
Parsons looks at societies from different viewpoints

Actual societal structure and facts of organization of civilization, with a reference to the physiological 
analogy, he says there is a circulatory system, digestive system, etc.

Three Phases of societal structure:
o Technology
o Mores that compose institutions

“Even in the most primitive state, men who live together must of necessity regulate each 

333  The concept of convergence in just that way was used by Parsons to describe the development of theories in the history 
of science as a movement towards the subject matter.

334  Of course, we must see this in light of Kant’s concept of judgment.
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other’s conduct by some sort of institutional system.”335(p.3)
Two principal forms
o Ritual (Durkheim)

Social phenomenon is found in the synthesis of individual consciousnesses.

“Along with the structural organization of the mores we have two other aspects which are more directing forces of 
them than the facts of organization. These are knowledge, including science, that is, the whole intellectual side of 
the mores, and taste which is essentially the emotional side”.336 (p.5)

“Taste, the emotional side is by no means clearly distinguished from the intellectual side of the mores. Knowledge 
is essentially objective, the aim of it being to get outside of the self and observe.
Emotion is subjective. It consists in letting yourself go in more or less total disregard of rational considerations. 
These definitions, however, will apply only to extreme forms. Almost all the mores contain both elements almost 
inextricably mingled together.” (p.5/6)
“This ideational and emotional aspect of the mores must be understood as a quality of the structural aspect, 
applying with equal force to all three classes of the latter.”

“Taste is a word which represents our supposed faculty of free choice and art is one field in which taste is reputed 
to be most exercised.” (p.7, Parsons continues about art337) 

“The mores are not enforced by rational action. They work through bling [sic!] emotion that is tremendous when it 
is realized to its fullest extent. What is customary is right338. The only thinking done by the masses is 
rationalization, invention of clever arguments by which to justify the current mores, and it is invariably an appeal to 
absolute standards which in reality do not exist.” (p.12)
“Evolution”, Parsons says, was a concept that was subsequently adopted in this fashion by many people.
“The work of the nineteenth century sociologists and anthropologists can be easily recognized as directly 
influenced by this early unilinear theory of evolution.” (p.16)

These papers are summary works. That is what they were supposed to be. The task of these papers was 

not to be original. These papers do not “represent” the theory of Talcott Parsons. 

What  these  papers  show,  however,  is  the  vernacular  that  was  spoken  and  a  conceptual  frame  of 

reference  that  was  common.  This  was  not  the  same  language  that  the  British  philosophers  and 

mathematicians after Russell or the economist after Jevons spoke. It is not a reductionist or geometrical 

vernacular.  May of the concepts and ideas in those papers are familiar to those who know Parsons later 

works. Parsons was increasingly familiarized with a language that was derived from the nineteenth 

century discourse in philosophy, physiology, and psychology. 

Aside from the somewhat aberrant depiction of Durkheim, we find a language that could have appeared 

easily in his 1930s/40s lectures on social institutions.
“Taste, the emotional side is by no means clearly distinguished from the intellectual side of the mores. Knowledge is 
essentially objective, the aim of it being to get outside of the self and observe.
Emotion is subjective. It consists in letting you go in more or less total disregard of rational considerations. These 
definitions, however, will apply only to extreme forms. Almost all the mores contain both elements almost inextricably 
335  Institutional, system, regulation: all three terms are from physiology and respectively Kantian, Lotzean, Jamesian.
336  The mores as regulative/or practical side of epistemic and aesthetic judgment/reason is a very Kantian position.
337  Eduardo de la Fuente recently (2008) discussed Kant’s concept of taste in regard to Simmel. He speaks of a 

sociological-aesthetic nexus, which is not too dissimilar from the argument of Parsons’ student paper.
338  T.P. will come to view this in later years a) as an Ideal-type, b) as Gesinnungsethik  (Footnote from my original notes)
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mingled together.”

The “mores” take the place of what will later be called personality.
“Taste is a word which represents our supposed faculty of free choice and art is one field in which taste is reputed to be 

most exercised.”

This  notion  of  autonomy is  almost  directly  taken  from Kant’s  third  critique. The  philosophy and 

psychology aspects are apparent as is the organism metaphor.When he wrote those papers, he was still 

toying with the idea of pursuing a career as a biologist or medical doctor.

Subsequently,  he was invited to spent the summer of 1923 in Wood’s Hole at  the Marine Biology 

Laboratory to take a few summer courses there:
„I had originally been intending to go either into biology or medicine, and I had pretty much taken the whole gamut of the 

premedical program. I started biology in my freshman year, and had some biology every single year. In fact, I assisted in the 

main introductory course--going out and catching worms on the fall evenings in the gardens and dissecting the dogfish. I 

had the Amherst scholarship to Woods Hole during the summer between my junior and senior years, and also two years of  

chemistry.” (Parsons, Brown Seminar 1973)

Whether he met the famous Jacques Loeb at MBL is something we do not know. Loeb had regularly 

taught summer courses at the MBL until just that year (Pauly 1987). He was present in 1923 to commit 

to his own research as an independent investigator in physiology

According to the MBL Annual Reports (the official record of the institution) Talcott Parsons, from 

Amherst College, was a student in our Embryology course in 1923.  The course director was Hubert B. 

Goodrich  (Wesleyan  University)  and  instructors  included  Benjamin  H.  Grave  (Wabash  College), 

Harold H. Plough (Amherst College), Charles G. Rogers (Oberlin College) and Elizabeth A. Smith 

(Univ.  of Wisconsin).339 In  this  course,  which required substantial  knowledge beforehand,  Parsons’ 
339  Diane M. Rielinger, archivist at MBL, provided this information, including a copy of the summer school program from 

the MBL Annual Report 1923, which reads for Embryology (Emphases A.S.):
“Instruction in. this department is designed primarily for the professional student of embryology or zoölogy; it is of advanced character, 

supplementing the usual college and university courses in embryology. Emphasis is placed upon the problems and methods of present-day , embryological 
research, and opportunity and encouragement are afforded, to those who are prepared, for beginning the investigation of some definite problem. The course 
is useful also to the student or teacher who has not had opportunity for the study of living embryonic material in abundance or variety, and to professional 
workers in allied branches of biological science desiring a general survey of this important field. Among the topics receiving especial attention may be 
mentioned,- the organization, maturation and fertilization of the ovum; cleavage; cell lineage; gastrulation and the establishment of the form of the early 
embryo; the experimental analysis of developmental factors (chemical parthenogenesis, displacement of egg substances by pressure, centrifuging, etc.); the 
development and metamorphosis of larval forms; the relation of the develop- ing organism to the special conditions of its environment and to the initial 
structure of the ovum. These topics are not considered apart from the life-histories of specific forms, but as essential phases of entire life-cycles. The 
particular forms studied differ slightly from year to year in accordance with seasonal conditions and the relative abundance of material. Work on the 
chordates is restricted to the Teleost and the Tunicate: transparent pelagic ova are abundant and the

large eggs of Fundulus are extensively used in this part of the course. Among the invertebrates, material is drawn from one or more classes of 
each of the chief phyla-Cælenterata, Annulata, Mollusca, Arthropoda and Echinodermata. The student thus becomes familiar with most of the important 
types of development and larval forms among the marine invertebrates. This work is done almost exclusively upon living material, which, through the 
favorable location and equipment of the Laboratory, is to be had in great variety and abundance. The opportunity to study development as a living process, 
in so wide a range of forms, is unique, and the âdvantage of forming a conception of development, from unfertilized ovum to complex organism, as a 
continuous, vital process, can not be overestimated. As planned, the course includes a series of lectures, by the staff and other investigators, both on the 
material in hand and on embryological problems of general character. Regular hours of work are specified, but it frequently happens that certain stages of 
development can be observed only at irregular hours. The Laboratory is open continuously, and adequate lighting facilities make satisfactory work possible 
at any time. Assistance to those wishing to divert their attention from the regular work of the course toward the investigation of a problem is freely offered, 
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style of reasoning as a teleo-mechanic program and the study of development as a continuous living, 

vital processes within a life-cycle guided within life-histories.

Parsons in Heidelberg 

Wearne  plants  the  conversion  to  Walton  Hamilton’s  economics  courses  at  Amherst  to  account  for 

Parsons’ subsequent interest in Weber. In Hamilton’s teachings
„the problem of capitalism and the structure of the western society were the central issues.“ (Wearne 1989 : 41)340

Parsons himself called this a conversion (Brown Seminar 1973),  rather in joke341.

Parsons  trip  to  Heidelberg,  where  he  actually  encountered  Weber’s  work,  came quite  surprisingly, 

meaning it was anything but planned or well-prepared. 

Following the Amherst graduation, Parsons went to the London School of Economics (LSE), partially 

out of a feeling of uncertainty about what he really was to do after college.  His Amherst teachers 

obviously thought of him as a talented young man with  variety of interests. 

After his graduation, largely thanks to Amherst teachers, family and friends, his accomplishments and 

talents created the first tiny waves in the academic community. And he was given advice and helped 

with information and connections.

When his trip to London became “news” among these people, he received some good advise by some 

and advice regarding the technique of collecting and preserving material, methods of study, staining, embedding, sectioning, etc., will be given whenever 
desired. The Laboratory supplies all reagents and glassware necessary for the regular class work. Each student should be provided with dissecting 
instruments, drawing materials (large library cards of good quality are useful for drawings of developmental series), slides, cover glasses and vials for the 
preservation of material. If the student expects to undertake the sectioning of material (none is required. in the ordinary work of the class), a microtome and 
knife should be brought, as these can not be secured at the Laboratory. It is important that the student be provided with both a good dissecting microscope 
and a compound microscope fitted with substage

condenser, double or triple nose-piece and inclinable stand permitting the stage to be placed in a vertical position. The addition of an 
orthoscopic ocular to the usual equipment will be found very advantageous in examining eggs and embryos too large to be observed with the usual high-
power objectives. Too much attention cannot be given to the provision of an adequate optical equipment. Microscopes may be rented at the Laboratory, 
under the conditions mentioned on page 3 I. Korschelt and Heider's Text-Book of Embryology, MacBride's

Text-Book of Embryology, and Kellicotts Text-Book of General Embryology will be found useful during the course. 
ADMISSION
For admission to the course of Embryology a thorough foundation in zoölogy and at least an introductory course in embryology are regarded as 

prerequisite. Applications for admission should be accompanied by a detailed statement of work done in preparation for work in embryology and by the 
recommendation of a

college instructor. Applications for admission should be made before May IS, at which time all will be considered together; notifications will be 
sent out shortly afterwards. Application for admission to possible vacancies made after May IS wil be received up to date of opening, and acted on 
immediately. A registration fee of $5.00

wil be required when admission is granted, and this payment will be applied on the' fee payable on the day of opening; it wil not be repaid, 
however, to any who fail to attend after registering. Correspondence regarding the course and application for ad~ mission should be addressed to The 
Marine Biological Laboratory,

Woods Hole, Mass. The fee for the course is $75, payable at the office of the Laboratory,
on or before the date of opening.

340  Although one might say that Parsons – who read the New York Times and The Boston Globe all his life – just might have 
opened a newspaper and found the same topics to be front-page news.

341  Although Wearne like religious metaphors. See e.g. in a paper for an evangelical meeting (1994), which casts some 
doubt over Wearne’s own “ideology”.
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of them:

For example 

HUGFP 42.82 Box 2 Folder 3 

Misc Correspondence 1925 – 1929
From John M. Gaus Dept. of Political Science Univ. of Minnesota342

June 21, 1924

“Dear Talcott,

I have heard of you now and then from your brother Charlie via Les Webster this year.”

[Congratulates him to Amherst record.]

“If you go to the London school in Fall, I wish that you would look up Harold Laski. I wrote him the other day that you 

might come.”

LSE happened to be a lucky coincidence.  In London he met a certain young American student of 

economics, going by the name of Helen Walker – the future Mrs. Parsons.

His time in London was coming to an early closure and he was offered the trip to Germany by his 

former Amherst teacher on German philosophy, Otto Manthey-Zorn. If anything, one may assume that 

among other things, Manthey-Zorn may have offered Parsons the chance to study German philosophy 

with Germans in Germany, his young protégé had certainly displayed some interest in the subject. In 

Germany, libraries where stacked with works in their original and Heidelberg – in the eyes of Kantian 

scholar Manthey-Zorn – was the centre of the South-Western School of Neo-Kantianism and the best 

intellectual climate for Parsons.

Parsons and Manthey-Zorn continued their correspondence over the time that eventually also led to 

Parsons first teaching engagement at Amherst.

In  a  letter  from January 3rd 1925,  we learn  that  Parsons  made the most  peculiar  acquaintances  in 

England. Manthey-Zorn writes about thinking of Parsons a lot, but
“the experiments of your Oxford neighbors on telepathy seem to prove that thought waves travel only a short distance.”

We must  remember that  phenomena like hypnosis,  telepathy or séances  were still  considered very 

common and normal in the late nineteenth century (see e.g. Luckhurst 2002). Men like Pierre Janet or 

William James were seriously occupied with such phenomena343. 

342  John Merriman Gaus (1894-1969) was not a nobody or accidental relation. He studied at Balliol College (Oxford) under 
A.D.Lindsay and under Meiklejohn at Amherst before graduating at Harvard in 1917. After Minnesota, he was a 
professor of Political Science at the University of Wisconsin-Madison from 1927 to 1947. He went to Harvard. Most 
importantly, he was a member of Alexander Meikeljohn’s faculty of the Experimental College at the University of 
Wisconsin and lifelong friend of Meiklejohn.

343  To my knowledge a comprehensive and concise “occult history of modern science” has yet to be written.
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In  the  same  letter,  Manthey-Zorn  complains  about  the  post-Meiklejohn  generation  of  economics 

teachers. In his opinion, they lack “the power of a philosophical attitude”. But he makes the most 

interesting  remark  about  the  new  generation  of  students.  A generation  obviously  “occupied  with 

literature”.

But the lack of “philosophy” in economics is nothing else but two new epistemological vernaculars  on 

the horizon: physical reductionism which has taken over philosophy with Russell and economics with 

Jevons, and a philological humanism which Hannah Arendt and Jean-Paul Sartre are very different, yet 

equal  parts  of.  This   new creed  of  students  and  teachers,  were  not  interested  or  immersed  in  the 

language of biology and philosophy but instead either philologically or mathematically inclined. This 

new generation of teachers, Manthey-Zorn adds “must be just a bit superficial and sensational”. 

Around the same time, Manthey-Zorn began to arrange for Parsons to teach at Amherst, probably out of 

his dissatisfaction with the new teachers and hoping to bring some of the “Meiklejohn curriculum” 

back.

On January 7th, he wrote to Parsons about the fellowship to Germany even though the details needed to 

be worked out. Legend has it, according to Parsons himself, that he had little influence in being sent to 

Heidelberg. But that story is far more complicated and it was the foundation of his friendship with Carl 

Friedrich.
From Otto Manthey-Zorn to TP on Jan 7 1925

“I was in New York during the holidays and tried to find out about the German exchange fellowship. They have not yet been 

fully worked out, but will be sent to me in a very short time.”

Exactly one month later, Manthey-Zorn reveals himself to be the man behind the decision that it will be 

Parsons who will be given the chance to be the Amherst candidate.
From Otto Manthey-Zorn to TP Feb. 8 1925

“A few days ago we aere[sic!] able to learn the details about the fellowship a t German universities. I am chairman of the 

committee that is to recommend a man from Amherst and I feel very sure that we will recommend you. The question is 

merely whether or not you will want to apply. Unfortunately the fellowship is not nearly as generous as I had hoped it would 

be. It offers only tuition, room and board. You would have to meet all other expenses yourself, such as incidentals, travel 

and vacations. Inclusive of the return trip to New York it would require an expense of about $700. from you, I should think. 

In your case it would also mean that you would have to go to Germany as soon as your summer vacation starts, so as to get 

enough German to follow the lectures in the fall. On the other hand you would be the guest of whatever university you 

would visit and so enjoy many advantages and contacts which might otherwise be very difficult.

(…)

You will have a chance to go to whatever university you want to go. If you are undecided it would be best to go to the 

headquarters in Heidelberg and make your choice in consustation[sic!] with the committee in charge. Heidelberg would be a 
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good place to go to brush up your German anyhow.

(…)”

Manthey-Zorn assumed that Parsons would refuse the fellowship for financial reasons and suggested 

going to Heidelberg first. Parsons decided do so and it is in Heidelberg that the decision would 

eventually be made that he would stay there.
From Otto Manthey-Zorn to TP Feb. 25 1925

 “(…)

But before you definitely refuse the fellowship I would get in touch with the Heidelberg office that will be suggested to you, 

and ask them for very definite information as to the courses that are being presented at the various German universities 

along the lines that appeal particularly to you. And do not let them hurry your decision too much. If the fellowship were 

only more attractive financially, I would urge it more.(..)”

From Otto Manthey-Zorn to TP April 10 1925.

“I heard yesterday from New York that you have been granted the German fellowship. I am sorry that you had a moment’s 

worry about it, but the situation as I explained it to you merely gave us the right to recommend you and a certain preference 

for you, but the final action lay with the people in New York. (…) I hope you received notice in time to spend part of your 

Easter vacation in Heidelberg so as to get a few tips directly at headquarters.”

In May of 1925, Parsons is still pondering where to go in Germany. He seeks out Manthey Zorn for 

advice:
From Otto Manthey-Zorn to TP May 6th  1925

“Leipzig sounds very good to me but I do not know just who the professors there are. The men in London ought to know 

much more about that than I can possibly find out here. You are probably in touch with Heidelberg by this time, and they 

will give you very frank information. Mr.Friedrich from the New York office is on his way to Germany now. If possible I 

would get in touch with him. He knows most about your needs and everything about the opportunities in Germany.

He will also advise you best about the summer. All considered the surest thing would be to go to a summer school disigned 

[sic!] for needs like yours. There used to be a very good one at Marburg. I suspect that is still going. It is much nearer than 

Vienna and in the vountry [sic!] rather than in the city. Travel would be more enjoyable but not so sure. They put you 

through an intensive six weeks there which make you forget most of your English for a time. I would advise that as the 

surest. But if Friedrich suggests something else I would accept his scheme.”

From Otto Manthey-Zorn to TP July 5th 

“(…) If this finds you in Vienna, I want you to make a call on Frau Vetter who you may remember visited me here in 

Amherst (…).

(..)

I am especially anxious to know whther [sic!] you have succeeded in getting in touch with Herr Friedrich who has the 
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choosing of the fellows here and has gone over for the summer to see that proper arrangements are made for you and the 

other fellows. He looks to me like one of the very finest Germans I have ever met.”

This is the origin of the friendship between Carl Friedrich and Talcott Parsons. Friedrich, who founded 

the DAAD (German Foreign Exchange Services) in 1925, became an influential voice at Harvard 

political science, the Harvard contribution to the war effort and in the Russian Research centre. Parsons 

wife served as his personal assistant for several years.344

Early in 1926, Manthey-Zorn has arranged for Parsons to work at Amherst as a lecturer in 1927. In a 

letter from February 21st, 1926, Manthey-Zorn tells him that he has a free choice of the topic, as long as 

the course offered will be in sociology.

He gives him some counsel on his thesis topic in relation to the German scholars Parsons is interested 

in: Sombart, he says is well known in the US, but advises that an introduction to Weber might “indeed 

be a good thing”345.

And then he makes an interesting remark: 
“Scheler I know a little about (…) I have a little trouble with his style. He cannot match Max Weber in his writing, though 

he is better than many. Still I hope to get at him before long. The antithesis between rationalism and (what is it) soul, nature, 

intuition, creativeness seems to me to be a lost at the whole of German philosophy.”346

The idea that Parsons may have had a deep interest in the work of Scheler is something that is hardly 

344  In her book, Uta Gerhardt (202: 146) writes that Parsons and Friedrich met in the “1920s when they were both students 
at Amherst”.  If Friedrich ever was at Amherst is uncertain to this author’s knowledge. (The student records available 
online do not list his name. Nor have I thus far found a biographical reference that mentions Amherst.

345 Accordingly, Wearne’s account of the Heidelberg years is saturated with ideological bias:
In  Heidelberg,  Parsons did „discover“ Weber,  a  scholar  who – in  Wearne’s  quantum-theory style  portrayal  of 

Parsons’ “mind’s architecture” – while not having produced a coherent theoretical body made it possible to work form an 
assumption that a „fixed core of theory can be found ion Weber’s writings (particle).“, while „his theory also operated on various levels in its own historical context 
(wave).“ (Wearne 1989. : 43)

The next passages of Wearne, or at least the key sentences, also deserve quotation here: 
„Yet Parsons could not ‚place’ Weber in his historical context without redefining the initial phases of his professional career. Parsons turned 

from the restrictive dogmatism of ‚institutional economics’ to fashion his own  cosmopolitan approach. His intellectual style was an implicit challenge to 
the mores.(...)  He would then  return to New England promoting an American sociology with an immediate sense of its European origins. (...),Parsons was 
not the ‚connoisseur’ of European social theory in any Veblenian sense. Instead he saw himself as the ‚critic’. (....) So, Parsons’ response to Max Weber and 
the intellectual milieu of social science at Heidelberg in the mid 1920s constitutes the initial turning point. His Heidelberg teacher, Karl Jaspers, had ob-
served that the way to honour a great man like Weber was by endeavouring to make his labours one’s own and to develop further the lines of his ideas. Par -
sons interpreted Weber’s theory of capitalism this way.“ (ibid.)

I  agree  that  Jaspers  had  been  influential  concerning  the  place  and  general  interpretation  of  Weber,  primarily 
Parsons found in Jaspers a teacher who spoke the same language as he did. A language that was rooted in philosophy, 
clinical  medicine,  physiology,  psychology and biology.  An  epistemological  vernacular  he encountered at  Amherst  and 
found again in Heidelberg (and of course in the work of Max Weber and Emile Durkheim, both of whom taught by Jaspers).

346  Parsons did own a copy of Scheler’s “big book” „Der Formalismus in der Ethik und die materiale Wertethik“, which 
was probably even a first edition. He read and annotated it. It is nowadays in possession  of his son Charles, who 
received it from his father, read and annotated it also.
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ever mentioned in commentaries. However, Parsons was an instrumental force behind the introduction 

of Scheler to the American discourse in the 1970s and Harold Bershady’s work. 

Incidentally, already  during his Heidelberg years, Scheler sparked his interest. The “lack” of Scheler in 

his work is explained by the fact that the “catholic” philosopher Scheler was not a scholarly oeuvre that 

could be introduced to an American audience at that time with ease.

Bruce Wearne makes references to the Winter Semester  Catalogue  of Heidelberg University ( copy 

from the Parsons’ archives with markings by Parsons).

The following is Wearne’s interpretation, it is remarkable:
„The  ten-year  period  from Parsons’ Heidelberg  studies  until  his  ‚first  major  synthesis’ was  an  enriching  time  in  his 

theoretical development. His marked copy of the 1925/6  Heidelberg Catalogue (Parsons 1925) indicates his interest in 

political and legal philosophy, the history of theology, and the philosophy of religion. He took classes with Rickert, Jaspers, 

Salin and Lederer among others. Of note is the coincidence, like his Amherst teachers, his liberal and social democratic 

mentors had, only a few years before, taken a very strong national stand against undue outside involvement by business and 

government in university affairs. (Ringer 1969...) The Amherst controversy could too easily be read as the disruption of a 

provincial town when compared with the sophisticated  Realpolitik   of the Heidelberg group, but Parsons’ development 

occurred as the maturation of a new world view, in which socialism found a new accommodation to the liberal tradition. His 

courses with Heinrich Rickert were in  Weltanschauungslehre, whilst with Jaspers he studied the philosophy of religion. 

These teachers were important shapers of twentieth-century philosophy.

The climate was neo-Kantian.“ (ibid. : 44)347

347  The actual entries are:
Folder 7
Heidelberg Catalogue 1925-1926 WS
T.P. name is written in longhand upfront 
He marked:

- Philosophie der Griechen Di+Fr 3-4 Prof. von Bubroff (Phil. Fak.)
- Hegel und das Neunzehnte Jahrhundert Mo Do 3-4 Prof.Glockner (Phil.Fak.)

He marked  in the Catalogue as well in the Time-planner
- Dogmengeschichte Mo Di Fr 12-1 Prof.Schubert (Theolog.Fak.)
- Rechtsphilosophie Mo Do 4-5 Prof. Graf zu Dohna (Jur.Fak.)
- Allgemeine Staatslehre und Politik Di Do Fr 8-9 Dr. v.Hippel (Jur.Fak)
- Weltanschaungslehre (Philosophie der Kontemplation des Lebens in Wissenschaft, Kunst und Religion) 

Mo Di Do FR 12 – 1 Prof. Rickert (Phil.Fak.)
- (with an added (x)) Religionsphilosophie (einschl. Religionspsychologie) Mo Di Do Fr 5-6 Prof. Jaspers 

(Phil Fak.)
- Kants Kritik der reinen Vernunft (Phil. Seminar) Mi 6-8 Prof. Jaspers
- Humanismus und Reformation Di Mi Do 4-5 Prof. Grundelfinger (Phil Fak.- Philologie)
- Die Erneuerung Asiens Di 6-7 Prof.Lederer (Phil.Fak. – Staats- und Kameralwissenschaft)
- Soziologische Übungen für Vorgerückte über Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft Fr 6-8 14-tägigS  Prof. Salin 

(Phil. Fak. Institut für Sozial- und Staatswissenschaften)
Additionally T.P. marked the following home addresses of Teachers at Heidelberg from Catalogue – partially 

inconsistent with his course-interests(!!!!):
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And that’s that: the sudden appearance of „socialism“ out of the blue. Wearne needs to produce an 

explanation  for  Marx’ appearance  in   Parsons’ early  works.   Who  better  than  those  neo-Kantian, 

idealistic Germans to blame that 
„(f)or Parsons Marxist theory is a form of historicism and a heuristic device

(...f)or Parsons, Marx was the initiator of the theory of capitalism.“ (ibid.: 50)

A reader can get the impression that for Wearne the sole idea of taking Marx seriously at all – even if 

critically – is a crime that better deserves a good explanation, otherwise one falls from grace. Since he 

doesn’t wish that fate to befall Parsons, Wearne goes looking in search of a scapegoat and finds it – 

somewhat mysteriously – in Rickert and Jaspers.

For all its merits, Wearne’s book has an author who is occupied with constructing a narrative restricted 

to  the  motif  of  an  odyssey and  leading  him to  overlook possibilities  to  explain  consistencies  and 

coherent themes in the whole of the Parsons œuvre, which are easily accounted for by seeing in Parsons 

a man who is nothing else but a child of nineteenth century life science.

But for Wearne, the entelechie of Parsons’ odyssey, is found in the model of physics (as is in the 1920s) 

a  science  on  the  verge  of  mechanizism:  Parsons  derived  a  „system  of  well-established  scientific 

theory“, extracted as a system of deductively applicable structural concepts: 
„The Social System is Parsons’ book on fundamentals. Like Towards a General Theory of Action it is a work in theory, not a 

work of scholarship ‚in the conventional sense’. The outline of his own organon will provide the necessary foundation upon 

which to promote further deductive rigor in the study of society.“ (Wearne 1989 : 172)

In this  account,  Structure is but a step in between, successful in the promotion of Parsons’ career, 

detailing  and  proliferating  the  European  sources  of  American  (and  Parsons’ own  approach  to) 

sociology. It was the terminological groundwork for further exploration,  which would then yield a 

toolbox with the writing of Social System. 

In  his  „Conclusion“,  Wearne  ascribes  Parsons  a  Weltanschauung  (Wearne  actually  uses  the  term 

himself!!!),  that is spread into nine dichotomies (ibid. : 181) of „Temporalities“  and „Eternalities“. 

Unlike Wenzel for example (1990) he fails to discuss Whiteheadian philosophy and its influence on 

- Arnold Bergstraesser
- Carl Brinkmann
- Alexander Graf zu Dohna
- Friedrich Grundelfinger
- Ernst v. Hippel
- Karl Jaspers
- Emil Lederer
- Edgar Salin
- Hans v. Schubert
- Alfred Weber
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Parsons in detail.
„Parsons taken-for-granted secular view of the relationship between the temporal and eternal realms is, no doubt, closely 

related to the perspective of Alfred North Whitehead. At this point we can detect a dualistic picture of theory’s place in 

cosmos.“ (ibid. :181)

Casting more mystery on his  own corollaries  rather  than opening Parsons’ work,  Wearne suggests 

reading Parsons’ theory as a “theory of time”, which would then lead to the revelation of Parsons’ 

„theory of theory“:
„Parsons locates theory on the structural side (i.e. relatively static, timeless constellation of elements) as if the structuring of 

elements in reality is the ‚relatively timeless’ structure of reality.“ (ibid.)

And further he repeats his corollary form before:
“We are bordering the complex issues of Parsons’ cosmology – this would be a focus for future debate. In the mean time let 

us describe this fundamental dualism by listing the various dichotomies that are evident in his theoretical Weltanschauung.“ 

(ibid.)

In the explication of his revered dichotomies, Wearne – maybe confused by Whitehead – mixes up 

„Timeless“ and „Eternal“ and ends with a misappropriation. The supposed „transition“from Structure 

to Social System does not exist.

 Quoting from an article Parsons had published in 1934 (quoted in: Wearne 1989: 180; Parsons 1934 in 

Camic 1991 : 155) :
„A scientific problem is one of bringing into coherent relations data, all observed in the past by the scientist. But an end of 

an action is not to the actor something observed as having happened. It is the anticipation of a future state of affairs. While a 

scientific theory (not necessarily the phenomena it explains) is timeless, a course of rational action is by its very essence 

something  spread  over  time.  Hence  any  theory  of  action   which  squeezes  out  this  time  element  is  fundamentally 

objectionable- It can only be done by somehow denaturing the factor of ends. This is generally done by trying to assimilate 

them to the category of given data “as seen by the actor.“ 

Wearne uses this to postulate that Parsons suggests that scientific theory is transcending time while 

action is not. This argument must support his thesis that in Structure Parsons deemed scientific theory 

as  being  independent  from the  development  of  science,  while  in  Social  System this  relation  was 

conceived vice versa with theory being a variable dependent of development.

There are problems with Wearne’s account.

The portrayal of theory in the 1934 essay and the link the differentiation of systems, resulting in the 

amalgamation of scientific theory and Nature, is a re-ification.

Additionally, Parsons – arguing in Whiteheadian terms – would have to make a  difference between 

timelessness and eternality that is much more strict. 
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Finally, Parsons has actually maintained the position from the essay, but Wearne fails to appreciate the 

context of the quote. Parsons is not making an explication of his stance on scientific theory, but rather 

does he explain the difference between the two forms of radical rationalistic positivism:
„The one, laying its emphasis on scientific ‚objectivism’ by eliminating the ‚subjective aspect’ of action from the status of a 

legitimate object of scientific investigation, tends to reduce the explanation of human behavior in terms of the objective 

external conditions of its occurrence348. The other, while admitting the legitimacy of studying the subjective aspect, tries to 

press it into a very narrow and particular mould, the consequences of which must now be pointed out.“ (Parsons 1934 in 

Camic 1991 : 154/155)

Explicating the idea of a scientific theory,  he uses it  to describe economic theory as rooted in this 

mould.  The idea of this type of economic theory is that „economic action can be conceived as  taking 

place in social vacuum.“ (ibid. : 174). An idea contrary to Parsons own thinking.

Wearne points out that Parsons’ Project can be viewed as an approach to the question on what science 

and its relation to theory might really mean. But there is no break from Structure to Social System or 

the  motif  of  an  odyssey.   Social  System  is  not  the  „culmination”  of  a  development  in  fourteen 

inferences(Wearne 1989 : 183ff.):

The Social System.....

1. as world-view

2. as completion of Amherst Project

3. as a theory of capitalism

4. as organon

5. as elaboration of the system-concept

6. as a professional „conscience collective“

7. as formulation of alter-ego microcosm

8. as experimental results

9. as personal record of analytical odyssey

10. as project for further development

11. as statement about rationality

12. as critical theory

13. as action theory

14. as fact

348  Timelessness –as Parsons asserts – is an aspect of this approach to „thinking science“. He would ascribe to a Kantian, as 
well as Whiteheadian point of view, time is subjective but also apriori. Therefore it cannot be within the „external 
conditions“. The eternality has no place here, for there is no „subjective point of view, from where it can be abstracted”.
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It is fairly clear that Wearne has set his goals too high and produced an account with incoherences and 

illogical stipulations, to adhere to the motif of the odyssey.

Early Talcott Parsons’ Kantian style of reasoning 

In of  Talcott Parsons’ very first essays, basically the essence of his doctoral thesis, published in the 

Journal of Political Economy Volume 36 (1928) and Volume 37 (1929)) titled “’Capitalism’ in recent 

German Literature: Sombart and Weber”, we can identify several central themes that indicate how close 

he was to the Kantian-Lotzean style of reasoning.

Parsons begins with a very strong thesis that includes the whole of American thought into the general 

philosophical discourse. He claims that Anglo-American thought was in its “pre-dominant trend the 

child” of 17th  and 18th century philosophies, which he characterized as individualistic and rationalistic. 

These traits have taken a hold by following the Kantian need of systematization under as few principles 

as possible, by ascribing to “abstract generality” and universal applicability in all human economic life 

as and where it is being lived.

There is a “but” that comes with some dramatic effect for this traditional lore of thought has often 

neglected  certain  parts  of  human  (and  economic)  life  that  deal  with  those  problems  (particularly 

economic  problems)  which  concern  growth  and  development  of  the  different  “types  of  economic 

society”, with a special regard to the aspects of “cultural epochs”. Growth and development, we may 

remember, are aspects that any reductionist and mechaniszistic form of explanation cannot account for, 

according to Kant’s argument for the “reflective forms of judgment” (Lenoir 1981, 1982).

There is yet another “major strain of modern thought” that Parsons refers to, which has laid emphasis 

on both society and economic life. He is talking about German Philosophies (!) of History, which he 

considers  to  be  in  league  with  the  Romantic  movement  –  which  was also an  integral  part  of  the 

emergence of nineteenth century life science and the  biological vernacular (Richards 2002).  It is in 

this context that Parsons discusses the concept of capitalism. 

He elaborates on the context:
“The more immediate background is formed by two main influences:  first,  the historical school in economics, with its 
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attacks on orthodox theory, and, much more important, its emphasis on the relativity of economic systems and epochs, and 

the necessity of analyzing the necessity each on its own merits with a view  to working out its own particular characteristics 

rather than getting at general economic laws.”

The  second aspect  is  formed  by  Marxism.  Parsons  wishes  to  discuss  Weber  and  Sombart  and 

Capitalism in  this  English  language  version  of  his  PhD thesis,  which  was  entered  at  the  German 

university of Heidelberg and is lost to us.

We must, instead, refer to a summary-text, titled „Die soziologischen Schulen in Deutschland und ihr 

Verhältnis zum modernen Kapitalismus“ (HUGFP 42.8.2), which may be the most important source we 

have available for understanding the shape and scope of Parsons’ views concerning his dissertation. We 

must keep in mind that in the publication, other than his the summary, that he is speaking to an 

American audience. Therefore, in the published version he is in concerned with introducing the 

European views and scholars to the American scientific community, while  he is trying to establish his 

professional position in this academic community

Interestingly, he puts some emphasis on Marx whom he calls a “forerunner” of the theory of 

“capitalism as a great epoch”. Sombart and Weber are described as providing answers to “questions 

raised by economic interpretation”. We need not be too interested in the details of the “economic side” 

of this discussion. We should focus on the language and the concepts Parsons applied. Subsequently, 

we stumble upon the term equilibrium quite prominently on the very first pages. This is an important 

aspect of this discussion. The use of “equilibrium” in Parsons’ work is associated with a specific 

interpretation of Pareto and commonly associated with Parsons’ acquaintance with Harvard 

physiologist and leading figure of the Human Relations Movement, Lawrence Henderson. 

Occasionally, Walter Cannon’s concept of homeostasis is used as an additional reference (Wenzel 

1990).  Commentators focusing on the economic side have associated the concept with one of Parsons’ 

early benefactors at Harvard, the economist Taussig (see for more on Parsons work as a lecturer in 

Harvard’s Economics dept. the introduction in Camic 1991).

  However, a closer look at the history of social thought (e.g. van der Veer/Valsiner 2000), reveals that 

the concept was very commonly used in social theory, physiology, and economics alike. The 

appearance of the concept in Parsons’ work is no surprise, nor did he use it in a “special way”. Instead, 

Parsons use is typical for scholars raised to follow a style of reasoning that is part and parcel of the 

biological vernacular. His acquaintance and discourse with Taussig, Henderson, or the reception of 

Cannon’s work is not the “cause” of his use of equilibrium, nor the reason for a transformation of the 

concept. It merely reinforced the conceptual frame of reference Parsons was already following.
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In his published essay, we find Parsons  discussing Sombart’s six volume Modern Capitalism. 

Concerning the specific use of “theory” in Sombart’s magnum opus, Parsons reminds his readers that 

Sombart applies the term in a more general sense than it is used in economic science. Theory thus 

means “not merely a system of equilibrium, but any consistent and unified system of concepts to be 

used in the analysis of social phenomena” (page 5). 

We must of course note in regard of the use of both “theory” and “equilibrium” here, that Parsons’ 

provides a systematization that exceeds case studies of singular systems that are in equilibrium towards 

a systematization of equilibrial states   .

As a consequence,  he thinks that Sombart constructs the “economic system” for his purposes explicitly 

in the fashion of an “ideal type”, wherein he, Sombart, identifies three aspects entailed in – not 

constituting(!) – every economic system: a form of organization, a technique and a mental attitude or 

“spirit” (Wirtschaftsgeist/-gesinnung).

Parsons requires his readers to understand that Sombart’s view seems to be that economic science in 

general perceives “equilibrium” to be what theory is about; how to bring a system into a state of 

equilibrium. In later years, “leftist” critics of Parsons criticized (even attacked) his position for 

applying the use of the concept of equilibrium in social theory and equated Parsons’ statements 

regarding the tendency of a social system to (re)attain a state of equilibrium to mean that he was a 

political conservative with little understanding of the reality of social conflict and social change. What 

does that mean for the theoretical discourse that these critics were part of in comparison to Parsons? 

Well, they are in a Hegelian-Marxist discourse, where the term “equilibrium” was understood in the 

very way as did the same economists that Parsons’ Sombart seems to want to refute. Secondly, this 

Marxist (and orthodox) view of equilibrium seems to want to assume that the concept is “naturalized”, 

or to be viewed as being constitutive; as something that an economic system cannot do without.

Parsons’ Sombart says nothing on the matter. That bodes well with Parsons ‘ own view of equilibrium. 

For Parsons, equilibrium is used as a regulative concept, and ideal that actors try to attain but that 

never achieve. However, as such an ideal it serves, as we will see, to help along cooperation and social 

cohesion or, in other words, it is the regulative ideal that promotes the fact that we do not all kill each 

other. 

For Parsons (and Sombart) “equilibrium” is not the concept that orthodox and Marxist theory define as 
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a natural kind in a constitutive force in society that determines or demands conformity – for example: 

constituting the capitalist profit motive. 

Instead, the concept is applied in form of a helpful analytical tool that describes the regulative ideal that 

a social system of any kind can follow to promote cooperation. Thus “theory” is not nomothetical as it 

necessarily must be for the orthodox or the Marxist economist,  two positions that equally ascribe to a 

deeply materialistic-positivistic attitude and therefore seek to naturalise theoretical concepts and thus 

render them constitutive.

In noting that Parsons uses the term system here quite adequately and without yet having entered the 

discourse with Henderson, who is often credited with having provided the concept of “system” for 

Parsons , we should consider his argument concerning   the use of the ideal type (emphasis A.S.):
“This economic system is to be constructed in the purity of an ‘ideal type’ to be used for the analysis of concrete349 reality, 

and will be found to correspond more or less to the historical facts” (ibid.)350

The system in question cannot be viewed as constitutive. It is not. The system is constructed – like the 

model of a house is build by an architect for studying what it will look like – only for analytic 

purposes. And it has the “purity” of an ideal type. So what is this purity? It is of course Kantian purity. 

We should address the following aspects:

The term “spirit” or Geist is a loaded one of course. Parsons has already taken note of Hegelianism 

forming part of the historic background of the discussion that he is analyzing. As a consequence, we 

find ourselves in a problematic situation were we to gloss over differences that Parsons does not make 

overly explicit here. Parsons claims that Sombart “reverts back” to Hegel, using the metaphor of the 

pendulum (We will get back to that shortly).

Parsons is writing in an atmosphere that is skeptical of notions such as “spirit” in general. The mere 
349  A few years later, Parsons was invited to lecture in Henderson’s “Concrete Sociology” courses – that have been labeled 

Pareto-seminar much later. In part, Parsons attraction to work with Henderson is accounted for by the dedication of both 
men to studies that are “concrete”. The same argument applies in regard to Jaspers. In Parsons view, Jaspers philosophy 
was not contemplative and fictional, such as that of Schuetz or Heidegger, but derived from Jaspers’ work with patients 
and subsequently referring back to scientific concept formation for pragmatic use. 

350 That the economic system is but a subsystem of a larger society (or social system) and the idea that therefore tools from 
economic theory are also special cases that can be translated into other disciplines with analogue concepts is a view he 
encountered in those theorists as Sombart and Weber here and never lost.  He wrote in 1954 to Chester Barnard 

Dec., 29th 1954
 […]
“Suffice it to say that I think I have been able to show that economic theory is a special case of the general theory 

of social systemso , the special case which applies to one differentiated sub-system which is substantially what economists in 
a technical sense mean by ‘the economy’. This means that a correspondence can be worked out in great detail between 
economic theory and the other branches of the theory of social systems, and that many of the technical achievements of 
economic theory, I am sure, will prove to be translatable into appropriate, sociological, political and other terms.” 

(HUGFP 15.2 Box 5 Correspondence and related papers (1930 – 59) Folder B 1954-1955)
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mention of the concept leads to the identification with Hegelianism.  Parsons is left with either two 

roads to travel: He can of course try and vindicate Sombart by showing that Sombart’s concept was 

different – and actually he has done a good job in the published “dissertation”. Or he can concentrate 

on other matters that he wishes to emphasize. 

In his “Summary” he provided the explanation that the attitude, Sombart describes, brought forth the 

economic system of Western society, leaving the road of social differentiation in the realm of 

contingency, and removing it from naturalism as suggested in orthodox or Marxist economic theory.

In the paper on “Capitalism” he identifies the form of “the life of spirit” being one form351 that was 

belonging to the specific tradition of German idealism.

This is the very point where most people interpreting Parsons in regard of his relation Kant seem to go 

wrong (exemplary Droste 1986, Wenzel 1990, Schluchter 1998, ), buying into the Russellian Paper-

Clipping and physicalist reductionism, which is closing off a comprehensive interpretation of 

Kantianism This “distortion” that was not part of the climate Parsons was educated in, however, it has 

set roots in this time.

Returning to the role of spirit in Sombart, he identifies three aspects of economic systems.

Organizational Form

Technique

Spirit

These three forms can be attributed to another threefold distinction, namely the distinction Parsons 

make sin Structure between Systems of:

…Nature

…Action (Means-End)

…Culture (Eternal objects and their symbolic representations)

From the actors point of view in the economic system there is a dimension of boundary, just the same 

as in the general System represented by nature: Acting within an economic system, the economic actor 

cannot influence the form of the organisation, but s/he can align – as in aligning means and ends – the 

techniques he applies. What stance s/he takes is found in his/her attitude, in other words it is the spirit, 

which is a super-ego or a culture above his/her situational and individual moment, but internalized and 

351  This suggests that he may have engaged in a sociological Daseinsanalyse
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thus being (symbolically) expressed in his/her actions.

The spirit cannot be taken out of this theory. It is the source of purposiveness. Nonetheless, that many 

readers of his time would identify the concept with Hegel provides a problem for Parsons. He himself 

was neither Hegelian or Marxist, nor was he a partaking in the movement that Russell was part of (and 

Dewey). 

However, he was certainly aware that the “discursive environment” was in a process of change that 

created significant constraints for any kind of enunciational strategy that required the use of the 

concept “spirit”. This said, it makes sense that, if he wants to push a point in favour of what the concept 

actually stands for, that Parsons could not to vindicate Sombart, because that would have merely been a 

sideshow. He needed push along a different point instead. This point was driven home by tackling 

Idealism and Hegel and discussing the “life of the spirit” along teleo-mechanistic lines (emphases 

A.S.):
“It may be said that Kant’s great synthesis saved this line of thought from the inundation which threatened to submerge it by 

reconciling it with mechanical science. This synthesis, however, was not without its difficulties; and since Kant there has 

been a pendulum-like movement in German thought, tending to exaggerate first one and then the other of the two great 

elements of the compromise. In Hegel the pendulum swung far over to the “spiritual” side: then with Feuerbach and some of 

the young Hegelians it swung just as far the other way. At this point the application to the analysis of capitalism, starting at 

the left, so to speak, with the historical materialism of Marx.”

Sombart presents a swinging back to Hegel in a development that  Parsons identifies as occurring 

“since Kant”. Many among Parsons’s most recent commentators following Harald Wenzel (1990) 

include Kant and the Kantian regulative  and ideal-typical concept of “spirit” in the tradition of 

Hegelian idealism and not as representing a middle position. Instead, Kant is portrayed in the very 

same vein as Hegel. This is effectually the legacy of the discursive transformation following Russell’s 

and Moore’s paper-clipping.

For Parsons, however, Kant actually represented a middle position that managed to save what was good 

about the concept while reconciling it with the beginning differentiation of natural (mechanic) sciences. 

Parsons intimately understood how the Unity of Reason was conceived  in Kantianism because it very 

much echoed Parsons’ own education in the style of reasoning of the biological vernacular. 

Subsequently, Parsons assigned the intermediary position352 to Kant. 

That doesn’t mean that for Parsons Kant’s concepts were perfect matches for concrete reality. The 

pendulum was still swinging. However, Kant showed the right way. 

352  Similarly, the need “intermediary” positions among scientific disciplines are repeatedly referred to by Michel Foucault 
in the 1960s, also on the basis of Foucault’s Kantianism (Foucault 1968).
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If we review the “summary”, we find that the way of the South-Western School of Neo-Kantianism was 

favoured by Parsons as a legitimate orientation towards coming to terms with a synthesis. Sombart was 

part of this school as were Troeltsch and above all Weber. The other alternative, he mentions in the 

“summary” but not in the publication, is a reformation of Marxism by the Catholic tradition of Scheler. 

However this second alternative was not option that he could have presented to an American audience 

without ruining his career. 

The aspect of the use of the  metaphor of the pendulum is loaded with conceptual history in itself. It is 

attributed to Whitehead, which has led German commentators to focus on Parson relation to 

Whitehead. However, Parsons had read Whitehead as deeply as these interpreters suggest. Schluchter’s 

and his (former) PhD student Wenzel’s over-emphasis in this regard is unfortunate, because we owe 

Wenzel’s a real debt for showing that Whitehead did play his role for Parsons. However, Wenzel 

stretches this too far in the claim that Parsons’ work was an effort to turn Whitehead’s cosmology into a 

social theory. That is, simply, an overstatement. Parsons had actually read Whitehead’s Science and the  

Modern World early on but little else. He was also very selective in the concepts he took over from 

Whitehead, bordering eclecticism rather than actual influence353. 

Indeed, in Science and the Modern World we find the metaphor of the pendulum that Parsons applied in 

his early essay.

Whitehead in the regard to Aristotle, Bacon, and, of course, Galileo’s Dialogues of the Two Systems of  

the World applies the pendulum metaphor to distinguish between the historical spirit or method and that 

of natural science.

In Galileo’s version it was the two different answers to the quest after knowledge, with one side 

claiming to explain how things are, and the other why they are. Galileo 

Is mostly concerned with the “stubborn facts” and thus he is the advocate of science.

Where is Parsons own position in this? Well only three years later he will write this:
“Science, if it failed to map out its course, would be as lost in the uncharted seas of ‘fact’ as a ship without a navigator” 

Talcott Parsons (1932: 347)

This is as close to a steep confession of a teleo-mechanic program in Parsonian science as it gets.

353  Of course, the situation is confusing. Parsons had good relations with North Whitehead, via Henderson and the Human 
Relations people such as Chester Barnard and Elton Mayo, including some correspondence. However, the North 
Whitehead in question is not the famous philosopher Alfred North Whitehead but his son T. North Whitehead, who was 
a member of Harvard’s Business School.
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Social Ethics and Sociology 6 

While  Parsons  was  still  lecturing  at  the  Economics  Department  of  Harvard,  Ralph  Barton  Perry, 

philosopher, former protégé of William James, and highly influential in various academic and political 

circles, got in touch with Parsons354. Parsons was asked if he would help with some lecture work in 

Social Ethics. Perry wrote a Parsons a letter on January 25th  which is preserved at the Harvard archives 

(HUGFP 42.45.2 Box 1), asking if Parsons would be willing to tutor one or two people in Sociology 

and Social Ethics, 
“provided satisfactory arrangements are made with Prof. Burbank to relieve you of a corresponding amount of work in the 

Department of Economics?”

This action was preceded by a correspondence with Edwin Gay355. Gay, it seems, had been contacted by 

Parsons who was planning a book on Weber and had approached Gay about possibilities to publish 

such a piece356.  This is activity is a document of Parsons continued desire to introduce “European 

354  Perry was not only the ranking expert on William James, whose later works he edited. In 1925, the same year that 
Talcott Parsons went to Heidelberg to study with Jaspers, Karl Mannheim, Edgar and Alfred Weber, Ralph Barton Perry 
revised Frank Thilly’s 1907 translation of Alfred Weber’s History of Philosophy (1898). Followed by his own General  
Theory of Value in 1926. Perry’s book became a focal point of discussion for Parsons’ friend Frank H. Knight, 
economist, sociologist, and philosopher in his own right. Parsons’ knew the central role that “value” had in the work of 
either – the term was equally important in the philosophy of Lotze, which Perry knew intimately through his most 
important teachers William James and Josiah Royce (Royce died in 1916, but towards the end of his life, when he was 
unavailable, Lawrence Henderson took over his seminar – see Henderson’s Memoirs , which is contained among his 
Papers at the Harvard Business School Baker Library). The supposedly “surprising” discovery of the concept of “value” 
among the members of the  Social Relations lab in 1950 – Parsons affectionately called Kluckhohn’s “breakthrough” – is 
therefore less of a surprise. Kluckhohn and Parsons merely returned to the work of old friends, namely Knight and Perry, 
whose General Theory of Value was just brought back onto the market in a new edition by Harvard University Press just 
that year. Perry’s book introduces a “biological approach to interest”, Emile Durkheim to the American audience, and a 
discussion of “community as mediated by mutuality” and in Wechselwirkung “mutuality mediated by community”. 
(Shortly before he got in touch with Perry, 1929 while Parsons worked as a lecturer at Harvard, Alfred Weber’s works on 
industrial sociology were published in an edition that was translated and annotated by Parsons’ Heidelberg friend and 
later Harvard colleague Carl Joachim Friedrich.  Parsons and his benefactor Taussig are subject to Friedrich’s expression 
of gratitude in the preface to that edition for giving him advice on the matter.) 
An Editorial Note:
In the remaining chapters, I will occasionally refer to the Papers of Lawrence Henderson, Chester Barnard and Elton 
Mayo.
The main entry in the Harvard Archives is as follows and counts for all citations of the Papers of these three individuals:
Lawrence Henderson Papers. HBS Archives. Baker Library Historical Collections, Harvard Business School.
Elton Mayo Papers. HBS Archives. Baker Library Historical Collections, Harvard Business School.
Chester I Barnard Papers. . HBS Archives. Baker Library Historical Collections, Harvard Business School.

355  Edwin Gay (1867 – 1946) was the first Dean of Harvard’s Business School. He was a famous economic historian in his 
time – today he is nearly forgotten. Gay, a trained philosopher. received his doctorate in Germany in Berlin in 1892 after 
studying in Berlin, Leipzig, Florence and Zurich. He and his wife used their twelve years of life in Europe to study 
intensely and develop their own set of ideas concerning philosophy, history and pedagogy.

356  this explains the fact of the location of this letter in the archive, namely in the box containing the correspondence on 
Parsons Weber-translation.
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thinkers” to the American audience. Gay, seemingly unsure what to do, had contacted Perry and asked 

him for advice who in turn wrote to Parsons on Dec. 7th, 1928,  informing Parsons that he was  told by 

Gay that Parsons was thinking about a book of “sources on Weber”. Perry suggests looking to get this 

done with Scribner’s357. This Perry’s attention was drawn to Parsons: Gay presented him with another 

young American scholar  who had travelled the “classic  road of education” by going to Europe to 

finalize  his  training,  a  scholar  who had studied  under  Hobhouse  in  London and Alfred  Weber  in 

Heidelberg  (Perry  knew  the  work  of  both  men  well),  and  additionally  a  scholar  with  in-depth 

knowledge of philosophy, biology, sociology and economics. It seems that Perry, in need of someone to 

work out the social ethics course problem, was naturally inclined to use Parsons for his plans. In short, 

Perry’s choice did not come out of a vacuum. In short, Parsons “talked the talk and walked the walk” of 

Perry who was part of an intellectual climate that was embedded in the biological vernacular as a style 

of reasoning.  And so was Gay who felt Perry was the best choice to be contacted on a matter such as a 

Weber book, since Perry was much better  linked with publishers. There is no particular Weber “source 

book”. Maybe due to the unsatisfactory experience Parson had with the Weber translation, maybe for 

other  reasons358,  instead,  Parsons  began  writing  a  book  on  Pareto  around  this  time  (to  this  day 

unpublished). Perry was not involved in this project, though, but he offered Parsons the chance to teach 

Sociology at Harvard, which had been Parsons criterion when he was looking academic jobs upon 

retuning to the US in 1927 (at least we can see this in the correspondence). We can assume that any 

position at Harvard was too good a chance to pass up when he was offered the job in economics, even 

if it meant that he could not teach sociology. But he never gave up on wanting to teach social science. 

So Perry’s offer came right on time and Parsons gladly provided and eventually could create a syllabus 

for a course that reflected some of what he was going to accomplish in the years to come in 1930.359

This syllabus was certainly  subject to change for Parsons (in coordination with Karl Bigelow) who 

had to find a compromise between Perry’s general views and his own interests. 

But in review of the syllabus, we are confronted with a document that demonstrates the wide range of 

357  Eventually Parsons’ Max  Weber translation that originally appeared in England with Allen Unwin would be 
published by Scribner’s in the US in 1930. But it doesn’t seem like the translation was the only Weber-related project 
Parsons was working on. That Perry/Gay were led to believe that Parsons was working on a “sources book” may 
indicate that Parsons could have already been working on material about Weber that would later  turn up in Structure of  
Social Action (1937, abbrev. Structure).

358  The creation of the translation turned out to be a nightmare for Parsons, since the English Publisher introduced his work 
to several “experts” who wreaked havoc on Parsons’ translation (see Scaff 2006), in particular R.H. Tawney.

359 The material for Parsons Lectures for Social Ethics 1929 found in HUGFP 42.62 Box 1) if not indicated otherwise, 
material in this sub-chapter is quoted from this box.
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knowledge that was required to be able to turn this course into a reality. And Parsons obviously felt that 

he could cover this much territory.

One of the latest  available  versions  of  the syllabus,  from Jan.  14th, 1930, was  sent  to Perry as  a 

redrafted  outline  of  a  seminar  called  “Society  and  the  Individual”,  which  Parsons/Bigelow   had 

submitted in the original form on April 18th, 1929.

The outline of the seminar details its proceeding by beginning with a review of the types of ethical 

theory with emphasis on the problems of the seminar before posing the question of ‘individualism vs. 

universalism’, or the 
“relative priority, as a matter of fact and of ethical desirability of individual or social values. This would involve a survey of 

social thought on the subject falling into three main categories:

a) General social theory. On the universalistic side Greek thought, especially Plato, Scholasticism, Rousseau, Burke, 

Hegel, Bosanquet, etc. On the universalistic, the Natural rights philosophies, Locke, Bentham, Mil, Spencer, Hob-

house, etc.

b) The conception of society as an organism in its various forms.

c) The theory of the group mind.”

Parsons suggests a “discussion of schools” in general social theory, which are substantially part of the 

history of philosophy and we can assume that Parsons, in order to facilitate this syllabus, must have had 

mote than a passing familiarity with the subject. At least, he must have been able to sell himself in this 

capacity to Perry.

In this regard, L.T Hobhouse is mentioned not as the sociologist but in a broader capacity as a social 

philosopher of whom we know was more than passingly familiar with the works of Lotze, and who 

wrote if equal expertise about philosophy, psychology, evolution and liberalism. In this respect the fact 

that Bosanquet is mentioned by name is of equal importance.

Bernard Bosanquet (1848 – 1923) is considered, aside from F.H. Bradley, a high ranking proponent of 

the Biritsh Idealist movement while at the same time having been a very influential interlocutor for 

James. Most importantly though, he translated several of Lotze’s works into English. While Lotze was 

not  given  to  Absolute  Idealism (As  Bradley  and  Bosanquet)  this  explains  why Russell,  who was 

influenced in his earlier years by Bosanquet, fell into paper-clipping Lotze into the Idealist tradition.

That Parsons seems to betray some familiarity with Bosanquet illustrates vthe ery point that the climate 

he  worked  in  was  saturated  with  Kantianism  and  Lotzeanism.  Bosanquet  is  best  known  for  his 

Philosophical Theory of the State (1899) and his Gifford Lectures The Principle of the Individual and 

Value (1912).
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The  discussion  of  “society  as  an  organism”  is  of  course  another  crucial  reference  to  different 

underlying traditions of biologism, reductionist biology and the biological vernacular.

The third item on the list  would refer  to  “Egoism vs.  Altruism” and its  relation to  individualism, 

universalism and solidarity.

Followed, fourth, by “Liberty vs. authority” and Parsons suggesting the discussion of theories of liberty 

in particular in respect of how far “they are compatible with,  how far they are antagonistic to the 

different types of authority”.

The next item was the discussion of “Equality vs. Inequality”, with Parsons indicating his interest being 

in  the various  meanings  of  equality and the  underlying facts,  pointing  to  biological  differences.360 

Disccsions were supposed to follow on various on more basic sociological distinctions:

Status vs. Contract, Gemeinschaft vs. Gesellschaft, as a “consideration of the relative parts played by 

tradition and other non-rational forces and by reason in social life; all in relation to individualism-

universalism.

Parsons hoped to end the course with the consideration of concrete social problems, pending time:
“a)The place of individual initiative and liberty in modern economic life. How far does our economic system belong to the 

individualistic type?

b) The individual and the family as social units in contemporary society.

c)  Individual  judgement  and  decision  vs  mass  feeling etc  in  modern  democratic  government.  The  problem of  public 

opinion.”

It an astounding mission Parsons laid out in the syllabus towards ending the course, because  he himself 

had successively followed these three questions, one a piece, during his professional life, starting with 

economic and later including via discussing professions the role-system in families and finally working 

towards the problem of public  opinion,  finalized in  his  posthumously appeared  American Societal  

Community. The formulation of this third question here betrays its Kantian roots.

This Program was Parsons’ (and Bigelow’s) transposition of an earlier draft by Perry. Although Perry’s 

own guideline was about a page and a half, widely spaced and thus of little content but offering a few 

restrictions.

Parsons states that he had omitted a few things from his new draft, namely

a) The development of character and personality, but that – he said, was due to time constraints.

360  The relation of equality to either biological heritage or social factors is an unresolved problem until today, which 
illustrated by (Adkins/Vaisey 2009)
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b)  The rivalry/relation between individuals and common good. Working this out, Parsons says, 

would go to far and make rather for a special field of its own. Therein it would have to start 

from biological theories and the struggle for existence in society; this might be called “Conflict 

and Competition in society”.

On March 9th, he sends another outline to Edwin Gay. He claims that the Introduction and the parts on 

Egoism/Altruism and Equality/Inequality can be let go, if time constraints exist.  As they are either 

addressed in the course anyway or bear not as close a relation to the subject as do the other topics.

He stresses to Gay, that Bigelow “still emphasizes the theoretical aspects rather too much” – this is 

coming from Parsons, the “incurable theorist” as he would later joke about himself.

This is still 1930 and Parsons is supposedly on good terms with Sorokin, who was brought in to work 

in the economics department and was given the chair of sociology, founded in 1931361. Parsons finishes 

this letter with a due note of the difference between Gay and Sorokin:
“We should be very glad of your comments on both the outlines so that we can go over them again in the light of your 

suggestions before they are sent off to Professor Sorokin for his criticisms.”

The  Outlines  are  very  structured  and  less  textual,  starting  with  the  non-social  factors  influencing 

society:

• The environment

• Man’s biological nature

• Man’s Psychological Nature

These “nature” aspects are followed Social Structure and Social Development as society’s static and 

dynamic aspects.  Social Structure is simply defined as the description and analysis of institutions and 

Social Development is considered as the dynamic aspect  of social change. 

The next big chunk will be comprised by Social Theory and Social Standards. From Ethics to Logic, 

from Philosophy to biology the variety being considered is vast and displays that the discourse in which 

social  science happened in  the era  was  still  wide  and open and open to  account  for  the  concept-

formation within the philosophical-physiological discourse.362

361  There was no sociology department at Harvard before 1931. However, Perry developed the Social Ethics course, while 
Mayo and Henderson at the Business School were looking into creating a spot for a sociologist, they needed to help 
them with their research in industrial relations. They had set sights on a European sociologist. Hiring Sorokin and the 
subsequent creation of the department can be seen as emerging out of these unrelated events.

362  The whole of the two outlines is some  11 pages, which I cannot reprint here in their entirety, unfortunately.
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In a folder labelled “Teaching Notes Soc.+Soc.Ethics 1930” we discover an elaborate outline written in 

longhand with an ink-pen. The handwriting might easily be Parsons, but it might also be Bigelow’s363. 

Nonetheless,  the  notes  appear  to  the  result  of  Bigelow’s364 and  Parsons’ labour  starting  with  the 

“schools” of social theory. The course had obviously aspired to a high level of comprehensiveness and 

we must assume that both scholars – who are supposedly  “economists” – had a far reaching familiarity 

with the general discourse and history of sociology, psychology, and philosophy. In particular with the 

Physiological-Philosophical Discourse of the past 50 to 80 years.

“ Sociological Theory

I. The Mechanistic School

Comprises all sociological theories which interpret social phenomena in the terminology+ concepts of physics, 

chemistry+mechanics

a.  History of the school_ Contributions of the early Greek philosophers, of the Epicureans, of the Stoics, 

“The Social Physics” of the seventeenth century, contributions of Hobbes, Spinoza, Descartes, Weigel, 

Leibnitz, + others. Later contributions to the school: Berkeley, Saint Simon, Fourier, Comte + Quetelet.”

We find no surprises in this beginning with the “mechanistic side of the pendulum swing” . Bigelow 

and Parsons do not disappoint their “supposed students” in terms of quantity of material:
“

b. Contemporary Social Physics: The mechanistic monism of H.C.Carey. Physical Laws and their analogy in 

the social field

c. Contemporary social mechanics: Mechanistic interpretations of human behaviour + of social phenomena 

by Vasonoff, Hasek, Lŏtka and Barcello.

d. Contemporary Social Energetics: Bechtereff’s laws of social phenomena. The social energetics of Solvay, 

Ostwald + Winiarsky.

e. The sociology of Pareto: Pareto’s contributions to sociological theory be included at this point although 

they might be with equal reason be classified under on or more of the schools mentioned later.”

363  The handwriting looks like Parsons, but I had no sample of Bigelow available. It does not resemble Perry’s, though. The 
problem is that Parsons usually wrote his notes with pencil or biro not ink. To make things worse, the paper is of a very 
“soaky” type.

364  Carl Bigelow had completed his PhD thesis at Harvard in 1929, where he taught afterwards and – like Parsons – at 
Harvard’s Radcliffe College. He also taught at Cornell, before accepting a position at the University of Buffalo. Unlike 
Parsons, he was never leaving the field of economics as his “professionally ascribed” task. 
He was actively involved in the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). Bigelow 
conducted in 1948 the first UNESCO Seminar on the Education and Training of Teachers, was a member of the United 
States National Commission for UNESCO, and later was an alternate member of the governing board of the UNESCO 
Institute for Education. He served as the American member of the Editorial Board of the UNESCO sponsored journal 
International Review of Education. His engagement with UNESCO may have brought him together with Alexander 
Meiklejohn (and Hans Kelsen) who was also active for UNESCO.
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We must bear in mind that Parsons did not yet know Henderson well. It is an often portrayed myth that 

he encountered Pareto’s works while attending the Henderson seminar on Concrete Sociology. This 

“public image” is however wrong. Parsons attended Henderson’s seminar after having finished writing 

a book on Pareto – which was unfortunately not published.365

Parsons’ pendulum swings further in the development of the course:

“
II. The school of LePlay

[….]

III. Geographical School

 […]

IV. The Bio-organismic School: Comprises all theories which regard society as a biological organism, with the 

same characteristics as the latter + subject to the same laws.

a. History of the school to the time of Spencer

b. Contributions of contemporary writers: Lilienfeld, Schäffle. Worms + Moricow

c. Fundamental defects of bio-organismic theories

This is interesting, for obviously the “duo” had some insight into the more “problematic” scholars (see 

Weingart 2000):

Lillienfeld (1829 – 1903) was a Russian Scholar who spearheaded a movement hoping to discover a 

organismic theory of society. He based his theory on a naturalization of free will, while at the same 

time presuming a continuity of intercellular schemes at physical and social levels. He sought therefore 

to combine Helmholtzian ideas with monistic explanation, thus rendering all phenomena able to be 

explained as resulting from physical forces. 

On a superficial level,  Parsons later theories would seem to combine two distinct aspects of Spencer 

and Lillienfeld. While Spencer focused on the Individual and his organismic perspective Lillienfeld 

stipulated what he called a “general law of evolution of the social organism”, which he viewed as a 

process of integration and differentiation of social forces instigated by the state. Weingart (2000: 149) 

365  We will follow up on the question of the relation between Henderson and Parsons, including the question of Pareto 
some more below. Specifically because Parsons account of the time varies over the years. In particular it is interesting to 
note that Henderson wasn’t introduced to Pareto’s works before 1929. In fact, he had no interest in any kind of 
sociological question before meeting Elton Mayo in 1926, when “concrete problems” became a growing fascination for 
the experimental physiologist and science historian. This part of the “story” cannot be pieced together properly from 
within the Parsons Papers. The best sources are actually stored among the Papers of Chester Barnard at the Harvard 
Business School Baker Library. Barnard followed Crane Brinton’s short stint as purveyor of the Henderson Papers and 
collected some interesting information on Henderson’s life and work at Harvard from colleagues and friends, including 
some, to my knowledge, unknown material by Parsons. 
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assumes the latter was owed to a debt to Hegel. This superficial resemblance in Parsons (mis)leads 

Opielka (2004) into bringing together Parsons and Hegel under a dialectical synthesis of Gemeinschaft  

and  Gesellschaft, in treating Toennies’ concepts as antagonistically dual, which does not exactly fit 

Parsons’ understanding. It also doesn’t fit with Toennies’ fairly open conception. Additionally, bringing 

Hegel and Parsons together seems also fairly far fetched . 

Quite the contrary seems to be true in regard to conceptual similarities with Lillienfeld. Again the idea 

of the resonation of certain concepts with a style of reasoning that is guiding the discourse and a 

intellectual climate of a physiological-philosophical nature seems to provide a more valid account.

In the same vein, Albert Schaeffle (1823 – 1903) created his work in the wake of Lotze, Lillienfeld and 

Carey, subsequently, similar to the early pragmatists Emerson, Peirce and James. He gave the “social 

organism” a social-psychological twist by introducing “ideas” that “people share as a community” and 

these communities are constituted and integrated via symbols that are traded in communication.366

This is strikingly familiar with Parsons’ argument  in Structure  concerning the role of culture systems 

as they are represented by symbolic structures.367

Also, as Pester (1997) has noted, Schaeffle in particular was among those social scientists influenced 

by Lotze.

This argument begs the question, if the document we are currently inspecting bears witness to Parsons’ 

embeddedness in this style of reasoning in general and not merely of a few sociological writers368. And 

with little surprise, the document reveals those 
“

V. The Biological School (The term is here used in a less inclusive sense than by Sorokin)

a. The anthropo-racial Branch: Emphasizing the importance of “race” as a factor in social change + in the 

evolution of civilization. Contributions of Gobineau, Chamberlain, Madison, Grant, Ammon  369  , Lapouge  .

b. The Bio-metric Branch: Contributions of Galton, Pearson + […] of their school”

366  Schaeffle was also a crucial author for Durkheim who credited Schaeffle with having understood that “organism” is a 
useful metaphor in social thought, but only a metaphor (in the form of a heuristic), which distinguishes him from 
Espinas and Spencer. (see Lukes 1973: 85)

367  I will not say anything about the other cited scholars here. The story of René Worms, who in many ways was not as 
successful with his organismic sociology as Spencer or Schaeffle, is tied to the history of French sociology and thus a 
highly specialized field, which in beginning to discuss were the opening of a can of worms I just refrain from doing 
here.

368  Of course, the argument does not rest on this document functioning as a „smoking gun“ type of document. It is only one 
case that is to strengthen the hypothesis that Parsons’ theoretical language is derived from the physiological-
philosophical discourse and its central distinction of “Constitutive” and “Regulative”.

369  Sections from handwritten notes that have a punctuated line indicate that the word was very hard to decipher. A 
lightning symbol means that there was a word that was unreadable.
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Just the mentioning of Galton here at least hints at the fact that the authors of the paper knew their 

“household names” and that they continued treating them as such towards their prospective students/ 

Among the personalities mentioned, Vacher de Lapouge (1854 – 1936) is historically of particular 

discursive interest  since he managed to  conflate  Galton’s  eugenics with  Boulanvillier’s  theories  of 

Aristocratic leaders in France deriving directly from the Franks while the labour class had its roots in 

the Gallo-Romanic “racial-stock” (for a more thorough explication see Foucault 1999a: 163 – 193 ). De 

Lapouge with his  L’Aryen et son role social introduced in 1899 the category of the Aryan into the 

public discourse, helping along the foundations of racism in the European pan-national discourse that 

Hanna Arendt reconstructed in her famous study on Totalitarianism. He also subsequently identified 

race and social class, and fought against labour unions and social democratic ideas. 

While the personality of Galton as a scientist is certainly riddled with ambivalence, we enter more 

mined fields in line with de Lapouge’s , when Parsons and Bigelow discuss the school of Sociological 

Darwinisn. A movement, Parsons  (see Gerhardt 1999a; 2002) was anything but a fan of370:
“

VI. Sociological Darwinism: Theories which apply the biological concepts of Darwin’s theory of natural selection 

– such as variation, struggle for existence, adaption, selection + transmission – to the interpretation of social 

phenomena.

a. Meaning of the term ‘struggle for existence’. Forms of the struggle and their consequence

b. Theories of Moricow, Vaccas, Ratzenhofer,  Gumplowicz + others.

c. Mutual Aid as a factor in Social Evolution.

d. The Sociology of War. Its racial, economic, political, moral, intellectual + other consequences.

VII. Demographical School

[….]”

Ratzenhofer (1842 - 1904) and his ideas are intertwined with the  Methodenstreit. In between natural 

sciences and social/cultural sciences, the idea of rule-following meant orderly/normative processes or 

regularity, it became intertwined with the debate of historism versus positivism, and on that front with 

Vitalist terminology versus Mechanist terminology. Ratzenhofer belonged to a group that Peter Heijl 

(2000) identifies a protosociological authors that discussed which units under investigation were to be 

conceived  as  constant:  Either  forces  or  the  invariant  attributes  of  social  units  or  of  individuals. 

Ratzenhofer is identified with a position that assumes the invariance of a force considered an ultimate 

first  source  (Urkraft).  For  Ratzenhofer,  individuals  are  “emanations”  of  the  Urkraft.  This 

370  Gerhardt understands Parsons’ Structure to be a counter-argument against Social Darwinism and Fascism and pro-New 
Deal politics. While Structure is certainly more than that, it seems that she is absolutely right in asserting this political 
dimension and we are indebted to her work for bringing this to the light.
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conceptualization looks like a conflation of Blumenbach’s Bildungstrieb with Platonic Emanationism. 

From the position of  Max Weber’s  sociology,  Parsons  in  Structure’s  final  chapters  most  explicitly 

rejects  that  sort  of  theory.  Identifying  followers  of  such  an  approach  as  Ratzenhofer  with  Social 

Darwinism lays  additional  emphasis  on  that  rejection,  particularly  in  light  of  the  political  agenda 

Parsons added to  Structure.  Also,  Ratzenhofer  employs  a  form of monism – as Hejl  argues –  he 

assimilates from Gall and Spurzheim, whose phrenology was not exactly free of a “racist” component. 

Finally, Ludwig Gumplowicz (1838 – 1909), with his 1909 publication Der Rassenkampf (“Struggle of 

the Races”), helped create an ugly racist stance in a branch of sociology while he predicted a world 

wide war. 

Parsons and Bigelow oppose this kind of ideological scholarship by moving along with the pendulum:
“

VIII. The sociologistic School: Theories which interpret psychical+social phenomena in terms of the factor of social 

interaction

a. History of the school

b. Contributions of contemporary writers: de Roberty, Espinaz. [], Draghiesco, Cooley and others

c. Durkheim + his school: Durkheim’s analysis of social solidarity: its causes forms + effects

d. The Formal School:: Sociology conceived as the study of forms of social relationships. Theories of Sim-

mel, Tönnies (Gemeinschaft+Gesellschaft), Stammler, von Wiese + others.“

This is more familiar territory now. Although we should note with interest that Alfred V: Espinas (1844 

– 1922) was an instrumental source for Schaeffle, while himself is considered a positivist following in 

the line of Comte (who turned to a form of realism, pretty late). His most important work was on 

Descartes and a philosophy of action. That he is considered in the same group as Cooley is therefore a 

bit odd at first glance. However, this only asserts the problematic of the reception of the group of Post-

James Pragmatists including Cooley,  Thomas and Mead in case of Parsons. Parsons had to re-discover 

their work after he realized, not just the convergence of ideas, but more importantly the similarity of 

language  between different  schools  and their  inter-translatability.  Mead and Thomas were just  not 

present in Parsons intellectual environment.

To end our review of the document:
„

IX. The economic School. Those Theories which emphasize the importance of economic factors in the interpreta-

tion of social phenomena.

[…]
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X. The Psychological School: Theories which interpret social phenomena in terms of underlying psychological 

factors

a. Principal Branch of the school: instictivism, behaviourism, introspectionosm

b. Instincitivist theories […]

c. Behavioral Theoris[…]

d. Introspectionist Theories: Contributions of Tarde, Lester Ward, Ratzenhofer + others

XI. The Psycho-Sociologistic  School:  Theories  which interpret  social  phenomena in  terms of various  cultural 

forces, such as religion, law, etc. Sorokin considers the various sociologies of religion as typical of this school

a. Sociologies of Religion: Theories of de Conlanger, Ellwood, Durkheim, Frazer, Bouglé. Benjamin Kidd, 

Max Weber + others.

b. Social Functions of Law. Public Opinion and other cultural agencies.

c. Cyclical conceptions of Social Change: Writers too numerous to mention.

d.

Finally, Weber appears, along with Bouglé and Durkheim, even “if only” mentioned in the context of 

the sociology of religion. Nonetheless, the fact that Tönnies, Simmel, Weber, Buoglè and Durkheim 

appear in this Course Outline is a strong hint at the hand that Parsons had in its inception. Given the 

status that these authors at the time held in US sociology, namely none, clearly marks this the product 

of Parsons to a large degree. It is also and at the same time obviously a very immature outline, as it is 

highly extensive. No course could cover this much literature. However, it does show the variety of 

schools and scholars Parsons must have had at least a fleeing familiarity. 

And  most  importantly  the  course  finishes  with  a  group  of  people  who  are  dubbed  “psycho-

sociological”. We must remember that at that time, psychology was still deeply physiological in nature. 

The pendulum stops, so to speak, in the middle and between mechanistic and idealistic (teleological 

disciplines).

Let us now turn our attention to the next version of the outline, for there is an even more profound 

discovery to be made:

From the Folder Teaching Notes Social Ethics 1930 sent to R.B. Perry on  Jan 14th. 1930  as Returns 

Draft of Outline “Society and Individual”

“ I. Main Types of ethical theories, emphasis on S<-> I Problem

II. individualism vs.  universalism in social theory
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Locke Plato

Bentham Rousseau

Spencer Scholastics

Maltus Burke

Naturalists Hegel

- social values

- Individ. values

- society as an organism and its forms

- theory of group mind

III. Egoism v. altruism: Relation to individualism, universalism, solidarity, etc.

Types of Social Structure associated with these ideals

IV. Liberty vs. Authority: Various Philosophies of Liberty

V. Equality vs. Inequality: Possible Meanings of Equality

VI. Status vs. Contract, Gemeinschaft vs. Gesellschaft. Etc.

VII. Finally, if time permits. Considerations of concrete problems

Possibilites

a. Place of individual initiative and liberty in modern economic life

b. The individual and the family as social units in contemporary society

c. Individual judgement and decision cs. Mass-feeling etc.in modern democratic government. Problem 

of public opinion”

“

This looks already more like the road towards an actual syllabus. And includes the passages describing 

Parsons’ own research program: the three “problems” described under VII. Specifically, they seem to 

describe very much exactly the entire development of focus of Parsons empirically oriented research. 

All three problems have found Parsons’ interest throughout his life but he spent his energy with more 

focus on either of these successively. In the first phase in the 1920s and 1930s, his research did indeed 

focus on the “Place of the individual initiative and  liberty in modern economic life”. Both aspects are 

mediated by the spirit of capitalism. Some corollaries of this modern system, e.g. differentiation, served 

describe effects in regard to the second question, namely “the individual and the family as social units 

in  contemporary society”.  In  the  1930s  and  1940s  his  research  focus  began  to  shift  towards  that 

question  via  the  study  of  differentiation,  namely  the  role-system.  Roles  as  value-patterns371 were 

371  He discussed this in his lectures on medical sociology in 1938, combining his ideas from Structure with his Medical 
Study Outline. These unknown lectures are preserved among the Henderson Papers in the Harvard Business Library)
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internalized and the effects of these processes of differentiation, socialization, individualization and 

modernization were thus described as intertwined in  Wechselwirkung on both the economic levels of 

society, as well as within the family. And the effects these processes had for the family as well as the 

individual, the community, and the society, were at the same time stabilizing and destabilizing for the 

“equilibrium”. Thus the mode of social control or of government is in question. For Parsons’ classic 

capitalism,  there  can  only  be  one  mode  of  government:  democracy.  Therefore,  the  problem  of 

individual judgement and democracy becomes the issue of the 1950s, notably in the essay on “Voting 

and the Equilibrium of the American Political System” (1959).  The problem of public opinion was 

studied most vividly in the 1970s and turned into his final book, the posthumously publish American 

Society.

The striking fact is that this programmatic agenda is created at the start of his career in 1930 and that it 

describes the foci of his entire future research in their succession. But taking a look into his actual 

lecture notes for this course, we will also find that the theoretical language that he applies seems to 

resonate with both the preceding climate of the physiological-philosophical discourse and at the same 

time with the language he would use some thirty years later after the exposure to cybernetics. 

The case is that Parsons was immersed in a theoretical language and style of reasoning that preceded 

him. Subsequently, he connected with those new ideas and thoughts that specifically resonated with this 

“older language”, respectively, these “novelties” were themselves the discursive product of the same 

space of conceptual relations that has been enabled by the physiological-philosophical discourse since 

Kant.

In this vein, from Folder 3 of the same box (supposedly Teaching Notes Sociology of the Professions 

1932)
“Lectures on Weber and Marshall 1931

Sombart, Weber, Franklin, Pareto

First of social science “cut loose from 19th century mechanistic science – what Whitehead critiques – the sort of 

thing which one finds two different but related examples in Spencer + Durkheim”

Classification of theories

o Objective viewpoint

o Subjective ‘’

o Usefulness 

The last aspect we would perhaps identify as utilitarianism at first glance but  we would be wrong to do 

so. In regard to Parsons’ own admissions in his essay  “Point of view of the author” and in regard to the 
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discourse analysis we have attempted here, we should be inclined to think that the term usefulness 

points rather towards Pragmatism. And this makes sense since Parsons operated under the aegis of 

Perry and therefore a Pragmatistic academic environment. But what is even more interesting, this is a 

three-fold distinction which makes sense for a Pragmatist philosophy of the first generation that, unlike 

Dewey’s  second  generation,  did  not  seek  to  abolish  the  subject-object-dualism,  but  supplement  it 

instead by an intermediary concept, such as usefulness. This is in tradition of James. “Usefulness” is in 

this instance merely the conceptual transformation of “purposiveness” from a pragmatic point of view.

This is in line with the development of the previous three-fold distinctions in order to fall in cohesion 

with Parsons’ three fold division of systems of nature, action and culture. And what’s more we find 

another three-fold differentiation, when Parsons in the same courses discusses

“VIII The Social Equilibrium Elements

1. () climatic, etc.

2. other external elements: other societies

3. internal elements

residues

interests, etc.

Equilibrium as a state in which any modification would produce a reaction tending to restore the former state – a 

dynamic conception 

Individuals the molecules of the social system. No such things as a super-individual entity exists

Must be studied in terms of reaction, i.e. cycles of mutual interdependence”

The concept of equilibrium, as we have said before, was not simply something discovered thanks to 

Henderson in the works Pareto or in W.B. Cannon’s concept of homeostasis. The concept was in social 

and economic theory all over the place long before Parsons.  In “The point of view of the author” he 

defends the concept against misinterpretations by his critics in much the same words as in the definition 

he gives here more than thirty years prior, still an unknown lecturer.  

Equilibrium is in Lagrangian terms dynamic, not a static point of balance372. What’s more it does not 

372  Without a doubt, “equilibrium” was not just the description of the mathematical and physical Indifferenzpunkt in 
Lagrange and Cournot. Friedrich Schlegel, following Schelling, defined “romantic” as the Indifferenzpunkt in the 
synthesis of the conflicting elements in poetry and science (see Olson 2007: 112f.). Schelling introduced the idea of the 
Indifferenzpunkt in Spinozistic fashion as the “geometric solution” for the subject-object gap (See also Hass 2000: 69f.). 
Following Kant’s treatment of “matter”, Schelling thought that all of nature was to be explained by polar forces, which 
existed in a state of dynamic equilibrium (see Richards 2002: 130), which is mathematically described as the 
Indifferenzpunkt.
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induce a forced return to a prior state, once an imbalance occurs. But instead it invokes tendencies to 

restore a state. Even in this early mention of equilibrium, the language betrays degrees of freedom as 

part of the theory373. This is a constant in Parsons’ theoretical language, his insistence on the possibility 

of change and freedom. And the subject of change is always the individual. This is another constant in 

his theory that sets his type of systems-theory apart from contemporary versions, such as Luhmann’s. 

Parsons’ actors are always only ever individuals. Only individuals make decisions and have intentions 

and can set goals and ends for themselves. Collectivites, institutions, and  social systems while being 

units to be analyzed themselves are not capable of having intentions or being actors per se.

“7. Interaction of Derivations + Residues

Residues may vary

1) by imitation

2) indirectly thru changes of circumstances

Derivations

1) imitation

2) changes in residues

3) changes in circumstances

influence of practice on theory much greater than vice versa

6. Classification of derivations

I. Affirmation

II. Authority

a. Of men

b. Of traditions and customs

c. Of divinity

III. Accord with sentiments as principles

a. Sentiments

b. Individual interests

c. Metaphysical entities 

IV. Verbal Proofs “
373  Lesilie Armour (2003) has provided an interesting appraisal of Parsons theoretical work in light of the context of 

progress of conceptual histories regarding “equilibrium” and “value”. His rich account, which includes interesting 
references to Royce and is one of the rare comments that acknowledges the life-long  importance  of Jaspers, suffers 
from the overemphasis on her assumption that Parsons always traced his sociology from his interest in the limits of 
economic theory” (2003: 50). While this interest is fact and certainly important, it cannot be stressed often enough that a 
more comprehensive perspective is a more appropriate approach in accounting for the scholarship of Parsons, whose 
style, interests, and education was much closer to the comprehensiveness of nineteenth century scholars.
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“Critique of Social Darwinism, often gives purely verbal explanations. Introduces imaginary or arbitrary standards of utility 

& survival values. Introduces the old doctrine of final cause.”

“6a Philosophical Idea of Development

A system develops in proportion as it a) Absorbs a greater amount of energy into its being b) energy is more adequately 

directed to the maintenance of further growth of the system 

c) as each part is so formed as to respond most exactly to the needs of others with least loss of energy thru mutual constraint  

d) thereby secures its own support

Social development rests not on the element of constraint on social life, but on elements of cooperation resting on mutual 

need.

8. Social heterogeneity + circulation of its parts.”

The latter part deserves comment. The use of the concept of energy is telling. Parsons is accredited with 

having introduced the concept of “energy” into his work after the exposure to cybernetics, and the 

opposing  hierarchies  of  energy  and  information  levels.  But  “energy”  was  a  nineteenth  century 

household concept not just in physics and its history from Blumenbach and Reil towards Lotze, Goltz 

and James made it prominent and common in Experimental and Industrial Psychology, in Harvard’s 

Fatigue Research Lab, and the Wissenschaftslehre of Max Weber. Non-surprisingly linked together in 

the person of Münsterberg who links American Pragmatism, Harvard and Max Weber together. There is 

no surprise that Parsons would be applying this language in his early years and, of course, be able to 

adapt  to  cybernetics  with  ease.  He  was  merely  following  the  vernacular   of  the  teleomechanical 

program.

6a  and  8  provide  a  good  insight  into  the  continuities  of  Parsons’ development.  The  interplay  of 

constraint  and  development  are  an  important  factor.  Parsons’  theory  has  never  endorsed  the 

“conservative” or reactionary attitude that his leftist critics have accused him of. He endorsed the need 

for development. This does not mean freedom at all cost. Constraint is necessary.  Constraints regulate 

interaction  so  that  cooperation  is  possible:   Kant’s  negative  instruction.  The  Wechselwirkung  of 

development and constraint is the issue Parsons is interested in. 

The result is not – as his leftist critics would charge – homogeneity, but heterogeneity. And as a result 
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of these processes of differentiation, the system is one of “circulation”. This organic metaphor becomes 

a guide-line that will infuse the later exchange theory of social media. The metaphors applied  in the 

1930s reveal elements that remained constant in Parsons’ work and that of his colleagues of the Social 

Relations Lab in the form of their common conceptual reference frame. Most of his later interpreters do 

not acknowledge these aspects because they are products of a different discursive environment. When it 

comes to the Pragmatist side this is the discourse of American Education after Dewey. On the side of 

social science it is the conviction that Sociology should be modelled after physics. For Parsons, neither 

reduction really works. He adheres to Emerson’s and James’ Pragmatism, that is deeply pluralistic. 

Sociology should  be  modelled  after  biology in  its  nineteenth  century meaning:  the  science  of  the 

process of live as it progresses.
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Henderson, AGIL, the Medical Study, Equilibrium and the early lectures

A Note on Talcott Parsons’ acquaintance with the concept of equilibrium and the work of Pareto, his  

Medical study 1934-36 and meeting and working with Lawrence Henderson

“I have also arrived at some general theoretical ideas relative to my medical study which I should 

very much like an opportunity to talk over with you sometime. It concerns a way of relating the 

classification of types of social relationship which I outlined to you with the Paretian concept of 

equilibrium.”

Talcott Parsons to L.J. Henderson on May 16th, 1935

There  are  different  versions  of  the  narrative  of  Talcott  Parsons  meeting  with   L.J.Henderson,  the 

beginning of his   “Medical Study”,  use of and acquaintance with Pareto’s concept  of equilibrium. 

Parsons own biographical admissions are equally sketchy. 

The  story,  concerning  Henderson  is  more  difficult  than  it  is  usually  portrayed  and  deviates  from 

Parsons’ own accounts both for the Daedalus essay374 on his life and for the numerous other occasions 

in his later years, when he recounted that episode. Barbara Heyl’s study (1968) on the  Pareto Circle 

was  very  influential  in  regard  to  the  production  of  a  perception  of  the  period  and  the  personal 

connections between its interlocutors. 40 years later, it seems, however, a bit misleading. 

The present account was based, first and foremost, on letters from medical practitioners who  Parsons 

wanted to meet as early as 1934 – some of which are distributed over various boxes in the Harvard 

Archives.  The  general  understanding  seems  to  be  that  Parsons  began  his  “medical  project”  after 

finishing of the Structure manuscript around perhaps 1935/6375. He was supposedly (!) considering the 

undertaking of such a project only after the task of the book was completed. However, Henderson’s 

involvement with Parsons’ work was, it actually seems, initiated by the “medical project” rather than 

by the Structure manuscript. Pareto was, truth be told, their common point of interest.

In  evaluating  the  “standard  accounts”  with  material  from the  Parsons  Papers  (at  Harvard’s  Pusey 

Library) and additionally the L.J. Henderson, Elton Mayo, and Chester Barnard Papers (at Harvard’s 

Baker Library), the picture must, evidently, be redrawn in a few aspects. The most important source can 

374  Daedalus is the Journal of the American arts and Sciences and was established in 1955. Parsons was President of the 
academy between 1967 and 1971.

375  Although in conversations with Lawrence Nichols and Charles Camic, I have come to understand that while this seems 
to be the general idea, the 1934 existence of the project is known to a few experts on Parsons; however, there is no 
detailed and comprehensive exploration of the matter to this author’s present knowledge.
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be  found  in  Barnard’s  Papers.  In  Carton  2,  Folder  13  “Author  Henderson  Introductory  Lectures 

1945ff.”,  we find a  series  of letters  written by friends and colleagues  who provided Barnard with 

information about Henderson a few years after his death in 1942, including Parsons. 

Respectively, a letter by Donham introduces us to the actual date, when Henderson was first exposed to 

Pareto.

Chester I. Barnard Papers 
Letter from George Donham, December 31, 1945

“[...]
I was on an important committee with him about 1922 and we worked closely together. As a result of this committee work 
he fell into the habit of dropping into my office in University Hall frequently, while I on my part fell into the habit of 
discussing with him a lot of the more general problems on which I was working. This was the period when I was trying to 
develop some kind of a philosophy of what both the School and I were doing. During this period Henderson always showed 
a sympathetic interest in the social aspects of the Business School’s work and a constantly increasing grasp of those aspects. 
On the other hand, for three years or so he took the attitude that as compared with the great arts, great sciences and great 
literatures, the things we were trying to do, while important, were secondary. He backed this up by referring to the influence 
of the other three fields during the last several hundred years. At this time he had, as far as I know, never heard of Pareto’s 
sociology.

In 1925 I reached the point where I got him in the office one day, found he had an hour to spare; and gave him a lecture in 
the nature of a come-back to his statements about the secondary nature of administrative problems in the rapidly changing 
world. I expressed my belief that if more realistic work was not done in social fields, work which might have a constructive 
impact on society and particularly in view of its over-all nature if something was not done to build up a more complete 
understanding of administration, the constantly changing conditions which then existed (this was 1925) would under impact 
of applied science progress rapidly toward government controls. I suggested to him that if this happened, science itself was 
likely to be shackled in very important ways. He accepted my thesis as “entirely tenable” and with growing enthusiasm.

I was convinced myself that we must know more about what makes people tick and had for a considerable time sought a 
man who could contribute to this end. In the Fall of 1925 (not long after this conversation with L.J.) we got Mayo to agree 
to come here as a result of my recommendation to Mr.Lowell joined in by Edsall, Macfie Campbell then head of the 
Psychiatric Hospital, and Henderson. At that time L.J. had arrived completely at the conclusion that that the social situation 
must have a more secure foundation. He believed this might be found in human biology in its largest sense and was most 
interested in Mayo’s approach. It was after this time, indeed after Mayo came here in the summer of 1926, that Henderson 
joined us full time and with Foundation support started the Fatigue Laboratory. In 1929 Morton Wheeler joined the 
Committee in charge. As he came to realize the scope of Mayo’s and Henderson’s work, he called L.J.’s attention to Pareto. 
Larry tells me that he got the French edition, stayed at home and [read] it front to cover. He hardly stopped to eat his meals.

The natural history, therefore, of Henderson’s interest in social problems starts with my talks with him culminating in the 
lecture I gave him on the Business School work and aims. From there it proceeds to Mayo’s coming and to Henderson’s 
finding him a congenial soul. From there through Morton Wheeler to Pareto, etc. 
Mixed up with the whole situation was the fact that after he moved to his headquarters to the School, a new world opened 
up to him in conversation with me on a great variety of administrative problems. This resulted in the applications of what he 
was doing to medical problems in the early 30s.

[….]”
Donham’s account correlates with others and Henderson’s publications and his memoirs regarding the 

evolution of his interests. There is little that suggests that as a scholar he were deeply interested in 

anything but experimental physiology and science history.  This interest gradually awakened and grew 

in the mid-1920s and eventually took hold with the appearance of Elton Mayo on the Harvard scene. 
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The fact that he was introduced to Pareto in 1929 by Morton Wheeler is crucial. Walter Cannon (1943: 

42) quotes the same incident occurring in 1928, however, he states that Henderson had “mentioned” 

this to him at some point.

Henderson’s “course on Pareto” didn’t start before 1932 and was changed into “Concrete Sociology” 

shortly after. There was little chance that he could have taught Pareto in the 1930s before that time, 

since he spent a good deal of time away from Harvard. A letter by Mayo from December 24, 1945 

confirms Donham’s letter in nearly all aspects376.

 Parsons’ account of his dealings with Henderson for Barnard is also the first of his accounts which tells 

the story differently:
Barnard Papers (Harvard Baker Library)
Letter to Chester I. Barnard from Talcott Parsons Dec. 31, 1945

“Dear Mr. Barnard,

In looking up the record I find that Henderson’s seminar on Pareto was first given in 1932-33 and after that continuously 
until 1941-42. It was first given in this department though, of course, a large proportion of those who took it for credit or as 
auditors were from the outside.

It is true that my own contact with Henderon’s played a very important part in my own development. It began my very first 
year in Cambridge, namely, 1927-8. I was invited to join a small discussion group of younger social scientists, and on one 
occasion that group invited Henderson to talk about Pareto. I had heard about Pareto in very general terms before that but 
had never read any of his work, and it was this talk of Henderson’s which stimulated me to go out and actually read the 
Traité. I found it exceedingly interesting and worked back and forth over it for a considerable period. My own interest in it, 
however, was different from Henderson’s, and it was not until at a rather advanced stage of my own work that I first really 
came into serious contact with him on it. I had been working on the problem of the scope of economic theory and its 
sociological borderline. My most fundamental thinking crystallized in the paper on Marshall, most of which was 
incorporated in my book. Pareto’s very different approach to the problem had interested me greatly and as a next major task 
I set out to work out a careful, critical analysis of Pareto’s system from this point of view. I wrote a manuscript which was 
much too long for a journal article, and I did not know exactly what to do with it. I showed this to Henderson, and it was in 
the critical discussion of it that I first really came to know him well. The final upshot was the decision not to publish this 
manuscript independently but to incorporate it into the prospective larger work which eventually became The Structure of 
Social Action.

My next important contact with Henderson in this connection was, however, immediately occasioned by a formal situation. 
I had completed a first draft of The Structure and submitted it to the Committee on Research in the Social Sciences, who 
had contributed some research assistance, with a view to their possibly subsidizing its
[pg2]
Publication. They asked Henderson to read it, and he called me in for a series of long discussions which proved to be of the 
major intellectual experiences of my life. At least half the book the went over with me almost sentence by sentence in 
perhaps the most thorough critical analysis of a manuscript I have ever known. It was extraordinarily helpful to me and led 
to major revisions at a number of points. I did not always agree with him, but found that his point of view was always 
fruitful and helped me very greatly in my own thinking. Without that it certainly would not have been nearly as good a book 
as it turned out to be.

I had another important contact with him which began somewhat earlier than this. I conceived namely the idea of an 

376  Interestingly, the Mayo letter is a copy with various sections being covered up due to sensitive biographical information 
on Henderson. The original cannot be reviewed before the opening of a restricted box from the Barnard Collection in 
2025.
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empirical study of medical practice without really realizing how important that field was to him. However, he was one of 
the people I first consulted about it, and from the beginning my talks with him in that connection exercised a very important 
influence on my plans and thinking. Among many other things it was largely through him and Mayo that I got interested in 
the physician’s role in relation to psychotherapy and the ramifications of psychosomatic medicine. This, I may say, was before 
he had written his Doctor and Patient as a Social System. I am ashamed, by the way, to say that I have never completed this 
study, though I hope to be able to do so.

These two strands  of my own experience seem to me to indicate the two most important of Henderson’s lines of interest in 
an approach to social science. On the one hand he was concerned with systematic theory as such. I think he was one of the 
few scientists in fields with which I am at all familiar who had the firmest grasp on the nature and significance of 
generalized theoretical thinking. This was, I am sure, to him the prime significance of Pareto, and I think his work will be 
lasting as an interpreter of the nature and the importance of theory in social science as in other branches. The second main 
strand of his thinking was the clinical approach. He had, I think, a profound feeling for the profession of medicine and the 
fruitfulness of the interaction of science and practice. This, of course, played a very important role in Sociology 23 in the 
presentation of cases. I feel, therefore, that I was fortunate in happening to have scientific interests in both these fields in 
such a way that I was able to feel the full impact of Henderson’s extremely important influence.”

Parsons writes this very carefully and it will be the basis of his later accounts. But there are  crucial 

details that should not be overlooked. In the quote from a letter of Parsons’ that opens this section (see 

above), the indication seems to be that Parsons approached Henderson in regard to the Medical study 

and that the manuscript came second. Also, Parsons emphasizes that his interest in the Patient-Doctor 

relation preceded Henderson’s Doctor-Patient essay. 

The gist  of the argument is that there is no clear ascription of authorship possible here.  The ideas 

concerning the doctor-patient relation as a social system, etc., were not “originally Henderson’s”. They 

were also not originally Parsons. Instead, they emerged from the discourse that was occurring between 

Parsons, Henderson, Mayo, Donham, Wheeler, and, of course, interlocutors such as Durkheim, Jaspers 

and Pareto. From Parsons point of view, we must understand that his “interest” in the physician’s role 

in relation to psychotherapy and psychosomatic medicine was not emerging from a vacuum either. On 

the contrary, we must assume that Parsons had considerable knowledge about the topics in question. 

Otherwise he would not have been able to conceive of his project and discuss it with Henderson and 

Mayo in such detail. It is of utmost importance that he makes a reference to psychosomatic medicine, 

which is a term that was no longer used shortly after but typical for the generation of physicians that 

Jaspers was part of. 377

377  Additionally to these matters. The apparent lack of later “American Pragmatists” such as Dewey or Mead in Parsons’ 
earlier works could be explained by the lack of interlocutors who discussed them in Parsons’ environment. His Amherst 
teachers were wary of Dewey’s education theories, in Germany there was little discussion of the Pragmatist tradition and 
at Harvard, there was little use for Dewey or Mead. This is indicated in the exchange between Henderson and Barnard. 
(Barnard Papers Folder 7)

LJH answers Barnard on January 21, 1939
“[…]
I haven’t read Dewey’s ‘Logic’. I have given up reading almost everything except those things that I have to read, but from what 

I have heard about Dewey’s book I have assumed that he is on the problem but, judging by past performance, I cannot believe that Dewey 
is capable of clear, definitive thinking.”
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On Equlibrium

The concept  of  equilibrium  is  a  key concept  in  early American  sociology,  economics,  but  also in 

physiology and psychology. In retrospect, we would be tempted to describe Pareto’s work as a “bridge” 

between those disciplines, which Henderson and Parsons merely walked on. However, it is indeed the 

other way round and this description would have to be called an unsatisfying account that is closing our 

eyes to the fact that equilibrium was a very common concept and that the disciplinary boundaries that 

“are to be bridged” have not existed for Pareto or Henderson (and to some degree Parsons).

Parsons wrote and published two pieces on Pareto prior two the publication of Structure. A contribution 

for the  Encyclopedia of Social Sciences in 1933 and another essay in 1936 under the title ”Pareto’s 

Central Analytical Scheme”.

A few “footnotes” from the history of science, however, are noteworthy before we continue – while 

these are not necessarily news to some Parsons’ scholars, they are important. 

We should look at the diffusion or genealogy of the concept of “equilibrium”. This diffusion has a 

mechanical aspect (a), as well an adjunct physiological aspect (b).

We should also take a brief look at the exchanges Parsons had with other scholars (c), aside from 

Henderson,  concerning  his  work on  Pareto,  namely Frank H.  Knight,  Moses  Aronson and Robert 

MacIver.  The first  aspects  provide insights into conceptual aspects,  the latter  illustrate lessons that 

Parsons learned about the “politics” of academic networks and publication.

a) An archaeology of the economic equilibrium

As stated above, the concept equilibrium was already a household concept in Parsons’ early years, in 

physiology as well as in economics of the 1910s and 1920s, with Taussig378 and others379. In his famous 

In short, the situation at Harvard for making theoretical enunciations within a conceptual frame that was in line with the 
later program of Pragmatism (Dewey) was lined with severe constraints.

378  In the Taussig Festschrift from 1936 (to which Parsons contributed an essay “On certain Sociological Elements in 
Professor Taussig’s thought”), the very first essay was an analysis – as far as I understand it – of the economic use of the 
concept of Equilibrium with reference to Taussig’s work. To my knowledge, Taussig’s Principles of Economics two-
volume introduction from 1911 was considered the regular book for the introductory course in economics at Amherst 
before and while Parsons was an instructor (concerning his student years, I unfortunately have no such information) – 
such can be seen from the exchange Parsons had with the administrators at Amherst, while negotiating for the job (see 
HUG FP 42.8.2)

379 It is at least interesting to note the first recorded instance of Parsons using the word „equilibrium“ as part of his 
vocabulary, namely in the famed undergraduate papers from his Amherst philosophy course with Clarence Ayres in 
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Risk, Uncertainty, and Profit  from the year 1921, Frank H. Knight, makes frequent and sophisticated 

use of this concept. Not only did Parsons, in later years, mention the importance of Knight’s book but 

he was friends with Knight at least since 1932 (and following years). They were discussing Parsons’ 

work  on  Pareto,  which  Knight  in  a  letter  from  Spring  1932  (HUG  (FP)  42.8.2  Box  2  Folder 

Correspondence 1931-1932) commented380. The source for “equilibrium” in Parsons work is considered 

to be threefold: The use of the concept in nearly every scientific, social science and popular science 

publication beginning with Ralph Waldo Emerson, his insights into the physiological side of biology, 

and also the use of the concept in economics of the time, most prominently with Knight, with whom 

Parsons  was in  close contact  (including of  course their  shared goal  of  translating Weber’s  various 

works into English).

In the History of Sociology, the most famous occurrence of equilibrium that is still a controversial 

issue today, aside from Pareto, is the work of Lester Ward(1841 – 1913).  Equilibrium appears as 

early as in the first volume of his Dynamic Sociology (1883) where the concept has some 30-plus 

appearances in the entire text. It appears in this sociological oeuvre before Pareto’s “sociological 

work”. However, Ward was in a very special niche of sociology. He was notoriously self-taught. He 

focused on  theoretical language that was paleontological and botanical in a way that was less easily 

translatable into the main current of the biological vernacular. The problem is that Ward’s language 

did not work well with other discourses. In short, Ward may have been an actual original thinker 

and genius because he was and remained an outsider of the academic discourse who invented his 

theoretical frame of reference independently. This does not mean that he was not an important part 

of the academic network, which his involvement in many debates (famously the Sumner-debate) 

illustrates.  Equally,  he was influential  in  political  circles,  including presidential  administrations 

(Rafferty 2003). However, since his vernacular could not as easily be conceptually connected with 

1923:
p.8
“Society and institutions are in a constant state of change.”
“The process is a perceptual action and reaction between the integrating and assimilating action institutions on the 

individuals composing them and the differentiating action of separate individuals or groups of them.
The institutions serve the function of keeping natural individualistic forces within bounds and the individualistic 

forces keep the institutions in a state of change. (…)
 It seems the two forces are always seeking to reach an equilibrium but never quite get there.”
See : HUG FP 42.8.2. Box 2
Correspondence and Related Papers 1923 – 1940
Folder  “Undergraduate Papers c. 1923”

380  Presumably earlier, concerning the translation of Weber’s work which went on much earlier than his contact with 
Henderson.
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others, his theorizing was less lasting and less pervasive in academia of his generation. In some 

regards, it is easier to connect with some of Ward’s frame of reference today than it was in the 

decades directly after his death (see Chriss 2006).

Another Anglo-American line of  discourse is the Spencerian-Darwinian.

This aspect would certainly deserve extended space in a study such as the present (although the 

same could be said concerning other scholars and discourses, such as for example Bergson). At the 

same time,  Spencer  and Darwin are  equally part  of  the  very same discourse from Kantianism 

forward.  Michel  Foucault  (1970)  has  shown  clearly  how  important  Cuvier’s  conceptual 

transformations have been for the discourse of biology in enabling Darwin’s theorizing.  Cuvier’s 

work was certainly Kantian (see not only Lenoir 1982 and Foucault 1970, but more importantly 

Dorinda Outram 1986). In addition, the idea of progressive development was also a concept that 

was  inherent  in  Kant’s  philosophy,  and  equally  there  are  possibilities  of  reconciling  Kant  and 

Darwin (Kuhle and Kuhle 2003). 

Both  Darwin  and  Spencer  were  part  of  a  lasting  discussion  of  scientific  method  and  concept 

formation and the origins and context of their ideas are certainly disputed (see Engels 1995). In 

regard to Spencer,  who was the subject of some discussion when Parsons was working on the 

Strucutre manuscript, his debt to the  teleomechanical program  is evident in the way he became 

introduced to biological terminology. While it could be shown that Spencer’s direct interlocutors, 

such as Huxley or Owen, were part and parcel of this discourse, we shall reserve the space and 

merely refer to one, however, telling example: James Elwick (2003) shows clearly that Spencer 

borrowed “second hand from Karl Ernst von Baer”.. More importantly:
“Spencer read Carpenter’s Principles of general and comparative physiology to review it for the Westminster review. 

Spencer noted that it was here that he learned about Karl Ernst von Baer’s principle of embryological development — 

the “change from homogeneity to heterogeneity”, a phrase that monotonously peppered Spencer’s writings thereafter.” 

(49)

With regard to the debates and developments that were shaping American sociology in the late 19th 

century,  the  classic  account  tells  the  story  of  a  discipline  that  is  struggling  to  achieve 

institutionalization and further development. Barbara and John Heyl have provided just such an 

account  with  regard  to  Sumner  (in  the  Sumner-Porter  debate  at  Yale),  which  provides  a  good 

contrast with Ward (Chriss 2006).

 It  is  certainly  a  necessary  “creation  myth”  for  any  scientific  discipline  to  account  for  the 

boundaries it had to overcome in struggle. But it never tells a comprehensive story why and how a 
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specific problematization in science became a discipline all by itself as a “-ology”381. Roscoe Hinkle 

(1980)  has  provided  an  interesting  account  of  the  theoretical  differences  that  shaped  this 

development  early  within  sociological  thought  and  certain  conceptual  problems  in  the  wider 

discourse.   However,  the  emergence  of  sociology  must  include  some  kind  of  narrative  that 

explicates the conceptual transformations that had to take place in order to be able to problematize 

the core dimension (e.g. “the social”) explicitly (van der Veer/Valsiner 2001). In case of sociology 

this  account  begins  with  Kantianism  and  the  emergence  of  biology.  382

The concept of equilibrium is a substantial part of this account.

Vilfredo  Pareto   encountered  the  “social/economic“  application  of  equilibrium in  the  work  of  his 

predecessor in Lausanne, Lèon Walras (see also Armour 2003). Pareto was certainly familiar with a 

mechanical use of equilibrium. He had studied physics and mathematics and worked as an engineer. He 

shared this profession with Walras who originally studied in Paris to become an engineer where he 

underwent a rigorous training in literature, philosophy, and of course, mathematics. Walras was familiar 

with Descartes, Newton, and Lagrange’s work, since Walras’ father – Antoine-Auguste Walras (1801-

66) – was a professor of philosophy in Paris. After exposure to the mathematical conception of wealth 

by Cournot, he turned to the disciplines of academic study that he would be famous for.

In Recherches sur les principes mathématiques de la théorie des richesses (1838), Cournot introduced 

the concept of “equilibrium” into economics with his famous model of duopoly. This aspect was well 

known to French scholar Gabriel de Tarde, an early sociologist with who other early sociologists in the 

US were quite familiar (he is cited for example in Ward’s Pure Sociology (1903)).

Both, Walras and Cournot, were trained in Lagrange’s mechanics 

(even Ward,  in  the  first  volume of  Dynamic  Sociology,  mentions  Lagrange  in  relation  to  Comte), 

including the theory of the Lagrange Point – now usually used in astrophysics. Joseph-Louis Lagrange 

(1736 – 1813)  found a  solution to the Newtonian Three-Body Problem in 1772 and  his Lagrange 

point became known as the Lagrange Point of Equilibrium. This transgression from Newtonian to 

Langrangian Mechanics comes with his intention of wanting to make mechanics simpler with a simple 

hypothesis: The trajectory of an object is determined by finding a path that minimizes the action over  

time. This can be found in the subtraction of the potential energy from the kinetic energy. This concept 

was later used in a very dynamic version in biology by the successors of Blumenbach (Lenoir 1982) 
381  The process of discipline formation could otherwise be called the “–ologyfication” of a problem. 
382  James Chriss (2006a) has provided an insight into Frank Giddings treatment of the social mind which deserves to be 

mentioned, so do MacMahon’s (1998) essay on Edward Ross and David LeConto’s and Danielle Jones-Pruett’s (2006) 
contribution on Charles Ellwood, a student of Ross’, who also studied under Paulsen, Schmoller, and Simmel in Berlin.
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and fatigue  research  (Rabinbach 1990).  This  laid  the  path  for  the  concept  of  equilibrium and the 

diffusion  of  the  concept  of  equilibrium towards  sociology  from the  philosophy (including  logic), 

mathematics and economics.

b) A short genealogy of the physiological side of equilibrium

 Rudolf Hermann Lotze takes a role at center-stage. He was more than familiar with the mathematics 

involved and the conceptual relations between mathematics, psychology, and logic . His Logik was a 

crucial influence on many prominent logicians from Royce to Lewis, William James to Santayana and 

of course – as Michael Dummett has so poignantly revealed –  Frege. In his physiological studies – 

which cannot be separated from philosophical thoughts on scientific concept formation – Lotze was 

conceiving of concepts that would become prominent decades later under names such as “cybernetics”, 

“equilibrium”,  “homeostasis”  and  “self-regulation”,  within  the  biological  systems  theory  of  L.J. 

Henderson, W. Gibbs and W.B. Cannon. Parsons didn’t learn the concepts from the latter biologists. He 

was already “familiar” with them, dating from his college years in Amherst, London and Heidelberg. 

The biological vernacular saturated and permeated the intellectual climate. As a consequence Parsons 

was  drawn  to  studying  and  discussing  Henderson  and  Cannon  in  more  detail  because  of these 

similarities. Their ideas were not “ a novelty” to him.

The “background story” has a primary nexus with a constellation of interlocutors, starting with Lotze 

and scholars like Ernst Haeckel, Eduard Pflüger and Claude Bernard among others. In 1853, Eduard 

Pflüger – a student of Du-Bois Reymonds – published en essay wherein he criticized Lotze (more 

details of the story see Pester 1997: 196ff.) that started a general debate. Ernst Haeckel and Jakob 

Moleschott (1822 – 1893) entered this debate on whether the soul can be divided. 

Haeckel  wrote  the  new  foundation  of  Materialism  in  the  highly  successful  and  thus  influential 

Welträtsel and  refuted  –  on  a  highly  superficial  level,  though  –  what  we  know  today  as  the 

Internalist position. Haeckel, of course, was the first German academic to give a lecture on Darwin 

in the Winter-Semester of 1862 (see Köhnke 1993). Haeckel introduced Darwin (Richards 2008) to 

a wider audience with a presentation in 1863, attended by Lotze who found himself in agreement 

with Haeckel’s (and thus Darwin’s) secular narrative of the creation and morphogenesis of life only 

to the point,  that  he could accept it  as a coherent picture.  Lotze argued in the third Volume of 

Mikrokosmus that both accounts, the scientific and the religious, must not necessarily be mutually 

exclusive.  It  is  not surprising that  William James can be found on Lotze’s not  on Wundt’s and 
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Spencer’s side.

Lotze cautioned from making a categorical mistake: Mixing the maintenance of the observations and 

appearances as the mixed system we live by on the one side, with the creation (Ursprung) of life  on 

the other.383

Haeckel, however, sought to refute the claims of teleological thought in any fashion in his own Darwin-

interpretation (see also Wenzel 1990 : 184ff.).

Wilhelm Roux (1850 – 1924), a follower of Lotzean thinking by his own admission (and a source for 

Nietzsche) counters Haeckel only to be challenged later by the school of  Vitalism.  Vitalism was a 

preferred enemy of Lotze and the famous French physiologist Claude Bernard. Roux-student Hans 

Driesch (1867 – 1941) would become a member of just that movement, conflating contemporary 

physiological conceptions with inherent Aristotelian concepts of ontology and teleology (which does 

not bode well with Lotze’s more Platonic stance) in order to make sense of the results experiments 

of Roux’s method of Entwicklungsmechanik had yielded. This implicit connection Lotze-Bernard is 

vital  to  the  discourse  within  physiology.  Bernard  helped  along  the  French  development  in 

physiology concerning the structural-functional (!) idea of anatomic-neurological relations, keeping 

the dualistic  stance,  a  problematic  question addressed (and tackled)  by Helmholtz  and Du Bois 

Reymond (see Clarke/Jacyna 1987). Additionally, Bernard’s work was crucial to scientific concept 

formation and the formation of conceptions of health and illness (Canguilhem 2007). 

Bernard reintroduced the concept of “Regulation” after Lotze, after finding it in Wagners Handbuch für 

Physiologie, which contains a contribution of Lotze. Lotze  makes explicit and frequent use of the 

concept “Regulation” (for a detailed description of the introduction of the concept of “Regulation” 

into the biological discourse and its  relation to cybernetics see:  Canguilhem 1974).  Canguilhem 

points out how Auguste Comte fits into this story and offers some hints on Comte’s introduction of a 

– yet primitive – conflation of a vague idea of Externalism and a vague idea of Naturalism (1974 (in 

1979): 101/102) – the relation of Comte to the creation of sociology is part of nearly every textbook 

on sociology  (See on Claude Bernard: Canguilhem (XX))

Lawrence Henderson – who studied medicine to become a physician chose a research career  instead - 

became  the  editor  of  some  English  translations  of  Bernard’s  works,  which  he  encountered  in 

Straßbourg at the turn of the century. Henderson was also a student of Josiah Royce who knew the 

383  Both Kant, as well as Parsons would certainly have agreed with Lotze, Kant in particular, as the physiologist’s Lotze’s 
argument mirrors his against Seommering’s idea of a transcendental anatomy; see Hagner 2000.
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works of Lotze, under whom he had studied in Göttingen, by heart384.

Joined in his  advocacy of  Bernard by W.B.  Cannon at  Harvard,  Henderson went  on to  marry the 

Bernardist  physiology  with  Royce’s  philosophy.  Bernard  and  Royce  can  be  made  compatible 

particularly on Lotzean terms. Lotze, Royce, Bernard and Henderson find themselves united in their 

Anti-Vitalism.  Equilibrium  must, necessarily, be a regulative ideal  and cannot be naturalized from 

their point of view. 

(In this depiction we have, of course, mostly omitted the details and central role of Magendie prior to 

and into the early times of Lotze’s  physiological writings. For details on Magendie see: Canguilhem 

1975 or Hagner 2000 : 229 – 246) 

 Henderson met a perfect co-conspirator in Elton Mayo. Mayo had taught philosophy (including Kant 

and  Lotze)  and  psychology  in  Australia  and  encountered  equilibrium in  the  work  of  French 

psychologist Pierre Janet. Janet was intimately familiar with physiology and philosophy (and of course 

Kant and Lotze) and an important interlocutor for William James. 

His psychology was also a rival school to Freud – even though Janet sought to reconcile with Freud 

(see van der Veer/Valsiner 2001). Mayo preferred Janet’s work over Freud’s and used Janet’s ideas in 

his work in industrial research and his teaching at Harvard’s Business School.

In a correspondence with Walter Bingham in 1942, Mayo declares to this effect:

Mayo Papers, Harvard Baker Library GA 54 Box 1b:
“This session in the Business School with Roethlisberger on special leave, it fell to my lot to give the whole first term’s 

lectures – forty-five of them. I am determined to try the experiment of giving sixty-six young men, and a few professors 

from the South,  a  species  of  pre-psychology of  a  systematic  kind,  something of  immediate  practical  use  but  based – 

unquestionably – upon the findings of Sherrington, Caskell, Pavlov, Cannon and – inevitably – Janet. I have grown weary of 

the verbal mythology of the Freudians – but the only possible defence is to find something more significant and more 

useful.

[…]

The idea that administration cannot be taught is very generally held - […]. Yet, although we know that native capacity for 

mathematics varies between individuals as widely as native capacity for administration, we do not refrain from teaching 

mathematics. On the contrary, we have made it compulsory for every university degree. I think that the chief difficulties of 

the applied psychologist at present are  due to the fact that  he as no routine analogous to that of clinical medicine in 

examining individuals. That is to say although he has many scattered pieces of scientific information of value, he has no 

way of piecing them together in an individual assessment.

[pg2]

Now medicine did not begin over two thousand years ago with laboratory abstractions. It began with Hippocrates careful 

384  I am deeply indebted to Frank Oppenheim for confirming my suspicion on how important Lotze was for Royce.
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observations of the patient – with the diagnostic relation of symptoms to prognosis and treatment. Only gradually was it 

possible for medicine, realizing the general function of a particular organ in the total make-up, to study that function  in 

particular and in detail. […]

But the progress of the laboratory has not diminished the need for the clinician. On the contrary, it has made a better type of 

clinician and a better trained practitioner more necessary. In these days the clinician will make his routine examination  of 

the patient even if the patient is obviously in distress and, for example, in the ‘appendicular position.’ […]

In all these observations he can now achieve a greater precision than in former times as a result of laboratory investigations.  

But  his  attention  is  concentrated  upon the  patient,  whereas  the  attention  of  a  laboratory scientist  is  restricted  to  the 

mechanism of some organic function.

Now in psychology there is  at  present  no equivalent  routine procedure to  follow in examining an individual.  And as 

consequence, however precise and significant laboratory findings may be, the relation if such findings to each other and to 

psychological diagnosis and prognosis remains uncertain. In this sense psychology suffers by reason of the excellence of its 

equipment – and the purely scientific training (i.e. laboratory rather than clinic) given its students.

This then is  what I mean by pre-psychology – an approach to the behavior as an individual as indicating a relation of 

balance, or unbalance, between certain functions. My own approach to this is by way of Janet’s equilibrium hypothesis 

(L’Etat Mental des Hyteriques, p. 425; Les Neuroses, pp. 338 – 339)”

Mayo considers Janet’s concept of equilibrium to be equal to the physiological concept that Henderson 

uses in the study of metabolic rates of factory workers. To many scholars today, this must seem like an 

unjustified equivocation. But the point is that a) equivocations were made very often in the history of 

science. They are, maybe, even the motor of scientific progress. It should also be understood that b) 

Janet and his contemporaries were equally trained in disciplines that are today kept separate. Janet and 

in his succession Mayo are using what they perceived to be a universal scientific concept in different 

contexts.

In a letter to Dean Donham Sept. 17, 1928, Mayo writes to this effect in relation to equilibrium

Mayo Papers GA 54 Box 2 
“This generalization, which is supported by the various facts that have emerged from comparative studies of De Mar and 

other persons in work and rest, may be stated in a form applicable to industry thus: high production occurs if the worker’s 

organism is kept at equilibrium when his metabolic rate (his consumption of oxygen) is lifted. The value of such a statement 

is that t provides us with a first tentative indication of the way in which mental equilibrium or content may be related to 

organic equilibrium or changes of organic balance. I do not mean that mental discontent is in all cases caused by organic 

disability; it is highly probable that in many instances (see section on psychopathology below) dislike for the monotony of 

repetitive work makes it difficult for the individual worker to lift his organism to adequacy or capacity. What I do mean is 
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that this generalization seems likely to provide a possibility of relating together two descriptive notations – the physiological 

and the psychological. It seems to give meaning, for example, to Pierre Janet’s assertion that psychasthenia (or obsession) is 

characterized by an incapacity to achieve the organic ‘tension’ which any act of attention demands.

3.The Psychological and the Psychopathological Inquiry

In England, no less than elsewhere, there is a t present a general failure on the part of the medical profession (in England 

inclined to be ‘possessive’ and resentful) to discriminate between the pathological, the physiological and the educational 

aspects  of  this  problem.  I  can  best  illustrate  the  need  for  clear-cut  discrimination  here  by  a  brief  review,  however 

inadequate, of the recent history of psychopathology and psychiatry.

The difference between psychiatry and psychopathology has not been generally realized. This difference is to some extent 

discussed  by Dr.  Bernard  Hart  in  his  recently  published  book ‘Psychopathology’.  The  experience  and  studies  of  the 

psychiatrist  are  utterly  different  from the  experiences  and  studies  of  the  psychopathologist;  the  former  is  a  medical 

pathologist, the latter is an educational psychologist. If one cites a few names, one can indicate this difference clearly.

Psychopathlogists 

Charcot

Janet

Milne Bramwell 

Freud

Morton Prince

Piaget

Psychiatrists     

Kraepelin

Kretschmer

Bleuler

Jung

These psychiatrists have lived and worked in mental hospitals; the cases they have studied have been for the most part 

dements and the major psychoses. The psychopathologists have not been in mental hospitals except by accident. Even when 

this happened, they have not studied the psychoses at all but only individuals who were approximately normal. Janet and 

Freud do not claim that their findings apply to the psychoses; in fact they make the contrary claim, that there is no such 

application possible.

If William James’ lead had been followed, if psychology and education had been the first to take interest in and follow up 

the observations of Janet, the present situation would have been very different. As it was, the attention 
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[pg11] 

of the psychiatrists was first attracted and much confusion has arisen in recent years by reason of the fact that psychiatry has 

borrowed extensively, and without great illumination from the findings of psychopathology. This development occurred in 

somewhat the following fashion.

Kraepelin had established a distinction between dementia praecox and the manic-depressive psychosis, a distinction which, 

without notably increasing the real understanding of these disabilities, nevertheless greatly improved the diagnostic and 

prognostic  capacities  of  psychiatry.  A problem then  arose  of  describing  more  accurately the  intimate  nature  of  these 

psychoses, especially their mental aspect. Bleuler, in essaying this, borrowed two notions from psychopathology to use as 

criteria – the idea of individual’s relation to reality, and the other idea of the part played in mental disability by a species of 

self-centered preoccupation. He described dementia praecox as schizophrenia, the demented individual is cut off from the 

world about him by reason of a disintegration or fissure in his own mentality. Persons of harmonious mentality, well related 

to the world about them are ‘syntonic’, those cut off or tending to be so are ‘schizoid’. The notion of relation to reality used 

here is borrowed from Freud, whose work both Bleuler and Jung studied for a time, and by further derivation from Legrand 

Du Saulle, Charcot and Janet. The other criterion Bleuler uses us similarly borrowed; Bleuler speaks of ‘autistic’ thinking, 

where Du Saulle and Charcot speak of ‘ruminations’ and Janet of ‘revery’

[…]

But Jung, like Bleuler, seems most often to be preoccupied with an effort to understand the intimate mental attitude of 

demented persons. Like Bleuler also he does not seem to have realized the irrelevance of such an application to the original 

investigations and conclusions of Charcot and Janet

[pg12]

(irrelevant because it applies a distinction otherwise valuable to those cases where it has least significance and its minimum 

of logical fertility). Psychiatrists the world over have to a considerable extent followed Bleuler’s lead.

IT was  unfortunate  for  psychiatry and  human  research  that  Freud  was  at  no  time greatly interested  in  Janet’s  major 

investigations and conclusions (see Freud’s  recently published ‘Autobiography’).  As a consequence, the problem if an 

individual’s relation to the reality about him (i.e. his surrounding) has been oversimplified by Freud’s followers as mere 

‘maladjustment’ and applied over the whole field of mental disorders. This oversimplification has served to obscure the 

study of the part played by undirected thinking (or revery or preoccupation) in the determination of the life of the normal  

person to mental fitness or unfitness. Janet studied two kinds of ‘nervous breakdown’ – hysteria and psychasthenia – in 

persons who were accepted by their  associates  as  being normal  or  nearly so.  Freud  has  never  rightly understood the 

distinction Janet made. Janet found that hysterics are not, in fact, related to reality as normal persons are. Their capacity for 

having sensation (sensory experience of surrounding) appears to be undamaged if their sensations are examined singly and 

successively. But their capacity for integrating, or holding together, their various sensations as a totality ( a total awareness 

of surrounding) is dissociate or sundered. While aware of one group of sensations, the hysteric is completely unaware of 

another  group.  The  facts  of  ‘double-personality’ correspond almost  exactly with this  curious dissociation;  so that  one 

‘personality’ relates itself to one group of sensations (i.e. to one part of the field of awareness) and the other ‘personality’ 

(so-called) to another. Janet was enabled  by these observations to account in large part for the curious facts of mediumship, 
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hysterical amnesia, hypnotism and post-hypntoic-suggestibiltiy.

[….]

[pg.13]

[…]

Freud’s failure to appreciate rightly the distinction Janet made has served to obscure in some degree the importance of his 

own contribution to human study. Freud’s theories of psychoneurosis are all based upon Janet’s (and Charcot’s) studies of 

hysteria – that is to say, upon the observation that the hysteric is literally and actually ‘unconscious’ (unaware) of arts of his 

surrounding and of whole sections of his memories and reflections (‘divided personality’).

On his return to Vienna, Freud found that he was unable to hypnotize the majority of his patients and developed that method 

of investigating their reveries and preoccupations which has since been termed ‘psychoanalytic’. Although he recommends, 

in an essay written at this time, Janet’s study of ‘subconscious reveries’ (Nérvoses et Idées fixes) he completely ignores 

Janet’s finding that the obsessive is non-hypnotizable. He is consequently driven to an attempt to describe both hysteria and 

obsession in a clumsy notation of ‘the unconscious’ which confuses the whole issue.

”385

This letter is written at approximately the time that Pareto made his entrance at Harvard.

c) Parsons had – according to his own account in the famous Brown Seminar (1973) – begun to study 

Pareto’s works on his own accord. He had acquired the French Translation (1917) of the  Tratatto di  

Sociologica Generale (1916). In 1933 he added a short piece on Pareto for the eleventh volume of the 

Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, which was edited by E.R.A. Seligman386 and Alvin Johnson. His 

next piece with a scholarly focus on Pareto before The Structure of Social Action was written for the 

first volume of the newly founded Journal of Social Philosophy (Vol . 1 : 244 – 262) under the auspices 

of  Moses  Aronson  and  Robert  MacIver387,  titled  “Pareto’s  Central  Analytical  Scheme”.  We  must 

remember that there is another very significant piece on Pareto that Parsons had already written: A still 

unpublished book on Pareto and the problems of science. MacIver had read this manuscript, which 

probably led him to approach Parsons for a contribution to the Journal. 

While Aronson was a lesser known Professor in the Department of Philosophy at the College of the 

City of New York388,  MacIver was a famous sociologist in the US. MacIver knew Parsons through 

Parsons’ initiative  upon  the  publication  of  MacIver’s  Society,  its  Structure  and  Changes  (1931). 

Parsons wrote a letter to MacIver in order to both praise and criticise MacIver’s work389.

385  The archives include a lecture on equilibrium and lecture notes from Australia from 1917. They show that James, Janet, 
Bosanquet, and Freud playing important roles in Mayo’s teaching over the years.

386  Parsons was well acquainted with Seligman and his work.
387  Both articles have in this form been reprinted in the Early Essays (edited by Charles Camic)
388  Although quoted by Horkheimer in Eclipse of Reason (1997)
389  The respective handwritten draft of such a letter is preserved in the Harvard archives in a box titled HUG (FP) 42.41 
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In the letter he finishes with the note:

“In closing this letter, which has grown to larger propensities than I had intended when I began, may I make a request. I 

have just recently completed a draft of a study of certain aspects of Pareto’s sociology, which follows the line of thought and 

problems of your book very closely. […] It is about 135 doublespaced typewritten pages.”

The manuscript in question – he also handed material to Frank H. Knight390 – was no small project but 

a monograph of some proportion and ambition.

Parsons had begun to explore the option of publishing the manuscript titled “Pareto and the Problems 

of  Positivistic  Sociology”  (a  copy  of  which  is  in  the  Archives  HUG(FP)  42.41  Unpublished 

Manuscripts 1929 - 67  Box 1)391. 

Unpublished Manuscripts 1929 – 1967 in the Folder “Misc. Mss 1929 – 1933” 
This highly interesting letter can be summed up as such:
 It offers an initial general praise of the effort of MacIver and cites MacIver’s and Parsons’ common interests in pointing 
toward German thought, thus his book offers a “turning point in sociology”.
Parsons sees the emphasis in the most important distinction between “civilization” and “culture”, and “the explicit 
recognition of a primary place as a social factor for the cultural element”
(Though Parsons is somewhat critical of its general character as a textbook)
He stresses - and this is interesting, as this is very early in his Harvard years and certainly before his more intimate 
contact with Henderson, as we are talking about the years 1931 – 33 here (presumably 1931) – the fact that MacIver 
made an excellent point about the relation of society and its environment and the biological factor. Additionally, MacIver 
has managed not only to distinguish civilizational from  cultural spheres; but even did he make room for distinctions 
within civilization, such as:

- the sociological demarcation of the economic sphere
- a distinction between it and the technological and the political sphere

(We can possibly even go as far as seeing herein an early affirmation of Parsons’ later differentiation of sub-systems)
Upon this he comments: “your discussion helped me very much to clarify my own ideas.”
He then goes on to discuss these distinctions over several pages in respect of Toennies’ distinction Gemeinschaft und 
Gesellschaft.

390 In a letter from Spring 1932 [no other specific date was given]
Frank H. Knight comments on the opportunity to see Parsons’ Pareto script 
Frank Knight no date, handwritten
“Of course it will be a privilege to me to see your Pareto Ms, - how much help I can give is another question. I’ve 

wanted to know something about him Handman didn’t tell much in the Rice case book.
There is no one with whom I should like to have a discussion of things generally comparable to yourself.”

See: HUG FP 42.8.2. Correspondene and Related Papers 1923 – 1940 BOX 2
Folder Correspondence 1931 – 1932

391 In: HUG FP 42.8.2. Correspondene and Related Papers 1923 – 1940 BOX 2
Folder Correspondence 1931 – 1932

To Stanley Unwin, Managing Director
George Allen Unwin, Ltd.
London England
Sept 22nd, 1932
“My dear Mr. Unwin,
I am writing you on this rather long chance that you might be interested in taking for publication a sociological 

monograph I have recently completed. It is concerned with an analysis of the theories of Vilfredo Pareto, the Italian 
sociologist who was a Professor at Lausanne. The title is ‘Pareto and the Problems of Positivistic Sociology”.
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 It is in light of this manuscript that MacIver392 must have suggested Parsons contribute to the fledgling 

Journal. However, what was to happen was an episode beriddled with misunderstandings and we must 

assume a massive breach of academic protocol. 

It all starts pretty harmlessly, with Parsons writing to Aronson, after having had the inkling about the 

Journal and MacIver passing to Aronson the need to approach Parsons.
In: HUGFP 42.10 One Box  “Correspondence and Other Papers relating to Sociology of Medicine, 1934 – 36”

(…)
The general result is the discovery to which I have seen no reference anywhere else, of a fundamental bifurcation 

which runs throughout Pareto’s theory, being found in al his most important theoretical concepts and playing into the his 
interpretation of concrete social problems.

The first part is concerned with demonstrating the existence of this bifurcation 
And tracing it out in Pareto’s theoretical structure.
The second part takes up the question of its origin in the development of sociological thought, and its siginigicance 

[sic!]. The final thesis is that one side of the bifurcation represents the emergence of a social factor in Pareto’s thought, the 
role of values, which is totally incompatible with the positivistic tradition out of which he grew, and that his work represents 
a breakdown of the main structure of positivistic social theory, essentially from a process of self-criticism, quite analogous 
to that which ahs taken place in the physical sciences in the last generation.

I have already approached two American publishers without receiving encouragement.
(…)”
The referred Publishers were 
Macmillan Company who turned the ms down August 26th of 1932 and Harper&Brothers dismissal in August 23, 

1932.
If it is correct what I have been told by Prof. Stephen Kalberg in personal communication, that Unwin had 

expressed their reservations about Talcott Parsons’ translating Max Weber’s Protestant Ethic to Marianne Weber, who in 
turn insisted on Parsons. Their dismissal of the Pareto manuscript is no surprise, particularly as the story of the translation 
shows that the translation Parsons delivered was met with dissatisfaction by Unwin (see the full correspondence in: HUG 
(FP) 42.45.2 Box 1 “Manuscripts”; and Lawrence Scaff’s latest account of the story).

392 HUG FP 42.8.2.Correspondene and Related Papers 1923 – 1940BOX 2
Folder Correspondence 1931 – 1932
* On Oct. 18, 1932 By Robert MacIver
From Columbia NY ; Faculty of Political Science
On study of Pareto by T.P., answering letter from T.P. from Sept. 21st
MacIver writes: 
“I have now had time to read through your study of Pareto and I want to congratulate you warmly on the only 

really effective analysis, so far as I know, in English in the subject.
(…)
There are two minor points that would suggest might be considered.
I think it would be preferable to quote by section numbers than by pages, especially as you are using the French 

translation and an English translation is, I understand nearly ready.
(…)
In the earlier parts of the study, I think a certain amplification bringing in the use of Pareto’s own illustrative case 

would be helpful- 
This is particularly so in Section 2, Part I. For example, the distinction made on pages 5 and 6 (…).
(…)
I particularly like the concluding Sections 4 and 5 of Part II.
(…)
I am sending to Eveline Burns the manuscript.”
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To Moses Aronson,

Dept. of Philosophy. 

College of the City of New York

October 25 1934

“Dear Professor Aronson:

I wonder how the project for the Journal of Social Philosophy is developing. I did not reply before this to your second letter 

on account of both of the apparent uncertainty of the project and f the fact that I did not have at the time any manuscript in 

prospect which might suit your needs. Since then I have completed a paper which might be entitled: ‘Prolegomena to a 

Theory of Social Institutions’. It is a discussion of the methodological Problems underlying such a theory and an attempt to 

determine its place in sociology and in relation to some other social sciences. (…)”

The topic of social institutions was something Parsons wrote about and taught in classes at that time 

substantially. It was also the foundation of his Medical Study. Whether a paper on institutions was ever 

seriously considered by the editors is unclear, eventually Parsons agreed to write an article on Pareto. 

From now on the  problems began.  It  is  well  known that  Parsons  had  a  life-long and “incurable” 

tendency to extend the word-limits for texts as well as deadlines, which he was supposed to uphold. 

This is a typical case.

After some back and forth communication concerning the size of the manuscript, he finally seemed, to 

his own displeasure, have cut down the manuscript to what he deemed a substantial cut. He wrote to 

MacIver at Columbia on Dec 17, 1935 (see HUG (FP) 42.10) on his revision of the manuscript that 

with all the cuts he must insist on a new title for it: “Pareto’s Central Analytical Scheme” (the title 

would be final). He cautioned that with all those requests for cutting the article down in size, it became 

necessary to omit the material on Pareto’s empirical theories. Additionally, he had to skip both the 

Preface and a whole part of the first section, and thus, in this article, it is not possible to place Pareto in 

the history of sociology.

We can infer that the initial manuscript for ”Pareto’s Central Analytical Scheme” was substantially 

longer and had been definitely denied publication in this form by Aronson and MacIver.  There is a 

handwritten draft  contained in the archives  comprised of 93 pages,  a substantial  manuscript,  titled 

“Pareto and the Development of Social Theory” (HUG (FP) 15.75 Box 3 Manuscript of  Structure of  

Social Action in a Folder titled “Typescript Pareto and the Development of Social Theory”, which is – 

aside from being not a typescript, but in longhand - set between a manuscript titled “vs Max Lerner” 

and one of the two copies of the Memorandum for the Medical Study preserved in the archives. An 

actual “typescript” of 62 pages is contained in HUG (FP) 42.41 Unpublished Manuscripts 1929 – 67 
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Box 2 in the Folder Parsons Notes on Pareto c.1935, although we can safely assume it is from around 

1933. 

However, it seems those cuts were either too late or not extensive enough. Reviewing the subsequent 

exchange,  we must assume that Aronson took matters into his own hands.  Upon seeing the actual 

publication,  Parsons  wrote  very hastily  and  expressively  to  MacIver,  who  informed  his  colleague 

Aronson who in turn wrote to Parsons:
In HUG FP 42.8.2.Correspondene and Related Papers 1923 – 1940 BOX 2

Folder Correspondence 1931 – 1932

From Aronson on Feb 2, 1936:

“My dear Parsons, 

Professor MacIver was good enough to send me a copy of the reply he made to your letter of January the 29 th, wherein you 

complain of having been treated rather ‘shabbily’ by the Journal.

(…)”

Parsons answered swiftly to MacIver and Aronson, and it makes sense to reprint his letter here in its 

entirety:

In:

HUGFP 42.10

Folder  “Correspondence and Other Papers relating to Sociology of Medicine, 1934 – 36”

Parsons to MacIver on Feb 4, 1936

“I have your letter.

I am afraid that in writing to you immediately on my receipt of the Journal I let my feelings run away with me a bit. I should 

like to apologize for that. At the same time I should like to attempt to state my own position once more and then consider 

the incident closed. Of course I do not for a moment wish to question the propriety of you and Aronson publishing  my 

articles  at  the time an in the form which you thought best  served the interests of  the  Journal.  I  really have only one 

definitebcomplaint [sic!]: it is that I have not been informed of your decisions sufficiently far in advance of the appearance 

of either of the two issues. Aronson quite definitely asked me to write the Pareto article as a contribution to the symposium 

in the first issue, and I went to considerable trouble to get it in time. Immediately after receiving it he wrote to me about the 

difficulty it caused by its length, but said that he would like to publish the whole thing, hence to do nothing about reducing 

it until I heard from him. I heard nothin [sic!] about it until my receipt of the Journal itself and the gollowing [sic!] day your 

letter. I should have been perfectly willing to agree to its postponement, but it seems to me that I should have been informed 

of the decision sometime in advance of the appearance of the Journal.

Unfortunately, I have not kept either of your two previous letters about it. It is possible that they did not carry the definite 

statement that you intended it to appear in the second issue. At any rate they were phrased sufficiently vaguely that I gained 
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the definite impression that that was your intention. It is true that I kept the manuscript for purposes of revision pretty late. It 

seems to me, however, that if that lateness was the cause of the failure to print, it was only fair to have given me a warning 

that if I did not have it in your hands by a certain time it would not be possible to put it in the January issue. At any rate, I  

definitely feel that you should have given me some definite statement well in advance of the appearance of the second issue.

Having said this, I am quite content to let the matter rest and will not consider it as in any way affecting my future relations 

to the Journal. I understand, however, tha t [sic!] you do not intend to publish the article in April should like to be notified of 

any change in that intention. 

The other article Aronson sent back to me after what I understood to be a formal acceptance, for any revision I 

might care to undertake. That was very early in the summer and I have heard nothing further about intentions as to the time 

of publication. Would you be so kind as to inform me, or ask Aronson to, on two points: First, whether the  Journal still 

wishes to publish it. If  it does not, or does not wish it within, let us say, the next three issues I think I should like to 

withdraw it and seek another channel of publication. Second, if you still want to it I should like to know as soon as possible  

the probable time of publication, since I do wish to undertake a fairly thorough revision and would like to be able to plan it 

in relation to other demands in my time.

I hope that this will have clarified the situation.”

Two more pages not on proof-paper, but regular one:

“P.S. Since dictating the above letter I have received one from Aronson. As I said above I should very much like to consider 

the  incident  closed,  but  since  his  letter  contains  several  inaccuracies  of  statement  I  should  like  to  clear  myself. 

Unfortunately I have not kept al this correspondence, but I have been able to find the decisive letter. In his letter of Feb. 2 he 

says ‘we agreed upon an article of not longer than 8000 words –‘. In that of Sept. 10, written just after the receipt of my Ms  

‘ I am under the impression that we had arranged for it to be up to 10,000’. It seems to me that the earlier statement is more 

likely to represent the true arrangement, especially since it tallies wit my own recollection.

But this is the less important point. In the letter of Feb. 2 he says ‘ I immediately notified you that it was double the length 

we agreed upon, and that it would be necessary to cut it down. You were unable to perform that operation in time for the 

article in the October issue’  [] ‘surely you will not blame us for not having the October issue postponed indefinitely till 

you rewrote your contribution’. His memory  

here is definitely at fault as the following excerpts from the letter of Sept. 10th, the one to which he refers, prove: After 

stating that it is quite true, that it went considerably over the agreed length, he went on ‘ – If Catlin or any other article  

comes along, we’ll need just that 6,000 word difference Otherwise it can stand as it is’. Then later on ‘—and also think over 

the possibility of condensing the article into 10,000 words, in case that may be necessary, but please do not hasten to do the 

actual condensing  till you hear from me.  (my underlining) I not unnaturally interpreted this to mean he was considering 

publishing the article as it stood. I heard nothing further from him on the subject at all, and not further word of any kind 

from the journal until your letter of which I have spoken. O leave you to judge whether Aronson’s memory has not played 
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some tricks on him. I take it both from his letter and yours that the Pareto article is definitely to appear in the April issue. I  

am quite content to let it rest at that.

 With regard to the other article on institutions, there also seems to be some misunderstanding.  Aronson says, in his letter of 

Feb 2. that he returned it to me ‘with suggestion that it be cut down to 5000 words’ Unfortunately I do not have his letter,  

but I have no recollection of any suggestion at all as to its length, only that he suggested some polishing, and giving me an 

opportunity for any revision I might care to undertake

Whatever the original agreement may have been, however, I estimate the article as it stands to be a little over 10,000 words. 

To cut it in half would emasculate it beyond recognition. In working it over I should be glad to attempt to cut t down 

somewhat, probably about 8000. If you feel you would be unable to print one that long I think I had better withdraw it., as I 

am fairly sure I could get it printed elsewhere. In any case I should like to know just what issue you would like to have it 

ready for.

I feel that this has been an unfortunate incident, but although I quite gladly apologize for the tone of my recent letter I 

cannot feel that there is no case on my side. Evidently a good deal of trouble has been due to misunderstanding. To prevent 

that, however, I mught [sic!] make tow suggestions. One is that the Editors of the Journal should be as explicit with their 

contributors as possible about times for publication and especially deadlines for having manuscripts ready for the press, also 

arrangements about length of articles etc.  Second to avoid, to avoid misunderstanding, or to correct them when they arise, it 

would certainly be useful to have copies of correspondence. I think I should have proved above that Aronson remembered 

his own arrangements inaccurately. If he has files to disprove my statements, I should be glad to take them back. But the 

decisive letter, of Sept. 10 is hand written and presumably he has no record of it.

Sincerely

I am writing Aronson telling him that I have given you a full account of my side of the thing.”

On a professional level, certainly, this did not cut ties between MacIver and Parsons but we’d be safe to 

assume that this episode shifted Parsons’ loyalties, concerning senior colleagues he would consult in 

further projects, effectively excluding MacIver as a principal adviser for the Structure manuscript (and 

the Pareto chapter)

The Medical Study.
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Parsons  became more  cautious  regarding  the  advise  of  others  (specifically senior  scholars),   their 

criticism and power over his manuscripts. This is important if one wanted to find out, how influential 

people  actually  were  on  Parsons  and  how  he  began  to  realize  what  constraints ruled  academic 

publication This was equally true of his next two projects.

Parsons had begun to think of the project of a Medical Study focused on the doctor-patient relationship. 

It is generally assumed that this was after finishing the Structure manuscript and Parsons was looking 

for another project. But the exchange from 1935 is yet mentioned by Larry Nichols (2001). And the 

archive posits the emergence of the medical project around the time of the production of manuscript.

“Finishing”  the  Structure  manuscript  is  sketchy  itself.  There  were  several  versions  and  several 

revisions. But it would be safe to say sometime between 1935 and 1937. We could settle, say around 

the  date  that  Parsons  had  been  handed  a  sharp  critique  by  Sorokin  in  the  Fall  of  1935393.  

If  it  were  the  case  that  the  Medical  study  was  the  project  Parsons  had  intended  only  after  the 

completion of the book on theory, certain things wouldn’t ad up.

Obviously Parsons had begun thinking about the project around 1933, because he entered a plea to the 

Committee on Research in the Social Sciences in early 1934 for financing of such a project.

 The committee answered:

See HUG FP 42.8.2. Box 2 “Correspondene and Related Papers 1923 – 1940”

Folder Correspondence 1931 – 1932

From the Committee

Feb 20, 1934

“I am pleased to inform you that the committee has voted you a grant not to exceed $850 for your research on “The Control 

of Social Institutions Over the Medical Profession” for the fiscal year 1934-5”

 

From the adjoining correspondence we must assume the situation to be as thus:

 In  quick  succession  Parsons  drew  up  two  projects.  One  being  his  “pet  project”  on  introducing 

European writers into the American discourse – we should bear in mind that he had just finished a 

book,  the  unpublished  book  on  Pareto,  when  he  embarked  on  a  “Study  of  Recent  European 

393  Such a letter is preserved in HUGFP 42.8.2 Box 2 “Correspondence and related Papers 1923 – 40 
In the Folder “Dept. 1935-36” (in the same box in other folders are other people’s reactions to the ms from 1936, as F.H. 
Knights, or E.Y. Hartshorne’s).
That in the spring of 1935 he was far from finished and still convinced of entailing Simmel into mix, can be seen in a 
letter to Hartshorne (see Appendix III.)
In the same part of the Parsons’ Papers we find discussed Parsons projects he considered doing after the completion of 
Structure: Either a Study of Medieval Clergyman or of the English Judicial System
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Sociological Theory” (as it was officially referred to at that time) obviously at some point between 

1931 and 1933 – but presumably closer to 1933, and certainly the actual manuscript was begun way 

later (according to correspondence).

At this stage, he create his empirical project, the Medical Study. One way or the other, he applied with 

the empirical project and got it financed properly.  He invested a substantial amount of work into both 

projects394, wanting  to go ahead with speed395.

Speed was however something that was out of question, covering two projects of such size; so it is not 

surprising that over more than two years later, Parsons was still at it, asking for more money396, while 

having worked intensively on the medical project – he spent a good part of 1935 interviewing doctors 

394  It was even the reason for his asking for leave of absence in 1934 for the subsequent academic year
HUG FP 42.8.2. BOX 2 Correspondence and Related Papers 1923 – 1940
Folder Correspondence Academic 1934-35
To Dean Kenneth B. Murdock
Faculty of Arts and Sciences,
November 23, 1934
Plea for sabbatical leave for 1935-6
“The purpose for asking for leave is primarily to work on a research project concerning the relation of social 

institutions to the medical profession which I have begun this fall under a grant from the Harvard Committee on Research in 
the Social Sciences. (…)”

395 How mixed up the situation  became for Parsons can be seen from his efforts to shift funds in between both projects: 
Folder Correspondence 1934

HUG FP 42.8.2. BOX 2 Correspondence and Related Papers 1923 – 1940
Folder Correspondence 1931 – 1932
To Committee on Research in the Social Sciences:
“Dear Sirs,
Due to pressure of other work it has been impossible to get the manuscript of my study of Recent European 

Sociological Theory to a point where I can have the bulk of writing done before the end of the fiscal year. 
I plan, however, to devote the whole summer to the actual writing and, as practically all the research is done, 

should be able to finish it by September, which I very much wish to do to be free for the other project for which the 
Committee has been kind enough to grant me funds.

In view of these circumstances, and the fact that there is no way of carrying part of my grant over into the next 
fiscal year, I should like to announce my intention of letting about $100 of my grant lapse, and at the same time apply to the 
Committee for a supplementary grant in its place of $100 to cover the expense of typing my manuscript and getting it into 
shape for publication.”

396 Folder Correspondence Academic 1934-35
HUG FP 42.8.2. BOX 2 Correspondence and Related Papers 1923 – 1940
From Committee on Research in the Social Sciences:
March 2 1936
“At its annual meeting on February 28, the Committee on Research in the Social Sciences 
voted to grant you a sum not to exceed $250 for your research on the Informal Institutional Control in the Medical 

Profession and a sum not to exceed $200 for your research on the Comparative Study of the Leading Professions in the 
United States and Europe for the fiscal year 1936 -37.  Subject to the approval of the Corporation. This money will be 
available for your use July 1, 1936.”
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in Boston and travelled to clinics in Baltimore and elsewhere to speak to several hospital doctors and 

review the situation first hand (all of which is documented by numerous letters contained in a box in 

the Harvard archives, labelled

HUGFP 42.10 “Correspondence and Other Papers relating to Sociology of Medicine, 1934 – 36” in the 

FOLDER “Correspondence”397, which contains for the most part: the yellow proof-paper from Parsons 

letters.

The question we have to ask ourselves is, where does L.J. Henderson come into the story:

When exactly Henderson happens to be in the picture is not entirely clear. The first hint we may have is 

a note in longhand from Henderson to Parsons. It’s dated a Dec.24th, and presumably the year is 1933. 
In HUG(FP) 42.10.:

Handwritten Note from 

L.J. Henderson on Dec. 24 (Head: 4 Willard Street Cambridge)

 “Dear Parsons, I send you this because I fear to forget it.

On  doctor’s  altruisms.  There  is  a  very  important  residue  observable  in  most  people’s  actions  which  amounts  to  the 

manipulation of a sentiment to help when a man immediately needs help because he can’t or will not help himself, e.g. when 

() .

This is strong in doctors. They also have another strong residue which may be () on duty.

This is reinforced by professional tradition etc.

Personally I think that neither is much () with the sentimentalist commonly consistent with the () altruism or with the 

desire to do good in general  or with deviations. Each comes into play in the concrete situations. Sentimentality may lead by the 

choice of the profession, but the practice mostly kills it. An exception Richard Cabot.

Yours sincerely,

L.J Henderson”

Henderson went on to work in aid of Parsons’ project  quickly by helping to secure meetings with 

doctors as the following letter from Parsons to Arlie Bock398 suggests:

In HUG(FP) 42.10.:

To Dr. Arlie V. Bock,

Cambridge, Mass

January 7, 1935

397  The folder bears an Accession Number #10044, which according to the finding aid, refers to an accession made by 
Charles Parsons in 1984. I am indebted to Renee Fox and Victor Lidz for illuminating the importance in American health 
care in the 1930s of some of the correspondents.

398  Arlie Bock (1888-1984) ran Harvard’s Health Services in the 1930s and was a personal friend of Henderson.
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“Dear Dr. Bock:

I understand from Professor Henderson that he has spoken to you about my study of certain of the social aspects of medical 

practice. If it is convenient for you, I should very much appreciate an opportunity in the near future of talking to you about 

it. At present during reading period, I have practically no fixed engagements, so I could se you almost any time at your 

convenience(…)”

It is after this point, that Parsons begins to mix up both projects, by introducing Henderson and his 

Pareto-expertise also to the very project that would become Structure. And mutually he brings Pareto 

into his medical project.

In HUG(FP) 42.10.:

To L.J. Henderson

May 16, 1935   

“Dear Prof. Henderson:

I have lately been occupied with the revision which amounts to an almost complete rewriting of my study of Pareto. It is to 

appear as one of the principal parts of a larger book. When it is finished, which should be in a couple of weeks. I should 

very much like to submit it to you for your criticism, if you are willing. The changes will, I think, bring it considerably into 

accord with your own view than was the first version. I am taking the position that the logical difficulties in which I am 

mainly interested emerge into importance only at a relatively advanced stage in the analysis. Whatever you may think, I 

shall very greatly value your criticisms.

I  have also arrived at  some general  theoretical  ideas  relative to my medical  study which I  should very much like an 

opportunity to talk over with you sometime. It concerns a way of relating the classification of types of social relationship in 

which I outlined to you with the Paretian concept of equilibrium. It seems to me a very promising theoretical point of 

departure and I shall be greatly interested in your opinion. Perhaps it would be possible to combine a discussion of the two 

things, if you are not planning to leave Cambridge too soon. With the exception of the few days in the first week of June, I 

expect to be here until about the fifteenth.”

 

Including Parsons later  accounts and most commentaries in  regard to approaching Henderson it  is 

always portrayed that he did so in the context of the manuscript of Structure and the discussion of the 

Pareto chapter. However, the correspondence tells the story rather differently. Parsons had approached 

Henderson in light of the Medical Study and then broke the news to him that he was working on 

another study, a theoretical project, which dealt with Pareto.  This project dealt with the question of a 

price-regulation and the respect/self-respect economy between doctor and patient, the medical service 
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was no business like any other; thus, the application of the “equilibrium” seemed like an interesting 

idea.

Parsons drafted a new memorandum, which he sent to Henderson, but at that stage he was already 

apologizing that the theoretical project had to take precedence, which indicates that Henderson seemed 

to actually care intensely about the medical project.

In HUG(FP) 42.10.:

To L.J. Henderson

October 31, 1935

“Unfortunately, due to finishing my other book of which you know, I have not had much time this fall to devote to my 

medical project. I shall, however, soon be at it intensively. As a preliminary to that, I have just drafted a very brief and 

hence, I fear, rather inadequate, methodological memorandum. It does, however, state the main outline of the conceptual 

scheme in terms of which I propose to approach the intensive field work of the study. I should very much like to have your 

opinion of the ideas and, after you have read the memorandum, to have a talk with you about it. I enclose a copy.

Since I am on leave of absence this half year, I have very few fixed engagements and would be free to see you almost any 

time at your convenience. Perhaps you would either telephone me or drop me a note as to the best time?”

Henderson in turn made suggestions to the memorandum.
In HUG(FP) 42.10.:

To Professor L.J. Henderson

Morgan Hall

Harvard School of Business Administration

Feb 4, 1936

“Dear Prof. Henderson:

I have followed your suggestion of drawing up a set of aphoristic remarks on some points which have seemed to me so far 

to be important  in connection with my medical  study.  I  enclose a copy and should be very glad indeed to have your 

comments on it. Perhaps you will think it too theoretical even for the purpose which you suggested – circulation among a 

few of the most intelligently self-conscious medical men. If you think it best I should be very glad to attempt to revise it.”

And in this regard he wrote material in letters such as this, weighing his options, as to which matters 

best to pursue:
To Prof. E.B. Wilson
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Boston

Feb 4, 1936

“(…) At present I am rather disposed against following your suggestion about the fellowship.(...)

Following another suggestion of Dr.Henderson’s, I have drawn up another document relative to my medical study. It is not a 

systematic  account  at  all  but  a  set  of  more  or  less  rambling  observations  which  attempt  to  convey  some  principal 

impressions I have so far received (…)”

Just by looking over the memoranda, their language, the applied theoretical concepts, there is no doubt 

that  they  were  conceptually  conceived  before  Parsons  had  worked  intensively  on  the  Structure 

manuscript. The medical study bears the markings of works from the earliest of the 1930s, as published 

in the  Early Essays (edited by Charles Camic), but also resonate highly with his Lecture Notes on 

Social Institutions from the earliest of the 1930s.

The adjoining question we have to ask, concerning the role of Henderson must be, what the actual 

nature of that role is.

 Commentators familiar with the history of the sociology of medicine point to Henderson’s work on the 

relation of doctor-patient. Among several reprints of articles from the 1920s and 1930s on medical 

matters in the Parsons Papers there is also contained a copy of Henderson’s piece on the relation:

Reprint from New England Journal of Medicine

Vol. 212 No.18 May 2 1935

“Physician and Patient as a Social System”

An address delivered at the Harvard Medical School Colloquium, Vanderbilt Hall Dec. 20, 1934

( In:

HUGFP 42.10 One Box  “Correspondence and Other Papers relating to Sociology of Medicine, 1934 – 

36”

Folder 1 [Reprints and Clippings Related to Parsons Work Sociology of Medicine] 

Accession No.    acs # 11842 (by R.Fox))

 The odd thing is that Henderson, before this speech from Dec. 1934 has (in his writings at least) never 

addressed the question of doctor-patient relationship.

See the chronology of his bibliography, the first such work appears as:
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- Science, Logic, and Human Intercourse. Harvard Business Review, April 1934: 317-327, 

- Physician and Patient as a Social System. New England Journal of Medicine 212  (1935): 819-823,

- The Practice of Medicine as Applied Sociology. Trans. Assoc. Amer. Physicians 51  (1936): 8-22

Since the first date we presumably have on Parsons and Henderson conversing over the project is from 

Dec. 24th, 1933, we may be able to open the two following lines of interpretation:

Either Parsons heard Henderson speak on the occasion of Dec.20th,1934 and approached him thereafter, 

sensing a common interest and this was the initiation of their dialogue, which led to Henderson also 

helping Parsons with his Pareto-chapter in Structure as a “collateral effect”.

Or, and that would be quite a provocative thought, Henderson had not even thought of working on the 

doctor-patient  relationship  in  the  way he later  wrote  about  it  before being  approached by Parsons 

sometime 1933/4 (a date undocumented by the material available in the archives). And it was the senior 

Henderson who took some of Parsons’ ideas, synthesized them with his theoretical views and marked 

them as his own. Which Parsons, the junior scholar, had to bow to, which would explain why Parsons 

in  later  years  may have  been  giving  an  inconsistent  account  of  the  story,  not  wanting  to  tarnish 

Henderson.

Of course,  the present  study would suggest  that  both men,  sharing  a  similar  intellectual  frame of 

reference  merely  reinforced  the  ideas  of  one  another.  But  this  provides  future  accounts  of  the 

relationship of Parsons and Henderson with a much richer and entirely new narrative

Setting nature and genesis of the Henderson-Parsons right would have the most profound effect on the 

narrative of the general intellectual development of Parsons and his “conceptual histories”. Without a 

more thorough investigation of the embeddedness of concepts such as equilibrium, the history of ideas 

and a more detailed inspection into the material  available from the archives to get  the intellectual 

biography right, our understanding of scholars Parsons will be less comprehensive.

What happened to the medical study in the 1930s?

In the second volume of the Life of Mind (2002: 344ff.), Hannah  Arendt introduces her readers to an 

author who was able to bridge  the French and American discourse in the 1930s and who became an 

agent of change for Harvard in 1936, which created new opportunities and equally new constraints in 

the  constellations Parsons was working in. This agent is the historian and Aquinas-scholar Etienne 

Gilson.
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Gilson is a shining figure among science historians and is, among other things, known as the scholar 

who coined the term of the “age of commentators”, still a famous for its use as a provocation in Michel 

Foucault’s Les Mots et les choses.  Gilson was the most vital force at the Harvard tercentenary in 1936 

(see the account in Elliot 1999399). This event cast ripples through the history of American scholarship, 

including Parsons’ early years at Harvard. Parsons was not oblivious to Thomist scholarship. Among 

the courses he intended to visit at the university of Heidelberg in the 1920s were dogmatic history with 

Hans von Schubert,  a  renowned expert  on medieval  church history,  and religious  philosophy with 

Jaspers. Among his Heidelberg friends, with whom kept in contact for many years, was one Gerhard 

Nebel. Nebel,  a friend of Ernst Jünger and also a very difficult character in the context of history and 

personally400. He was a theologist and philological writer, sometimes a Social Democrat, sometimes a 

Faschist. But unlike many in Heidelberg he was neither Weberian or Georgian (reference to the Weber- 

399  The tercentenary is used as one example to illustrate Harvard’s supposedly ill-fated relation to German fascism. As 
illustrated by Stephen Norwood (2004),  in the abstract of his provocative article: “Harvard University administration 
during the 1930s, led by President James Bryant Conant, ignored numerous opportunities to take a principled stand 
against the Hitler regime and its antisemitic outrages, and contributed to Nazi Germany's efforts to improve its image in 
the West. Its lack of concern about Nazi antisemitism was shared by many influential Harvard alumni and student 
leaders. In warmly welcoming Nazi leaders to the Harvard campus, inviting them to prestigious, high-profile social 
events, and striving to build friendly relations with thoroughly Nazified universities in Germany, while denouncing those 
who protested against these actions, Harvard's administration and many of its student leaders offered important 
encouragement to the Hitler regime as it intensified its persecution of Jews and expanded its military strength.” (abstract 
from ProjectMuse: http://museweb01-pub.mse.jhu.edu/login?
uri=/journals/american_jewish_history/v092/92.2norwood.pdf retrieved April 2009.
There are many dignitaries and former foreign Harvard student who ended up in league with the Nazi regime for various 
reasons. In 1933 – 1937 it was not as clear as it is in retrospect that Harvard should have immediately cut ties with its 
German alumnis. Several decisions that actually were made by the Lowell administration had to be carried out by 
Conant who became President in 1933. Additionally, Elliot (1999)  offers a more comlplicated account, e,g. the rejection 
by Conant of a donation from the Nazi Ernst Hanfstaengl. Conant who was just made President had to navigate a thinner 
line of politics than for example colleagues in Europe who could easily refuse to participate in the 550th anniversary of 
Heidelberg’s university. After its own tercentenary had passed, Harvard was free to abstain from sending delegates to 
German celebrations, such as the Goettingen bicentenary (Elliot 1999: 159). Organizing the tercentenary was filled with 
problems with the Nazi regime on the one hand and critical voices in the US on the other. As historians we should try 
and avoid to pass a moral judgment in hindsight and try and recover the actual situation of a deciding agent, such as 
Conant within the situation. Elliott seems to have accomplished a better job that several others. 

400  And with an incredibly difficult to decipher long-hand. There are several letters preserved in the Parsons’ Archives at 
Harvard. They are close to unreadable..
Very few of his published works have received attention of late. A German edition of at least some essays has been made 
available again  in 2000 (Nebel 2000).
See also the depiction by Erik Lehnert (2004) who calls Nebel the “guardian of the normative” (Wächter des 
Normativen). Coincidentally, a charge on occasion made against Parsons. But, what may be the right description for the 
authoritarian scholar and follower of Jünger and Carl Schmitt, Gerhard Nebel; the same label is a misconception in the 
case of  Parsons. Parsons himself opposed any form of authoritarianism. Just because he was not fond of Marxism, 
knowing quite well that its internal contradictions led to totalitarianism Stalin-style, this made him a target for the 68-
Leftist generation and scholars such as Gouldner. Men, who were mostly settling grudges, and used the political climate 
to promote their own personal fame.
That Parsons was investigated while in London in the 1950s fro being close to Leftists by the McCarthyists and later 
deemed a Normativistic member of the authoritarian establishment by the 68-generation scholars is one of the most 
peculiar examples of irony in intellectual history.
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and the Stefan-George-Circle). Instead, an essay on George written by (Nebel 2000) reveals that he 

admired both scholars equally. In that respect, he follows Edgar Salin who also admired both equally 

(not all historians may agree and prefer Salin in one or “either drawer”401 (see also Lepenies 2002: 311 

– 357)).

Parsons  had  discussions  on  Aquinas  with  his  student  and  friend  Edward  Hartshorne.,  which  is 

documented  in  letters  in  respect  of   Hartshorne’s  comments  on  the  manuscript  for  Strucutre.  His 

extensive comments include a variety of philosophical aspects from Aristotelianism, Platonism and 

Thomism. At around the same time Gilson’s influence became apparent in the Harvard intellectual 

scene after his James-Lectures and participation in the tercentenary in 1936. Abandoning his medical 

study, Talcott Parsons and his friend Carl Friedrich entered a joint request for funding through Harvard 

for research projects on Medieval Clergy. Parsons and Friedrich were obviously to trying to “jump on 

the train” that Gilson had set in motion.

(see HUGFP 42.8.2 Folder Correspondence 1938)

However, the study was not for nothing. The doctor-patient relationship, the sick-role, and several other 

ideas reappeared in The Social System (1951) and became household concepts in Parsons work and 

sociology at large. What is lesser known is that Parsons already introduced these ideas in early versions 

within memoranda concerning the project in 1934/5 and in lectures in Henderson’s “Concrete 

Sociology” targeting a medical audience.

The memoranda and the lectures show that Parsons was working within a conceptual frame of 

reference that included a) the content matter of the “social institutions” courses he taught at Harvard, 

which was part of the American sociological mainstream, b) reference to the “European authors” 

Weber, Durkheim, and Pareto, as well as their intellectual heritage, c) ideas that Parsons would become 

famous for in the future such as the role –concept and the relation to “prestige”, and c) psycho-somatic 

medicine. See for example the “Memorandum to secure financing of the project” (HUG FP 

15.2.Correspondence 1930 – 59):

It is titled: “Sketch of a proposed study of the informal functioning of social institutions as an agency of control over 

individual interests and activities of members of the Medical Profession”

The “sketch” begins with the following statement:

“Considerable preoccupation with the problems of economic individualism and laissez-faire, both from an economic and 

sociological point of view, has led me to the tentative view that an ‘individualistic’ order, that is, one in which the activities 

of individuals, ostensibly in pursuit of their own interests, are relatively free from control by the state and other such 

401  In German, this is the typical Schubladendenken, that comes with hyperspecialization and bureaucratization.
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specific organized agencies, cannot be understood in a state of smoothly functioning order in terms of the interplay of these 

individual interests alone. On the contrary, such an order seems to be dependent for its very existence and stability on the 

existence of a framework of essentially normative and controlling rules of a basically different order of reality than 

‘interests’ and if entirely different causal origin. This framework of normative rules regulating social relations I call 

Institutions. Only within such an institutional framework is the pursuit of individual interests compatible with the stability 

and prosperity of society. This central attitude toward ‘economic individividualism’ [sic!] is one of the most striking 

outcomes of highly important developments of recent sociological theory, notably in the work of Emile Durkheim and Max 

Weber.” (ibid.)

Parsons hopes to elucidate the phenomenon why doctors, who could easily exploit their patients, actually do not do so.

“Something must prevent this degenerating into sheer robbery.

Thus it is clear, on the basis of the basis of facts of common knowledge, alone, that, while possessing in general the formal 

structure of competitive individualism, medical practice must be subject to a series of controls limiting the free play of 

individual interest” (ibid.)

A second, hand-written draft for a memorandum is contained in

HUG FP 15.2.Correspondence 1930 – 59 Box 16 Folder Medical professions study (M.D.)

It seems to be from around 1934. While there is no exact date on the sheets, the context  Parsons refers to allows for this 

judgment call:

“The following is a set of aphoristic remarks in terms of which I have summoned up some of the principal impressions so 

far gained from the beginnings of a sociological study of medical practice” (ibid.)

Additionally, the paper that was used are sheets of Amherst College paper (according to the letter head). 

Some remarks on the relationship between doctor and patient are remarkable for the purpose of a memorandum:

“The doctor specifically contrasts his attitude with the profit motive of normal business relations. The only interest allowed 

in the ideal to compete with the patients welfare is that in scientific research.”

[…]

There is a widespread feeling in medical circles that the economic aspect of relations with the patient constitutes the point at 

which the several strains are put on the doctor’s standards of medical ethics. The danger is that the doctor shall take 

advantage of the patient’s ignorance for his won benefit.

More specifically, fee splitting is often cited as the unethical practice par excellence. It is a curious circumstance, however, 

that those who have said this to me have also said that they have had nor personal experience with it, no temptation to do it,

[…]

There is an almost equally wide agreement that many patients and patient’s families put strong pressure on doctors to take 

measures which are therapeutically unsound, unnecessary, wasteful, of positively harmful. The conscientious doctor is 

continually having to resist this pressure, often at the risk of loosing patients and their fees

[…]

From the doctor’s side the term more frequently used to denote the proper attitude of the patient toward him is ‘confidence.’

[…]
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From the patient’s side his reasons for consulting the doctor may be analyzed into two components which may be present in 

varying proportion. On the one hand he has certain specific complaints from which he seeks relief, aches, pains, disabilities 

and the like. On the other hand the specific complaints arouse further fears and apprehensions. For these he seeks relief but 

generally in the form not of treatment but of ‘knowledge.’

He needs above all to know where he stands. It is largely this latter point which differentiates the patient from the buyer of 

goods or ordinary services.

[…]

This knowledge is something for which the patient must depend on another – otherwise there is no occasion to turn to the 

doctor. Moreover, it cannot be effective unless the patient believes in it

[…]

Hence the doctor’s disinterestedness is in this respect the correlate of the patient’s confidence.

[…]

Insofar as the patient comes to the doctor for knowledge a dilemma is created by the fact that in a good many cases the 

doctor does not himself know. This is a gap which, in a social context, must somehow be bridged.

[…]

The subjective ‘confidence’ which is here in question my be imparted by means other than scientific knowledge

[…]

His basis is the character and reputation of those on whose judgement he relies.

[…]

In order to create confidence, the doctor must possess something, a quality which may be tentatively called ‘prestige. A 

large part of this prestige is that enjoyed by science. The doctor 

Is scientifically trained and in possession of the ’wonderful’ knowledge and techniques of modern science. This prestige of 

science must be clearly distinguished from a knowledge of science on the part of the patient. It is, in Pareto’s terms, ‘non-

logical’. The relation between what the patient believes can be accomplished by applied science and what actually can, 

especially by his particular doctor, is problematical. Would the truth in this respect destroy the patient’s confidence?

[…]

The main emphasis in medicine and in the training of its practitioners has been on those aspects of human pathology which 

could be understood and treated in terms understandable through the biological and physical sciences. At the same time 

there is

Increasingly wide recognition of the importance of a psychic factor or factors in the genesis even of somatic symptoms to 

say nothing of mutual disorders.

[…]

There can be no doubt that the doctor-patient relationship itself has an important bearing on the psychic factor in disease. 

That is, in so far as the doctor, consciously or unconsciously influences the patient’s mental attitudes he is thereby 

influencing the disease itself. Of course the importance of this element may vary very widely from case to case.

[…]

An indirect influence  may also be important in this case. IN particular when children are sick the doctor’s influence on the 
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mental attitudes of the parents, especially the mother, is often a most important factor.

 […]

There is an important connection between the doctor’s function as craftsman and as creator of confidence. In a situation of 

vague apprehension with a sense of impending danger the most important thing is the feeling that something is ‘being done’ 

about it. The fact that the doctor carries out tangible manipulations has a very important effect in creating confidence. So 

much is this so that physicians are often in danger of losing patients’ confidence when they omit their manipulations. This is 

one main source of the pressure on the doctor to do unnecessary things. It is essentially the same 

kind of situation which give rise to magic.” (ibid.)

On the whole, Parson is following a plan for his research:

Box 16 Folder Medical professions study (M.D.) Handwritten Notes 

“Doctor-Doctor Relation.

I Line toward commercialism:

Regulation of competition

A. No direct price competition

B. No advertising

C. No direct competition for patients – patients’ free choice

D. Limitations on mutual criticism before patients

E. Self-government + discipline of profession as opposed to regulation by outside agency

II Line toward Personal 

A. Nepotism

1. In admitting younger men to opportunities

III Line toward Humanitarian

A. Mutual professional pressure toward dispensing of charity

B. Medical trends toward general social reform

IV Professional status within Profession

V Dignity of Profession in Community

Doctor-Patient Relation

I. Professionalism – Commercialism

a. Financial Relations

i. Fee-splitting

ii.No of visits

iii. Care in work

iv. Bargaining vs. professional dignity

v. Overcharges

vi. Unnecessary operations
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b. Advertising

i. Open

ii. Indirect 

c. Professional Dignity

i. Bargaining

II Professional Person

a. Professional Dignity

i. Alcohol

ii. Acceptance of Guest status

iii. Equal social treatment of pts.

b. Professional Secrecy  - One gossips to+about friends

c. Impartiality between patients

d. Sex

i. Overt 

ii. Indirect

e. Inhibitions of mixing professional elements in a personal relationship

i. Will not treat own family

ii.Separate compartments.

f. General atmosphere of ‘workanship.’ –Lack of emotional involvement

III Professional Humanitarian

a. Inhibitions against ‘ reforming’ pt. “Doctors’ ‘conservatism’”

b. Strict Limitation of purpose

c. Sentiment Dr. must “make a living”

General

Functional Background of Professionalism

I Science – expertness

a. Objectivity – distinguished attitude

b. Degree of subjective certainty of Dr. 

‘adequacy’ of knowledge relative to need.

c. Confidence’ on part of pt.+family

Lack of technical competence. Hence must rest on ‘character’ + ‘reputation’ of Dr. + subjective 

impression of pt.

II Therapeutic value of relation

a. Conscious – Psychiatry and psychoanalysis

b. Unconscious – ‘Dependence’ of pt on Dr for
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i. Confession

ii.Sense of Security

III Values independent of therapy

a. Death-bed comfort pt+family

b. Dr. as a general adviser.”

This outline will seem familiar to readers of the Social System (1951) as well as readers of Action 

Theory and the Human Condition (1978). In short, there are many continuous currents in Parsons’ 

work. They owe themselves less to ingenuity than they actually do to Parsons interlocutors and the 

intellectual climate of the early twentieth century. Even if Parsons abandoned the actual study, the 

conceptual frame of reference and style of reasoning remained the same.
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Towards a common language

The War years and their aftermath necessitated many intellectual and structural changes in the 

intellectual Harvard environment and American sociology. Many events were hitting close to Parsons’ 

intellectual and departmental locales (An overview Gerhardt 1991, 2002).

Parsons had taken over the Committee on American Morale and further impressed R.B. Perry. Perry 

remained influential in the Harvard environment and, of course, the Harvard war effort in the Defense 

Group, and chaired the committee on Postwar International Problems. 

Parsons’s friend C.J. Friedrich left an equally positive impression and both men gained influence in 

Harvard’s political structure. 

When Harvard sought to reform its curriculum in the 1940s to adjust for the political and social climate 

of the post-war and early Cold War era while trying to harness funding from third parties such as the 

Carnegie and the Rockefeller Foundation, Sorokin’s sociological department, like many others, fell 

under scrutiny. The moment for Parsons and his associates to push for their agenda of a “unity of the 

social sciences” was at hand. This agenda had an institutional aspect – the successor of Henderson’s 

and Mayo’s human relations movement: the Department of Social Relations – and a conceptual aspect 

in the creation of a common frame of reference – the “successor”-version of the teleomechanic 

program: a “common language for the social sciences”. 

The creation of the Social Relations Department is nicely accounted for by Larry Nichols (1998) and 

Barry Johnston (1998), even if the origins of the process to “depose” Sorokin402 and create the 

Department as the successor to Mayo’s and Henderson’s Human Relations movement may be found 

around 1941 and not 1943, if we take the actual correspondence between Parsons and Allport (HUGFP 

15.2 Box 1) into account.

The original Department of Sociology was created in 1931 (1931), under the auspice of President of 

Harvard Lowell. It consisted of Sorokin, Richard Clarke Cabot, and James Ford

as professors, Carle C. Zimmerman as associate professor, Carl S. Josyln and

Talcott Parsons as instructors, and W. Lloyd Warner and Paul Pigors as

Tutors (Johnston 1998).Parson career had not significantly moved ahead by 1936. A probationary 

instructor who should already have moved on to assistant professor, based on his extensive schedule of 

402  I am deeply indebted to Larry Nichols for intensive conversations during the ASA conference 2008, which offered 
confirmations and insights.
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teaching, a long list of publications, and a manuscript version of The Structure of Social Action in the 

hands of his department head  Sorokin, Parsons was long ripe for promotion. Additionally, he had an 

independent network of power with a group of

"outside members" (Johnston 1998) who held a significant portion of the voting rights and informal 

influence with Lowell’s successor Conant. Conant was never “friendly” with Sorokin (Nichols 1998, 

2001), instead he invited the “institutional nobody” Parsons to attend several formal and informal 

dinners and social occasions there are various invitations and notes to that regard in the Parson Papers. 

Aside from these privileged ties to President James B. Conant through L.J. Henderson (Conant's wife's 

uncle) he also found an ally in  the Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, Paul H. Buck. His 

relationships with other Harvard notables have become the stuff of legend: Crane Brinton, Joseph 

Schumpeter, Edwin F. Gay,  and Arthur M. Schlesinger, Sr. He actively participated in important 

discussion groups in and outside of Harvard including the Saturday Club (Johnston 1998) with Gordon 

Allport and Henry A.Murray, Clyde Kluckhohn. 

Gordon Allport (1897 – 1967), younger brother of Harvard social psychologist Floyd Allport was a 

man of broad psychological interests who prepared his PhD under Hugo Muensterberg. He 

collaborated, among others, with Edward Boring ( a former student of Titchener).

Personality theory, attitudes, and the study of prejudice were among the core themes of Allport’s 

research. In 1951, he was voted the second most influential force in the history of personality theory by 

his colleagues – the first was Sigmund Freud.

Henry A. Murray (1893 – 1988), founder of the Boston Psychoanalytic Society, was a polymath (like 

George Sarton) and a psychoanalyst. He received a Ph.D. in biochemistry from Cambridge University, 

which fostered his life-long interest in the biological and psychological aspects of humanity.

After a supposedly life-altering experience in meeting Karl Gustav Jung, he returned to the US and 

began to study psychology and was the director of the Harvard Psychological Clinic since 1928.

Johnston (1998) concludes that both, Allport and Murray, “found themselves in a theoretically hostile 

department”, which was originally founded as the Department of Philosophy and Psychology in 1875 

by William James. Originally, it supported “high-quality work in experimental psychology”  and 

“by1934, the then-independent department was split into two factions (Johnston): "biotropes" and 

"sociotropes." The former aspired to advance a scientific psychology based on the experimental 

method. The latter preferred a humanistic, ameliorative approach emphasizing social psychological and 

psychoanalytical traditions” The department's first chairperson, Edwin G. Boring, a prominent historian 
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of experimental psychology, was “committed to the traditional biological emphasis” (Nichols 1998). 

Allport succeeded Boring as chair in 1936. Like his brother Floyd, he was a supporter of social 

psychology and the research of personality. Another senior professor,

Karl Lashley was a specialist on brain functions. The eventual tenuring of S.S. Stevens, critic of the 

“sociotropic approach”, in 1943 supposedly led to Allport’s disillusionment, concerning the future of 

the department (Johnston). 

Clyde Kluckhohn began with his work was in the classics, also gifted for languages, he became a force 

in anthropology after studying as a Rhodes scholar at Oxford and in Germany and Austria.

After the group, along with Henry Murray’s confidant Orval Mowrer (1907 – 1982), had been pushing 

Dean Buck for changes for some time, the Dean eventually suggested that the group form an “informal 

committee” (June 11, 1943 “Allport Committee” in HUGFP 15.2 Box 1). Over the next few months, 

the group laid out a suggestion. A memorandum from later that year is preserved (in the same box). 

Since they were supposed “to be radical” by order of the Dean, the group suggested that the 

departments of psychology, anthropology and sociology should be dissolved.

In their view – which is in exact accordance with the processes described in this present study – these 

“compartmentalizations” are accidents of historical developments rather than divisions of labor”. These 

“Accidents” have led to “intellectual confusion” and “unrealistic juxtapositions”.

Instead, they proposed, Harvard should create a new set of divisions:

A separate department of history and archeology. 

A division of Biology, which was supposed to include the four departments of botany, infra-human 

zoology, human biology, and medical sciences. Human biology should consist, among others, of the 

new field of human genetics, brain physiology and the former subject matters of physiological 

pathology and physical anthropology

Moreover the notable Professors Sorokin and Ford should be “promoted” to extra-departmental status. 

Sorokin should be lifted to Professor of philosophy of history and Ford to Professor of social ethics.

Following this move, the group suggested the creation of a department of basic social science, which 

should serve the education of undergraduates. It was suppose to include social anthropology and 

clinical psychology-sociology. Additionally, the department should help promote the development of 

social biology, which was – insufficiently – developed in England (e.g. with Haldane). The department 

was not intended to serve students who wanted to commit to graduation work in human relations. 
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Instead, the department was supposed to target students who needed a liberal education403, referring to 

students of medicine, economics, government, business, etc.

This education should include:

o Introduction to basic social science

o Biological Basis of human nature

o Socialization process

o Comparative institutions

o And special features such as the family, public opinion, dynamic psychology

In short, it was supposed to include nearly every aspect that Parsons had outlined for his social ethics 

course over a decade prior.

In the next step, a Graduate School for Human Relations should be installed. The Graduate School was 

supposed to unite the faculty of the basic social science department with members of the Littauer 

Centre (probably because of Carl Friedrich) and teachers from the departments of education, geography 

and industrial research404.

The graduate Program should run the following course:

o First semester: Individual and his development (Biological background, socialization, adult per-

sonality): lecture reading, report, clinical and laboratory work

o Second Semester: Individual in Society (Culture, Social Systems, Value Systems)

o Third Semester: History of Social Thought

o Fourth Semester: Culture and Personality

o Year Three and Four should be dedicated to PhD work

In summary, the object of the study of the human relations school was supposed to be the human being 

as a personality aka a Microcosm: the product of its biological, environmental, social and cultural 

relations.

403  In other words: civics. The program promoted an education that current generations are often missing,
404  While it is often said that this move followed the success of Yale’s institute of human relations, it seems reasonable that 

Yale’s “success” merely affirmed Henderson’s and Mayo’s human relations movement at Harvard, which preceded the 
Yale institute. Subsequently, the Parsons, Allport, et al initiative should be understood as the “legal heir” to Mayo’s and 
Henderson’s movement in industrial and fatigue research, which was perfectly in line with a general trend.
Additionally, the memorandum suggested that among the new professors for the graduate school there should a 
professor who belonged to 
“one other race Negro” (crossing out and replacement in the copy from the Parsons Papers).
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 The committee's recommendations were endorsed by Buck. However, it took three more years until a 

final “product” found approval on January 29, 1946.  Several developments must be accounted for. 

First of all, even if Sorokin was not exactly popular with Conant and his administration, he could not 

simply be deposed in a strike – even if this strike was clothed in a “promotion” of sorts. The erosion of 

his influence became a gradual process, with Parsons assuming power over the sociology department 

before its dissolution.

Secondly, the dawn of cognitive sciences – which would lead to the creation of Harvard’s Centre for 

Cognitive Studies by Jerome Bruner and George Miller in 1960 – was apparent in the 1940s for various 

reasons within interdisciplinary constellations.  Miller and Bruner had worked at Harvard and been 

engaged in the war effort. Bruner was also a doctoral student of Allport. Both Miller and Bruner 

received increasing attention in the New England scientific community and promoted a sound scientific 

approach with “cross-disciplinary” ideas, which fell in line with the general trend of the Conant 

administration.

Bruner405 applied for an appointment in the sociology department, but was effectively blocked in what 

was perhaps  Sorokin’s final mistake, despite the joint support of Parsons, Allport and Kluckhohn (see 

the account of Cohen-Cole 2007) who each had voting rights in the sociology department.

Third, the end of World War II and the dawn of the Cold War led many American scholars, politicians 

and public dignitaries  to ask for reasons how totalitarianism could have happened, and how it could be 

prevented or countered. Jamie Cohen-Cole (2009)  recently illustrated how domestic and international 

affairs were re-constructed in the American public discourse through 

“a common lens of psychological and characterological analysis, […] fashioned by social scientists and developed to study 

conformity and its opposite, creative and autonomous self-hood.”

Cohen-Cole demonstrates throughout his paper that the
 “defining feature  of that positive personality type was creativity, a trait taken to be interchangeable with autonomy, 

rationality, tolerance and open-mindedness” (Cohen-Cole 2009: 219)

This set of “equivocations” can be complemented by adding Parsons’ conception of integrated society 

that features prominently in Structure. Voluntarism, integration and anti-totalitarianism form the 

political basis of Parsons’ famous book, according to Uta Gerhardt’s (1999, 2002) political account of 

Parsons intellectual development. In her view the relative unimportance of the books first edition in 

1937 and the success of its second edition in 1949 stems from the inherent endorsement of New Deal  

405  A “heritage-project” of the neurosciences depicts Allport and Bruner in a direct line from Lotze, James and Wundt:
       http://neurotree.org/neurotree/tree.php?pid=3135  , retrieved June, 2009
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Liberalism with its promotion of rationality and voluntarism (autonomy). 

The “creativity”-movement, in Cohen-Cole’s account, additionally sought “unity” and “pluralism” in 

American society, which was supposed to mirror “unity” and “pluralism” within the academy: 

Fragmentation of knowledge would only lead to fragmentation of society. The model academic and 

model citizen, however, was not the solitary genius, but the creative member of cooperative society.

Parsons would address this “creative aspect” of society from the point of view of the biological  

vernacular in an essay intended for publication in the Centennial Review of arts &Sciences Vol.1 No.1 

in 1956 (manuscript in HUGFP 15.2 Box 16).

In this essay, titled “Man in his social environment”, Parsons discusses the emergence of “behavior” 

between organism, environmentalism and learning (in a psychological sense) in reference to genetic 

factors, which are less important in humans than other species  due to

“plasticity as it has often been called”, which is more than “biological regression” and needed to 

account for the unusual positive capacities needed “to explain cultural creativeness”. (Parsons 

words.)406

This manuscript was written ten years after the creation of the Department of Social Relations and 

represents the pinnacle and the continuity of the conceptual developments that kept its participants 

together and, at the same time, provided a common ground with a political, social, and educational 

trend.

Conceptually, Kluckhohn and Parsons had started explicitly with their program “Toward a Common 

Language for the Social Sciences”.

In the early 1940s, Harvard’s educational environment was also affected by the economic situation 

within the  US and the political  situation  of  the world  and its  effects,  including the integration  of 

emigrated foreign scholars, the need for a new branch of entrepreneurs and administrators, the fear of 

fascism, communism and economic decline structured the educational climate.

Harvard’s President Conant, was trained as a chemist and played his role in regard to the Manhattan 

406  Parsons does not make a direct reference to “who” has often called this plasticity. However, the term appears in various 
late nineteenth and early twentieth century publications in sociology and psychology, including the chapter on “Habit” in 
William James’s Principles. For James, plasiticty is a property of habits which allows them to be stable while reserving 
an openness influences. In relation to organic matter, James discusses the potential for “brain-plasticity”. This aspect is 
noteworthy, since “brain-plasticity” or “neuro-plasticity” as an idea that is often ascribed to Santiago Ramon y Cajal in 
the year 1892, while the explicit concept was supposedly coined by Jerzy Konorski in 1948. James Principles appeared 
in 1890 and feature the use of the concept with a surprising self-evidence, suggesting that the concept was a household 
concept for psychologists of that era.
In regard to environment, organism, science history, Parsons, and contemporary debates, see also Stingl (2009).
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Project. He had married into the family of Lawrence Henderson – who he affectionately called “Uncle” 

in some of his correspondence. The climate shifted towards the “natural sciences” approach. As we 

have seen, Uta Gerhardt (2002) and Lawrence Nichols (2001) have given very statisfying accounts of 

the  “science-politics”  of  Parsons  in  institutional  constellation.  Constellations  serve as  constraining 

institutions  for  discursive  production  of  enunciations.407 The  constellation  at  Harvard  allowed  for 

Parsons and his closest contemporary interlocutors to pursue the project of a unified language for the 

social  sciences Parsons and Kluckhohn produced a proposal that  was supposed to guide the “joint 

concentration” in the social sciences. This text,  Toward a Common Language for the Area of Social  

Science, is one of the most insightful gazes into the pursuit of “Unity of Science”408 movement applied 

from within a social science context. It features central aspects and illustrates the heritage of Parsons’ 

theoretical language.

Correspondence between Parsons and Carl Friedrich shows that the project was basically plagued by 

the political situation and, subsequently, scepticism from the students. In particular, abstract ideas based 

on “European scholarship” were considered suspect409. The criticism was directed towards certain terms 

like  “ideal”,  which  Parsons  used  in  a  Weberian  fashion.  Friedrich  suggested  “ideal”  should  be 

substituted with the term “normative”. Parsons accommodated this demand, integrating the latter term 

into  his  language.  At  the  same  time,  the  conceptual  context  remains  Kantian  in  the  dualism 

Constitutive/Regulative. The  substitution  of  “normative”  for  “ideal”  did  not  necessitate  change  of 

conceptual meaning.

The material is contained in Carl Friedrich Papers HUGFP 17.12  Box 9 Folder “Concentration in the 

area of the Social Sciences 1941-42.

The text starts with a discussion of studies on the tribe of the Zuni, an example to illustrate the different 

approaches that have been taken by sociologists, anthropologists and that led to the “unnecessary” 

“fragmentation” of language and disciplines.

The  contemporary  trend  to  move  away  “from  theories  to  facts”  is,  according  to  Parsons410,  a 

407  I borrow this term from Dieter Henrich (1991, 2004, .2005a,b. see discussions in Mulsow/Stamm 2005, and for a deeper 
discussion of the method and other applications Stingl 2009)

408  The Unity of Science movement began in Vienna in the 1920s. Its philosophical reductionist branch ended in Logical  
Positivism. But the roots of the scholars that started and maintained it (Carnap, Ayer, at Harvard: Quine) were 
intellectually rooted in Neo-Kantianism (see for example: Friedman 2004, Vandenberghe 2001, Pulkkinen 2001). 
Parsons attended a few of their conferences along with Quine. (Neil Smelser informed me, via email in summer 2007, 
that he remembers that Parsons and Quine were on a friendly basis, calling one another “Tal” and “Van”)

409  The increasing decline of the appreciation of the European and German roots in science and philosophy (as e.g Wundt, 
Stumpf or Lotze) was condensed beginning with jingoism, followed by World War I, and finally World War II. 

410  The author (as defined by Foucault) not the genius writer.
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misconception in reference to Whitehead’s “fallacy of misplaced concreteness”. But the actual key-

point Parsons is trying to make, is Unity of Science411 by means of communication:
“[pg.7]

Obviously, this brief discussion does not exhaust the list of conceptual tools (i.e. abstractions) which the members of the 

various scientific disciplines might use in analyzing the same concrete event. It does, however, suggest the fact that different 

scientists characteristically employ different abstractions.”

We find the same argument from Kant’s Über den Gemeinspruch to Weber’s Wissenschaftslehre: those 

who claim to be practical and those who seek to employ “fact over theory” continue to have an implicit 

theory and/or value-judgments. Even implicit theory guides the practitioner just as much as those who 

explicitly ponder theory before putting it into action. Everybody holds some type of epistemological 

prejudice,  some theory,  some type  of metaphysics  and beliefs.  Every scientist  employs  conceptual 

tools. And conceptual tools are abstractions formed from theories, however implicit these may be in the 

process of research. 
“ Likewise, it is clear that, although the ‘social scientists’ differ among themselves in the abstractions they select, their 

distinct abstractions nevertheless have certain important properties in common as opposed to those selected by physical 

scientists.”

This statement is interesting. It repeats an insight Parsons would follow through his entire life. From a 

background in biology, Parsons remained true to the distinction Kant introduced between biology and 

physics,  including  the  conceptual  prerequisites  (aka  teleo-mechanism  and  abstraction)  from 

physiological-philosophical  discourses  such  as  experimental  psychology,  early  neurology,  psycho-

physics, fatigue-research, mental hygiene.  

Biology had to combine – exemplary in the work of Blumenbach – teleology and mechanics. While 

physics could be reduced to the latter, biology could offer no true understanding if it did not employ 

regulative principles. Parsons saw the problem clearly and deduced that it applies for social science, 

because  a  social  actor  rests  on  its  biological  organism and its  relation  to  its  natural  environment. 

Subsequently, if biology and the interaction between organism and environment could only be studied 

by use of teleological principles, it was reasonable that the same was true for its derivatives in social 

studies.

The corollary was Parsons’s attunement to the language and discourse preceding him: sociological 

theory owes its heritage to Kantian biology not physics. Social science cannot study society without 

regulative  principles.  Parsons  found  a  suitable  method  of  abstraction  in  Weber’s  ideal-types. 

Historically, the concept “ideal-type” owes its origin to the biological Urbild.  It was introduced by a 
411  And in difference to Neurath/Carnap/Quine in that regard.
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famous teacher in Göttingen, Christian Gottlob Heyne. Blumenbach and the Schlegel brothers were 

among his famous students, and eventually the concept was picked up by Goethe (see Lenoir 1981, 

Roberts 2002). 

The concept differentiated into different forms of regulative principle until it was turned into its famous 

version in social theory by Max Weber412.

Parsons continually emphasized that the social sciences follow biology not physics (even in his final 

years:  see Biographical  Seminar  at  Brown 1973,  or  his  essays  on  Action  Theory  and the  Human 

Condition)   In  other  words,  the  biological  versus  the  physics/mathematical  accounts  of  sociology 

follow the lines of the dispute between the  Communication Account and the  Conflationist Account. 

Parsons  belongs  to  the  biological  vernacular  and  the  “experimentalist”  tradition  that  had  shaped 

William James, Hugo Münsterberg and Edmund Burke Delabarre413:
“These  common  properties  rest  upon  these  facts:  all  ‘social  sciences’ deal  with  living  organisms  who  have  certain 

physiological propensities (‘psychology’) but who learn (‘psychology’) to surrender, to some degree, their physiological 

autonomy to cultural  (‘anthropology’) control. The traditional modes of behaving (‘anthropology’) concretely take form, 

however,  as  interactions  of human beings living in  organized groups and institutional  relationships  (‘sociology’).  This 

culturally patterned (‘anthropology’) behavior (‘psychology’) in organized groups and institutions (‘sociology’) tends to 

become structured into types of activity of peculiar importance (‘economics’, ‘government’). Finally, the precise nature of 

these types (and the general nature of the culture and society as well) has a perspective in time (‘history’). The processes 

that determine events are embedded not only in the innate nature of human beings (‘psychology’) and in the structured 

interrelationships which prevail among human beings at a given time level (‘anthropology,’ ‘economics,’ ‘government,’ 

sociology’) but also in the sequential development of these forms in time (‘history’).

Therefore in our Area of the Social Sciences we need a common language (our set of defined and related abstractions) 

which will at once cut across and unify the prevailing abstractions of the separate disciplines. We

[pg. 8]

urgently require a conceptual scheme whereby ‘behavior,’ ‘culture,’ society,’ ‘property,’ ‘authority,’ (and many other well-

known abstractions of the existent social sciences) can be reduced to or articulated with certain elementary categories which 

can then be integrated in a single coherent framework. Only thus can we hope to hope to  talk in the same breath about the 

phenomena with which anthropology, economics, government, history, psychology, and sociology have dealt. What follows 

is a tentative step in that direction.”

The arc that Parsons spans in this passage seems incredibly wide today. However, it involves all the 

disciplines that  were affected by the philosophical-physiological discourse from Kant and Lotze to 

Weber, James, Malinowski, Meiklejohn, and so on. 
412  Goethe and, of course, Nietzsche (including the myth of eternal repetition) play a role in Weber’s construction of the 

concept ideal-type and many others. (see Kent 1983,). The idea that theory is “involved in fact” is also present in 
Weber’s Goethe. (see Eliason 2000: 257; Additionally, see Levine 2008, and on Weber and Kant: MacKinnon 2009)

413  The tradition that on the side of Pragmatism was cut of by Dewey who did not speak the “laboratory vernacular”.
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First and foremost: We should refuse to accept accounts that subsume Parsons or Weber under one 

particular discipline such as economics.

While Parsons repeatedly emphasized that economics was an important field of research on the one 

hand, and an important sector of society itself on the other, we must yet accept that economics as a 

scientific discipline cannot serve as the source of all understanding. Not even in the form of “neuro-

economics”. Nor does it satisfy the demands of being the primary source of the social sciences. Parsons 

claimed – throughout his career – that economics can serve as an example from which it is easiest to 

isolate the concepts that lie within other social sciences that account for the aspect of action theory. 

That  claim rests  not on a  superiority of  economics.  But  quite  the contrary,  it  rests  on economics’ 

simplicity  in  comparison  with  other  social  sciences  that  have  to  deal  with  much  more  complex 

problems. At the end of the day, economics is merely one of many social activities. It cannot serve as a 

satisfying reason for reductionism. Even if it  can be rendered into mathematical  schemes,  real  life 

economic decision must account for non-rational aspects (see Parsons’ argument in Structure). Plus, in 

real social life living biological organisms cannot be accounted for by physics/mechanistic explanation. 

In the Kantian version: Social scientists must not only employ bestimmende Urteilskraft (‘determinate 

judgment’) but also reflectierende Urteilskraft (‘reflective judgment’). 

In this regard, social scientists may observe “regularities” in the society, but they must understand them 

properly in their analysis. These regularities are “patterns”, and as patterns they must be understood not 

mechanically but teleologically, regulatory not determinative in the form of blind conformatory rule-

following like in an algorithm. The actors have always the chance to deviate from the pattern, even if 

they will usually choose not do so.

Parsons delineates these important matters of “terminology” in regard to patterns in the following way:
“[pg. 10]

The study of human behavior in any society, and we do not know it apart from societies, reveals certain uniformities or 

recurrent regularities which may be called pattern.”

“[pg.11]

The locus  of  patterns,  then,  is  in  society,  in  culture,  in  economic,  political  and  other  ‘institutions’ rather  than  in  the 

individual. But most behavior of most individuals follows patterned forms. And since we must never forget that the doings 

and sayings of individuals constitute the ultimate data of social science, we link patterns to individuals through the concepts 

status and role. 

[…]

When we are interested primarily in a thematic way in which people do in fact behave, we can designate this regularity as a 

behavioral pattern
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When the focus of our attention is upon a standard of expected performance, we can speak of an ideal pattern. Note here 

that ‘ideal’ is not to be confused with ‘utopian’. That is. We are not using ‘ideal’ in the sense in which it s employed in 

common speech: ‘It  would be ideal if such and such were the case’. Rather,  by  ideal  pattern we mean a trend toward 

uniformity in the conception (in a given group) of  how a person  ought  to behave in a certain situation. This may be 

evidenced by regularities of

[pg.12]

statement and/or manifestations of approval by word or deed. The contrast between behavioral and ideal patterns is similar 

to that between ‘theory and practice’.

It may also be compared with the difference between the indicative mode, on the one hand, and the optative and imperative 

modes on the other.”

The ideal pattern, providing the “ought to”, reveals the (Kantian) regulative principle or ideal. Indeed, 

there may be a “trend toward uniformity” but this is all it is: a trend. Leftist critics of Parsons would 

immediately take exception to the word “uniformity”. But Parsons clearly leaves degrees of freedom in 

a Kantian way. Secondly, we must take notice of the emphasis of the importance of “language”. An 

emphasis that leaves room for non-lingual expressions gaining importance as objects of study and as 

being  factually  effecting  the  production  of  society:  The  regularities  observed  in  “statements  and 

manifestations of word or deed”. 

Parsons’ media theory was actually beginning to take conceptual shape in these thoughts. Social media 

were constructed similar to language. And at the same time, prior theoretical musings from Structure 

that  lead  to  the  program of  Toward a  common language share  in  the  discursive  heritage  and the 

continuous nature of Parsons’s entire theoretical language:

“[pg.16]

The uniformities in the sayings and doings of men which we call patterns organize and unify the statuses and roles of the 

individuals in any society. Three main groups of complexes of such patterns may be isolated:

A. Ascribed Patterns  

These are the patterns in which all individuals somehow participate because of their sheer situation as human 

beings. Every human being is born belonging to one sex and with biological relatives. Every human being is born 

in a certain place and lives as a member of a certain territorial group. All men react to the individuality of other 

men. All  men make some responses  which are conditioned by the feeling of  uncertainty,  of  insecurity in the 

presence of disaster,  of life and death. These situational  patterns,  then, inevitably affect the lives of al  human 

beings.
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B. Instrumental Patterns  

These patterns might be called ‘patterns of specialization.’

They are the patterns which are organized primarily about the functional role element of the relevant statuses. They 

are particularly relevant to the guarantee that certain things, important to the social system or its component units 

and individuals, ‘get done.’ The specific functional content of these rôles contrasts with the diffuser content of the 

roles in the ascribed patterns.

C. Integrative Patterns  

These patterns operate to lessen the potential conflict and obstruction between the various statuses and rôles of 

different individuals. Ideally, these patterns bring it about that all the statuses of the society intermesh like a series 

of interlocking wheels. Without integrative patterns, individuals would, because of mutual obstruction and conflict, 

be unable to fulfill their roles as defined by the first two groups of patterns.”

This  three-fold distinction that deserves analysis.
A. Ascribed Patterns  

These are the patterns in which all individuals somehow participate because of their sheer situation as human 

beings. Every human being is born belonging to one sex and with biological relatives. Every human being is born 

in a certain place and lives as a member of a certain territorial group. All men react to the individuality of other 

men. All  men make some responses  which are conditioned by the feeling of  uncertainty,  of  insecurity in the 

presence of disaster,  of life and death. These situational  patterns,  then, inevitably affect the lives of al  human 

beings.

Ascribed  Patterns  obviously  deal  with  what  in  Cooley’s  terms  would  be  the  “definition  of  the 

situation”, however, a particular aspect of the situation: The very aspect that Parsons, in  Structure,  

called “systems of nature”. Beginning with the physics of the situation and the prerequisites of human 

biology, the social scientists encounters settings, which a human being itself cannot just change. These 

dimensions seem pretty much to be givens or constituents. 

But at the same time, Parsons integrates levels of contingency and of orientation towards the Other. 

Man react to other man, who in turn are individuals. This introduces a new level of contingency, which 

social theorists have come to know as “double contingency”. It is based on “a feeling of uncertainty”. 

This uncertainty, that affects obviously everybody, is awareness of contingency itself. And as far as it 

does concern the “situational patterns”, it entails the very concepts we use to describe or in other words 

the concepts we ascribe to the facts  that  nature provides.  Their  uncertainty is in other words their 

discursivity.

Interestingly, this represents a version of what we can consider a Principle of Enlightenment (PE), or 
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the Maxim of Reasons’s Self-Preservation: the acceptance that uncertainty lies at the bottom of each 

situation any human being is “thrown into” and must resolve by defining the situation. At the same 

time, patterns emerge to describe situations and are stabilized by communication with others – we 

return full-circle to the Kantian theory of truth. This brings the aspect of self-preservation into play, 

which is of course related to the “presence of disaster, life and death”. 

The motive we have attained from the discourse of philosophy with Kierkegaard and Heidegger (in the 

aspect of Vorlauf zum Tode) means that men’s lives are processes of dying. However, do we find that 

aspect in Parsons? Biologically self-preservation clearly enters into the fray, but philosophically? For in 

Kant,  the aspect  of  death seems un-emphasized.  But  there  always  is  the ancient  Greek motto that 

“philosophy is learning to die” and Simmel made “death” the problem of the living.  Life and death in 

biology and philosophy and sociology?  Is  there  a  common reference?  Where  could  Parsons  have 

encountered this aspect in a fashion that would echo with the theoretical language that he spoke? Could 

this kind of “existential thought” have possibly penetrated or even permeated his (earliest) intellectual 

climate?

Actually,  the answer is yes and we do find it,  so to speak,  in 1978. The text is a rarely reviewed 

manuscript  and outline for an essay Parsons wrote about Jaspers.  In that  very manuscript,  Parsons 

names Jaspers one of the few important teachers he ever had.

Parsons began writing with an outline, which provided the structure for the text as such, which we will 

return to in more detail below:
„ Jaspers

Subject – object scheme

Kantian

Balances „Reason and Existence“ better than any other I know

Not follower of Heidegger or other

“existentialists” + phenomenologists

His version of dialectic which is more Kantian than Hegelian

“whichever end is up” Marxism is still metaphysical in the Hegelian sense

J. on Hegel

Positivism + Idealism

Nihilism

Religion, Science + Art in relation to philosophy

Philosophy as “learning to die”

These themes have been united in  Parsons’ theoretical  work.  He continued Jasper’s  language,  and 
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epistemological  vernacular. It  was  preformed  by  nineteenth  century  philosophical-physiological 

discourse which created the intellectual climate Parsons was immersed in from his earliest  student 

years forward.

Parsons continually connected to developments that had the same roots. He communicated with those 

that spoke a language that could be translated into this  vernacular because of these common roots. 

More  importantly,  Parsons  never  deviated  from  this  vernacular, its  rationality,  and  its  style  of 

reasoning. Therein we encounter the actual life-long consistency of his work.  

All  his  theoretical  contributions from the functionalist  theory to the media theory must be seen as 

product of the same enunciation system. His theoretical thinking must be and can only be understood 

comprehensively, by taking into account the philosophical-physiological discourse since Kant.

The second aspect, which of course comes close to the “means-end-chains” or “action systems” that 

were a prominent theoretical feature in Structure, his earlier essays and lectures:
B. Instrumental Patterns  

These patterns might be called ‘patterns of specialization.’

They are the patterns which are organized primarily about the functional role element of the relevant statuses. They 

are particularly relevant to the guarantee that certain things, important to the social system or its component units 

and individuals, ‘get done.’ The specific functional content of these rôles contrasts with the diffuser content of the 

roles in the ascribed patterns.

Two important aspects lie in the concept “instrumental” and the phrase “get done”. Here the action 

level and means-end relation is, of course, an obvious feature. He employs the distinction between 

specifity and diffuseness. This conceptual difference will re-appear in Parsons’s pattern variables. The 

specifity of the instrumental side is represented in the fact that the actors have already made decisions 

regarding the “definition of the situation”, they have already communicated what the situation is or pre-

agreed on the different  role  each of  them is  playing.  So the ascribed patterns of  the situation are 

reduced by actors assuming their roles in very clearly defined contexts. Actually, on this level “utility” 

as a concept can be connected to second generation Pragmatism. Not for nothing, Dewey’s Pragmatism 

has been called  Instrumentalism by some interpreters.  Therein we find the major difference of the 

different styles of Pragmatism (see Kennedy 1958). Peirce’s Pragmaticism may be the mere integrative 

symbolic  level  of  Pragmatist  thought,  Dewey’s  Instrumentalism may be  a  reductionist  account  of 

Naturalism, while James’ account, as actual Pragamtism on the basis of Lotze, is a comprehensive 
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effort on all three levels similar to Parsons own pluralistic approach. However, to achieve this kind of 

pragmatic orientation towards action, the actors must understand the roles the other actors take and 

what these roles contain in claims and entitlements414. This can be interpreted as a Principle of Enlarged 

Thought or Principle of Universality (PU): What we all have to do universally is to take roles and get 

things done.

Which leaves us with the discussion of the third aspect:
C. Integrative Patterns  

These patterns operate to lessen the potential conflict and obstruction between the various statuses and rôles of 

different individuals. Ideally, these patterns bring it about that all the statuses of the society intermesh like a series 

of interlocking wheels. Without integrative patterns, individuals would, because of mutual obstruction and conflict, 

be unable to fulfill their roles as defined by the first two groups of patterns.

Integrative  Patterns  can  be  thought  of  as  “Systems  of  Culture”.  They pre-stabilize  –  as  symbolic 

systems  – the way grown-up humans interact  with one another  by providing  a  common frame of 

reference while conflict if lessened. But why does conflict occur? In short, interpretations of situations, 

roles, and the content and context of communications may differ (discursivity). What is required is 

some  solution  to  the  problem that  we  should  “always  think  consistently”.  We  need  a  Maxim of 

Avoiding Inconsistencies or Principle of Continuity of Reflection (PC). We need consistency to guide 

“reflective judgment” – this introduces the regulative aspect while on the level of the other two patterns 

we have basically had to deal with more constitutive aspects.

The resolution requires an aspect that Kantianism may not have accounted for. An aspect that was part 

of a new psychology that emerged from nineteenth century physiology.415 This aspect is socialization. 

Socialization contains of course the aspect of the self, that Kant may rendered problematic implicitly. 

However, it eventually became an explicit topic in the concept personality that was made prominent by 

Lotze. Scientific treatment of personality became a possibility with Janet, Freud, James, Schaeffle and 

Cooley.

All three types of patterns combined “organize and unify the (statuses and roles of) individuals”. They 

have one common aspect: They all necessitate communication. Parsons, throughout his life, reiterated 

the idea that “Social systems are made of communication”. Therefore just as the three principles PU + 
414  This would account for the sociological prerequisites (or residuals) in any philosophy of inferentialism (Brandom).
415  Psychology for Kant and Hegel and their predecessors meant something different on a fairly occult level.
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PE +  PC  comprise  the  sensus  communis,  the  three  main  groups  of  patterns  comprise  the  social 

orientation of human beings, the orientation towards others in (social) action.

This theoretical premise of Parsons is evidently present in the theoretical musings of the “classics” that 

he had read intensively. “Classics” who were speaking the same vernacular and reasoned on basis of 

the same (Neo-)Kantian  background.  “Classics”  who spoke a  “common language”,  which Parsons 

himself was fluent in and tried to disseminate.
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A late appreciation of Jaspers 

A central  claim resulting from the present study is that Young Talcott Parsons was introduced to an 

account of Kantianism – the Communication Account – in Heidelberg, which resonated with the style  

of reasoning and epistemological vernacular that he had encountered at Amherst and in London. This 

rationality formed a climatic nexus in the discourse of physiology-philosophy from Kant to the early 

twentieth century. Subsequently, Heidelberg in the 1920s was a typical intellectual climate that was a 

product of just that discourse. 

Karl Jaspers was an exemplary and epochal proponent of this climate, a high pressure centre. Is there a 

“smoking gun document” that would indicate more depth to Parsons’s connection to Jaspers than past 

accounts of Parsons development allow for? Such a document is filed in the Parsons’ archives under:

HUGFP 43.45.4 Box 9 1975 – 79 Folder Japers 1979

Parsons was supposed to contribute an article on Jaspers for an Encyclopedia. The manuscript for that 

article is telling in several ways. Some aspects are actual value-judgments and opinions of Parsons. 

These have no place in an encyclopedia and, logically, the editors of returned the draft with requests for 

severe cuts. Fortunately, the Harvard archives are in possession of in the full version.

The article shows that Parsons had been fluent in Jaspers’ philosophical language and followed the 

progress of his work for quite some time after he had had left Heidelberg.

Parsons followed his outline (see above) closely: 
Typescript for International Encyclopedia of Social Science July 19th, 1978

“ [pg1] 

[…]

His loyalty to his wife was manifested in the fact that he dedicated both of his most important books to her, the second, the 

three volume Philosophie being published in 1931 when the Nazi take-over was imminent. 

When I was a student in Heidelberg from 1925 to 1927, Jaspers was one of the few most prominent personalities   the 

University community. He particularly interested me as a sociologist because416 he was a special admirer and had been a 

close personal friend of Max Weber. I attended his lecture course regularly and also a seminar he gave one semester in 

Kant’s  Critique  of  Pure  Reason.  He  was  also  one  of  my Oral  Examiners,  in  one  of  my two  minor  fields,  “Modern 

philosophy with special reference to Kant”417. He certainly had a major influence on my intellectual development.”

416  This interesting because it is unclear where or when Parsons was introduced to Weber’s work. While he claimed at other 
junctures that he had never heard of Weber before he came to Heidelberg, despite having studied with Tawney in 
London, several interpreters mention Jaspers as the source while not spending much time on TP’s Heidelberg years at 
all.

417  We might well ask whether it was possible that 1920s modern philosophy was taught with direct reference to Lotze.
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Parsons is referring to the three-volume Philosophie. That work is certainly the published foundation of 

Jaspers as a twentieth-century philosopher. But this “philosophy” was in the initial stages when Parsons 

met Jaspers in Heidelberg. It was an integral part of Jaspers concept formation in science and medicine 

(see various works by Walker and Ghaemi and the discussion in the next chapter).

The “prominence” of Jaspers in Heidelberg’s intellectual life is an important assertion. Parsons was 

obviously aware of that Jaspers was in tune with the intellectual climate as one of its leading figures. 

Heidelberg was not exactly a place of otherwise nobodies. If somebody was to stand out, this is telling 

to the effect this person must have had on his intellectual environment and in turn that this persons 

must have been able to “communicate fluently” with his/her contemporary interlocutors 

 Parsons emphasis to the prominent role of Jaspers as an intellectual leader stresses the  importance of 

charismatic leaders or “trustees” in Parsons’ own theoretical scheme. Jaspers embodied both values and 

theoretical systems that were established and held up as “integration levels” in the academic as well as 

the general social system. Jaspers was a model character of the creative intellectual. In his role in the 

university, Jaspers could set goals as well as allocate resources for teaching and research. 

The reference to Max Weber deserves little explanation in and of itself. The comment explains not what 

sparked Parsons interest in Jaspers. He repeatedly stated that he had not heard of Weber before coming 

to Heidelberg. He continually claimed that his interest in Weber was sparked in Heidelberg. In that 

respect  probably  to  some effect  it  was  Jaspers,  who  was  responsible  for  the  general  introductory 

lectures for foreign students in Heidelberg. Parsons’ Weber was likely Jaspers’ Weber and thereby a 

Weber seen through the lens of scientific/medical concept formation above all, and a product of more 

than a hundred years of teleomechanism, romantic style, and biological vernacular.

Above passage indicates directly that Parsons had a continued interest in Jaspers after his Heidelberg 

years. The topic of his oral exam indicates Parsons immersion in the philosophical the Zeitgeist as well 

as Parsons introduction to the very scholars and authors that would wield the most open influence in his 

life such as Tönnies, Weber, and Durkheim, however, “…with special reference to Kant”. 

In the unedited manuscript Parsons adds the following passage :
“[page with Additions to the article]

 First insert:

It is interesting and I think most important, that Jaspers came into philosophy from medicine and psychiatry, as his 

chosen branch of medicine. 

[Parsons makes a reference to  Allgemeine Psychopathologie  and Psychologie der Weltanschauungen]

It remains to me an unsolved problem just what Jasper’s relation to Freud was. There are, in those of his writings I 
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have read, relatively sparse references to Freud’s work, and most often on the derogatory side”

Parsons emphasizes himself why he and Jaspers spoke the same language. Namely, Jaspers background 

ties him deeply into the biological-physiological side of the discourse. 

This is different in case of Parsons’ late appreciation of Dewey, whose works he had been exposed to 

while at Amherst.

Only when he began to see in later that even Dewey could not entirely escape conceptual relations that 

were derived from a Kantian heritage – while  Dewey continually re-enforced his claim of “having 

evaded the Kantian bacillus” – did Parsons manage to find “convergence” in Dewey.

Dewey’s vernacular was not influenced by the laboratory/experimental vocabulary of his predecessors 

like James. Instead, his was a pedagogical language that put great hope in the language of physics. 

Jaspers’s style of reasoning was decidedly different. 

Jaspers  criticised such revered figures like Emil Kraepelin (who was held in great esteem by Weber) 

and  argued  against  categorical  diagnosis  while  being  a  philosophical  disciple  of  Kant,  Lotze  and 

Weber418. 

In 1978, Parsons would have felt compelled to include a question concerning Freud. Freud had not 

played an equally important part for Jaspers.

Partially, this may have to do with Jaspers immersion in the French tradition. He may have been rather 

fond of those French scholars that Freud disliked. For example, there are similarities and differences in 

treating e.g. the phenomenon of hysteria between Freud, Jaspers and Janet (see Bronfen 1998: 243 – 

289). In that regard, Janet in particular did not find the widespread acclaim in the general psychological 

discourse  from  the  1930s  forward,  nor  did  he  receive  appreciation  from  the  second  generation 

Pragmatism,  despite  the  influence  he  had  on  William  James  and  to  some  degree  Mead  (see 

Valsiner&van der Veer 2000). It is puzzling that Parsons claims that he had been encouraged by Elton 

Mayo to reread Freud more thoroughly419. Elton Mayo was Harvard’s resident expert – not on Freud 

but  –  on  Janet.  Additionally,  Janet  was  mentioned  occasionally  by  his  former  class-mate  Emile 

Durkheim. 
418  What should be taken into consideration, what seems to us today often paradoxical, is the fact that criticizing some 

scholar – such as Jaspers did with Kraepelin – not necessarily meant that he did not appreciate him as a scholar, nor that 
he was to be opposed to anybody supporting this scholar. Nor does mot mean that he had to discard Kraepelin’s ideas. 
On the contrary, in the discourse of the nineteenth century it can be shown that very often exceeding the limits a 
theoretical language presented, was overcome by sticking to the very foundation of that very language. This happened in 
regard to Kantianism, Post-Kantianism and Neo-Kantianism quite often.(see for example the theoretical contributions on 
the basis of Kantian language of von Baer: Lenoir 1982)

419  Even if some scholars have misread Parsons statements, meaning that Mayo had introduced him to Freud. Parsons 
himself has repeatedly stated that he had read Freud prior to meeting either Henderson or Mayo. It has even been 
mentioned to this author  that Parsons may have owned the entire works of Freud before meeting Mayo. 
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Conceptually,  Janet’s  use of  the  concept  of  “equilibrium”,  which  Mayo likened to  Henderson and 

Pareto, should have made his work very attractive to Parsons. 

However, from the point-of-view of Constellation Research and thinking in terms of  Theoriepolitik 

(‘politics of theories’), we can surmise that the prominence of Freud simply led Parsons to turn to 

Freud somewhat opportunistically, rather than beginning to immerse himself in the works of Janet. 

However,  it  would be a complete surprise if Parsons had not known Janet’s basic ideas. As far as 

similarities between the works of Freud and Janet go, it was certainly more opportune to apply Freud 

than Janet. Use of the latter would have met with a set of constraints beyond Harvard which rendered 

utterances in a psychological frame of reference rather illegitimate, while utterances in Freud’s frame 

of reference were met with academic and public attention.

Such a  historical  discussion was certainly far  removed from Parsons’ mind in  1978,  however,  his 

prevailing interest in Jaspers obviously wasn’t.

Parsons  met  Jaspers  while  the  latter  was  preparing  the  three-volume  Philosophie but  was  already 

successful the author of two psychological books, which featured philosophic ideas about scientific 

concept formation which informed his teachings and his life’s work. Enough reason for Parsons to 

follow Jaspers’ development and work beyond the 1920s.

He held a deep appreciation for what he calls Jaspers’s best known book Reason and Existenz:

Parsons notes that the translator or publisher retained the German “Existenz” to avoid mistaking it for 

“Dasein”.  This  is  a  very  important  comment.  Parsons  seems  aware  of  the  differences  between 

Heidegger and Jaspers, although his familiarity with Heidegger was probably not very extensive420. In 

that regard, the familiarity probably came from Parsons’ exposure to Schuetz. He probably assumed 

that Heidegger, like Schuetz, was part of the “contemplative type of philosophy” that had no action 

relevance – in regard to the genealogy of the theoretical language: Heidegger’s language did lack a 

deeper root into the physiological/experimental side of the discourse. Nonetheless, it is of course also 

rooted in Neo-Kantianism. In short, none of the traditions of scholarly and intellectual thought from 

1850  to  1950  can  be  properly  understood  without  seeing  them  as  part  of  the  discourse  of 

Neokantianism (see as one example: Friedman 2004).  Parsons clearly subsumes Jaspers under that 

discourse:
“By most classifications of “schools” of philosophy. Jaspers certainly belongs in the German “idealist” tradition. But this 

statement needs careful interpretation. I would say that basically, he was a Kantian, and that he saw his role as attempting to 

420  Charles Parsons told this author that his father owned a copy of Sein und Zeit, which was probably even a First Edition 
bought in Heidelberg, when it had just appeared. But he didn’t seem to have made any notes in it, according to his son.
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develop some of Kant’s most important approaches and leads farther. In any case he was clearly not a Hegelian, indeed, he 

speaks of Hegel as having ‘build a tower of Babel where everything was absorbed into a reason which now had a sense far 

beyond Kant. This reason is a mysticism for the understanding: …. Its philosophizing wanted to be absolute knowledge of 

an evolving rationality of all Being, the unity of the rational and irrational.’ (Jaspers 1956 : 15  [quote from Reason and 

Existence according to Script; A.S.])]

He also repudiates the other two classical idealists, Fichte and Schelling. 

Central to Jasper’s position was his treatment of the subject-object relation, and his attempt to hold a very careful balance 

between them

[…]”

Of course,  we must remember the importance of the subject-object relation  in the  Communication 

Account of Kant. Even Weber did not seek to abolish it. Instead, in the wake of Münsterberg, Weber 

tried to show that subjective and objective science must be clearly marking their sources and results 

belonging  to  either.  It  was  actually  Dewey  who  sought  to  drop  the  division  entirely  through 

naturalization. Despite similarities that exist between the work of Jaspers’ student Hannah Arendt and 

Dewey, it is his denouncement of the “observer-perspective” that renders Dewey and the  Conflation 

Account almost incompatible with the Communication Account. Clearly, both accounts have the same 

roots in Post-Kantianism and the similarities between Arendt and Dewey are subject to that conceptual 

heritage.

 It is therefore no surprise that Parsons had come to see Dewey fit into the convergence eventually. 

Although many of the institutional constraints that existed at Harvard had to be lifted (see Cohen-Cole 

2009: 255).

Sometime around or after finishing the script for Structure, it must have become became apparent to 

Parsons  that  he  could  translate  the  theoretical  language  of  his  European scholarly heroes  into  the 

language of early American sociology and the scholarship of social institutions that owed its language 

mostly to Pragmatism. This translatability or communicability was enabled by the Kantian roots. Even 

if these roots lay – as in the case of Dewey – in the decided refutation of the Kantian-Lotzean bug. But 

this  refutation was still  enunciated  in  an application of  the  Kantian  theoretical  language,  however 

negatively phrased.

The identification of Jaspers as a Kantian is just as important as is the refutation of other interlocutors 

as possible precursors, namely Hegel, Fichte and Schelling.

Hegel is described in above paragraph as standing on Kantian feet, but developing the language into a 

direction that did expand Kantian thought too far.

Thus, Parsons reiterates that Kant was on the right track and it was actually the Post-Kantian discourse 
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that  created  an  “idealism”  that  became  unacceptable  (the  same  line  of  argument  applies  for  the 

development of certain types of biology, see Lenoir 1982). 

Fichte  and Schelling certainly played their  role  in  that  development  (Beiser  1987,  Henrich 2004). 

Fichte is to blame for the “ idealistic theory of science”, Schelling for a version of the  biological 

sciences as Naturphilosophie. The latter became the basis for Materialism, which – as Lenoir put it – 

only put “Schelling on his head”, however, like another side of the same coin. Parsons’s Jaspers was 

aware of these conceptual developments and decidedly took a route closer to Kant.

Says Parsons,
“[pg 3]

[…]

In  connection with this  problem Jaspers  presented  an  illuminating discussion  of  the  relations  between positivism and 

idealism. He speaks of both as closed systems of thought which squeeze out the element of freedom which was so essential 

to Kant. ‘Positivism’ he treats as the attempt to absolutize the object sphere, whereas idealism is the attempt to absolutize 

the subjective. Jaspers explicitly repudiates both attempts at ‘closure’ and assumes a definitely pluralistic position, leaving 

open many possibilities, but at the same time being careful not to undermine the centrality of the subject-object relation.

Jaspers underlying position here seems to me essentially correct and exceedingly important. To a social theorist, however, 

his  treatment  of  these  issues  is  in  some  respects  disappointing.  This  comes  out  for  example  in  his  identification  of 

positivism with ‘materialism’ and mechanism.”

That such schools as  positivism and  idealism are to be viewed as “closed systems” is a position that 

Parsons expressed vividly and in various forms throughout his life, often with reference to Weber, 

Toennies or Durkheim. 

Jaspers, in Parsons’s narrative, assumes a position of pluralism. This is an approach in science and the 

philosophy of science, that we find mirrored in political science in the work of A.D. Lindsay, which 

Parsons was partially  familiar with421.

Of course, we must take notice of Parsons’ disappointment: While being a legitimate successor of the 

physiological-philosophical discourse of the nineteenth century, Jaspers glossed over certain conceptual 

distinctions.  This  has  partially  to  do  with  the  fact  that,  while  Jaspers  heeded  to  the 

constitutive/regulative-dualism;  he  probably  paid  only  a  very  select  attention  to  Externalism  and 

Internalism.

A possible corollary of this case is the identification of positivism with mechanism. However, there is a 

difference between a mechanistic and a mechanizistic approach. Lotze, for example, was a proponent of 

421  Donald Levine has equally emphasized the similarity that lies in the works of Parsons and Richard McKeon in regard of 
Pluralism. I am indebted to him for pointing this out to me.
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teleo-mechanism (Lenoir 1982). Jaspers applied Lotzean ideas, while cutting off some of its heritage. 

Teleo-mechanism retains both teleological and mechanistic analytical devices, bridging them in a form 

of unity, echoing the Unity of Science we find on Kantian terms developing towards Lotze (even using 

the concept teleonomy,  that  would be rediscovered by Ernst  Mayr and introduced to sociology by 

Parsons  because  it  fit  with  his  language).  According  to  Parsons,  Jaspers,  however,  did  pay select 

attention to the processes of  externalization  and  internalization,  when it came to “cultural objects”. 

Parsons’s  Jaspers  must  be  interpreted  in  the  light  of  Durkheim’s  collective  representations and 

Whitehead’s eternal objects.

Cultural objects are always products of human interaction, but

“ [pg4]

they may as objects external to individual selves, they are ‘externalized’. Alternatively they can be ‘internalized’, becoming 

parts of the personalities of human individuals. Thus, Jaspers’ writings are cultural objects which can be found and observed 

in books, but as studied and understood they become part of the student’s personality and hence ‘subjective’ to him.”

This of course is the same process of “internalization” Parsons describes on the account of Freudian 

psychology.

Upon Jaspers’ and furthermore Parsons’ own corollaries from Kant, Parsons says:
[pg5]

“[…]

It seems to me that in order to avoid the misunderstandings which may arise in this field it is necessary to supplement the 

underlying conception of subject and object and their relationship with a classification of  levels of empirically existent 

reality or being, which can, through human cognitive process, in Kantian terms, come to be treated as objects. Such a 

classification would have a hierarchical structure, starting with the world of physical objects, going on to the organic world. 

Then with the level we call that of action, ‘consciousness’ emerges422, and with it a ‘subjective’ point of view. Furthermore 

as Kant so clearly worked out, this implies a dual structure of the components, not only of empirical knowledge, but of 

‘orientation’ more generally; for the cognitive case the combination of sense data and what Kant called the ‘transcendental’ 

component, in this case the categories of understanding.

Though even Weber had not worked out what to me would be a satisfactory hierarchical scheme of the organization of the 

object world in this sense, both he and Jaspers, leaning on Kant, did think in closely related terms, which can readily link 

with such a scheme (most fully presented in my Action Theory and the Human Condition, Chapter 15). In Jaspers’ version it 

involves three components which in turn are related to ‘levels’ in the above sense. The two limiting categories are directly 

related to the distinction between positivism and idealism which was mentioned above. They are ‘empirical  existence’ 

422  Parsons’ Systems Types from Structure
Nature Systems (physical Objects+Organism), Action Systems, Culture Systems:
Kant’s Theory of Truth:
Correspondence first then, then coherence (internal logic), then consensus (argumentative language applied)
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(Dasein) and ‘spirit’.”[pg6]“(Geist).”

Parsons introduces his potential readers to lessons from Jaspers that he expanded in the line of the 

theoretical language towards his own theory.

First, the hierarchical structure mentioned as an inference from Kant, mirrors clearly Parsons own. But 

it is a typical inference for everyone who ascribed to the Kantian theory of truth as we have sketched it 

above according to Höffe (2003).

Now, with the part of the hierarchy filled by “objects”, we find the  systems of nature that Parsons 

described in Structure: “with action, consciousness emerges and with it the subjective point of view”, 

we can say that this refers to the level of action systems from Structure, for the subjective point of view 

enables an agent capable of choice in means-end-chains. 

The  level  of  orientation  is  provided  by  symbolic  meaning,  because  it  involves  the  Kantian 

“understanding” and, therefore, relates to Durkheim’s collective representations or symbols.

In this regard, Dasein and Geist while  resulting from the different “reductionist” research traditions – 

positivism and idealism – require a mediating force. For both, raw sense date from nature and the 

ideas/symbols/eternal  objects,  each  cannot  render  comprehensible  such phenomena as  social  order, 

which clearly exists423. 

Now, the device that serves  communicability or  meditation is found in action. Action describes the 

ability to make decisions. In this regard we should remember the summary on Kant above:

Thus all formalism is excluded from the Categorical Imperative, which was the classic attack  

on it, as is the misunderstanding that sensus communis were somehow identical with “common 

sense”424.

In this account it is a faculty or set of principles that works as a constraint on understanding  

and practiced communication within a (potential; O’Neill) community.

This set consists of three maxims, which depict an actor/subject to be able to be potentially able  

to…

• …think for oneself (or the “Maxim of Reason’s Self-preservation or Principle of  

Enlightenment PE)

423  This was the supposition in Structure. With Hobbes, says Parsons, we can assert that social exists, however fragile, 
however conflict-laden. But the development from village to nation, from tribe to society cannot be denied.

424  If anything, it is a faculty that enables what in the newer philosophy of language could count as “common ground” 
(Stalnaker 2002).
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• …think from the standpoint of  everyone else (Maxim of Enlarged Thought or  

Principle of Universality PU)

• …always think consistently (Maxim of Avoiding Inconsistencies or Principle of  

Continuity (of Reflection) PC)

Or shorter:

Sensus Communis = PE + PU + PC

Discursivity = (Contingency + Generalization) of concepts

   _________________________________________________________________

Unity of Reason=Discursivity+SensusCommunis =Reason+Understanding+Judgement

Action  as  decision  in  means-end-scenarios,  therefore,  resembles  the  Maxim  of  Reason’s  self 

preservation (PE), entailing the cognitive scenario under the premise of conjoining concepts that can be 

generalized while being contingent. In this regard, contingency follows from the sense data and the 

concepts  applied  to  them  while  generalization  is  enabled  by  the  transcendental  components  of 

understanding’s categories.

What we are missing are the intermediate components that solve the problem of communicability. We 

are therefore lacking the Principles of Universality and Continuity (PU and PC).

Says Parsons,

“[pg 6]

The intermediate, and in an important sense mediating category is ‘consciousness as such’ (Bewußtsein überhaupt) which 

was a famous category of Kant’s. (I have used the English terms employed by the translator Reason and Existenz, William 

Earle, but have given Jaspers’ German in parenthesis).

In this three-fold schema, consciousness as such comes to focus in the categorical component of cognitive function. It is the 

point at which ‘motivational’ factors, which are in a special sense ‘psychological’ meet with cultural factors which are 

clearly trans-psychological.  Since Jaspers  wrote much has come to be understood about these relationships,  especially 

through improved knowledge of language. This involves one German word which is frequently translated as reason but also 

as understanding, namely Verstand. This is the reference of Kant’s categories and also of Weber’s very central concept of 

Verstehen. This is, in most of the German literature, explicitly contrasted with term translated as ‘reason’ in Jaspers’ title, 

namely  Vernunft. There is an important sense in which this concept is the key to Jaspers’ extension of his consideration 

beyond the object world, in the sense in which we have used the term.

This extension works out through the use of the striking concept which he calls ‘the Encompassing’ (das Umgreifende).”

Now, the Principle of Universality can be satisfied by the factosr that are entered through transcultural 
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psychology425.

This introduces the concept of motivation. Here Parsons enters into the world of both Neurology and 

Psychology. The “motivation”-factor was explored by his colleague James Olds. Olds confirmed the 

Freudian concept of the reward system. Of course, we find that this is related to the concept of cathexis. 

Thus, cognition and cathexis in Parsons’ work from roughly the late 1940s appear as two sides of the 

same coin, namely orientation. They give structure to need-dispositions and lead to motivation via the 

brain’s neurological system of positive and negative sanctioning in reward and punishment.

The  story  that  is  usually  told  by  commentators(se  e.g.  Brandt  1993:  98ff.)  refers  to   the  “new 

development”  of  Parsons  theoretical  thought  beginning  with  the  1951  publications  of  Toward  a 

General Theory  and  Social System. However, we can say that from a discursive point of view this 

“discovery” is nothing new. It merely is a translation from Kantian and Jasperian language into the 

languages of brain science and Freud. 

Parsons, in Toward a General Theory,  described on the side of motivational orientation three factors: 

Cognitive, cathectic and evaluative factors

These three can be equated to Kantian Cognition, Understanding (the object relation established thru 

conceptual meaning) and Judgment.

The question of value orientation is separate but related:

Here, we have Cognitive, Moral and Appreciative standards. This is mirrored in the discussions of the 

three Critiques of Kant dealing with theoretical reason, practical reason and taste (aka judgements) or 

in yet other words. Epistemology, Ethics and Aesthetics.

Parsons refers to these matters merely in line of the theoretical language that enables statements and 

enunciations.  The  enunciations  he  makes  are,  therefore,  products  of  the  discourse.  This,  in  turn, 

accounts for the similarities just cited.

Keeping in mind the dualism of Regulative/Constitutive, we should acknowledge that it is  the “deep 

structure” of the philosophical-physiological discourse and the  Communication Account.  We find the 
425  A principle we find also expressed in Simmel’s works for instance, with the constraints reflected that a society’s 

normative patterns must be institutionalized. In the Soziologie, in the Excursion on the Sociology of the Senses it says:

It would be idle speculation to try and cognize this Otherness; but recognizing its being possible in principle, does  
free us from the dogma that integration and sociality in human society , as we know it, were completely self-evident and not  
to be subject for discussion as if for its character there were no particular reasons.

„Es wäre eine müssige Spekulation, sich dieses Anderssein auszudenken; aber dass seine prinzipielle Möglichkeit 
eingesehen wird, befreit uns von dem Dogma, dass die menschliche Vergesellschaftung, die wir kennen, die ganz selbstver-
ständliche und sozusagen indiskutable sei, für deren Art es eben besondere Veranlassungen nicht gebe.“ (page 486, transla-
tion, A.S.)
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motivational orientation to be  constitutive and the value orientation to be  regulative.  The fact  that 

Parsons took both levels into account, even in the  explicit  vocabulary he used, is further proof that 

Parsons as an enunciation system is a result of just that discourse. 

 On the other hand, the Principle of Continuity may be satisfied by the idea of the existence of a 

“consciousness  as  such”  –  a  “self”  or,  heuristically  fashioned,  the  “identical  self”.  Of  course,  the 

concept of identity is deeply problematic in philosophy, in particular in logic. However, in the language 

of the philosophical-physiological discourse and the Communication Account, we can safely omit it in 

favour of  continuity, which is weaker than  identity yet still enables us to hold on to a) the idea of a 

stable self and b) of a minimum level of consistency required to enter situations of interaction with 

others that enables reliance on past experience. The latter affects matters such as double contingency 

and role expectation. Meaning that ego must be able to consistently fulfil the role-assignment to ensure 

continuation of the interaction system. If consistency or continuity in the behaviour of both ego and 

alter were not apriori possible, we would find ourselves in a situation where all social order, all social 

systems or institutions would not exist at all. Therefore, the Principle of Continuity in the language of 

Kant is a prerequisite to all things social. Therefore, in Parsons it emerges in the idea of equilibrium. 

This also affects the question of why equilibrium is a tendency and not a stable state of Archimedean 

balance. If the latter were the case, we would have to have not a PC but a PI, a Principle of Identity. 

Since we clearly want that social progress and evolution to be possible in social theory, we must have 

not  identity  –  which  is  stale  –  but  continuity.  This,  of  course,  we  find  in  the  idea  of  Kantian 

Anthropology. Therefore, social institutions help to regulate interactions in the form of order. This is an 

argument we find in Jaspers.
“[pg7]

[…]

On  both  the  subjective  and  the  objective  sides  he  held  firmly  to  the  view  that  structured,  indeed  we  may  say 

institutionalized, orientations could in principle be regarded as fully ‘authentic’; they should not, e.g. in the case of scientific 

theory, be treated as ‘fictional’ as Alfred Schuetz does. 

Indeed, there is a notable section in  Philosophie (Jaspers 1932, volume one, chapter seven) in which he discusses the 

relations of philosophy, to religion, to the intellectual disciplines (Wissenschaften) and to art.”

[….]

Now  the  smoking  gun  is  revealed.  Parsons  clearly  sees  the  Unity  of  Reason  in  the  idea  of 

communicability and the process or the action of communication as of prime importance for Jaspers’ 

philosophy  as  a  corollary  of  Kantianism;  bridging  the  many  divisions  between  Regulative and 

Constitutive aspects and their corollaries.
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 “[pg.10]

[…]

Indeed,  for  him,  it  was  through  Reason,  as  integrated  with  Existenz,  that  another  phenomenon,  which  he  called 

Kommunikation was conceivably possible426.

This of course was the individual, who in one sense and at one level was conceived to be unique and alone, being at the 

same time in a position to relate to others, indeed potentially not only to other human individuals, but other ‘sentient’ 

beings427.

This involved both levels of the English concept ‘reason’ which are differentiated in German terminology, namely Verstand 

and Vernunft, and some kind of synthesis between them.

One way of putting the point would be that, to Jaspers, the other, with whom one communicates, must be object as well as 

subject, and he who communicates must also be an object to others and himself. Their common objectness is, precisely in 

the Kantian sense, an essential ground or condition on which they can communicate with each other. But the possibility 

implies an integration, not only through the categories of understanding, i.e. Verstand, but also as related to ‘transcendental’ 

considerations,

[pg11]

As Vernunft, and mutual awareness of each other at the level of Existenz.”

In  the continuing  text,  Parsons  applies  the biological  boundary-metaphor,  he frequently uses,  as  a 

concept that works well with the concepts Jaspers denotes as Reason, Existenz and Transcendence (→ 

toward God, →telic), while saying that there are “not fixed boundaries between” the areas known and 

experienced as well as the Econmpassing.

Following Weber, 
“[pg12]

Jaspers’ warning about  the  dangers  of  rationalistic  Gehäuse,  however,  should not  be  interpreted  to  mean that  he  was 

advocating a Heraclitean doctrine that ‘all is in flux’ and such concepts as structure should be abolished”.

It follows for Parsons that there has to be balance between individuality and the collective aspects of 

the human condition. Why is that? Simply because both are in Wechselwirkung. And this balance we 

know as the Lotzean concept of personality.

The final statement of Parsons on Jaspers was, the manuscript shows, severely edited. The following 

statements were meant to be cut out and this is not surprising. They are in a very personal tone of voice. 

In the same regard, several references to his own work were meant to be cut, obviously not fit for an 

encyclopedia  article  on  Jaspers.  For  our  genealogy,  however,  in  regard  to  the  discourses  and 

constellations that shaped the enablements and constraints of Parsons as an enunciation system, these 

426  The Regulative level and the Constitutive level and Mediality taken in Unity.
427  Which is also a Kantian position.
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statements are highly valuable:

“Jaspers has a special place as a social scientist’s philosopher.428

[pg13]

“ Jaspers is very careful not to merge the philosophical and the scientific enterprises, but at the same time to treat them as  

intimately interdependent. To be a good scientist then, especially on the level of general theory, it seems to me essential to 

be aware of and acutely sensitive to the philosophical  order of problems which lie in the boundaries of this field and 

intertwine with it. It  is in this context that I honor Karl Jaspers as one of the few most important of my teachers, both 

through the spoken word and through his writings.”

Parsons  shows  that  Jaspers  played  a  highly  prominent  role  in  enforcing  his  commitment  to  the 

theoretical language that had developed in the philosophical-physiological discourse in the nineteenth 

century and crystallized in the biological vernacular while other branches of Post- and Neo-Kantianism 

had  cut  off  the  ties  to  the  biological  and  communication  oriented  side  of  the  discourse,  instead 

focussing on logic, mathematics and physics, crystallizing in Naturalism and the positions summed up 

under the heading Conflation Account, of which Russell, Moore, Dewey, Quine and Strawson are the 

most prominent of representatives.

Contemporary interpreters see Parsons and his influences through a lens of a theoretical language that 

is the result of a rupture in what we call epistemological vernaculars429. In other words, every effort of 

interpreting Parsons in line with a (geometric) genius account or with the “bias” of the Conflationists 

must ultimately gloss over consistencies. Parsons work is a translation of or adaption to developments 

in the life sciences. He only ever connects with those changes that reverberate with the theoretical 

language he was immersed in,  because these changes are  results  of the same discursive premises, 

including his later “discovery” of Chicago School authors and Dewey as being part of the “convergence 
428  In a letter to the Editors of the Encyclopedia (contained in the same folder), Parsons explains several points in detail, 

upon criticism.
The “social scientist’s philosopher” he comments with “a further word of elucidation”:
“I have particularly stressed Jaspers’ grounding in the Kantian tradition. This has come to be the focus of a major 
‘metatheoretical’ controversy among the social sciences, which centers on the major challenge from Phenomenology to 
what may be regarded as the ‘main line’ of sociological theorizing associated with the heritage of Emile Durkheim and 
above all Max Weber. This challenge above all concerns the status if the ‘subjective point of view’ in relation to what 
Weber called Verstehen (‘understanding’) of the intentions of human actors. This was a central problem in the German 
intellectual world of Weber’s day and had a substantial influence on Jaspers’ thinking. I have noted the special attention 
Jaspers gave to the subject-object relationship. Concern for the philosophical side of the subjective aspect underlay 
Jaspers emphasis in the concept of Existenz and its complicated context. This can, I think, be regarded as attempting to 
provide further philosophical grounding for Weber’s position on Verstehen and its many ramifications. Specifically, in 
relation to the phenomenological challenge, theoretically minded social scientists would do well to give careful 
consideration to Jasper’ writings.”

429  This is the general description for such phenomema as we find in current research, see the related project at Rutgers’ 
Center for Historical Analysis.
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theory”. In regard to Dewey, this is a corollary from Parsons increasing awareness of the intellectual 

roots of the language of all of these scholars. While it  is today finally a clear-cut position that the 

nineteenth and early twentieth century in the intellectual disciplines must be viewed as being permeated 

by Neo-Kantianism (see the recent work of Timothy Lenoir, Michael Friedman or Peter Gordon as 

exemplary  for  enabling  this  insight),  the  Parsons  exegesis  has  not  yet  taken  proper  note  of  that. 

Scholarly works that are presumed to be the last words on Parsons (Alexander, Wenzel, and so forth) 

are roughly twenty (plus x) years old and products of a time when Neo-Kantianism was less of an issue 

in historical reconstructions of sociological development in Germany or the US.

Therefore, the present study is part of a new chapter in the history of ideas, in particular the history of 

the social sciences. This will require a whole new reconstruction of the life and work of scholars such 

as Parsons. 

Therefore  this  study,  which  is  also  a  preliminary  work  on  the  road  towards  elaborating  the 

comprehensive metabiography of Parsons, must be considered as a ground-breaking effort along the 

way enabling the exploration such new avenues.
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 The Media Theory

The social media theory of Parsons is derived from discursive prerequisites of communication and the 

regulative/constitutive dualism  which  are  part  of  the  epistemological  vernacular  that  profoundly 

influenced the enunciation and production of that theory:

A social system is comprised of the interaction of a plurality of “units”.  These units have to account for 

a  specific  set  of  problems  that  each  system  faces.  To  accommodate  these  problems,  systems 

differentiate  sub-systems  that  solve  these  problems.  Sub-systems  are  themselves  differentiated 

internally by the same standard problems. These problems are:

What goal or purpose is guiding action?

How are resources to be allocated efficiently?

How is support mustered that the necessary amount of units follows in order to accomplish that goal?

How is the system preserved beyond that?

In other Words

Goal-Attainment G

Adaptation A

Integration I

Pattern-Maintenance L

The referring sub-systems are mechanisms that serve to regulate the boundaries of these sub-systems 

are generalized social media:

Polity Power

Economy Money

Societal Community Influence

Fiduciary Value-Commitments

In all his work on media (1969), Parsons stresses the importance of the similarity to language. That is 

no  accident.  The  use  of  language  implies  a  strong  awareness  of  contingency  (aka  discursivity). 

Additionally, Parsons sees media in analogy to money. However, he repeatedly stresses the fact that he 
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adheres to the “classical definition” of money. Although he does not fully account for the meaning of 

the term “classical” in any of his published essays. 

Classically, money had a very reduced set of functions:

It can be a measure for prize, calculating unit and storage of value.

This is  actually the basis  of Jean-Baptiste Say’s famous identity function that states that  for every 

change in demand there is an identical change in supply in economic markets.

However, modern economists who claim that they believe in this identity, usually omit the perquisite of 

the classic position that does not allow for money to be an object of the market (speculation, and 

increase of inherent value) itself (in other words, money has its own law of energy conservation).

There is a physiological aspect to Parsons’ treatment of the AGIL , too.

Parsons reiterated numerous times that the idea of the media-theory hinges on the collaboration with 

Neil Smelser and the discoveries of James Olds. Namely, the human brain has a reward center. In the 

famous 1973 Brown Seminar, he stated:
“Well, this collaboration started an awful lot of things. It not only gave a surprising application of the four-fold paradigm, 
but it led into many other developments. Probably the most important among them was the idea—to cite the whole 
cumbersome phrase—of the “generalized symbolic media of interaction.” This notion started with a consideration of some 
aspects of what you might call the “sociology of money” as a “medium of exchange.” [As a background point], what we had 
done in the little book Economy of Society gave an excellent starting point [for the “media” conception]. But we didn’t 
really get into money in that book. However, along the line it occurred to me that money simply could not logically stand by 
itself, as most economists (and most other social scientists) had assumed. That is the general assumption was that it was a 
totally unique phenomenon. But it seemed increasingly clear that money must be a member of a larger family of meaning.
On this point I remember being very much stimulated in that idea by another former student, James Olds, who went off in a 
very different direction. Olds now is one of the leading people in the country in some areas of brain research. And [at that 
time] he had very recently discovered the so-called reward center of the brain, the “lax brain.” This was the first phase of 
his career along these lines, and he was then working at McGill University. The striking thing about this discovery was that 
Olds found you could put a rat through all the paces of the classical learning experiments and never have to give any 
“reward” (in the sense of Clark Hull’s then influential learning theory).
Well, this just blew Clark Hull sky-high! Hull claimed [that if a rat] was to become experimentally conditioned, you have to 
give it food (or get him very thirsty and give him water to drink or something
like that), some form of external reward. But Olds did it with electrical stimulation of the brain: that is, with rewards given  
directly in the brain. Now, the inference was that learning experience was
not necessarily generated by external reward but, rather, could be internal to the processes of the central nervous system. So 
here I was, thinking hard [about the links between] money and
meaning, and it struck me that what Olds called “pleasure” was probably a generalized meaning in this sense. The first time 
I broached it to him, he said: “Well, this is crazy, there’s nothing in that.” But a few
months later I saw him again (by which time he’d moved to California) and we spent a whole day on the problem. This time 
I think he was getting convinced that it really worked at that infra-social level
[of action]. But then I went off on another tack, and explored the idea that there were several other media [in this sense] that 
operated within the social system. The first of these other media that I happened to tackle, besides money, was political  
power; and if I do say so, I think it worked. It’s even been taken up a bit by some political scientists”
(public access via: http://www.blackwell-synergy.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/j.1536-7150.2006.00439.x?cookieSet=1; the page is: 

31 ff)
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Money is a good example, for even if one has a number of coins in his hands, the actual value is not 

inherent in the coins. Money has its “value in exchange not in use”, as Parsons has stated repeatedly. 

The category of value is actually the important aspect. For media are not simply means. Since they are 

derived from the “intermediary”,  they cannot be merely  constitutive.  Means can be reduced to that 

aspect. Since rewards and media are integrated thru the AGIL-scheme, they share the means and ends 

aspect. Values, which supersede norms, provide purposes. Purposes do not occur in use, but only in 

exchange. In use they media would be constitutive of the usage, while in exchange they are used for a 

purpose that transcends the exchange itself. Therefore the teleomechanist program applies. 

Since the model for media is language, we should briefly look at Parsons model of language. But not 

the one he may have reputedly adapted from Roman Jakobson, but the model he became acquainted 

with at Harvard in the 1930s, which is the model of Watmaugh:

In HUGFP 15.65 Box 1
We find a Folder on 
“Language 1930”
It contains a Lecture by Watmaugh from 1930.
In this lecture, Watmaugh identifies four main elements of the linguistic process

1) Object
2) Acoustic concept
3) Acoustic image
4) Speech act

Social Group held together by language. Three Phases:
1) stimulus
2) act of speech
3) impression produced upon hearer

linked together by convention since infancy.
Unity of Group conditioned by interaction of individuals

Any act of speech is the result of:
1) circumstances of particular instance

a. physical stimulus
b. personal condition of speaker

2) circumstances socially determined
a. group habits other than language
b. language of the group

Parsons himself contributes a lecture on Language with typed pages as an outline on Oct 10th, 1932. The core insight is that 
language is:
“Important both in itself and as a prototype of human institution.”

In short, “institutions” have become media.

What is striking in Watmaugh’s lecture is the three-phase model.

For a social system or group, language is held together by a stimulus, which is of course a physical 

process, thus related to the natural  system (in later  versions of Parsons, the organism).  The act  of 
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speech is an action system relating means and ends. And the impression produced upon the hearer 

refers to symbol systems that are preordained in order to make an interpretation of the stimulus. This 

said, we can refer back to the cultural system.

Parsons three-system approach from Structure  has found its analogy in Watmaugh’s social model of 

language.

The second differentiation 

1. circumstances of particular instance
a. physical stimulus
b. personal condition of speaker

2. circumstances socially determined
a. group habits other than language
b. language of the group

can be reinterpreted as such:

o mechanistic input into organism (e.g. ear)

o Personality

o Social system (Structured Action, not depending on symbols)

o Cultural System (language/symbol system)

Subsequently, the vernacular and certain corollaries can be found in different versions around Parsons. 

They are not “exactly” the same. However they are enunciated in the same language and therefore 

translatable. They reinforce Parsons own enunciations in his theory, because they were enabled by the 

same  conceptual  transformation  in  the  nineteenth  century  and  allow  for  translation  into  Parsons 

scheme.

In  the  same  box  from the  archives,  we  find  a  contribution  for  the  Sociology of  Professions  and 

Medicine from the 1940s in a Folder titled “Soc 6?”. In the notes we find a Parsons who is struggling 

with the integration of his action theory from Structure with his ideas regarding the medical profession 

as well as the relation of power and money. The latter has not yet been nemed “media”.

Note dated 6b July 22nd 
“Therapeutic effect of pattern

Enforcing Responsibility
Realism
Clear definition of the situation
Extreme if Dr to Projections

Transference
Analogy in other fields

Propaganda + psychotherapy
Structure of leadership + authority roles
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Democratic rationalistic bias
Institutional segregation from particular of functionary himself
(    )(    )(    )  
as condition for maximization of rationality in

technological efficiency
organization
political power
Realization of any universalistic value

(…)”
The “definition  of  the situation” is  a  concept  from Cooley and W.I.  Thomas and their  pragmatist 

sociology, which was influenced by Schaeffle and Emerson (see Noble 2009 (1958): 109ff430).

It is interesting to see that Parsons perceives the same patterns that guide the relation between doctors 

and their patients appearing in other social contexts. 

The “maximization of rationality” is particularly interesting: The condition of technological efficiency 

points to Chester Barnard’s introduction of the terms effective and efficiency. Barnard (see more in the 

next chapter) was a friend of Parsons and an even better friend of Henderson. He wrote one of the most 

important of twentieth century business administration: The Functions of the Executive. A book based 

in biology, psychology, and social science instead of economic or business theory.

Parsons preliminary  differentiation  of  these  conditions  will  be  refined  towards  the  following 

application on maximization of efficiency in society, which we find lecture notes from 1956 

(HUGFP 15.65 Box 1 Folder Soc Rel 104)

(…) “upgrading”  - cultural creativeness431

On April 24th 1959

“US-Society as a resource-processing system
(): place of ()
(): ()

Resources –
1. Motivational commitments + the socialization process
2. Value Specifications + commitments + ideological legitimation, religion, etc.
3. Fluid facilities through contractual commitments, markets, etc.
4. Allocative    specification of contributionary obligations etc.

Evaluative communication at ‘social policy level’

Outputs: economic production
(implemented knowledge)

System-goal potential

Integrative  coordination
430  The respective Chapter on Cooley is subsequently title “The Transcendentalism of Social Science”
431  We have noted the importance of “creativity” for the 1940s to 1960s according to Jamie Cohen-Cole (2009) above.
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Renewal + Extension
Of implementation

Commitments

Hierarchy of mechanisms

[2]
Money
Power
Integrative Communication
Real Commitments

Stage Processes
1. Generation of Resources
2. Allocation
3. Stages of Utilization

Combinatorial Patternings + balances at each stage 

Cyclical Interplays
Business Cycle
Political Cycle
Integration Cycles

Road to reunion”

The resource question is of special importance. It mixes constitutive and regulative elements towards a 

teleomechanist  describtion.  At  the  level  of  efficiency itself,  governmental  action  is  taken  through 

“social policies”. These are introduced in communication.

The Hierarchy of mechanisms
Money
Power
Integrative Communication
Real Commitments

This is a different version of the social media, but it is clear that the purpose and construction is the 

same and also dependent on communication itself. Strikingly, Parsons himself speaks of mechanism, 

not  media.  But  instead of  “subsystems”,  he applies  a  more biological  description by calling  them 

circulatory systems of polity, economy, and so forth:
Cyclical Interplays

Business Cycle
Political Cycle
Integration Cycles

Road to reunion432”
The  Cyclical  Interplays  are,  of  course,  translatable  into  the  biological  vernacular  as  cyclical 
432  Once more: Reunion of fragmented society (Cohen-Cole 2009)
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Wechselwirkungen, which he adapts towards the AGIL-scheme.

The scheme in its most general and highly developed version, in 1959 for example looks like this (ibid. 

Folder “Lecture Notes 1959):

Dimensions:

A Hierarchy of levels of control of behaviour of units -
Lowest level of behaviour of persons in roles

I Range of stability – fluidity in relation to functional exigencies – 
“structure” to input-output interchanges

L Levels of meaning of action within the society in relation to the cultural orientations 
institutionalized within it –
Values in relation to “cultural premises”

G Modes and levels of “motivational” “pay-off” to persons – and conversely requirements from 
them”

What seems to  be lacking,  from the point  of  view of  contemporary commentators  like Wenzel  or 

Schluchter, is physical reductionism. In other words, Parsons never makes the transformation towards 

the reductionist vernacular or the adapts to the effects of the fin-de-siecle rupture that occurred in the 

institutional environment or the constellations around him. While the increasingly popular “theoretical 

dialect”  was  a  mathematical-physicalist  or  naturalist  “tongue”,  Parsons  kept  up  his  debt  to  the 

biological vernacular  and 19th century discourse of philosophy and physiology.

Behaviour, for Parsons, is not accounted for in a “behaviourist” jargon but a teleo-mechanic account of 

psychology.  Psychology,  as  we have seen in  the manuscript  “Toward a  common language…” was 

associated  with  Physiology,  anthropology,  and  sociology.  The  reference  to  “motivational  pay-offs” 

relates  to  the  research  of  James  Olds.  Therefore,  the  AGIL scheme  cannot  be  removed  from the 

biological context and its teleo-mechanistic. It is not an algorithm nor does not fit with a “geometrical 

account”

Parsons lectures on Feb. 10th of the same year (ibid.):
“Action issuing from a manifold of choices
Choices not made randomly

Values – one aspect of meaning
Desirable
Relational concept

Orientation + Modality

Internalization
Burden Institutionalization
    of Maximization of adaptive function
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proof Instrumentalization (goal pluralism) Universalism
Activism pragmatism Performances
An Orientations modality

Specification

Instrumental to what?

Concept of maximization”

The conditions  of  maximization  point  to  an  integration  with  early  Pragmatism by introduction  of 

orientation and values on the one hand (regulative) and instrumentalization and activism on the other 

(constitutive).   In  integrating  these  two  levels,  by  simply  asking  “Instrumental  to  what”,  every 

constitutive aspect is analyzed by the sociologist to require the introduction of a purpose of some kind. 

This fullfills the teleomechanist program.

We find this integrated into a “complete” paradigm  of the social structure:: Parsons introduces this in 

1961 (HUGFP 15.65 Box 2 Folder Soc Rel 130 (1961 -62))

Complete Paradigm of Social Structure

L

I

G

A

L     
Structure

I          A        
Process

     G
      Units         Standards   Mechanisms         O – I 

Values Real 
Commitments

Norms

Inegrity

Specification of 
Values

Maintenance of 
commitments

Collectivities

Orientation Reward     Patt. of    ()            ()               Cathexis     Grat.
               of success    Respons            Objects

Roles

Land

Solidarity Influence

Acceptance of 
Legality

Definition of the 
situation 
(Interpretation)

Effectiveness

Solvency

Org.

Power
() of decisions

Support

Money

Cap.

Propensities 
(Commod.) + 
Services

Lab.
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The internal environment
(…)
Power-complex
(…)
Money-complex
(…)
Political legal complex”

At this juncture, he still refers to “real commitments”. Therefore, there is purpose in reality, meaning 

that he does not ascribe to a reductionist model that equates reality with naturalism by swinging the 

pendulum towards the constitutive pole.

The other media are analyzed in their own fashion but each in relation to the banking system. Therefore 

power is “bracketed” between money (command of generalized resources) and influence (allocation or 

distribution of responsibility).

In Lectures from 1961, he writes on March  2nd (HUGFP 15.65 Box 3 Folder Soc Rel 219):
“Money creates “debts” - obligations to the fulfilment of contracts

Power creates “duties” - obligations to comply with authoritative decisions
- coercive sanctions criterion

link between institutionalized authority + “naked power”

Influence creates “moral obligations” to reciprocate in appropriate circumstances
- to “take care of” legitimate demands
- to conform with legal + reasonable norms
- to permit pursuit of remarkable interests”

The relation to money as a medium is why the illustration of the application of the media theory should 

be analyzed in light of the best work of Parsons on media433: the unpublished manuscript on the Power 

Bank. His script from 1963 predicts a research-field that is known as NGO theory: he assumes that non-

governmental  agents  hold  power  in  the  international  political  system.  That  kind  of  power  is 

communication and enables the creation and instantiation of purposes and goals within that system.

A few words on the manuscripts history:
Upon  request  by  the  editors(on  May 27th,  1964)  of  the  magazine  DISARMAMENT AND ARMS CONTROL,  by  a 

Pergamon Press (Oxford London New York Paros), where the article was supposed to appear, TP supplied an abstract/short 

bio:

“This paper presents a sharp challenge to the currently prevalent conception that the international order is one of totally 

sovereign states related only in terms of coercive power resting “ultimately” on military force. It  attempts to develop a 

conception  first  of  a  limited  consensus  at  the  level  of  values,  as  in  such  fields  as  economic  development,  political 

433 Although  the ranking experts on the media theory of Parsons are certainly Mark Gould and Victor Lidz, who were 
included in the creation of the theories later versions in the 1970s. I am indebted to both of them for making time to have 
some conversations with me, regarding Parsons.
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independence and education. It then tries to show that this consensus can be used to extent the range of presumptive order 

and  eventually,  under  the  proper  conditions,  to  create  the  power  necessary to  make it  effective.  The  conception of  a 

pluralistic  international  community,  in  certain  respects  analogous  to  the  internal  structure  of  democratic  societies,  is 

fundamental to the analysis.

Talcott Parsons: Professor of Sociology, Harvard University. Sometime student at London School of Economics, Dr.Phil. 

Heidelberg.  Formerly chairman, Harvard Department of Social  Relations,  president American Sociological  Association. 

Author: The Structure of Social Action, The Social System, etc., Senior editor Theories of Society.”

The magazine was presented with a version that is shorter than the full manuscript. The galley proofs 

exist.  But  the  publication  never  appeared.  It  seems that  the  Journal  was  closed  before  that  issue 

appeared, despite its very prestigious editor, Henry Kissinger, who had befriended Parsons’ friend and 

colleague Carl Friedrich.

A second engagement for the script did also not come to pass:

On cutting it down:
To Parsons on December 24th, 1963

“I am glad to have received a copy of your paper Notes on the problem of World Order, about which I wrote recently to 

David Riesman. I would like to have the opportunity of suggesting to my fellow editors that we publish paragraphs 9 to 20 

inclusive of it (not including 20A and 20B). This section is about the maximum length for our journal and contains, I hope I 

am right, the kernel of your argument(…)

I would tell you more about this journal, but two of my fellow editors are in your back yard; Henry Kissinger, and Bernard 

Feld, M.I.T.”

From from January 2nd, 1964

“(…) I am willing to have you go ahead and publish the parts of my article which you named, namely paragraphs 9 to 20n 

inclusive. I only hope that you will include references to my two papers from the international field and the two theoretical 

papers on Power and Influence.”

On the possibility of publishing it in Landheer’s International Journal of Comparative Sociology.
From TP April 16th, 1964

“(…) I am glad that you are willing to give Dr.Landheer the right to publish the paper in his journal, and I think the proposal  

to have first publication right is entirely appropriate.(…)”

[Followed by Letter from the editors to TP; April 23rd, 1964. On publication next issue and fee of 40 Pounds to be paid to 

him, which has been agreed between TP an “Mr. Wayland Young, as your article will subsequently be published in another 

journal”.]
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HUG(FP)42.41 Unpublished Manuscripts

1929 - 1967

Box 4 of 6 

Folder „The Power Bank – Notes on the Problem of World Order“ 1964

Note by V.L. The Journal seems to have ceased publication before printing out T.P.’s essay. It has remained unpublished.

From the Galley Proofs

“

The Power Bank:

Notes on the Problem of World Order

Talcott Parsons 

From one point  of  view the problem of world order  may be regarded as  that  of the mitigation of  claims to absolute 

sovereignty, since it is the hiatus between areas of territorial control by different political units which is the focus of the 

problem. The crucial initial point Is that sovereignty has never been absolute in the sense in which many of its theorists have 

claimed it to be. Most important the range of cultural sharing has, throughout history, tended to be broader than that of 

effective political organization of the Greek city state, and Western Christendom, than the early modern national state. The 

following analysis is an attempt to show how the existence of cultural consensus at a certain level can serve as the primary 

point of leverage for the extension of political order.

* * *

There  is  an  immense  gap  between  even  relatively  full  commitment  to  values  as  morally  desirable,  and  their 

institutionalization in stable social  structure.  They must  be spelled out  in a level  at  the level  of  norms adapted to the 

immensely varied range of relevant exigencies. Collectivities must be adjusted to the normative framework at both value 

and norm levels; and here it is particularly important that not only territorially-organized collective units, but the many 

different kinds which cross-cut such modes of organization, should be so adjusted. The relevant commitments of individuals 

must be integrated sufficiently at the level of the structure of roles, so as, above all, relatively to minimize alienation from 

the newer normative order -  alienation of the type of that Nazi-inspired German nationalism exhibited relative to the order 

between the wars. Finally, not least is the overcoming of the vested interests in an older more partial order.”

Parsons re-iterates the position that he accepts collectivities as an analytical  unit,  but “the relevant 

commitments” lie on the side of the individuals. 

It follows, that values as purposes require more than just “existence” as in a mechanical or constitutive 

account. As morally desirable, they refer to a regulative level to start with. They are an end that ought  

to  be reached. Interestingly, Parsons introduces a level of contingency by claiming that commitment 
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can only be “relatively full”. Why does that occur?

The answer has not found the same clarity in the version that was to be published. We find it in the 

draft, instead,  that was written for the Riesman conference in 1963 (a conference about a man who 

wrote standard works in Communication and Psychological Research; the draft is from here on referred 

to as: Notes).

Parsons  addresses  the  difference  between  the  constitutive and  the  regulative in  the  international 

political system:

On the constitutive level, in the threat of breakdown, a resort to “physical force” must count as the 

constitutive aspect of the possibility of stable order. However, that is “not the ultimate factor”, says 

Parsons (Notes Item 2). That is the constraining factor.

The positive function is found in the regulative dimension aka the institutionalization of the normative 

system, which entails norms and values. Through that institution, force can also be controlled. The 

intermediate factor, based on communication, is found in “legitimacy” (Notes, Item 3). Control of force 

is the “foundation” (constitutive) of power, but it rests on “consensus” (regulative). Both aspects are in 

Wechselwirkung.  Purpose  and  mechanism,  in  other  words,  are  the  teleo-mechanical  program  in 

application in the political system analysis.

The Power Bank continues with the hierarchy of systems in relation to actual collectivities. Systems of 

culture rank the highest in information content in Parsons frame of reference:

Information

Culture

Social 

↑↓

Personality

Organism

Energy

Culture systems rest on meaning, which is found in sets of symbol systems, which, in turn, refer to 

eternal objects in the Parsonian theory. In Power Bank he writes:
“At the level of collectivities an exceedingly important principle is pluralization. At the cultural level, the basic principle of 
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organization is moral consensus within a pluralistic system. Above all, pluralism favors treatment of conflicts with limited 

implications one at a time. The avoidance of the posing of all-or-none questions will favour avoiding regression along the 

line of increasingly drastic sanctions, the end of which is physical force.

Entering into a pluralistic interest-system is of course easier for “liberal” than for more or less totalitarian societies, but it is 

particularly important to encourage developments along that line among the latter.

If the principle of organization is based on consensus at the cultural level, that renders the means of 

founding the cultural level – symbol systems and meaning – contingent aka  discursive.  This is the 

communication prerequisite from Kantian thought.  Consensus lies in the Kantian “touchstone”,  the 

Other. What these Others need is Principles of Universalization, Of Enlightenment and Consistency.

Says Parsons,
Finally, certain types of ideology can play an exceedingly important part in individual commitment in relation to the role 

level. This will involve, on the one hand, accentuating commitment to the value elements which are congruent with the 

desired system of order in such a way as so far as possible, to dissociate them from claims that commitment to them is 

inherently limited to one partisan position within the system – e.g. the formula of the “peace-loving People’s Democracies” 

versus the “Imperialist war-mongers”, or, conversely, the “Communist plot of world-conquest” versus the merely reasonable 

interest in the security of the Democracies.  On the other hand, ideology links with knowledge of the empirical situation. In 

this respect, the basic empirical agreement between the Russian and the American leaderships on the consequences of all-

out nuclear war is of the first importance. We can perhaps suggest that both the Chinese and the radical American Right are 

insufficiently aware of the sheer factual possibilities.

The Principle of Enlightenment stated that everybody has to understand the situation. In this case it is 

called “the empirical situation”. That motive comes from Lotze and via Cooley and Thomas to Parsons. 

The definition of the situation must be understood by all players for themselves to be able to be agreed 

upon;  the  agreement  on  “consequences  of  a  nuclear  war”  is  thus  precipitated  by  each  party’s 

understanding of the consequences and the ability to refer them to others.

Ideology  is,  thus,  an  element  that  links  the  individuals  within  a  system together,  while  different 

ideologies form another super-system, wherein parties may be in a conflict like a war. But even a war is 

still between nations in a system that has rules, even if it is just the agreement that armies meet in battle 

in a certain location or that the winner will redraw the borders. This is very coherent, and, subsequently, 

we have a Principle of Continuity in a very simple version. Universalization must be achieved thru 

integration. That is the task of media:
Media of Integration

The theme of pluralism just mentioned concerns one phase of the immense complexity of the modern world, which in turn 
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is one major focus of its problem of order. Going back to Adam Smith and the problem of the division of labor, it has been 

more  or  less  fully  understood  that  stable  organization  of  highly  differentiated  systems  is  dependent  on  the 

institutionalization of a generalized media by which the relations of differentiated parts can be integrated. Money, operating 

in markets and under institutional regulation (above all by the institution of contract) is the oldest and best understood of 

highly-developed media of this sort at the societal level. I would like to suggest that the further institutionalization of not 

one, but an interrelated set of such media is, within the framework just sketched, an essential  set of conditions of the 

extension of world order.

The ones I have in mind are power in the political sense, influence in the sense relevant to the analysis of public opinion, 

and commitment to values of the sort outlined above.

As the  system of  interests  mediated becomes  more  ramified and differentiated,  the medium itself  must  become more 

completely symbolic “symbolic”  or in another reference, “intrinsically” worthless

Media are interrelated, thus in a Wechselwirkung. They are institutionalized. They do not constitute the 

system. They are mechanisms of regulation.

That  they  are  intrinsically  worthless  suggests  that  they  cannot  constitute  anything  at  all.  This  is 

different in current media theories, who are based on the claim that the medium  is  the message. In 

Niklas Luhmann’s theory, for example, power constitutes the political system. It effects the continuity 

of the system by existence, in a fashion, that is not even ontological. In Parsons work, power cannot do 

that. Power is the means for the system to put regulative principles into effect. That media are symbolic 

also means that they are contingent. Therefore, power or money have no algorithmic effect that says: A 

quantum of  power  will  effect  an  identical  quantum  of  order.  That  is  also  a  consequence  of  the 

Wechselwirkung  with  other  media.  The  German  chancellor  can  give  an  order  and  it  ought  to be 

followed. But there is no rule that reduces this to “will be”.  What is required is another level:
“Acceptance  of  a  symbolic  medium is  dependent  on “confidence” that  it  will  be acceptable  to  others  in  a  system of 

exchange. It is in this sense the product of Operation Bootstrap. When this confidence is impaired  there is a vicious circle 

of demand for the intrinsically valuable, or other forms closer to it – in the monetary case the series “cash” – monetary 

metal – and “real assets” like land. This deflation is a process of destruction  of the advantages of a ramified exchange, 

hence literally destruction of wealth, if it goes beyond correction of inflationary situations.

The equivalent of power-systems of “commodity value” of the medium  for money is on intrinsically effective means of 

coercion and compulsion, among which is physical force occupies the well-known special position. Power, however, in 

more general terms is capacity to command fulfilment in of obligations in pursuit of valued collective goals, regardless of 

the  “motives”  in  which  “compliance”  is  based.  It  is  institutionalized  in  the  “code-patterns”  of  authority  and  related 

institutions like the franchise (cf. my paper on the Concept of Power). As a ramified medium, power (like money) rests on 

“confidence” that, when used, compliance will be forthcoming. Impairment of this confidence leads to the scramble for 

security in the political equivalent of real assets, which I take to be such a superior command of physical force that to be 
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severely injured by attack is inconceivable.

Our problem is not to analyze the routine operation of power, however important an understanding of that may be for our 

assumptions. It is rather, how to analyze the conditions if the range of effective control through power. The international 

power-system is relatively weak because of  the “locking” of so much power in national  units  and in their  actual  and 

potential antagonistic relations to each other. This means that the ratio of physical force to the other aspects of power is kept 

unnecessarily high.”

The sorrow and worry Parsons addresses for media lies in their credit-based nature. All media seem to 

have only borrowed their legitimacy from the confidence of people in them. So there are “depositors 

and borrowers”. Like in energy-based organisms, there is “degeneration” and conservation as necessary 

and natural conditions. There must exist levels that are leading to goals that are actually accomplished. 

This requires actors to overcome the “biological limitations” (Barnard). The means to do so rest on 

persuasion, which is a communicative action:

“The capacity to persuade

The medium next above political  power in the societal  hierarchy is  I  call  influence (c.f.  my paper  on the Concept  of 

Influence). Influence in this sense is the generalized (symbolic) capacity to persuade. Hence it operates as a medium in 

cases  where  intrinsic  persuasiveness  is  not  sufficient:  fro  example,  where  the  object  of  persuasion  is  not  technically 

competent to understand reasons. Hence a “reputation” must be involved in which there is some sort of confidence that 

accepting “advice” on X’s  reputation as,  for example,  a competent  physician will  bring desirable consequences  of the 

ensuing action, i.e. an improvement of health.” 

The analogy of the medical system is, of course, no accident. It reveals how deeply affected the whole 

of the Parsonian theory actually was by his insight into the medical practice and his affiliation with the 

life  sciences,  which  is,  in  other  words,  “so  nineteenth  century”.  And  even  if  he  does  not  say  it 

explicitly, the equilibrium he has in mind for a political system would be a dynamic state of health.

Such a system, even a “closed nation”, is, to certain degrees, open. It is like an organism, since Parsons 

is arguing within the biological  vernacular and the concept of the organism is therefore part of his 

frame of rerference:

“Realistically, such units both “export” power in exchange for other things they need, and receive an “income” of power 

from other units – just as a business firm spends money for the factors of production and receives a money income for the 

sale of its products.”

The intermediate level revolves, again, around legitimacy. Why? Because the giving and taking parties 
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have to accept the medium that is exchanged. Just the same, two people must speak the same language, 

even if they may fail to communicate within the language, as long as they do not accept that the other 

person does speak the same language, communication is impossible. That acceptance is granted rests 

on socialization. That Ego and Alter have grown up in the same society does make it more likely that 

they will accept each others enunciations as legitimate in the same language. For that to be possible, 

they need systems of reference.

“ The system of reference

For purposes of any such analysis it is always essential to define the system of reference. For us, in the broadest sense, it is 

the system of states which maintain important levels of power in the international system, presumably generally with a 

military base, but by no means confined to the military aspect, and whose power-potential is by no means a simple function 

of the military factor. Various cross-cutting subsystems of this larger system may  be important in particular contexts.

Three further assumptions are required . One is the commitment of the units on a sufficiently broad basis , to the common 

value base. This can be interpreted to mean that international order (or “peace”) in the system is desirable from the point of 

view of a sufficiently large and strategic portion of the relevant “constituency”. Secondly, there must be some order of 

commitment to the political subvalue of effectiveness of the inter-governmental system of reference, or one or more of its 

relevant subsystems. Third on these two bases, taken together, there must be some order of legitimation of the goal of 

improving the stability of inter-governmental order.” 

Now we can address the Power-Bank itself in the fashion that it is build in these prerequisites, of which 

Parsons has “taken stock”, applying the Kantian approach of taking stock first, before drawing up a 

method. In other words, efforts to understand political systems as constituted on power or conflict are 

Cartesian, since they merely introspect and take as self-evident what they find.

“Power-banking

Within these assumptions the phenomenon of “power-banking”, as I shall call it, becomes possible, and with the use of this 

mechanism extends the power-potential of the relevant systems beyond what it could be otherwise have been. For this to 

happen the following principle conditions have to be fulfilled:

(1) Within the contributing system there must be a “surplus” of power in the hands of a variety of independent 

units, which realistically can be expected to be held in reserve by those units over a considerable period – in 

the sense of average balance. Since national governments are no more closed systems with respect to power in-

ternally than they are externally, the “depositors” of power need by no means be only governments. Any unit 
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which is able and willing to undertake binding obligations – without specification or specific content and cir-

cumstances – is a holder of power in this sense.

(2) There must be a collectively organized agency which has two essential characteristics: (a) it is willing and able 

to receive “deposits” of power in this sense of acting as a trustee for the relevant interests of the depositing 

units. If the banking analogy is followed closely this should involve relinquishment by the latter of immediate 

(under-the-mattress-type) control, but with retention of the right to withdraw on short notice. The relevant 

structural prototype here is membership in a voluntary association, or, possibly, also acceptance of employ-

ment where the right of resignation at any time is retained. Governments do this in the case of certain treaty ar-

rangements and association memberships, often in functionally restricted fields; (b) it is to be understood that 

the receiving unit or organization is expected to use the accumulated power – in part and with the proper pre-

cautions of prudence – for purposes of “investment”. That is to say, by lending its support (which is a form of 

power, if binding commitments are involved) to agencies which will be expected to take positive steps in the 

desired direction. It s crucial that, though the depositors of power “expect” that the receiving agency will con-

duct this kind operations, they do not by and large attempt to make their own decisions about what specific 

commitments the agency shall make. They have a partial “veto power”, which consists in their permission to 

withdraw if they lose confidence in the agency.

If such an agency is in fact lending its accumulated power in this sense, it is obviously like a bank, not in a position to meet 

a concerted and simultaneous withdrawal of all its “depositors”. In this sense it is always “insolvent”. But short of this, 

continual withdrawals balanced by new commitments are to be expected and planned for.

The  concept  “lend”  implies  that  the  support  in  question  is  both  contingent  and  temporary  –  so  far  as  the  particular 

undertaking of support is concerned. It is an “investment” of support only if the use to which it is put by the receiver can 

reasonably be expected, within the requisite time, to produce increments of genuine power more than sufficient to “repay 

the loan”.

Parsons refers explicitly to the idea of contingency. The “agency” in question can have rules and laws 

that mechanically guide its procedures, but it cannot be reduced to those for it has to have a purpose 

that exceeds it. Think of the United Nations. If it is perceived as an engine that enables legitimacy of 

prior decisions it is a useless and powerless organization. 

It does not serve a purpose, if the outcome is only a matter of mechanical procedures and laws. Think 

about the process of legalizing the war on Iraq by the Bush/Cheney administration. The question was 

not to deliberate if there was to be a war enabled. The question was how to legitmize it.  However, it 

should have been a debate regarding the legitimacy of the United Nations and a purpose should have 

been found and installed. Instead, the parties were looking for procedural ways in the UN to legalize 
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what was to be put into action anyway. It didn’t need justification only legality through procedure. But 

if  the UN was to lend that legality,  it  would have required justification.  And justification rests  on 

consensual communication, not “force and fraud”.
“ The essential step is an agreement on justification between a lending agency and one which cannot implement its goals 

without a borrowed increment of power. The lending agency then must certify the justification of its creditors receiving an 

increment of power,  and this certification must in turn be  reciprocated with a confidence inspiring declaration by the 

creditor that intends to use the power in an acceptable manner to promote the approved goals.”

And that rests on influence and influence cannot guarantee certainty. Quite the contrary, the matter at 

hand is always and remains at dispute: 

“the borrowing unit must stake its reputation on the success of its “constructive” use of the borrowed power, i.e. it must also 

assume risks. The common substratum of  this justification is the combination on the one hand of commitment to common 

values  in  the  relevant  area,  and  on  the  other  of  agreement  on  the  prospects  of  successful  implementation  within  the 

conditions  under which the borrower is placed. This is to say that the grounding of influence rests on the two foundations of 

ideological consensus and responsible estimate of realistic opportunity for success. This, however, is still estimation and not 

certainty.”

That success is a criterion is a debt Parsons owed Pragmatism. However, its “uncertainty” is, of course, 

a  reminder  that  this  debt  is  owed to  Early Pragmatism (Emerson,  James)  only.  For  the  necessary 

“evaluation” can only be made by observers. And the method that observers, such as scientists, have, is 

the method of abstraction and ideal-type. This, again, leads back to the biological  vernacular rather 

than a physicalist account.
“Applications

It is time to attempt some application of this abstract and ideal-type analysis. What should be first made clear is that, in one 

of their primary functions, national states are in this sense power bankers, both internally and externally. Indeed, so far as it 

is both effectively organized and, in the above sense, is an open  rather than a closed system with respect to power, the 

probability is that a state is importantly engaged in such operations. Internally, government “promotes” the development of 

power-units which eventually are expected to become independent.” 

Parsons insistence on effectiveness is a corollary of his literature of and conversation with Chester 

Barnard, who insisted on the categories of effectiveness and efficiency  were of utmost importance. 

Parsons, in the same  vernacular, knew that energy must be distributed with efficiency (experimental 

psychology) even within open systems. Physicalist accounts do require closed systems, for they cannot 

account for the energy loss while preserving conservation laws at  the same time. In the biological 

vernacular, such loss must always be accepted. To break it down, the life sciences must acknowledge 
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that “life is a messy business”.

And international systems became messier, as Parsons notices, decades before theories of so-called 

NGOs (Non-governmental organizations) were conceived of.434

“Several fields of international agreement were mentioned above, perhaps notably that of trades and of the rights of persons 

in  foreign  countries.  An  notable  one  in  its  recent  development  is  that  of  the  international  extension  of  professional 

associations in a variety of “intellectual” fields, especially now the more or less purely scientific, as distinguished from the 

applied fields.

Given the position taken here, that “private power” is a very important though varying proportion of the total power of a 

society the amount of power linked to intergovernmental units, as distinguished from those falling within the jurisdiction of 

a particular government, is by no means negligible and has almost certainly been growing rapidly in recent years.”

Parsons  theoretical  language  allows  for  such  sharp  distinctions,  because  it  allows  for  effects  of 

communication that transcend the constitutive elements of systems. The tribunals sitting in judgement 

are  no longer made up of governmental agents. Those who merely introspect within their political 

environment will not see the developments that are referring beyond the boundaries of an existing 

order. They will either report to mere “conservation of a stable order” or “criticize the domination 

within the system”. Parsons does neither. He sees the interplay of normative and deviant tendencies 

leading to an equilibrium that is always in flux but tends to retain a dynamic order that allows for 

progress without chaos.

And  what  about  the  primary  dualism  of  the  discourse?  What  about  the  dualism  of 

Regulative/Constitutive  that  has  transformed  into  ideographic/nomothetic science  (Rickert, 

Windelband/Weber) and ideal- and realfaktorem (Scheler), which Parsons discusses in his works on the 

history of science?

We do not find it made explicit in the sections of the essay. But, in the version (Notes) that was not 

published (page 21/22).

Parsons discusses them explicitly, revealing that his full-fledged media theory is in coherence with his 

vernacular.

434  It is noteworthy that the idea of an “institutional approach” like a power-bank is in itself not entirely novel. Without 
making the connection to the Power Bank manuscript, Leslie Armour (2003) has identified the concept of the institution 
of  “insurance” – a hot topic in the early twentieth century in economic theory and industrial physiology -  appearing in 
the work of Harvard philosopher Royce in the form of a heuristic application in international affairs. In his 1914 
publication War and Insurance, Royce suggested that the concept could be applied to prevent war. Without saying that 
Parsons adapted the concept directly from Royce, it makes sense to assume that the similarity of the regulative and ideal-
typical use of the concepts of  Power-Bank and Anti-War Insurance is no accident when we accept an account that places 
both scholars in the same intellectual tradition and style of reasoning.
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Discussing the options that governmental organizations have in respect of power within international 

order, he sees three options. 

The conservative “go it alone” option on the one hand, where nations are closed actors, who try to hold 

power liquid for themselves.

Second is the utopian version, he calls the “polar opposite”. This position, he claims, sees “the primary 

source of our troubles is the involvement in power in the first place”.

In the regard of the latter, he states that there is a polarity and that the “utopian” account has run into 

one difficulty
“it dissociates the Idealfaktoren from the Realfaktoren”.(Notes :22)

Utopianism means the supremacy of the Idealfaktoren and the omission of the Realfaktoren.

A third version is a conflation of conservatism and utopianism that leads to moral absolutism, as found 

in totalitarian communism.

This shows that Parsons stays in the vernacular to make the enunciation of the Media Theory in The 

Power Bank. As a result Parsons language seems to imply,  in accordance with the Communication 

Account  and  the  teleomechanist  program,  that  a  constructive  solution  in  the  establishment  of 

international order lies in an approach that includes the real- and idealfactor levels, and bridges them 

via  communication.  This  is  the  role  that  is  played  by  influence,  which  can  be  exerted  by  non-

governmental  actors  that  thereby  attain  power  to  set  purposes  and  agendas  because  of  the 

interpenetration of the subsystems.

Parsons,  the  enunciation  system  and  network-address,  is  the  child  of  the  prerequisites  the 

physiological-philosophical discourse produced, which permeated the intellectual climate of his early 

years. Even his most advanced and abstract theoretical contributions could not have been enunciated 

without the semantic devices from an epistemological vernacular, that was enabled by the conceptual 

transformations and  problematizations  found in Kant, Lotze,  James, Durkheim, Weber and Jaspers. 

Talcott Parsons was driven by that language towards the production and the enunciation of his theories, 

towards the discovery of opportunities of translation with like-minded scholars. It was not he other way 

round, as  geometric genius accounts  would suggest. This is a strong statement. Nonetheless, without 

taking into account the vernacular, a more comprehensive understanding of the so-called classics, such 

as Parsons, is not possible. In this regard, this study is a contribution towards a more comprehensive 
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approach to understanding the scientific  discourse,  the concepts  that  emerged and their  productive 

prerequisites and the constraints that negate certain enunciations.

Talcott Parsons, behavioral science, and international relations.

Of course, a very skeptical reader could intercede that this approach may stretch the conceptual 

relations from the biological vernacular and early Parsons towards the Power Bank manuscript too far 

and that, finally, the equivocations that we tried to expose in this genealogy are not an internal creative 

synthesis within the discourse but are merely the equivocations in the mind of this author, or that, 

indeed, the biology or behavioral science of Parsons cannot account for his analysis of international 

relations, the medical system, and scientific concept formation.

And, of course, we should address such a caveat because the relation is not always easy to see, even if 

(see the Introduction for this well-know fact) social, political, medical and scientific concept formation 

and critique have been intertwined throughout the nineteenth century.

Let revisit the following few premises:

We can accept that Parsons had an education in biological sciences.

We can accept that his teachers, such as Meiklejohn or Jaspers, were subject to and promoted a more 

comprehensive education and research in philosophy, psychology and relations to physiology than we 

are accustomed to today.

We should also be able to accept that biology, the romantic movement and teleo-mechanism were in a 

relation of interdependence with the development of the disciplines, including philosophy, psychology, 

and sociology – to whatever degree we can leave open for debate.

That Kantianism played a major role in these developments, whether directly or due to a series of 

misunderstandings, should also meet little counter argument at this stage.

It should not be a point of disagreement that Parsons accepted that he pursued a “behavioral science” 

and that he saw this science to be different from bleak “behaviorism”.

A skeptic will also have a hard time disagreeing that, for Parsons at the very least in his earlier phases, 

psychology was to a large degree a physiological discipline.

We must also accept that the academic environment Parsons encountered at Harvard in the 1930s and 
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1940s was largely determined by men and women who were engaged in industrial physiology, fatigue 

research and the “hygiene movement” (Elton Mayo, Lawrence Henderson, Chester Barnard, R.B. 

Perry, etc.) . 

Even the most skeptic of readers will have trouble disputing these premises.

So what remains is to show even more convincingly than in a mere analysis of the Power Bank that 

Parsons 1960s work, his media theory and his political sociology were part of the same discourse that 

shaped him as a young scholar and that was led in the biological vernacular and informed by the same 

intellectual climate. 

Let us assume for a moment that the organismic and cybernetic political theory of Karl Deutsch and his 

associates is not in some way part of the biological vernacular (the equally complex genealogy of 

cybernetics and the theory of Deutsch is not my problem at the moment, even if relations to the teleo-

mechanist program actually do suggest themselves; see the work of Lilly Kay (2001) for references). 

We know that Deutsch and the cybernetic movement were influential on Parsons. So if we assume that 

they are not the result of the same discourse, this would prove to be an obstacle for our present account.

Except, if our case were that Parsons was attracted to include their work due to similarities with 

thoughts he already had and Deutsch and cybernetics served merely to affirm, the elective affinity 

(Wahlverwandschaft) would hold, because the “supposed” equivocation would be Parsons’s.

In other words, I must show that there is a connection between the biological vernacular and the 

constellations of an earlier Parsons and his later work on politics and international relations.

And indeed, such a connection can be found in a conference paper from 1963 and Ralph Barton Perry's 

correspondence in relation with the Harvard Defense Group from 1941 (see Harvard Archives HUD 

3139 R.B. Perry Correspondence Folder “Friends of the American Way”):

In 1941 Pediatrician Margaret E. Fries wrote a letter to Perry. Since the late 1920s, she had developed a 

strong interest in mental hygiene, the field of research that Perry's colleagues and friends Henderson 

and Mayo were working in and whom Perry helped along in various ways. Fries was an expert on the 

effect of war trauma on infants among other things. She had just begun to address questions of 

democracy and international conflicts. In this regard, she wrote to Perry with hopes to talk to the 

famous philosopher and activist to help along with her current project in orthopsychiatry on “National 

and International Alleviation”435, which she supported with experimental data. Her claim was that the 

435 The respective publication in 1944:
       National and International Difficulties—A Suggested National Program for Alleviation: Margaret E. Fries. Amer. J. of   
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prevention of difficulties in childhood is reflected in the prevention of later difficulties between groups, 

including the international level436.

Around the same time, the Harvard Defense Group, coordinated by Perry, was concerned with 

analyzing German society and its decline towards National Socialism and investigate the prevention of 

social deterioration in American society. The latter effort was led by the subgroup on Morale, which, 

from 1941 forward, was directed by Talcott Parsons. Henry Murray and Gordon Allport contributed a 

large sum of reports and suggestions, collected in the Defense Group Papers, including their statement 

of a mental hygiene and industrial psychology perspective on preventing  deviation among America's 

youth437. 

Perry invited Margaret Fries to Harvard, However, not to meet with him but to meet with Allport and 

Parsons. From the correspondence we know that this meeting has indeed occurred and Fries’s many 

questions were answered (!) by Parsons and Allport.

Parsons's career was literally “made” during those years of war. And he solidified his institutional 

position while connecting or strengthening his ties with scholars and administrators that held key 

positions, such as Conant, Perry, Mayo, Friedrich, or Allport. These scholars spoke very much the same 

language that he did. The mental hygiene and industrial physiology movement was a direct result of the 

work of Lotze, Janet, Wundt , James or Burke Delabarre (see for example: Sarasin1995, 2001, 

Rabinbach 1990, Lukes 1973). And we have seen that Parsons' educational background and early work 

fits with the intellectual climate in regard to the biological vernacular and the teleo-mechanist 

program.

The question of morale, social conflict, and stability in regard to (brain-)physiology and psychology 

was studied in the late nineteenth century by leading philosophers and experimental psychologists from 

Alexander Bain to William James and Lotze's direct students Trumbull Ladd and Josiah Royce 

(Harvard, friend and interlocutor of Henderson and James).

In the first half of the 1940s, the question of international conflict and mental hygiene (respectively the 

teleomechanist program) is used as a baseline for a) the group on Morale, led by Parsons, and b) the 

work of orthopsychiatrist438 Margaret Fries, for whom Parsons was an expert interlocutor439.

Orthopsychiatry, XI, 1941, pp. 562–574. 
436   See, of course, Jamie Cohen-Cole’s account (2009), which shows how much in line this approach was going to be with 

the climate of the 1950s and 60s
437 Another „gem“ is their lenghty psychological profile of Adolf Hitler
438 Orthopsychiatry refers to study and treatment of disorders of behavior and personality, with emphasis on prevention 

through a clinical approach 
439 See also: Ellen Condliffe Lagemann (1992)
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Now, to give a context of the writing of the manuscript of Power Bank in 1963, we should know that it 

was produced almost back to back with Parsons' contribution to a conference reader on science and 

international relations440. And this was not just any conference or any reader. 

The editor Milton Schwebel wrote in the original preface (2002: xiii) in 1964 as the very first sentence: 

“this book is about life.”  The book was titled “Behavioral science and human survival”.

Parsons' essay was the first in the collection of papers written for the occasion of the 1963 annual 

meeting of the American Orthopsychiartric Association, co-sponsered by the world Federation of 

Mental Health.

Schwebel identified behavioral sciences to be

“such fields as psychology, sociology, anthropology, psychiatry, economics and political science – any 

science or branch of a science that studies the behavior of man in his physical and social 

environment.441” (ibid. xiii)

The editor introduced the part that contains Parsons' essay with a bold declaration, which comes not as 

a surprise to us who we are familiar with the approach of the biological vernacular, namely that in 

regard to “truth”, 

“the behavioral scientist will not declare 'the truth'. “ (Ibid.: 1)

No, instead

“(h)is success depends on the way he conceptualizes the problem., that is, on his 'theory'.” (Parsons 

1963: 3)

Parsons followed with his contribution in a fully-fledged teleo-mechanist conceptualization, connecting 

behavioral science to problems of international conflict, a theory of which he was conceptualizing in 

his Power Bank manuscript.
Parsons immediately addresses the problem that we find to be at the core of the different accounts of Kant's philosophy, 

namely the connection between theory and practice:

“The behavioral sciences share with all other sciences an acute problem in the complicated relation between emphasis on 

pure science, research and the advancement of knowledge 'for its own sake,' and the uses of science in the wide variety of 

applied fields.” (ibid.: 3)

He identified two problems of the applied aspect.

One, he said, lies in the fat that the mere progress of scientific knowledge itself produces possibilities 

for practical use. These are, in his opinion, as in the “medical field”, “unequivocally beneficent” so 
440 Parsons 1963 „The Role of the behavioral scientist in international relations“ in Schwebel, Milton (2002, re-edition. 

Orignallly 1965) Behavioral Science and Human Survival Backprint.com, iUniverse, Lincoln, NE: 3 -12 
441 Incidentally, the distinction between environments was a matter that William James criticized Herbert Spencer of having 

neglected, see James in „Spencer's Definiton of Mind“.
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“that there is no serious problem involved in promoting them energetically” (ibid.). the problem is 

more in the “reluctance of people” to accept those.

 The other aspect – such as in nuclear fission – is the scientist's “responsibility” for the use of his/her 

results. The use of resources, including those produced by scientific development, is subject to a 

“complex decision-making process” and in Parsons opinion “scientists should participate in this 

process” (ibid. 5), which is definitely a similarity to the role Kant ascribed for philosophers in the 

political decision-making process of political leaders.

“Responsibility” has a second dimension, says Parsons. In the face of pressing problems, the scientist is 

called to contribute solutions, in his words “to do something”. His example from which he generalizes 

is the example of the physician and medicine. The behavioral sciences are called for, but have not yet 

had the same regard as medicine and the biological sciences (ibid. 5), because they are “relatively 

young”.

The outstanding problem that the public assumes that scientists should devote their efforts to is the 

problem of war and peace. There is a pressure on these scientists to abandon all other research and 

focus exclusively on this problem. This is a question that comes with the discussion of the respective 

“value-commitments” of the (social) scientists (ibib. 8), and the long standing fight of them to be 

“researchers” instead of practitioners – reiterating the clinical vs. experimental approach dilemma.

Parsons suggested that behavioral scientists should be involved in following activities (ibid.: 8f.):
iv. (fundamental) research

v. training oncoming members of the profession

vi. encouragemnt of research in areas of acute problems (specifically in regard to international relations)

vii. participation in policy decisions (not as decision-makers, but as advisors or in influencing opinions through media)

How this is accomplished is left to “individual responsibility” – a very Kantian and Lotzean theme. 

Parsons makes the connection to the “Western tradition” (ibid.: 12), which requires learning and 

therefore emphasizes in his opinion the role of the universities as “trustees” of the tradition in the 

modern world, whose task is the “advancement of knowledge”.

This programmatic statement for the Orthopsychiatric Association on behavioral science and 

international relations, written back to back with Power Bank, brings together the elements of the 

discourse and the constellations in the account we have been investigating until here. It followed the 

Kantian elements via Parsons’s education and his war and post-war activities into his later work. It 

shows that the account is coherent and provides a valuable insight into the genealogy of the social 

sciences. It shows that the methodological approach we have developed can deliver open and, 
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moreover, highly productive perspectives.
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Chapter Five: Furnishings

Parsons and his interlocutors: Durkheim, Jaspers, and Barnard

The following chapter will pay attention to conceptual histories and their role in the production of 

knowledge-regimes between Parsons and historical and contemporary interlocutors, in particular Emile 

Durkheim, Karl Jaspers, and Chester Barnard. The task of this study is not to provide a detailed history 

of actual events or the actual and direct influence of one individual author upon the other. The goal is to 

provide an account that satisfies a minimum consistency towards understanding the contingency – not 

the  arbitrariness  –  of  conceptual  relations  and  their  progressive  development  between  authors  as 

interlocutors  (not  genius  writers),  even  if  these  conceptual  relations  are  misunderstandings, 

mistranslations, or  equivocations.

Chester Barnard and the Functions of the Executive

There is one peculiar blind spot in the Parsons exegesis. No reconstruction or interpretation, this author 

is  aware  of,  seems  to  have  taken  explicit  notice  of  a  man  who  appears  frequently  in  Parsons’s 

correspondence, lectures and speeches.

Next  to  Karl  Jaspers  and,  perhaps,  James  Olds,  this  contemporary of  Parsons  is  one  of  the  least 

regarded yet most important contributors to the development of Parsons’s work. His work represents a 

fair example of the gravitational pull of the nineteenth century episemtological vernacular and style of  

reasoning that had preformed the physiological-philosophical vocabulary of Parsons. It is possible that 

the “collective amnesia” among sociologists is partially accounted for by the fact that this man was not 

– strictly speaking – an academic.  While  James Olds contributed the neurological  confirmation of 

Freud’s  reward/punishment  idea  to  Parsons’  ideas  on  orientation  and  motivation,  and  Jaspers 

introduced Parsons to the doctor-patient relationship and Max Weber,  Chester I.  Barnard’s (1886 – 

1961) possibly most visible contribution was the distinction between efficiency and effectiveness. 

Barnard  was,  first  and  foremost,  a  friend  of  Lawrence  J.  Henderson  and  frequent  contributor  in 

Henderson’s “Concrete Sociology” seminar. Barnard is a rare exception; an outsider in academic circles 

(for  Barnard’s  sources  see  also  Novicevic  et  al  2002)  for  he  was  an  executive  with  the 
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telecommunications company AT&T442. At the same time, he was frequently invited to give university 

lectures and, eventually, became famous with his book The Functions of the Executive.

The history of the reception of this book is very peculiar. The book was once considered standard 

literature  on the organizational  theory of cooperation and in business education.  First  published in 

1938, it saw twenty-one printings up to 1968. It influenced landmark publications, such as Kenneth 

Galbraith’s essential works. However, the name Barnard has almost disappeared after 1968. 

Reading his  book, one has a hard time to understand why.  The book is  an excellent  for accesible 

exposition of a theory of cooperative action that can hold its own along with standard literature such  as 

Robert  Axelrod (1985).  However,  taking into account  the ’68-generation’s “revolution” on the one 

hand,  and,  on  the  other,  the  trend  in  modeling  economics  and  social  science  after  the 

mathematical/physical model rather than organic biology (not: reductionist biology), the disappearance 

of Barnard is accounted for in terms of the ruptures in the academic discourse and the subsequent 

constellations at academic institutions, where ‘politics of theories’ (Theoriepolitik) was increasingly 

made and won by scholars who were ‘68ers and/or mathematically inclined.

Our interest in Barnard pertains to his frequent use of the concepts incentives and authority in relation 

to  communication443.  Also,  Barnard  was  a  driving  force  in  the  Harvard  community  to  render 

communication an explicit topic of research; a current that was apparent in the work of Parsons or Carl 

Friedrich. 

Certainly,  there are many aspects that would deserve inspection concerning the institutional setting 

involving Barnard as well as aspects of his relation to and influence on Parsons, Hendersons, etc. 

Let us restrict ourselves to the few most important areas, such as Barnard’s connection to Parsons. A 

connection initiated probably during the very brief time of Parsons actual attendance of the “concrete 

Sociology” meetings. The actual length or intensity of Parsons’ attendance itself is not entirely clear. 

442  AT&T was one of Parsons standard examples used in lectures. Even in his final lecture, the day before he died, he made 
reference to it, using knowledge he acquired from discussions with Barnard. (A rare video of the lecture is preserved at 
the Harvard archives).

443 
According to Barnard (Functions: 171ff.), A communication system should be based on seven essential rules:

o The Channels of communication should be definitely known 
o Objective authority requires a definite formal channel of communication to every member of an 

organization
o The line of communication must be as short and direct as possible
o The complete line of communication should usually be used
o Competence of persons serving as communication centers should be adequate 
o The line of communication should not be interrupted when organization is to function
o Every communication should be authenticated 
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The material in the Henderson archives, concerning the course, seems to suggest that Parsons may have 

attended only during one semester. Usually, the Master thesis of Barbara Heyl is cited, who worked on 

the history and relations of the Pareto circle in the 1960s (Heyl 1968). She wrote to Parsons concerning 

the matter,  who sent back to her a lengthy answer.  In accordance with her sources,  she made the 

inference  that  Parsons  had  attended  the  seminar  more  extensively  than  may actually  be  the  case. 

However, in her article, she is not giving enough detail from the letter to support either account. And it 

should also be taken into account that in wrting her, Parsons – 30 years after the events – was vague on 

matters that  were concerned with Henderson, e.g.  his own statement on the timing of the medical 

project and Henderson’s involvement on the matter were somewhat distorted.

The original proofs of the letter to Heyl have not been preserved in the Harvard archives, while Heyl’s 

letters  on request  and expression of gratitude are444.  Whatever  the case,  the semianr  would be the 

occasion where Parsons most likely met Barnard. The connection lasted and intensified to the point 

where Barnard became one of the most important critics of the manuscript for Parsons’ and Smelser’s 

Economy and Society (1957). (Correspondence preserved in the archives at Pusey Library).

Secondly,  Barnard  had  a  very  positive  impression  of  Parsons  from the  start,  which  he  expressed 

towards Henderson. Indeed, Barnard probably gave the most fitting title for the theoretical program of 

Parsons. It appears in a letter Barnard send to Parsons, which he had send a copy of to Henderson.

(Baker  Library,  Harvard  Business  School

Call  No.:  Arch  GA  37

Series  I.  Correspondence,  1934-1938

Carton 1, f. 14-17 Barnard, Chester I., 1937-1941

Folder Barnard 1938-39)
Copy of a letter Barnard wrote to TP(!) on Oct. 27th 1939

Concerning Parsons having handed three papers to Barnard’s office:

“Comte”, “The role of ideas in social action” and “The Professions and Social structure”. 

Barnard states that he has little disagreement with these. The last paper Barnard thought of as the most interesting. And as a 

very needed one, for nothing been done in that regard before to Barnards’s knowledge. Barnard argues critically only from 

Pareto’s point of view explicitly, then stating:

“I think perhaps there is a field for someone to explore that might be called “The Logic of Action.” I have not been able to 

find as of yet that it has been covered.

444  Prof. Heyl  (email-corresp.) was very helpful. The letter is, she says, stored somewhere in her old files. But up to the 
final stages of my manuscript has not yet been located. I am very grateful for her effort. However, since her student 
years, Prof. Heyl has explored completely different research areas. Therefore, much of her initial research is to all of us 
quite distant, naturally.
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“The Logic of Action” is an adequate label for Parsons’s project: the extension of the Kantian and 

Weberian program of teleo-mechansim, from the  Critiques  and the  Logic of Science  to the  Logic of  

Action.

In a letter from  April 26th 1937, Barnard writes to Henderson
“By the way, I thought that Talcott Parsons’ article which appeared subsequently was excellent. It certainly added something 

to my own understanding of Pareto in important respects and on a smaller scale was as useful to me as your own book on 

his method.”

In  the  same  regard,  we  can  see  Barnard  as  a  participant  in  the  Communication  Account and  the 

physiological discourse and the discourse regarding sociology of the early twentieth century from the 

correspondence with Henderson: 

When  working  on  the  creation  of  his  Sociology  course  –  called  intitially  “Concrete  Sociology”, 

Henderson consulted Barnard on the composition:
Letter from Henderson to Barnard on January 26th, 1937

 “[..] This letter is to appeal to you to help, if you can find time, with the presentation of a case at some time between the 

middle of February and the end of April next year in the projected course I described to you and that I think we shall call 

“Concrete Sociology”. 

[…lectures] a means of fixing ideas and canalizing the analysis and synthesis of facts presented. It seems to me that the one 

thing that will greatly contribute to the success of this experiment is diversity in the cases so that it may be quite clear to the 

students  that  wherever  one  is  studying  the  relations  of  human  beings,  certain  things,  notably  the  interaction  of  the 

sentiments, the differences between the sentiments and the things that people say, the interrelations of many forces rather 

than simple causation, the importance of persistent aggregates, the importance of organizations, etc. may be observed. Now 

it is very difficult to find men of affairs who can do  his, but I am sure that you can, […].”

Concerning  Physiology,  though,  the  following  exchange  shows  the  expert  discussion  between 

Henerson and Barnard:
From Barnard to Henderson April 14th 

Barnard is seeking leads to two questions:

1) Literature on human physiology and reaction/adaption of the organism to interchange of “radiant energy” and en-

vironment. Idea behind this: “Continuous adaptation of the organism”; 

“ […] that differences in the “vitality” of individuals, and particularly of psychological activity of individuals and masses of 

people  seems to  me to  indicate  some  very important  but  subtle  differences  of  adaptability  not  accounted  for  by the 

orthodoxy of explanations. Historically,  also,  the simultaneous development of originative or inventive and intellectual 

activities in remote and culturally unrelated sections raises the question, as for instance the development of Buddhism, 

Confucius and the Greek philosophers, all about in the age of Pericles.
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I talked with Dr. Whitehead about this last point when I called on him, and he had a speculation that it was a reaction from 

the invention of writing, but this hardly answers to me the question.”

2. Question of sense of time four dimensionalism and Pierre Janet.

→Answered by Henderson on April 22nd, though not very substantially.

→CIB returns on April 26th 1937 and says not to worry any further on four dimensional sense in connection with muscular 

coordination.

“I have some acquaintance with the literature of psychology and it is a mess, I should say, and also according to what our 

psychologists say. A good deal of it is in McDougall’s attack on Pareto in the Journal of Social Philosophy. [By the way, I 

thought that Talcott Parsons’ article which appeared subsequently was excellent. It certainly added something to my own 

understanding of Pareto in important respects and on a smaller scale was as useful to me as your own book on his method.]”

The complex of energy/environment/vitality/adaption echoes its long history of physiological concepts 

from Vitalism, evolution theory to Helmholtz’s ideas on energy conservation, including the concept of 

“interchange”  upon an  inference  from the  implicit  notion  of  the  boundary  between  organism and 

environment445.  The language,  which Barnard uses within this  context  of physiology,  reappears,  of 

course,  in  Parsons’ work from his  earlier  writings  towards  the  media theory.  Barnard,  who was a 

frequent  conversation  and  correspondence  partner  of  Parsons,  uses  these  concepts  with  a  clear 

reference to the physiological discourse.  The reference to vitality marks it  a clear reference to the 

nineteenth  century discourse.   His  “familiarity  with  the  literature  on  psychology”  is  an  important 

concession. Psychology in the latter half of the nineteenth century (with Wundt and James) was an 

experimental  discipline within physiology and philosophy.  Parsons actually accepts and shares  this 

attribution of psychology. This explains his interest in the experimental work of James Olds as well as 

his explicit reference to that fact in the manuscript  Toward a common language for the area of the  

Social Science.

The transition of “vitality” and psychological activity between individuals and masses implicitly raises 

the  problem  of  communicability  and  communication,  that  (among  others  in  the  Harvard  circle) 

Barnard, Friedrich, and Parsons were concerned with. Communication, at the time, was the fairly new 

object of explicit  study (which Carl  Friedrich mentioned in his  1940s courses on Government and 

Communication)

Reference to Janet poses a distinct problem. As we have found, Parsons himself has not mentioned 

Janet, while he accredits Elton Mayo with having inspired his return to reading Freud more intensely. 

Mayo  was,  of  course,  the  resident  expert  on  Janet,  Freud’s  rival  (even  if  Janet  himself  sought 

reconciliation). Janet was equally influential on the development of French Collective Psychology and 

445  It should be mentioned that the “Whitehead” mentioned in the letter, is T.North Whitehead from the Business School
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early American sociology. Quoted by Durkheim, in the work of James, Boodin and Mead (van der 

Veer/Valsiner  2000),  the fact  that  Barnard is  familiar  with his  work is  of little  surprise.  However, 

Freud’s writings enjoyed more prominence outside of Harvard and increasingly gained influence in 

Harvard circles as well, while perception of Janet seems to have been obstructed by a rise constraints in 

the institutional setting. 

In relation to Sociology and in relation to Pareto, Barnard introduces physiological terminology. 

Spring 1938 Correspondence on dialogue on the differences of opinion on basic matters including Pareto on interests and 

residues. Pertaining to Henderson’s “Sociology 23” for which the introductory lectures Barnard offered revisions in a letter 

from May 23rd l:

“I  have been for  two years aware that  there was some important  difference of view between myself  and sociologists, 

including in this case Pareto, without being able to  state or be clear about what it was. I think. I have stumbled on the 

analogies which are necessary to express my idea. The difference relates to what may be called the anatomical aspect of 

large collectivities.

Pareto likens persons in a collectivity to molecules in a living organism; and note the following with reference to the status 

of such molecules: Some of them will be contained in or parts of cells. Although molecules will be more or less continually 

passing into and out of cells, in any period of time short in comparison with the duration of the cell, the number passing in 

and passing out will be small with reference tot the total number contained within or constituting the cell. These molecules 

may be regarded as anatomically “fixed”, located, attached.

On the other hand within and constituting the whole organism there will be also many molecules which are not contained 

within or do not constitute cells. These will be in gaseous, liquid or solid phases within cavities, ducts, tracts, glands, etc.  

[…]

These and many other molecules will be changed by chemical action and ultimately find themselves “free” and circulate 

with more or less rapidity within the organism.

Now it appears to me that organisms (say animals) could be classified in accordance with the relative degree to which the 

molecules contained within and constituting them are “free” and “fixed” anatomically. On this assumption two limiting 

types of organism could be found – A and B:

In type A, cells and tissues constitute a small part of the mass of the organism and serve to enclose relatively large cavities 

which contain large numbers of the free molecules. Shall we say it is like a large sac, with a few dividing membranes and a 

bone or two. Or shell-like structures

In  type  B the reverse  is  the  case.  It  is  highly structured with tissues,  bones,  organs,  and contains  relatively few free 

molecules.
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The physiological aspects being in such close dependence with the anatomical aspects, it would be expected that these 

aspects would be very different in the two types of cases.

Generally,  it  seems to me, sociologists have viewed a large society as analogous to type A. They regard a society as 

constituted  of  a  large  number  of  heterogeneous  individuals  somewhat  structured  by  institutions  mores,  folkways, 

organizations. But implicit in their attitude is the conception that these individuals are relatively free.

My own view is that a large collectivity is like type B. and at the extreme of this type. Although there will be enough cases 

of individuals circulating rapidly through the social structure to give an illusion of much freedom, and there will be in 

aggregate always a considerable circulation into and out of social cells, nevertheless a society will be composed primarily of 

social cells. To two or a dozen of which each individual is rather firmly attached. It appears to me that primitive societies,  

ancient societies, and modern societies especially, are characterized by this anatomical condition of dense, though flexible, 

cellular structure. The cells in the social case are formal and informal organizations, and a large social system is constituted 

of a mass of dense, though flexible cooperative systems.”

Parsons certainly would agree with Barnard, even if he would be a bit less rigid and say that there is a 

“tendency to type B”. However, the appeal of Barnard to Parsons is made clear by such statements. 

Barnard spoke the biological  vernacular in social science with proficiency. This includes Parsons early 

references to the importance of language, which was generally supported at Harvard. In the Lotzean 

tradition of Schaeffle and Cooley it contained the symbolic aspect of language.
Barnard to Henderson on June 9th, 1939 on Pareto’s residues

“[……] Pareto is explicit in his statement about the nature of the residues. He says that they are the constant part of he 

verbal theories of men[…]. […]; Parsons seems entirely justified in his statement, Journal of Social Philosophy, April 1936, 

Page 259, that residues are propositions – “a complex of linguistic symbols” – contained in verbalizations.”

In  correspondence concerning the question of  collectivities, there is an important conceptual aspect. 

The concept of  circulation is a physiological aspect that appears in Parsons’ work repeatedly. It will 

become very prominent in the circulation of social media, of course. In Barnard’s terms:
there will be in aggregate always a considerable circulation into and out of social cells, nevertheless a society will be 

composed primarily of social cells. To two or a dozen of which each individual is rather firmly attached. It appears to me 

that primitive societies, ancient societies, and modern societies especially, are characterized by this anatomical condition of 

dense, though flexible, cellular structure.

This is a distinct reminder of what will become Parsons’s subsystems of action on the one hand. On the 

other hand, it is a conceptual echo of the language of Cell Theory in nineteenth century physiology 

from Carl Reichert to Rudolph Virchow (see: Coleman [1977]). 
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For Virchow and 19th century scholars, physiology was not free of a social dimension.  Theoretical 

language was
“heavily laden with then current political imagry [sic!] the mechanists stood convicted by advocating a liberal burgeois 

conception of biological organization in which the march of technology breaks a truly organic society into factions and 

ultimately  atomic  individuals  with  no  connection  to  one  another  or  the  organic  whole  which  is  the  only  source  of 

meaningful existence.” (Lenoir 1982: 224)

The similarities of the language in the physiological and political inferences possible are striking.446

There is yet another interesting aspect of Barnard’s correspondence with Henderson:
Barnard writes on June 15th 1938 about looking for “organization” theory in “Sarokin’s [sic!] Contemporary Sociological 

Theories”.  As “Pioneer” of this concept Tönnies, “to whom Parsons refers” should have “something”. But in Sorokin’s 

book, if it is a good guide, Tönnies and Simmel seem not helpful to Barard.

Obviously,  Parsons’ mission  to  introduce  European  authors  to  the  American  scientific  community 

included Barnard into this audience. Tönnies, and possibly Simmel, were portrayed by Parsons in light 

of organization theory. Barnard’s letter dates from a time after Parsons had dropped the chapter on 

Simmel and Tönnies from Structure, which had been published a year prior.

Obviously,  upon consulting Sorokin’s work, since Sorokin was still  considered the authority on all 

matters  sociology at  Harvard at  the time,  Barnard was disappointed.  Parsons  and Sorokin differed 

greatly  in  their  interpretations  of  German  authors.  Whether  this  difference  became  an  issue  in 

discussions between Parsons and Barnard upon this opportunity, we do not know. But since he must 

have perceived Sorokin as a hindrance to his “European mission”, such an occasion would surely have 

fostered Parsons increasingly low opinion of Sorokin.

With  1939,  after  the  publication  of  Functions,  Barnard  was  looking  for  new  sources  concerning 

scientific methodology. In his 1939 letters to Henderson, Barnard refers a lot to Dewey’s Logic, while 

discussing its roots in Peirce and its analogies to Bridgman as well as its shortcomings. Some letters 

concern  the  role  of  science  and  philosophy  by  comparing  Percy  Bridgman447 to  “Kant’s 

phenomenalism”448, as well as presenting arguments calling on Clerk Maxwell. While we do not know 
446  For Lenoir, this development runs from Kant and Blumenbach to Lotze. It reverberates with Chester Barnard’s 

language, which appears in his correspondence to Henderson. Harald Wenzel (1991), while making references to 
Henderson, Claude Bernard DuBois-Reymond and a few other notable physiologists clams that Kant had no effect on 
the progress of science leading up to Parsons. Wolfgang Schluchter denies the Neo-Kantian dimension of the road to 
Parsons.

447  Percy Bridgman (1882 – 1961) spent his teaching career at Harvard. Among his many accomplishments (including a 
Nobel Prize), he was considered a ranking expert on thermodynamics and operationalism (he coined the term 
“operational definition”, see also Bridgman [1922, 1927]). A year after the publication of Strcuture, Bridgman followed 
with a book on the relations between individual and society (1938). 

448  Bridgman was known to ascribe to the phenomenalism of Ernst Mach
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when Parsons  began to  re-interest  himself  in  Dewey we should  not  be surprised that  Dewey was 

strangely amiss from the Parsonian Harvard environment before the publication of  Structure,  while 

resurfacing only after Barnard picked up reading his work. If we were to stick with a genius account, 

we would have to look for a proof that Barnard discussed Dewey with Parsons. However, that is of 

little interest to us. Combining genealogy and constellation research, we must describe the situation 

differently.

Before a certain time-period, there were not enough interlocutors present in the Harvard constellation 

who  were  immersed  in  the  language  of  Dewey.  It  was  rather  an  intellectual  climate  suffering 

constraints towards enunciations in a Dewey style language.

This may have changed with the perception of the lectures on Experience and Art by Quine, who was 

gaining  importance  at  Harvard.  It  changed  with  the  influx  of  the  Conflation  Account  due  to  the 

increasing importance of Russell, the appearance of the Logical Positivists on the American scene, the 

Unity  of  Science  conference  at  Harvard  in  1936,  and,  among  other  things,  Chester  Barnard’s 

discussions of Dewey’s logic. The  constraining factors within the Harvard constellation disappeared 

and the possibility of making enunciations in a language of the type of second generation (Dewey style) 

Pragmatism and/or Analytical  Philosophy was  enabled.  Also, we see an orientation to physics and 

mathematics and away from biology in various Harvard circles.

The publication of Structure in 1937 is couched between the publication of Functions in 1938 and the 

preliminary version of Barnard’s book in a lecture held at Princeton titled “Mind in Everyday Affairs” 

(reprinted in the 1968 edition of Functions as Appendix) from May 1936. The lecture reiterates some of 

the basic insights of Functions. It is highly likely that the same lecture was circulated in the Harvard 

circle  and thus  more  or  less  known to  Parsons  before  he  had  handed  his  own manuscript  to  the 

publisher. We do know that he worked on the manuscript until the very end and made several revisions 

in the process.  Structure  was certainly a very heavy task to  write  and edit.  Interestingly,  Dean R. 

Gerstein (1975) argued that the AGIL scheme can already be identified within Structure449. Since we do 

not follow a genius account, a genealogical account must ask the question how AGIL  as a product was 

enabled. Similar enunciations should be found in works  enabled by the same  vernacular. If so, the 

reciprocal  perception  among  these  interlocutors  would  have  mutually  strengthened  a  particular 

discursive strategy. In other words, maybe we find similar concepts in Parsons and Barnard. 

449  I am indebted to Donald Levine for alerting me to this essay, which confirms my ideas.
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Barnard focuses on the individual, which is the object of his study, while the subjects of his study are 

organization and cooperation.

The individual is a
“single, unique, independent, isolated, whole thing, embodying innumerable forces and materials past and present which are 

physical, biological and social factors. We shall usually not be concerned with how he came to be or why, except as this is 

directly involved in his relations to organization.” (Functions: 12)

These are the necessary pre-requisites(ibid. 10f.):

(1.) The individual human is a discrete physical thing. But the physical level renders it as part of the 

physical universe and under its laws. But it thus has to follow a purpose in its acts, which are denoted 

as being followed “correctly” or not.

(2.) Living behaviour is comprised as a synthesis of physical and biological factors.

(3.) Human organism cannot be viewed except as in relation to other human organisms. The relation is 

interactional, thus mutual, and involves intention and meaning.

From Parsons point of view, these aspects refer to:

(1.) the systems of nature

(2.) means-end-relations (action systems)

(3.) culture systems

In a Lotzean fashion, Barnard introduces the concept of person as separate from the concept individual. 

Person refers  to properties of the individual.  In acknowledgement  of the different  use in  common 

language, “one person” is referred to as “an individual”, and “personal” refers to the properties.

He introduces four levels of such properties (ibid.: 13):

o Activity: which he subsumes as behaviour

o Psychological Factors: Barnard, like Parsons, perceives psychology as part of physiology/an-

thropology. Thus behaviour as the result of psychological factors is the result of the “combina-

tion, resultants, or residues of the physical, biological, and social factors which have determined 

the history and the present state of the individual in relation to his present environment”

o The limited power of choice: For “universally practical affairs” as well as “scientific purposes”, 

persons are “granted” the power of choice, “capacity of determination, the possession of free 

will”. However, free will is tasked with upholding a frame, which Parsons would call  institu-

tional: “doctrines of personal, moral or legal responsibility”.  Barnard emphasizes the import-
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ance of the sense of personal integrity, the destruction of which he says would cause the de-

struction of the power of adaptation, in particular in regard to social life. Thus self-respect, the 

sense of ego is a prerequisite for cooperation.  There are limiting factors to choice though. This 

increasing limitation of possibilities is also necessary for preserving the power of choice. 

o “The attempt to limit the conditions of choice, so that it is practicable to exercise the capacity of 

will, is called making or arriving at a ‘purpose’.”

Aside from the last point representing very much the teleological aspect or the aspect of the regulative  

dimension at play here, we have regulatory aspects (institutional), as well as regularities (in observable 

behaviour) and constitutive aspects (physical factors) accounted for. More importantly, we can identify 

an early version of the general action system as found in The American University (Parsons/Platt 1973):
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L I

Cultural System Social System

Behavioural Organism Personality System

A G

o Activities/Behaviour Behavioural Organism A

o Psychological Factors Personality System G

o Choice Social System I

o Purpose Cultural System L

Chapter 3 (22ff.) deals with the “Physical and Biological Limitations in Cooperative Systems”. Barnard 

introduces the chapter with a statement that offers a position that Timothy Lenoir (1982) has shown to 

be the combination of a teleological and a mechanical approach: In other words, teleo-mechanism.

Says Barnard:
“The most common implication of the philosophy of individualism, of choice and free will, lies in the word ‘purpose.’ The 

most common expression of the opposite philosophy of determination, behaviourism, socialism, is ‘limitations.’ Out of the 

existence,  or belief in the existence,  of purposes of individuals and the experience of limitations arises cooperation to 

accomplish purposes and overcome limitations.” (Functions: 22)

He declares that overcoming limitation is related to an environment that must be changed if it presents 

a limitation towards attaining a certain goal. Overcoming a limitation, he says is a means to an end. For 

Parsons, that would mean it is a system of action. Barnard adds that “biological powers” (ibid.: 24) are 

at work to overcome a limitation. This, he says, is accomplished by “changing a physical factor of the 

situation”.

Therefore, action must be described in biological terms, not terms of physics, since it is a biological 

actor who changes a physical factor. 

That reflects the exact point of teleo-mechanism that we find in Kant’s example of the clock-work 

mechanism. Kant states an analogy between technology and nature, but reclaims a crucial difference. 
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Referring  to  the  classification of  birds,  he says,  surely a  functional  organization of  a  bird  can  be 

detailed analogous to the functional explanation of a clockwork mechanism. In a clock, every part is 

arranged in light of its relation to the whole. In Biology however, there is the generative aspect that 

leads to the difference we face. This difference is that each part is a generative cause of the other 

(Wechselwirkung). Therefore, in biology we find parts and whole as both distinct and in synthesis, and, 

therefore, in biological understanding we cannot resort to laws but must include purpose as a regulative 

principle.

Barnard accepts this premise and psychology remains a physiological aka biological discipline in his 

view.  As a  consequence,  the  medium of  language  is  also biological.  Therefore,  communication in 

linguistic expression is also a biological factor that can change physical limitations.

If biological factors are the cause of a limitation, we have a case where cooperation itself is the limiting 

factor, according to Barnard. Therefore, all non-environmental limitations and problems can be solved 

by processes of communication. This refers to two AGIL aspects.

The problem of the environment as a physical factor concerns behaviour within the environment. Thus, 

it  concerns  matters  of  adaptation  and  allocation:  the  A  in  AGIL.  The  personality  aspect  from 

psychology  is  resolved  in  the  medium  of  biology  as  a  psychological  factor  the  G  in  AGIL by 

overcoming problems of ends and purposes.

To give an example: If your environment or situation does not provide you with flour, milk, and eggs, 

you cannot bake a cake. If it does you can. However, if actor “Jones” and actor “Wilfried” do not agree 

on what kind of cake to bake, it will not occur. If they cooperate, they will have a wonderful cake to 

enjoy or to take to a birthday party. The whole matter hinges on the presence of the physical factor, 

namely flour, milk, and eggs.

This means that there is a hierarchal situation that is given, and the resources present can be allocated 

to a task.  The question of the task’s purpose is now  enabled.  The mechanism of cake-baking is a 

physical mechanism that is totally clear to us. Mix the ingredients in a certain way and heat them up. 

Yet mixing and heating have to be set in motion by a purpose being set. This purpose must be set by a 

cooperative effort, when several actors are present.

In reality, there are more “social factors” present, then in Barnard’s model. He admits that. But those 

are not his concern in his study. He seeks to get to a very basic level of cooperative action. He makes 

that reduction because he is interested in very specific problem. He wants to find out when and why 
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cooperation occurs because it can fail. Cooperation is very often ineffective. This has its reasons, he 

says, in a three-fold distinction:
“(1) The possible degree of effectiveness of combination of any human powers is under most circumstances small. (2) The 

individual operates as a whole, using all his faculties or abilities in combination. Circumstances favourable to combination 

in respect of one power are unfavourable as others. Accordingly, combination always involves disadvantages which may 

offset advantages, if any.

(3) Items 1 and 2 imply, as experience and observation easily confirm, that in all except the most favourable circumstances 

effectiveness, if possible, depends upon an ordered combination of personal efforts. The ordering required is a matter of 

discovery or invention. Ordinary experience and the history of science, invention, and discovery suggest that discoveries 

and inventions are to be expected rarely except in an elaborate society. In general, this ordering is a matter of devising a 

scheme of specializations of effort and function” (ibid.:26)

This fits the three-systems-aspect and the three principles to some degree.

The limitations of human powers rest primarily on physical factors: Systems of Nature (environment) 

reduce effectiveness first. 

The second item describes the choice between ends and means. If I choose to employ means towards an 

end, I may gain an advantage through success, which is not guaranteed. But that definitely means that I 

do not have the means available to pursue another end, either at the same time or because the means are 

scarce and depletable. This describes Systems of Action as described in Parsons’ Structure.

The third item deals with order and invention, which is exists only in combination with the degree of 

elaboration of a society. In other words, the more complex and rich the symbolic order of its structures 

of  meaning  it  can  resort  to  that  integrate  or  constitute  order,  the  higher  the  chance  for  effective 

cooperation. Elaborate societies are modern societies or societies with a more complex and rich culture 

or more civilized society. Now this can be denoted to be the level of Cultural systems.

This  discussion also  represents  the  three  Kantian  principles  of  the  sensus  communis.  Thus, 

ineffectiveness can be overcome by reaching out to the Other(s) in a spirit of communication towards 

cooperation.

Item 1 will require that I recognize for myself the means I have available and the restrictions and 

limitations external factors (physical environment)  present. I must realize what I can and cannot do. 

And  I  must  be  able  to  reflect  upon  and  make  my  judgements  accordingly:  Principle  of  Self-

Preservation or Enlightenment (PE).

Item 2 requires the actor to be a whole, therefore the Principle of Consistency (PC) is satisfied.

Item 3 suggests an order. This order, if it is to function, must be accepted by all actors. Therefore an 

actor  must assume that  the actors  universally know the order and follow it.  The more elaborate a 
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society the more likely it is that the “universalization” has taken effect. This satisfies the Principle of 

Universality  (PU),  combines  it  with  a  necessity  or  possibility  of  socialization  and  education,  by 

rendering universality into universalization. And that leads of course towards Parsons’s theory.

There is also another description from a Parsonian point of view. This point of view is articulated in his 

script on  Actor , Situation and Normative Pattern450. The difference between cognitive, affective and 

teleological orientations:

The cognitive aspect means that an actor can describe a situation himself (also PE).  Thus, the actor 

must be able to frame the limitations of the situation within a concept by defining it.

The  aspect  of  affect  rests  on  the  emotional  state  of  the  actor  in  contrasting  it  with  his  motives, 

following  differences  in  positive,  negative  or  neutral  affective  states.  This  is  derived  from  his 

personality.  And  personality,  as  an  intermediary  aspect  introduced  via  Lotze’s  conceptual 

transformation, serves as a source for coherence or consistency (PC). 

The teleological mode of orientation runs on normative patterns451, which are external or ideal entities. 

This satisfies the universality criterion also (PU).

Now, Item 1 and 2 require cognitive ability. Therefore, they concern limitations set upon the biological 

aspect of human beings in relation to the environment.  Barnard describes them in the language of 

physiology and fatigue research divided into three classes:
“(a) those relating to the application of human energy to the environment in pulling, pushing, lifting, lowering, grasping, 

resisting objects and forces; (b) those relating to perception; and (c) those relating to the understanding of, or response to, 

the  environment  –  continuously  effective  conduct  depends  upon  adopting  purposes  or  making  decisions  that  can  be 

effected.” (ibid.: 27)

This also relates to a Parsonian distinction from the manuscript  Toward a Unified Language for the  

area of Social Science:

(a) Energy Application – Instrumental Patterns

(b) Perception – Ascribed Patterns

(c) Response – Integrative Patterns

Barnard (32ff.) continues with a discussion of two types of changes that effect the individual actor in 
450  This manuscript has not been published in the original, while the manuscript of this book was in progress. It only exists 

published in a German translation (Parsons 1994). This translation was crafted by Harald Wenzel and supplemented with 
a Introduction. Unfortunately, Barnard is not mentioned by Wenzel. Victor Lidz and Helmut Staubmann are currently 
engaged in an effort to publish the manuscript in its original form.

451  Wenzel dates the Manuscript to 1939. He derives its date from the Parsons-Schuetz correspondence, where a manuscript 
fitting the description is mentioned. However, Parsons either sought changes in the language or there are grave 
inconsistencies, because Parsons uses the term “ideal patterns” instead of “normative patterns” until 1941. Carl 
Friedrich, in a correspondence from Dec. 1941, suggests to change to “normative patterns” to avoid ideological bias. 
(see HUGFP 17.12 in the Carl Friedrich Papers). 
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reference to physical factors and two types of changes that require transcending individual concerns 

and resort to cooperation. Although Parsons will change the setup of Barnard immensely, these four 

types can be described according to the AGIL-scheme. They foreshadow the sub-system differentiation 

into economy-polity-fiduciary-societal community. The first aspect that individuals can or could affect 

by themselves involves remote purposes. Since they are remote, they involve setting goals. This is the 

task of the polity to solve the goal-attainment problem and thus forms the G from AGIL. The second – 

an “intermediary process” (Barnard) – is a distributive process. 

At a first guess we would say this effects resource allocation. But if we look at it closely, the individual 

is the reference point of how distribution is affected between itself and the product of cooperation. So 

this is guided by the level of integration I within a societal community.

On  the  inter-individual  level,  “facilitation  of  cooperation”  affects  resource  allocation  and  thus 

represents  adaptation  A.  The  second  level  involves  the  “maintenance  of  cooperative  systems”  L 

(Latency).
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 Barnard uses this implicit typology in regard to the economic system to show that

there is an analogy to forms of capital (or inner differentiation of capital)

o Facilitation – working capital (A)

o Remote Purpose – capital improvement (G)

o Distributive process – agricultural capital452 (I)

o Maintenance – equipment or fixed capital (L)

Barnard continues his discussion with a chapter on the “Psychological and Social Factors”.

He discusses specifically five social factors (40):

452  The distribution aspect as a integrative aspect from agricultural capital is hard to understand at first, admittedly. There is 
a biological-organismic premise.
Agriculture requires land and seed. They adhere to biological principles. Like the societal community as a subsystem in 
an organized society, it has its expression on the level on Subsystems of General Action in the social system in the 
Abstract version of the Action System Scheme.  Their functional problem to solve is not the allocation of resources but 
the guarantee that the distribution of means can be balanced between seeking a purpose and self-preservation. Like in 
agriculture, the decision between how much seed is used for consumption, how much is used for feeding cattle and how 
much is used to reseed the land depends upon the type of community. A more meat-driven community will  use it to feed 
its cattle, a conservative community will see to it that their crop is larger in the next season, while a consumptive 
community will immediately use it for bread-making. This is not the allocation of resources, but the initial formula by 
which agreement can be reached on distribution, which is preset. Again, this is something that Parsons will work on 
extensively. It is a Proto-Version of an application of AGIL. However. Barnard enunciates it within the epistemological 
vernacular of biology, and it resonates with Parsons. In regard of his teaching notes from a lecture in Social Relations 
126 from Dec. 9th 1960 (HUGFP 42.62 Box 4) he writes:
“Outputs of action generally
G -  Expressive Action” Generalized need-fulfillment

Something like existential-religious level
“Its own reward” (Freedom)

A - Instrumental Action
Basic Development of Adaptive capacity – essentially outcome of the principle of natural selection

I - responsible action
Very broadly morality

Special significance here of the cultural reference. Basic role of cultural upgrading as foucs of attainment of higher 
levels of organization”

Now Distributive involves responsibility. Here Barnard is translatable into Parsons language. And the latter mention of 
upgrading reflects Barnard’s “elaboration of society”. Within the system of action itself, Parsons repeats the pattern in 
regard to media. And he comes very close to Barnard’s language (HUGFP 42.62 Box 3) on Feb 20th 1958:
“Main mechanisms of dynamic control
Integrative communications
Power 

Money
Real Commitments

All ‘circulating media’ (facilities and rewards) “measures of value” and standards for allocation
Facilties
Rewards

Allocative standards
Measures of value actualization”
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a. the interactions between the individuals within a cooperative system

b. the interactions between individual and the group

c. the individual as the object of cooperative influence

d. social purpose and the effectiveness of cooperation

e. individual motives and cooperative efficiency

Now, from a systemic point of view – exceeding Barnard’s own depiction – these items represent 

dilemmas that need to be solved on an action level.

On  the  level  (a)  of  the  interactions  between  individuals,  we  have  an  orientation  dilemma  on  the 

psychological level. That involves the decision whether I react to others by being affective – thus, react 

to them according to a like/dislike-difference or by remaining neutral and rational in my actions among 

and towards them.

Level (b) involves the decision that the actor must make between reacting as an individual or by acting 

as a member of the collectivity or group.

Level  (c)  in  Barnard’s  description  states  that  the  individual  must  be  either  brought  within  the 

cooperative system (thru coercion or inducement) or that his actions are controlled within the system, 

that he acts according to his function.

I can, thus, either rein in the individual by forcing him or inducing him to accept a pattern that I ascribe 

to  him,  or  I  can  simply view the  individual  as  automatically  following  an  existing  pattern  in  his 

performance.

On level (d) the distinction Barnard makes is whether an individual chooses to act in his own interests 

pursuing a particular goal, or whether the cooperative effort for pursuing a social and thus universal 

purpose is being pursued.

On the final  level  (e)  of efficiency,  the individual chooses to make his  actions  count  or not.  This 

decides  the  survival  of  the cooperative system, says  Barnard:  The  deciding factor  is  the marginal 

contributor.  The  marginal  contributor  is  either  working  towards  a  specific  goal  that  serves  the 

collective, or its actions remain diffuse.

Barnard’s depiction is a proto-scheme of dilemmas contained in Parsons’ pattern variables.

For Parsons, every actor has to  orient himself on these, for Barnard these  motive-structures  premise 

cooperative systems.

Barnard is not the “father or inventor or the genius behind the AGIL-scheme or the pattern variables”. 

Barnard and Parsons have been introduced to the same  epistemological vernacular, the sociological-
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biological language that developed within the physiological-psychological discourse since Kant.  This 

common vernacular attracted them to one another.

This theoretical language allowed for the enunciation of theoretical descriptions of social action from 

both scholars in a fashion that is communicable and translatable.

Therefore, it  is only an inherent and logical consequence that both scholars would think of similar 

problems that we find expressed in AGIL and the pattern variables.

In reading and analyzing one another’s  works  over time,  certain  aspects  have mutually reinforced 

themselves.  Thus,  Parsons  proto-AGIL  schemes  and  proto-pattern-variables were  supported  by 

Barnard’s similar dilemmas and reinforced Parsons’s idea that these schemes could foster a research 

program by further developing the schemes within the conceptual frame provided by the enunciation 

system of his theory as founded in the epistemological vernacular.

Concepts and Sources in Tönnies, Simmel, Weber and Durkheim

With any one of the so-called Classics, there are debates which texts and which famous predecessor are 

important  and  why.  In  regard  to  the  theoretical  language  of  Parsons,  we  know  that  it  must  be 

understood  in  light  Weber’s  Wissenschaftslehre,  Tönnies’  Gemeinschaft  und  Gesellschaft and 

Durkheim’s  Sociology and Philosophy.  While all three writers have received attention by Parsons’s 

commentators, the three texts that are mentioned have rarely been given the attention they deserve453.

In his 1926 outline paper found among his dissertation notes (HUGFP 42.8.2) titled Die soziologischen 

Schulen in Deutschland und ihr Verhältnis zum modernen Kapitalismus, Parsons mentions that Weber 

represented the Southwestren School of Neokantianism. He repeated his statement in the 1974 Colver 

Lectures at Brown University (transcript at the Brown archives, Hay Library454). In the latter, he also 

states that it is the formal sociology, “which Simmel related to Neo-Kantianism” (ibid.: transcript of 

Colloquium after the lecture, Feb. 28th 1974 pg. 17455). It is unlikely that he changed his mind between 

1926 and 1974.Subsequently, we can find a re-iteration in lecture notes from Oslo and Cambridge 1953 

(HUGFP 42.62 Box 4 of 7) in “Lectures on the Social System”. In a lecture on Durkheim and Weber, 
453  In light of the many discussions that are part of this book, we could have paid equal attention to other texts. In particular 

in case of Durkheim. If we had taken the Rules of the sociological method  (Durkehim 1982) into a more detailed view, 
we would have been able to enter a very lengthy discussion of the role of Boutroux and Renouvier with reference to 
their relation to William James.

454  I am indebted to Ray Butti for providing the material.
455  He also makes mention of others in this regard. Notably of Frank Giddings, one of the founding fathers of American 

Sociology (Hinkle 1980). This is of course no accident. It merely shows that Parsons was aware of the roots of his 
theoretical language and the fact that it was part of a larger discourse that bridge the transatlantic divide.
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from October 13th, 1953, he asserts that
“the Weber –Durkheim Generation 1885-1914 as a critical turning point in the development of social theory. It saw

Marginal Utility in Economics

Freud (other foundations of psychology)

Durkheim

Weber-Toennies-Simmel

Pareto

A bit later  Cooley-Mead-Thomas

Definitely an international movement

Wish to centre on the two most prominent figures for sociological aspect.”

Weber and Durkheim receive the spotlight. The way he links all these authors them together as social 

theorists s curious. 

In psychology, he is not merely speaking of Freud but of “other foundations”. Naming Freud is like 

given  directions  by  citing  famous  landmarks  and  certainly  a  sign  of  some  kind  of  eclecticism. 

Nonetheless, he was acutely aware of “other sources”. Perhaps he was thinking of his interlocutors 

Elton Mayo and Henderson and their fascination with Freud’s rival Pierre Janet, who is mentioned 

frequently by William James and by Durkheim.

Weber appears as part of a group that contains Toennies and Simmel. The question of Simmel – more 

than Tönnies – has been heatedly debated between in the past twenty years by Charles Camic, Donald 

Levine,  Jeffrey Alexander,  Gary Jaworski,  and Larry T.  Nichols among others (see Trevino 2001). 

Simmel and Parsons is a question not resolved. In light of the present study, Simmel may have been 

important  insofar  that  his  language  resonated  well  with  the  general  discourse.  Ideas  like 

Wechselwirkung, that Simmel adopted from Lotze, were very prominent around Parsons in his years as 

a  student  in  Amherst,  London and Heidelberg.  They influenced Parsons’s  conceptual  scheme.  The 

“influence”  of  Simmel  was  maybe just  one  of  reinforcing  the  existent  trend  in  Parsons’ language 

towards integrating it with the intellectual climate and the physiological-philosophical discourse.

In 1998, The American Sociologist reprinted a lengthy fragment, Parson had composed on Simmel and 

the Methodological Problems of Formal Sociology. The fragment is supposedly an extension of the 

argument which was omitted from Structure and written in 1939, according to a comment from William 

Buxton that accompanied the publication.

Parsons described Simmel as a scholar who revolted against the idea that sociology could be subsumed 

under the “encyclopedic” sciences. The distinction form/content was, according to Parsons, Simmel’s 
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answer to that problem and to ascertain sociology’s individual status:
“Simmel couches his discussion primarily in terms of the concept of social relationships which is one of several possible 
ways of looking at human social life. Concrete social relationships are, of course, unified, integral phenomena. They may, 
however, by a kind of abstraction, be analyzed into two classes of elements. The first consists of all or some of those qualit-
ies which may be predicated of the individuals who participate in the relationships, but which may be treated as analytically 
independent of the relationship itself. Simmel does not attempt to give any systematic account of these elements, but puts 
forward a few suggestions. He uses four different terms in the discussion: impulses (Triebe), ends (Zwecke), interests (In-
teressen) and, on one occasion, motives (Motive).
There is an implied classification in the use of interests as the more general term and impulses and ends as particular classes 
of interests. When, however, interests are pursued within a social relationship, as is usually empirically the case, there is an 
additional, analytically separable element which he calls the "mode" (Art) or "form" of interaction (Wechselwirkung). It is 
the existence of such forms of interaction which makes both of discrete individuals, and of their discrete motives a 
"society." It would appear that form in this sense is precisely that which makes the difference between attributes of an ana-
lytically separated individual, and the concrete social entity constituted by a plurality of such individuals functioning in mu-
tual interrelations with one another."
(Parsons 1939: 33, translations from the German in the original)

The themes of Simmel are prominent themes in Parsons own frame of reference, in particular: ends, 

interests,  motives and  interaction.  Parsons’s own translation for  Wechselwirkung is  fascinating and 

confirms the use of the concept we have made in this study. In short, whenever Parsons’ speaking of 

interaction  in  his  own  theoretical  discussions,  we  can  safely  assume  that  he  was  thinking  about 

Wechselwirkung – with Simmel and, of course, Karl Jaspers456.

Additionally,  in  the  same  regard,  Parsons  denies  the  importance  of  “algorithmic/Mechanizistic” 

biology, which he likens to the point where Simmel’s formal  sociology went to far: the one to one 

correspondence between act and motive.
“Simmel does not carry his discussion of the problem far enough to commit himself, but the presumption
is that he thinks in terms of a one-to-one correspondence between motive and act, each act having its appropriate motive.  
But it is precisely here that the analytical possibility on which Simmel's approach closes the door, opens up. There is no bet-
ter empirical justification for assuming a one-to-one correspondence between act and motive than there was for the logically 
similar assumption underlying the so-called "unit character" theory of inheritance in biology,* that there was a one-to-one 
correspondence between the analytical unit of heredity, the "gene," and the concrete somatic character of the developed or-
ganism. In both cases a similar undesirable rigidity results457, on the one hand the denial of the possibility of environmental 
influence on the organism, on the other such conceptions as that of the "egoism" of the economic man, accepted as a literal 
total description of the concrete business man's concrete motives.” 
Footnote (*) is a reference to Herbert Jennings458 book The biological basis of human nature)
(ibid.  41)

456  Richard Muench has provided an interesting account of Wechselwirkung as “interpenetration” and the conceptual 
heritage of the term from a Kantian core in Parsons (Muench 1982, the core argument was published in two essays in the 
American Journal of Sociology in 1981/2, which are reprinted in the Critical Assemsments, Hamilton (ed.)). However, 
the account is largely conceptual and does not have the same historic depth a twenty-first century account should have in 
particular in regard to the importance of Jaspers. Secondly, its main purpose is to show that Parsons later, teleonomic 
action-theory has the potential to explain itself ( a core criterion for a good theory in the sociology of knowledge). While 
this criterion is satisfied, Muench pays a heavy price of presentism. In short, his method is sound for social analysis and 
understanding, but not for historic accuracy or discursive analysis. Third, Muench seems to focus on Wechselwirkung as 
interpenetration. Parsons main focus was interaction. Finally, Muench produces a genius account, which is in itself 
legitimate but not the aim of the present study.

457  This “rigidity” still informs popular science publications and opinions.
458  Jennings was a famous antagonistic interlocutor of Jacques Loeb. (see on the Jennings-Lobe debate: Pauly 1981)
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The role of Weber in the 1953 lecture takes a turn towards Parsons acknowledgement of similarities 

between Weber and the discourse in the US with an interesting twist. On Nov 3rd, Parsons states the
“[r]elevance of Weber’s problems to current anthropological theory particularly in the US. 

Culture as ever against ‘heredity+environment’

Emergence of the non-rational aspects

Dilemma of trait atomism vs. “Bendictine” pattern –

Systematics + emanationsim”

Emanationsism,  least  of  all,  was  refuted  by  Weber  in  the  Wissenschaftslehre,  which  Parsons  had 

addressed in Structure. More importantly, anthropological theory, particularly in the US in the 1930s, 

was  associated  with  the  name Franz  Boas  (1858 –  1942)   and  his  students  Edward  Sapir,  Alfred 

Kroeber,  Ruth Benedict and Margaret Mead. 

Franz Boas was a product of German nineteenth century discourse before moving to the US. Like the 

London’s Economic School’s Bronislaw Malinowski, Boas was trained in mathematics, philosophy and 

physiology. Both man were known for schematic drawings that tried to give illustration to theory in 

manners that resembled  Parsons’ AGIL boxes. Parsons had studied with Malinowksi in London and 

knew Boas’ publications well. He had personal relations with Benedict and Mead, above all, though, 

with Kroeber. 

Franz Boas became interested in Kantian philosophy in Heidelberg and Bonn while studying with the 

well-known Neo-Kantians Kuno Fischer and Benno Erdmann. He became interested in the work of 

Helmholtz  in  Berlin  and worked  with  Rudolf  Virchow,  who was  engaged  in  a  debate  with  Ernst 

Haeckel at the time. As a result, Boas was taking up Windelband’s distinction between nomothetic and 

ideographic science and ended up  rejecting physics in favor of the historic method. And it is well 

known that he instructed his students to read Rickert on such matters. Parsons’ friend and collaborator 

Kroeber was referring to Rickert quite frequently. Boas’s and Kroeber’s discussion of value-judgments 

mirrors the arguments of Weber. Boas was a political activist, particularly in regard to the question of 

racial inequality. A sentiment we find in Parsons. Parsons analysis of the relation between Weber and 

Boas’ian anthropology displays his awareness of the common discursive roots. (On Boas: Williams 

1996; Baker 1994, 2004)

On Nov. 10th Parsons continues his lecture with a statement on Simmel, in a section on Durkheim’s 

methodological approach.
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He declares that Simmel was “a brilliant essayist”, a “provocative and seminal mind”. He depicts as his 

major conceptual contributions,  the “influence of number,  the stranger,  money as a symbol,  spatial 

relations as symbols”. However, while social science is interested in content, Simmel is interested in 

forms and Simmel’s sociology “if taken seriously would have been fatal”, thus, Wiese is a “horrible 

example”  because  it  resembles  Weber’s  ideal-type  system  “without  the  anchorage  in  substantive 

problems, leaving these to economics, etc.”

The  latter  statement  shows  why  any  attempt  to  read  Parsons  (or  Weber)  as  an  economist  is 

counterproductive.  Parsons  was  not  seeking  to  uncover  specialized  problems,  such  as  economic 

problems. Parsons was looking to get to a bottom level of a unifying perspective in the language of the 

Logic of Action. His effort was to establish a generalized language for scientists in the fields of social 

relations. Simmel, applied strictly, as a sociological method was cut off from communication with other 

disciplines, such as economy.

That is not to say that Simmel had nothing to offer. Yet, Simmel’s contributions were of a conceptual, 

not a methodological nature. The methodology was provided by Weber. 

Simmel was a contributor of concepts that resonate with Weber and others, because Simmel had a 

“Kantian origin”.

All  of  Parsons  historical  and contemporary interlocutors  had created their  contributions within the 

Kantian  thought-scape of  possible  conceptual  relations,  be  they  conceptual,  methodological  or 

otherwise,  

Parsons has frequently mentioned this at least implicitly in the claim that his interlocutors (or reference 

authors) did deal with a radicalization of schools. His own effort was meant to bring them back towards 

a constructive discourse.

In his Oslo lecture, Parsons had wanted to say exactly that when he wrote in his lecture notes about the 

development of two “radical schools”, namely radical positivism and idealism. 

Radical positivism, he states, has two versions:

One  the  one  hand  there  is  reductionism,  which  leads  to  “biologizing”  with  two  approaches 

“instinctutism” and “environmentalism”459. On the other hand, there is rationalism, which hypostatizes 

the  environment  and  “destroys  the  independence  of  action  systems”.  It  creates  Utopianism  or 

Collectivism.

459  The problem is also known as the nurture-nature on whether the (social) environment or the genes are the solitary cause 
of any behavior. That this debate is far from over has just recently been proven by calls to end it in sociology in 
particular (Adkins/Vaisey 2009) and science and popular science in general (Spencer et al 2009).
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Idealism, of course, hypostatizes culture.  It “cannot account for the organization of empirical systems”. 

There  exist  another  form,  empiricism-behaviourism,  that  is  related  to  Idealism,  which  leads  to 

staticism.

Several scholars in Europe offered methodological and conceptual systems of transition away from 

these radical versions. While each of them may have had roots in some form of radicalism, each ended 

up departing into more enlightened directions.  Of course, the identity of said scholars come as no 

surprise. For the transition away …..
From utilitarianism: Pareto 

From Radical Positivism: Durkheim, Freud

From Idealism: Weber

From Empiricism: All”

This is an intellectual setting that Parsons continues to refer to. For example, we find it in a lecture in 

Washington  in  Sept.  1962 (HUGFP 42.62  Box 4)  where  he  discussed  the  same topic  as  “Weber-

Problem”. In the late 1950s, Parsons begins to identify two problems of the evolution in the science 

explicitly: the Weber Problem and the Kantian Problem.

The “Kantian problem” was introduced in Structure. 

Parsons never really changed his stance in regard to the Kantian problem, nor did his use of theoretical 

language in describing the problem change significantly. 

Concerning Weber on the other hand, he would say in his later years that on the one hand there was the 

“Tawney problem”: a problem of impetus versus permissiveness. 

The  latter,  permissiveness,  became  deeply  important  in  Parsons’ ideas  on  democracy  and  good 

governance. For example, he advocated “permissive control” in relation to the efforts of rebuilding 

post-war Germany (see the documentation with Uta Gerhardt 2005).  In may ways, the concept mirrors 

Kant’s  statements  from  Perpetual  Peace  regarding  his  endorsement  of  republicanism and his  case 

against democracy. This does not mean that Parsons, in turn, was against democracy. However, as head 

of the commission on Morale in the Harvard Defense Group and supporter of orthopsychiatry, Parsons 

would have been well aware that only a republic of educated and learned460 citizens can be democratic. 

This includes certain “evolutionary universals” (1964b). In short, Parsons perception of this question, if 

one perceives “evolutionary universals” as regulative principles not constitutive facts, is strictly in line 

with Kant’s  regulative  developmental theory of society in  Ewiger Friede  (Perpetual Peace) and the 

Idee zu einer allgemeinen Geschichte in weltbuergerlicher Absicht (Idea for a Universal History from a 

460  Learned is used in wide definition in this case
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Cosmopolitan Point of View), which was at the heart of Karl Jaspers political philosophy (Arendt 1998, 

Saner 1973).

In regard to Weber’s theory, Parsons says, Weber is concerned not with the “operation of a total gestalt, 

but with components.”

The term “gestalt” is not an “innocent concept” – to borrow a term form Canguilhem. It has quite some 

history in  philosophy,  physiology,  and  psychology.  Gestalt  Psychology,  we should  remember,  was 

actually quite the fashion in Simmel’s time. Its rise to prominence in relation to the Music-Psychology 

of Carl Stumpf, eventually ended the reign of the second Leipzig School461 and reinforced the status of 

the Berlin among the constellations of laboratories and institutes in experimental psychology (see van 

der Veer,&Valsiner 2000: 287ff.).

The second Leipzig School focused on the idea of the “whole” in psychology.

When it comes to the method of science, however, both aspects – the whole and the part – are relevant 

from Parsons point of view. In that regard, he was a true follower of teleomechanism: One cannot study 

the components without a  regulative idea of the whole, but at the same time one cannot isolate the 

whole from its components.  As he says,  the “logic of the problem goes back to  Idealfaktorem  vs. 

Realfaktorem of German Idealism + Marxist reaction.” 

He thought  that  the  problem lies  in  the  history of  science  in  the  “long domination  of  the  versus 

version”, according to his Washington lecture. 

In the language he seems to adopt from Weber, which is just an utterance in the biological vernacular, 

Parsons  denigrates  the  “either-or”  accounts  of  science  in  favor  of  more  inclusive  accounts. 

Consequently, Parsons’s Weber was part of an inclusive account:
“Look at Weber as a whole – he certainly was neither. But equally he did not solve all problems. [..]”

Parsons recognizes “older versions of the controversies” and exclaims that their “persistence” can only 

be explained by their “ideological components”. This is no surprise, if we remember his Heidelberg 

education  under  Jaspers  and  the  problem of  ideologies  (Weltanschauungen).  His  introduction  into 

Jaspers’ work made him well aware of the role that ideologies have played in the development of 

science, in particular in regard to psychology. We find a similar debate in the work of Karl Mannheim 

and in the debate between Mannheim and von Schelting. Parsons occasionally referred to that debate in 

his lectures and essays.

In  that  regard,  we  stumble  over  Tönnies  and  Durkheim  in  these  matters.  Tönnies  is  of  specific 
461  The first Leipzig school is associated with Wundt, the second is associated with Felix Krueger (1874 – 1948)
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importance to early American Sociology. Maybe as a result of a “collective amnesia” the importance of 

Toennies  for  American  sociology  has  been  downplayed  or  erased  from  memory.  However,  true 

historians  of  the discipline are  most  certainly aware that  it  is  no exaggeration to  say that  without 

accounting  for  Tönnies,  early  American  sociology –  from Sumner  and  Ward  via  Ross,  Giddings, 

MacIver, Wirth, et al up to and including Parsons – cannot be adequately understood. On the other 

hand, some current teachers in sociology seem to think that Tönnies cannot be taught today, because his 

concepts,  such  as  Kürwille  and Wesenswille,  cannot  be  comprehended  by  the  current  student 

generation. 

Taken together, these two insights describe the problem with contemporary comments on Parsons who 

was part of a much different discourse. Parsons gave Tönnies a lot of credit for the development of 

sociology  as  well  as  his  own  ideas  in  regard  to  Tönnies  most  famous  book  Gemeinschaft  und 

Gesellschaft.

Numerous problems with  comments  on Parsons  and early sociology in  regard  to  Toennies  can  be 

related to the different editions of just that one book. The early American sociologist, including Parsons 

(judging by the bibliographies accompanying his works), have read the first edition, which included a 

substantial epistemological introduction that later editions did not have.

This introduction is a testament to the discourse in nineteenth century philosophy,  physiology, and 

psychology,  from Kantian  epistemology to  physiological  levels  of  action.  It  is  a  testament  of  the 

philosophical-physiological discourse of the nineteenth century.

 In other words, it serves as yet another a bridge between the discursive prerequisites in Parsons and 

Kantian biology.

The categories of Tönnies appear in Parsons works throughout all his life, even in his final book on the 

American Society (posthumously published in 2007). 

However, Tönnies importance was explicitly emphasized by Parsons in the 1930s and 1940s. In a two 

page manuscript on the “sociological category of association”, presumably from the 1930s (HUGFP 

42.42) in a Folder titled “Elkins, Henry”, he states that Tönnies famous Gemeinschaft/Gesellschaft was 

a “source for other works”:  “Simmel, Weber, Sombart”. It gets even more interesting when Parsons 

says that he views Tönnies in light of the heritage from “Goethe+others”. This is actually a much 

deeper insight into the German discourse than we find displayed elsewhere in the Parsons archives. 

We know that  Parsons  had  been  exposed  to  the  history of  science  movement  at  Harvard  and  its 

ringleaders George Sarton and Henderson. Sarton, more than Henderson, must have been aware of the 
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role of Goethe as a scientist. Certainly, this is an important aspect that Parsons must also have heard in 

Heidelberg and at Amherst from Otto Manthey-Zorn, teacher in German, who had worked in Germany 

for  a  PhD  on  Jacobi.  Manthey-Zorn  must  have  known  the  literature,  the  time  and  the  scientific 

accomplishments of Goethe462. Manthey-Zorn’s generation of scholars still thought of authors such as 

Goethe  not  in  ways  that  reduced  them  to  being  “just  authors”  or  “just  scientists”.  Instead,  they 

perceived intellectuals who were engaged in a variety of fields. Goethe had an important role in the 

development of philosophy, physiology, and physics. This is, for example, important for any discussion 

of  Lotze,  Helmholtz  and James  on  the  theory of  vision  and  local-signs.  Parsons  was  alerting  his 

audience to the connection between Goethe and Tönnies to try and create an awareness of the depth of 

the intellectual development in the nineteenth century463. 
462  Robert Richards has emphasized  Goethe’s role in the development of Romantic philosophy and biology (2002) in 

contrast to Timothy Lenoir’s (1982). In the present study, we assume that their ideas are complementary rather than 
mutually exclusive. Subsequently, the importance of Goethe for the development of biology/philosophy as a Romantic 
movement and the direct line that Parsons sees between Goethe and Toennies are two more aspects that make the present 
account coherent  and solid.

463 Charles Loomis’ translation of Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft was published with a foreword by Sorokin in 1957. It 
may be due to Sorokin’s likening of the core-concepts community and society to Hegelian conceptualization that they 
continue to be treated like a dichotomy of mutually exclusive constitutives (or natural kinds) instead of regulative 
ideal-types or archetypes (Goethe). In the accompanying preface, Rudolf Heberle (1896 – 1991), Toennies’ son-in-law 
and correspondent with Parsons, provides a shocking yet not untypical summary of nineteenth century sociology (xi):

Sociology, he says, was identical with Spencer evolutionary theory of history or, “in Germany, with Schaeffle’s or-
ganizistic system. One was historically naïve and politically inconsistent, the other delighted in absurd and childish ana-
logies between societies and biological organisms. Neither could win the respect of serious philosophers and social sci-
entists.”

Of course, Heberle tells us what a “serious” social scientist has to be like, providing readers with the example of 
the “keenest critic of the contemporary social and economic order”: Karl Marx. 

He mentions Marx’s implicit debt to Lorenz von Stein, Germany’s “first expert on French socialism” before ar-
guing that Toennies wanted to show that socialism and communism were indeed a patterns of actual social life.

This account is at best shrewd and reductive, at worst all kinds of wrong.  The ideological intentions are certainly 
clear. However, the influence these comments have wielded were certainly devastating. Not just in regard to the over-
emphasis of Marx but in regard to the general perception of Schaeffle’s importance for the profession, including, above 
all, his influence on Cooley and Durkheim (see Noble 2009, Lukes 1973). 

Merz-Benz (1995) has done the profession a great service by elucidating Toennies’ debt to Hobbes, Kant, and the 
Neokantian scholar Paulsen. Friedrich Paulsen (1846 – 1908) was, among other things, philosophy teacher of many 
American “exchange students” (for example George Herbert Mead, and James’ students like Santayana and his Prin-
ciples “co-author” Edmund Burke Delabarre) in the late nineteenth century.  Paulsen was invited to teach at Harvard, 
but declined.

Toennies’ concept of voluntarism owes the possibility of problematization to Paulsen’s reading of Kant and 
Schopenhauer on the one hand, and Paulsen’s debt to his teacher Theodor Fechner, the founder of psychophysics.

Frank Thilly, translator of Alfred Weber’s History of Philosophy, published his own History of Philosophy in 1914. 
In this book, he likened Paulsen’s system of philosophy, presented in Paulsen Introduction to Philosophy (which Thilly 
claims to have been widely read in Germany and the US), to the “idealistic system” of Lotze and Fechner. We will 
leave it open here, what “idealistic” was supposed to mean. It is clear, however, that Thilly’s evaluation was influential 
and not untypical. The more that “idealism” became a derogative term, the classification of Lotze and Paulsen as 
“idealists” led to the acceleration of their declining importance in America.

Thilly also spent surprisingly little time on aesthetics, while Alfred Weber dedicated a whole section to Kant’s Cri-
tique of Judgment. Additionally, it is more than interesting to read the section on will and voluntarism in Weber’s book 
(600ff.). Weber states that perception follows the will and not vice versa (citing Wundt and Theodor Lipps as refer-
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Emile  Durkheim  and  his  essays  on  Sociology  and  Philosophy (1970)  display  an  equally  acute 

understanding  of  the deeper  currents  of  European intellectual  thought.  Talcott  Parsons  knew these 

essays  exceptionally  well  before  the  publication  of  Structure,  where  we  find  reference.  Parsons’ 

commentators seem to concentrate on the role of Durkheim’s more famous works such as the Division 

of Labor (1947). 

The French edition of Sociology and Philosophy appeared in 1924.  We will take a look the essay on 

individual and collective representations (1898), which begins with a discussion of the state of bio-

sociology and the method of analogy. At heart, the essay deals with the question of the “materialization 

of the I” (Olaf Breidbach): The question whether memory is merely “in the nerves” or in the brain-

substrate, or whether there is something like identity of consciousness and thus self. Durkheim offers a 

solution in the idea that there is an extra-physical dimension to this question that is not an occultistic in 

nature464. 

Durkheim, the “sociologist” and “educator” displays an expert discussion of psycho-physics, not only 

of the French tradition but also the British, German and American.

William  James  is  a  very  prominent  name  along  with  Wilhelm  Wundt.  Durkheim  had  studied  in 

Germany and Wundt, like Lotze and certainly Schaeffle, had a lasting impression (Lukes 1973: 90f.. 

Gisbert 1959).

William  James  is  treated  critically  in  regard  of  the  “law  of  association”  and  the  stream  of 

consciousness. What appears to be baffling is that Durkheim claims that James has made the case that 

representations “interpenetrate”.  This idea of interpenetration appears in the form of the stream of 

consciousness. Interpenetration became very important for Parsons and actually has its roots, therefore, 

in William James. It was reinforced in Parsons when he was reading this essay of Durkheim who was 

ences). This is, also the basic insight of the lesson of Lotze’s local signs, and the theory of ideo-motor action that Lotze 
and James share. The will, according to Weber’s depiction, is the unity of idea and force and the only “common denom-
inator” of physics and morale. This idea is shared by scholars as diverse as Duns Scotus, Schopenhauer, and Wundt, 
making voluntarism an idea that predates Toennies. This discussion is the conclusion of Weber’s book. The emphasis of 
will as the basis of both “speculative and positive metaphysics” (A.Weber) would certainly have been impressed on 
Weber’s students, such as Talcott Parsons.

Finally, Paulsen elucidates in Kant, his life and doctrine (1902)  (296ff.) the relation of the moral system, freedom, 
and will. This discussion rests on the preceding chapter on metaphysics, where he spends several pages discussing the 
relation of ontology and psychology in Kant, Lotze, and Fechner. The discussion (248ff.) culminates in the statement 
that the question concerning the relation of ontology and psychology is a problem of the functional relation between 
parts and whole of the body and, subsequently, the “old question for the seat of the soul”. The translation was created 
from the second German edition from 1899. It is noteworthy that Paulsen,  was able to make a casual reference to the 
dispute regarding the seat of the soul a century after Kant, Blumenbach, and Soemmering. Noteworthy, for the book 
was, after all, a popular introduction to Kant and his philosophy in both, Germany and the US.

464  This is the same question that Paulsen put before Kant, Lotze and Fechner as the reiterated question of the seat of the 
soul (see previous footnote).
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creating  arguments  in  a  style  of  reasoning  that  owed  its  debt  to  the  physiological-biological  and 

philosophical discourse. Methodologically, Durkheim argues for “abstraction”, another device from the 

arsenal of Parsons, in line with Weber’s Logic of Science. Actually, the methodological convergence 

between  Weber  and  Durkheim  is  at  its  strongest  in  the  Wissenschaftslehre and  Sociologie  et  

Philosophie.

Durkheim, postulates that memory might be the result of a mutual interaction, a  Wechselwirkung  of 

past representations. He seeks to refute a position that claims a) that representations have no inner 

aspect within a person’s mind and that b) consistency of representations can only occur outside of the 

conscious  mind.  Durkheim’s  “enemy”  is  a  position  that  became central  in  the work of  Russell  as 

Externalism in the 1910s. Durkheim’s  rebuttal was written in 1898. Parsons followed a Durkheimian 

and not a Russellian account, contradicting the externalist position. 

 More importantly, Durkheim directly problematizes communicability or mediality. 

He  is  discussing  the  “milieu”  of  consciousness  and  memory.  Likening  it  to  the  “milieu”  that  is 

necessary for the expansion of waves of light.  “Milieu” serves as a substitute for “medium”. This 

concept is strongly related to the French discourse from Buffon to Claude Bernard, namely in the idea 

of the “milieu interieure”. Parsons familiarity with that concept cannot be doubted. He did find the 

same type of conceptual language and style of reasoning in Henderson’s discussions of Bernard and in 

Durkheim. On the conceptual level, Durkheim used concepts such as life-force465, regulation, and the 

Wechselwirkung of representations on body and mind. Staying within the Kantian-Lotzean space of 

reasoning, Durkheim discusses the faculty of judgment, followed by his introduction of Pierre Janet. 

Eventually, Durkheim distinguishes between judgment and sub-conscious judgment. This distinction 

shines through Parsons’s cultural patterns and their analogy in Durkheim’s collective representations 

and  conscience collective. Bohannan (1960) has provided a deeply satisfying account that ties these 

Durkheimian concepts to his interest in nineteenth century psychology on the one hand. 

Perception  is,  accordingly,  the  relationship  between  the  consciousness  and  the  perceived  and  the 

relationship between subconscious and the categories which are impressed upon it (1960: 81): 

“For communication perception is broken up into representations [which are] images (communicable) 

or else categories (linguistic, and in that sense communicable) into which a mind classifies data.”

Bohannan clearly accounts for the existence of the concept of  communicability in Durkheim’s work. 

465  Of course, we must remember Bergson here. But in Physiology, the stronger voice was Lotze’s. Not to forget that in 18th 

century mechanics, the forces (Kraefte) that affected bodies were vital (lebendig). A discussion that was led by Kant in 
his first publication in 1747 (AA Vol.1: 1 – 181). The line is unbroken.
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We have shown above that the concept was enabled by Kantian philosophy. Therefore, if Durkheim’s 

use  of  collective  representation  was  enabled  by  a  Kantian  conceptual  transformation,  it  seems 

reasonable to say that the introduction of Durkheim into Harvard’s intellectual climate represents a 

continuation of this style of reasoning and its conceptual frame of reference. Durkheim was a valid 

subject for R.B. Perry, Elton Mayo, and certainly Parsons. 

On the other hand, Bohannan’s discussion shows that this argument can be extended to Kroeber and 

Kluckhohn (Wolff 1960: 89f.). Moreover, in discussion of Redfield, Linton, Lewin and Kluckhohn, 

Bohannan provides a description of Durkheim’s conceptualization that includes the same move from 

mechanism to organicism and teleology that we already know. Culture begins in a very simple medium 

of “conventional understandings”, which Redfield calls folk-urban and, according to Bohannan, the 

early Durkheim has called mechanic-organic.

We find the very same aspect conceptualized by Kant. In the Anthropologie (page 139), he reintroduces 

the anthropological and pragmatic (not the epistemological) distinction of the Gemeinsinn (or sensus 

communis) and science (Wissenschaft).  The first, which is not to be confused with “vulgarity”, means 

to  have a knowledge of  rules  in  concreto,  whenever  they are  applied in  case.  The latter  refers  to 

knowledge of rules in abstracto, that is knowing them for themselves and before the application.

Durkheim’s concept of autonomy is, subsequently, a relative concept. According to Durkheim, there is 

no aspect that is not in some way depending on other aspects in nature. Psychic life is not an absolute 

in a constitutive fashion. It is intertwined with society. Therefore, memory and the like are resolved “in 

society”. The substrate of society is the association of its individuals, Durkheim asserts. In the mutual 

interactions and interrelations, collective representations are created. This does not occur in individual 

psyches. Social facts are, as a consequence, not within individuals but within society.

Durkheim goes  as  far  as  to  claim that  this  mutual  interaction,  that  creates  and changes  collective 

representations, does so in a process of “chemical synthesis”. Since this synthesis was the work of the 

whole, says Durkheim, the whole is their stage. This whole, this totality, is of course not constitutive: It 

thinks and feels, however, only through the individuals’ conscious minds’ feeling and thinking. In this 

regard, the totality is constructed in the same fashion as totality or the absolute is constructed in Lotze. 

The same is  true for Parsons concept  of a  collectivity.  In Lotzean fashion,  Durkheim introduces a 

concept of spirituality and a concept of the soul. This soul is independent of singular brain-cells, while 

it cannot exist without the brain-cells that comprise the brain466. 

466  See above footnotes on the seat of the soul.
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In an essay written eight years later, Durkheim discusses the concept of “moral fact”, beginning with a 

discussion of Kant. While morale is a system of rules of behavior, Kant reduced moral to duty. While 

he himself suggests that moral is a combination of duty and what is considered the good. A central 

aspect is the concept of “personality”. A concept we know was introduced by Lotze, and elaborated by 

James.

And here lies the problem with Durkheim’s Kant. Kant could not have had the same understanding of 

the relation between behavior and human psyche, which Durkheim understands as “personality”. This 

problem has become cognizable with the Kantian conceptual transformation. It was not a problem that 

Kant and his contemporaries were able to address explicitly, because they did not have a concept of 

mental health 467 as sophisticated as Durkheim’s.468

Moral reality, Durkheim says, must be distinguished into an objective and a subjective perspective. He 

wants to discuss the former but he also wants to show that one can make judgment on moral rules. 

Durkheim’s discussion of the question of duty turns to Wundt.

His question is “To whom do we owe that duty?”

Durkheim’s Wundt says that we have two options: Either I have a duty to my own self or to other 

entities beside myself. Both options are valid, according to Durkheim.

We can assume that Durkheim’s “acceptance” is based on the idea that  Wundt’s argument re-iterates 

the core of the sensus communis: The inclusion of the possibility of an orientation towards others. 

What Durkheim actually does, is to generalize that level of concrete others towards a collective subject: 

the generalized Other.  This  generalization works in the same way that Kant used to introduce the 

postulate of God, according to Durkheim. Subsequently,  morale could not be conceived of without 

generalization of an orientation toward a postulate of an Other (even if that other is a postulated God). 

This is the same argument Lotze makes to introduce the Absolute as a regulative ideal.

According to Durkheim, we must make a decision between God and collectivity (or God and Society). 

Once a group starts to begin its integration, this process necessitates moral rules that eventually create 

467  It was actually due to Reil that the concept “psychiatry” was created.
468  Neyer (1960) has provided an interesting account of Durkheim’s discussion of Liberalism, individualism and Socialism. 

His account culminates in an argument that relates Durkheim’s concept liberalism and individualism to an understanding 
of the human psyche. Traditional liberalism meets Durkheim’s pessimism. He advocates a more restrictive social policy. 
We find the need for “restriction” in Kant’s pessimistic outlook for democracy and Parsons’ careful considerations 
regarding “permissive control”. Durkheim, the educator, suggested a strengthening of “the spirit of science” and an 
improved subject of philosophy to be taught in schools (Neyer 1960: 59). This concept of philosophy and science deals, 
according to Durkheim (quoted ibid.) with “life” itself.
 Additionally, regarding the relation between employers and employees, for example, Durkheim notices a “moving 
equilibrium”, which includes “conflict”. This is very much Parsons’ concept.
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meaning.  Society as such transcends the individual mind. It becomes integrated via language, says 

Durkheim referring to Rousseau. In his account, “forces and energies” are striving against one another. 

Individual and natural forces and energies that are unspiritual and amoral. On the other hand, there are 

collective powers that are moral powers of the mind469. What the latter create is an “ideal-type” of man 

that people in a society following. This will lead to the question of value. Values are not inherent in 

objects that occur in nature. In his discussion in 1906, he begins to reflect on that line of thought. In 

1911, in a presentation delivered at an international conference, he explores that topic further.

In intellectual history, we do find this aspect in Lotze and Simmel, and also to some degree 

Weber.  Simmel’s  argument  regarding  the  non-intrinsic  “value”  of  money  is  very  famous. 

Money, e.g a dollar bill, is nothing but a physical object, a slip of paper. It belongs to the system 

of nature (Parsons). Its value is not part of the physical properties. The Identity and Law of Say 

rest on the same prerequisite, without Say having been able to make this explicit. Perhaps Say’s 

work should be considered a necessary conceptual transformation that  enabled   Lotze’s and 

Simmel’s  concept  of  value.  However,  the  initial  transformation  can  be found in  Kant.  The 

discussion  in  the  Anthropologie, regarding  the  “character  of  the  person”  (285ff.),  reveals  a 

surprising discussion of philosophy, physiology, psychology and economics (we should also 

keep in mind that Parsons concept of “medium” was likened by himself to money and also to 

the price-mechansim): There are three types of “characteristic”: natural, temperamental/sense-

related [either physiological or psychological, the latter are “of the soul and have two forms a) 

feeling and action (Gefuel und Taetigkeit) and b) those that are either intense (pertaining to 

Lebenskraft (life-force))  or remissive (relieving tension)], and character itself or  Denkungsart 

(style of reasoning). Character as a style of reasoning (291f.) is a property of the will (therefore 

voluntaristic). These are the practical principles  a subject accepts for him/herself as binding by 

one’s own power of reason. These are the formal aspects of the will. Characters refers to “what 

a  person  makes  out  of  her/himself”.  The  other  properties,  natural  (e.g.  talent)  and 

temperamental, have a “price”. One has a market-price, the other an Affektionspreis (“affective 

469  Moral rules and language are part of “culture”. Neyer (1960: 32) elucidates Durkheim’s conception of the complex 
culture-society-communication-autonomy without explicit reference to Kant that “it does not follow from the fact that 
all communication of the cultural heritage from one generation to the another necessarily involves and element of 
discipline – or even ‘constraint’ – that our system of education must cease to create ‘autonomous’ personalities, whose 
ideal social relationship shall be that of ‘free co-operation’*.”
The Footnote * actually refers to Parsons’ discussion in Structure regarding discipline, constraint and co-operation in 
Piaget.
The mere idea of ‘discipline’ and ‘free co-operation’, Neyer describes here, was, of course, discussed by Kant. We have 
introduced this aspect above regarding the account of Onora O’Neill. 
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pricing”), but character has an intrinsic value that transcends all pricing.

Durkheim distinguishes between  existential- or actuality-judgments and  value-judgments.  Existential  

judgment means to a thing according to its actual state470, while value-judgments make inferences on 

the subjective meaning. This means that Durkheim reintroduces the dualism Constitutive/Regulative,  

that had formed the underlying structure of the biological-philosophical discourse since Kant. 

In Durkheim’s  Division de la travail, the same dualism is needed to construct the types of law (see 

also: Lieberman 2007). In other words,  repressive law concerns  constitutive matters,  restitutive law 

concerns regulative matters. 

Repressive law takes effect, for example, when a murder has occurred and a constitutive state has been 

irrevocably changed. A life was taken and cannot be brought back. 

Repressive law takes effect and the murderer is punished in a way that changes the constitutive state. 

For example, the perpetrator is killed or incarcerated for a very long period of time. Repressive law 

thus has to deal with changes in what is; and the sanction it invokes make changes on the same level.

Restitutive law deals  with states that  should be471.  Therefore,  restitutive law invokes sanctions that 

target the restitution of a prior state. A state that in itself has the capacity of not having been fully 

realized,  but  sought.  Parsons  would call  the  latter  the  tendency to  restitute  a  satte  of  equilibrium. 

Therefore, the concept of “equilibrium” is part of Durkheim’s concept of restitutive law. Parsons and 

Durkheim’s language are conceptually reinforcing. 

Parsons himself made this explicit when he said that he had found a convergence between Pareto, 

Weber, Marshall, Durkheim, Toennies, Thomas, and Freud. However, what he had found was that the 

general  discourse  and  the  underlying  semantics  were  structured  by  the  dualism  of 

Constitutive/Regulative and a common style of reasoning.

The same semantics appear in Durkheim’s distinction of value types in his 1911 speech. He says that 

the “value of a thing” is the assertion of the effects: Something necessary for life, like wheat, requires 

protection. Thus value attached to that is a constitutive matter. The subjective value on the other hand, 
470  In some sense it could be described to be a ready-to-hand or expectancy kind of judgment versus an anticipatory 

judgment
471  Somebody has mentioned to this author recently in a discussion that this would include the idea “You should not 

murder!”, and render the present argument null and void. However, the commandment affects action intentions. 
Somebody who shouts in anger that he will kill somebody may or may not have the intention. S/he is usually not 
imprisoned for the threat. In this kind of situation, a friend would maybe “sanction” the offender by saying something as 
a sanction and thereby “restituting” the peaceful state without hostile intentions flaring. The distinction is not always 
easy to grasp, but it is effective nonetheless.
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requires an affective connection. Durkheim argues that a thing attributed with a subjective value is 

considered to be “good”. That is why it is worth achieving and the respective want of the achievement 

is an inner state. This, he says, is not a distinction shared by all scholars. Some, he argues, see only a 

minute difference that is merely external and superficial, as they make the claim that any kind of value 

ascribed to an object is inherently constituted by that object. Thus any subjective judgment expressed in 

a value is the immediate result of an attribute inherent in the object.

Durkheim  argues  against  that  kind  of  rationality.  He  reminds  his  readers  of  the  existence  of 

contingency. He says, it must be clear that just because a large number of subjects displays the same 

state, the expressions of the same state in relation to an object may or may not mean that the judgment 

is consequently objective. Merely substituting a range of individual subjects with one collective subject 

was a strategy that has been used to overcome the problems of the aggregated-individuals account. 

Therefore, in the collective subject account public opinion is equipped with a moral authority. From 

this perspective, society is equipped with not only the power to create law, but also is it rendered to be 

the creator and conserver of culture and civilization. Durkheim makes the inference that the lifeforce of 

the individuals and of society are tied together. The metaphors and ideas he uses in this inference are 

taken directly from the physiological discourse. We see these metaphoric devices occur in Blumenbach 

and in both teleomechanism and Fatigue research.

There  is  another  important  corollary  of  Durkheim in  context  of  the  differentiation  of  value-types 

(which we find mirrored in Weber, Simmel and in Parsons):

Economic value differs from moral, aesthetical religious values and so forth.

(We are reminded of the term value-spheres or of differentiated sub-systems.)

But in actuality, those spheres, says Durkheim, are never strictly separate. Even economic life does not 

strictly adhere to economic rule. Life, he says, is above all action; action without calculation. Thus, 

values,  such  as  subjective  values,  serve  as  regulative ideals.  Durkheim exemplifies  this  in  moral 

egalitarianism, which, he says, is an idealized boundary that will never be reached, however, we are 

getting ever closer to it472. Durkheim’s discussion seems to be an intervention in a discussion among 

Lotzean scholars. Durkheim poses the question (Durkheim 1970: 145). The question: is the (subjective) 

value inherent in the object, therefore independent of empirical reality and does that not mean that its 

origin lies outside of the given, outside of experience. This position, he says, is a position that has been 

explored by a line of scholars that has continued from Kantian Moralism up to Ritschl.

472  Which is, of course, the core impetus of development of a cosmopolitan attitude in Kant (Saner 1973).
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Ritschl (1822 – 1889) is not well  known today.  But as Keirstadt (1905),  for example,  has shown, 

Ritschl was immersed in Lotzean thought and a very influential theologian in his time who had studied 

in Bonn, Tübingen and Heidelberg. He was influenced by Schleiermacher, Kant and Lotze. His thought 

was  dubbed  “theological  realism”  and,  sometimes,  “individualistic  subjectivism”.    Interestingly, 

subjective  value  judgments  and  the  “natural  man”  appear  in  his  writings  in  a  relation  of 

Wechselwirkung between the two. His writings and ideas influenced C.G. Jung. In the discourse from 

Kant  to  Ritschl,  a  position  appeared,  says  Durkheim,  that  accounted  for  the  capacity  of  men  to 

“transcend experience” to imagine something other than existing and, thus, man is equipped with the 

ability to set himself ideals.

This is a necessary aspect for Weber, Jaspers and Arendt. In particular Max Weber and Durkheim find 

themselves united in the argument following Lotze’s disciple Windelband:

Durkheim mentions two modes of imagination that are set apart from science, a sentimentalist and 

intellectualist one.473 

Therefore, there seem to be, he says, a way of “thinking the Real” and a way of “thinking the Ideal” 

and the value of things is found in the ideals one has set for oneself. 

Parsons has repeatedly described this distinction in the tradition of Windelband and Weber (and of 

course Lotze)  as  Idealfaktorem  and  Realfaktorem.  We  find the supposed “catholic  Marxism” à la 

Scheler to have the same conceptual property.

However, Durkheim has some reservations. The value in the ideal has no self-explanatory power. The 

real and the ideal are tied together in mutual interaction, because the conditions for the ideal must be 

taken from reality. Therefore, idealism entails a form of empiricism.

This said, we should not be surprised about Parsons claim (in his Cambridge and Oslo lectures in 1953) 

that Idealism gave birth to a form of empiricist-behaviorism in the form of statisticism. This inference 

is a direct analogy on the grounds of his acquaintance with the discursive prerequisites that Durkheim 

refers to in Sociologie et Philosophie. 

The differentiation of value-spheres must be viewed in light of different value-properties. This partially 

explains why Parsons’ theories of the differentiation of subsystems and different media are in one line 

with Kant.  Durkheim makes this conceptual connection obvious (1970: 148).  There is one type of 

values, he says, that cannot be separated from experience. That is economic values. Their meaning is 

473  With Kant: apart from thinking about rules like a scientist, there are two forms of sensus communis, if we understand 
the sensus communis as the basic form of character-formation: temperamental and style of reasoning (see also Fleck 
1935)
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not just transcendent. Kant was the first to make this a problem. For Kant, economic values are not true 

values, he wants to reserve this concept for moral issues.

The point is not the exclusion that Kant adheres to and Durkheim refutes. The point is that Kant makes 

a difference in quality explicit. A difference that Lotze reintroduced in his later years after he began 

reading  and  writing  about  economic  questions.  A difference  discussed  by Simmel,  who was  well 

acquainted with Lotze’s writings. Durkheim reminds us that value is a common term, that this is the 

insight of the “contemporary” debate, and, thus, reiterates the “interpenetration” of all types of values 

with empirical life.

The point is, he infers, that value-systems and the ideals that they represent are changing just as human 

groupings are changing. Indeed, it must be said that the idea of a mutual factor would account for 

change. And yet, sociological theory up to this point, Durkheim says, has problems accounting for that 

factor.

This type of sociological theory has treated society like a system with organs and functions in analogy 

to a living body that is trying to adapt to external destructive forces474. What this type of theorizing 

must omit is the idea that society is also a source of moral insight. Mutual interaction of individuals 

results in a synthesis that creates a psychic life that is permeated by a kind of “energy” that transcends 

the mere individual feeling. A man is thus part of a “milieu” that is permeated by forces that are not his 

own. This “collectivity” invokes “common goals” that transcend individual goals and take primacy for 

the individual and his actions.

There  is,  says  Durkheim,  a  tendency of  the  ideal  to  form a  unity  with  the reality.  Therefore,  an 

ephemerous impression takes a hold of people: the “realm of god is about to be realized on Earth”. This 

impression will hold only for a time and then cyclically weaken.  This is basically Lotze. Durkheim 

criticizes biological reductionism that claims that society should be viewed as an organized body of 

functions that are necessary for life. Instead, this body, says Durkheim, has a soul which is comprised 

of the whole of the collective ideals. This is, again, Lotze’s position.

Such a “whole” can be called  Geist, e.g. the  Geist des Kapitalismus, the “spirit of capitalism” (see 

Parsons). Durkheim’s Lotzean “soul” was a postulate for scientific use, however, not in physiology as 

such where Lotze equipped it with no explanatory power. However, we should remember that in his 

debate  with  Snell,  Lotze  had  bound  the  concept  to  Labor,  Force  and  Capital.  We  should  not  be 

474  Lukes (1973) has argued that Durkheim, whose first publication was a review of Schaeffle, has criticized the use of the 
organic metaphor as a direct analogy. Only Schaeffle, has been able, according to Durkheim, to use the metaphor 
appropriately.
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surprised that Durkheim ascribes “motor force”475 to these collective Ideals. Ideals can unfold powers 

that have real effects. Elements that comprise the ideal are taken from the empirical world, but they can 

be combined in the ideal in an entirely new way and this new combination can have original effects in 

reality. 

Durkheim’s relation of existential judgments and value judgments is also a mirror image of Kant’s 

determining and reflecting judgment. In regard to scientific concept formation, we are reminded of 

Weber’s Wissenschaftslehre: Natural science requires value judgments. Weber was clear that the point 

of science is not to value judgments but to render the explicit476. Durkheim reminds us that existential 

judgments use concepts, too. Concepts are the product of a mind, therefore, they are depending on 

some form of ideals as well. It can be shown easily, he says, that they also are collective ideals. In the 

essay, this point is not elaborated and we are left to speculation; but given our prior arguments, we 

might accept that his epistemology is within the conceptual frame of reference of Kantianism with 

discursivity and sensus communis. He says that there may be different kinds of judgments but since all 

judgments entail a basis in the given (in reality) and employ elements that are ideals, the faculty of 

Judgment is just one such faculty. 

Durkheim finishes his speech with an inference that is highly insightful as much as it  is genuinely 

Kantian. Society, he says, is Nature. It is Nature in its highest form of development that employs all its 

energies to surpass itself.  Aside from the semantic of “energy” from the discourse on hygiene and 

fatigue, this is the very same argument that Kant makes in the Idee zu einer allgemeinen Geschichte in  

weltbürgerlichen Absicht, about nature striving to realize its highest form in the world-citizen. And, 

from the  Anthropologie,  society  is  the  character-formation  or  style  of  reasoning in  the  nature  of 

collectivities which makes the most of itself (die das meiste aus sich macht)

Durkheim and Weber made theoretical statements that were derived from the biologiogical vernacular, 

because it enabled these statements and their conceptual relations.

The “convergence” Parsons  claimed to  see between these scholars is  testament  to  the fact  that  he 

himself operated from within the same epistemological vernacular. 

Parsons, the  enunciation  system,  is  the  product  of  this  discourse.  Reading  Durkheim and  Weber 

reinforced his immersion. 

This  becomes  clear  in  his  published  work.  In  “Durkheim and the Theory of  Integration of  Social 

475  On the “human motor”, see Rabinbach (1990)
476  This seems to be the point of Paul Rabinow’s Weber interpretation (2003).
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Systems” (1960), Parsons addresses mostly  De la division du travail social. The construction of the 

collective conscience in Durkheim is the topic of Parsons’s reconstruction. The definition of the beliefs 

and  sentiments  held  in  common  is  the  collective  conscience,  a  structural  analogy  of  the  French 

sentiments communis and the sensus communis. The solidarity that it requires, says Parsons, 
“is located in the area of what may very broadly be called the motivational aspects of commitment to society,  and to 

conformity with the expectations institutionalized within” (Parsons 1960: 7)

The motivational commitment to society can be seen as a description of the  sensus communis.  Its 

internalization and institutionalization are a different aspect that requires us to see the transcendence of 

Kant within the Kantian thought-scape. 

An important step forward was the concept “personality” (Lotze) and the creation of the idea of the 

“social mind” (van der Veer&Valsiner 2000).

Parsons considers the important contribution to be Freud’s. The physiological proof for the Freudian 

motivational  aspect  was  found  by  Parsons’ collaborator  James  Olds,  who  investigated  the  brain’s 

reward system.

Fomr  this  basis,  Durkheim’s  language  on  values  in  the  philosophy essays,  mirrors  Parsons’ other 

statments:
“The value system of the society is, then, the set of normative judgments held by the members of the society who define, 

with specific reference to their own society, what to them is a good society. Insofar as this set of values is in fact held in 

common and institutionalized, it is descriptive of the society as an empirical entity. This institutionalization is a matter of 

degree, however; […] ” (ibid. : 8)

The difference  lies  in  values  and norms.  Values  are  shared  and general,  whereas  norms  make the 

differentiation of different units within the system for which they serve as functions explicit.

Therefore,  values are  descriptive whereas norms are  patterns of expectations,  and the gradation of 

legitimacy  is  mono-directional.  Values  legitimize  norms,  it  cannot  work  the  other  way  around. 

Therefore  values  are  the  regulative ideals  (purposes)  and  norms  are  the  regulative mechanisms 

(functions) that realize values in particular sub-systems of action. 

In these differentiated sub-systems the integration of the whole must mutually be validated. In the clash 

of collective and individual interests, a contractual system must be established that negotiates between 

those interests and has binding power on both. This necessitated the exploration of non-contractual and 

non-rational elements, Just like there is an need to limit a government’s powers, so that individual 

freedom and the possibility of the realization of private interests cannot be withheld; on the other hand, 
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private interest to exploit one’s own freedom against society must also be constrained. What is thus 

necessary is
“the maintenance of a delicately balanced equilibrium of integration.” (ibid. : 20)

An essential device for this maintenance is the “monetary mechanism”. The special role of economic 

value  has  been  stressed  by  Durkheim,  as  we  have  seen  above,  owing  to  a  Kantian  conceptual 

transformation.  Therefore,  Parsons  was  in  line  with  the  Kantian  discourse  in  his  emphasis  of  the 

monetary mechanism. In regard to his  discussion of Durkheim, he delineates the four functions of 

money:

Non-circulatory

o Economic value of resources and products

o Standard for rational allocation of resources

Circulatory/Mediating 

o Enabling Accessibility of goals through resources and market channels

o Money as a reward

Money is but one of the components of rewards. Power has many structural similarities to money, he 

asserts in this essay on Durkheim. This was an idea he already defended in the 1930s and 1940s, long 

before he had an explicit media-theory. The continuity is revealed. He developed his media-theory in 

the same theoretical language that. In other words, the differentiated media-theory is just a refinement. 

This  1960  essay  on  Durkheim  was  written  at  a  time  when  Parsons  had  made  the  necessary 

developments  towards  the  essays  on  Power,  Influence  and  Value-Commitments  after  the  Working 

Papers and Economy and Society. Two assertions are important in this regard. Generally, the role that 

he  assigns  to  values  and  legitimacy  in  regard  to  the  function  is  “regulative”  (in  the  meaning  of 

“regulatory”477).

477  To reiterate:
There are three concepts concerning “rules” (Regeln) which I’m using on the following pages, which are to my 
knowledge translatable into English only with greatest strain:

i. Regelgemäß 
ii. Regelhaftigkeit
iii. Regelmäßigkeit

Ad i) The first, regelgemäß, offers the least challenge as we can call it either “rulefollowing”, “rule-conformity” or 
“rule-observant”. We could discuss different levels of implicit and explicit intention, whenever including an actor’s 
perspective, while remaining aware that even in nature we find cases we describe as “rule following”.
I will thus try to keep the distinctions as such.
“Rule following” I shall apply “value-free”, mainly on a general descriptive level. “Rule-conformity” I will use for 
unintentional forms of rule-following, whether they happen in nature or on an actors side; while “rule-observance” 
entails an autonomous component, in other words there are degrees of freedom on the actors side. The term states 
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Secondly, the explicit statement:
“Power is a measure and medium that in those respect are relevant is parallel to money” (ibid.: 24)

Parsons  taking  note  of  the  “convergence”  aspect  and  of  the  concept  of  Wechselwirkung 

(“interpenetration and internalization”) in Durkheim:
“It is noteworthy that Durkheim, working in sociology, discovered essentially the same phenomenon of internalization and 

interpenetration as did Freud in his study of  the personality,  and that  the same discovery was made independently by 

Charles Horton Cooley and George Herbert Mead. This convergence is, in my opinion, one of the great landmarks in the 

development of modern social science” (ibid. : 27)

Parsons, ever the eclectic, could have also mentioned Janet, Ritschl, or Lotze. The statement would 

have been true from a conceptual point of view.

 However, he mentions Mead, whose fame in that regard was of course mostly posthumous. Since we 

know that Parsons was aware of the philosophical writings of Durkheim and that he saw the deeper 

connection of Durkheim with the discourse, this statement receives a completely different perspective. 

First of all. Parsons does not speak about Freud’s study of the psyche, but of personality. This, concept 

was Lotze’s carried forward to the US by Emerson’s and James’ Pragmatism. Parsons was familiarized 

with pragmatism at Amherst, where he first heard about Durkheim and Cooley. (This does not mean 

that the education at Amherst did justice to Durkheim, as Parsons repeatedly stated and also claimed 

the same for the teachings on Durkheim he received in London.) But that does not mean that this did 

not serve as an introduction into this specific type of language. Cooley, of course, had elaborated his 

theoretical insights on the grounds of James.478

With his mechanical language in line with the language of the physiological discourse (teleology), we 

basically that the observed event happened as if in accordance with rules the observer is aware of. 
Ad ii) The term Regelhaftigkeit describes that a process or object has the attribute of being made of rules or as being 
rules.I will use in its stead either “orderly” or “normative” regularities, given the context as being that of an 
unintentional or intentional system. 
Ad iii) Regelmäßigkeit on the other hand means that on the observed process or object we can suppose rules being 
followed with more or les analytical clarity. I will thus use the term “Regularity”
The aspect of “regulatory” on the other hand describes rules, norms or institutions that have
determining force”, meaning an actor is compelled to follow these rules “with good reason”. But at the same time has 
always the degree of freedom to act differently aka deviantly. It is important to say that deviance from regulatory 
elements is not in itself morally right or wrong, it can be either creative or destructive to the institutional system. There 
are other factors creating the context of the deviant action that determine whether a deviant action is a creative or 
destructive act. In comparing Kant and Parsons herein, determining this context for Kant was the purpose of the Second 
Critique, for Parsons it was The Social System (1951).

478  Cooley was a trained mechanical engineer, like Walras or Pareto. He was also influenced by a journey to Europe in the 
1880s. His intellectual sources can be found in the writings of Albert Schaeffle, Goethe and Emerson. In other words, no 
surprises here. Schaeffle, influenced by Lotzean concept formation, wrote a dissertation in economics on the theory of  
Transportation. Parsons Heidelberg and life-long friend Carl Friedrich, a Kantian and political scientist, wrote his 
dissertation in Marburg on the American Railway System. Transportation was all the rage.
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should not be surprised that Parsons found him to be working on familiar grounds. Mead was but a late 

inclusion into the “convergence”. 

Durkheim’s study thus can be connected to modern psychology on the grounds of the discovery of the 

mechanisms of motivation (meaning James Olds). 

What Durkheim is lacking, Parsons says, is the comparative analysis that Weber offers. Much as the 

development of anatomy in the 18th century needed the comparative perspective and the language of 

critical philosophy, Durkheim was able to diagnose a new kind of problem, but only supplemented with 

Weber’s approach and Jasper’s  philosophically more sophisticated language could the potentials  of 

these new insights be realized.

Therefore, let us take a look at a Parsons’ essay on Weber from the same era of the early 1960s.

In the “Introduction to Max Weber’s Sociology of Religion” (Parsons 1962), we seem to be led towards 

a discussion of the “locus classicus” of the Weber treatment of Parsons and contemporary sociologists. 

The essay, however, stands in the shadow of methodological premise. In other words, it stands in the 

shadow of the “Logic of Science”.

Parsons never tires to remind his readers that Weber’s training was in historical jurisprudence479. This 

fact is sometimes overlooked in the economics focus in the Weber-exegesis. Weber’s interest ended up 

being  the  study  of  the  role  of  religion,  his  thoughts  had  expanded  to  economic  and  political 

organization.

Weber’s study of religion was focused on the “sociology of religion”, says Parsons, with Weber being 

posed to study religion as a phenomenon. He did not seek to explain religion, but he was studying the 

“relations between religious aspects and other aspects of human behavior” (Parsons 1962: 37). Despite 

“different approaches”, he and Durkheim shared this subject matter with Malinowski and Radcliffe-

Brown , according to Parsons. 

In discussing the Protestant Ethic of Weber, Parsons makes a methodologically profound statement on 

his  interpretation  of  Weber.  He  criticizes  that,  initially,  this  most  famous  of  Weber’s  essays  was 

received as
“an attempted ‘complete explanation’ of the modern world, and especially against the Marxist assertion of the predominance 

479  Jurisprudence, history, psychology, child-development, witness validity, scientific concept formation and hygiene were 
actually often discussed together around 1900, for example in the works of Muensterberg or William Stern (see Rieger 
(2001, 2002)). In case of Stern, these perspecives come together as the Psychology of Statement (Psychologie der  
Aussage). “Statement” is a Kantian aspect in Feststellung (Jaspers) or Aussage (Stern) and is related to Parsons’ and 
Henderson’s concept of fact. Stern not only coined the term “IQ”, adapting Binet’s research, but was the founder of 
“differential psychology” and a follower of personalism (Lotze). His most famous student was Parsons’ colleague, 
friend, and co-founder of the Social Relations cabal Gordon Allport. 
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of ‘material’ interests in the historical process.” (ibid.)

For Parsons, this account of the  Protestant Ethic  stretches the essays intentions too far. At the same 

time, Weber’s approach was a methodological reconciliation of “ideal” and “material” levels.  It was, 

says Parsons, “a fragment which provided Weber a point of departure”.

Weber’s extraordinary insight, Parsons makes clear, was a process of realizing the necessity of treating 

those factors as isolated and synthetic. Secondly, Weber realized that he had to adopt the language and 

strategy of  the most  successful  scientific  branch of  his  era,  when it  came to  research into  human 

behaviour. The kind of research offered by his friend Münsterberg, and endorsed by William James. 

Even if Parsons doesn’t name them, his language points directly to experimental psychology. We should 

remember that aside from the predecessors like Münsterberg, the early Harvard years of Parsons saw 

the work of many scholars like Edwin Boring among others emerge to full bloom. 

Experimental psychology was endorsed by James Olds‘s experimental work on motivation and reward. 

On Weber and the methodological situation of “testing” (experiment), Parsons states:
“Weber early became acutely aware,  as many participants in the discussion still  are not, that the problem of causation 

involved an analytical problem, one of the isolation of the variables and the testing of their significance in a situation where 

they could be shown to vary independently of one each other. The purely ‘historical’ method, seeking ever more detailed 

knowledge of the ‘ideal’ and ‘material’ historical antecedents of modern economic organization, is inherently circular. It was 

only by establishing a methodological equivalent of experimental method, in which it is possible to hold certain factors 

constant, that even beginnings of an escape from circularity was possible.” (Parsons 1962: 38)

To summarize:

Parsons  is  describing  a  situation  for  Weber  that  resembles  the  situation  of  the  biological  sciences 

around  Kant.  While  von  Haller  and  Soemmering  had  successfully  “isolated”  the  problematic 

phenomena, their theoretical language was not equipped to handle them. Their “circularity” lay in a 

return to Galen and Cell-Dogma and Preformation-theory. Blumenbach and Reil, by turning to Kantian 

language and a comparative method, managed to escape the circularity.

Weber’s situation is similar. The specific success of the Western nations in history was his questioned. 

While  comparative  methods  where  beginning  to  be  developed  in  economics,  anthropology  and 

sociology as well as legal studies, the theoretical language of those sciences was becoming fragmented 

within and ill-equipped to describe and understand the phenomena in question adequately480. 

Durkheim faced a similar situation. The philosophical-physiological discourse in France was infused 

480  Think of Weber’s, Troeltsch’s  and Sombart’s specific use of the term Geist des Kapitalismus in comparison to their 
Hegelian predecessors. It is clear that this term is closer to Lotze’s use of the term and the use of it in experimental 
psychology. Geist is closer to Gemüt (state of mind) It energizes and forms a Stimmung (‘attunement’) among those 
affected.
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with  Lotzeanism  and  the  language  of  experimental  psychology  in.  Durkheim’s  Sociologie  et  

Philosophie  displayed, he was immersed in that language. As we know, Parsons was well aware of 

these essays of Durkheim. And as he stated in this essay on Weber, he was aware of the similarities. We 

should not surprised, that he included Malinowski and Radcliffe-Brown. Malinowski was educated in 

the “exact sciences” (Średniawa 1981) before becoming the famous anthropologist he was. Modern 

interpreters  have  come to  think  of  Malinowski’s  philosophical  education  as  a  ‘supplement’ to  his 

training as a physicist. However, we should stress that a ‘comprehensive’ training was anything but 

unusual in those years. Scholars were not given to the same type of fragmentation and specialization as 

they have been in the 20th century. 

Malinowksi’s teachers were mostly part of a generation that valued the general training they received 

and  knew  how  to  synthesize  various  problems.  Malinowski  godfather,  Witkowski,  was  a  senior 

physicist at a time, when mathematics was not yet the sole guiding method of this science. Witkowski 

had  studied  in  Berlin  with  Helmholtz  and  Gustav  Kirchhoff  (1824  -  1887),  who  later  taught  in 

Heidelberg.

 Among the notable teachers of Malinowksi we find Stefan Pawlicki and Maurycy Straszewski who 

had studied under F.A. Lange and (!) Lotze. Malinowski discussed the work of Lange, Mach and others 

in detail with his teachers, shaping his theoretical language in the Lotzean climate481.

Consequently, Malinowski wrote his dissertation on “The economy of thinking”, displaying a Lotzean 

methodological premise and variety of interests. Malinowski, in this regard, is a typical scholar in line 

with the physiological-philosophical discourse. 

Therefore,  Parsons’s  assertion  of  the  similarity  between  Weber’s  and  Malinowski’s  treatment  of 

religion as a subject of study can only be understood properly, if we take into account the nineteenth 

century discourse that shaped the theoretical language of Malinowksi, Durkheim and Weber: The same 

language that actually changed all around Parsons, rendering him a bit of an anachronism. Problems of 

some of his contemporaries or successors can be understood well, if we consider that the  biological  

vernacular started to be gradually replaced by physicalist reductionism during Parsons’s student years 

and  early  career.  Some  of  peers,  students,  and  successors  were  raised  in  a  different  climate  and 

discourse  which  can  be  characterized  as  post-Russelian,  post-Deweyan  or  post-Strawsonian.  For 

Parsons, the work of Malinowski had aspects that most students today will not understand without 

proper foundation in intellectual history.

481  Also, we should remember that Parsons and Malinowski’s student and biographer Raymond Firth kept close relations.
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Mailnowski’s dissertation, for example ,follows Ernst Mach in the discussion of the history and roots – 

the Realfaktorem and Idealfaktorem, if you like – of the law of the conservation of energy. He thus
“defined psychological work as the psychological expenditure of energy accompanying the work of the brain”. (Średniawa 

1981: 619)

After his dissertation, Malinowski went to Leipzig, where it is likely that he studied with Wilhelm 

Wundt and economist Karl Büchner. Malinowski’s method is characterized by the experimental method 

and the use of tables and schemas typical for scholars that worked in experimental fields of physics and 

psychology. A methodological device that we find in Parsons.

A method that rests on the comparative approach that is significant for Weber, as Parsons duly notes:
“Weber doubtless had many motives for embarking upon a broad comparative study of the relations between religious 

orientations and social  structure.  But the decisive motive for his scientific method proceeded from his realization that 

without comparative evidence he could not hope to progress in the solution of his original central question”. (Parsons 1962: 

38)

In keeping economic organization the stable variable in  his  religion study,  Weber hoped to  isolate 

religion as the independent variable.482 Religious movements were thought to be the differentiating 

factor but should not and in no way comprise a “total explanation of social development”.

Parsons repeats something he wrote thirty years earlier in Structure483:
“Weber  repeatedly  repudiated  any  imputation  of  an  intent  to  ‘explain’ all  social  developments  as  emanations  and 

consequences of ‘idealistic’ elements.  His general  position was far removed from idealistic ‘emanationism’ as it  could 

possibly be.” (ibid.: 39)

The  most  forceful  statement  against  emanationism  was  made  in  the  Logic  of  Science 

(Wissenschafslehre). This statement was made against the “Emanationism of Roscher” in the “Roscher 

and Knies…” essay. 

Parsons clearly states that  Weber had broken with the “historic tradition” in German Idealism that 

adhered to the emanationist account. This tradition and its followers had philosophical foundations, 
“which distinguished different or opposed methods as appropriate into the natural sciences and to humanistic studies” (ibid.: 

39)

These idealist preferred “ideographic” over “nomothetic” methods, says Parsons in Windelband’s and 

Rickert’s  words.  Weber  published  the  essays  of  the  Wissenschaftslehre  to  counter  the  Idealist 

methodology. However, he, too, kept of the Idealist toolbox what could be productively utilized, says 

Parsons. A contrast to the “positivistic reductionism” that later occurred in France, Britain and the US 

of which “Behaviorism was an extreme manifestation” (ibid.: 40). 
482  In short, the role of “economy” in Weber can be interpreted as an artifact of the experimental method.
483  See Structure: 572:  „Society is not in any sense merely an ‚emanation’ product of the religious idea.”
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The inclusion of the “subjective point of view” led Weber to formulate the ideal-type as a theoretical 

device and led directly to the method of  Verstehen (‘understanding’). A separate matter was Weber’s 

interest in the “systems of meaning” (Sinnzusammenhänge)
“which could be interpreted (‘understood’ in Weber’s special sense) and which, as definitions of situations for the actions of 

individuals, could be linked with individuals ‘interests’ (their motives in a psychological sense).” (ibid.: 40)

Parsons is linking the psychological aspect,  he understands with Freud and James Olds, with the idea 

of the individual interests (he has encountered in Early American Pragmatism), and with systems of 

meaning as a higher order (such as Durkheim’s collective representations). He draws up a system of 

Wechselwirkung from  which  society  emerges  as  the  subject  matter  of  social  science.  This  is 

accomplished in making the theoretical language translatable into a singular language for the social 

sciences, respectively the theory of action.

This language was independently developed by several scholars, he claims.  However, we know that 

the  resulting  “convergence”  was  made possible  due  to  the  common background of  the  respective 

theoretical languages in the physiological-philosophical discourse of the nineteenth century since Kant. 

The following statement of Parsons must be understood accordingly:
“Thus Weber initiated a line of theoretical analysis in many respects similar to, though in origin largely independent of, that 

originated in the United Sates by such theorists as G.H. Mead and W.I. Thomas.  Weber’s ‘cultural complex of meanings,’ in 

one respect a system of ‘ideas,’ was also an instrument for the understanding of the action of individuals, and in this respect 

it was almost identical with Thomas famous conception of the definition of the situation.” (ibid.: 40)

W.I.  Thomas studied in  Berlin  and Göttingen in  the late  1880s.  His  teacher  was  Wilhelm Wundt. 

Similarities  in  the  theoretical  language  between  Thomas,  Weber,  and  Parsons  are,  therefore,  no 

accident. Parsons had a good grasp of the depth of the German philosophical scene in the nineteenth 

century. 

His contribution to the Weber centennial (Parsons 1964a) is worth an inspection. In his student years in 

Heidelberg,  the  late  Weber’s  “intellectual  influence  was  all  pervasive”,  Parsons  says  in  about  his 

attendance of Marianne Weber’s Sunday tea parties484.

In one regard, we might want to correct Parsons. It was not as much “Weber’s pervasive intellectual 

influence” as such, but the fact Weber was the most prominent “speaker” of the theoretical language 

that had emerged from the nineteenth century discourse. Weber the person, is actually the enunciation 

system known as Max Weber. An address that was the name for the type of vocabulary expressing the 

theoretical language of the nineteenth century intellectual discourse. 

484  It is of interest that Parsons refers to Dieter Henrich’s contributions on Weber. Particularly as my approach has profited 
so much from Henrich’s method of constellation research.
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When Parsons began to explore Weber’s “theoretical reference groups”, he actually explored different 

stages of the discourse that manifested in proximity to people who had elevated positions in intellectual 

networks  and scholarly institutions,  in  other  words,  those  who were important  focal  points  within 

constellations.  People  with  names  that  refer  to  a  whole  complex  of  vocabulary  and  possible 

enunciations within the discourse. People who made decisions on the accord of a theoretical language 

that enabled new ways of making enunciations within that language, while they denied the possibility 

of others. Parsons speaks of trends, alternatives and complexes.

Parsons  describes  Weber’s  intellectual  background  in  the  historical  school  of  jurisprudence  as  the 

“historistic”  aftermath of German Idealism.  An aftermath exemplified in the works of Dilthey and 

Troeltsch, as Parsons says:
“The trend was, of course, to stress the internal integration and the historical individuality and uniqueness of the particular 

cultural system” (Parsons 1964a: 82)

Parsons clearly recognizes the debt this trend owes to Kant, in a way that 
“tended to accentuate the dualism already present in the Kantian position between the world of Nature and that of Kultur or 

Geist485, involving Kant’s practical reason, human values, and problems of meaning.” (ibid.)

For post-Kantian development,  after  the division of cultural  and social  sciences,  Parsons noticed a 

sharp distinction between natural sciences and the other two sciences: A distinction in subject matter, 

basic  method  and  mode  of  conceptualization.  This  affects  the  question  of  observer  and  subject 

matter486, exemplified in the work of Dilthey, says Parsons, which is threatened to end in socio-cultural 

solipsism. Weber provided a necessary reformulation, reintroducing a strain of Kantianism that led, via 

Lotze, to experimental psychology. This strain became what the Communication Account, a mode of 

conceptualization in Kantian terms, bridging the gap between the sciences in a singular theoretical 

language for science487. The language that Parsons was immersed in and continued to try and develop 

into the language he called theory of action. A language he hoped would serve as a common language 

for the social sciences (see his manuscript on the “common language” HUGFP: 42.64 Box 1). 

In view of Weber’s intellectual history, Parsons saw two “principal alternatives to historicism”:
“The first of these was relatively foreign to the main German tradition, though constantly close to its center of awareness. 

Indeed there was a strong tendency to define the main axis of the difference between German and ‘Western’ culture in terms 
485  This equation of Kultur and Geist  hints at an understanding of Geist in the way of Gemüt, and therefore of the ‘state of 

mind’ as being relative to collective representations from which emerges attunement.
486  For the history of the emergence of objectivity in regard to this Kantian aspect and the subsequent trends see 

Daston/Galison (2007)
487  Parsons also notes – once more – that American anthropology half a century later found itself at the very same stage as 

did German historicism at the time of Weber.
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of the contrast between the complex just sketched and Western ‘rationalism’, atomism, and various other terms.” (Parsons 

1964a : 83)

He does  not  elaborate  in  detail  for  there  would  be  “too  many  complexities”.  The  “most  salient 

elements”, however, can be isolated from a tradition of British and American Social thought that had no 

foothold  in  Continental  Europe  at  the  time,  utilitarianism.  This  movement  united  the  natural  and 

sociocultural fields. In Britain, Parsons states, this was most prominent in Economics. However, the 
“same general intellectual framework had much to do with the beginnings of psychology as a science”. (ibid.)

That is clearly a cut to the chase, if we remember that Emerson travelled to Europe and particularly 

England to study the psychology and physiology of Mill and the associationist movement. Lotze was, 

of course, anything but an anonymous scholar. And there is little doubt that the development of the 

“theoretical  language”  of  the  utilitarian  movement,  modern  economics,  and  psychology is  largely 

influenced by the entirety of these events in intellectual history. Parsons seems to have a sense or an 

inkling that there is a deeper genealogy at work. 

The British and, also, the French development, are summed up in Parsons account to be a conservative 

“collectivistic strain” ranging from Rousseau over St.Simon and Comte to Durkheim. Even if not in 

Weber’s lifetime, says Parsons, the French tradition became a bridge between the German and the 

British tradition. And although he doesn’t “name names”, we can say the following development is 

very coherent account of events: We know that Marshall, in economics, knew the work of Cournot488 

sufficiently  well.  At  the  same  time,  Marshall  was  a  transitional  figure.  He  was  a  witness  of  the 

“mathematization of economics” (see explicitly with reference to the role of Marshall: Schabas 1989). 

This transformation in economics was in no small way influenced by developments in mathematics and 

logic in philosophy  - with Bertrand Russell being at the forefront. The development was reinforced by 

the French influx that  Parsons noted.  And very soon after,  mathematization and utilitarianism had 

replaced political economy as the core of economics.

Weber had to react to another “school” in his time: socialist thought and Marxism. 

There is a curious omission in Parsons’ account, which is rarely noted among Parsons’ commentators. 

In his earlier years, Parsons addressed socialist thought with regard to Max Scheler. In 1964, Parsons’ 

Marx represents a curious synthesis between British and German thought, which seems to have no 

successor in Germany because Marx remains , according to Parsons, in the “main frame of reference of 

German thought”. 

488  In regard to the theory of equilibrium and the mathematical theory of wealth.
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However,  Parsons’ adoption  of  the  “materialist”  dichotomy  in  scientific  concept  formation  was 

between cultural and natural sciences but between Realfaktoren  and Idealfaktoren (which is part and 

parcel to his introduction of Scheler in the 1930s).

This  distinction  is,  of  course,  the  result  of  the  process  of  scientific  concept-formation  in  the 

physiological-philosophical discourse. It is the corollary of the Constitutive/Regulative distinction and 

its various versions, such as between psychists and somatists in physiology. It appears as though the 

syntheses  that  represented  an  evolution  in  the  theoretical  language  between  Kant  and  Parsons, 

including  Lotze,  Durkheim,  Weber  and  Scheler,  were  the  effect  of  the  continued  effort  to  find  a 

unification of the two aspects (constitutive and  regulative) in a theoretical way. Different intellectual 

branches and schools emerged, and each swung like a pendulum towards either of the poles to build its 

own dogma around either pole. In order to find a unifying or a synthetic element, in the style of Kant’s 

Unity of Reason and the idea of communicability, one must find the common element of both poles. 

For Parsons, this effort was his mission to bridge the many “sociologies” with a common language 

entered around a bridging concept of action.

His Weber is in the same situation: 
“[Parsons’] thesis is that these three intellectual movements, with reference in all cases to the problems of the sciences of 

human social and cultural affairs, defined the coordinates of Weber’s problem. In fact, he achieved a synthesis that, though 

refusing to accept any one of them on its own terms, ended by incorporating essential elements from all of them into a 

single frame of reference and leaning on this, the beginnings of a theory that was clearly on a much higher level than could 

be offered by any of it antecedents.” (Parsons 1964a: 85)

What  should be added is  that  these  “essential  elements”  had  common roots  in  nineteenth  century 

discourse.  These elements and their  shared conceptual  debt  to  a Kantian-Lotzean heritage made it 

possible for Weber to enunciate the synthetic position.

In  the  thesis  outline  titled  „Die  soziologischen  Schulen  in  Deutschland  und  ihr  Verhältnis  zum 

modernen Kapitalismus“ (HUGFP 42.8.2), Parsons left a smoking-gun from 1926s in German.  This 

outline may or may not been the actual sketch that became his dissertation. We will never know for 

sure.  The  actual  dissertation  is  lost.  Salin’s  assistant  Bergstraesser  lost  two chapters  of  the  actual 

manuscript. Although circumstances are unclear. Bergstraesser claimed that he send the material back 

to Parsons, yet they never arrived. In 1926, they were sent back and forth between Heidelberg and Kiel, 

where Salin spent a year as a substitute professor (see the exchange of correspondence between Salin 

and Parsons in HUGFP 42.8.2 Box 2). 
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Judging by the outline, we may assume that the lost chapters could have contained a discussion of the 

catholic reformation of socialist thought in particular through Scheler. 

In this outline, Parsons’s reference to Sombart is an analogy to Dilthey and his essays on Renaissance 

and Reformation. In the Weber text from 1964(a: 82), he says that the trend of Dilthey’s time was to 

show the individuality of historic cultural systems, specifically the Renaissance. In other words, we 

find consistent elements in the forty years interval. 

In  1926,  the  most  fertile  effort  of  tackling  the  problem of  capitalism is  theoretically  inspired  by 

Southwestern Neo-Kantianism in the works of Sombart Weber and Troeltsch who were pitted against 

Socialism and Historicism. Socialism, on the other hand, had
been subject to certain changes, respectively certain groups who associate with the political interest of socialism have  

reformulated their general stance in deviance from the ruling dogma. This reformulation is flavored by a effort to transcend  

the  materialistic  attitude  of  socialism  in  respect  to  Neo-Kantianism   and  certain  catholic  philosophies,  especially  

represented by Scheler, who is a leading member in spirit  of the phenomenological school. The state, which may loose  the  

trait  of  being   an  expression  of  power  of  the  ruling  class,  eventually  the  proletarian  class  that  may  take  power  

revolutionary, this state is turned into a collective personality which requires to be serviced and within which one can serve.

On the whole this is  structured in the hierarchy of  an idealistic system of  Weltanschauung,  internally assimilating the  

catholic system. Catholic philosophy itself, has until now ignored the problems of social-economics which is without doubt  

a corollary of Scheler’s ‘Logic of Value’ [Wertlehre],  which holds the value of  sanctitiy as personally of priority, which 

suppresses the social-economics of valuation.489

Parsons did not shake off Scheler and the intellectual context. He imported Scheler into his lectures on 

sociology in the 1930s. 

489 „Und zwar ästhetisch beeinflusst durch eine Analyse des Renaissancecharakters, die dann zu einer Verknüpfung von 
Renaissancegeist und kapitalistischem Handeln führte. In dieser Beziehung gibt es eine Analogie zu Sombarts Einstellung in 
den Diltheischen Abhandlungen über Renaissance und  Reformation.

Hinter diesen Gesichtspunkten steht der für die Stoffwahl massgebende Gesichtspunkt, dass in dem selben 
Augenblick, in dem nachzuweisen ist, dass eine gewisse Geisteshaltung kapitalistischen Handeln in ihrer Konsequenz 
veranlasst hat, die Doktrin einer immanenten Notwendigkeit des Oekonomischen als unrichtig objektiv bewiesen ist.

Der Sozialismus in Deutschland hat in den letzten zwei Jahren insofern eine gewisse Wandlungen erfahren bzw. 
Gruppen, die sich zu dem politischen Interesse des Sozialismus bekenn, haben in Abweichung von der herrschenden Lehre 
ihre Stellungnahme neu formuliert. Diese Formulierung ist einerseits gefärbt durch den Versuch einer Ueberwindung der 
materialistischen Haltung des Sozialismus in anlehnung [sic!] an den Neu-Kanterianismus [sic!] und bestimmte katholische 
Philosophien, wie sie insbesondere von Scheler einem der geistigen Führer der phaenomenologischen Schulen vertreten 
werden. Dabei wird der Staat, der den Charakter des Machtausdrucks der regierende Klasse, also evtl. der revolutionär zur 
Macht gelangten proletarischen Klasse, ganz oder vorwiegend verliert, zu einer Kollektivpersönlichkeit, an der und in der 
Dienst zu leisten ist. Das Ganze gliedert sich in einem idealistischen Weltanschauungssystem ein, sehr häufig innerlich 
orientiert an dem System der katholischen Kirche. Die katholische

[pg4]
Philosophie selbst ist zu größten Teil bis jetzt an der Sozialökonomik ohne besondere Beachtung der Probleme 

vorübergegangen, zweifellos als eine Folge der gerade von Scheler propagierten Wertlehre, bei der bekanntlich die Werte 
der Heiligkeit usw. als persönliche  führend sind und hinter dem Bereich der Sozialökonomik der Werthaltung weit 
zurücksteht.““
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His sociology course at  Harvard’s Radcliffe College in  February 1933 (HUGFP42.41 Box 1),  was 

supposed  to  feature  Scheler  according  to  notes  on  “The  Economic  Interpretation  of  History  as  a 

Sociological Theory”.

Parsons had just begun lecturing in sociology at Harvard three years prior and the dissertation outline 

was just  six years past.  Additionally,  he had only recently translated Weber’s  Protestant Ethic  and 

finished a book on Pareto490. The publication of Structure is still four years away, but the idea for the 

book has already been conceived. The book was, still,  supposed to be an introduction to European 

thought. He pursued this idea so vehemently that his former Heidelberg friends had referred to this 

effort of “enlightening” the Americans in their correspondence with Parsons.

He worked out a script and lectures that dipped deep into his Heidelberg years, fed from his research on 

capitalism and foreshadowed his work on media theory.

In this light, he defines economic action as a part of rational action. Unlike certain economic theories 

who equate rationality of action with economic action.
“Characteristics:

1. Rationality – limited sense

2. Process of acquisition action itself, neither

a. ultimate objective means themselves become geographical

b. Nor wants – leads to other sociological, psychological or even biological theories. Wants taken as data

3. Money as the generalized means of all wants satisfaction – An economic system of which wants is the key

4. Not whole of rational. Excluded

a. Technique

b. Political Action

c. Wertrationales Handeln

5. Dangers of identifying economic with material – Physical objects no economic goods by virtue of physical proper-

ties as such, but of them on a specific relation to men. 

Material + non-material culture

6. Economic relations contractual-centered into entirely for ‘ulterior’ motives + not for theier own sake, means are 

completely indifferent in themselves”

The lectures begin with a clarification of what economic means. The danger that Parsons warned of 

under  the  heading  (5.)  lies  in  a  reduction  the  economic  to  the  material  factor,  which  is  also  the 

reduction to the Realfaktor. Parsons, the teleo-mechanist, was trying to warn his students not to fall for 

the fallacy of physicalist reductionism. Weber, clearly, avoided this fallacy.

The next section of the lectures featured the Scheler alternative. What is important to look at first, 
490  Still unpublished
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though, are the other three factors of rational action. Aside from the “non-rational elements”, that are 

not being explicitly discussed, we should note that, in the process of acquisition, wants do not serve as 

an  explanatory  device  but  must  be  viewed  as  data.   Moreover,  means  become  “geographical”. 

“Geography” reappeared in Parsons&Smelser’s (1957) discussion of “land factors”.

The crucial  differentiation of  the  sub-systems  into  personality,  organism and social  system has  an 

analogy in  the factors  he discussed as  “wants”,  which lead to psychology (personality),  sociology 

(social system) and organism (biology).  According to Economy and Society, a critical remark (1957: 1) 

is the assertion that in economic literature, one often encounters psychological; sociological or physical 

(or political) non-economic factors; which literature remain conceptually undefined. 25 years earlier in 

his Radcliffe lecture, Parsons addressed the same problem with an idea on his mind, how to integrate 

these factors within conceptual boundaries that were drawn by his predecessors in intellectual history. 

Historic awareness of predecessors was equally important  in the creation of  Economy and Society 

(1957). Parsons was aware (1957: xvii) that Pareto had taken over the concept of equilibrium from 

Walras, a concept that originated from the world of Lagrange and Cournot, not Pareto or Henderson. 

We can safely assume that he was introduced to the work of economists other (and older) than Pareto 

during his Amherst, London and Heidelberg years, including Walras and Say.

The action frame of reference and the general theory of action have their origin “deep in the history of 

Western social thought” (1957: 5).  The turn of the century, Parsons&Smelser say, brought a critical 

development for the general theory.

They provided names responsible for this critical development – but again: not the origin of the general 

theory of action, which is even older. These names are Weber, Durkheim and Pareto, but also Freud, 

Cooley,  Mead,  Thomas,  Boas,  Kroeber,  Malinowski  and  Radcliffe-Brown.   Parsons  and  Smelser 

developed Parsons’ media theory further  from the outset  of the  Working Papers  and the  Marshall  

Lectures.  This included such authors as F.H. Knight who could use concepts such as equilibrium and 

mutuality  with an air of self-evidence (Knight 1921). In Parsons use, these concepts to illustrate that 

interests  and  production  factors  must  find  a  state  reconciliation.  This  is  the  prerequisite  for  a 

functioning  order  to  emerge.  Among  the  factors  are  those  that  are  non-economic.  He  retains  the 

distinctions  from his  1930s  lectures  in  the  1950s.  The  physical,  social  and  cultural  resources  are 

addressed (1957: 26ff.) as the “land factors”. This is what Parsons used to call “geographical”. The 

sociological,  biological,  and  psychological  are,  in  other  words,  the  social,  the  physical  and  the 

personality aspect, the latter we know from Durkheim (and later Freud). Personality emerges as the 
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cultural aspect in the form of collective representations. We are thrown back to Lotze’s introduction of 

personality as a unifying, regulative concept that transcends inherent value. The differentiation in the 

other direction leads to the sub-systems and their generalized media. Most commentators associate this 

development in Parsons’ theory building with a later phase, starting with the Working Papers and the 

Media-essays in the 1960s.  It is assumed that that the differentiation into sub-systems is a corollary of 

the AGIL-scheme. 

The Radcliffe lectures from 1933, however, suggest a deeper continuity. A continuity that is easily 

accounted  for  if  we  consider  Parsons’ conceptual  frame  and  its  development  as  an  expression  of 

conceptual relations that are enabled by the teleo-mechanist program.

The first  thing that stands out is that  Parsons refers to money as a “generalized means”, thus, s a 

generalized medium as he will come to call it. Conceptually, he is describing the same thing.

Non-withstanding the fact that Parsons had a preliminary version of AGIL in Structure  according to 

Dean Gerstein (1975), the kernel of AGIL can be also be found in Chester Barnard’s Functions of the 

Executive (1937). It is no surprise that Barnard’s comments on the script for Economy and Society are 

among the most insightful in the correspondence. 

The chapters in Barnard’s book that deal with the “biological” aspects of organization and Parsons’ 

early version of AGIL from  Structure  491condense into a version of AGIL, which will be developed 

towards Economy and Society.  

The  actual  differentiation  of  the  subsystems  in  Parsons’ work  is  already  part  of  1933  lectures. 

Rationality is comprised of:

o Economic Rationality

o Political Rationality

o Wertrationalität (‘value-rationality’)

o Technique

The latter refers to the technique of persuasion and the technical means (mass-media, rhetoric etc.), 

which will be subsumed in the 1950s/60s under the medium of influence.

These four levels of rationality are identical with the subsystems and media Parsons will distinguish as:

o Economy (money)

491  Gerstein develops the four levels by stratifying ends, means, conditions, and norms along the axes External-Internal and 
Instrumental-Consummatory. (1975)
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o Polity (power)

o Societal community (value commitments)

o Fiduciary (influence)

The classic accounts state that Parsons isolated the sub-systems and their media from the idea that they 

were meant to solve functional problems suggested by AGIL when applied to the general social system 

of  modern  society.  However,  it  seems  that  it  is  the  other  way  round.  The  differentiation  of  the 

“rationality of action” in the 1930s would suggest a co-differentiation on the theoretical level. Taking 

the “physiological language” of Barnard and Functionalist Anthropology into account, we can say that 

the  AGIL scheme  and  its  application  in  this  differentiation  followed  thanks  to  the  fact  that  the 

conceptual references concurred due to their common discursive genealogy.

In the 1930s,  Parsons he addressed the question of the “Materialist  Interpretation of History” in a 

lecture of that title. This discussion is necessary. He continues to claim, from his 1930 lectures to his 

1960 essays, that there is a tendency to mix up economic rationality with rationality in general and 

reduce that to the material factor (aka physicalist reductionism). He began with Marx, an application of 

Hegelian dialectic. He does asked the question, whether Marx was a true disciple of Hegel. Marx, in 

Parsons view, explained social organization in the frame of “production science”. The critical question 

followed, if history “can be explained in terms of a monism either on material or ideal grounds”.

On the latter alternative, Parsons says, 
“German Idealism + many Marx critics maintain  

Only alternative to this materialism is its negation

Claiming the predominant causality of ideal factors”.

He went into detail, depicting the alternatives. And this is where we meet “old friends”: 
“[Max Weber’s Protestantism theory as well as many others

Or is this the wrong question to ask? As either of these factors is itself elemental – or can it be further analyzed?]

1. Material Factor – Scheler in biological, political + economic factors which follow each other as the predominant 

factors of different epochs.

2. Ideal Factor – Alfred Weber 

The development of ‘civilization’ and of ‘culture’

Sombart’s ‘Geist’ + ‘Seele’

In historic materialism a dogma or a heuristic principle?

Later”
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The material  and ideal  factor  are  the same as  the  Realfaktor  and  Idealfaktor.  This distinction was 

comprised of the distinction of  Constitutive/Regulative and for Max Weber, Rickert and Windelband 

identical with the ideographic/nomothetic distinction. Of course, the way out of the aporia between the 

two was the acceptance of the distinction as a true dualism (not a dichotomy) leading to the inclusion of 

a unifying aspect, such as the Unity of Reason, or a unified concept, or a common language of science. 

Durkheim, introduced the distinction of repressive law and restitutive law, and resolved the problem of 

unity in the concept of moral (see also Lieberman 2007).

In the 1930s lecture, Parsons continued his discussion with the role of factors and the possibility of 

“laws” as devices of explanation:
“[…] such is the case is maintained by Sombart, Max Weber + at least for the ‘real factors’ Scheler – an inversion of the 

‘normal’ relation of man to his material subsistence.

Lindsay’s interpretation of Marx also in with this view – economic forces as those which will eliminate man if he does not 

study and learn to dominate them.

Max Weber’s pessimistic fatalism”

He  refers  with  any  likelihood  to  Alexander  Dunlop  Lindsay  (1879  –  1952).  Lindsay  published 

extensively on Kant and on democracy but also on Bergson. Additionally, he wrote an introductory 

essay on Marx’s  Capital (1925; see also Furniss 1926). This is the piece that Parsons is referring to. 

However, he must evidently be aware that a scholar who wrote on Vitalism and Kant may Lindsay’s 

work has to receive a deeper kind of appreciation.. This may have included Lindsay’s discussion of 

“Problems of Mass Democracy” (see: Holloway 1963). Lindsay was known for discussing what is 

called a “Christian democracy”492. Interestingly, he had announced to publish a second volume to his 

Modern Democratic State (1943). A volume that never materialized. However, it was supposed to deal 

with “democratic controls”. This touches the question of social control that Parsons was discussing. 

Therefore, vivid interest in Lindsay’s work is explained by Parsons’ development from the social ethics 

course to the orthopsychiatry program. Lindsay, very obviously, is part of the same discourse as was 

Parsons.  Parsons was well  aware of Lindsay in 1933, which is  prior  to Lindsay’s  foreword to  the 

English translation of Elie Halévy’s  The Growth of Philosophical Radicalism  (1934); a book which 

Parsons cited very often when discussing the emergence of utilitarianism,  from Structure onward to his 

last book on the American Society. It is interesting that Mancur Olson would quote A.D.Lindsay in his 

famous  Logic of Collective Action (1971: 112) as the exemplary author for political pluralism, while 

492  Not unlike Ritschl.
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stating after citing a variety of contemporary books on pluralism (ibid.) that he is 
“indebted to a conversation with Professor Talcott Parsons for the suggestion that this variety of sociological  thinking 

should be regarded as a new type of pluralism.”

The theme is that Parsons must have followed these developments, certainly discussing it with his 

friend  Carl  Friedrich,  whose  positions  fit  in  nicely.  This  is  making  the  case  here  for  Parsons 

membership in the  Communicative Account,  the invisible college of Jaspers, and its promotion of a 

certain kind of methodological and political pluralism493.

Ending this brief excursion on Lindsay, we should address what Parsons has to say on “the nature of 

historic laws” following his discussion of Weber and Scheler in 1933.
“in the Economic Interpretation is the nature of an assertion of an inevitable natural law of development independent of 

human wills as Sombart asserts?

Or is it a principle abstract + one sided in nature directing attention to a hitherto inadequately understood [pg.] production 

etc..   Lederer. Conception of ‘time’

Do laws in social science have any significance except in connection with such epochs in history which are themselves 

unique and cannot be interpreted in terms of each other. Is there a basis for such a historic individualism in Marx? Sombart’s 

capitalism, etc.”

For Parsons, these were obviously questions worthy of discussing them with his students. The answer 

he would give are found in his published and other contributions and his quest to bridge those divisions 

instead of swing towards one side.

The scholars Parsons discussed explicitly were intended to help introducing European scholarship to an 

American scientific community that had chosen to forget its roots between jingoism and World War I. 

In 1932, Parsons negotiated an offer to teach summer school. His “employers” were represented by 

Robert MacIver (correspondence in HUGFP 42.41 Box 1):
“I very much appreciate the freedom in choice of courses which you offer. It very materially adds to the attractiveness of the 

prospect. I have very little hesitation in saying what I should like to do, in case I did come. One would certainly be on recent 

European  theory,  which  []  some general  background I  should like  to  center  on Durkheim,  Pareto  and  Weber,  with 

something perhaps on Simmel, Toennies, Scheler, Mannheim.”

The other course he suggested would have been a course in Social Institutions.

493  Methodological does not mean the kind of pluralism that Simmel endorsed. Donald Levine made this aspect certainly 
clear (1995). I am indebted to him for his comments on this and various other questions, including a full review of an 
earlier version of the manuscript.
However, in regard to scientific concept formation, Parsons was the same kind of pluralist as William James or Karl 
Jaspers.
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Scheler and Mannheim are an interesting choice for a course he was supposed to teach.

First of all, there were would have been no translations or suitable introductions available. He would 

have had to rely on either his own notes or his students’ abilities to read a sophisticated German text. 

The popularity of contemporary German authors would have been equally low.

In regard to his lectures and courses, Scheler pretty much disappeared at some point. The problems 

Scheler posed for an American audience at  the time were simply too grave to continue to try and 

introduce  him  into  the  core  curriculum.  Catholicism  was  still  stigmatized  as  was  the  Marxist 

background that served as the basis for Parsons’s discussion of Scheler. In matters of “constellation”, 

particularly  in  light  of  his  Harvard  career  (whether  concerning  the  presidency  of  Lowell  or  his 

successor James B. Conant), the inclusion of Scheler and Marx into the Harvard environment were 

filled with constraints. In this regard, he also would have experienced more trouble with Weber than 

Durkheim or Pareto, each of which had potential constraints removed by Mayo, Henderson and their 

circle.  Weber was trickier,  but the route through Sombart  and,  eventually,  the help of Schumpeter, 

Friedrich,  and even Sorokin,  including the availability of the Weber-translation,  the obstacles were 

overcome. However, certainly not in time to create a publicity for Strucutre’s first edition. Success had 

to wait.

Initially, Parsons had discussed Scheler and catholicized Marxism as alternatives to Weber. When the 

American environment was finally ready to fully embrace Weber, with the conclusion of World War II, 

Scheler had almost disappeared from Parsons’ agenda.  Somewhere between 1933 and 1937, he must 

gave up on introducing Scheler to an American audience. Commentators might make the case that 

Scheler would not have fit the “convergence” thesis, like Simmel, who also appears in Parsons summer 

school  plans.  However,  this  question  is  still  controversial494.  In  regard  of  Scheler,  Parsons  was 

instrumental in the introduction of Scheler into the American discourse in the 1950s and 1970s. He 

pushed for the publication of Harold Bershady’s introduction to Scheler. A project that was immensely 

aided by Donald Levine, who is a major figure in the discussion of Parsons and Simmel. Parsons’ later 

494  This author would argue that Simmel (and also Scheler) would have fit a “convergence” thesis in general, however, not 
in the way that Parsons was eventually forced to create it in line with certain constraints. However, this would have 
necessitated a thorough discussion of Simmel’s philosophical, (acoustic) psychological, and anthropological roots, in 
order to isolate what fits with the convergence and what is a deviation by Simmel, away from the general trend. This 
would have required discussions of the kind of “contemplative philosophy”, Parsons was absolutely not interested in, 
including the discussion of Heidegger.  
A quick glance into Sein und Zeit is, however, interesting. Heidegger was, certainly, a product of nineteenth century 
Neo-Kantianism, even if in the negative. His Neo-Kantian physics and logic are subject of Michael Friedman’s Parting 
of the ways (2004). At the same time, key paragraphs in Sein und Zeit feature, with a surprising lack of further 
introduction, cameo appearances by such illustrious characters as Lotze, Simmel, Karl Ernst von Baer, and Alois Ritschl. 
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references to Scheler occur in his manuscript “Sociology of Knowledge and the History of Ideas”. 

(HUGFP 42.41). The draft version is different in some aspects from the version that was supposed to be 

published in the Encyclopedia for the History of Ideas. Written in 1969/70 it was finally published in a 

reader on Action Theory edited by Helmut Staubmann more than 30 years later. This essay was an 

opportunity for Parsons to comment on his intellectual sources such as Mannheim, Jaspers and Scheler.

In his Introduction to Parsons’ essay, Victor Lidz views it as proof that the “allegation” is false that 

Parsons’s renewed interest in Kantianism was sparked by his acquaintance with Bershady’s  Ideology 

and Social Knowledge (1973). Lidz says that the renewed interest was sparked a few years earlier and 

on Parsons own account. In our view, Parsons interest never waned. The manuscript on the Sociology 

of Knowledge was supposed to accompany a manuscript written for Daedalus on a related subject. 

Parsons begins with an introduction of Mannheim, whose first seminar on Max Weber he claims to 

have attended in the summer of 1927 (Parsons 1970: 31). He admired Mannheim’s familiarity with 

French authors, such as Durkheim, Mauss and Levy-Bruhl495. He asserts that these authors have “many 

contact points” with Weber and a few others. But in the 1920s, this French contribution was largely 

ignored in Germany. An exception (1970: 32 Fn.1) was Jaspers who “emphasized their importance” in 

lectures Parsons attended in Heidelberg.

Parsons’ account of the development of the history of ideas begins with Descartes496., but

focuses on the same problem as did Weber:
“The classical point of origin lies in the famous Cartesian epistemological framework, centering as it did on the subject-

object relationship, that of the knower to that which is known, which clearly cannot in a simple sense be the knowing 

subject alone” (ibid: 32)

Two distinct problems arise from Descartes. The tabula rasa point of view, that perceives the knowing 

subject as passive pitted against the “pursuit of knowledge as an activity, a process of ‘problem-solving’ 

in which the knower is an active agent.

The other problem lies in the “sense impressions”, that “information coming from the external world, 

could become organized as to constitute knowledge.”

This leads, according to Parsons, directly to the question of symbolization – a view that his friend Carl 

Friedrich shared. Parsons delineates  that 
“thus the  problems of  the  nature of  ‘society’ and  of  ‘culture’ were,  in  an important  sense,  implicit  in  even  the most  

schematic version of the Cartesian paradigm.” (ibid.: 33)

495  Levy-Bruhl does receive some attention in Parsons’ lectures.
496  Aside from the fact that Descartes is a classic starting point , Carl Friedrich, whose political philosophy is centered on 

the concept of peace, begins with Descartes.
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A move away from the passive subject was enabled by English utilitarianism in addressing the “wants” 

of the individual and the question of “rational action”. The more important step, according to Parsons, 

lay in Kant’s reaction to Cartesianism.

The  British  Empiricist  tradition  was  close  to  the  tabula  rasa  account.  Kant  had  challenged  their 

conception with his own and suggested 
“the organization of empirical knowledge through the schemata of intuition and the categories of the understanding.” (ibid. 

36)

This  touches  upon the  question  of  motivational  and cultural  components  in  social  systems,  which 

Descartes had begun to make problematic and which Kant’s anthropology and Herder’s critique made 

explicit. In regard to biological sciences, Kant’s schemata, distinguished from sense data and heredity, 

could not yet fully account for the deduction of “their characteristics from general principles”(ibid.).
“[T]he framework of empirical knowledge does not exhaust the components of culture that we now treat as ‘internalized’ in 

the human individual – as ‘personality’. If we think of culture as the consisting of symbolic systems that connect symbols 

with meanings which are intelligible  in  terms of  some kind of ‘code’,  there must  exist,  besides the codes bearing on 

empirical cognition, such additional categories as values (whether or not moral), expressive symbols, and the symbolic 

systems that are constitutive of the generalized frameworks of meaning often associated with religion.” (ibid. 36/37)

 Personality and the role of values are two subjects that Kant could not yet address for lack of proper 

conceptualizations.

 It was the transformation of physiology through the Kantian language that created the disposition that 

enabled Lotzeans to formulate a philosophy of values and introduce the concept of ‘personality’ as a 

concept that could bridge said divisions. 

Only this conceptual transformation  enabled Durkheim’s and Weber’s theorizing. Parsons makes the 

connection to Durkheim himself (same page), addressing the category of  facts  in the  milieu sociale, 

which we have seen serves as the medium and is analogue with a discourse of physiology that reaches 

from Lotze  to  Claude  Bernard  and  the  conception  of  the  milieu  interieur.  Kant  himself  suddenly 

becomes a Pragmatist in Parsons eyes, beginning with a religion in which god is a postulate, the
“Kantian trend was to ‘pragmatize’ man’s relation to all possible objects other than the physical.” (ibid.)

On the next pages Pasons reiterates the development of historicism from Hegel to Marx and Dilthey. 

Concerned with Troeltsch, he introduces distinctions that follow the idealistic tradition: The Kantian 

distinction between pure and practical knowledge on the one hand, and the assumption of the primacy 

of practice over knowledge on the other.

In the latter regard, we should never forget that Parsons was also the grand figure in early medical 

sociology. The question of education versus training, university and laboratory versus clinic haunts the 
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development  of  medicine,  physiology and  neuro-science  since  the  time  of  Reil  and  Blumenbach. 

Fiercely discussed in the American discourse, W.B. Cannon and Lawrence Henderson have played their 

part(see Broman 1989; Cross/Albury 1987; Warner 1991)497. 

In a philosophic sense, this has a consequence on the general level for “the domain of human action” in 

a “goal-oriented sense”. The grounds of action are “inherently particularistic” and as Parsons says 
“in the language of the relevant German thought, ‘individualizing’ – note, not ‘individualistic’ – or in Rickert’s terminology, 

‘ideographic’, not ‘nomothetic’.” (Parsons 1970: 41) 

The  point  is,  understanding  human  action  from  the  scientific  point  of  view  necessarily  entails 

understanding the  regulative level of human action,  contrary to classic behaviorism’s quest  to find 

constitutive elements for a mechanizistic explanation of human behavior. 

The “understanding” (Verstehen) of human behaviour refers to regulatory levels and not the laws of 

behavior.  Action  is  not  mechanically  reliable,  but  only  “valid”.  Rationality  is  therefore  not  a 

constitutive  category,  but  a  problem of  validity.  It  was  Max Weber  who rendered  the  question  of 

rationality of action into a political question explicitly and raised the issue of  legitimacy. This is of 

course a corollary of the problem of validity as it was raised by Lotze,

The focus of Parsons discussion is Weber’s Wissenschaftslehre, which he says took its departure from 

the dispute of natural science on the one side and the “post-Hegelian tradition of Geisteswissenschaften 

and in the neo-Kantian tradition Kulturwissenschften” on the other. The respective contrasts that Weber 

found along the lines of Rickert were between
“analytically  generalizing conceptualization (‘nomothetic’) and  individualizing  conceptualization (‘ideographic’) and be-

tween ‘externally objective’ study (Begreifen) and ‘intuitive understanding’- in Weber’s terms  deutendes Verstehen. The 

combination of analytical generalization and what I have with difficulty formulated as ‘externally objective’ study led to 

causal explanation, which was held not to be appropriate to cultural objects, but only to nature.” (ibid. 43/44)498

What Parsons does not mention is that the latter account is the tendency of physicalist reductionism to 

give causal explanations for cultural objects, which they simply naturalize.

But Parsons clearly acknowledges that Weber
“Adhered to the Kantian position that rationally grounded ontological knowledge is not possible.” (ibid.

Parsons reiterates (1970: 51 – 58) the Kantian positions we have discussed above. Conceptually, this 

leads  from  Durkheim’s  concept  of  value  and  collective  representations  to  “Interaction  and 

497 This distinction is currently at the core of modern education debates, as we witness in Germany and the US a trend to 
abolish education and the liberal arts tradition in favor of one-dimensional training “for the job”.

498  This is at the heart of Jaspers’ approach to concept formation in medical science and practice.
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Interpenetration” (ibid.: 51), which comprise of course the concept of Wechselwirkung in the Lotzean 

meaning. Parsons sees the convergence in a number of unrelated sources emerging in the history of 

ideas. He explicitly mentions (ibid.: 52) William James conception of the self, which we know to be 

derived from Lotze.

In his discussion of interpenetration, Parsons addresses the role of “ultimate reality” and the physical 

environment. 

In a footnote (ibid.: 53), he states
Indeed, possibly ‘ultimate reality’ may be conceived as in a comparable sense interpenetrating with empirical systems of 

action, especially via culture. This problem touches on the enormously difficult matter of the status of ‘ontological’ entities, 

which has plagued many from Kant to Weber.” 

This is of course the problem of reality that Lotze discussed, and so did, in his footsteps, William 

James. On the regulative level and with the concept of Wechselwirkung, Lotze solved this problem in a 

satisfying version that we find also in James, Durkheim and Weber. 

Of  those  accounts  concerned  with  the  question  of  ontology  and  epistemology,  Parsons  says, 

Mannheim’s version represented a “skepticism” for which the  Wissenschaftslehre  of Weber (and von 

Schelting) was the “truly Neo-Kantian answer”.

The central point of origin was and is Kant and Kantianism in Parsons’ continued quest for the roots of 

the consistency of his theoretical language.

The 1965 Daedalus Publication of Parsons (1965) was published in a volume on Science and Culture 

and edited by Gerald Holton (1965). Parsons wrote an essay on “Unity and Diversity in the Modern 

Disciplines” (henceforth: Unity-Essay)

Parsons describes the “intellectual disciplines” as a “major aspect of contemporary culture” (ibid.: 39). 

He subsumes them under the German concept  Wissenschaft, which he understands under a criterion 

translated for the American discourse as: 

“Subjects for teaching and research in the central university faculties of Arts and Sciences. Thus, for most purposes, the 

‘applied’ fields are excluded, as are the creative and performing arts.” (ibid.)

In many regards this mirrors the concept of “one science” emerging with Kant. 

Parsons  discusses  the “philosophical  background” of  these “disciplines” which lies  in  Renaissance 

culture. However, the major shift towards the Rennaissance culture occurred in the abandonment of 

premises of the Middle ages; The point of departure was, perhaps, the Western rediscovery of the “lost 

texts”, such as Aristotle by Aquinas. Aquinas and the development of Western thought reemerging from 
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the recapturing of Aristotle and other ancient authors was a topic Parsons encountered in Heidelberg 

and discussed with his Heidelberg friends such as Gerhard Nebel. It was a theme that reemerged in the 

Harvard tercentennial. It was a hidden aspect in  Structure,  according to the correspondence between 

Parsons and Edward Hartshorne. And it  appears in the background of the correspondence between 

Parsons and Voegelin.

Parsons notes that 
“such conceptions as Hobbes ‘passions’ and power or Locke’s ‘sensations’ and the association of ideas contained the germs 

of many outstanding later developments in psychology and the social sciences.” (ibid.: 42)

This statement is certainly outstanding in so far as we can infer from it the familiarity with the career of 

associationism from Bain and Mill to Emerson and James. 

Edwin Boring was a member of the Harvard faculty in the 1920s to 40s, and psychology was, thus, 

always close. Boring published the famous History of Experimental Psychology in 1929. Most certainly 

Parsons took notice of the history of psychology as narrated by such men as Boring.

In  the  Unity-essay,  Parsons  pits  Locke  and  Hobbes  into  the  same  corner,  schoalrs  following  a 

“prototype of the external world” found in the physical world as described and understood by physical 

science as was new at the time of Hobbes et al. 

Pitted  against  this  position  was  a  position  Parsons  calls  the  “subjective  side  of  the  Cartesian 

dichotomy”, the internal world of experience “with reference to empirical knowledge”. The latter is 

condensed in the position of the observer “for studying social objects” and did not hold a category for 

“objects of study”.

In depicting the “two principal conceptions of intellectual disciplines”, Parsons cites Hume as having 

offered  “outstanding   insights”  into  social  analysis.  In  following  Halèvy’s  argument,  Parsons  sees 

utilitarianism  emerging  as  a  19th century  philosophical  radicalism  of  these  developments.  A 

consequence of this radicalism is the main line of economics from Locke to Ricardo. 

For social science, it needed a second “point to emerge from the utilitarian base”. That was to found in 

psychology. With reference to James Olds, Parsons states:
“Here  the  problem  involved  bridging  the  gap  between  concepts  of  the  sheer  giveness  of  the  consumption  wants  of 

individuals, a cardinal reference point for economic theory, and the problem of explaining the genesis of wants or motives. 

Insofar as handling this problem went beyond just postulating the association of inherently discrete elements (e.g., in the 

‘association’  psychology  of  James  Mill),  this  frame  of  reference  contained  very  strong  pressures  to  ‘reduce’  its 

psychological phenomena to more or less physical terms and lead directly to the heredity-environment dichotomy which 

came to dominate its biological thought. This has broadly produced the dichotomy between the ‘instinct’ psychology of the 

Anglo-American  tradition  and  the  ‘behaviorism,’  with  its  environmentalist  emphasis  and,  hence,  concern  with  the 
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mechanisms of learning. The crucial point for present purposes is that the differences between the social and the physical 

aspects of the actor’s environment were not considered problematical for the purposes of this type of psychology.” (ibid.: 

44/45)

Parsons speaks expertedly about a chapter of the history the 19th century philosophical-physiological 

discourse and the emergence of psychology. The reference to the hereditary aspect is an aspect of the 

discourse that has focused on, what in the German biological language was called, Keime and Anlagen. 

Their  role was discussed from Blumenbach and Reil  to Schwann and Carl  Vogt, and in France by 

Cuvier. Many Anglo-American scholars have come to know these discussions as students travelling 

Europe in the 19th century, including for example Emerson. 

Pitted against one another were teleological and mechanistic explanations, vitalism and physicalism, 

somatism and psychism. There was, with Blumenbach to Lotze, the line of thought based on Kant that 

sought  to  bridge  the  gap  synthetically  with  teleomechanism which  also  sparked  the  concept  of 

teleonomy, “rediscovered” by Ernst Mayr. Parsons made a  connection with the language of Mayr. He 

made that connection because the theoretical language matched. It was, therefore, not a discovery that 

Parsons made in Mayr, but again a similarity of thought. Another matter that lies embedded here is the 

clash of the  Naturphilosophen and  Materialism. Parsons, as we have seen, is not only aware of the 

clash of Romanticism and Materialism, but also of their relatedness (Richards 2002). And even if he 

does not use that phrase, we can say that he certainly saw the historic development in that fashion that 

Materialism simply “turned Schelling on has head” (Timothy Lenoir).

Eventually, he argues, the idealistic movement offered an alternative to the Utilitarian development. 

The “first step was taken by Kant” (Parsons 1965: 46). This only reinforces that for Parsons, Kant is 

not to be subsumed under the header German Idealism, as he is by Bertrand Russell and G.E.Moore. 

Instead, Kant had his own business on his own grounds. Kantianism is not pure idealism in Parsons 

account. This reinvigorates his membership in the Communication Account. Kant restricted empirical 

knowledge to the realm of phenomena which was the physical world according to Newton. Order was 

constructed in a combination of forms of intuition and Categories of Understanding of which causality 

receives a high value. However,
[t]his realm constituted only a small part of the legitimate concerns of human interest.” (ibid. 46) 

Kant, according to Parsons, is left with two dissociated realms: Phenomenal determinism and freedom. 

Theoretical understanding must be dissociated from practical commitment, and 
“the latter having radical precedence for all realms of human concern other than natural science” (ibid.)
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This  practical  commitment  can  be  seen  as  resulting  in  communication  by raising  the  problem of 

communicability. Parsons is aware of that, as it has “precedence for all human realms”. 

Historically, Hegel modifies the Kantian frame of reference. Hegel introduces the possibility of treating 

what Parsons calls cultural patterns as objects and drops the teleological aspect of seeing them as “ways 

locating the ultimate reference point for knowledge of phenomenal objects in Kant’s sense.” (ibid.)

Of course, Hegel’s line of argument runs into trouble via the idealist, historicist, and materialist schools 

who seek to follow reductionist  accounts,  building on the figure of speech of the  objectiver Geist  

(‘objective spirit’).

But with these developments, and particularly the “sharpest formulation of historicism” with Dilthey, 

the conceptual frame of Weber was eventually enabled.

The historistic  movement  influenced “law,  economics  and  cultural  fields”,  dividing  them between 

“atomism and holism”:
“The first tended to break down the phenomena into minimum units and treat eac of them as maximally independent of all 

others.  The  second  tended  to  treat  whole  civilizations  or  epochs  of  history  as  unified  entities.  For  the  latter,  the 

untranslatable German word  Gestalt seems to be the best single characterization.” (ibid. : 49)

The attempt to bridge both, natural science and Kulturwissenschaft, was made by Rickert. This enabled 

movements  toward  synthesis.  Parsons  sees  three  such  movements,  bridging  the  gap  between  the 

extremist positions of “physical reductionism and historical uniqueness and ultimate giveness”.  The 

first one, he says, cannot be actually called “a movement”. It engulfed scholars who tried reconcile 

biology  and  humanities.  Anglo-American  Anthropology  was  its  spawn,  focusing  on  “traits”,  not 

particles. It led from Franz Boas to Ruth Benedict. 

The second movement was centered on Marx.  But it is to be considered “incomplete” in offering a 

synthesis that could reconcile the different sides of scholarship.

One “development” that engulfed all the areas of discussion as picked up by all schools and movements 

mentioned so far, began at the end of the nineteenth century and in the early decades of the twentieth, 

says  Parsons.  Informed by developments  in  physics,  Whitehead and  others  radicalized  philosophy 

beyond Kant. Another trend, Parsons asserts, was oriented on physiology, he names the example of 

Cannon499. 

These two were bridged by cybernetics, which could account for the physics and the information theory 

499  Parsons never refers to these scholars as being the “inventors” or “geniuses” behind the movement, but rather names 
them as those whose name became referred to as the prominent one.
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in organismic systems.

Another  trend  was  entering  the  fray  with  linguistics.  On  the  an  initial  background  of  German 

“philology”, the concern with language, cultural communication and symbolic representation led to 

analytical study,  says Parsons, less to including the historical  dimension.  It could yet connect with 

anthropology through Saussure, Sapir/Whorf and Levi-Strauss.

However, all of these traditions have been interpenetrating with the emergence of the importance of 

logic and mathematical logic (aka the Conflation Account).

Therefore, Parsons follows up with the “third movement”, which combines the study of behavior and 

social facts, following anthropology and Marxism. A movement that has
“avoided  the  extremism  of  the  either-or  dichotomies  which  have  plagued  the  pother  syntheses,  namely,  heredity-

environment in the one case and ideal-material in the other.” (ibid.: 55)

These reiterate of course the internal-external distinction and the regulative/constitutive dualism, which 

have “deep-structured” the physiological-philosophical discourse and all its derivates.

It is two men who serve as representatives for this third movement, who are deeply responsible for its 

prominence:
“Max Weber, starting in Germany from a critique of the idealist-historicist tradition, and Emile Durkheim, developed in in 

France a corresponding critique of the utilitarian tradition.Footnote

Footnote:  See Talcott  Parsons,  The Structure of  Social  Action,  McGraw-Hilll,  New York,  1937 and H.  Stuart 

Hughes Consciousness and Society, Knopf, New York, 1958, for more detailed analyses of the theoretical positions 

surveyed in the following. Vilfredo Pareto in Sociology, Freud in Psychology and the American development in 

social psychology, related to Pragmatism and involving James, Dewey, C.H. Cooley, G.H. Mead and W.I. Thomas, 

also belong in this context.” (ibid.)

The footnote is of course interesting, for Parsons acknowledges the role of Pragmatism in general (not 

just Mead, Cooley, Thomas). He increasingly admitted not only that he had discovered that Dewey 

might fit  into the convergence.  More importantly and occasionally isolated from Dewey,  the name 

William James appeared. The discussion of Weber and Durkheim is at this point “the same old news”. 

But there are statements we should pay attention to at the end of his discussion of Durkheim.

He declares  that  Durkheim was,  on technical  theoretical  matters,  more  advanced than Weber.  The 

reason is his inclusion of the concept of internalization
“of normative elements of the cultural and social systems in the structure of the personality of the individual.” (ibid. : 63)

This leads us back to Lotze who made “personality” a problem that can be discussed among scholars. 

Durkheim was open to Lotzean types of contribution. Weber, on the other hand, while a student of 

Windelband  –  a  Lotze  disciple  –,  was  not  explicitly  fond  of  Lotze.  While  much  of  his  thought 
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contained concepts that were close to Lotze’s, they were disseminated through Münsterberg, Rickert 

and Windelband. Durkheim may have been more directly influenced by Lotze, whose works were also 

known in France.

Furthermore, Parsons widens the circle:
“In this very basic insight it is notable that Durkheim converged not only with Weber – and certainly other movements 

coming from the idealistic tradition such as those connected with the name of Georg Simmel – but also with two other from 

the utilitarian-positivistic side, namely Freud and in the broadest sense the Pragmatist movement in the United States. It has 

been noted that there was a direct continuity between British empiricism in philosophy, utilitarianism, and the emergence of 

the Darwinian movement in biology. As a physician, Freud belonged, above all, in this tradition. Indeed his earlier research 

was in the field of pharmacology. The main trend, then, of his earlier work in the field of psychopathology seemed to 

indicate  the  immense  importance  of  biologically given  instinctual  needs  relative  to  the  ‘veneer’ of  rational  factors  in 

behaviour. 

[…]

In any case,, Freud’s later schema for the analysis of personality converged strikingly with Durkheim.” (ibid.: 63/64)

Above quote – almost 30 years after Structure – leaves room for the idea that Simmel did “converge”. 

At  least,  in  so far  that  Simmel  spoke  the  same theoretical  language  that  was  disseminated  in  the 

philosophical-physiological discourse.

Pragmatism is  fully acknowledged to be part  of the convergence,  with Parsons making an explicit 

reference to the ties within the discourse in biology and philosophy. Even if he is glossing over much 

for the sake of blind spots in his own explicit knowledge and also the constraint of the essay itself, his 

further  discussion  of  Freud  finds  him  aware  of  the  clinic/laboratory  divide  and  the  intellectual 

background that  lead to  Pragmatism and Freudian debates.  Before  the conclusion of  his  essay,  he 

makes a fundamental statement on Pragmatism and the importance of James over Dewey, which I think 

puts an immense emphasis on our entire argument:
“The Pragmatist movement in this country built still another partially independent bridge between these traditions.”

[ We want to add.: Partially, for it was influenced by the Kantian-Lotzean discourse and literate 

in the works of Wundt and Weber’s friend Münsterberg and at the same time Durkheim was 

influenced by his discussion of Pragmatism, particularly James.]
“William James did much to break up the Cartesian rigidities with respect to the concept of the self, above all recognizing 

such plural meanings as the ‘I’. and the ‘Me’. The development from James which is most important here is not the one 

most prominent in philosophy, via Dewey, but rather the ‘social psychology’ centering on the names of Charles Cooley and 

George Herbert Mead. Cooley came to the insight that there was in the very early development of the personality such an 

intimate relation between the self  and significant  others  of  its  environment  that  they could be assumed to  be equally 

immediately given and inseparable.” (ibid. : 65)
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Cooley in  other  words,  expanded the  orientation  towards  the  Other  (Kant’s  sensus  communis)  by 

including the idea of the “personality” in Wechselwirkung (Lotze), he managed to understand that in 

the  process  of  growing  up,  some  Others  are  more  “siginificant”.  This  sounds  highly  trivial  and 

superficial. However, it is of prime importance, because it establishes the conceptual transformation 

that leads from Lotze to Mead. By including the work of Albert Schaeffle, who was influenced by 

Lotze and in turn influenced Cooley, the importance of “symbols” in communication becomes a central 

aspect of social theory. Mead build the counter-concept to the significant other from a generalization of 

communication through “shared symbols” (Schaeffle): the generalized other. 

The  epistemological  vernacular enabled  these  enunciations,  it  produced these concepts.  It  became 

Parsons’s  vernacular. Parsons’ entire sociological thought was a consistent program that he followed 

since  the  1930s.  In  notes  from 1974,  he  makes  assumptions  on  Kantianism and the  Sociology of 

Knowledge in light of a subject that is related to the question of the differentiation of society and the 

role-system: his medical sociology.

In his speech notes (HUGFP 42.41. Box 5) on the Sick Role, comprising a commentary in the Twaddles 

Symposium on the sick role, he notes the following:
“Martel on Marx historical materialism

Analogy of relation between science + medicine

Kant vs Hegel

Marxism as a ‘medical’ doctrine, not a basic science discipline

Hence insistence on theory + praxis

Also ‘historicist’ features – the clinical focus on the case.

‘Economic less the basic ‘determinant’

Than the on subject to change

Esp. through political action

Durkheim + Weber were Kantians,

not Hegelians – so is TP”500

Parsons saw Weber and Durkheim as Kantians and he himself is one such specimen.

The  distinction  of  science  and  the  clinical  approach  is  reiterated  and Marxism viewed  along  this 

distinction, reiterated in the Constitutive/Regulative distinction.
500  In his later years, Parsons repeatedly referred to himself as TP in his notes, when relating to his work.
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For  Weber,  the  essential  methodological  component  bridging  the  distinctions  was  his  concept  of 

Verstehen (‘understanding’). This concept is tied into the concept of scientific investigation. 

We  have  come  full  circle  with  the  1964a  manuscript  and  the  nomothetic/ideograhic  and 

external/Verstehen problems. Parsons states:
“At the level of Verstehen, scientific investigation is basically a process of meaningful communication” (Parsons 1964a: 89)

If communication is to be effective in terms of human cultural-symbolism, it 
“always involves the sharing of values”. (ibid.: 90)

Refuting that this is some form of “total cultural  gestalt” as a mere naturalized entity, Parsons writes 

himself into the Communication Account by keeping with the problem of communicability as raised by 

Kant and the solution offered by the discourse via Lotze in Durkheim, Emerson, James Weber, and, 

most notably, Karl Jaspers.

Clinical context, pluralism and the biological vernacular

The clinical and pluralist context of the biological vernacular in the early 20th century was represented 

not simply by Talcott Parsons and his sick-role, nor was it that Parsons “discovered” and assimilated 

this discussion from Lawrence Henderson, which some commentators have suggested – a late addition 

to Henderson’s experimental attitude in the first place.

The biological vernacular that had structured the nineteenth century discourse, found its expression in 

many quarters that were addressing the problems of clinical and medical problems with a social 

component in mind: Mental Hygiene, Fatigue Research, Doctor-Patient Relations, and Psychiatry501. 

Henderson and Parsons “discovered” these subject matters in separation from one another, which is 

also true for their interest in Pareto. Parsons had found out that he and Henderson, and also Elton 

Mayo, shared some common interests, which served to “enforce” the need to explore these aspects for 

Parsons’ agenda. 

However, the point of fact is that we encounter not the genius of either Parsons or Henderson but we 

have to turn the matter around and realize that we face an intellectual milieu that had come to make 

explicit certain types of a problem. A problem that was not new to either Henderson or Parsons, for 
501  The application of mental hygiene and fatigue research (as a branch of Psychophysics) for the conceptualization of 

social and political problems was not a novelty. The same non-separation of conceptual spheres was a momentum of 
prior decades and centuries. Certain novelties came with the emergence of demography and statistics, which Michel 
Foucault described meticulously in his College de France Lectures on biopolitics and governmentality 1977 – 1979 
(published in English with Routledge).
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they had come in contact with the prerequisites during their years in Europe.

In case of Parsons, this is an aspect that we find exemplified in the works of his teacher Karl Jaspers.

Jaspers was, first and foremost, trained in medicine and psychology. Even though his fame as a 

philosopher may have come to outshine his accomplishments in the medical discourse, the history of 

the publication and reception of his General Psychopathology (Allgemeine Psychopathologie) which 

saw several editions from 1913 to 1965 and was expanded by Jaspers from an intitial 400 to a final 800 

pages, and his Psychologie der Weltanschauung (Psychology of Worldviews) is proof of the profound 

role that he played as an “address” in the medical discourse. To a large degree, his work is now an 

obscurity to most physicians and psychiatrists who operate within a knowledge regime that applies the 

physicalist reductionist vernacular (see Andreasen 2007 on the “death of phenomenology”, also Jaeger 

et al 2008). However, there are a few not so silent voices (e.g. S.Nassir Ghaemi, Chris Walker, etc.) 

who have managed to show the inadequacy of the current knowledge regime and who have been able 

to show that Jasper’s pluralism and theoretical clarity are excellent tools in the education of future 

medical practitioners. Jaspers offers a very concise climax in the problematization of aspects that the 

biological vernacular made explicit in regard to clinical practice.

This clinical attitude, including the actual reference to medical practice, informed his philosophical 

work. Parsons created a similar combination throughout his theoretical life. If one is looking for a 

causal explanation, why the “genius Parsons” included medicine into his portfolio in the way he did, 

the fact that he was “just a follower of Henderson” or he was “looking up to his older brother, who was 

a doctor” are of course easy explanations. But, if we try to understand the development of the 

theoretical language that was spoken at Harvard’s Laboratory of Social Relations and Parsons as its 

ideal-type, we better recognize these and other aspects as mutually reinforcing elements a) within 

conceptual frameworks that have their own productive and enabling genealogies and b) within 

networks that constrain and politicize theoretical statements:

Parsons was immersed in ideas that led him towards medicine beginning with his brother, learning at 

school, when he was pursuing the idea of becoming a doctor, working in close quarters with Mayo and 

Henderson at Harvard, but also in vernacular spoken in the Heidelberg classroom of Karl Jaspers’ 

seminar on Kant and philosophy of world-views (which included Durkheim and Levy-Bruhl, among 

others).
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 i. Kant or Husserl in the Weberian thought of Jaspers

The crucial debate in regard to the question of concept formation rests in the problem whether Jaspers 

was following along the lines of Kant or Husserl. In regard to his “existential philosophy”, many 

interpreters have answered the question in favor of a Husserlian mode of thought. This line of 

interpretation was followed by commentators from inside the history of medicine and psychology.

However, Chris Walker has offered a different and convincing account of Jaspers as a Kantian 

psychologist in the 1990s, which was followed by Derek Bolton and S. Nassir Ghaemi towards an 

argument for pluralistic diagnostics and concept formation in contemporary medicine and psychiatry 

(see: Walker 1993 a-c, 1994 a-d502, Mullen 2007, Ghaemi 2004, 2006, 2007, 2007a, Bolton 1997, 2000, 

2008, Broome 2005, 2006, 2008, critical Wiggins, Schwartz 1995, 1997, Wiggins, Schwartz, Spitzer 

1992; Wetherick 2009).

Walker’s contribution rests on the premise that both, Jaspers’ psychology and his philosophy, are based 

on Kant’s theory of knowledge. In line with our argument in this study, we must correctly say that 

Jaspers’ style of reasoning in any kind of scientific discipline was enabled by the conceptual 

transformations that the Kantian problematization of a theory of knowledge represented, therefore, 

Jaspers’ ideas are not so much part of philosophy on the one hand and psychology/psychiatry on the 

other, instead we must say that philosophy and psychiatry as disciplines presented Jaspers with 

different questions and problems to apply his style of reasoning or epistemological vernacular.

Walker (1993a: 211) cites Jaspers admission that Kant was “the philosopher” for him throughout his 

life. Respectively, Jaspers’ General Psychopathology should be referred to as the Critique of  

Psychopathology, the question for the prerequisites for the possibility of psychopathology. Jaspers’ 

approach to Kant mirrors the idea of the “opening of a thoughtscape” (Denkraum), which Dieter 

Henrich – another Weberian like Jaspers- introduced as a a concept of his constellation-research (1991, 

2005a,b). However, the “thoughtscape” Jaspers describes is not satisfied. Instead Kant’s opening has 

left his readers wanting and, subsequently, enabled Jaspers’ Daseinsanalyse.503

502  I am deeply indebted to David Karp and Jonah Friedman who made these articles available to me.
503  Jaspers’ form of Daseinsanalyse can be said to inform both Parsons and Michel Foucault. All three do not have to refer 

back to an original Being (Sein) to analyze forms of being (Daseinsformen). This distinguishes them from Heidegger 
and Derrida who need an ontology and an original Sein from where the forms emanate, either in the positive (Heidegger) 
or negative as the “enemy” (Derrida). Jaspers, Foucault, and Parsons can discuss forms of Being without the conceptual 
necessity of Being. In case of Foucault, this was illustrated in his dispute with Derrida in regard to the question of 
madness and delusion in Descartes. In light of Jaspers’ discussion of delusion (Ghaemi 2004), a more satisfying account 
of the Derrida-Foucault is possible. However, to the knowledge of this author, there is little discussion of the role of 
Jaspers in the work of Foucault. In light of an account of Jaspers as a Kantian and Foucault’s ideas wedged between 
Kant and Nietzsche (Han 2002), this discussion would offer an interesting insight into Foucault’s works that is 
previously constrained by accounts of Foucault as a member of the larger deconstructivist movement and subsequent 
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Kant introduced the “forms” into the discourse of the technologies of understanding and producing our 

selves as human beings in the world. Kant’s forms were not filled, they were gestaltlos (Walker 1993a: 

213). But this is precisely why they needed to be filled with life, with ways of being, with Dasein. Thus, 

the analysis of the real and concrete forms of Dasein as they present themselves to the researcher, sociologist, or 

diagnostician was enabled through the Kantian transformation. The important prerequisite we have found to be 

the communicability of Dasein. This communicability of Dasein happens in the communication of ideas of 

reason, which are open to contingency (discursivity) and verifiability among respective others (sensus  

communis).

Walker (ibid.) considers a similar argument in his statement that Jaspers is “almost unique” in the scholarship of 

Kant. He makes the same case Neiman and Blumenberg (see above) have made in regard to the focus on the first 

two sections of Kant’s first Critique among Kant scholars.

This unique status of Jaspers shines through in his Psychologie der Weltanschauung, it is, however, present in his 

work on psychopathology. The emphasis he places on the ideas of reason is an emphasis on their regulative role 

(ibid.: 214):
“In Jaspers’ psychopathology, Kantian ‘regulative’ Ideas of reason function as Weberian ideal-types.”

Jasper’s continues the Kantian revolution in psychopathology. Kant had surpassed Locke, Berkeley and, of 

course, Hume’s theory of knowledge, which stated that the assumption that knowledge must conform to object. 

In Kant’s version, the objects must conform to our knowledge. For Jaspers, scientific concept formation, 

including medical (biomedical and mental health related) concept formation, must effect the object. This means 

that diagnostic judgment is “not innocent” nor does it deal with pathologies as “natural kinds” as the Kraepelin 

approach (today applied as operational diagnostics) would suggest.  As a consequence there cannot be a 

“systematic knowledge of what is”.

From this position, Walker discusses corollaries in regard to phenomenological concept formation (1993b) and 

“remainder of phenomenology” (see exemplary discussion in: Rajan 2002).
If Parsons and Foucault are accounted for as two theoretical vernaculars or enunciation systems that were enabled 
through Kant and Jaspers, this would help to understand similarities between them. Among those the general interest in 
the problem of communication, the interest in medicine and psychiatry from a conceptual point of view that includes 
role behavior and power relationships (see White 2002: 6ff.). The similarity of the degrees of freedom in the concepts of 
“permissive social control” (Parsons) and governmentality (Foucault).
Bryan Turner in his contribution to a reader edited by Javier Trevino (2001) likened Foucault’s concept to the concept of 
Thrift (see: Parsons Early Essays) Their emphasis of Neo-Kantianism, specifically Ernst Cassirer. The inclusion of 
Cassirer into Theories of Society was Parsons’ doing, while Foucault wrote a substantial review of the French translation 
of Cassirer’s Philosophy of Enlightenment, which he described as an anti-fascist manifesto. David Macey (The lives of  
Michel Foucault) and others have gone as far as describing Foucault as a disciple of Cassirer. At the same time, if we 
accept an account that shows that Parsons was enabled  through conceptual transformations in the theory of truth and 
knowledge that were facilitated by Early Pragmatism, we have to consider another similarity in this regard between 
Parsons, Jaspers’ pluralism and Foucault’s concept of truth, which Beatrice Han (2002: 128f.) finds to be analogous to 
William James’.
In light of the interest this author has in Parsons, it should be known that this investigation started out with a perception 
of unexplainable similarities between Kant, Parsons and Foucault, and a search for the source in the history of the 
emergence of the concepts mediality and communication. 
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similarities to Simmel’s social theory (1993c).

His position on Husserl has become a point of criticism, because it is widely believed that Jaspers followed 

Husserl’s ideas (Walker: “folklore of psychopathology”). Walker demonstrates very effectively that another 

account is possible, even likely (1994 a-d). In this account, Jaspers misread Husserl’s descriptive psychology as a 

Kantian statement. Jaspers’ supposed debt to Husserl would therefore be a “constructive misunderstanding”, 

however, a “constructive misunderstanding” that was enabled by Jaspers’ Kantianism.  

If we accept that Jaspers’ content matter and intentions remained fairly coherent and that Husserl’s content 

matter and intentions remained fairly coherent, we understand why Jaspers lost interest in Husserl after Husserl’s 

turn towards “philosophy as rigorous science”. With this program, Husserl abandoned the demarcation line Kant 

had drawn between philosophy and natural science, a demarcation Jaspers had adopted. Husserl’s “descriptive 

psychology”, Jaspers believed to have identified in the Logical Investigations, supposedly followed the 

demarcation. 

However, we better assume that this is not so and that Husserl was creating a program that was incepted to 

abandon the demarcation. Jaspers, according to Walker, had trouble believing this was Husserl’s original 

intention:
“When Jaspers did belatedly realize Husserl’s true intentions, he attributed this to a change in Husserl rather than to his own mistaken 

view of Husserl’s early phenomenology. He continued to hold this errant view of the early Husserl throughout his life” (1994a: 122)

However, this fact does not necessarily affect the question of the “influence” of Husserl on Jaspers. Quite the 

contrary, Jaspers saw “his early Husserl” less as a source for new ideas than a confirmation of his Kantian 

beliefs. Citing a famous interview between Jaspers and Herbert Spiegelberg, Walker reminds us that Jaspers 

thought that “his philosophical development would have been no different in the absence of influence from 

Husserl” (ibid.).

Jaspers’ “phenomenology” is, therefore, not Husserl’s but Kant’s phenomenology: a form of “negative 

instruction” or “propaedeutic discipline” (see Walker 1994c: 80 on Jaspers and O’Neill 1989: 13 on Kant). The 

“phenomenological method” Kantian style teaches us the conditions of appearances and empirical judgments”. 

With Weber and Simmel (Walker 1994d) this becomes “empathic understanding” [enfuehlendes Verstehen] in 

Jaspers works.

The term originates in the work of Theodor Lipps (1851 - 1914), who Jaspers thought of as “preparatory” for 

Husserl along with Franz Brentano (1838 – 1917). Max Weber rejected Lipps’ idea that an observer could “fully 

penetrate” the inner aspect of his object. In Weber’s view understanding requires “concept formation”, which 

Walker shows to be an argument in Roscher and Knies. Concepts mediate, but they are not “full penetration”. As 

we have shown this is the result of discursivity. 

However, only “concept formation” allows for “objectified knowledge” and therefore enables validity, the 

criterion of empathic understanding. But validity is all we can hope for in a concept of truth, because 

correspondence is denied by the hiatus between us and the things-in-themselves.
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ii.” Medicine or Philosophy” versus Clinical Philosophy

After his work on the General Psychopathology and acceptance of the philosophy position in 

Heidelberg, Jaspers began working on his famous three-volume Philosophie, the first testament of his 

philosophy of communication – which is the thematic pursuit of the Kantian problematization. Of 

course, interpreters who follow the work of a “genius” and accept the “differentiation and division of 

intellectual labor” that we have become used to in the past few decades, these interpreters will not 

account for the idea that Jaspers medical mind and philosophical mind cannot be separated. We have 

simply need to accept that his medical works and philosophical ideas were expression of the same 

knowledge regime and enunciated in the epistemological vernacular for this account. We are pursuing 

an account, open to the very idea that these aspects should not be viewed in separation. And if this is 

account is a legitimate one, we can also assume that Jaspers’ philosophical-medical orientation could 

have served to reinforce these tendencies in Parsons. For it stands to reason that Jaspers would not have 

deviated in the classroom from vernacular he was using, the ideas he was developing, and the examples 

he was introducing while working on his Philosophie (incidentally working on his entire concept of 

philosophy).

Jaspers was not a physician then turned to philosophy. Jaspers’ project, as a member of a tradition 

speaking the biological vernacular, can be described as the effort to create a philosophy that was 

inherently clinical and pluralistic. Clinical pluralistic philosophy was not a contemplative enterprise, it 

was supposed to be addressing the pathologies of the world in reflection and through communication. 

This orientation that we find in Jaspers, as we did in Kant, Lotze Weber, James, and in Parsons, is the 

idea that theoretical reflection and practical intervention are one and the same and create the Unity of 

Science.

iii. The concepts of science

We can find a good and genuine representation in the second chapter of the first volume of thre 

Philosophie. And we can with good reason say that the continuity from the Allgemeine  

Psychopathology, the Philosophie der Weltanschauungen (“Philosophy of Worldviews”) and the fact 

that Jaspers spent many years working on the three-volume project must have been reflected in his 

lessons during the mid-1920s, when Parsons was his student504.

504  It should also not be forgotten that Parsons admitted that he was following Jaspers’ publications for quite some time. 
This will be addressed below in the discussion of an encyclopedia article that Parsons wrote on Jaspers.
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Jaspers reflects on the limits of “world-orientation” (Weltorientierung), which he understands to be a 

science. The impetus of philosophy and of science has been to understand the world, man, and the 

place of man in the world. This and various attitudes and forms of these endeavors are discussed by 

Jaspers in the preceding chapter, which Jaspers closes with a warning. The warning is an echo to the 

distinction of regulative and constitutive knowledge, and the fact that there is a tendency to “naturalize” 

regulative ideas and treat them as given and constitutive. This follows from the scientists “orientation 

towards the world” (Weltorientierung)505.

The crucial point is that the regulative ideal that is inherently part of “world-orientation as science” is 

a way or from of approaching what is as Being (Dasein) independently from the subjectivity of the 

person that is cognizing, so that every entity that is able to reason can experience its validity as it is  

untouched by the process of time and unconditioned by historic individuality506. The similarity of the 

“form of thought” in Jaspers’s  theoretical construction of these “objects of a science as world-

orientation” with Whitehead’s eternal objects is as striking as it is noteworthy, even if it is “only” a 

structural similarity and not identically the same. But they are equally atemporal. And the crucial point 

of the objects of world-orientation is that their criterion is validity, not their factual knowledge. Factual 

knowledge is not independent of the conditions of its acquisition and cognition (Jaspers Philos. Vol. 1: 

85) – conditions that are historical, psychological, or sociological. Validity (Geltung) exists whether 

somebody knows the Being it refers to, or in Jaspers example ibid.: the laws of nature or norms of logic 

are valid (gueltig) and have meaning (Sinn), before anybody discovers them.

Whitehead’s “eternal objects” can be described according to Parsons (Structure 763) as “constitutive of 

the meaning of symbols507. As objects they exist only ‘in the minds’ of individuals” – to which Parsons 

adds the Footnote: “Or ‘embodied’ in systems of symbols the ‘understanding’ of which implies a mind. 

– “they themselves are not to be found in external observation, only their symbolic manifestations.”

The “…”  of understanding  by Parsons is noteworthy with respect to the Erklaeren/Verstehen Problem 

505  “Das Wissen der Weltorientierung aber hat die Tendenz, zu verwechseln: das, was sie weiss, mit dem eigentlichen sein, 
das, was im Prinzip fuer sie wissbar ist, mit dem Sein an sich”. (Jaspers, Philosophie Vol. I: 84)
The knowledge of world orientation is overcome by the tendency to confuse, a) what it presume to know with the actual 
Being, and b) what it is able, at least in principle, to know, with Being by itself. (Translation A.S)

506  Jaspers writes in the original German (Philosophie Vol.1: 85, emphases by Jaspers): “Weltorientierung als Wissenschaft 
meint ein vom Erkennenden in seiner Subjektivität unabhängiges Dasein zu erobern. Ihr Pathos ist, zu wissen, was 
unbetroffen vom Wechsel der Zeiten und der geschichtlichen Individualität, immer und jeden Orts, ja über den 
Menschen hinweg hinaus für jedes mögliche Vernunftwesen gültig ist.“

507  Jaspers’s Chiffren in the widest sense
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in the Logic of Science, which was a crucial problem for Weber and Jaspers in the wake of Lotze and 

Dilthey. Parsons’s in his use of the emphasis indicates an awareness of the problem. The use of eternal 

objects implies that this side of the study of the three systems he is describing on page 763 of Structure 

– nature, action, cultural systems – lies on the side of Verstehen, while nature and action –as “true 

empirical” system (ibid.: 762) – are subject to forms of explanation (Erklaeren), whether  as space-time 

explanations (nature) or means-end (action). However, cultural systems – represented by symbols, 

constituted by eternal objects – also have the status of science, which Parsons states from the point of 

view of Whitehead (ibid. 763) in a language that echoes Jaspers’s:

 “[…] the cultural systems have the status of science if by that is meant a body of objectively verifiable 

propositions. For if it is granted, as it must be, that the meanings of symbols are observable, it is 

necessary also to grant that there is verifiable knowledge of eternal objects. But this cannot take the 

form of causal understanding of events. Beyond the grasp of the immediate meaning of a particular 

isolated symbol it can only mean a grasp of the interrelations of eternal objects in meaningful systems.”

The sciences of action are still a special case for Parsons and need be distinguished in the 

Erklaeren/Verstehen controversy, in a way that is similar to what is found described as a premise to 

Jaspers’s  methodological pluralism, while Verstehen  is irrelevant in the natural sciences (Parsons 

Structure: 764), Culture systems (ibid.: 765) are “only understandable” by the method of Verstehen. 

The sciences of action require that scientists actively combine methods of Verstehen and observation 

(of behavior). 

                Observation        Erklaeren                                   Verstehen  

Objectivity nature  natural science cultural systems

Observation      Verstehen  

Subjectivity behavior  action system
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We find the very same differentiation in Japers, when he discusses limits of knowledge and 

determining factors (Grenzen der Weltorientierung and Relativitaet des Zwingenden), even though 

Parsons will modify it with Whitehead.

Jaspers finds the ways of determination (Arten des Zwingenden) in the

o Thought in Logic/mathematics

o Reality (zwingendes Wirklichsein) of the empirically objective in the Natur- and Geistewis-

senschaft

o Anschauung of the Kategorienlehre (intuition of the categories)

If read with Parsons’s Whitehead, we can find the necessary transformations to be 

a) the conflation of logic/mathematics and categories and expansion into cultural systems constituted 

by eternal objects, and b) the differentiation of the empirically objective sciences into sciences of 

nature and sciences of action (Geisteswissenschaft).

This transformation is made possible by Parsons’ awareness not only of Jaspers and Whitehead, but of 

a classification in the spirit of Weber and Dilthey, that can be found in Hans Freyer’s Soziologie als  

Wirklichkeitswissenschaft: the distinction Natur- Wirklickeits- und Logoswissenschaften.  The 

unification of logic, mathematics, categories and symbolic meaning in the logos in Freyer and its 

transformation into eternal objects with Whitehead is just as obvious, as is the use of the German 

Wirklichkeit in Jaspers and Freyer fort a specific type of science, namely the empirically objective.

And indeed, Parsons does quote Freyer on page 762 as the taxonomoy of types of sciences that is 

closest to his own. And of course, Wirklichkeitswissenschaft is Weber’s term

iv. Fact and Tatsache

This touches upon a discussion that was of central importance in the famous correspondence between 

Talcott Parsons and Alfred Schuetz – the definition and use of the concept “fact” or Tatsache. This 

aspect needs to be pointed out, because in his evaluation of the correspondence 35 years later upon the 

event of the publication of this correspondence by Walter Sprondel, Parsons spoke about the difference 

between Schuetz and himself and their understanding of the use of “fact”, pointing out his indebtedness 

to Henderson and Kant. However, one of Jaspers’s corollaries from the above discussion of empirically 
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objective sciences introduces the concept of Tatsache (fact) in the same way that Parsons claims to 

have found it in Henderson and Kant. In short, his exposure to Jaspers had served in strengthening his 

conceptualization of “fact”, that was inherent in his theoretical language, mediated through his 

exposure to biology, medicine and Kant. The exposure to Henderson, a man trained in medicine and 

philosophy of science owing itself to the biological vernacular, helped along with the final 

condensation of this concept of “fact” in Parsons intellectual equipment (see quotes in Schuetz/Parsons 

1977: 127ff., and the discussion by Elizabeth Kassab 1991).

Parsons in his “reappraisal after 35 years” notes that, while both he and Schuetz are concerned with the 

subjective factor in the empirically-objective – a which he expressed in Structure as the line of 

demarcation between sciences of nature and of action - , Schuetz supposes that a fact can be given with 

immediacy though experience, devoid of mediation by conceptual frames of reference (Henderson) or 

Kantian categories of understanding (Verstandeskategorien). Parsons follows through with a discussion 

of “fact” in Structure with a lengthy note (41f.). What is outstanding in this note is that “fact” and its 

relation to science, which are discussed in reference to Henderson, are introduced in way that  says that 

“fact” is “a statement about a phenomena”, and that “a system of scientific theory” is an abstraction 

because “the facts it embodies do not constitute a complete description of the concrete phenomena”. 
508The latter is not just found in Jaspers, but is of course found in Lotze’s supposition that the “reality is 

richer than thought” .

But more importantly: Tatsachen beduerfen der Feststellung – “Facts require statement” 

(Jaspers Phil. Vol. 1: 90)

And further, Jaspers remark, that facts are not accessible through perception alone, but via thought – a 

position that is inherent in Lotze and Hannah Arendt’s interpretation of Kant: Every fact is itself theory 

(ibid.)

[…]

Fact must achieve meaning to gain our interest. Theories, virtual formations of interrelations and 

wholes are the conditions for the relevance of facts and their discovery. The necessity of theory results  

from their verification by facts.

[…]

The determinative aspect in empirical research is bound to theory in fact, and to fact in theory. […]  

Never can reality be comprehended in full, whether reality itself nor in individual form. (ibid. 91, transl. 

508  „The point is that a fact is not itself a phenomenon at all, but a proposition about one ore more phenomena. All 
scientific theories are made up of facts and of statements of relations between facts in this sense. […]” (Strucutre: 41)
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A.S.509)

v. Four Reality-spheres

The concept of “unity” is equally important to Jaspers as it was to Kant, and it serves its purpose as a 

regulative ideal here as it does there. A unified World-view (Weltbild) is not possible, for there is no 

“truth” that can be known (ibid. 104) but only serve as pointing the way. “Truth” is not an object that is 

within the unity of the world and research towards truth must use “truth” as its “imaginary goal” and 

therefore must also stop at some point (ibid.). Without explicitly discussing the “Muenchhausen-

trilemma” that Hans Albert described as the inherent problem of , Jaspers arrives at the same 

conclusion that at some point the research process – like the process of justification (Albert) –must at 

some point be aborted, if it does not want to be caught in an infinite regress or tautology.

What Jaspers feels safe to say is that world can at the very least be treated with regard to “four original 

spheres of reality” that are separate and  form a hierarchical series

Anorganic Nature as “rule-following “
↓

Life as an Organism
↓

Soul as Experience (Erleben)
↓

Mind (Geist) as thinking and object-oriented consciousness

The same hierarchy under the scope of respective obectivities which is the empirical reality accessible 

for science in each sphere, as Jaspers says, or in a more modern version with Foucault  or Rabinow we 

would speak of rationalities, would look like this (ibid. 105):

509  “Die Theorien als gedachte Gebilde  von Zusammenhängen und Ganzheiten sind Bedingung für die Relevanz von 
Tatsachen und gemeinhin sogar fuer ihre Auffindung. Das Zwingende der Theorie erwächst aus ihrer Bestätigung. […] 
Das Zwingende in der empirischen Forschung ist also als Tatsache gebunden an Theorie, als Theorie an Tatsache. […] 
Niemals erfasst es eine Wirklichkeit ganz, weder die Wirklichkeit überhaupt noch in individueller Gestalt.“ 
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Reality-Sphere Rationality/Form of Objectivity

Anorganic Nature as “rule-following “ measurability
↓

Life as an Organism objective teleology of life (Lebendiges)
↓

Soul as Experience (Erleben) Expressions of the soul
↓

Mind (Geist) as thinking and understandable meaning of cognitive (geistig) documents
object-oriented consciousness

If we review this in a comparative perspective with Parsons, we find an expression of remarkable 
similarity in the “Structure of the Human Condition as System (Parsons 1978: 382)

Jaspers Parsons
Reality-Sphere Rationality/Form of Objectivity System Function        Task

Anorganic Nature as Physico-Chemical A Material Basis
“rule-following “ measurability for living systems

↓ ↓
Life as an Organism objective teleology of life Human organic G Teleonomic

(Lebendiges) Organization
↓ ↓

Soul as Experience (Erleben) Expressions of the soul Action System I Symbolic
Organization

↓ ↓
Mind (Geist) as thinking and understandable meaning of Telic L Grounding of
object-oriented consciousness cognitive (geistig) documents Meaning for Action

The similarity is so obvious that it comes as a surprise that Jaspers is not mentioned once in the index 

of Parsons’s Action Theory and the Human Condition (1978). In particular in light of the fact that he 

was acutely aware of Jaspers’s former student Hannah Arendt’s The Human Condition. A genius-

account would suggest that either Parsons developed this scheme completely oblivious to Jaspers or he 

would have “stolen” Jaspers’s idea and never mentioned the connection. A genealogical account, on the 

other hand, would view the above similarity as a strong hint that Jaspers’ enunciation in the long line of 

the development of the biological vernacular must be seen as an enabling factor for the Parsonian 

enunciation.

It is important to note that Jaspers reminds us that despite the hierarchy – and similar to Parsons’s 

AGIL-scheme – the spheres are not reducible to the first one. Instead, the empirical study of nature by 

use of certain methods may take “mathematical form”, but the whole of Reality (Wirklichkeit) remains 

larger and therefore cannot be comprehended as a whole (Philosohie Vol.1: 109). Unity of these 

rationalities cannot be achieved, it must remain a mere idea.
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vi. Science, action and contingency

The unity of science as Weltorientierung conjoins the constitutive and the regulative dimension in so 

far as it is directed at action in the world, an action that is directed towards ends and “oriented” by what 

is given and what is possible, therefore the task of science is to know what is and what can be done 

differently (Philosophie Vol. 1: 116): Knowledge of what exists, what can be changed (Verwandlung) 

and what can be (re-)constructed (Gestalten). This kind of knowledge is a liminal practice, it reveals, 

transforms and transgresses boundaries. This includes the concept of power (ibid.). For Jaspers, just as 

for Emerson and Parsons, power has limits in so far that power cannot be total and absolute in the 

hands of one person. But this is only part of the corollaries of the fact that action, as limited and goal-

oriented action in the world (ibid.: “Grenzen zweckhaften Handelns in der Welt”). Precipitating 

Foucault and pre-empting the action definition of Parsons, Jaspers in the wake of Weber’s social 

meaning oriented concept of action defines action beyond mere instrumentalism, beyond mere 

technical efficacy (technisches Machen).

Action includes Nurture/Care (Pflege), Education (Erziehung) and political action – with two 

dimensions: action in communion (Handeln in Gemeinschaft) and in the conflict of rational beings 

(Kampf von Vernunftwesen). Making a change in the world implies, respectively, to effect the 

transformatory self-(re)production of man (ibid.: “die sich verwandelnde Selbsterzuegung des 

Menschen”), which Michel Foucault will call “technologies of the self”, Hannah Arendt will define this 

“condition humana” as the “vita activa”, and Talcott Parsons will eventually call it the  human 

condition paradigm.

From this point, Jaspers includes derivation of his four-fold distinction (see above), by stating that 

technical action (meaning: possibilities for efficacy) has boundaries with other spheres of reality(ibid.: 

118f.), with political action at the other end of the spectrum, inclusive of the will of others:

Reality Sphere   Type of action                Level of “the Other” Action orientation

Technical Efficacy Mechanism Object (dependent) Action towards “things”, 
Without interaction

Life Care/Nurture Object (independent Care without conceptual interaction,
             Eigenwesen) Action-reaction

Soul Education Object (independent) Goals and methods, “listening”
guidance by needs of the Other

Mind (Geist) Free Communication independent subject Political Action, meaningful will of
other people – real interaction
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Political action is defined by its boundaries (ibid. 119f.)510

a) Real conditions, factual and potential will of all concerned actors, both as subject and object, 

resulting in the emergence of consequences is often different from the individual intentions.

b) Reality cannot be deduced from the material basis of action, but will only be elucidated in retro-

spect through the goals that have been preset.

c) Premises of political action among free entities must be understood as a “relation that emerges 

from a concrete positivity that is both source and boundary of this action”511:

a. Psychological motives

b. Sociological motives

c. Situation

d. “unconditionals of Existence” and “immaterial aspects (Geistigkeit) of ideas”

d) Political actors are part of a “stream” that looks like a consecutive order of events, but at close 

proximity appears to be the consequence of individual and free decisions. The political actor is 

“driven by his/her will” to the place where decision are really made.

This leads to a complex of truth and technical efficacy512, to bend the world according to will, because 

the world can be handled technically and all matter can be intentionally manipulated. But the world and 

Being transcend this and action must rest in the end it sets for itself, which ultimately must transcend 

“what is” or it cannot be at all. Therefore achieving an end gives action the criterion of “success” (or 

utility), but this is not the criterion of “truth itself”. The world and its Being transcend each individual 

end towards an ultimate end.

Jaspers illustrates this limit of technical efficacy on the example of medical therapy by doctors (ibid. 

121ff.).

510  We can find similar aspects in the work of Habermas, of course, whose debts to Jaspers, Arendt and Parsons are 
occasionally discussed by commentators, and yet still not as well understood as they could be.

511  Philosophie Vol.1: 120: “Im politischen Handeln trete ich als freies Wesen zu anderen freien Wesen aus seiner 
konkreten Positivität in Beziehung, welche zugleich Grenze und Ursprung des Handelns ist.“
The use of the concept „positivity“, „political action“, „boundary“, and „science/knowledge“ in this context is 
shockingly familiar. It can be found in the archeological writings of Michel  Foucault. The fact that Foucault owes some 
kind of debt to Jaspers has been mentioned frequently (including, of course, the seminal biography by Didier Eribon). To 
my knowledge, however, there is no extensive study that ahs been published, that studies and evaluates that relation in-
depth and in context of the work of Binswanger and Kantianism. However, it would be reasonable, following the kind of 
account and methodology I apply here, to investigate the claim that in light of structural similarities to Parsons and 
others, Foucault owes his conceptual frame of reference to the same discourse.

512  Without saying this explicitly, Jaspers seems to refer to a “will to power” (a “will to knowledge”, or a “will to truth”)
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vii. The clinical practice

Jasper’s seven and a half page long treatise on the physician’s therapeutic effort (aerztliche Therapie) 

delivers every bit of the philosophy of communication, scientific concept formation and medical 

sociology that was part and parcel of the biological vernacular. Jaspers exclaims that, indeed, the way a 

doctors engages a sick person (der Umgang des Arztes mit dem Kranken) reveals the correlation of the 

“theoretical and practical boundaries of world orientation (Weltorientierung)” that are part of every 

action in human engagement. 

Therapy, he says, is a wide field of technical aid (technische Hilfeleistung), from putting on a band aid 

to psychotherapy, and in this heterogeneity, things are meshed together that are each others’ boundary.

The subject of therapy is sick body (der kranke Leib). This  Leib is very much like all other life, in 

Jaspers’  perspective,  a  intertwined  mechanism  that  can  only  be  partially  elucidated,  either  by 

physiology  in  a  functional  perspective,  or  in  its  substrate  by  a  chemical/physical  perspective. 

Disturbances may be healed as if it was a machine that is being repaired. But this may only work in 

certain cases.

Leib, however, because it is life produces its mechanisms.

Life,  while  it  cannot be fully elucidated,  can be observed and observation reveals  regularities that 

become the foundation of expectation. This fact, general empirical experience, enables the treatment of 

the body as life in accordance with objective ends (objektive Zwecke) with known means. A necessary 

consequence of the fact of the body being life is, however, a minimum of unpredictability. This affects 

technical intervention, such a s e.g. surgery. 

Technical Action, which is in-formed by the anorganic does not merely require “thought and calculation 

but also some form of art” (ibid.: 122).

The “specific biological action [biologisches Handeln] requires another from of art which from a never 

entirely ‘rationalizable’ gaze for the vital [das Lebendige] finds its ground in the instinct of empathy for 

life [instinct des Erfuehlens des Lebens]” (ibid.)

Jaspers, defines human life as “not purely objective”. Human life is in a unison with an intelligible soul 

[verstehbare seele] which is in a state of co-determinative interaction with the body. Therefore, aligning 

therapy with the patients soul is a different kind of action, which a doctor needs to learn and which 

requires  communication  between  doctor  and  patient.  This  kind  of  communication  can  appear  in 

different forms [verschiedene Gestalten].
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A person who is ill is recognized as a rational being that is seeking answers to what is going on with its 

body (ibid.  123).  The interaction is  guided by the doctor’s  rational  information and the value-free 

context of the doctor’s examination results and treatment options. 

This is, says Jaspers, where we meet a major problem for the Other [der Andere] cannot be isolated 

from his/her vital and bodily Being [Dasein]. The Other assembles what s/he has been informed about 

in accordance with his/her own education and habit of reasoning [Denkschulung und Denkgewohnheit] 

and his/her own way of being scared.

The Other’s idea of what it means to be sick will reflect in its bodily Dasein. 

The doctor has to understand that there is an effect of his/her information on the body of the patient.

However, neither the patient nor the doctor (ibid.) are aware of the modes of knowledge involved. 

What is imperative, according to Jaspers, is to acquire a state of mind [Gemuet] that allows for critical 

objectivity  towards  knowledge.  In  this  state  of  mind,  one  can  openly  accept  science  “without 

superstitious faith in science”. Jaspers does not say whether this state of mind is the doctor’s or the 

patient’s, instead, he seems to promote this attitude as a general attitude towards science and medicine. 

This is clearly the mirror-image of Max Weber’s Wissenschaftslehre and the postulate of value-freedom 

[Wertfreiheit].

Between the doctor and the patient, Jaspers describes a relation that seems to take on the form of a 

hierarchy of roles:

The doctor “constrains his information in authoritative form, that he is being ascribed by the patient.”513 

The  interaction  or  Wechselwirkung exists  between  the  physician’s  authority  and  the  patients  fear 

(Angst). Jaspers notes that this type of authority works “like a mask” [die authoritative Maske].

This Wechselwirkung is a volatile relation, because the doctor – in order to fulfil his function – requires 

the  patient  to  follow  his  instructions,  while  the  patient’s  confidence  rests  on  the  doctor’s  self-

confidence in so far that the doctor is not allowed to display any sign of insecurity, says Jaspers.

Only with this insight can we (and also the therapist) understand the patient as a whole, and the soul 

can become part of the therapeutic regime. A therapeutic regime that is constructed with ths knowledge 

in mind must, eventually, make every word that is said to the patient part of the therapeutic regime and 

necessarily pre-rationalized. The pre-rationalized patient as a whole is the object of the intervention and 

every action must be “measured as a means towards an end”.

This relationship between doctor and patient contains, in Parsons’s terms, a necessary disinterestedness 

513  “Der Arzt begrenzt seine Mitteiling auf in einer vom Kranken zugestandenen autoritativen Form”.  (124)
This describes the prestige-confidence relation in Parsons’ language. See Parsons’ medical study in the prior chapter.
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on the doctor’s side, which Jasper’s describes as a “distance” between doctor and patient that can reach 

as far as the inner discontinuation od communication on the doctor’s side, while the patient maintains 

the illusion of a relationship between two human beings. The doctor, says Jaspers, does not talk to the 

patient anymore as his/her own self.  Instead, the doctor actively transforms into “a function of the 

therapeutic  process”  (ibid.:  125).  However,  this  is  not  possible  in  the  concrete  case,  because 

“subjectivity” cannot be eliminated. Objectification [Objektivierung] allows for the creation of rules 

(like other therapeutic rules, ibid.), however, that can be used by the doctor to maintain this relationship 

in an objective way.

Subjectivity and the objectivity of the doctor-patient relationship rest in the aporia that, on the one 

hand, the “psychology tradition of Understanding” [verstehende Psychologie] understands the inner life 

of humans ever better, more rules and objectivations follow that seem to create more freedom for the 

practitioner. On the other hand, it follows that this is based on the inadequacy that “man is considered 

an  object”  and  only  apparently  addressed  in  the  medium  of  communication  (which  requires 

subjectivity), in truth the patient does not enter the relationship as himself/herself, but only ever as “a 

case”.

This creates a new boundary for the practitioner, says Jaspers. Man as a whole cannot be objectified. 

Objectification of man can reach only as far as to make him an object in Weltorientierung. 

As an object, actions in regard to the patient can be  arranged externally and rationally according to 

rules  and  experience.  In  reference  to  the  patient  as  an  authentic  self,  s/he  retains  historical 

concreteness514 [geschichtliche Konkretheit, ibid. 126], which makes him/her more than “just another 

case”. The individual patient as a self is a possible existence with his/her own fate [Schicksal]. 

The objective part of a human life can be the empirical subject-matter of research, generalization, and 

rules;  the  existence that  emerges  in  (the  interaction)  of  communication  is  historical  and  without 

generalization.

The object  can only be treated by technical  means,  care,  and art/craft  [Technik,  Pfelge,Kunst],  the 

existence can only unfold itself in a community of fate [Schicksalsgemeinschaft].

Subsequently,  since  it  is  a  fact  that  the  doctor  and  the  patient  cannot  but  communicate,  this 

communication always and necessarily existential. The fate of the patient “rests” in the doctor.

The doctor must accept the patient as a whole and as a distant problem.

The doctor-patient relationship is a historical process of communication between two existences. In this 

514  This could be an excellent starting point for a discussion of adequate and misplaced concreteness in the work of Jaspers 
and Whitehead. We will not follow this particular aspect here.
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relationship, action is a mean-end relation that is both the basis and the medium of the relationship.

The actual and concrete situation for every doctor who has more than one patient is that he cannot 

avoid  to  find  a  practical  compromise  between  both  poles  (ibid.  128).  The  patient  is  in  a  similar 

situation. For the patient, the doctor is not just a “machine that heals and cashes in on a fee”. The 

patient’s relations with the doctor are the result of his/her attitude and expectation, which will structure 

the development of the communication. 

Historically, communication is the key-problem of the later teleo-mechanical program. Subsequently,  

Talcott Parsons’ medical study can only be adequately understood in light of his interlocutors in teleo-

mechanism. At the same time, the medical study is central to understanding Parsons’ entire work and its 

role in the social relations movement and the need for a concept of a “common language in the social 

sciences”.

The problems of communication, the human condition, and scientific concept formation, which arose in 

Kantian philosophy, are deeply intertwined.  The present study was an effort to create an account that 

could open up our understanding for the forms of this kind of problems (from Kant to Parsons) by 

investigating  moments  of  conceptual  transformation  that  enabled  the  formulation  of  important 

questions in the progress of the sciences of mind and life.

Gentile or Jew

O You who turn the wheel and look to windward.

Consider Phlebas, who was once handsome and tall as you.
T.S. Eliot “The Waste Land” , IV
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Instead of an answer and conclusion: A re-opening.

(Afterword November 2009)

In this little book, I have tried to answer a critical question. Critical meaning: the question for the 

conditions of a possibility.

My search for answer to the question began with an opening. I will not even claim that I have presented 

an answer to the question, because I do not believe in this kind of “definitive answer”, proponents of 

such ideas as “correspondence theory”, “Freudo-Marxian or Hegel-Marxian dialectic and the absolute”, 

or “bald naturalism” consider truth. Truths are, I believe, microclimates515. They are volatile and 

subject to change for they are constituted by potentialities and contingencies. However, they are not 

random. They are the potentials that arise from conditions of possibility. As such, when we view the 

utterances, enunciations, concepts, words, etc. that emerge from these conditions, we find 

misinterpretations, misunderstandings, and equivocations to be the driving forces behind the discourse 

they constitute and regulate. The sciences of life and human beings – biology, philosophy, psychology, 

sociology, medicine – comprise such a discourse.  Two types of factors are subject of a genealogy of 

the shape that this historic discourse has taken: Enablements and constraints516.

Epistemological vernaculars (styles of reasoning, conceptual histories, theoretical languages and 

reference frames) are counted among the first; constellations (hierarchical organizations, networks517, 

bureaucracies, power asymmetries between individuals) count among the latter.

I was focused mostly on the question of making explicit the role of enabling factors; in particular, I 

became interested in a style of reasoning or epistemological vernacular I have called the biological  

vernacular.

In this regard my “discovery”518 of the biological vernacular, my effort to search for an answer, and, 

515  See for example the introduction to my book: Aufklaerung als Flaschenpost or Anthropolgie der Gegenwart, VDM, 
Saarbruecken (2009).

516  In my chapter “The ADHD and neurochemical selves in whole systems: A science studies perspective” in: 
Kopnina/Keune, eds. (2010) Health and Environment, Nova Science, New York, I have described a sophisticated 
heuristic model for an interpretative analytics of discourses. It differentiates types of enabling and constraining factors. 
This book is, in a sense, a previous application of a reduced version of that model.

517  Here, network refers to the “classic” network theory, not the kind that is described in ANT (actor-network-theory). In 
the model described in the chapter from Kopina/Keune (2010), I have introduced the two kinds of networks at different 
levels. To avoid contaminating this present study (which is clearly focused on the historical genesis, development, and 
consequences of the biological vernacular) with a misleading and distracting technical discussion and to avoid the 
problem and charge of unnecessary jargon, I have relied on as little technical discussion as possible. The book seems, at 
least to me, much more reader-friendly than it would have been otherwise. 

518  I am unhappy with the word “discovery”, obviously. Following Isabelle Stenger’s and Bruno Latour’s Whitehead, I 
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eventually, my report on how this search went – this report is the very book you just have read – began 

with me seeking to find an opening. The opening I was looking for is certainly ambiguous. I was 

looking for an opening where I could begin and slip in with my toolsl; I was also looking for an 

important conceptual transformation that had been an opening of sorts – the opening of a though-scape 

(Denkraum).

 This thought-scape was opened by Kantian philosophy and the author – in the Foucauldian sense of 

the word – Kant. After this opening, there was no going behind it any longer. The conceptual 

transformations that Kantianism represented for the complex discourses of science, philosophy, 

politics, and medicine, spread like Michel Serres’ parasite519. The parasite in question was called the 

teleo-mechanic program by Timothy Lenoir.520 Lenoir’s argument is at the centre of this book, however, 

in a corrected fashion. I accept the criticism of Robert J. Richards521 in substance, namely that Lenoir’s 

“Kantian biologists”, like Kielmeyer, Reil, and Blumenbach, have “creatively misunderstood” Kant. 

Since I do not seek to reconstruct the intentions of the historic person Immanuel Kant, I have little 

quarrel with either Richards or Lenoir. I simply needed to distinguish between a strong and a weak 

interpretation of Lenoir, and go with the latter. The question I am searching answers for is not the 

question “What did Kant really mean?” 

It is the insight of reading Richards and Lenoir as two complementary studies, that scientific progress 

is, always has been, and always will be based on creative misunderstandings and equivocations. In this 

regard, I felt confident that I could skip a more detailed, intra-theoretical discussion of the historic 

developments from Kant to Lotze (and to fatigue research), than the one I provided in the book’s 

introduction. Readers who wish for more detail should, indeed, read both Lenoir’s and Richard’s books 

(on fatigue research, Anson Rabinbach’s Human Motor522 is the best reference book and also written in 

good narrative).

What I have shown in this present study is, in sum, that Kant introduced the problem of communication 

into the discourse, because it is at the centre of his epistemology.

“How can we know things?”, he asked, and answered “We can’t!”, things are in-themselves (Dinge-an-

sich).

To have some kind of validity for our actions and our beliefs about the world – understood in concepts 

would prefer to speak of “my articulation of the biological vernacular”. See the excellent summary in: Latour, Bruno 
(2004) “How to talk about the body?” in: Body&Society Vol.10: 205 – 229. 

519  Serres, Michel (2007) The Parasite, Minnesota UP.
520  Lenoir, Timothy (1982) The strategy of life, Stanford UP.
521  Richards, Robert J. (2002) The Romantic conception of life, Chicago UP.
522  (1990) University of California Press. Fatigue is, after all, the anti-thesis of Reason (Alfred North Whitehead).
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-, we need a touchstone. We enact concepts in practices, such as language. But concepts are, by nature, 

discursive aka contingent. Therefore, our touchstone is found in others who also enact concepts. The 

idea of these Others and our reaching out to others is found in the sensus communis. 

From his stock-taking of these matters, Kant derives two important and interrelated distinctions:

a. there are constitutive and there are regulative elements

b. there are determinative judgments and there are reflective judgments

Applying these ideas to the questions and discourses that structured the problems of his time, Kant 

helped the creation of biology along, by declaring that it rests on regulative principles and reflective 

judgments, unlike physics523. 

The interactions (Wechselwirkungen) betweens the whole and the parts of an organism may be 

described and understood via mechanics, but only in regard to a function or purpose, which is not itself 

part of nature, but only part of the (human) description. Humans, both individually and collectively, are 

themselves such an organism.

With Lotze, in the mid-nineteenth century a new psychology and the idea of the “social mind” began to 

emerge. Lotze was part and parcel of teleo-mechanic program (Lenoir). 

For Lenoir, the teleo-mechanic program has met its end with physiologists Lotze and his contemporary 

Karl-Ernst von Baer. I argue, on the contrary, that the teleo-mechanic program simply moved, thanks to 

Lotze524 among others, to psychology, to psychiatry, and sociology. 

Lotze’s conceptual transformation was deeply medical, since he was part of the discourses of 

523  In Kant’s definition, biology could not be a “science” – only physics really fit that description to begin with – but only 
adhere to scientific systemacity.

524  An interesting criticism has been raised, regarding the question whether Lotze is a Kantian or follower of Leibniz. 
Deciding this question is, I am afraid, very much a matter of individual belief in the case made by Lenoir and Richards. 
If one accepts that it is not possible to go behind the conceptual transformation that is represented by Kantianism, then 
reading Leibniz after Kant is decidedly different. In short, the conclusion would be inescapable that after Kant, 
everybody had to move within the thoughtscape Kantianism opened, even when taking up a position on behalf of 
Leibniz.
My point is to say that a) I accept Lenoir’s claim and his chain of proof that Lotze was operating within the teleo-
mechanic program, and b) I accept Lenoir’s and Richard’s discussions of how Kant and Kantianism have transformed 
the intellectual field, c) I have made my own case about certain aspects regarding the conceptual transformation, such as 
the problems with Leibniz’s quest for “the original language” and the “principle of sufficient reason” were irrevocably 
changed and refuted with Kantian scholarship.
Frederick Beiser has shown how these controversies fit into the discussions in the times of the critical Kant, in his 
groundbreaking study The Fate of Reason ([1987] Harvard UP). My claim is, therefore, that Lotze was “a Kantian”, iff 
he was to operate within the teleo-mechanic program, and become the kind of discursivity founder (Foucault: author) for 
modern psychology and sociology that he was, at least, insofar as he had to operate within the though-scape Kantianism 
opened. To claim otherwise would, in my opinion, simply constitute the Kant-Eberhard-controversy all over again. The 
outcome of this controversy is well-known. What Lotze thought of himself personally, who he thought he was following, 
is of little concern. Just as with Kant, my(!) question is not: “What did Lotze really mean?”
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physiology, psychology and philosophy. Hence, the name “clinical philosophy” is a very fitting 

description. A description, that I have come to use for the philosophy of Karl Jaspers as well. In short, I 

have shown that, in the wake of Lotze, the early American pragmatist movement – Ralph W. Emerson 

and William James -, and Southwestern Neo-Kantians Max Weber and Karl Jaspers, were equally 

infused with the style of reasoning that was at the heart of the teleo-mechanic program and the 

corollary of the conceptual transformations represented in Kantianism: the biological vernacular525. 

At the same time, a new conceptual transformation was born on nearly the same prerequisites. The 

epistemological vernacular of physicalist reductionism is, in many ways, a consequence of 

developments and innovations that derived from the biological vernacular.

While physical reductionism began to spread and gain supremacy, a conflation of Early Pragmatism 

and Southwestern Neo-Kantianism led to the emergence of the Human Relations Movement 

(represented by Elton Mayo, Lawrence Henderson, and Chester Barnard), and subsequently, its 

“institutionalized” successor Harvard Social Relations (with Gordon Allport, Talcott Parsons, Clyde 

Kluckhohn). In this book, I have illustrated this later development on its most prominent interlocutor, 

Talcott Parsons. I have shown that he framed his theoretical developments from start to finish within 

the biological vernacular.

By making this explicit, I hope to satisfy more than a whim in the form of academic interest in 

historical footnotes.

On the contrary, I am convinced that many problems in decision-making in science, medicine, and 

mental health in contemporary discourses, a) arise from conceptual prerequisites that pertain to the 

parting of the ways of the biological vernacular and physicalist reductionism which led to the primacy 

of the latter, and b) that there are unrealized potentialities in the biological vernacular  that might help 

us to find better solutions for several contemporary issues in health care and public health. I refer to 

conflicts526 such as between operational and phenomenological diagnostics, between western and 

complementary medicine, whole systems and differentiated approaches, somatic and neurochemical 

gaze, pharmacocentric or behavior therapies in life-style disorders (such as ADHD, ODD, depression, 

or obesity), and finally, the continued development of the virtualization of science and medicine by 

hyperuniversalization and hyperspecialization, which has led – in health care - to the transformation 

from sick-role to a managed case with its predetermined therapy-pathways and their discontents527.
525  With a few remarks in the last chapter on Durkheim and his relation to Pragamtism, Janet, and German physiology.
526  The sum of these are part of the so-called biocivics-debate (see my chapter in Keune/Kopnina [2010]).
527  These aspects describe the subjects that my current and future research is dedicated to, based upon the insights I have 

gained in researching for this book.
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Methodologically, this book owes much to my reading the works of Arnold Davidson, Bruno Latour, 

Paul Rabinow, Hans Bakker, Stefan Rieger, Philipp Sarasin, Donald Levine, Lorraine Daston, Dieter 

Henrich, Ulrich Oevermann, Juergen Habermas and, of course, Michel Foucault. I did not always point 

this out as explicitly as these authors deserve. In part, I tried not to confuse the readers with distractions 

in methodology and jargon. In part, I felt that methodological discussions deserve their own niches and 

this book just was not one of them. Certainly, some critical readers will be left unsatisfied for they may 

feel that they have a different question than the one that I asked in this study. But that is, in my opinion, 

their journey to make. 

If this book was supposed to accomplish anything, than it was to accomplish for the ideas of the 

biological vernacular – discursivity and sensus communis as the fundament of communication, organic 

interaction (Wechselwirkung) and equilibrium in mereology, and the clinical aspects of philosophy and 

sociology – what Ian Hacking did for the concepts of probability, induction, and statistical inference 

with his incredible book The emergence of probability528.

Hacking ends his book with a chapter in search for an answer to the question “how Hume became 

possible”. The critical question that I have been searching answers for throughout this book was “How 

did Talcott Parsons become possible?”

 

528  Second Edition, (2006, orig. 1975), Cambridge UP
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